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The Evolution of Creationism 1

God's Own Scientists
A creationist study group grapples with Darwin

by Christopher P. Tourney

On the second Thursday of the month.

for nine or ten months each year, a small

number of men gather at the comfortable

suburban home of a science professor at a

major North Carolina public university.

The group's object is the serious study of

the scientific case for creationism, and its

regular members include another science

professor from the same university, a com-

puter engineer, an electronics technician,

two lab scientists, and two medical doc-

tors. Others who attend occasionally are

college students, electrical engineers, and

more lab scientists. Preachers come by

rarely.

The participants begin to arrive about

7:15 in the evening and proceed to a pan-

eled den at the back of the house. There

they chat about jobs and families, trading

comments about computer software, labo-

ratory procedures, and their children's

schools, or they browse through National

Geographic, American Scientist, or evan-

gelical magazines such as Christianity

Today and Moody Monthly. When all who
are expected have arrived, the second sci-

ence professor begins the meeting with an

evangelical prayer, in which he asks God
to bless their evening together and en-

lighten them.

Since many in the group also attend

weekly Bible study groups on Wednesday

nights at their homes or churches, the

lessons from those meetings often influ-

ence the Thursday sessions. For example,

over many months (while 1 attended as an

anthropologist—and evolutionist—re-

searching creationism in modem Amer-

ica), they kept up an irregular commentary

Adapted from God^s Own Scientists: Creationists in a Secular

World, by Christopher P. Tourney (New Brunswick: Rutgers

University Press, 1994)

on the meaning of the Hebrew word yom,

which is the word for day in the six days of

Creation in Genesis. In modem creationist

orthodoxy, as handed down by Henry M.

Moms, a fonner engineering professor in

southern Califomia, the days of Creation

aie literal, twenty-four-hour days. To dis-

courage figure-of-speech interpretations

of yom, Morris teaches that yom has the

same meaning in every biblical verse in

which it appears. Members of the study

group follow Morris's teachings, and some

attend conservative Bible study groups

that take a similar, literalistic interpreta-

tion. Others, who attend less structured

Bible study groups, say they have heard

that yom usually means twenty-four hours,

but that it sometimes could be a figure of

speech, as in, "In the day of prosperity be

joyful" (Eccl. 7:14) or "the day of the

Lord" (Isa. 2:12).

Mostly, however, the meetings are tech-

nically oriented, as the participants seek to

relate scientific evidence to creationism.

At the first meeting I attended, the topic

was the cosmological theory of the infla-

tionary universe as proposed by physicist

Alan Guth. The leader of the discussion,

the science professor who hosted the

group, began by summarizing several arti-

cles he had read recently in American Sci-

entist, Science, and Scientific American.

Neither he nor anyone else in the room

claimed any special expertise in astro-

physics; they behaved like any other curi-

ous group of intelligent nonphysicists try-

ing to understand new developments in

physics. No one tried to make Guth's

model confonii to biblical imagery; no

one even mentioned the Bible during that

evening's discussion.

Henry Morris and his followers believe

that the six-day Creation and Noah's Flood

were historical events whose authenticity

supports a conservative interpretation of

Judeo-Christian morality. They also be-

lieve, however, that scientific evidence for

the Creation and the Flood can be distin-

guished from the words of Genesis. This

data, they argue, can be honestly studied

and taught as science in the public schools

without violating the constitutional sepa-

ration of church and state. With this rea-

soning, the members of the discussion

group want their arguments on behalf of

creationism to be scientifically credible,

and they worry about this very much.

For example, one of the participants be-

came interested in the theories of Barry

Setterfield, an Australian creationist who
asserts that the speed of light was much
greater in the past, but that it has since de-

creased, leveling off fairly recently at the

rate we know today, about 186,000 miles

per second. Setterfield's calculations dove-

tail nicely with certain creationist

chronologies that say the universe is less

than 10,000 years old. But one of the

group leaders cautioned against Setter-

field's theory. He had asked Henry Morris

about it, he said, and Morris had told him

that the staff physicist at Morris's Institute

for Creation Research was very skeptical

about Setterfield. After that, they did not

raise the subject again.

Often the evening emphasizes an edu-

cational program, of about an hour's

length, produced by Henry Morris's insti-

tute—a film, tape, or, most typically, a

slide show. These packaged programs tell

the group little that they have not akeady

heard, but the members nevertheless study

the messages carefully, for they will be ex-

pected to bring these programs to their

own Bible study groups, Sunday schools,

and churches. Five or six of the members
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The Evolution of Creationism

have spoken often in pubhc on behalf of

scientific creationism, so they are comfort-

able rearranging and editing these materi-

als to suit themselves, but otherwise they

defer very modestly to Morris's authority,

which they never challenge.

The creationists turn to Henry Moiris

for more than just technical expertise: he is

their hero, their inspiration. One of the

founders of the group, an electronics engi-

neer, traces his commitment to scientific

creationism to the time he met Morris in

San Diego. He says he was greatly im-

pressed that Morris, a distinguished fellow

engineer, explained creationism and the

problems of evolution in terms of their

common professional standards; before

that, he had thought that creationism was

only a religious idea.

These creationists also admire Henry

Morris for several biblical commentaries

he has written, one on Genesis and another

on Revelation. They play no role in the

group's scientific discussions because their

content is traditional biblical exegesis, not

technical information, but these volumes

remind the local creationists that Morris is

a spiritual leader, as well as a scientific au-

thority. They say to one another that it's

amazing that one man can do so much.

This kind ofcomment then leads into folk-

lore about the life of Henry Morris. Ac-

cording to one story I heard several times,

Morris is a workaholic who, fortified by

strong coffee, often stays up all night writ-

ing. Another tells of Morris's anguish over

a son who was dissolute and disrespectful,

but who, because of Morris's perseverance

in his ministry, had a change of heart and

became a reputable Christian.

One memorable evening, in place of the

usual format, the group arranged for space

at a church and invited the public to a spe-

cial presentation by a man they had heard

was a good creafionist speaker. About fifty

people came to hear Arleton C. Murray, a

short, pudgy man with receding gray hair,

who called himself Mr. Fossil. He ap-

peared wearing a khaki bush jacket with a

Tyrannosaiirus rex embroidered on the left

breast, a small badge reading "Creation

scientist" on the right lapel, and a Gideon's

badge on the left lapel (the Gideons are

Christian businessmen best known for dis-

nibuting Bibles to the public).

After the opening prayer and a vague

introduction, Mr. Fossil explained that

many years earlier he had been a fossil

preparator in the Department of Vertebrate

Paleontology at the Smithsonian Institu-

MAL/3U 3^/ICH

STARFISH

SUPERSTARFISH

-T'^rUCC^
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tion. He had been very interested in nature

ever since childhood, he said, but he was

told that "it never had God behind it."

While at the Smithsonian, "I didn't know

about Jesus Christ as my savior. I used to

annoy prayer meetings; I was interested in

drinking liquor and smoking cigars." One

night, he continued, he went to an evan-

gelical revival in Greenbelt, Maryland, in-

tending to scoff at the preacher. Instead, he

told us, he was moved by the things the

preacher said and became a Christian that

night. Soon afterward, he started speaking

out against evolution.

He went on to say that the Smithsonian

paleontologists heard about an antievolu-

tionary talk he gave at Washington Bible

College. His boss confronted him the next

day, demanding that he cease such activi-

ties. "He said I had to, but I said I didn't

have to, and I just walked out and never

went back."

From this point on, Mr. Fossil illus-

trated his talk with exciting slides of his

finding dinosaur fossils, excavating them,

and reassembling them at the museum. As

he related his fossil-finding experiences in

Nebraska and Panama, he easily won the

respect of the audience: here was a cre-

ationist who undoubtedly was a scientist.

Next he launched a venomous attack on

evolution. "All museums teach the doc-

trine of evolution," he said. "They're all

Karl Marx." He declared that "Fossils are

the Waterloo of evolution," that the fossil

rooms of the museums are "taboo to the

public; they might find out something....

Evolution is a fake and a lie of the

Devil.... Evolutionists actually believe a

watch would evolve from a hairspring and

filings."

This was fundamentalist preaching at

its finest, faithfully following the classic

pattern of first confessing a sinful life, then

describing the personal conversion, and fi-

nally atoning by exposing the lurid secrets

of the evildoers. But Mr. Fossil was not

through yet. After dismissing evolution,

he led the audience through his own scien-

tific case for creationism. Fossils, he said,

are evidence of the Flood. For example,

the deposits at Agate Springs, near

Carnegie Hill, in Nebraska contain numer-

ous species together. "Only a great cata-

strophe like a flood could mix them all to-

gether like this." Furthermore, the fossil

forms of leaves, shrimps, tapirs, and

starfish are just like today's forms, show-

ing no sign of change.

Softbreezis
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The Evolution of Creationism ~1B
By this point, the members of the local

creationist group were beaming, enjoying

every minute of this presentation. But as

he neared the end of his talk, Mr. Fossil

declared that dinosaurs and men had never

lived together. Dinosaurs did not become

extinct in Noah's Flood, he explained; they

perished in a previous catastrophe he

called Lucifer's Flood. After that, the

world became "without form, and void"

(Gen. 1:2). The six-day Creation, accord-

ing to Mr. Fossil, was consequently a re-

creation of the earth and its creatures, now
including man.

I don't think many in the audience no-

ticed anything amiss in this explanation,

but I saw that the local creationist leaders

were aghast, hi terms of Henry Morris's

creationist orthodoxy, Mr. Fossil was pre-

senting the heresy called Gap Theory,

meaning there was a long period of time, a

gap, between the events of the first and

second verses of Genesis. Thus many geo-

logical changes could have happened be-

fore the six-day Creation. Still worse, Mr.

Fossil then attacked Henry Morris person-

ally, saying, "Morris and his friends know
nothing about fossils; Morris is an engi-

neer, not a paleontologist."

Mr. Fossil justified his own theory of

Lucifer's Flood by saying it came to him

"as the spirit moved me." This was a per-

fectly credible explanation to most in the

fundamentalist audience, but wholly out

of place to those sensitive to issues of sci-

entific evidence. After a very brief ques-

tion-and-answer session, the moderator,

who was plainly rattled by Mr. Fossil's

comments, abruptly ended the evening's

program by saying meekly, "Well, uh, this

shows you that not all creationists agree on

everything."

At the group's next meeting, the previ-

ous month's debacle was the first item of

discussion. One of the leaders said he had

asked some people about Mr. Fossil and

had a story to tell. It seemed that Henry

Morris had once been on the verge of hav-

ing Mr. Fossil run the Institute for Cre-

ation Research's Museum of Creation,

which at that time consisted of four small

rooms at the back of the institute's head-

quarters. Morris apparently did not antici-

pate Ml-. Fossil's views on biblical floods,

and Mr. Fossil had not yet seen the mu-
seum displays, which categorically ex-

cluded Gap Theory and Lucifer's Flood.

At first the two men hit it off well, but

when Mr. Fossil saw the exhibits, he sized

8 Natural History 7/94

up the situation and left quickly, never to

return. At this, the local creationists listen-

ing to the story laughed. The tension had

been broken. True, they had let themselves

be hoodwinked by Mr. Fossil, but so had

Henry Morris. With this perspective, their

embarrassment wasn't so bad after all.

The same evening, they turned to a slide

show that discussed adaptation in the nat-

ural world. The show had two things to say

about adaptation. First, adaptation is evi-

dence of God's design. When a creaUire's

behavior and anatomy are intimately re-

lated to the environmental conditions

around it, this can be interpreted to mean

that God has planned the natural world

very carefully. Second, the slide show dis-

tinguished adaptation from speciation,

calling the first "microevolution" and the

second "macroevolution." It accepted that

adaptation occurs, and that it is observ-

able, giving the classic example of the

English peppered moths, wherein scien-

tists documented a dramatic change in the

proportion of darker colored moths in the

population. The creationist position was

that this was only microevolution, and

provided no support for the view that new

species evolve.

In the group's discussion following the

slide show, one of the creationists sur-

prised me by saying very emphatically

that the case of the peppered moths proves

what the evolutionists allege about adapta-

tion; he went on to say that he believed in

some evolution, that some evolution does

occur. Another then chimed in to say that

natural selection occurs regularly in na-

ture, just as the evolutionists claim it does.

From this exchange and others, I saw that

the members of the creationist study group

could be flexible in their beliefs when

gathering privately, although in public ap-

pearances and public statements they

tended to close ranks in defending their or-

thodoxy.

One evening we viewed a creationist

film about hominid fossils. Its narrator dis-

cussed the Piltdown Man and Nebraska

Man hoaxes to make the point that evolu-

tionary assumptions lead to foolish mis-

takes. He also compared the teeth andjaws

of a young gu^l with those of a chimpanzee

to suggest that it was easy to overempha-

size superficial similarities and overlook

important differences. The movie con-

cluded with the idea that anatomical simi-

larities between species should be inter-

preted as functional similarities designed

by God, not as evolutionary links from

common ancestry.

After the film, one of the leaders turned

to me, saying, "Chris, you're an anthropol-

ogist. You probably know these fossils

better than we do. Maybe you can tell us

what weaknesses the film had that we
didn't notice because we're creationists."

As tactfully as I could, I replied that this

film, like much creationists literature, de-

scribed differences between hominid fos-

sils in terms of two extreme polarities, la-

beling them either as obvious apes or as

modem humans, with nothing transitional

in between. However, I went on, there is a

credible continuum of fossil features be-

tween the apelike early australopithecines

and the recent Cro-Magnons.

One of the creationists responded that

he'd heard that Neanderthal skulls fit

within the range of modem human varia-

tion, and asked if this were true. "The

largest and most rugged modem human

skuUs," I replied, "are probably Eskimo

skulls. Neanderthal skulls are probably

more rugged than those." At that point an-

other of the creationists, a veterinarian,

commented that if Neanderthals were

within the modem human range, as cre-

ationists say, even if at the end of the range

adjacent to Eskimos, the creationist scien-

tists ought to be able to find some Nean-

derthals in the world's population today.

None of us knew what to say to that.

Next, I was asked my opinion about

studies of chimpanzee communication.

"They show chimps are very clever," I re-

sponded, "but they don't prove chimps

have human language capacities or that

chimp communication is a prototype of

human language." I added that many an-

thropologists are less skeptical than I am
about this. The veterinarian observed that

many animals are clever, but that this does

not prove evolution. He then went on to

emphasize how intelligent some animals

are, teUing us of his familiarity with ani-

mals and his concerns about animal wel-

fare in research labs. He almost seemed on

the brink of acknowledging a continuum

between humans and animals. Suddenly,

however, he switched to a rambling tirade

about how evolutionists do not want to

admit that they're living in sin.

Now the discussion had come full cir-

cle, back to hearty denunciations of evolu-

tion. A doctor remarked, "I've studied

Darwin and the other evolutionists care-

fully, and I've found that there's nothing in



it worth believing. Sure, the peppered

moths changed, but that's just genetic vari-

ation, not evolution."

At this point, the meeting came to its

logical end. To my surprise, I was invited

to lead the closing prayer. I thought to say

no, Fm the anthropologist, the observer,

the evolutionist, the guy you don't really

want to lead you in prayer. But I saw that

they were showing appreciation for my
words about fossils and chimps, or at least

their honesty, if not their substance. This

meant that the creationists' discussions in

response to my comments had been good,

that I hadn't derailed the meetmg.

I stifled my instinct, as a Catholic, to

blurt out a Hail Mary—not the kind of

prayer I had been invited to lead, hi my
mind I reviewed the common pattern of

evangelical prayer—I had heard many

hundreds over the previous years—and

began in a calm, clear voice:

God our Father, as we gather here tonight in

your heavenly presence, we're really glad to

be able to come together again to study the

wonders of your Creation, and to share fel-

lowship with each other for this purpose.

We're happy that these folks have been able

to be here tonight. We don't always under-

stand what you mean in the Creation you've

given us, and we don't always agree about

it. But we're thankful for this wonderful gift

you've given us. We say this in Jesus' name.

Amen.

When I got home that night, I wondered

whether by leading the prayer I had in

some way deceived these creationists

about my work or my beliefs. I had told

them many times that I was not a creation-

ist and was not trying to pose as one.

When pressed about my personal views on

evolution and science, Fd say that I was a

Catholic, that I got my faith and morals

from revelation and inspiration, not from

biology or geology or anthropology. To

me, I would explain, evolution is an em-

pirical fact, not a spiritual truth; I do not

search it for God or godliness.

But since I seldom volunteered my own
views at the group's meetings, and did not

argue against creationism, they might

have thought I agreed with their creation-

ist beliefs, or was drifting toward them.

With this in mind, 1 was concerned that

saying the prayer could have added to that

impression. But I needn't have worried.

Following that evening, they took to intro-

ducing me to other creationists by saying,

"This is Chris Toumey. He's an evolution-

ist, but he's our friend." D
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The Struggle for the Schools
Despite a 1987 rebujffwm the Supreme Court, creationists are still pushingfor equal time in science classes

by Eugenie C. Scott

Late last year, a letter received at the

National Center for Science Education

from one of our Alaskan members re-

minded me that even though some things

change in the creation-evolution conflict,

old battles continue. My job is to help

teachers teach evolution when they are

pressured not to, and to help people cope

with attempts to insert the biblical story of

the Creation into science classes. The let-

ter alerted me that the Alaska State Board

of Education was debating a requirement

that teachers give creationism equal stahis

alongside evolution in science classes,

even though the Supreme Court outlawed

such "equal time" provisions in 1987. In

Alaska, as usually happens when such at-

tempts are made to legally enforce cre-

ationism, cooler heads prevailed and the

requirement was not added to the guide-

lines. But more frequently, I am con-

fronted by evolved forms of creationism

designed to sidestep the legal prohibitions.

By the turn of the twentieth century,

evolutionary theory had captivated the

world of science and had even begun to

take hold in American textbooks. Some
citizens, distressed at these developments,

lobbied for legislation against the teaching

of evolution in the public schools. John

Scopes was convicted under Tennessee's

antievolution law in 1925, in the so-called

Monkey Trial. Although the Supreme

Court struck down such laws in 1968,

antievolutionists have never given up the

struggle.

Antievolutionism in America is largely

the creature of a Christian fundamentalist

theology that was built upon five core be-

liefs, called "the Fundamentals," which

had crystalhzed by about 1915. The first

of these argued that the Bible should be

read literally, not interpreted. The Bible

said not only that God created the uni-

verse, but also how—all at one time, over

six 24-hour days, and only a few thousand

years ago. Evolution contradicted the bib-

lical account of the Creation by proposing

that the universe came into being over a

vast period of time, and that living forms

descended with modification from earher

ones. Most Catholic and Protestant clergy,

while stressing the ultimate creative role

of the Deity, were willing to leave the de-

tails to science, but fundamentalists re-

jected any such compromise.

Fundamentalists did not oppose evolu-

tion just because they believed it contra-

dicted God's Word. After all, so did spher-

ical-earth geology and heliocentrism; but

by the early twentieth century, few Chris-

tians interpreted the Bible literally on

those issues. The evidence of science on

the shape and location of the earth is also

accepted by most creationists today, al-

though some still ai^gue that the earth is the

center of the solar system.

But tum-of-the-century fundamental-

ists were convinced, as are their modem
descendants, that acceptance of evolution

breeds not only theological problems but

also moral ones. The most influential cre-

ationist of this century, Henry M. Morris,

has blamed evolutionary theory for "com-

munism, fascism, Freudianism, social

Darwinism, behaviorism, Kinseyism, ma-

terialism, atheism, and, in the religious

world, modernism and neo-orthodoxy."

The worry is that if children learn evolu-

tion they will reject God. Lacking faith,

children may accept "nature red in tooth

and claw" as the only morality and fall

into evil ways. Believers in evolution, ac-

cording to Morris, will be lost to salvation

and face eternal damnation.

After 1968. when the attempt to exclude

evolutionary teaching from the public

schools was outlawed by a decision of the

Supreme Court {Epperson v. Arkansas),

creationists sought equal time for their

own views. Since the teaching of religious

beliefs would violate the constitutional

separation of church and state, creationists

repackaged the Bible as science to give it a

legitimate position in the curriculum. The

result was the birth of "scientific creation-

ism," the idea that scientific data exist to

document the sudden creation of the uni-

verse in the not-too-distant past.

Overwhelmingly, scientists who have

analyzed these arguments have concluded

that creation science misstates evolution-

ary theory, presents erroneous data, and

reveals a gross misunderstanding of the

nature of science {see "The Flood of

Antievolutionism," by Laurie R. Godfrey,

Natural History, June 1981). But during

the 1970s, several organizations, the

largest being Morris's Institute for Cre-

ation Research, in California, and the

Bible-Science Association, in Minnesota,

successfully promoted the idea that cre-

ationism and evolution should be taught

side by side in science classes as "two

models" or "two theories." Their appeal

for fairness won creation scientists more

support than their science.

By the late 1970s, at least twenty-six

state legislatures were considering "equal

time" laws. Two states, Arkansas and Lou-

isiana, passed such legislation, and both

laws were immediately challenged in the

courts and struck down. In 1987, the Lou-

isiana case reached the Supreme Court,

which proclaimed in Edwards v. Aguillard

that creationism is inherently a religious

idea. Its teaching thus represents a state

advocacy of religion, violating the estab-

lishment clause of the first amendment to

the Constitution.

Since 1987, the attempts to give equal

time to creation science have dwindled, al-
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The Evolution of Creationism

though they still occur. For example, a

school district in Vermont passed a resolu-

tion in late 1992 that "creation be pre-

sented as a viable theory on an equal status

with the various theories of evolution."

Once shown to school district lawyers,

such resolutions are usually rescinded.

But the Supreme Court decision left a

loophole that encouraged creationists to

persevere. In Edwards, the court recog-

nized that teachers are free to teach "all

scientific theories about the origins of hu-

mankind." Justice Brennan wrote that

"teaching a variety of scientific theories

about the origins of humankind to school-

children might validly be done with the

clear secular intent of enhancing the effec-

tiveness of science instruction." This sug-

gested that alternative theories could be

taught, but it ignored that there are no rep-

utable altematives to evolution as a scien-

tific explanation. Antievolutionists were

further encouraged by Justice Antonin

Scalia's dissenting opinion, when he stated

that residents of Louisiana had a right "as

a secular matter, to have whatever scien-

tific evidence there may be against evolu-

tion presented in their schools."

Antievolutionists thus adopted a new
strategy: avoiding Creation, Creator, or

any term that implied creationism, they

called for equal time to teach that evolu-

tion did not occur. This new language ap-

peared quite soon after the Edwards deci-

sion, in the Texas textbook guidelines for

1990. The Texas Educational Agency told

pubUshers that books submitted for adop-

tion should discuss "scientific evidence of

evolution and reUable scientific theories to

the contrary." This language also cropped

up in August 1991 in Louisville, Ohio,

where a school board's science curriculum

stated that teachers should "develop an ap-

preciation of theories on evolution and its

altematives." Teachers were supposed to

"contrast, compare and discuss altema-

tives to evolufionary theory."

In May of 1993, the school board in

Vista, Califomia, presented a resolution

stating that "weaknesses that substantially

challenge theories in evolution should be

presented." And in December, the Tangi-

pahoa Parish (Louisiana) school board,

quoting from the Edwards decision itself,

drafted a policy that would allow the

teaching of "other theories of the origin of

man" besides evolution "if done with the

clear secular intent of enhancing tiie effec-

tiveness of science instmction."

The "weaknesses in evolution" and

"evidence against evolution" that have

been put forward include such arguments

as: there are no d^ansitionai forms; life is so

improbable that it could not have origi-

nated "randomly"; the second law of ther-

modynamics (which refers to a tendency

toward increased disorder) disproves evo-

lution; radiometric dating is invalid and

the earth is young. On examination these

views tum out to be identical to what in

pre-Edwards days was called scientific

creationism. But the lack of obvious reli-

gious content and purpose may help insu-

late these antievolution arguments from

legal challenge. A judge might decide that

regardless of scholarly merit, these teach-

ings did not obviously promote religion.

Just because the first amendment protects

against the govemment establishment of

religion doesn't mean it will be a protec-

tion against bad science.

So far this sti^ategy seems to have failed,

at least in the cases that have been brought

to the attention of the National Center for

Science Education. This is partly because

we are often able to olfer information or

other assistance to the local opposition, in-

cluding finding scientists to testify on be-

half of evolution and against creationism.

For example, in the Vista, Califomia, case,

members of a citizens' group testified vo-

ciferously at several school board meet-

ings that they wanted evolution, not cre-

ationism, taught and threatened to sue if

the board pushed the issue. Similarly, in

Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana, scientists

from the local state university and others

protested at school board meetings, as well

as in such pubUc forams as "letters to the

editor" columns and radio talk shows,

against the teaching of "other tiieories" be-

sides evolution. In March 1994 the board

gave up its plan.

Students in Texas and elsewhere are not

now reading science textbooks that pre-

sent "scientific" theories that conti-adict

evolution because members of our organi-

zation and others, such as People for the

American Way, helped promote a change

in the final wording of Texas's very influ-

ential guidelines. The curriculum now
calls for adopting textbooks that provide

"scientific evidence of evolution and reli-

able scientific theories to the contrary, if

any." The "if any" allows the textbook

pubUshers some wiggle room—they can

argue that they cannot find any such theo-

ries. And the Louisville, Ohio, situation is

currentiy on hold while the district awaits

the release of a state curriculum. Protest

from community members and a threat-

ened lawsuit by the Ohio chapter of the

American Civil Liberties Union probably

encouraged this delay.

The evolution of creationism has taken

another tum, however. In 1989, the Foun-

dation for Thought and Ethics, a Texas-

based creationist organization, published

OfPandas and People as a supplement to

high-school biology texts. Pandas claims

to be a balanced freatment of evolution

and "intelligent design theory." In famiUar

creationist fashion, it presents evolution as

a largely chance process that cannot ac-

count for the impressive complexity of

such intricate stmctures as the vertebrate

eye. The altemative to this allegedly ran-

dom process is "intelligent design," a term

that obviously suggests divine creation, al-

tiiough the authors deny that the intelli-

gence is necessarily supernatural. All in

all, the text parades the usual creationist

arguments, only without identifying them

as such.

The publisher promotes Pandas

through a grass-roots campaign, encour-

aging parents to approach school curricu-

lum committees to adopt the book. Ac-

cording to the pubUsher, Pandas is being

used in more than forty states, although in

which states and in which districts is not

made clear. The book was submitted for

state adoption in Idaho and Alabama and

rejected in both places. A creationist

school board member in Vista, Califomia,

asked teachers there to consider it as a sup-

plementary textbook. Armed with reviews

prepared by our scientists and educators,

they, too, soundly rejected it. Despite these

successes, however, individual teachers

may be using the book. In a case in north-

ern California, the colleagues of one

teacher directed him to retum the class-

room copies he had ordered for his stu-

dents, on the grounds that the book had not

passed normal district review.

Compared with those of other industri-

alized nations, the American public school

system is very decenfralized. Local school

distiicts make tiie majority of curriculum

decisions, sometimes guided by state cur-

ricula but not always bound by law to obey

them. State agencies may influence school

districts by requiring them to spend state

funds only on approved books, but what is

taught in the classroom will vary locally.

Not only the local school board but also
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the individual teacher has considerable

leeway. Unless students report on what

happens when the door is closed, no one

else may know.

In Stanwood, Washington, for example,

local residents didn't know, until a student

mentioned it to a parent, that a creation

scientist had been invited to lecture on the

"latest scientific findings" about how hu-

mans and dinosaurs lived at the same time.

In another Washington community, a

teacher who was teamed up with another

for a high-school science class was as-

tounded to hear his colleague advocating

the creationist view that the earth was very

young. Until the two shared the same

classroom, no one had known that this

teacher presented creation science.

From kindergarten through high school,

pubhc school teachers face pressure to

teach creation science or "evidence

against evolution," or at least to downplay

evolution. Our caseload at the National

Center for Science Education has been

steadily increasing over the last six years.

Part of this increase has been brought

about by a shift in American politics. The

religious right, disappointed by its lack of

success on the national level, has focused

on winning local elective offices, includ-

ing representation on school boards and

curriculum committees.

When the religious right wins a major-

ity of seats on a school board, as in Vista,

California, the teaching of evolution be-

comes a contentious issue. Even if not

forced to do so, some teachers just quietly

stop teaching it. Others feel a chilhng ef-

fect. One teacher wrote me that he makes

sure to collect all the handouts when he

teaches evolution so that parents won't

know what he is teaching. That teachers

have to sneak good science into the class-

room is regrettable. Unfortunately, in the

face of parental pressure, principals and

superintendents frequently fail to support

teachers, even when the curriculum man-

dates the teaching of evolution.

If public school teachers shrink from

teaching evolution, many students will not

learn about it unless they go to college—if

then. Others will be deprived of one of the

great enriching ideas of science. If, as the

geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky said,

"Nothing in biology makes sense except in

the light of evolution," these students will

learn nonsensical biology, a "pile of

sundry facts" unconnected by an organiz-

ing theory. D
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The Monster's Human Nature
Whenfilmmakers adapt booksfor the screen, they often dumb down the subtle themes

by Stephen Jay Gould

An old Latin proverb tells us to "beware

the man of one book"

—

cave ab homme

uniiis libri. Yet Hollywood knows only

one theme in making monster movies,

from the archetypal Frankenstein of 1931

to last summer's megabit, Jurassic Park.

Human technology must not go beyond an

intended order decreed by God or set by

nature's laws. No matter how benevolent

the purposes of the transgressor, such cos-

mic arrogance can only lead to killer

tomatoes, very large rabbits with sharp

teeth, giant ants in the Los Angeles sew-

ers, or even larger blobs that swallow en-

tire cities. Yet these films often use far

more subtle books as their sources and, in

so doing, distort the originals beyond all

thematic recognition.

The trend began in 1931 with Franken-

stein, Hollywood's first great monster

"talkie" (although Boris Karloff only

grunted, while Colin Clive, as Henry

Frankenstein, emoted). Hollywood de-

creed its chosen theme by the most "up-

front" of all conceivable strategies. The

film begins with a prologue (even before

the titles roll), featuring a well-dressed

man standing on stage before a curtain, to

issue both a warning about potential fright

and to announce the film's deeper theme as

the story of "a man of science who sought

to create a man after his own image with-

out reckoning upon God."

hi the movie. Dr. Waldman, Henry's old

medical school professor, speaks of his

pupil's "insane ambition to create life," a

diagnosis supported by Frankenstein's

own feverish words of enthusiasm: "I cre-

ated it. I made it with my own hands from

the bodies I took from graves, from the

gallows, from anywhere."

The best of a cartload of sequels, The

Bride of Frankenstein (1935) makes the

favored theme even more explicit in a pro-

logue featuring Mary Wollstonecraft Shel-

ley (who wrote Frankenstein when she

was only nineteen years old and published

the story two years later in 1818). In con-

versation with her husband, Percy, and

their buddy Lord Byron, she states: "My
purpose was to write a moral lesson of the

punishment that befell a mortal man who

dared to emulate God."

Shelley's Frankenstein is a rich book of

many themes, but I can find little therein to

support the Hollywood reading. The text is

neither a diatribe on the dangers of tech-

nology nor a warning about overextended

ambition against a natural order. We find

no passages about disobeying God—an

unlikely subject for Mary Shelley and her

free-thinking friends (Percy had been ex-

pelled from Oxford in 1 8 1 1 for publishing

a defense of atheism). Victor Frankenstein

(I do not know why Hollywood changed

him to Henry) is guilty of a great moral

failing, as we shall see later, but his crime

is not technological transgression against a

natural or divine order.

We can find a few passages about the

awesome power of science, but these

words are not negative. Professor Wald-

man, a sympathetic character in the book,

states, for example:

They [scientists] penetrate into the recesses

of nature, and show how she works in her

hiding places. They ascend into the heav-

ens; they have discovered how the blood

circulates, and the nature of the air we
breathe. They have acquired new and al-

most unlimited powers.

We do learn that ardor without compas-

sion or moral consideration can lead to

trouble, but Shelley applies this argument

to any endeavor, not especially to scien-

tific discovery (her examples are, in fact,

all political). Victor Frankenstein says:

A human being in perfection ought always

to preserve a calm and peaceful mind, and

never to allow passion or a transitory desire

to disturb his tranquillity. I do not think that

the pursuit of knowledge is an exception to

this rule. If the study to which you apply

yourself has a tendency to weaken your af-

fections... then that study is certainly un-

lawful, that is to say, not befitting the human
mind. If this rule were always ob-

served... Greece had not been enslaved;

Caesar would have spared his country;

America would have been discovered more

gradually, and the empires of Mexico and

Peru had not been destroyed.

Victor's own motivations are entirely

idealistic: "I thought, that if I could bestow

animation upon lifeless matter, I might in

process of time (although I now found it

impossible) renew life where death had

apparently devoted the body to corrup-

tion." Finally, as Victor expires in the Arc-

tic, he makes his most forceful statement

on the dangers of scientific ambition, but

he only berates himself and his own fail-

ures, while stating that others might well

succeed. Victor says his dying words to

the ship's captain who found him on the

polar ice:

Farewell, Walton! Seek happiness in tran-

quillity, and avoid ambition, even if it be

only the apparently innocent one of distin-

guishing yourself in science and discover-

ies. Yet why do I say this? I have myself

been blasted in these hopes, yet another may
succeed.

But Hollywood dumbed these subtleties

down to the easy fonnula
—"man must not

go beyond what God and nature intended"

(you almost have to use the old gender-bi-

ased language for such a simplistic ar-

chaicism)—and has been treading in its

own footsteps ever since. The latest incar-

nation, Jurassic Park, substitutes a Veloci-

raptor, re-created from old DNA, for

Karloff, cobbled together from bits and

pieces of corpses, but hardly alters the ar-

gument an iota. Spielberg's Jurassic Park

also dumbs down Michael Crichton's
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book version, just as James Whale de-

moted Shelley.

Ian Malcolm, a mathematical specialist

in chaos theory, acts as the key moral critic

in both book and film, hi the book, he

nialces an intellectually interesting argu-

ment fully consistent with his specialty:

visitors to the park must be protected from

rapacious dinosaurs, but a safety system,

so complex and so dependent upon hun-

dreds of integrated parts and procedures,

all working exactly as anticipated every

single time, must eventually fail—and the

collapse must be both unpredictable and

spectacular.

I do not find this argument too complex

for popular culture. Moreover, the genre of

science fiction maintains a tradition for

playing with intellectual themes not often

treated elsewhere—and this practice has

been extended to films of great commer-

cial success, as in the truly challenging

2007 and even m the mass marketed Star

Trek or Star Wars series. Why couldn't

Spielberg and company (including Crich-

ton, who participated in the dumbdowning

of his own book for the screen) have main-

tained Malcohn's character and argument

in the film of Jurassic Parkl

But Jeff Goldblum, as the movie's Ian

Malcolm, completely perverts and over-

turns his own proclaimed status as a

"chaotician" by invoking the tired old

cliche of monster films: "man must not go

beyond...." He states to John Hammond,
the park's creator: "Your lack of humility

before nature staggers me." Hammond
then counters Malcolm's opposition to

bringing back extinct species from their

preserved DNA by asking whether the

mathematician would object to such a re-

constitution of the California condor,

should the last few individuals of the mag-

nificent bird die. Malcobn replies that he

would not protest such a project because

the extinction would have occurred "un-

naturally" as a result of human malfea-

sance. Why, then, object to dinosaurs?

Hammond asks. Malcolm now cites the

catechistic cliche: "Dinosaurs had theh

shot and nature selected them for extinc-

tion." In other words, the death of di-

nosaurs, as an event of nature's broad and

intended order, as part of life's predictable

and sensible development, must be hon-

ored and left untroubled, while a techno-

logically imposed blip upon nature's pat-

tern, like the extinction of condors, must

be undone.

But such an argument emasculates

chaos theory, Malcolm's stated guide to

every interpretation. Chaos theory tells us

that we cannot predict a sensible unrolling

of life's history or state that any given

event, like the extinction of dinosaurs,

possessed an inevitabihty beyond altema-

tive construction or present challenge. (I

would also like to know why Spielberg's

dinosaurs, as intended rulers of a former

world less advanced than our own, can

beat any mammal in Jurassic Park, includ-

ing Homo sapiens.)

This fatal inconsistency destroys Mal-

cohn's intellectual character. In the film's

silliest and most embarrassing scene,

chaos theory has no remaining clout be-

yond a crude invocation during a bum-

bling and unsuccessful seduction scene

—

as Goldblum 's Malcolm drips water on

Laura Dem's knuckles and tells her that

chaos theory permits no prediction about

the direction of roll, down to the fingertips

or toward the wrist (of course, you have to

hold your subject's hand as you illustrate

this point). I suspect that Spielberg recog-

nized the impotence thus imposed upon

Malcobn, for he breaks the mathemati-

cian's leg and mercifully puts him out of

further action soon thereafter.

But Karloff's Frankenstein contains an
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even more serious and equally prominent

distortion of a theme that I regard as the

primary lesson of Mary Shelley's book

—

another lamentable example of Holly-

wood's sense that the American public

cannot tolerate even the slightest exercise

in intellectual complexity. Why is the

monster evil? Shelley provides a nuanced

and subtle answer that, to me, sets the cen-

tral theme of her book. But Hollywood

opted for a simplistic solution, so precisely

opposite to Shelley's intent that the movie

can no longer claim to be telling a moral

fable (despite the protestations of the man
in front of the curtain, or of Mary Shelley

herself in the sequel) and becomes instead,

as I suppose the maker intended all along,

a pure horror film.

James Whale, director of the 1931

Frankenstein, devoted the movie's long

and striking opening scenes to this inver-

sion of Shelley's intent—so the filmmak-

ers obviously viewed this alteration as cru-

cial. The movie opens with a burial at a

graveyard. After the mourners depart,

Henry and his obedient servant, the evil,

hunchbacked Fritz, dig up the body and

cart it away. Then they cut down another

dead man from the gallows, but Henry ex-

claims, "The neck's broken. The brain is

useless; we must find another brain."

The scene switches to Goldstadt Med-
ical College. Professor Waldman is lectur-

ing on cranial anatomy and comparing

"one of the most perfect specimens of the

normal brain" with "the abnormal brain of

a typical criminal." Waldman firmly lo-

cates the criminal's depravity in the inher-

ited malformations of his brain; anatomy

is destiny. Note, Waldman says,

the scarcity of convolutions on the frontal

lobes and the distinct degeneration of the

middle frontal lobes. All of these degenerate

characteristics check amazingly with the

case history of the dead man before us,

whose life was one of brutality, of violence,

and of murder.

Fritz breaks in after the students leave

and steals the normal brain, but the sound

of a gong startles him and he drops the

precious object, shattering its container.

Fritz then has to take the criminal brain in-

stead, but he never tells Henry. The mon-
ster is evil because Henry unwittingly

makes him of evil stuff. Later in the film,

Henry expresses his puzzlement at the

monster's nasty temperament, for he made
his creature of the best materials. But

Waldman, finally realizing the source of

the monster's behavior, tells Henry: "The

brain that was stolen from my laboratory

was a criminal brain." Henry then coun-
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ters with one of the cinema's greatest dou-

ble takes, and finally manages a feeble re-

tort, "Oh well, after all, it's only a piece of

dead tissue." "Only evil will come from

it," Waldman replies, "you have created a

monster and it will destroy you"—true

enough, at least until the next sequel.

Karloff's intrinsically evil monster

stands condemned by the same biological

determinism that has so tragically and

falsely restricted the fives of millions who

committed no transgression besides mem-

bership in a despised race, sex, or social

class. Karloff's actions record his internal

state. He manages a few grunts and, in one

of the sequels, even learns some words

from a blind man who cannot perceive his

ugliness, although the monster never gets

much beyond "eat," "smoke," and "good."

Shelley's monster, by contrast, is a most

remarkably literate fellow. He learns

French by assimilation after hiding for

several months in the hovel of a noble

family temporarily in straitened circum-

stances. His three favorite books would

bring joy to the heart of any college Eng-

lish professor who could persuade stu-

dents to read and enjoy even one:

Plutarch's Lives, Goethe's Sorrows of

Young Werther, and Milton's Paradise Lost

(of which Shelley's novel is an evident

parody). The original monster's thunder-

ing threat certainly packs more oomph

than Karloff's pitiable grunts: "I will glut

the maw of death, until it be satiated with

the blood of your remaining friends."

Shelley's monster is not evil by inherent

constitution. He is bom unformed—carry-

ing the predispositions of human nature,

but without the specific manifestations that

can only be set by upbringing and educa-

tion. He is the Enlightenment's man of

hope, whom learning and compassion

might mold to goodness and wisdom. But

he is also a victim of post-Enlightenment

pessimism as the cruel rejection of his nat-

ural fellows drives him to fury and re-

venge. (Even as a murderer, the monster

remains fastidious and purposive. Victor

Frankenstein is the source of his anger,

and he only kills the friends and lovers

whose deaths will bring Victor the most

grief; he does not, like Godzilla or the

Blob, rampage through cities.)

Mary Shelley chose her words carefuUy

to take a properly nuanced position at a

fruitfully intermediate point between na-

ture and nurture—whereas Hollywood

opted for nature alone to explain the mon-

ster's evil deeds. Frankenstein's creature is

not inherently good by internal construc-

tion—a benevolent theory of "nature

alone," but no different in mode of expla-

nation from Hollywood's opposite version.

He is, rather, bom capable of goodness,

even with an inclination toward kindness,

should circumstances of his upbringing

call forth this favored response. In his final

confession to Captain Walton, before

heading north to immolate himself at the

Pole, the monster says:

My heart was fashioned to be susceptible of

love and sympathy; and, when wrenched by

misery to vice and hatred, it did not endure

the violence of the change without torture,

such as you cannot even imagine [my italics

to note Shelley's careful phrasing in terms

of potentiality or inclination, rather than de-

terminism].

He then adds:

Once my fancy was soothed with dreams of

virtue, of fame, and of enjoyment. Once I

falsely hoped to meet with beings who, par-

doning my outward form, would love me for

the excellent qualities which I was capable

of bringing forth [again, my italics]. I was

nourished with high thoughts of honor and

devotion. But now vice has degraded me be-

neath the meanest animal.... When I call

over the frightful catalogue of my deeds, I

cannot believe that I am he whose thoughts

-<D

c^

"Ifind I can think better when I stand upright.

"

were once filled with sublime and transcen-

dent visions of the beauty and the majesty of

goodness. But it is even so; the fallen angel

becomes a malignant devil.

Why, then does the monster tum to evil

against an inherent inclination to good-

ness? Shelley gives us an interesting an-

swer that seems almost trivial in invoking

such a superficial reason, but that emerges

as profound when we grasp her general

theory of human nature. He becomes evil,

of course, because humans reject him so

violendy and so unjustly. His resulting

loneliness becomes unbearable. He states:

And what was I? Ofmy creation and creator

I was absolutely ignorant; but I knew that I

possessed no money, no friends, no kind of

property. I was, besides, endowed with a fig-

ure hideously deformed and loathsome....

When I looked around, I saw and heard

none like me. Was I then a monster, a blot

upon the earth, from which all men fled, and

whom all men disowned?

But why is the monster so rejected if his

feelings incline toward benevolence, and

his acts to evident goodness? He certainly

tries to act kindly, in helping (albeit se-

cretly) the family in the hovel that forms

his hiding place:

I had been accustomed, during the night, to ,,i

steal a part of their store for my own con-

sumption; but when I found that in doing

this I inflicted pain on the cottagers, I ab-

stained, and satisfied myself with berries,

nuts, and roots, which I gathered from a

neighboring wood. I discovered also an-

other means through which I was enabled to

assist their labors. I found that the youth

spent a great part of each day in collecting

wood for the family fire; and, during the

night, I often took his tools, the use of which

I quickly discovered, and brought home fir-

ing sufficient for the consumption of several

days.

Shelley tells us that all humans reject

and even loathe the monster for a visceral

reason of literal superficiality: his tmly ter-

rifying ugliness—a reason heartrending in

its deep injustice and profound in its bio-

logical accuracy and philosophical insight

about the meaning of human nature.

The monster, by Shelley's description,

could scarcely have been less attractive in

appearance. Victor Frankenstein describes

the first sight of his creature alive:

How can I describe my emotions at this cat-

astrophe, or how delineate the wretch whom
with such infinite pains and care I had en-

deavored to form? His limbs were in pro-

portion, and I had selected his features as

beautiful. Beautiful!—Great God! His yel-

low skin scarcely covered the work of mus-

cles and arteries beneath; his hair was a lus-
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trous black, and flowing; his teeth of a

pearly whiteness; but these luxuriances only

formed a more horrid contrast with his wa-

tery eyes, that seemed almost of the same

color as the dun white sockets in which they

were set, his shriveled complexion, and

straight black lips.

At the hyper-NBA height of eight feet, the

monster scares the bejeezus out of all who
cast eyes upon him.

The monster quickly grasps this unfair

source of human fear and plans a strategy

to overcome initial reactions and prevail

by goodness of soul. He presents himself

first to the blind old father in the hovel

above his hiding place and makes a good

impression. He hopes to win the man's

confidence, and thus gain a favorable in-

troduction to the world of sighted people.

But in his joy at acceptance, he stays too

long. The man's son returns and drives the

monster away—as fear and loathing over-

whelm any inclination to hear about inner

decency.

The monster finally acknowledges his

inability to overcome visceral fear at his

ugliness; his resulting despair and loneli-

ness drive him to evil deeds:

I am malicious because I am miserable; am
I not shunned and hated by all mankind?. .

.

Shall I respect man when he contemns me?
Let him live with me in the interchange of

kindness, and, instead of injury, I would be-

stow every benefit upon him with tears of

gratitude at his acceptance. But that cannot

be; the human senses are insurmountable

barriers to our union.

Our struggle to formulate a humane and

accurate idea of human nature focuses on

proper positions between the false and

sterile poles of nature and nurture. Pure

nativism—as in the Hollywood version of

the monster's depravity—leads to a cruel

and inaccurate theory of biological deter-

minism, the source of so much misery and

such pervasive suppression of hope in mil-

lions belonging to unfavored races, sexes,

or social classes. But pure nurturism can

be just as cruel and just as wrong—as in

the blame once heaped upon loving par-

ents, in bygone days of rampant Freudian-

ism, for failures in rearing as putative

sources of mental illness or retardation

that we can now identify as genetically

based, for all organs, including brains,

may be subject to inborn illness.

The solution, as all thoughtful people

recognize, must lie in properly melding

the themes of inborn predisposition and

shaping through life's experiences. This

fhiitful joining cannot take the false form

of percentages adding up to 100—as in

"intelligence is 80 percent nature and 20

percent nurtiu'e," or "homosexuality is 50

percent inborn and 50 percent leamed,"

and a hundred other harmful statements in

this foolish format. When two ends of

such a spectrum are commingled, the re-

sult is not a separable amalgam (like shuf-

fling two decks of cards with different

backs), but an entirely new entity that can-

not be decomposed (as adults cannot be

separated into matemal and paternal con-

tributions to their totality).

The best guide to a proper integration

lies in recognizing that nature supplies

general ordering rules and predisposi-

tions—often strong ones to be sure

—

while nurture shapes specific manifesta-

tions over a wide range of potential

outcomes. We make classical "category

mistakes" when we attribute too much
specificity to nature—as in the pop socio-

biology of supposed genes for such com-

plexly social phenomena as rape and

racism; or when we view deep structures

as purely social constructs—as in earlier

claims that even the most general rules of

grammar must be leamed contingencies

without any universality across cultures.

Noam Chomsky's linguistic theories rep-

resent the paradigm for modem concepts

of proper integration between nature and

nurture—principles of universal grammar

as inborn learning rules, with peculiarities

of any particular language as a product of

cultural circumstance and place of up-

bringing.

Frankenstein's creature becomes a mon-

ster because he is cruelly ensnared by one

of the deepest predispositions of our bio-

logical inheritance—our aversion toward

seriously malformed individuals. (Konrad

Lorenz, the most famous ethologist of the

last generation, based much of his theory

on the primacy of this inborn rule.) We are

now appalled by the injustice of such a

predisposition, but this proper moral feel-

ing is an evolutionary latecomer, imposed

by human consciousness upon a much
older mammalian pattem.

We almost surely inherit such an in-

stinctive aversion to serious malforma-

tion, but remember that nature can only

supply a predisposition, while culture

shapes specific results. And now we can

grasp—^for Mary Shelley presented the

issue to us so wisely—^the true tragedy of

Frankenstein's monster and the moral

dereliction of Victor himself. The predis-

position for aversion toward ugliness can

be overcome by learning and understand-

ing. I trust that we have all trained our-

selves in this essential form of compas-
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sion; that we all work hard to suppress that

frisson of revulsion (which in honest mo-

ments we all admit we feel) and to judge

people by their qualities of soul, not by

their external appearances.

Frankenstein's monster was a good man

in an appallingly ugly body. His country-

men could have been educated to accept

him, but the person responsible for that in-

struction—his creator, Victor Franken-

stein—ran away from his foremost duty,

and abandoned his creation at first sight.

Victor's sin does not he in misuse of tech-

nology or hubris in emulating God; we

cannot find these themes in Mary Shel-

ley's account. Victor failed because he fol-

lowed a predisposition of human nature

—

visceral disgust at the monster's

appearance—and did not undertake the

duty of any creator or parent: to teach his

own charge and to educate others in ac-

ceptance.

He could have schooled his creature

(and not left the monster to learn language

by eavesdropping and by scrounging for

books in a hiding place under a hovel). He
could have told the world what he had

done. He could have introduced his benev-

olent and educated monster to people pre-

pared to judge him on merit. But hetook

one look at his handiwork and ran away

forever. In other words, he bowed to a base

aspect of our common nature and did not

accept the particular moral duty of our po-

tential nurture:

I had worked hard for nearly two years, for

the sole purpose of infusing life into an

inanimate body. For this I had deprived my-
self of rest and health. I had desired it with

an ardor that far exceeded moderation; but

now that I had finished, the beauty of the

dream vanished, and breathless horror and

disgust filled my heart. Unable to endure the

aspect of the being I had created, I rushed

out of the room.. . . A mummy again endued

with animation could not be so hideous as

that wretch. I had gazed on him while unfin-

ished; he was ugly then; but when those

muscles and joints were rendered capable of

motion, it became a thing such as even

Dante could not have conceived.

The very first line of the preface to

Frankenstein has often been misinter-

preted: "The event on which this fiction is

founded has been supposed, by Dr. Dar-

win, and some of the physiological writers

of Germany, as not of impossible occur-

rence." People suppose that "Dr. Darwin"

must be Charles of evolutionary fame. But

Charles Darwin was bom on Lincoln's

birthday in 1809 and wasn't even ten years

old when Mary Shelley wrote her novel.

"Dr. Darwin" is Charles's grandfather

Erasmus, one of England's most famous

physicians and an atheist who believed in

the material basis of life. (Shelley is refer-

ring to his idea that such physical forces as

electricity might be harnessed to quicken

inanimate matter—for life has no inher-

ently spiritual component and might there-

fore emerge from nonliving substances in-

fused with enough energy.)

I will, however, close with my favorite

moral statement from Charles Darwin,

who, like Mary Shelley, also emphasized

our duty to foster the favorable specifici-

ties that nurture and education can control.

Mary Shelley wrote a moral tale, not about

hubris or technology, but about responsi-

bility to all creatures of feeling and to the

products of one's own hand. The monster's

misery arose from the moral failure of

other humans, not from his own inherent

and unchangeable constitution. Charles

Darwin then invoked the same theory of

human nature to remind us of duties to all

people in universal bonds of brotherhood:

"If the misery of our poor be caused not by

the laws of nature, but by our institutions,

great is our sin."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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This Land

Trigg

Sandstone

Pavement,

Illinois
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

While most of Illinois is flat—a one-

time prairieland now mostly devoted to

corn and soybean fields—the southern

eighth of the state is much more varied.

Three-hundred-foot limestone bluffs line

the Mississippi River to the west and the

Ohio River to the east as they roll toward

their confluence at the southem tip of the

state. In between is a more or less continu-

ous outcropping of sandstone, known as

the Shawnee Ridge, much of which is

managed by the Shawnee National Forest.

Within it are exposed sandstone surfaces

up to several acres in size. I sometimes

have referred to them as glades or barrens,

but a better name for them is sandstone

pavements.

In the Shawnee Ridge zone are 200- to

300-foot-deep ravines, locally referred to

as canyons, filled with large American

beeches, sugar maples, shagbark hicko-

ries, and tulip poplars. On the midslopes

above the shaded canyon floors, a rather

dry forest is dominated by several kinds of

oaks, while the driest ridgetops support a

forest of stunted, gnarly post oaks, black-

jack oaks, winged elms, black hickories,

and red cedars. The patches of exposed

sandstone, often no more than a few feet

wide, lie mainly on west- or southwest-

facing ridgetops, where the full heat of the

afternoon sun bears down on the rock sur-

face. Trees have not been able to encroach

on these spots because conditions are so

hot and dry during the growing season.

Below: Weathered sandstone in the Shawnee

Ridge. Right: A prickly pear in bloom.
Todd Fink; Daybreak Imagery

One of the most extensive and pristine

bare areas is Trigg Sandstone Pavement,

accessible only by a network of one-lane

gravel roads. From a distance, it appears

bare of vegetation, but a closer look re-

veals a variety of colorful lichens ce-

mented to the rock surface, as well as mats

of black moss. The lichens, and to a lesser

extent the mosses, anchor themselves on

the pavement by secreting an acid that

etches the rock surface just enough for

them to become established. After hun-

dreds or even thousands of years, the

lichens and mosses, along with the

weather, have gradually eroded the sand-

stone, creating pockets and crevices filled

with thin soil. This soil provides tiny

footholds for some flowering plants and

ferns that can tolerate the harsh habitat.

One afternoon last summer, when the

air temperature had soared into the mid-

90s, I recorded the temperature at the ex-

posed pavement surface at 120°F (in com-

parison, the soil of the nearest canyon

floor was only 76°F). Among the plants I

found surviving this desertlike heat was a

prickly pear with waxy, yellow flowers.

This cactus stores lots of water in its flat,

thick stems, while its leaves, reduced to

hard spines, offer no surface for water loss.

Other succulent plants on the pavement

have fleshy, water-storing leaves. Among
them are a six-inch-tall, pink-flowered

sedum known locally as widow's-cross, a

small agave related to the century plants of

the westem United States, and a delicate

plant related to portulacas called flower-

of-an-hour (this plant is unrelated to the

flower-of-an-hour in the hibiscus family).

The three-quarter-inch-wide, pink flowers

of flower-of-an-hour open about ten

o'clock in the morning and begin to wither

an hour later. Beginning in mid-July, one

or two flowers open on the plant each day

untO all the flower buds have opened, usu-

aUy by late August. The timing is almost

accurate enough to set your watch by.

A dense covering of hairs or scales on

the leaves of oflier plants insulates them

from the direct rays of the sun and pre-
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Joe LeMonnier
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Trigg Sandstone Pavement

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Shawnee National Forest

901 S. Commercial Street

Hairisburg, Illinois 62946

(618)253-7114

Nearly bare of soil, Trigg Sandstone pavement supports the growth ofsome

lichens, cactuses, and other plants that can tolerate the desertlike heat.

Kenneth Murray

vents moisture from escaping. Lip fern, a

six-inch fem with a purplish black leaf

stalk, has fronds so densely covered with

hairs that they hide the surface of the

leaves. Another six-inch plant with hairy

leaves is small croton, while an equally

diminutive one whose protection consists

of flat, silvery scales is rushfoil.

Several species on the sandstone pave-

ment have tiny leaves, sometimes so re-

duced that they scarcely resemble leaves.

These provide less surface for evapora-

tion. Among them are a tiny evening prim-

rose known as thread-leaved sundrop, a

dwarf Saint Johnswort called pinweed,

and rock club moss, which is a dwarf ever-

green plant closely related to fems.

Some of the plants send down unusu-

ally long taproots through the rocky

crevices, where they may reach additional

moisture. One of the most striking is pen-

cil flower, a yellow-flowering member of

the pea family. While its aboveground

stem may be only six to eight inches tall,

its taproot may penetrate two to four feet.

But some plants avoid the hottest, driest

days on Trigg Sandstone Pavement by

simply making their exit before midsum-

mer. These are annual plants, which sprout

early in the year, usually in March, and

produce their full set of leaves, flowers,

and fruits during April, May, and early

June. They then wither away by July, rely-

ing on their seeds to repeat the cycle the

following year.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 U.S. nationalforests.
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Reviews

Charting the Actual and Imagined
by Yi-Fu Tuan

In May of 1977, geographers Brian

Harley and David Woodward were

strolling through the English countryside,

discussing a collaboration on the mapping

of North America. But as they walked and

talked, they began to plan a work of even

greater scope—a comprehensive history

of worldwide mapping from prehistoric

times to our century.

Under their joint editorship, two vol-

umes of The Histoiy of Cartography are

now in print, with at least four more to

come. Their international team of scholars

has aheady appraised for us an extraordi-

nary range of cartographic artifacts, from

Neolithic wall paintings to the globes,

maps, and diagrams of the ancient

Mediterranean and medieval European

worlds to the dazzling variety of carto-

graphic accomplishments in Islamic and

Asian societies. Future volumes will in-

clude the brilliant works of the Renais-

The History of Cartography, edited by

J. B. Hai-ley and David Woodward, vol. 2,

book 2. University of Chicago Press,

$150:950 pp.; iUus.

sance and the Enlightenment; carto-

graphic enterprise in the age of expansion

and the nineteenth century; and the tech-

nological innovations of our time, includ-

ing, no doubt, satellite and GIS (Geo-

graphical Information Systems) imagery.

What do all these artifacts have in com-

mon? More simply put, what is a map?

Historians of cartography have had to

choose between a narrow view, in which

faithfulness to the earth's surface is of pri-

mary importance, and a liberal view,

which, in contrast, regards a map as any

attempt to picture the spatial qualities of

the world, actual or imagined. The narrow

view is heavily Westem, with an emphasis

on progress toward systematic measure-

ment and precision. The liberal view em-

phasizes the multiplicity of styles, incom-

mensurate as to purpose, hence not to be

ranked on a uniform scale of achievement.
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Kuwagata Keisai's 1804 woodblock print

was the first aerial image ofJapan.
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Museum fur Indische Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

A Thai map ofAsia.fivm the Arabian Sea

to Korea and Japan, above, is dated 1176

and signed byfour artists. India appears

near tlie riglit border, while China

dominates the left halfof the map. The

islands along the top depict the

archipelagoes ofJapan and what is now

Indonesia. Right: A nineteenth-century

Chinese pictorial map of the Yangtze and

Han Rivers showflood control works in

Hubei Province.

Unlike earlier historians of cartography,

Harley and Woodward have wholeheart-

edly embraced the liberal view.

China, Korea, Japan, Tibet, and South-

east Asia are the five areas covered in this

volume. Of these, Southeast Asia's carto-

graphic artifacts are the most heteroge-

neous. The area as a whole can hardly be

said to have a cartographic tradition.

Maps, for instance, bear little similarity to

one another even when they come from

the same Malay world. Moreoever, parts

of Southeast Asia, including the Philip-

pines, Laos, and Cambodia, have not

yielded a single premodem noncosmo-

graphic map. Writing a coherent chapter

on Southeast Asian cartography is there-

fore a special challenge, one that its au-

thor, Joseph Schwartzberg, gallantly tries

to meet.

Tibet presents another kind of chal-

lenge. A rich cartographic tradition does

indeed exist there, but only if one assumes

an exceptionally broad understanding of a

map. The innumerable mandalas and the
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chortens (shrines for the housing of reli-

quaries) can be included in Tibet's carto-

graphic heritage, for they may all be

viewed as attempts to envisage and repro-

duce the Buddhist cosmos, often in a

highly schematic manner. Paintings that il-

lustrate Tibetan works of mythology and

hagiography are not maps in any sense,

yet they, too, furnish maplike components

and scenes if one searches hard enough.

The dominant role of religion in Tibet's

cultural heritage, which is a distillation of

Hindu and Chinese civilizations in almost

equal parts, makes the customs and arti-

facts of that country, including maps,

highly distinctive. Mapmaking in Korea

and Japan is more mainstream, being part

of a large cartographic realm that has

China at its historical core. However, de-

spite strong Chinese influence, Korea and

Japan have developed their own mapping

traditions.

Korea's form of government became

highly centralized, after the Chinese

model, during the Koryo dynasty, from

A.D. 918 to 1392. Such centralization ne-

cessitated detailed knowledge of local

units, including the sort of information

best displayed on maps. Moreover, this

was a time when the Koreans, even more

than the Chinese, were enamored of geo-

mancy, or divination by means of the

earth's configuration. The geomantic

analysis of site and location at different

scales required mapping skills. As Gari

Ledyard, the author of the chapter on

Korea, puts it: "During the ninth and tenth

centuries the mountain paths must have

been thronged with monks and geo-

mancers searching out the secrets of the

nation's arterial system." Measurement

became a requirement (although clearly

not the only one) as early as the fifteenth

century, when a landscape artist, a mathe-

matician-surveyor, a cartographer, and a

geomancer might all cooperate to produce

a good likeness of Seoul. Korea, more-

over, has always been sensitive to threats

by external enemies, and one way to cope

with such threats, particularly during the

seventeenth century, was to produce good

maps. Although functional, these never-

theless were drawn to appeal to the eye.

Korea can boast the earliest world map
(circa 1402) in East Asia. Its purpose

would seem to have been to show the

country as large and important, unlike
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The British Library. London

Jai:an, which is pushed to the side. China

l:as produce ! a number of empire maps

that, from li ;thnocentric viewpoint, were

world m:,: , Ethnocentric in its own way,

Japan too interested in itself to map

the re,, of the world. Maps of its own is-

lands were abundantly drawn at different

scales as early as the Nara period, from

710 to 784.

Japan, as Kazutaka Unno says in his

chapter, is "a pragmatically oriented soci-

ety." The vast majority of premodern

inaps catered to practical uses, including

administration, the settling of boundary

disputes, way-finding for pilgrims and, in-

creasingly, for tourists during the Edo pe-

riod from 1603 until 1867. hideed, from

1700 onward, as more and more ordinary

people could afford to travel for pleasure,

they took to consulting gazetteers and

buying printed maps that showed places

worthy of a visit. Japanese mapmaking

throughout the Edo period, although con-

cerned foremost with use, also aspired to

high aesthetic quality. Cartographers were

artists, and many maps had only a decora-

tive purpose—for instance, those that ap-

peared on folding screens, hanging scrolls,

sword guards, and plates.

I have left China until the last because

of the questions raised by Cordell D. K.

Yee. What is a map? And what constitutes

cartographic excellence? His chapters on

China have a narrative flow that the other

chapters lack, in part because Yee is more

successful in presenting facts within a

context of general ideas and arguments.

China, in its long imperial history, has pro-

duced many cartographic artifacts, includ-

ing cosmographic schemata, geographical

maps at scales that range from empires to

local regions covered in gazetteers, and

specialized hydrological and property-line

surveys. Even under the narrowest defini-

tion, the noncosmographic artifacts must

be considered maps.

Modem Chinese scholars, swayed by

Westem cartographic values, have noted

how backward even some of their nine-

teenth-century maps are. Such maps still

resort to pictorialism and show no meridi-

ans and parallels. On the other hand, the

same scholars are surprised and pleased to

discover how modem some very old Chi-

nese maps look. Silk maps found in a tomb

in Hunan Province, for example, date from

about 150 B.C. and show the location of

army installations and headquarters; color

is used to distinguish different kinds of

features and to provide some evidence of

scale. Accuracy was at least implicitly a

criterion of excellence in ancient China.

Indeed, Pei Xiu, who lived in the third

century a.d., advocated using measure-

ment and scale for achieving fidelity to ge-

ographic actualities.

Given China's remarkable headstart in

cartographic science, one can't help but

wonder why it didn't blossom there as it

did in Europe. Several reasons come to

mind. One is that the earliest maps, which

were placed in tombs, were icons of quasi-

magical potency, not just functional de-

vices. If true, that simply shows what

people believed in more than two thou-

sand years ago. A milder version of the

same idea is that maps have power—they

"command" a territory and can evoke a

sense of place. But any informative and at-

tractive map, even a gas station road map,

can have this sort of power, which may
well be inherent to all maps. Perhaps Chi-

nese cartography was too intimately fused

with aesthetics for it to develop separately

as a science. In my view, aesthetic consid-

erations have also been a strong historic

component of Westem mapmaking, yet

they did not hinder it from developing into

a science.

One significant difference between

China and the West is the strong and per-

sistent pictorial element in Chinese cartog-

raphy. Map and landscape art (which fre-

quently shows maplike scenes from an

oblique angle) are more closely integrated

in China than they are in Europe. Another

difference is the Chinese emphasis on the

written text. As Yee has repeatedly noted,

Chinese cartographers did not feel the

need to indicate accurate scale because

they believed that quantitative information

could be accommodated more readily in

words. This textual emphasis reflects

China's traditional allocation of prestige to

verbal, as distinct from spatial-technical,

skills. And finally, China's attitude to

knowledge has always been pragmatic:

there was little desire to pursue knowledge

systematically for its own sake. Cartogra-

phy was essentially a tool of government,

a skill that all officials should have, along

with other technical skills such as engi-

neering, building and dam construction,

and military strategy.

The questions I have raised are not (ex-

cept for Yee's chapters) the ones The His-

tory of Cartography, as a whole, seeks to

address. The History's basic premise is

that maps are different, as are cultures. Its

purpose is to display the richness of arti-

facts, and it has done so magnificently and

with exemplary thoroughness. What I

miss in this authoritative work, however, is

a sense of story—of theses and themes.

Painted on heavy mulbeny barkpaper, a

Burmese cosmological map, above, is

part ofan illustrated, late-nineteenth-

century manuscript. Right: A map of the

Potala and other holy places of central

Tibet, probably painted in the late

eighteenth century, represents an area of

several thousand square miles. The two

elephants in front ofthe Potala were gifts

from the king ofNepal to the Dalai Lama
and were said to have died not long after

their arrival on the high plateau.

Some chapters have ahnost the texture of a

catalogue raisonne, rather than of essays

that one would want to read through. Is

there now a general agreement among stu-

dents of cartography that maps, like other

artistic creations, have no history of devel-

opment? Tibetan students may well say

yes, and so remove their maps from the

onus of comparison. By contrast, East

Asian students have accepted the values of

Western cartography, even though, in

doing so, they risk finding their own her-

itage deficient. They have embraced mod-

em Westem cartography as they have em-

braced modernization, because they know

that only it has the power to make their

countries politically and economically

strong. Ironically, not Asian but Westem

scholars now see cartography more as

works of art and culture than as works of

applied knowledge that can improve over

time.

Yi-Fu Tuan is the J. K. Wright and Vilas

Professor of Geography at the University

ofWisconsin-Madison. His books include:

Passing Strange and Wonderful, Topo-

philia, Landscapes of Fear, and Morality

and Imagination.
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Mussels, periwinkles, barnacles, and rockweed, left, flourish in

tidal pools, such as those along the rocky shoreline ofMount

Desert Island, Maine, bottom.
Anne Heimann

GiveMeYour Shelled,Your Clawed
The community ofmollusks and crustaceans along America's North Atlantic

shores is a melting pot ofnatives and immigrants

by Geerat J. Vermeij

To the New England naturalist, the tide

pools on the rockbound shores of Maine

and southeastern Canada present a famil-

iar scene. While mussels and acom bar-

nacles are busily filtering small food par-

ticles out of the water that bathes them,

periwinkles are quietly grazing the lush

growth of delicate green sea lettuce. Dog

whelks crawl slowly about in search of

bamacles and mussels. Deeper in the pool,

under a canopy of brown kelp, sea urchins

scrape away encrusting plants and ani-

mals, while crabs and lobsters scuttle to

places of shelter.

So familiar and unremarkable is this

community that we are apt to think of it as

timeless, existing in balance, if not in har-

mony, for ages. Yet beneath this superfi-

cial serenity lurks the ferment of history.

The apparently stable community is in re-

ality a melting pot of natives and immi-

grants, a "crab bag" thrown together by

extraordinary events and circumstances

dating from four million years ago to the

present. The tale is one of invasion and ex-

tinction, and of new links being forged be-

tween species that evolved in regions as

different as coastal Europe, North Amer-

ica, and the North Pacific.

I became interested in this kind of his-

tory once I started to compare marine life

from biologically distinct, but climatically

similar, parts of the world. The shallow-

water communities of the cold North Pa-

cific shores, from north of Oregon in the

east to Honshu, Japan, in the west, are in-

triguing because they harbor two to three

times as many species as do those of east-

em North America north of Cape Cod.

Such disparities may reflect subtly differ-

ent climates, but they also expose the role

of history.

Why should we study the history of
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European i^reen crabs, below, mate in the shallow waters ofa

tidal pool. As commerce between Europe and North America

increased in the mid-eighteenth century, the species first

appeared south ofCape Cod and eventually spread north to

Nova Scotia. The dog whelk, right, migratedfivm the Pacific to

the Atlantic about 2.4 million years ago: when the predatoiy

green crab arrived, the whelk's shell lip thickened.
Herb Segars

communities? The simple answer is that

the past is a key to the present and a pos-

sible guide to the future. In the human-

dominated world of today, invasion and

extinction of communities are nearly

everyday phenomena that have potentially

profound consequences for the humans

that depend on them. By reconstructing

the comings and goings of species on the

geological time scale, we can begin to ap-

preciate the longer-term consequences of

changes that are sweeping the biosphere.

The detective work of reconstructing

biological history involves fields as di-

verse as paleontology and molecular biol-

ogy. Not only must we trace the genealogy

of species by inferring the sequence of

evolutionary branching events from the

ancestral stock to the descendant lineages

but we must also assign dates and places

to these events. Of course, species did not

evolve in a vacuum. We must therefore

probe the everyday circumstances of life

for species in the past as well as for those

in the present.

Consider the dog whelk. This snail,

which preys on barnacles and mussels,

abounds on rocky shores on both sides of

the North Atlantic. It has no close relatives

in the Atlantic, but at least seven species of

dog whelk, as well as many fossil forms.

are found in the North Pacific. In collabo-

ration with Kazutaka Amano and his stu-

dent Ken Narita, of Joetsu University of

Education in Japan, I have shown that the

earliest dog whelks lived in the waters off

what is now California about twenty mil-

lion years ago, during the Miocene. By the

middle Miocene, several million years

later, this ancestral species had spread

across the Pacific to the coast of Japan.

The history remained an exclusively

Pacific affair for the next twelve million

years or so. The first evidence of dog

whelks in the Atlantic comes from North

Sea fossil deposits of late Pliocene age,

about 2.4 million years old. Just when

these snails reached North America is un-

known, but scientists have found dog

whelk fossils in Late Pleistocene deposits

in Quebec, Maine, and Nova Scotia, indi-

cating that the species has been in those

waters for at least forty thousand years.

The fossil record thus implies that the

Atlantic species descended from a North

Pacific ancestor But which of the many
North Pacific lineages gave rise to the At-

lantic dog whelk? And when and how did

it migrate out of the Pacific? Timothy

Collins, of the University of Michigan,

began working with A. Richard Palmer, of

the University of Alberta, and with me on

these questions about four years ago. He
and his student Ken Frazer extracted ge-

netic material from the tissues of dog

whelks that we had collected from various

Pacific and Atlantic sites to determine

their evolutionary history.

The Atlantic dog whelk, it turns out, is

most closely related to a species whose

stock can be traced back to middle

Miocene time in Japan. A fossil closely re-

sembling the Asian dog whelk is known

from a beach deposit of Pliocene age near

Nome, Alaska, just north of the Bering

Strait. Evidently, it was able to enter the

Arctic-Atlantic basin through the Bering

Strait at a time when these northern waters

were warmer than today. The species then

spread to European shores, where the typ-

ical Adantic dog whelk evolved.

The dog whelk is only one of hundreds

of Atlantic marine species whose evolu-

tionary origins can be traced to the North

Pacific. By my most recent count, at least

274 fossil and living species of shell-bear-
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ing mollusks of the Arctic and North At-

lantic spread from the Pacific through the

Bering Strait—or are descended from

those that did. Of this number, 108 are

found on the American side of the Atlantic

and account for about 33 percent of the

335 shell-bearing species living between

southern Labrador and Cape Cod, Massa-

chusetts. Most of them, about 80 percent,

live in rocky-shore communities. Among
the animals and plants of Pacific origin

that have been in the North Atlantic for

less than three million years are acorn bar-

nacles, mussels, periwinkles, sea urchins,

starfishes, eelgrass, and kelps. Even in

sandy areas, invaders form a conspicuous

part of the community of organisms, fa-

miliar examples being the soft-shelled

clam and the sand dollar.

The common periwinkle represents an-

other particularly interesting case of inva-

sion. Today, this snail is the most abundant

mollusk on rocky shores from Newfound-

land to New York. It is the most important

consumer of seaweeds, on which it grazes

with its tonguelike radula. Like the dog

whelk, the periwinkle originated in the

North Pacific. After the Bering Strait

opened, the Asian periwinkle—or a spe-

cies very much like it—expanded its range

to the Arctic Ocean and thence to Europe.

Early forms of the common periwinkle

—

dating to about 2.4 million years ago

—

have been found in the North Sea region;

the sculptured surface pattern of their

shells is remarkably like that of the Asian

species and of a closely related fossil spe-

cies from California. Typical common
periwinkles appeared a little later, during

the early Pleistocene, about 1.6 million

years ago.

Some evidence exists that this peri-

winkle may have grazed along the Nova

Scotia shore during the last interglacial

stage of the Pleistocene, about 40,000

years ago, as well as during the time of

Viking occupation in Newfoundland after

the year A.D. 1000. Before 1840, however.

the common periwinkle was unknown to

observers in Canada and the United States.

After its discovery in Nova Scotia, the

common periwinkle began to spread

rapidly, reaching Maine by 1869 and At-

lantic City, New Jersey, by 1892.

The new periwinkle must have had a

drastic effect on the native animals and

vegetation of the rocky shore. Before it ar-

rived, the only other grazing snails in the

area were two small, native species—both

also of Pacific origin—that do not graze as

intensively. By monitoring experimental

plots with and without the new species,

my former student Mark Bertness, now a

professor at Brown University, showed

that a luxuriant cover of seaweeds devel-

ops in its absence.

\n historic times, European discovery of

the Americas profoundly affected the ani-

mal inhabitants of shore communities. The

green crab, one of the most common
predators of shore snails and mussels in

eastern North America, seems to have

been introduced to the mid-Atlantic coast

by human commerce as early as the eight-

eenth century; the species belongs to a lin-

eage whose fossils are known exclusively

from Europe. But it was not until the early

twentieth century that the green crab

began to spread north of Cape Cod. By the

1950s, it had reached its present northern

and eastern limits in Nova Scotia.

In 1980, I decided to find out whether

the addition of this predator to the rocky-

shore community was "noticed" by poten-

tial prey. Crabs often attack by breaking

the outer lip of a prey's shell. If the preda-

tor is unsuccessful, the surviving snail can

repair the damage. Such repair work is

recorded as a jagged scar on the shell's ex-

terior. The northward spread of the green

crab into Maine and the Maritime Prov-

inces should, I reasoned, have coincided

with a rise in the frequency of scars.

To test this idea, I needed to find collec-

tions of periwinkles and dog whelks from

before as well as after the green crabs ar-

rival. Fortunately, many museums house

beautifully documented collections made

from the mid-nineteenth century onward,
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which have enabled us to track the re-

sponses of species to environmental

changes through time. I was thus able to

inspect large samples of common species

from many dates and places. To my de-

light, a distinct rise in the frequency of

shell repair was detectable in periwinldes,

as well as in dog whelks.

The next question was obvious: Did the

arrival of the green crab resuU in evolu-

tionary changes in shell defense that

would make the shell a better fortress?

Did, for example, snail shells become
thicker? or did the shells' openings be-

come relatively smaller so that breaking

and entering would become more difficult

and time-consuming for the predator? hi

the case of the common periwinkle, the

answer was an unequivocal no. Neither

shell shape nor thickness showed any

change during the last 150 years.

For the dog whelk, however, the answer

was different. Shells collected after the ar-

rival of the green crab had thicker lips than

those at the same sites before green crabs

appeared there. One is, of course, tempted

to interpret this change in evolutionary

terms: natural selection, affected by the

predators, favored the survival and repro-

duction of individuals with thick-lipped

shells.

This may not be the whole story, how-

ever. Li clever experiments with the At-

lantic dog whelk and with the related

North Pacific dog whelk, A. Richard

Palmer has shown that in the presence of

crabs, individual snails develop a thick-

ened shell hp, perhaps because they spend

more time hiding and less time moving,

feeding, and growing than do snails not

exposed to the presence or even the scent

of predatory crabs, hi other words, the

change in lip thickness over time may re-

flect individual responses rather than, or

perhaps in addition to, natural selection in

the dog whelk.

The flat periwinkle has also changed

since the green crab came to the westem

Atlantic's rocky shore. Robin Hadlock's

work at Yale University has shown that

periwinkle shells have become higher

spired and have a smaller opening since

the predator's arrival, and that populations

living where green crabs are absent have

retained their ancestral, thin, high-spired

shells. We do not know whether this

change is genetic or an individual re-

sponse.

These case studies make two important

points. The first is that invading species

can have substantial effects on native spe-

cies in a recipient community. Although

these effects may not always be evolution-

ary at first, they have the potential for be-

coming so over time. The second point is

that such inferences of change would be

impossible without museum collections of

common animals. These collections are

not only necessary for the proper identifi-

cation of species but also for tracking re-

cent biological history. The collections are

essential as a means of documenting envi-
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ronmental changes and the responses of

species to them.

Some clams and snails may have ex-

tended their range from Europe to North

America before human commerce brought

the common periwinkle and the green crab

to the New World. Still others, such as the

predatory moon snail, have long histories

in eastern North America. The moon snail

is the most recent species in an ancient lin-

eage traceable to the early Miocene and

beyond in the great fossil deposits of the

Chesapeake embayment. The quahog

clam, sea scallop, bay scallop, slipper

limpet, and oyster drill are other North

American species that can be traced to the

Miocene or earlier.

Some species belonging to native lin-

eages have forged intimate links with im-

migrants. The Pacific-derived flat periwin-

kle, a specialized herbivore, preys on

several species of bladderweeds, which

likely had an Atlantic origin. None of the

living North Pacific relatives of the flat

Dog whelks and small barnacles, predators and prey, cluster on a rocky

outcrop on Deer Island, Maine, left. A ten-rayed sea star, below,

another immigrantfrom the Pacific, lies in a bed ofmussels waitingfor

smaller sea stars to prey upon.
Bill Curtsinger

periwinkle have evolved the same dietary

specialization.

Why has the east coast of the United

States and Canada been so kind to marine

immigrants? Only about 12 percent of

species in Europe's North Atlantic are of

immigrant stock. In the North Pacific, the

proportion is 3 percent or less, and in most

tropical regions it is lower still. Perhaps

currents in the northwestern Atlantic pre-

sented opportunities for species from

neighboring regions to disperse here. But

why—once the Bering Strait opened—did

only a trickle of species from the Atlantic

move into the Pacific while so many went

the other way?

I think the explanation lies in the pre-

invasion history of the waters off eastern

North America. Invading species are most

likely to establish viable populations if

there are few incumbents. Extinction and

overexploitation of native species could

therefore have provided unparalleled op-

portunities for the subsequent success of

immigrants.

These waters witnessed an extraordi-

nary biological impoverishment during the

Pliocene, before the invasions from the

North Pacific began in earnest. Stephen

Stanley, of Johns Hopkins University, esti-

mates that more than 75 percent of clam

species living along the east coast of the

United States during the early Pliocene be-

came extinct before the beginning of the

Pleistocene's glacial cycles. Extinction

among snails may have been even more

severe. Losses in other parts of the world,

although still substantial, were much
smaller.

Some of the void left by these extinc-

tions was filled by immigrants from Eu-

rope and the Pacific. Surprisingly, few if

any of the surviving native lineages under-

went evolutionary branching to give rise

to new daughter species; most simply

changed or remained the same without

branching. Why these survivors did not di-

versify is unclear. Another puzzle is why
species living in the subtropical waters

from the Carolinas southward did not give

rise to cold-adapted offshoots along the

coast from Virginia northward.

Extinctions have continued to plague

species of the northwestem Atlantic even

in our own day. During the last 150 years,

four have become extinct: the great auk,

Labrador duck, sea mink, and eelgrass

limpet. Atlantic populations of the gray

whale may have been exterminated as

early as 1675. All these species played im-

portant ecological roles in nearshore com-

munities. The auk appears to have been an
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important predator of fish, while the

Labrador duck and sea minic probably

preyed on maiine invertebrates, including

mollusks. The Pacific-derived eelgrass

limpet, a small, cap-shaped snail, evi-

dently lived and fed exclusively on the

blades of eelgrass. During the early 1930s,

the plant was decimated by a wasting dis-

ease that resulted in its extinction. The

gray whale, which sui'vives today in the

Pacific, intensively chums the sea bottom

in search of its invertebrate prey. The loss

of these species in the Atlantic had poten-

tially drastic ecological consequences for

the marine communities of New England

and southeastern Canada.

To make matters worse, several key

players in the marine ecosystem have been

very heavily exploited during the past few

centuries. Visitors and settlers in the colo-

nial period found lobsters and cod so

abundant just offshore that gathering them

required no special effort. Intensive cod

fishing and the invention of lobster can-

ning during the 1 840s led to sharp declines

in nearshore populations of these preda-

tors. Prey species, perhaps including new
European immigrants, were thus released

from the population control previously ex-

ercised by lobsters, cod, and the extinct

predatory birds and mammals.

The history of marine life in New Eng-

land and the Maritime Provinces may be

unusual in that the magnitude of extinction

and the proportion of immigrants were

very high, but the lessons to be drawn

from this history must not be ignored.

Everywhere in the world, species are

being driven to extinction while others

continue to be harvested to population lev-

els far below those encountered by our an-

cestors. More than ever before, species

have been handed opportunities to found

immigrant populations, with or without

help from people. History tells us that ex-

tinctions and introductions bring about

major changes that affect all members of

the community, often in unanticipated

ways. Visitors to the tide pools of Maine a

century from now may well behold a

scene quite different from the one we now
take for granted. D
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Flat periwinkles of the Atlantic coast graze on native

bladderweeds, a dietary specialty their Pacific

relatives never evolved.
Heather Angel
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A redfox. below, may wander within afew yards of

adult brown hares about once everyfour nights, even

when not stalking them. Experienced hares stand up.

right, when they spot afox getting too closefor comfort.

No
Hide,

No
Seek
All bets are offwhen thefox is

having a bad hare day

by Tony Holley

Half an hour after sunset on a Septem-

ber evening in 1988, a brown hare

crouches, grazing short grass some ten

yards from the thick hedgerow of a pas-

ture. The field is one of many at Brent

Knoll on the Somerset plains, a flat ex-

panse, crisscrossed with drainage chan-

nels, that stretches inward from the Bristol

Channel coast for about fifteen miles. The

failing light is just at that moment when all

countryside objects switch from full color

to shades of gray, black, and white. Sud-

denly, the hare rises and stands erect on its

long back legs, its raised ears facing to the

right. Watching from my attic window,

350 yards away, I swing my 20 x 80 binoc-

ular telescope to the right; at the same time

I place a bet with myself. About thirty

yards away and casually making its way
toward the hare is a red fox. I win my bet.

As the fox approaches, the hare contin-

ues to stand, facing the danger. As I watch

the hare, fanciful ideas cross my mind. Is it

challenging the predator to a bout of

fisticuffs or perhaps showing respect to the

visitor? When the gap between them has

narrowed to no more than ten yards, the

hare drops and squats on its haunches. The

fox stops and adopts the same posture. For

nearly two minutes the animals hug the

ground while looking at each other. Fi-

Both photographs by Manfred Danegger; NHPA

nally, the fox gets up and wanders past the

hare into the hedgerow. The hare remains

alert and, when the fox pops its head out of

the hedge for another peek, again briefly

rises up stiffly on its hind legs.

In the same field at sunset on a June

evening in 1990, there are five hares: a

doe, which is resting; three bucks, which

earlier had been competing for the doe;

and a six-week-old youngster, or leveret.

The grass is low, having been mowed for

silage only three weeks previously. Fifteen

minutes after sunset a fox starts to cross

the field toward the three bucks. When the

fox is about forty yards off, the nearest

buck stands up on two legs. The next one

stands up when the fox has approached to

within twenty-five yards, and the third at

twenty yards. The first two hares remain in

position, but the last buck moves about

thirty yards away. Those farthest from the

fox do not stand or show any other reac-

tion to it.

Between 1980 and 1990 I spent more

than 5,000 hours observing and recording

the behavior of these animals by day, at

twilight, and in the night hours. The attic

of my house, which is surrounded by sev-

enteen fields, served as a permanent blind,

with windows overlooking every part of

the area. I used the binocular telescope

and, when a closer view was required, a

modified eleven-inch astronomical tele-

scope lens. I could determine the sex of

many of the hares, and I could also iden-

tify individuals by their ears, many of

which bore nicks or tears.

I kept records of all the interactions I

observed between hares and foxes. If the

fox was foraging, it might remain within

sight of a hare for twenty minutes or more.

(Such prolonged proximity was particu-

larly common when the fox was feeding

on earthworms—which in some months

can provide over 60 percent of its caloric

intake.) Hares generaUy continued feeding

until the fox approached closer than about

fifty yards, when the hares stood up on

their hind legs, facing the fox. In a few

cases, when the fox drew even closer, the

hare moved away a short distance, some-

times on two legs but more often on four.
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Able to attain a maximum speed ofaboutforty-five miles per

hour, a hare, below, can easily outrun afox. Right: Unlike

rabbits, brown hares have no burrows to hide in, but depend

on their superb senses to warn them ofdanger
Manfred Danegger

Hares can form a substantial part of a

fox's diet. In one study of Hampshire

foxes, hares made up 30 percent of the

foxes' fare in summer and about 16 per-

cent in winter. A high proportion of the

total catch consisted of leverets. Another

study, conducted in Poland, showed that

foxes average six adult hares and thirty-

five leverets annually. On only two occa-

sions did I observe foxes chasing adult

hares. These episodes did not last long,

and the foxes were unsuccessful both

times. To capture a grown hare, an animal

with a maximum speed almost half again

as fast as its own, the fox must depend ei-

ther on stealth or ambush. Why, therefore,

should a potential victim draw attention to

itself by standing up when it sees a preda-

tor, seemingly inviting unnecessary risk?

Standing on the back legs is the stan-

dard response of a hare to a fox approach-

ing it in the open, but not to a fox emerg-

ing suddenly from cover. Whenever a fox

made a sudden appearance from a nearby

ditch or hedge, hares either moved away

or half-crouched, primed for a quick get-

away. In an open field, however, a fox

could not get closer than thirty yards with-

out the hares standing up on their back

legs.

Hares stood up in all heights of vegeta-

tion, from tall, flowering grasses to low-

cropped sward; in darkness as well as

bright daylight; when solitary as well as in

groups. As the fox moved away from

them, 70 percent of the hares immediately

resumed the crouching posture.

When a fox approached to within thirty

yards, some of the hares simply moved a

short distance away. None of the hares

were chased by foxes, and none left the

field. When domestic dogs approached,

the hares usually crouched lower and fi-

nally took flight. They never stood.

Do the hares stand in order to see the

foxes better? I think not. They stand even

when a fox is clearly visible from a low

angle across a close-cropped pasture, and

they do not stand up to observe dogs.

Is the standing hare giving an alarm sig-

nal to other hares, as some other animals

are known to do? Probably not, since on

42 percent of the occasions that hares

stood, they were solitary, with no others in

sight. And the signal was clearly directed

to the fox and never to domestic dogs.

If the standing hare is indeed signaling

to the fox, what is the message? Foxes do

not chase down their prey, but are likely to

be ambushers and, possibly, stalkers.

Dogs, on the other hand, are runners, some

breeds relying on speed and others upon
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Stamina in the hunt. I beHeve that when a

fox sees a hare standing up, the predator

understands that it has been spotted and

that a sneak attack will not be successful.

A signal that the game is already over can

benefit both animals, since it saves the ex-

ertion of a pointless chase. On the other

hand, dogs probably do not understand

this signal. A hare that stood before them

would be actually inviting a chase.

Signals to predators that they have been

observed—zoologists call them pursuit

deterrence signals—are known from other

species. Klipspringers, a kind of small

African antelope, give them to black-

backed jackals. Moorhens and purple

gallinules similarly signal the marsh harri-

ers that prey on them, and Thomson's

gazelles signal to cheetahs {see "Why Do
Tommies Stott?" Natural Histoiy, Sep-

tember 1988). Of related species, only the

arctic hare is known to stand in the pres-

ence of its predators, such as the arctic fox,

gyrfalcon, snowy owl, raven, and also, at

times, humans. The function of this be-

havior in the arctic hare has not been in-

vestigated; but when brown hares stand up

on their back legs, they are giving the fox

a clear signal that cannot be mistaken for

anything else.
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Its nest a simple cup in the sand, an adult least tern

incubates its tM'o eggs on Mississippi's gulf coast.

Terns on Tar Beach
As the shore becomes a dangerous place to nest,

some least terns have quit the sandfor another precarious site

by Jerome A. Jackson

Ooo-eee! Every time I stopped, I stuck

for a second and then took a bit of bub-

bling black tar with me as I moved on. The

glare from the noonday sun made me
squint. The heat was unbearable—and the

cause of the sticky tar and thick tar fumes.

A little glimpse of hell? No, it was simply

the roof of the Singing River Mall in Gau-

tier (pronounced "Go-shay"), Mississippi,

on a July day in 1981. 1 had stopped at the

mall for lunch and noticed least terns fly-

ing to and from the roof. Could they be

nesting there? The mall manager assured

me they were and invited me to take a

look, but admonished me not to stay too

long or disturb the birds. I knew better

than to do that, and I couldn't have with-

stood the heat if I'd wanted to stay. Yet

about 200 pairs of least terns were nesting

on the roof, their simple nest scrapes scat-

tered across the veneer of pea-sized gravel

atop the hot, viscous tar. Dozens of chicks

crowded together in the shade along the

walls at the roof's edge. Why were they

here? Could they possibly survive?

Least terns, which winter in the West

Indies and nest on coastal beaches and

river sandbars in North America, have had

troubled times since the late 1800s, when

they were considered just the right size to

adorn ladies' hats. The birds were taken by

the thousands, particularly from the At-

lantic and Florida coasts. Throughout

most of the twentieth century, California

and Atlantic coast populations also de-

clined as prime beach property was in-

vaded by growing human populations. In

the interior, least terns that nest along

major rivers also suffered losses as their

sandbar nesting areas were eliminated by

The roof of the Singing River Mall in Gautier, Mississippi, nearly three milesfrom

the coast, was first adopted as a nesting site by least terns in 1981

.

Stephen Kirkpatrick

channel dredging, damming and flooding,

and runoff of pollutants.

On the northern gulf coast, however, the

lot of least terns improved when plume

hunting ended. Because the mainland

coast lacked extensive beaches, these

birds nested primarily on barrier islands,

which had the advantage of being too far

offshore to attract many beachgoers and

too vulnerable to tropical storms to allow

human settlement.

When mainland colonies of least terns

were discovered in coastal Mississippi in

1936, they were invariably in habitats cre-

ated by humans: bare areas next to bridges

and construction sites, dredge spoil

dumped in marshes, and man-made
beaches. The longest such beach in the

world is a twenty-six-mile-long, hundred-

yard-wide strip created in 1952 along the

Mississippi Sound in Harrison County,

Mississippi. The sound's sheltered waters

provide good fishing, and busy U. S. 90,

which runs along the entire length of the

beach, selects heavily against dogs and

cats that might otherwise find an easy

lunch. This would have been a paradise for

nesting tems were it not for the throngs of

beachgoers and the regular beach mainte-

nance by tractors that raked the sand at

about two-week intervals.

Least tems tried nesting on the new

beach anyway. Time after time, eggs

would be laid, only to be raked away be-

fore they could hatch. The beach had be-

come what is known today as an ecologi-

cal sink—a place attractive to wildlife, but

one in which little, if any, successful re-

production can occur.

In 1974, concerned citizens began

marking least tern nests and urging their

protection, and their efforts paid off. In

1975, more than 1,000 pairs nested on the
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Speckled tern eggs (foreground) are

camouflaged against the superficially

beachlike suiface ofa mall roof, below.

Shade and water condensation afforded

by air-conditioning units substitutefor

the readily available water and ocean

breezes ofthe birds' natural nest sites.

Dan Guravich
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mainland (non-barrier-island) beaches; in

1983, more than 6,000 pairs. Since then,

the main nesting colony in Gulfport has

annually supported from 2,000 to more
than 3,000 pairs, making it the largest least

tern colony in the world.

As tern populations have grown, so

have the sheer numbers of beachgoers and

consequent disturbance of mainland

colonies. Despite efforts to protect nesting

areas, the Fourth of July has always meant

trouble for the terns. Fireworks turn beach

colonies into war zones with casualties all

too obvious on the moming of the fifth.

Notwithstanding the setbacks, however,

the terns have adapted and resisted. Terns

nesting on the mainland beaches, for in-

stance, are much more aggressive in de-

fending their colonies than are barrier is-

land nesters. A human straying into a

mainland colony can expect to be defe-

cated on or even hit by the bill of a diving

kamikaze tern. Small groups of least terns

have nested with some success on areas of

the mainland beach outside of the main

protected sites, but numbers of these splin-

ter colonies have steadily declined. Not

one was found in 1992, when human use

of the beaches seemed at an all-time high.

Newly established jet ski rental businesses

now attract more people to the beach. Jet

skis also create constant ripples and waves

on the usually placid waters near the

colony that the tems use for feeding. This

means that the tiny fishes the tems feed on

are harder for them to see, and the birds

must go farther to find food for their

young.

Least terns are relatively long-lived

birds; some survive twenty years or more.

After the tem population explosion of the

1970s, the numbers of Gulf Coast tems

may have reached a plateau, once again

limited by availability of nesting habitat.

With their numbers all built up and no

place to nest, breeding tems have pio-

neered some nontraditional nesting sites,

including the graveled rooftop of the

Singing River Mall.

Rooftop-nesting least tems were first

discovered in Mississippi at the Navy
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Least tern chicks, hatched on a rooftop,

huddle in a shaded cornerfor relieffivm

unrelenting heat, left. Such chicks often

suffer burnedfeetfivm sticky tar When

gathered in such congregations, they are

easy pickingsfor predatoiy crows. Young

siblings, above, reveal the color variation

in the down of tern chicks: one is the

color ofdry sand; the other, ofwet sand.
Jerome Jackson

Dan Guravich
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Seabee base in Gulfport in 1977. They

have also nested on rooftops in Florida and

other coastal states. Are these terns on the

leading edge of adaptation to the modem
world? Perhaps. They certainly illustrate

an important level of flexibility in their

choice of nest sites. Graveled rooftops do

have some characteristics in common with

the bare beaches the terns have always

used: they are large, flat, open areas with

no vegetation. Natural colony sites often

have bits of shell and other materials that

give a varied color and texture to the nest-

ing area, helping the mottled eggs to blend

in, and the multicolored pea-sized gravel

atop the Singing River Mall might serve a

similar function. But a roof is not a beach,

the most obvious differences being that

roofs are not next to bodies of water, are

well above ground level, are devoid of

sand, and are often sites of air-condition-

ing units, vents, and other unnatural struc-

tures. Twentieth-century terns have

leamed to accept the accouterments of the

human world as part of their own. The ad-

vantages are freedom from human disturb-

ance and protection from dogs and cats.

Roofs are unaffected by storm tides and

not subject to the natural succession of

plant gi^owth that limits the years of use-

fulness of natural sites. But other problems

can be so severe that rooftops may be an-

other example of an ecological sink.

When I first began studying the least

terns at the Singing River Mall, I was

amazed at the difficulties the birds faced.

The pea-sized gravel was so sparse that

most pebbles were stuck in the asphalt

base, leaving the birds little loose gravel

into which they could hollow their cuplike

nests. Much more than on a beach, tern

eggs were simply laid on the bare siuface.

One section of the mall roof had a slight

slope to it, and terns nesting there lost their

eggs if they left them unattended for mere
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seconds during high wind or rain—the

eggs simply rolled downhill. Another ob-

stacle to success was the distance the terns

had to travel for food. Mississippi Sound

is nearly three miles to the south and, to

the north, the Intra-coastal Waterway is

not much closer. Birds went in both direc-

tions for food, mostly to and from the

south, in a steady flow over mall parking

lots, a K-Mart, two highways, a pine for-

est, and an urban residential area.

Another hazard the tems faced was the

fish crows that found eggs and chicks were

easy meals. Eggs were conspicuous

against the fine gravel, and chicks had no

A discarded paper cup, left, evidence

ofburgeoning numbers of

beachgoers, below, offers a week-old

chick tei77poraiy protectionfivm the

sun andfivm predators.
Dan Guravich

clumps of vegetation in which to hide. In-

stead, they congregated in the shadow of

the three-foot-high wall surrounding the

roof's edge. Marauding crows could herd

them into comers, where there was no es-

cape. The only defense was the continual

mobbing of crows by adult tems, but often

while one crow was being mobbed, an-

other would slip through tern defenses to

snatch a chick.

By far the greatest threat to the tems,

however, was heat. Black asphah showing

through the veil of pebbles heated quickly,

becoming so soft at midday that unat-

tended eggs would sometimes stick to the

roof like Br'er Rabbit to the fabled tar

baby. My students and I monitor the

colony each year, but we work at nests and

band chicks only in early morning and late

afternoon to minimize stress to the birds.

What we found when we started banding

chicks was appalling. Nearly every chick

had burned and blistered feet. Often the

webbing between chick toes was missing

or perforated as a result of the sores.

Least tems are birds of the open beach

and hot environments, but in a natural set-

ting, sea breezes provide some relief. On
the Singing River Mall roof, the three-

foot-high parapet may keep the chicks

from plunging to the parking lot below, but

on most days it also blocks even a whisper

of wind from cooling the roof surface,

which at times exceeds 114° F.

Each year I have studied them, some

chicks have fledged, and the next year the

birds have returned to nest. Salvation from

the heat came from several quarters. The

parapet surrounding the mall roof, though

blocking air flow, cast a shadow on one

side or another at most times of the day,

and chicks followed the shadow as it

moved. In good years, a shaded comer

might host a creche of thirty downy

chicks. A second fortuitous feature of the

rooftop is the set of widely dispersed air-

conditioning units. On the hottest days

these mn constantly, wringing moisture

from the mall air and depositing the con-

densation in shallow puddles adjacent to

the units. Both chicks and adults use this

water for bathing and drinking.

The third defense against the heat is

something that was first described along

the Mississippi River in 1896 by one

Guideon Mabbett, who noticed that eggs

often had tiny, mysterious droplets of

water left on them. The purpose of the

droplets is now known. In a behavior

known today as "belly-soaking," an adult
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Chicks that strayfrom patrolled and

protected nesting areas often die

beneath the wheels ofbeach

maintenance vehicles, below, or the feet

ofbeachgoing humans. Tofeed itself

and its young, an adult least tern, right,

mustfind calm, unrippled waters in

which it can spot tinyfish.
Jerome Jackson

bird wets its belly feathers and then drips

water from its breast onto eggs or chicks to

keep them cool in unusually hot environ-

ments. On the Singing River Mall, belly-

soaking is often an everyday necessity. By
midmoming, the terns no longer need to

sit on eggs to keep them at a warm enough

temperature for the embryos to develop.

Instead, they have to stand over the eggs to

shade them. As temperatures continue to

rise, each adult dips into nearby water

—

often the air-conditioning condensate

—

retums to the nest, and drips water onto the

eggs or chicks. A chick may even reach up

and swallow droplets, looking like a suck-

ling mammal. As belly feathers dry out,

the attendant parent becomes fidgety as it

waits for its returning mate and may risk

leaving its nest in the open sun for a few

seconds to quickly dip in nearby water, for

only that can cool its eggs or chicks. On
the hottest afternoons, exchanges at the

nest become increasingly frequent as

adults are stressed by the heat and belly

feathers dry out more rapidly.

By the mid-1980s, the Singing River

Mall colony was dwindling. Fewer chicks

fledged. Fish crows had honed their chick-

capture strategies and were eating them-

selves out of a food supply. The chicks and
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eggs were too conspicuous against the pea

gravel. But then along came Sears.

When a Sears Roebuck store was added

to the mall, a different type of gravel roof

was used. Instead of small pebbles on tar,

one- to two-inch white and tan rocks cov-

ered a plastic mat. Although the rocks

were not embedded in the mat, they were

simply too large for the terns to move.

Nonetheless, the Sears roof was adopted

immediately. The light-colored rocks re-

flected more of the heat. They were also

mottled in much the same manner as eggs

and chicks, allowing them to blend in ex-

tremely well. In 1992, a few terns at-

tempted to nest on the old roof, but all

nests were lost. The main colony was on

the Sears roof and, although fish crows

still took a toll as chicks congregated in the

shade of the parapets, many young

fledged. This summer, we plan to scatter

small, wooden-slatted teepees about the

roof as chick shelters. We hope their de-

sign, which provides room for chicks to

hide out of reach of crows, will lessen

losses to these predators. With their deter-

mination and adaptability and a bit of help

from us, least terns are hanging on—some

say thriving—in this bit of the human
world. D





At the end ofa summer New Yearfestival in the Yunnan

village ofPuge, celebrants troop awayfrom the festival

grounds and return to theirfields.
Nevada Wier
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When the NewYear ComesTwice
In southwest China, the Yi people greet the New Year in winter—and again in summer

by Li Weibao

In the provinces of the Chinese south-

west—Yunnan, Guizhou, and Sichuan

—

live some six milhon Yi people, one of

China's fifty-five minority groups. Al-

though the Han people make up the vast

bulk (92 percent) of China's population,

the Yi have maintained their distinct tradi-

tions, language, and culture, mainly be-

cause of their relative geographical isola-

tion. One of the most interesting survivals

is the Yi custom of two separate New Year

celebrations, -one in winter and one in

summer. These festivals are perhaps the

last vestiges of a ten-month calendar that

was once widespread in southem China

and that had been in operation for several

thousand years—possibly longer than any

other in world history—and was still used

in some remote Yi villages as recently as

forty years ago.

Until early in the present century, the

standard Chinese calendar was luni-solar.

The year consisted of twelve lunar months

of 29 or 30 days (between new moons),

making some 354 days in all. To keep the

year in step with the solar year (365M

days) and the seasons, a thirteenth month

was inserted every three years or so, ac-

cording to carefully prescribed rules. Al-

though this calendar was replaced for offi-

cial purposes by the Gregorian calendar in

1912, it is still used in the countryside, as

well as in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Chi-

nese communities throughout the world

continue to celebrate the lunar New Year

at the second new moon after the begin-

ning of winter, no earlier than January 20

or later than February 20.

The ten-month calendar of the Yi

people was devised in ancient times by an

astronomer named Shidi Tianzi, whose

calculations accorded with solar observa-

tions. With the help of four assistants,

Shidi used a vertical pole as a gnomon, or

sundial, to mark the positions of sunrise

and sunset during the year. He also noted

the seasonal changes in the length of the

noon shadow of the gnomon. After pro-

tracted observations, he was able to accu-

rately fix the dates of the winter and sum-

mer solstices and to make a precise

determination of a year's length.
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Just when Shidi lived is not known with

any certainty; however, legend has it that

his descendants are in the 248th genera-

tion. Allowing an average of twenty-five

years from one generation to the next

would mean that the ten-month calendar

could have originated as long ago as 4000

B.C. According to astronomical records,

however, it probably developed about

1500 B.C. during the Xia dynasty. By the

first century a.d., the calendar was used

throughout southern China and as far

north as the central plains.

Shidi's ten months were simply artificial

divisions of the solar year, not unlike the

twelve months of the Gregorian calendar

worked out in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII.

The year began about the time of the win-

ter solstice, and each of the ten months

contained thirty-six days; the remaining
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five or six days were set aside for festivi-

ties. Here we iiave an interesting parallel

with the predominantly solar calendars of

ancient Egypt and pre-Columbian Amer-

ica, in which a year consisted of twelve

months of thirty days, followed by five or

six additional days.

The New Year in the ten-month calen-

dar was called by a variety of names

meaning "the days when a new year re-

places the old one and sacrifices should be

offered to the deities of ancestors." Origi-

nally, individual months were named after

wild animals: the tiger, otter, crocodile,

boa, pangolin (scaly anteater), muntjac

(barking deer), blue sheep, ape, leopard,

and lizard. Days were also named after

these same animals, and during the course

of a year, each was used in rotation thirty-

six times.

The five or six extra days at the begin-

ning of a year were numbered rather than

named, a practice dating from about 1000

B.C. that became so widespread for a time

that it left its mark on ancient Chinese

folksongs of the Shijing {Book of Songs).

The ten mystical numbers of Heaven

found in the Chinese Book of Changes—
known to us as the / Ching—are also

thought to be derived from the ten months

of the Yi year.

With the Tang dynasty and the influ-

ence of Han culture, animal names for the

months were replaced by the five elements

of Chinese philosophy: tu (earth), jin

(metal), shui (water), mu (wood), and huo

(fire). The first five months formed the

yang year, and the next five months made

up the yin year. Each season consisted of

two months (or seventy-two days), con-

taining a yang and a yin month for the

same element. These archaic month

names still remain fresh in the memory of

some elderly Yi people who live in the vil-

lages of northwest Yunnan.

The ten-month year was divided into

two halves, each ending at one of the sol-

stices. The yang year was the period of

plant growth, while the yin year was the

period of plant maturation. Festivities

marked the end of each short year. Al-

though the ten-month calendar now be-

longs to history, these two New Year cele-

brations are still an important part of Yi

life in parts of Yimnan.

Traditionally, the Kushi festival was

celebrated at the winter solstice and the

Zhai festival 180 days later at the summer

solstice; today, however, there are marked

local variations in the dates of these events
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because of the development of divergent

customs in the various provinces where

the Yi live. By 1800 B.C. in certain regions,

observations of the Big Dipper determined

when the year began. Since the length of a

sidereal year is slightly longer than that of

a solar year, the people who followed this

practice gradually celebrated the two New
Year's days later and later in the year. The

difference amounted to nearly one and a

half days per century. Also, after about

A.D.700, the lunar calendar, which had al-

ready been adopted throughout much of

northern China, became even more wide-

spread. Gradually, the two New Year festi-

vals became linked to the lunar calendar

and thus not closely tied to the seasons.

Nowadays, the Zhai festival in Yunnan

is celebrated on the twenty-fourth day of

the sixth lunar month, which usually falls
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any time from mid-July to late August in

the Gregorian calendar. In some villages,

the festival lasts for three days and is

called the Great New Year. The Kitshi fes-

tival, on the other hand, is celebrated in

eastem Yunnan from December 25 to 29

(or 30) and in westem Yunnan a month

earlier. Certain villages even hold the

event for five days in mid-October. In

parts of Sichuan Province, the festival has

no fixed dates but is held some time in No-

vember or December on auspicious dates

selected by a shaman.

Regardless of when they fall in the year,

the festivals are enthusiastically cele-

brated by the Yi. Originally the Zhai festi-

val was a time when sacrifices were of-

fered to the ancestors. This gradually

evolved into a lively ceremony in which

prayers, songs, dances, and torch displays

Lois Riley Wheeler



Horse racing, left, has become an important event in recent New'

Year celebrations. Bottom left: In another type ofcompetition

,

bulls meet head on in the arena as their handlers look on. Below:

Long ago, the summer New Year celebration culminated in a

parade ofmen canying burning tree trunks, hut because timber

is scarce today, branches and grasses are usedfor torches.

were offered to the deities and ancestors to

ask for a bumper harvest of cereal crops.

In Mile County, in the central part of

Yunnan Province, the summer Zhai festi-

val is fairly typical in that on the moming

of the first day, the farmers of one or more

villages assemble on a fixed open ground

(in large villages, a center marker is

erected). People who are talented in

singing, dancing, and playing of musical

instruments take the lead in going to the

center ground to perform the traditional

rites for a good harvest. As the gaiety in-

creases, the festival loses some of its for-

mality. Spectators often give impromptu

performances, and children form their

own recreafional circle. Festivities do not

end until sunset.

On the second day, those elderly people

who are held in high esteem take charge of

sporting activities. Archery contests have

been replaced by wrestling contests, prob-

ably because of the limited space of the

competition area, which is located inside

the village or on open ground nearby. In

bygone days, wrestlers could take up a

challenge on the spot, but today, rules are

more formalized, and competitors are or-

ganized into groups and must enter their

names in advance. The contest opens with

an entrance ceremony, after which the in-

dividual bouts commence. Women's wres-

tling has gained in popularity in recent

years, and in some villages ox-fighting is

also practiced. Winners of the various

events may be given prizes or cash

awards; however, this is by no means the

rule, as the main purpose of the sports is

entertainment.

After dark on the evening of the third

day of celebrations, torches are lit. In the

past, every family prepared a pine trunk at

least six and a half feet in length, which

was processed in advance so it would bum
more easily. The entire village was in-

volved in making a huge torch and placing

it in the village center. With nightfall, the

torches were lit simultaneously and car-

ried through the village and out into the

fields. The procession of torchbearers re-

sembled a long snake glittering under the

night sky and was accompanied by a dis-

play of fireworks that, according to the el-

ders, drove away insect pests. Today,

owing to the shortage of trees—and the

need to conserve those that remain—this

magnificent spectacle is seldom wit-

nessed.

The winter's Kushi festival is highly

colorful because the women make new

clothes to be worn for the event, and all the

villagers, especially the children, dress up.
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All Yi women dress up elaboratelyfor

both winter and summer New Year

festivals, hut these embroideredjackets

are traditionally worn by women ofa

particular group, the Nisu.

§

Pork, vegetables, and wine—purchased

by the men, often from faraway markets,

and prepared by the women—are served.

The ceremonies in Honghe and Shiping

counties are typical of Kushi festivals

throughout Yunnan.

What started as a sacrificial rite has be-

come a great thanksgiving to the deities

and ancestors for the crops that have been

harvested. Today much of the religious

significance of the festival has been lost,

although sacrifices are offered twice daily

while the event continues. Every day be-

fore breakfast and again before supper, an

elderly man from each family takes a serv-

ing tray bearing four bowls of rice (each

containing some pork), four pairs of chop-

sticks, and four cups of wine to the family

altar. Bending down before the altar, he

raises the tray above his head for a mo-

ment; then piously invites the ancestors

and the various deities to enjoy their meal.

Before the whole family sits down to

enjoy the sumptuous feast, the children

also pay homage to the deities and ances-

tors (although this has become little more

than a perfunctory gesture).

In ancient times, hunting of wild ani-

mals was a feature of the first day of the

Kushi festival, and those who caught fero-

cious animals were feted as heroes, and

the animal skins were used to make
clothes for them. In more recent days,

however, as wild animals have become

more and more scarce, this aspect of the

festival has gradually died out.

Before 48 1 B.C., the Kushi festival was a

time of great revelry, when people dis-

guised themselves with masks. Today,

young men and women still meet and

court on the outskirts of the village, where

they entertain one another with specially

composed songs and dances. Often this

occasion is where future marriages are ar-

ranged, and the ceremonies take place the

following autumn before the next Kushi

festival. After dark, the young men and

women sing and dance both indoors and

outdoors to the delight of the elderly on-

lookers. In Yunnan Province, the boister-

ous revelry of ancient times persists today

in the bold and unrestrained ceremonies of

a bygone age. D
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The Living Museum

The American Museum of Natural History celebrates its 125th

anniversary this year. If New York City politics had gone

differently in the 1860s, another kind of institution might now
be standing on the Museum's present site next to Central Park.
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The Museum That

Never Was
by Robert McCracken Peck

When President Ulysses S. Grant laid

the cornerstone of the American Museum
of Natural History on June 2, 1874, he

ended the debate about how to utilize a

nineteen-acre site administered since 1 864

as part of New York's Central Park. This

"rugged and unimproved ground," known

as Manhattan Square, extended from

Eighth Avenue (Central Park West) to

Ninth Avenue (Columbus Avenue) and

from Eight-first to Seventy-seventh

Streets.

After the speechmaking, the Museum's

first superintendent, Albert S. Bickmore,

placed a collection of souvenirs—a dozen

daily newspapers, a dollar bill, some

coins, and some official documents—into

a small copper box in the cornerstone, and

the ceremony drew to a close. For Bick-

more, the occasion was a particularly ex-

citing one, for he had been planning a nat-

ural history museum for New York City

ever since his graduate studies with the

Swiss-born naturalist Louis Agassiz,

founder of Harvard University's Museum
of Comparative Zoology. So intent was he

on the idea that before embarking on an

overseas research expedition in 1865, he

had gone so far as to commission plans for

the museum he hoped one day to build.

When Bickmore settled permanently in

New York in 1 867, the city had a popula-

Grotesque figures would have lined

William Holhrook Beard's

proposed subterranean entrance

fivm Central Park to a museum in

Manhattan Square.
Private collection

tion of almost a million. It surpassed

Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore in

size and wealth, yet could boast no mu-

seums of distinction. Among New Yorkers

eager to prove themselves cultured citi-

zens, Bickmore found backers for his

scheme. He also discovered that his was

not the only museum plan afoot. Of the

various competing proposals under con-

sideration, two others also focused on

Manhattan Square.

The first of these came in 1866 from

Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux,

who had designed New York's 840-acre

Central Park less than a decade before. To

augment their original scheme for the

park, they now suggested creating a zoo-

logical garden and natural history museum
and placing both in Manhattan Square.

The two men wrote a letter to the Central

Park commissioners, in which they out-

lined their ideas.

It seems eminently proper that the Park

should contain within its limits, a collection

representative of the animal kingdom so lib-

erally arranged, that it will afford ample

gratification and entertainment to the public

generally and at the same time be especially

valuable, as an adjunct to the Common
School System of education.

The designers planned an arched tunnel

entrance from the park, entering the square

just south of Seventy-ninth Street. The

project received enough support to find its

way into the commissioner's 1866 annual

report and the map that accompanied it.

Not long after Olmsted and Vaux's pro-

posal reached the Central Park commis-

sioners, artist William Holbrook Beard

came up with an even more ambitious

plan for Manhattan Square: a National

Academy for the Advancement of Art. Al-
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though he had no previous experience as

an architect, Beard was well biown as an

artist. He was especially admired for his

ability to paint animals—both as them-

selves and as caricatures through which he

lampooned Victorian society. Beard trav-

eled in influential circles in the art world,

sharing studio space in New York with Al-

bert Bierstadt, Frederic Church, John La-

Farge, and later, Winslow Homer—artists

of immense popularity whose paintings

captivated audiences with their strong vi-

sions of America. Both Bierstadt and

Church contributed to the planning of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art in the late

1860s, and Church, in 1872, became a

member of the powerful Central Park

Commission. Beard's museum design was

backed by many of his artist friends and

by Henry Keep, a wealthy businessman

who was, to use a contemporary phrase,

"an architect of his own fortune." While

not a member of the highest level of New
York society, Keep was eager to join its

ranks. With little more than a high-school

education, he had worked his way from a

poorhouse orphan and teamster on the

Erie Canal to a position of great wealth

and power. Keep's competitive spirit may
have prompted his pledge of $1.5 million

of his own money in support of Beard's

museum—an astounding sum for its day.

With Keep's encouragement. Beard

began planning his museum sometime in

the late 1860s. Although Beard himself

Beard planned to have stone figures

representing Ignorance and

Superstition at the main museum
entrance, below. In his depiction of the

antechamber, right, a colossal, seated

figure guarded the museum's portals.
Both photographs by Peter Goldberg

never wrote about the project, his ideas

were summarized and his designs repro-

duced in Scribner's Monthly, an influential

and popular magazine of the period with a

national circulation.

According to Scribner's. Beard's Man-

hattan Square museum was to have been

housed in an immense, domed building of

a hybrid architectural style. His main

focus, however, was on the museum's two

entrances which, like Olmsted and 'Vaux's
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A map ofCentral Parkfrom the park

commissioners' 1868 annual report, far

left. Left: Frederick Law Olmsted and

Calvert Vaux's 1866 plan for a zoological

garden and natural history museum in

Manhattan Square, with an imderground

archway entrancefivm Central Park.
Both photographs AMNH

proposed archway, were intended to pro-

vide the pubhc with an underground pas-

sage from Central Park into Manhattan

Square.

At the main entrance, visitors would see

a pair of "colossal stone figures" repre-

senting Ignorance and Superstition.

Twenty-foot lions, tigers, and bears

—

symbolizing "the difficulties to be over-

come before the student enters into the real

enjoyment and comprehension of the

beautiful"—guarded the second entrance.

Once past these imposing statues, visitors

would move along the subterranean walk-

way past a menagerie of "grotesque ante-

diluvian animals of immense size" toward

a large antechamber dominated by a

seated figure, "the guardian genius of the

place."

Then they would climb a flight of stone

stairs into the museum proper and experi-

ence "the gradual progress of the world

from barbarism to civilization." The logi-

cal culmination of this evolutionary jour-

ney was to be a gallery filled with artistic

depictions of "the famous characters of re-

cent times...our statesmen, soldiers, ora-

tors, and poets, the type of a perfect civi-

lization."

Beard's museum never moved beyond

the planning stage because of two major

complications: the death at age fifty-one of

Keep, the project's chief benefactor, in

July 1869, and the rise to power of

William Marcy "Boss" Tweed and Tam-
many Hall, a political emergence that also

brought to an end the earlier plans of Olm-

sted and Vaux. Tweed was a figure of im-

mense power, controlling both the State

House and City Hall from his position in

the state senate. For a time, the Tweed

Ring even took over the administration of

Central Park. Olmsted and Vaux were dis-

charged as chief landscape architects, and

plans for all building operations in the

park, including the zoological gardens and

Beard's museum in Manhattan Square,

were rescinded, changed, or ignored.

Ironically, Tweed's total control of polit-

ical power in the state contributed to the

eventual success of Bickmore's plan. To

purchase European collections of natural

history specimens for the institution in

1868 and 1869, Bickmore had enlisted the

support of a number of wealthy and influ-

ential New Yorkers, including Theodore

Roosevelt, Sr., Joseph Choate, Morris K.

Jesup, and J. Pierpont Morgan. They peti-

tioned the legislature for a charter incorpo-

rating a museum and library of natural his-

tory "for the purpose...of encouraging

and developing the study of Natural Sci-

ence [and] of advancing the general

knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that

end of furnishing popular instruction and

recreation."

Through the intervention of Samuel

Tilden, later a reform govemor of New
York but at that time chairman of the

Democratic State Committee, Bickmore

secured a letter of introduction to Tweed in

the state senate. Recognizing the influence

of Bickmore's backers and responding fa-

vorably to Tilden 's support, Tweed swiftly

shepherded the proposal through the legis-

lature, obtaining for the American Mu-
seum of Natural History an official state

charter on April 6, 1869.

Two years later, the legislature ap-

proved the joint petition of the American

Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of

Art (which had obtained its charter in

1870) for permission to build suitable fa-

cilities to house flien respective collec-
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tions in Central Park. The commissioners

designated Manhattan Square as the site

for a structure that would jointly house the

two museums and, despite protests from

the trustees of both institutions, had the

land graded and prepared for construction.

Before construction could begin, how-

ever, the Tweed Ring was overthrown.

The previous park commissioners were re-

instated, and Olmsted and Vaux came

back to oversee the further development of

the park. With the sympathetic support of

the new administration, the Metropolitan

Museum of Art negotiated its present site

on the east side of Central Park at Eighty-

first Street. The American Museum of

Natural History chose to remain on the

west side in Manhattan Square.

Despite his delight at the city's approval

of plans for a museum, Bickmore had mis-

givings about the site. Writing many years

later, he recalled that in 1 87 1

,

within the boundaries of our area the

prospect was most desolate and forbid-

ding.... In the southern and central part of

the square, just where the first section of our

building was to be erected, was a... hill,

whose crest rose as high as the ceiling of our

present Hall of Birds. As I sat on the top of

this rock, the surrounding view was dreary

and my only companions were scores of

goats.... On the west were only shanties

perched on rough rocks, and south of us

there was no building near, except the "Da-

cotah," a tine apartment hotel at the comer

of Central Park West and Seventy-second

Street.

Bickmore's pessimism was short-lived,

however. At the trustees' request, Calvert

Vaux and his associate J. Wrey Mould re-

placed the original plan for a modest, two-

story museum building with an ambitious

design—740 feet on each side—that en-

compassed the entire square. A domed
tower in the center of four inner courtyards

was reminiscent of the one in Bickmore's

1865 design. The buildings, faced with red

granite, would have four floors of exhibits

and a fifth floor for curators' work space.

The section that went up first, beginning

late in 1 872, was about one-fourteenth of

the proposed building. By the time the cor-

nerstone was laid, the foundations and the

walls of the first floor had been put in

place. As President Grant daubed mortar

on the foundation with a silver trowel.

Governor John Adams Dix expressed his

lofty hopes for the future:

I know no locality so suitable for this, for

such a Museum.... Most of us remember
when, but a few years ago, this whole dis-

trict, which now fomis the Central Park.

was an unsightly and shapely mass

—

"rudis

indigestaque moles." Now it is the very mir-

acle of rural beauty, where the most un-

promising and stubborn natural feature has

been made to blend and harmonize with the

general aspect of order and grace.

By 1894, when the Museum celebrated

the twenty-fifth anniversary of its charter,

both Governor Dix's ambitious projec-

tions and Albert Bickmore's dreams had

been fulfilled. Manhattan Square had been

transformed from a rocky, rutted goat pas-

ture into an international center for re-

search and scientific education. D
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Collection ol the New-York Historical Society

In 1871 , Vaux and Mould drafted a

master planfor the Museum,far left, but

only one of the sections was completed,

left. Architects Joslah Cleaveland, Louis

DeCoppet Berg, and Milton See

submitted a perspective rendering, below.

In 1888, incorporating Vaux and Mould's

motifofa Greek cross, hut only the 77th

Street side of their proposed building

(foreground) was built.
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Science Lite

I Have a Dream
Gypsy Witch 1; Freud

by Roger L. Welsch

Psychologists say we all dream and that

we all dream every night. No doubt

they're right, although I rarely recall my
dreams—but then, I can hardly manage to

recall why Linda sent me to the grocery

store only moments after she's sent me.

What's curious about the dreams I do re-

member the next morning is that the in-

ventory is remarkably thin—a total of

maybe three. And they are all bad. Just my
luck.

Roger Dream Number 1: I open my
mail to find that someone has finally dis-

covered that I served only six years and

seven months of my seven-year military

obligation back in the bad old days. I show

up at my base and am standing there in the

ranks. . .but I cannot find my cap. So, ther?

I am, at attention without my cap, know

ing that Sergeant Ericson is going to rearn

me but good, just as he always did. (I often

wonder if Sergeant Ericson maybe has the

same dream but smiles in his sleep.)

Roger Dream Number!: I suddenly re-

member that school is about to start—al-

though in real life I haven't taught in a

classroom for more than seven years.

Sometimes I am allowed a couple of days

before I step into the class, but other times

I am in my office and the bell is about to

ring. I realize that not only have I not pre-

pared my lesson plans but that I also don't

know where I've put my transparencies

—

a professorial nightmare indeed.

Roger Dream Number J.' I am about to

retum home from Europe from a field trip

for the Smithsonian Institution (I fre-

quently went on these trips twenty years

ago). The train is leaving in a matter of

minutes for the city where I am to catch

my plane, but I have lost my room key and

forgotten my room number. I will never

get everything thrown together in time.

Sometimes I eventually find my key, re-

member my room number, and make it to

the airport all right, but as I stand there

watching my luggage go up a carousel

ramp, I realize that I have packed my
ticket and passport in the luggage, which
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is about to go onto the plane—and

home—without me.

What's uncanny about these dreams is

that I am always in the exact same room,

hangar, hotel, or airport. I don't know if

these places really exist, but I know them

like the back of my hand after years of

sweating out the complications of my
dreams in these settings. My dreams never

contain any surprises.

The real mystery to me, however, is the

contrast between my dreams and my
wife's. I am big, loud, brash, opinionated,

independent, and blunt; I dream about los-

ing my cap, hotel key, or passport. Linda is

shy, quiet, gentle, uncertain, and subtle;

she dreams about distant planets where

fire-breathing gorgons with coppery teeth

fight wars, tearing great hunks of flesh

from their extragalactic enemies and

throwing the pieces they do not eat them-

selves down long Martian cliffs to packs of

green, screeching centaurs who pound the

still quivering flesh into the pink soil.

When Linda struggles and groans in her

sleep and I wake her up, she tells me about

horrors that only special-effects experts

can dream up. I, noting that such scenes

are clearly outside any conceivable realm

of possibility, say, "There, there" and go

back to sleep.

On the other hand, when I wake up

screaming and kicking the finials off the

footboard of our bed and explain to Linda

that I had this terrible experience of think-

ing I packed my passport in my suitcase

and checked it in prematurely, Linda says,

"Poor baby. At least the ahport was in this

solar system," laughs out loud, and goes

back to sleep.

What would Freud have said about my
dilemma? "Forbidden desires cloaked in

symbolism"? Maybe in Sergeant Ericson's

dream, but not in mine (Sarge always

seemed to take special delight in calling

attention to, my shortcomings). "Resolu-

tion or rehef of fear and anxiety"? When I

wake up moaning and yelling because of a

dream, our dog Lucky runs out of his

sleeping porch, barking at the primal
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sounds emanating from the house above,

and I spend a good part of the rest of the

night calming him down and persuading

Linda not to start him up again by laugh-

ing too loud. I suspect that even Freud

wouldn't find many tantalizing secrets

buried in my unconscious. "Herr Velsch,"

he would say, "my analyziz zuggests, take

it a liddle easier on de barbecue zauce next

time you pig out on ribs."

One of the first books I remember en-

countering in my parents' home was The

Gypsy Witch Dream Book: New and Re-

vised, Complete and Up-to-Date, by the

Queen of the Romanies (which beats the

living heck out of "Sigmund Freud,

M.D."). Whenever I consulted the book

fifty years ago to interpret the hidden

meanings of my own dreams, I was im-

pressed by how goofy the Gypsy interpre-

tations seemed to be—as I was to leam

later, right up there with Freud's. Since

I've never thrown the book away (I've

never thrown anything away), in despera-

tion I decided to tum to it once again for

some idea of what is going on in my tor-

tured nocturnal psyche.

I dug out The Gypsy Witch Dream
Book, still mysterious in its plain black

binding after all these years. It had "rein-

deer" and "rhinoceros," "stovepipe" and

"lemonade," but nothing under "pass-

port," "lesson plans," "airport," or

"Sergeant Ericson." But whoops, what

was this? "Lose: to dream of losing any-

thing foretells sorrow and remorse." Yep,

that was it, all right. When I dream about

losing my cap, passport, or lesson plan,

everyone from Lucky to Linda is filled

with sorrow and remorse.

Eagerly, I read on: "To lose your hat or

cap can be an unpleasant experience. . .but

you'll have to admit, it beats fire-breathing

gorgons and green, screeching centaurs.

And, by the way, next time you dig into the

ribs, take it easy on the barbecue sauce."

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.

American Museum of Natural History

THE JOURNEY OF

ODYSSEUS
October 12-28, 1994

The Mediterranean, steeped in the mytholo-

gy of the ancient Greeks, is a treasure-trove

of legendary landmarks. Even after some

3,000 years. Homer's epic tale of the journey

of Odysseus throughout this region continues

to enchant romantics and inspire adventurers.
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Tunis

Carthage

Corsica

Monte Circeo

Naples

Phlegrean Fields

Pompeii

Herculaneum

Aeolian Islands

Corfu

Ithaca

Athens

This fall, a team of American Museum and guest lecturers will lead an excit-

ing voyage retracing the wanderings of Odysseus, from the ancient city of

Troy to the mysterious islands in the farthest reaches of Homer's world. Join

us aboard the Stella Maris this fall as we re-create one of the great maritime

journeys of all time.
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Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York
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Celestial Events

Crash Landing on Jupiter
by Gail S. Cleere

This month, fragments of Comet Shoe-

maker-Levy 9 will smash into Jupiter's at-

mosphere at a speed of 133,200 miles per

hour. Scientists calculate that some of the

resultant explosions will be equivalent to

the detonation of 200,000 megatons of

TNT—more than the force of all the

world's nuclear arsenals. The combined

effects of the collision of the twenty-one or

more fragments could equal the energy

level of the great Yucatan impact on our

own planet sixty-five million years ago, a

catastrophe that ended the age of the di-

nosaurs. The action will take place over a

seven-day period, from July 16 through

July 22.

Originally, the comet may have mea-

sured from one to six miles in diameter

and the estimates of its largest fragments,

which are now stretched out in a proces-

sion three million miles long, are equally

imcertain. From the earth, the chain ap-

pears to be roughly half the size of the

moon's angular diameter (twenty arc min-

utes of the sky).

Since its discovery in March 1993,

Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 has attracted

the attention of astronomers around the

world. It is one of a handful of comets

known to orbit Jupiter, instead of the sun,

and it is the only one actually observed in

orbit (the paths of others were determined

from their motion). Brian Marsden, an as-

tronomer at the Harvard-Smithsonian As-

trophysical Observatory, believes the

comet was drawn away irom a solar orbit

in the early 1970s by Jupiter's strong grav-

itational pull. Given its current orbit, the

comet must have made a close approach to

the massive planet in July 1992, passing

just 13,000 miles above Jupiter's cloud-

tops, hnmense Jovian tidal forces caused

the comet to crack, crumble, and fly apart.

The pieces then spread out m a line as they

continued in their orbit.

Other comets have been observed in the

act of breaking apart, but in this case the

real excitement comes from the prediction

of the comet's imminent demise. Just after

the comet's initial discovery, Marsden and

Paul Chodas, of NASA's Jet Propulsion
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Laboratory, calculated its orbit. They

found that the comet would crash into

Jupiter on its next close approach, in the

summer of 1994.

"The planetary science community is

very excited about this event," says Hal

Weaver, of the Space Telescope Institute

in Baltimore. "Luckily it's not happening

to us, so the bigger the better." Jupiter will

take its hits on its dark, far side, just out of

sight of earth-bound observers. Each im-

pact will take place some five to nine de-

grees behind the planet's eastern edge. Be-

cause of Jupiter's rapid rotation, each

impact site will become visible from the

earth in only twenty to forty minutes after

the crash; another seventeen minutes will

pass before each site crosses into sunlight.

The Galileo spacecraft, due to reach

Jupiter in 1995, will have fine views of the

impact explosions, but the earth-orbiting

Hubble Space Telescope will not be in a

position to see the collisions. (It will, how-

ever, be able to monitor atmospheric

An artist's rendition of the upcoming

destruction ofComet Shoemaker-Levy 9.

Seenfivm the perspective of the Galileo

spacecraft, the cometaiyfragments slam

into the dark side ofJupiter.
D. A, Seal; Jet Propulsion Laboratory

changes on the planet.) The sun-orbiting

Ulysses spacecraft will have a view of

some of the collisions and will be able to

monitor the impacts in radio wavelengths.

Both Voyager spacecraft, now on their

way out of the solar system, might have

observed the impacts had their cameras

not been turned off. There is now too little

time for NASA to restore these on-board

cameras.

Astronomer Reta Beebe, of New Mex-

ico State University, explains, "All the ac-

tion will happen about forty to forty-five

degrees south latitude," just below

Jupiter's Great Red Spot. "This region has

no outstanding, long-lived cloud struc-

tures like the Great Red Spot, but it is ac-

mally quite a turbulent, cyclonic region on

the planet, where clouds tend to come
apart." After impact, each cometary frag-

ment will blow up not far below Jupiter's

cloudtops, and the hot gas that results

(54,000° F) will create a huge fireball sim-

ilar to a nuclear explosion. According to

the computer models, the descending fire-

ball will dig itself a chimney and blow it-

self back out. There is a slim chance that

the later impacts will eject material high

enough to be visible even to those with

backyard telescopes who are famihar with

Jupiter's normal appearance.

At the time of this writing, the fiery end

of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 is expected

to begin at approximately 3:30 p.m., EDT,

on the 16th. As the sky darkens, look in the

southwest for the striking configuration of

Jupiter, the waxing gibbous moon below,

and Virgo's bright star Spica to the west.

As the cometary collision draws near,

check local papers or astronomy publica-

tions for updates on the timing.

The Planets in July:

Mercury is now moving into the early

morning sky and may be seen, although

with some difficulty, to the east-northeast

in the dawn twilight. On the 7th, the planet

is about two moon widths below a slim

crescent moon. At the end of the month,

Pollux, in Gemini, can be seen twinkling

just above Mercury.



Venus moves lower in the southwestern

sky, where it is visible just after sundown.

What the planet lacks in position, how-

ever, will be made up in brilliance as it

moves toward its greatest elongation east

of the sun. On the 10th, Venus is one de-

gree above the bright star Regulus, in Leo.

On the Uth, Venus will be riding high

above the thin crescent moon.

Mars has moved into Taurus and can be

seen rising about three hours before the

sun. On the 5th, Mars will be positioned

about five moon widths above and to the

right of the crescent moon. By midmonth,

the red planet rivals the reddish star Alde-

baran, which is just below it.

Jupiter is past the meridian (the arc of

sky stretching from due south to due

north) as the sun sets. On the 16th, as the

planet is hit by the first fragments of

Comet Shoemaker-Levy, look for the

giant planet about six moon widths above

and to the left of the waxing gibbous

moon.

Saturn rises before midnight among

the faint stars of Aquarius and by dawn is

well placed in the southern sky. On the

25th, the ringed planet is seen well below

and slightly to the right of the waning gib-

bous moon.

Uranus and Neptune are both at oppo-

sition this month (seen opposite the sun in

the sky), rising as the sun sets and setting

as the sun rises. Using binoculars and a de-

tailed sky chart, you have a chance of

spotting these two blue-green worlds just

east of the constellation Sagittarius.

Pluto remains in Libra, plodding along

at about 7,000 miles per hour not far from

the bright stars of Scorpius. When looking

in the direction of Pluto, we face the center

of our Milky Way galaxy.

The Moon is new on the 8th at 5:37

P.M., EDT, and reaches first quarter at 9: 12

P.M., EDT, on the 15th. The full moon oc-

curs on the 22d at 4: 16 rm., EDT, and last

quarter occurs on the 30th at 8:40 a.m.,

EDT.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington, D.C.,

and writes on popular astronomy.
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HOLIDAYS
IN KENYA

^December 20, 1994

January 3, 1995

December is a glorious month to

visit Kenya and enjoy the Africa

bush under canvas. Join the

American Museum this holiday

season for a very special safari to

Kenya's finest game parks.

Kenya's charms are many: the

famous herds of game in Masai

Mara are spectacular and accessi-

ble; the views from escarpments

embracing the Great Rift Valley

are sublime; the semi-arid

Northern Frontier District shim-

mers with magical light at dusk;

and the morning air in the

Aberdare Mountains is incompa-

rably invigorating. Join us for an

unforgettable holiday experience.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYorl<, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

(212) 769-5700 in New York

GIANT
HEAVY DUTY
TRUCK

TARPAULINS
12X16 .... $12 18X32 .... $33

16X20 .... $19 20X30 .... $36

18X24 .... $26 26X40 .... $58

As a part of an advertising test, North
American Tarp Mfg. will send any of the

above size tarps to anyone who reads and
responds to this test before the next 30 days.
Each giant heavy duty tarpaulin is

constructed ol extra lough, 100% waterproof,
high density fabric and has nylon reinforced,
roped, double-locked stitched hems,
electronically welded seams, with #4 (1/2

dia.) metal grommets every 3 feet all around
and reinforced triangular corner patches so it

can be roped down and secured extra tight.

Specifically designed for heavy duty uses on
trucks carrying heavy duty bulk and pallet

riding materials, tractors, extra heavy
machinery, awnings, tents, sports equipment,
grain, hay, tools or any equipment lor

industrial or private use, kept outdoors in hot
or sub freezing weather. Each taroaulin is

accompanied with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE
that it must perform 100% or it will be
replaced free. LIMIT (10) any size tarp per
address. Add $7 handling and crating for

each tarpaulin requested. Send appropriate
sum together with your name and address to:

Dept. f-836 North American Tarp Mfg 16135
Leadwell St., Van Nuys, CA., 91406. Or for

fastest service from any part ol the country:

CALL FREE
7 Doyi Wttk, 14 Houis o Doy

1-800-374-2030
DEPT, T-836

H«VE rOlil CIEDIT CA!D lEAIIT VIS> / HC

Presenting...

The DR* FIELD and
BRUSH MOWER
the amazing walk-behind brush cutter that--

CLEARS & MAINTAINS meadows, (^
pastures, woodlots, wooded and rough vy^,

'

non-lawn areas with ease. CUTS tall

grass, weeds, brambles, tough brush

and saplings up to 1
" thick.

CHOPS/MULCHES most

everything it cuts. Leaves

NO TANGLE of brush to pick up

like hand-held brushcutters and

sicklebar mowers. Perfect for

low-maintenance wildflower

meadows, European-style

woodlots, walking

paths, or any area

you only want to

mow once a

month or once

a season!

Please mail this coupon TODAY for complete FREE
I DETAILS of the DR® FIELD and BRUSH MOWER
I including prices, specifications, and "Off-Season" Savings

I now in effect. There is no obligation.

1

r

I
City

_

I
To: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS®, Dept. 20407F

|

L _ Feiry Road_^Box_89, Charlotte, VT q5445_ j
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TheMarl^t
Art/Crafts

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150 - $350,
please request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY
12754.

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry — sandpaint-
ings, kactiinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian
Treasures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068.

Books/Publications

DISCOVER 3-D! Send $1.00 (refundable with order)

for our catalog of "in depth" publications to Cygnus
Graphic, Box 32461 -N, Phoenix, AZ 85064.

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-
tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA and
Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with

70-year tradition. Free examination, "Guide to Publi-

cation." 1-800-695-9599.

Bargain Books
I

Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks.
|

I

remainders. Thousands of books, from
yesterday's best sellers to rarely seen titles, I

Birds & Animals, Nature, Gardening,
I Cooking, Fiction. History—over 40 subject I

areas. Write for FREE CATALOG,
iHamilton Box 15-992. Fails village CTOSOSI |

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,
Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.
The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attractive

books, publicity, advertising, quality service, covering 5
decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-filled book-
let and Free manuscript report. Carlton Press, Dept.
NHG, 11 W. 32nd St, New York, NY 10001

TRAVEL AND LEARN. Award-winning Travel Guide
to nature, ecology, archaeology expeditions world-
wide. $22.50 postpaid. Free leaflet 1-800-800-8147.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 46 years experi-
ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or
outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J San
Clemente, CA 92674-3253 (714)492-2976

Education

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 Lan-
guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-
log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394.

VETERINARY ASSISTANT/ANIMAL CARE Careers.
Home study PCD. I., Atlanta, Georgia. Free litera-

ture. 800-362-7070 Dept. CCH124.

AN ACADEMIC
ALTERNATIVE
HOME STUDY • ENRICHMENT

' teach your child at home
• complete curriculum kindergarten-8

• no experience necessary

• traditional, classical education

• accredited, nonprofit program

• advisory teachers available

• all materials included

• French and music courses offered

• send for free information

Calvert School
(410)243-6030 fax (410)366-0874

Jlept, NN74 • 105 Tuscany Road • Ballimore, MD 21210^

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/OUTDOORS/Ecology
careers. Home study Free literature. PCD. I., At-
lanta, Georgia. 800-362-7070 Dept. NNH124.

WOODS HOLE — Bermuda Wnting Program. Are
you the next Michael Crichton, Lewis Thomas or
Stephen Jay Gould? Join a science and nature writ-

ing program in a unique research community. Woods
Hole Writing, PO. 331 . Woods Hole, MA 02543 (508)
540-3044.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 ExL 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly bul-

letin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U.S. Free details. EOV, RO. Box 788, Walpole, NH
03608 (603)756-4553

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept, C-
515), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 3355 S.

Flower #106, Lakewood, CO 80227 (303)985-7111.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage:(707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Merchandise/Gifts

ATTRACT HUMMINGBIRDS with this colorful Stained
Glass feeder. Complete with 10 oz bottle, hanging
chain, and instructions. $32 pp. HBF 22845 NE 8th
#420, Redmond, WA 98053 (206) 868-2909.

METEORITES-RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-
teed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, RO. Box 3726-N,
New Haven, CT 06525.

NATURAL GEMSTONES. Pricelists $3,00 refund-

able with first order. Carat Patch, Box 1799, College
Station, TX 77841

.

RELAXATION TOOLS; New recycled Envirope ham-
mocks, accessones, our exclusive Hanging Chair. Satis-

faction guaranteed. Free brochure. 800-688-8946. Twin
Oaks Hammocks, Rt 4, Box 169, Louisa, VA 23093.

Photo/Optical

A New York City entrepreneur
Steve Mellzer

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518)731-2610.
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Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris In

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
Soutfi Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorltel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife. Small

groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures. Free

Brochures! Speciallnterest Tours. Call (800) 525-6772.

South American Adventures

•Galapasos Islands

•Patagonia/Peru
•Tikal/Belize

Call for 94/95 brochure
501 Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y. (212) 370-0555 1-800-872-4256

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT Economical
camping safaris In Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-
babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey. Jordan. Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore

Africa's wildlife and cultures in depth. Tanzania,
Kenya, Botswana, Namibia. Excellent guides and itin-

eraries. Small groups or private safaris. Voyagers,
Dept. NH, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. (607)257-
3091.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris In East and Southern
Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box 49,

Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

COSTA
The Amazon, Machu Picchu & more...

The specialists in

^^, Latin American

EC^'j^^ adventure travel.

jmSJTB^ 1(800)854-0023

m
ALASKA NATURAL HISTORY and Photographic
Workshop. Our tenth year of combining natural his-

tory instruction with hands on photographic work-
shops led by professional naturalists and internation-

ally known nature photographers. Live aboard
comfortable cruise vessel with only 8 other guests.

Cruise wilderness Southeast Alaska: Whales, Griz-

zlies, Ancient Forests, Glaciers, Pristine Beauty, Na-
tive Art and Culture. 1007 Leneve PL, El Cerrito, CA
94530 1-800-527-7229.

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada.
Wilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

families, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, ME 04441
(207) 695-3668.

GALAPAGOS
COSTA RICA
AFRICA

First Class, Cruises with Naturalist Guides.

Naural History Adventures to Costa Rica

Tented Safaris to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda &
Botswana

10 years ol Quality Natural History Trips

Worldwide

ALASKA • GALAPAGOS
ARCTIC • RUSSIA • BAIA
AUSTRALIA •

ity Natural History & Photography

Trips - 20 Years Experience

BIOLOGICALJOURNEYS
I6%N Ocean Dr., McKlnlcyviMe. CA 95521

800-548-7555 or 707-839.0178

AMAZON RAINFOREST EXPLORATION with natu-

ralist guide. Stay at beautiful lodge/deep jungle camp.
Affordable rates, small groups/Independent travelers.

Free brochure (800) 765-5657. Sol International,

13780 S.W. 56th St. 107, Miami, FL 33175

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

131 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

AUSTRALIA: Rainforest, Outback & Great Barrier Reef,

a unique safari and sailing type natural history expedition.

October 29 - November 13, 1994; $2,860. (619)534-

7523 or SBAM Expeditions 0207, Scripps Institution

Oceanography UCSD, LaJolla, CA 92093-0207.

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife, birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly de-
partures. Free brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15
NansenSL, Forest Hills, NY 11375 (800)53-TERRA.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa
Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 1 40 for free newsletter.

EXPLORE EXOTIC AVIFAUNA & FLORA. Small
groups or custom design. Discover the Secrets of

Venezuela with Sabrosa Adventures, 1-800-84-flrst.

Fax 212-949-1832.

AMAZON RAIN FOREST
Experience the remote rain forest in

,^ total personal comfort.

3t^ Abundant wildlife, pink

ECS^^». dolphins, pristine lakes.

jmPJJ!9B^ 1(800)854-0023

EXPLORE UNDERWATER LIFE. Spend a week
aboard the "MA/ Dream Too". Swim, Dive or Snorkel
with Wild Dolphin, Shark and Reef Creatures. 1-800-

741-5335 or 1-407-723-9312.

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON. Best choice of cruises: Lux-
ury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.
Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800)53-TERRA.

GALAPAGOS! — Excellent boats, small groups, natu-

ralist guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin
extension. Voyagers, Dept. NG, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851. (607)257-3091.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-
ger yachts. Galapagos Travel. P.O. Box 1220, San
Juan Bautlsta, CA 95045 (800)969-9014.

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,
Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapa-
gos, Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small
group holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itin-

eraries. Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24
hours.

Amazaii
Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Argentina

Explore Willi expert guides. Weekly trips year round link remote

sites in ten Latin countries. Quality services for small groups

«,„.„ JOURNEYS
cHinicj. 1-800-255-8735

401 1 Jackson Rd, Dept NH ^ Ann Arbor, Ml 481 03
WorMwiclp. Nature & Culture txploratlnm; nlnce 197S.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, BORNEO, In-

donesia, Vietnam. Tours, treks, safaris, overiand ad-
ventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates. Free
color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St.,

Stamford, Ct 06901. (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

MACHU PICCHU & South America. Trekking the Inca

Trail. Amazon. Patagonia. Guaranteed depar-
tures/customized itineraries. Free brochures. Terra

Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375. (800)53-TERRA.

iNr)ONesix wiLr)Lipe
Natural History, Culture and Wildlife.

Orangutans, Dragons, Rhinos, El-

ephants, and more. Borneo, Komodo,

Sumatra. Java. Sulawesi, Sumba.
800- 642-ASIA

Cullfor (1 Free Curnliti;

QaVAcr- A^iiventTLit-es

SCUBA DIVE IN THE SEA OF CORTES. Join biolo-

gists in collecting marine life for Scripps Institution of

Oceanography public displays. October 2 - 9. 1994;
$1,850. (619) 534-7523 or SBAM Expeditions 0207,
SIO, UCSD, LaJolla, CA 92093-0207.

SOLAR ECLIPSE November 03. Camping in south-

ern Peru, best view point. Continue with trekking the

Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Terra Adventures, 70-15
Nansen St.. Forest Hills, NY, 11375. (800)53-
TERRA.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overiand & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. (800)225-2380.

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE! — Off the beaten path
photographic tour for the November eclipse to Ar-

gentina, Chile, and Bolivia. Group size limited. Voy-
agers, Dept. NE, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. (607)
257-3091.

TREAD LIGHTLY this summer to Newfoundland,
Brazil, Belize and more. Check out our wholesale air

fares. (800)643-0060; (203)868-1710.

Rates and Style information

$3.90 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $425 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts. All advertisements are accepted at NAT-
URAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money
order to: The Market/NATURAL HISTORY Maga-
zine. Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY
10024. Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe
at the above address. Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested category. Deadline—1st of the month,
two months prior to cover date.
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i American Museum "i

of Natural History

BAJA
CALIFORNIA
WHALE WATCHING

EXPEDITION
Feb. 21 - March 2, 1995

The Baja Peninsula is a spec-

tacular desert wilderness sur-

rounded by a rich marine

environment. Every winter

California gray whales con-

verge in these waters to court

and breed. Join a team of

American Museum lecturers

aboard the 39-cabin M.V. Sea

Bird for an expedition in

search of seabirds, manta rays,

sea lions, tropical fish, enor-

mous cacti, rare plants, flowers

and these magnificent whales.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York

At the American Museum of

Natural History

125 Years of Collecting
Photographs

Since its founding in 1869, the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History has not

only collected photographs from well-

known photographers around the world

but has also used the camera as an essen-

tial tool in documenting expeditions, cul-

tures, artifacts, fauna, and habitats.

Drawn from the Museum's Library,

which houses more than a million im-

ages and 3,000 reels of film, the exhibi-

tion "The World Explored: 125 Years of

Collecting Photographs" will feature

lantern sUdes collected by the Museum's
founder, Albert Bickmore; arctic pho-

tographs from the 1 880s, taken by John

Dunmore; and Native American images

from the Wanamaker expeditions, taken

by Joseph Dixon.

The exhibits will be on display in the

Library Gallery through January 1995.

The Gallery is located on the fourth floor

and is open Monday through Friday,

from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The Apollo Adventure
On Wednesday, July 13, Andrew

Chaikin, author of the recently published

A Man on the Moon, will present "An
Apollo Retrospective," the scientific

findings from the first manned moon
landing. On Thursday, July 21, Peter G.

Wilhelm, director of the Naval Center

for Space Technology, will discuss what

has happened since Apollo in "Project

Clementine: A Return to the Moon."
Both lectures, part of the "Frontiers in

Astronomy and Astrophysics" series,

begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Sky Theater.

Tickets are $8 ($6 for members).

"Man on the Moon: The Apollo Ad-
venture," the Planetarium's special exhi-

bition marking the twenty-fifth anniver-

sary of the Apollo 11 moon landing, will

run through the end of September Fea-

tured are a model of the original Apollo

11 lunar module. Eagle; a full-size

replica of the Lunar Rover; and memora-
bilia from the Apollo flights. The award-

winning film The Eagle Has Landed will

be shown continuously at the exhibition.

For information about all Planetarium

events, call (212) 769-5900.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street in New York

City. The Museum has a pay-what-you-

wish admission policy. For more infor-

mation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.

UMEWmt'^^-l
Ma) tin Johnson (centei) is one of the many photographers whose woik isfeatured

in the Library's exhibition, "The World Explored.
"
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He's Eeal.

He's Related.

Meet the Eamily

Visit the new Lila Acheson Wallace Wing
of Mammals and Their Extinct Relatives.

Entei' the Avorld of the Museum's scientists, exiiloi-ing one of

the most fascinating stories in the evolution of life - a stoiy of

gTeat divevsitication and sudden extinctions. Tlie new halls

display the most extensive and scientitieally hnpoitant array of

fossil mammals ever assembled, featuring more real specimens

thau can be seen aimvhere else in the world.
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AmericanMuseTO of Natural Historj^
Central Park West at 79th Street, New York City - For information, call 212-769-5100
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Raw Bar
In early summer, an Alaskan brown

bear attempts to open a razor clam it has

excavated from a sandbar on the Katmai

coast. Standing on the clam with one

foot, the bear delicately pries the halves

of the shell apart with its claw to expose

the meat (other bears use their teeth to

crush clams). After slurping down the

contents of the shell, the bear moves on,

nose to the ground, looking for more

food. The razor clam's half-foot-long

neck may just be visible at the surface,

but when the bear grabs for it, the clam

retreats farther into the sand, making the

predator dig for its meal. Only

occasionally does the bear snag the prey

before it retreats into the muck. Foxes

(inset), seagulls, and other animals often

follow closely behind clamming bears,

picking over the discarded shells for

scraps.

For the bears, the clams are more than

an occasional treat. During the four hours

or so that the tides left this sandbar

exposed, this bear left a trail of more than

one hundred holes; each had yielded a

razor clam. Until the salmon runs begin at

the end of the summer, the mollusks

provide a welcome source of protein to

augment the sedge grass that the bears

graze on in the coastal meadows.

—

R. A.

Photographs by Will Troyer

.Si.
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Authors

"My unwavering interest in shells

began at the age of ten, when my fourth-

grade teacher brought Florida shells to us

in Dover, New Jersey," says ecologist-

geologist Geerat J. Vermeij (page 32),

who has been blind since the age of three

and uses touch in the study of marine life.

"These clam and snail shells, many
adorned with neatly arranged ribs, knobs,

and even spines, were so vastly prettier

and more elegant than the chalky (al-

though still nice) shells I had known in

the Netherlands that I resolved to collect

and study them." In

1968, he graduated

from Princeton

University, where

he majored in biol-

ogy, and then went

on to earn his

Ph.D. from Yale

University. Now a

professor at the

University of Cali-

fornia at Davis,

Vermeij continues

to do fieldwork

throughout the

world, especially in

Guam and other parts of the western Pa-

cific. The evolution of labral spines (sharp

downward protrusions) in predatory

snails is one of his current research inter-

ests, as is his formulation of a history of

life based on the "market" forces of risk,

reward, benefit, cost, supply, and demand.

For additional reading, Vermeij recom-

mends Extinct Birds, by E. Fuller (Lon-

don: Viking/Rainbird, 1987) and his own
1991 article "When Biotas Meet: Under-

standing Biotic Interchange," in Science,

vol. 253, pp. 1099-1104.

"As an anthropologist," says Eugenie

C. Scott (page 10), "I have done field-

work in rural Kentucky, in Belize, and on

Florida's Seminole Reservation, but in my
present job I work in the fields of televi-

sion shows, radio talk shows, and teacher

conferences." Executive director of the

National Center for Science Education,

located in Berkeley, California, Scott

studies the activities of the religious right

and scientific creationists and helps teach-

ers around the nation keep evolution at

the core of the science curriculum. She

finds her work satisfying but is often dis-

mayed by the extent of scientific illiteracy

in America. For additional reading she

recommends Science and Earth History:

The Creation-Evohition Controversy, by

Arthur Strahler (Buffalo: Prometheus

Books Pubhshing Co., 1988); The Cre-

ationists, by Ronald Numbers (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1992); and

The Creationist Movement in Modern

America, by Raymond A. Eve and

Francis B. Harrold (Boston: Twayne

Publishers, 1990).

By day, Tony Holley (page 42) is a

partner in a law firm in Somerset, Eng-

land, but his evenings are reserved for

watching foxes stalk hares in the nearby

countryside. The foxes, it seems, win less

often than most people imagine. Holley

qualified as a solicitor in 1954. Almost

forty years later, in 1992, at the age of

sixty, he completed his doctorate in zool-

ogy at Durham University, working first

on the gulls of Bridgwater Bay, and later

on the behavior of the brown hare. He
writes that "hares are particularly oblig-

ing subjects for a researcher who is also

involved in a full-time nonscientific pro-

fession. Virtually the whole time the re-

searcher is sitting at his lawyer's desk

during the day, the hares are lying mo-

tionless, asleep. They become active just

before dusk, when the researcher can

watch them comfortably from the attic

windows of his country home." For the

general natural history and folklore at-

tached to the brown hare, Holley recom-

mends The Leaping Hare, by G. E. Evans
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Although he had originally planned to

write a dissertation on archeology in Ire-

land, Christopher P. Tourney (page 4)

was so disturbed to read about the rise of

creation "science" that he decided to do

an ethnographic study of the modem cre-

ationist movement. A book based on his

doctoral research has just been published:

God's Own Scientists: Creationists in a

Secular World (New Brunswick: Rutgers

University Press, 1994). Tourney, a visit-

ing lecturer in anthropology at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

also teaches at a maximum security

prison in Raleigh, North Carolina. He is

currently writing a book on science in

American life, including theories of

AIDS/HIV infection, the fluoridation

controversy, and cold fusion. For addi-

tional reading, Toumey recommends

Anti-Evolution, by Tom Mclver (Jeffer-

son: McFariand, 1988), and The Evolu-

tion Controversy in America, by George

E. Webb (Lexington: University of Ken-

tucky Press, 1994).

and D. Thomson (London: Faber, 1972)

and "Pursuit-deterrent Signals: Commu-
nication between prey and predator," by

0. Hasson in Trends in Ecology and Evo-

lution, vol. 6, pp. 325-29 (1991).
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In 1984, when astronomer Li Weibao

(page 54) compiled the astronomy annals

of Yunnan, he discovered the customs as-

sociated with the ancient calendar of the

Yi people. "These traditions were on the

verge of disappearing," writes Li, "but I

felt that it was a national and historical re-

sponsibility to preserve them." Bom in

Yunnan Province, Li earned a physics de-

gree from Beijing University in 1973 and

then an advanced degree from the Uni-

versity of Science and Technology in

Hefei, Anhui Province. For many years,

he has studied sunspots and continues this

research at the Yunnan Observatory,

along with additional documentation of

the history and culture of minority

groups. Chinese history and classical

poems and songs intrigue Li, as do tradi-

tional Chinese paintings and calligraphy.

Unfortunately, recommending additional

reading about the Yi calendar in English

is virtually impossible. For those who can

read Chinese, however, Li suggests A
Collection ofAncient Chinese Astronomi-

cal Phenomenon Records {\9?>%), pub-

lished by Tiansu Science and Technology

Publishing House.
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On a summer day in 1981, Jerome A.

Jackson (page 46) stopped for lunch at a

local mall and noticed the unusual least

tern traffic there. Since then, Jackson, a

professor of bio-

logical sciences

at Mississippi

State University,

and his students

have monitored

the terns nesting

on the mall

rooftops and

have also been

actively in-

volved in efforts

to protect terns

nesting on

beaches. Jackson

served for eight

years as the head of the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Endangered Species Recovery

Team working to save the red-cockaded

woodpecker of southeastern forests. He

has searched for evidence of the ivory-

billed woodpecker in Cuba (perhaps the

only place on earth where the bird still

exists) and is now in the field in Indone-

sia. He has edited various scientific jour-

nals, including The Wilson Bulletin, and

also enjoys bringing science to lay audi-

ences. A frequent contributor to Birder's

World magazine, for the past five years

Jackson has also been co-host of a

weekly television nature program, "Mis-

sissippi Outdoors." He is the coauthor,

with Judith A. Toups. of Birds and Bird-

ing on tlie Mississippi Coast (Jackson:

Mississippi University Press, 1987). For

more infomiation on terns in general,

readers can turn to a popular classic, John

Hays's Spirit ofSurvival: A Natural and

Personal Historv of Terns (New York:

E.P. DuttonandCo., 1974).

"Museums can tell us as much about

the people (and societies) who make

them as about the subjects they were

designed to explain," says Robert

McCracken Peck (page 62) by way of

explaining how he became interested in

the American Museum of Natural

History. As Fellow of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Peck

has the enviable job of chronicling the

collections of the nation's oldest continu-

ally operating natural history museum.

When not accompanying Academy re-

search expeditions to Asia, Africa, or

South America, Peck lectures and writes

articles, grant proposals, and books—his

subjects have included John James

Audubon, Louis Agassiz Fuertes, and

William Bartram. Next year he will take a

temporary leave of absence from the

Academy for a fellowship at Harvai'd

University, where he will study the life

and art of Edward Lear (1812-1888).

For further reading. Peck recommends:

Dinosaurs in the Attic, by Douglas J.

Preston (New York: St. Martin's Press,

1986), The City

That Never Was,

by Rebecca R.

Shanor (New

York: Penguin

Books, 1991),

and The Park

and the People,

by Roy Rosen-

zweig and Eliza-

beth Blackmar

(Ithaca: Cornell

University Press,

1992).

Will TVoyer (page 76) poses with his

canoe on the Katmai Penuisula, where he

photographed the bear digging clams for

this month's "Natural Moment." Troyer

received his B.S. and M.S. in wildlife

management from Oregon State College

in Corvallis, and Montana State Univer-

sity in Missoula, respectively. After grad-

uating in 1952, he immediately headed

for Alaska, where he has worked as a bi-

ologist ever since—including twenty-

three years with the U. S. Fish and Wild-

life Sei"vice and seven with the National

Park Service. In his early years, Troyer

was one of a few biologists working on a

diversity of species in the remote regions

of the state. He pioneered techniques for

trapping brown bears for scientific study

(at first using a bucket of ether over the

animal's head). Troyer has also conducted

studies of caribou, moose, Dall sheep,

bald eagles, and trumpeter swans. After

his retirement in 1981, Troyer and his

wife, LuRue, spent two

and a half years build-

ing a log home near the

Kanai Mountains,

"where," he says, "I can

watch Dall sheep and

mountain goats from

my deck." He keeps

busy with photography,

birding, fishing, and

hunting, but confesses

to leaving his beloved

Alaska during the short

winter days of Decem-

ber and January to pho-

tograph wildlife in such warm climes as

Africa and Australia. To photograph the

bear digging clams, Troyer used a Nikon

camera with a 600mm Nikon lens.
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Cover: In East Africa, a leopard peers

from its arboreal perch, where it often

carries the carcasses of monkeys and

small gazelles. Story on page 48.

Photograph by Mary Ann McDonald.
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The Great Auk
Cemetery

Bill Montevecchi

A desolate North Atlantic island thirty-

five miles off the northeast coast of

Newfoundland was once the nesting

ground of some 200,000 great auks. The

large, flightless seabird became extinct

150 years ago. Its demise is a sad tale of

careless human exploitation.

10 This View of Life
Stephen Jay Gould

Happy Thoughts on a Sunny Day in

New York City

18 This Land
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Chitty Canyon, Arizona

24 Celestial Events
Gail S. Cleere

Sirius Matters

26
Pacific Requiem
DanielJ . Lenihan

The detritus of a war half a century ago

still litters the bottom of the South

Pacific. Islanders recycle some materiel

22 Science Lite

Roger L. Welsch

Terminal Man

(including explosives) and turn famous

battle sites such as Truk Lagoon, where

more than thirty Japanese ships were

sunk in a few days, into tourist

destinations for divers.

36
Swmimmg Heads
Tierney Thys

Photographs by Mike Johnson

The gigantic mola, a relative of the

puffer, can weigh as much as 5,000

pounds. The disk-shaped fish lacks a true

tail and propels itself with its long dorsal

and anal fins. It often rests on its side at

the water's surface and basks in the sun.

The mola is impervious to most

predators, but killer whales, sea lions, and

humans take a toll on the gentle giant.

40
The Ant Who Would
Be Queen
Howard Topojf

One species of slave-making ants raids

other ant nests, drives off the queen and

her workers, and steals and rears the

brood. The pupae emerge as slaves,

foraging for the colony, removing wastes,
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and excavating new chambers. Another

species of slave-making ants depends on

the ability of the queen to invade a

foreign colony and kill the resident

queen. She gets the workers to accept her

as their new queen by covering herself

with the perfume of the slain queen.

Cuckoos, minnows, and many other

creatures have evolved successful

parasitic strategies, but slave-making ants

are the supreme social parasites.

48
The Vervets' Year

ofDoom
Lynne A. Ishell

Scientists became alarmed when their

study population of vervets, modest-sized

monkeys found in Kenya's Amboseli

National Park, fell drastically,

disappearing in growing numbers. In

addition, the decline was exaggerated by

the "Nairobi effect"—more monkeys

disappeared each time the researchers left

their camp for a few days to visit Kenya's

capital city. As with many natural

mysteries, the solution has several

interacting elements: the behavior of

leopards, the century-long cycle of fever

trees, and the dangers for territorial

monkeys when they must move to

strange turf.

56
Desert Snails' Daily

Grind

Clive G. Jones and Moshe Shachak

Photographs by Jejfrey L. Rotman

Most snails thrive in cool, moist climates,

so researchers were surprised by the

extent of the populations of three

different snails in the arid highlands of

Israel's Negev Desert. Furthermore, these

snails iira/e heavilv on lichens and even

eat bare rock by scraping it into fine

particles with their tough, tonguelike

radula. During the heat of the day, the

snails retreat beneath the rocks, where

they defecate nutritious pellets that

contribute significantly—about 800

pounds per acre per year—to the region's

limited soils.
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Letters

Leviathan Locomotion

In "Hooking Leviathan by Its Past"

("This View of Life," May 1994), Stephen

Jay Gould appropriately notes that

cetacean evolution required only slight

modification of terrestrial locomotor

movements in the transition to aquatic

propulsion. Mechanically, however, the

transition required a major change in the

manner propulsive force was generated.

Semiaquatic mammals (such as

beavers, muskrats, or river otters) swim by

paddling, whereas fully aquatic animals

(such as dolphins or seals) oscillate their

hydrofoil-like flukes or flippers. The latter

method is at least twice as efficient as pad-

dling. Ancestral cetaceans changed from

paddling to hydrofoil oscillation probably

through the use of a modified underwater

gallop. Paddling with the feet while flex-

ing and extending the body—otters do this

when they are in a hurry—generates

propulsive force by both means. A long

tail would enhance propulsion and aid in

selection for the more efficient mode. The

discovery of Ambulocetus strongly argues

for this scenario.

Why did pinnipeds (seals and sea lions)

differ from cetaceans in evolving the use

of flippers instead of flukes? The answer

may be that their ancestors lacked the

elongated tail so wonderfully exploited by

cetaceans and sirenians.

Frank E. Fish

West Chester, Pennsylvania

Kudos for Fossil Mammals. .

.

I want to compliment you on the special

edition on the rise of mammals ("The

Marvelous Mammalian Parade," April

1994). Please give us more. Does that

issue signal, I hope, the end of dinosaur-

mania?

Francis A. Kornegay, Jr.

Silver Spring, Maiyland

And a Correction

As a carpenter, I was intrigued by the

caption to the right of the opening illustra-

tion of "Successful in Spite of Them-
selves," (April 1994). It refers to glyp-

todonts' having 200-pound carapaces

sixty feet in diameter. If the glyptodonts in

the painting are drawn to scale, they are

also thirty-five to forty feet high.

With wood prices going through the

roof, the domelike carapaces may well be

a boon to the housing industry. Two men
could easily carry a "Glyptodome" (I've

already registered the trademark) large

enough to house several families. I won't

be fooled by such sly disclaimers as "We
really meant sixty inches or six feet." I'm

sure there are enough of these things to

make us all a bundle.

Philip McDonald
Saugerties, New York

The Editors reply: As noted in our

caption. South American glyptodonts

"reached giant proportions," and their

carapaces did weigh some 200 pounds.

Unfortunately, because of a typographical

error, we inflated the diameter of this

extinct creature's shell by a factor of ten.

So, rather than a disclaimer, we offer an

A South American glyptodontfossil on display at the American Museum of

Natural Histoiy. Carapaces could be as large as sixfeet in diameter

apology to the author, David Webb, and

to our readers. While a disappointment to

carpenters, the news may be of interest to

plumbers. Webb says that "some families

in fossil-rich parts of Patagonia have used

the shells as bathtubs."

Is the Rain Forest Really a

Medicine Chest?

In his review of Mark Plotkin's "Tales

of a Shaman's Apprentice" ("Reviews,"

March 1994), J. Worth Estes downplays

Plotkin's (and other ethnobotanists')

claims for the pharmacological value of

"the nearly infinite variety of plants" to be

found in the rain forests. Estes writes, "I

have found no convincing evidence that

untold numbers of valuable medicines

await us in the Amazon basin."

Yet Foster and Duke in Field Guide to

Medicinal Plants (Houghton Mifflin,

1990) cite numerous native and rain forest

plants currently used for medicinal pur-

poses. They note that China and India are

both "prime example[s] of 5,000-year-

old...medical systems that are constantly

vindicated."

Are we to beheve the ethnobotanists or

the pharmacologist?

James E. Wilkinson

Barre, Vermont

J. Worth Estes replies: I have not seen '

the book Mr. Wilkinson cites, but I have

seen many like it, including a number that

were originally published in China. Save

in the relatively few instances in which

plants have yielded valuable drugs (e.g.,

digitalis, atropine, and penicillin), such

books often ascribe medicinal values to

plants on the basis of anecdotal data

alone. The most common such claims

state only that the plant is "used" by a

given population to treat some condition.

These books do not cite supporting

evidence of the kind that pharmacologists

and physicians need to have in hand

before they can conclude that any drug

provides truly effective therapy (however

efficacy is assessed) for some specified

illness. I did not write that there are no

drugs waiting for us to find them in the

rain forests of the world—indeed, the

National Cancer Institute has just

launched a massive search for therapeutic

natural products. I only argue that we
have precious little evidence fliat they are

there.

J. Beckett and Denis Finnin; AMNH
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The Great Auk Cemetery
How a tiny North Atlantic island became the main burial groundfor an entire species

For decades now, I have returned each

summer to the seabird capital of the North

Atlantic, a desolate, foul-smelling, surf-

pounded mass of granite, known as Funk

Island, off Newfoundland's northeast

coast. On this "marvelously terrible

place," as a local skipper calls it, I have

studied the colonies of gannets, murres,

and puffins that help me monitor ecologi-

cal changes in the ocean. But as I study the

hving birds, I cannot ignore the constant

presence of a ghost species: the extinct

great auk, once known (inaccurately) as

"the penguin of the North Atlantic." Funk

Island once contained as many as 200,000

of these magnificent seabirds, and its very

soil is made of their decom-

posed carcasses. This year

marks a somber anniver-

sary—it was 150 years ago

that humans wiped out the

last survivors of this species.

A relative of the razorbills

and puffins, and about the

size of a small goose, the

great auk was black-bodied

with a white underbelly, and

walked erect, like a penguin.

A large, oblong white spot

marked the space between

its eyes and powerful bill.

Although flightless, great

auks could "fly" rapidly and

gracefully underwater,

where they fed on capelin

and bottom-dwelling fishes,

such as lumpfishes. These

auks were also capable of

making long sea journeys,

and spent much time on the

Grand Banks of Newfound-

land. Auks were so numer-

ous there that they were de-

picted in eighteenth-cenmry

editions of The English

Pilot, a guide to North

American waters, as indica-

tors to navigators that the

Grand Banks were near. At

by Bill Montevecchi

one time the great auk population was so

large that most people scoffed at the idea

that the birds could ever become extinct.

Auks, however, had the misfortune of

being docile and defenseless on land, and

much sought after by humans. Millenni-

ums before Europeans came to New-
foundland, Native Americans hunted great

auks and collected their eggs, as we know

from the quantities of bones and eggshells

in paleo-Indian middens. Great auks also

held spiritual significance for early aborig-

inal Americans, and large numbers of auk

beaks have been found interred in human

graves at the cemetery of Maritime Ar-

chaic Peoples at Port aux Choix on New-

The great auk, or "penguin ofthe North Atlantic,

was Jtunted to extinction 150 years ago.
From Extinct Birds, by Walter Rothschild; AMNH

foundland's Great Northern Peninsula.

One of the earliest documentations of

Funk Island comes from a chart prepared

by Pedro Rinel, who was associated with

Gaspar Corte-Real's New World ex-

ploratory cruise of 1500. Rinel's chart in-

dicates an "Y. dos Aves," or "Island of

Birds," near the location ofFunk Island. In

one of the very first estimates of North

American seabird populations, a six-

teenth-century observer named Sir

Richard Whitboume thought that the Funk

Island auks "multiply infinitely." "God

made the innocencie of so poor a creature

to become such an admirabel instrument

for the sustenation of man," he wrote.

In 1534, Jacques Cartier

was among the first Euro-

pean explorers to land there,

and he loaded several barrels

of salted great auks aboard

his ship before continuing

his voyage. The birds proved

so delectable that Cartier

sailed directly to Funk Island

the following year, before

making his way to the Gulf

of Saint Lawrence. "In less

than halfe an hour," he

wrote, "we filled two boats

full of [auks], as if they have

bene stones, so that besides

them which we did eat fresh,

every ship did powder and

salt five or sixe barrels of

them." Raids on the island to

stock ships' larders contin-

ued for more than four hun-

dred years. Fresh food sup-

plies became quickly

depleted on long ocean voy-

ages, and by the time vessels

crossed the Atlantic their

crews and passengers were

hungry for fresh protein.

Near the journey's end, a

quick stop at one of New-

foundland's seabird rook-

eries, particularly Funk Is-
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land, became a necessity. In this respect,

Funk Island may be regarded as the New
World's first fast-food takeout.

The use of great auks for mariners' fare,

however, did not dent the species' prolific

population nearly as much as the subse-

quent mass slaughters to obtain feathers,

fat, and oil. During the second half of the

eighteenth century, crews lived on Funk

Island all summer to gather tons of feath-

ers. "As the birds could not fly," according

to one eyewitness report, "the fishermen

would surround them in small boats and

drive them ashore." There the birds were

herded into stone corrals, then thrown live

into caldrons of boiling water, plucked,

and cast aside. Their feathers became the

basis of a mattress and puff pillow indus-

try. Oil was extracted for fueling lamps.

As there was no wood on the island, thou-

sands of the auk's fat-laden bodies were

used to feed the fires under the great boil-

ing pots. Thousands more were simply

thrown into a rocky field, where they

eventually composted into the rich soil

that supports the island's only grassy area.

Apparently, the auk's lack

of flexibility in its breeding

habits contributed to its ex-

tinction. Great numbers of

them were attracted to very

few breeding places. Auks

built no nests, and usually

laid a single egg on bare

rock. Maine and Labrador

had plenty of suitable breed-

ing grounds, and some or-

nithologists have speculated

that if the bird had bred in

small colonies scattered

along this wide expanse of

territory, instead of in a few

island rookeries, it might

have survived. On the other

hand, there is evidence that

they once occupied a much
wider range, even including

the coasts of Maine and

Massachussetts, and were

driven to a few remote,

rocky islands by relentless

overexploitation.

As early as 1785, Capt.

George Cartwright sounded

an unambiguous warning.

"It has been customary of

late years," he wrote,

for several crews of men to

live all summer on [Funk] is-

land for the sole purpose of

killing birds for the sake of

the feathers, the destruction

which they have made is incredible. If a

stop is not soon put to that practice, the

whole breed will be diminished to almost

nothing, particularly the penguins [auks]:

for this is now the only island they have left

to breed upon: all the others lying so near

the shores of Newfoundland, they are con-

tinually robbed.

By the early nineteenth century, magis-

tates at Saint lohn's prohibited further tak-

ing of auks and eggs, on penalty of public

floggings for offenders. Nevertheless, the

ban came too late to save the auks, which

perhaps had already passed their point of

no return.

The last two known great auks were

killed on June 3, 1844, on a rocky islet off

southwest Iceland. Visitors to Funk Island

in the late nineteenth century found huge

piles of great auk bones, and small popula-

tions of nesting seabirds of other species.

About 1860, a vessel removed a load of

auk remains to be used as farm fertiUzer in

the countryside around Boston, Baltimore,

and New York.

Huge collections of great auk skeletal

From the air, Funk Island's gannet colony

appears as a white area, while the green

patches are grass growingfrom the composting

remains ofthousands ofgreat auk carcasses.

fragments have made their way into vari-

ous museums around the world. Yet some

200-year-old remains of the birds can still

be found on Funk Island. Atlantic puffins

have burrowed into the peaty soil and es-

tablished a breeding colony of some 2,000

pairs on the island. Every now and again a

great auk bone is kicked outside a burrow

entrance by a puffin enlarging a subter-

ranean nest site. About fifteen years ago, I

began searching for great auk bones, and

soon gathered almost enough to begin

constructing a skeleton. Eventually, with

the generous help and expertise of several

zoologists (and a few key bones from

Funk Island that had found their way into

the collections of Harvard's Museum of

Comparative Zoology), we re-created the

first complete skeleton of the great auk in

Canada. It is now housed in the Cenhe for

Newfoundland Studies at Memorial Uni-

versity of Newfoundland. While an admit-

tedly futile gesture, it helped me feel that

we were trying to make amends for past

crimes against the seabirds, and had at

least restored one great auk to its home.

Each summer, I rehim to

Funk Island, studying liv-

ing seabirds to assess the

health of the world's

oceans. As the most vis-

ible, most accessible, and

widest-ranging biological

indicators of the marine en-

vironment, they offer much
information to a scientist.

However, I also feel deeply

protective toward these

birds of the ocean. I under-

stand their ultimate

fragility and how vulner-

able they are to human-in-

duced pollution, disturb-

ance, and overfishing. On
Funk Island, the lessons

and spirits of the great auks

are an ever present re-

minder that I study Hving

birds in the midst of the

great "penguin" cemetery

of the North Atlantic.

Bill Montevecchi is a pro-

fessor of biology and psy-

chology at Memorial Uni-

versity of Newfoundland,

where he also chairs the

biopsychology program.

With L. M. Tuck, he co-au-
' thored Newfoundland

Birds (Cambridge: Nuttall

Press, 1987).
Bill Montevecchi
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Happy Thoughts on a Sunny
Day in New York City
Scientific curiosity kills the cynic

by Stephen Jay Gould

Galileo described the universe in his

most famous hne: "This grand book is

written in the language of mathematics,

and its characters are triangles, circles, and

other geometrical figures." Why should

the laws of nature be subject to statement

in such elegantly basic algebra? Why does

gravity work by the principle of inverse

squares? Why do simple geometries per-

vade nature—from the hexagons of the

honeycomb to the complex architecture of

crystals? D'Arcy Thompson, author of

Growth andForm and my earliest intellec-

tual hero (along with my father and

Charles Darwin), wrote that "the harmony

of the world is made manifest in Form and

Number, and the heart and soul and all the

poetry of Natural Philosophy are embod-

ied in the concept of mathematical

beauty." Many scientists, if only to coin a

striking metaphor, depict a creating God
as a mathematician from the realm of

Plato or Pythagoras. The physicist James

Jeans wrote: "From the intrinsic evidence

of his creation, the Great Architect of the

Universe now begins to appear as a pure

mathematician."

But much of nature is messy and multi-

farious, markedly resistant to simple

mathematical expression (at least before

fractals gave us a way to formulate the

complexities of a mountaintop, a coast-

line, or a leaf). And other scientists have

developed equally striking metaphors

about a creator who revels in the unquan-

tifiable details—as in J. B. S. Haldane's

famous quip (see my column of January

1993) that God must have an inordinate

fondness for beetles.

We have, in many respects, been over-

sold on the mathematical precision of na-

ture. Even the preeminent field for ab-

stract, quantified beauty—a domain
whose very name, celestial mechanics,

seems to evoke ethereal harmony—in-

cludes ever so many awfully messy and

downright inconvenient irregularities.

Why, for example, couldn't God have ar-

ranged some simple and decent propor-

tionality between the earth's axial rotation

and solar revolution. Why didn't he give

the year a nice even number of days, with-

out elaborate fractions that demand com-

plex seat-of-the-pants corrections in our

calendars. Why 365 days and almost (but

not quite) an extra quarter?—so that we
have to add a leap day every fourth time

round, but remove it again every hundred

years (because God ordained a little less

than an extra quarter after 365), except for

every four hundred years when we put it

back again. (And thus, if you penetrated

that sentence, you will grasp why 2000

will be a leap year, even if, among some

purists, it will not make a millennium.)

Nature also mocks our attempt to en-

case her in a Platonic straitjacket by estab-

lishing an almost laughably fortuitous rea-

son for some apparent, highly visible

regularities that have played a major role

in human history. In my favorite example,

much discussed by many commentators,

solar and lunar eclipses produce a gor-

geously precise and tight fit (as the moon's

shadow snugly covers the sun and vice

versa). Must not such exactitude be ex-

plicitly arranged, or at least arise as a pre-

dictable consequence from one of those

mathematically elegant laws of namre?

But the effect is only a happenstance of

history. The sun's diameter is about 400

times larger than the moon's. But the sun

is also about 400 times more distant—so

their disks appear the same size to an ob-

server on earth. (Now consider how much
of human mythology rests upon an image

of two guardians, intimately related by

their common size: "And God made two

great lights: the greater Ught to rule the

day, and the lesser Hght to rule the night.")

When nature so mocks us, she often

comes clean every once in a while, as if to

offer confession for such a sublime joke.

On May 10, 1994, a rare form of solar

eclipse, far less spectacular than the con-

ventional lid of darkness, but immensely

fascinating for its own more subtle

strangeness, enveloped much of North

America. The moon's distance from the

earth varies quite a bit during its revolu-

tion (planetary orbits are also not so regu-

lar as the charts in our high-school text-

books implied). If a solar eclipse occurs

when the moon lies at maximal distance

from the earth, then the lunar shadow does

not fully cover the sun's disk. At totality,

therefore, a ring of bright light remains at

the sun's periphery. Such eclipses are

called annular, from a Latin word for ring.

(Annular eclipses are much less spectacu-

lar than total eclipses at normal lunar dis-

tances, for a ring of bright sunshine still

yields substantial light—as much or more

than on an ordinary cloudy day—while

the sky tums off as if God threw a light

switch when the moon's larger disk fully

covers the sun.)
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I was angry with myself on May 10.

The eclipse was 88 percent complete at

my Boston home, while totality beckoned

only an hour or two north at Concord,

New Hampshire, and many other pleasant

sites throughout New England. The next

annular eclipse in New England will occur

July 23, 2093, long past my watch—so it

was May 10 or never (at least without sub-

stantial travel) for me. I ordered all my stu-

dents to drive into the region of totality on

pain of instant expulsion. (Professors

—

reveling in these odd moments of surcease

from Shaw's observation that those who
can, do; while those who can't, teach—re-

ally do enjoy such application of limited

power. I so ordered, and not a one of them

went—to their eternal shame, but other-

wise without consequence.) Meanwhile,

duty bound to honor a commitment made

before I heard about the eclipse, I went

south to New York City, toward less solar

coverage by an already compromised

lunar shadow.

Many things keep us going through this

vale of tears—a baby's smile, Bach's B
Minor Mass, a decent bagel. Every once in

a while, as if to grant us the courage to go

on, the powers that be tum one of life's lit-

tle disasters into a bit ofjoy or an episode

of instruction. The Lord of the (Partial)

Ring must have been smiling on me this

May 10, for he brought me in a sour mood
to my natal city of New York and then re-

warded me with a better experience than

totality in Concord could ever have pro-

vided.

I love pristine nature, but I am a human-

ist at heart, and I revel more in complex in-

teractions between fellow members of

Homo sapiens and the great external

world. Now think of every stereotype you

hold about New Yorkers. (They are un-

true, of course, but culturally powerful as a

recognized type or icon nonetheless.) New
Yorkers are harried, self-centered, cynical,

rushed, acquisitive, incurious, uncommu-
nicative, and downright nasty to all hu-

mans who cannot be wheedled or manipu-

lated for material gain. Right? Of course,

as all Americans know, even those who
have never been east of the Mississippi! A
solar eclipse must therefore rank as the last

thing that could ever intrigue a real New
Yorker I mean, gimme a break. Mister.

You want me to stop what I'm doing and

look into the sky—at a partial and annular

eclipse? Get lost—and screw in your own
light bulb.

Yet, as Joshua once stopped the sun

over Gibeon, New York City returned the

compliment on May 10. In midtown Man-

hattan, in the middle of a busy working

day, New York stopped to watch the sun.

!'..dnci whatsoever Ackm called every livind creature,

that yJBS the name fhereof
.'' (^ft-uegis 2.; 19)

1he Ot^E Rl^HT t\tftE WILL ??& VooLLr. I'll

CALL -fflE TALL ONE S^OTXy; A^^? WE O^B WIU e^/^^

AS Vatso...
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Let me not exaggerate. Many folks just

went on about their business, as the human

tide of midday swept down Seventh Av-

enue. But large knots of ecUpse watchers

also stood their ground on every street.

What was it about this less spectacular

form of the general phenomenon—^partial

and annular, rather than total and com-

pletely covered—that could have inspired

the interest ofNew Yorkers? Consider two

aspects of this remarkable event.

First, in this age of artificially induced,

full-body shake-me-ups, from roller coast-

ers to all the electronic powers of fihn,

video games, and amplified sound, we
hardly think that anything so subtle, albeit

pervasive, as the character of surrounding

sunlight could move our passions or even

invite our notice (but then the impression-

ist painters did have some insights about

the power of light's quality). It does not

get very dark when the sun is occluded by

80 percent on a bright day; an ordinary

cloud cover reduces visibility by more

than this. Thus, the sky did not darken pre-

cipitously over New York on May 10. But

we are exquisitely sensitive to the usual

character of light, even though we may not

explicitly credit our awareness and may
not be able even to state what feels so odd.

It did not, I repeat, get very dark over

New York, but the cloudless sky implied

brightness, and the day turned eerily

somber, while sunlight continued to

reign—and people noticed, and tremblec

ever so slightly. "Moses and the childrei

of Israel" sang a song to God to praise the

stunning power of altered celestial events:

"The people shall hear and be afraid. . .the

dukes of Edom shall be amazed; the

mighty men of Moab, trembling shall take

hold upon them. . .they shall be as still as a

stone" (Exodus, chapter 15). And so New
York, mightier by far and incomparably

more sophisticated than these old king-

doms of the Middle East, noticed and

stood still as a sky full of daylight dark-

ened to the level of a clearly nonexistent

thunderstorm. A woman said to her friend:

"Holy shit, either the world is about to

end, or it's going to rain—and it sure as

hell ain't gonna rain."

Second, the sight of a crescent sun is so

unusual, so outside our daily experience,

that people do pause to notice, and won-

der. If the first phenomenon, eerie (if

slight) darkness, impelled a kind of vis-

ceral attention, the crescent sun, by con-

trast, provoked a more intellectual re-

sponse.
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grave dangers to our sight should we stare

at the eclipsing sun. Don't look up, even

for a moment. The sun will bum a painless

hole in your retina faster than masturbat-

ing boys went blind in the bad old days of

dire warnings. I do understand why such

exaggerations must be presented. Staring

at the sun for minutes on end is a very bad

idea and can have all the consequences

stated in eclipse warnings—so news
sources must say "don't look at all" in

order to impart sufficient fear for prevent-

ing these longer starings. So strident are

these wamings that many people actually

come to believe in a special power of

eclipse light to do such harm. But one can,

of course, look directly at the sun for a mo-
ment without danger on all days, both reg-

ular and eclipsed. After all, we do glance

inadvertently into the sun's disk every

once in a while, and we do not go blind.

1 was standing on the comer of Seventh

Avenue and Fifty-third Street looking up

at the sun and an older woman pointedly

stated as she passed by: "Don't look at it;

you'll go blind." I was about to give her a

minilecture on understandable journalistic

exaggeration, but I desisted and took

pleasure instead. Go back to all those

stereotypes about New Yorkers. Legend

holds that we never talk to strangers, but

she had reached out to me. The crescent of
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the sun beamed upon this domain of

anomie and made us a momentary com-

munity.

But most people, and quite righdy, did

not look directly at the sun, and took offi-

cial advice for observation by a clever set

of devices for filtering or projecting im-

ages. And 1 became grateful for this

panoply of sfrategies during my humanis-

tic "field trip" for science through the

streets of New York, for the viewing de-

vices provoked discussion and encour-

aged sharing, and thus helped to forge the

eclipse community.

Some people looked up through filters.

A young man had prepared several strips

of overdeveloped film, and he passed

them around, a double layer for each ob-

server (as the newspapers had advised), to

all interested parties. A welder on Fifty-

third Sfreet spent his work break sharing

his goggles with the gathering crowd.

Others took advantage of a wonderful

phenomenon in optics, using the principle

that almost any small hole or space will act

as a pinhole camera to project the image of

the crescent sun. Here New York City

even holds an advantage over the coun-

try—for an image projects badly upon

rumpled ground, but ever so well against a

smooth white sidewalk. New York is such

a wondrous mixture of colors, classes,

dress, and activity (I have seen many cities

more beautiful and exotic, but none more

diverse). But we so rarely come together,

for what can transcend our differences and

forge common concem? And what answer

to this query could be more elegant or lit-

eral than the pervasive sun itself?

On Fifty-eighth Street, a West Indian

janitor in his work clothes stood in front of

an apartment building, where a ripped

awning contained several small holes,

each of which projected a beautifial image

of the crescent sun upon the sidewalk. The

janitor, acting the part of a carnival barker,

gathered the passersby under his awning

to see the grand sight, gratis of course. At

the next building, like the proprietor of the

adjacent stall at the same carnival, an

Asian man pierced holes in envelopes,

sheets of paper, and manila folders, show-

ing people how to project the sun's image

upon the ground—again for free and for

the sheer pleasure of sharing.

People gathered on every street to show

off their newly discovered devices for pro-

jecting images. Trees attracted the greatest

crowds, for the spaces between leaves act

as little cameras, and hundreds of dancing

crescent suns appeared on the sidewalk

amid the shadows of branches and leaves.
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"I think you' re becoming too dependent on me."

One woman, elegantly dressed and dan-

gling a cigarette from her lips, held up her

hand into the path of sunlight at the

ecUpse's acme, and a crescent image ap-

peared at the bottom of the space between

each pair of adjacent fingers. She squealed

with delight and the people around her

cheered. A boy then took off his adjustable

baseball cap, unsnapped the connecting

band, and projected a sun through each

tiny hole of the band. And again, people

cheered.

I have watched eclipses with relish for

all my conscious life. Like all devotees, I

have my favorite stories and main events.

I remember my best lunar eclipse, seen

when I was a teen-ager from the twenty-

fifth floor of a friend's apartment, high

over Manhattan. The fully covered moon
often turns dark, but may also glow with a

variety of colors. On this night, the entire

disk of the eclipsed moon tumed red, a

deep dark red that I had never seen in the

heavens, or perhaps even on earth. And I

understood that two verses from "The

Saints" are descriptions of solar and lunar

eclipses, not abstract scare stories of es-

chatology (I played washtub bass in a folk

group at the time, and we often performed

this song): "When the sun refuse to

shine...when the moon turns red with

blood; oh Lord, I want to be in that num-

ber, when the saints go marching in"—

a

description, after all, of the Last Judgment,

when eclipses will accompany the

panoply of awful events. Did not the

prophet Joel also speak as an astronomer

in citing the same image for the same pur-

pose: "The sun shall be tumed into dark-

ness, and the moon into blood, before the

great and the terrible day of the Lord

come" (Joel 2:31).

And I remember, for how can one

blessed with an opportunity to witness this

most spectacular of all celestial events
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ever forget, the total solar eclipse of early

1970. Our department rented a fishing

boat to sail off Nantucket, the only bit of

New England real estate privileged with a

view of totality. I longed to see the moon's

shadow fully cover the sun; I thrilled at a

chance to observe the sun's corona. But I

had not understood the most awesome

phenomenon of all. We live in a natural

world of shadings. Even catastrophes have

foreshadowings: clouds precede thunder-

storms, and tomadoes can be seen in the

distance. But when the sun enters total

eclipse, the sky tums off as if a celestial

janitor threw a switch. For the sun is pow-

erful, and a fraction of one percent of sun-

light is daytime, while totality is night-

time—and the transition is a moment, a

twinkling of an eye. The sky turned off,

and my infant son cried in my arms.

We hear so many dire warnings about

the poor quality of science teaching in our

schools, so many lamentations over the

profound ignorance of most Americans

about nearly any phenomenon of the nat-

ural world. Perhaps these jeremiads have

validity; half of my own students could

not explain to me why our planet has sea-

sons. Surely we should be struggling to in-

crease literacy in science, for no issue of

education could be more important.

Toot Owl

But I am convinced that the problem

does not arise from lack of interest. Such a

false charge is often made amid the litany

of correct accusations mentioned in the

last paragraph. Interest is immense, but

not always expressed as activity tradition-

ally called science or ranked among its

pursuits (and oiu" misattribution therefore

arises from our inadequate taxonomies of

intellectual enterprise). My colleague Phil

Morrison is fond of cataloging the large

number of common activities requiring a

good deal of scientific understanding, but

not usually so classified: the astronomical

knowledge of people who build and main-

tain telescopes; the deep botanical experi-

ence of members in gardening clubs (a

fine example of power concentrated in

older women); or even the people who fre-

quent race tracks and bet intelligently on

horses (some really do!), for misunder-

standing of probability may be the greatest

of all general impediments to scientific ht-

eracy.

May I now add to this list the aggregate

intellectual power (how I wish we could

quantify it) of all the dinosaur names accu-

rately memorized (and spelled) by mil-

lions of five-year-old kids in America

today. And also the accumulated joy and

pleasure of millions upon millions of

Americans who paused to watch the sun

and to wonder on May 10, 1994. New
York City was the best place to be on that

date; my faith in raw interest is fully af-

firmed—and raw interest is the substrate

and sine qua non of any real reform in ed-

ucation and larger understanding.

We often argue that only misfortune can

bring us together. We do help one another

during snowstorms; we do open our hearts

and our houses to victims of an immediate
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disaster in our vicinity; we will search all

night in the woods for a lost child we do

not know. All these observations properly

give us hope about common humanity in a

world more often characterized by

thoughtlessness, self-serving action, and

even downright cruelty. But we also sup-

pose that only disaster can provoke this ef-

fect, never pleasure, and certainly not in-

tellectual as opposed to purely visceral

deUght. But interest and curiosity can also

bring us together—and my observations

of New Yorkers delighting in nature and

spontaneously talking about the sun some-

how give me more hope than our joint

courage in times of crisis, even though

unity in disaster may make me cry in sub-

lime appreciation, while the bonding of

eclipses only makes me smile.

And so I end this essay by quoting the

greatest of all tributes to the sun. I have

often stated my personal theory about

popular writing in science. I divide this

genre into two modes, which I call

Galilean, for intellectual essays about na-

ture's puzzles, and Franciscan, for lyrical

pieces about nature's beauty. I honor

Galileo for writing his two major works as

dialogues (actually trialogues) in Italian,

and therefore addressed to all thinking

people in his orbit, and not in the formal

Latin of churches and universities. And I

honor Saint Francis of Assisi for his trib-

utes to nature's loveliness.

I am an unrepentant Galilean. I work in

a tradition extending from the master him-

self to Thomas Henry Huxley in the last

century to J. B. S. Haldane and Peter

Medawar in our own. 1 greatly admire

Franciscan lyricism, but I don't know how

to write in this mode. I began this essay

with a quotation from the eponymous hero

of my literary bloodline, Gahleo himself.

But my essay talks about the power of the

sun to unify our diverse cultures and con-

cerns, so I must end with a man I have

never quoted before in these columns, the

eponym of the other style—Saint Francis

of Assisi. Saint Francis composed his

beautiful Canticle ofBrother Sun in 1225.

He wrote in the Umbrian dialect of his

local people, and his poem is often re-

garded as the first preserved in any mod-

em language:

Brother Sun, who brings the day. .

.

How beautiful he is, how radiant in all his

splendor!
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Chitty Canyon, Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Roughly tracing the route traversed 450

years ago by Francisco Coronado in his

search for the fabled Seven Cities of Gold,

my student Rod Doolen and I drove south

along U. S. Highway 666, a few miles

west of the Arizona-New Mexico bound-

ary. We soon came to the brink of the

Mogollon Rim (pronounced muggy-

OWN), which separates the cool, pine-

clad Colorado Plateau to the north from

the hot, dry lowlands—and desert—to the

south. More than 200 miles long, the

Mogollon Rim is the highly Irregular edge

of the plateau, running from northwestern

Arizona southeastward to the vicinity of

Strawberry and then more or less eastward

across eastern Arizona and western New
Mexico, eventually connecting with the

Mogollon Mountains. We paused at an ob-

servation point where the terrain dropped

abruptly nearly 3,000 feet to the valley

below. After enjoying the view, we headed

to nearby Chitty Canyon, managed by the

Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest, to ex-

plore the vegetation below the edge of the

plateau.

Taking a Forest Service road west from

the highway, we arrived close enough to

the upper end of Chitty Canyon to park

our car and hike in. While a forest domi-

nated by ponderosa pines covers the

slightly lower plateau north of the Rim,

here we stepped out into a fir-aspen zone,

about 9,500 feet above sea level. Closely

crowded Douglas firs, white firs, Engel-

mann spruces, and quaking aspens were

enshrouded by low-hanging clouds. The

heavy shade of the trees inhibited the

growth of understory vegetation, but a

number of attractive wildflowers thrived

in the moist soil. They included the deli-

cate calypso orchid, the mottle-leaved

rattlesnake plantain orchid, wintergreen,

pipsissewa (a relative of wintergreen), and

spring-flowering corah-oot. The last is an

orchid that lacks chlorophyll and must ob-
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Pipsissewa, a relative ofwintergreen,

blooms in late summer.
Bob and Clara Calhoun; Bruce Coleman, Inc.

tain its nutrients from the organic matter in

the soil.

The dense forest of the fir-aspen zone

extended down to about 8,000 feet, contin-

uous except for small openings where the

soil was too thin for trees to grow. These

openings, all less than five acres in size,

were high meadows where, because of

overgrazing by domestic livestock, the na-

tive vegetation had been replaced by

weedy species such as bracken fern and

western sneezeweed. (A few miles to the

north, pristine Hannagan Meadow pre-

sents a high mountain meadow of native

grasses and wildflowers.)

As we descended by trail to about 8,000

feet, the forest began to open up, and the

Douglas firs, white firs, and Engelmann

spruces were replaced by ponderosa pines

and smaller trees such as Gambel's oak,

gray oak. Rocky Mountain maple, and al-

ligator juniper. The trees were more
widely spaced, allowing sunlight to filter

through to the forest floor, where the soil

was hotter and drier than in the fir-aspen

zone. Still, some Douglas firs and quaking

aspens were doing well in rocky crevices

and other protected areas, even below

8,000 feet.

Conditions were drier stiU on the steep-

est south- and west-facing slopes and on

the ridgetops, at elevations between 7,000

and 8,000 feet. Gambel's oak and aUigator

juniper were smaller and more gnarled,

and the shrubby, white-fruited snowberry

was plentiful. Scattered wildflowers in-

cluded beargrass, banana yucca, mescal,

prickly pear cactus, and wild lotus.

Below 7,000 feet, down to the bottom of

Chitty Canyon at 4,500 feet, the vegeta-

tion consisted of scattered, round-topped,

piiion pines and alligator junipers. Grasses

filled in the understory, along with Indian

paintbrushes and beardtongues.

Chitty Creek, which long ago carved

the canyon, is fed by rainfall, snow melt,

and groundwater from several springs.

Lining the creek and its tributaries were

box elder, Arizona walnut, lance-leaved

Cottonwood, and thick-leaved alder. Red-

osier dogwoods formed occasional thick-

ets, all the more conspicuous because of

then- scarlet twigs. Wildflowers abounded,

including a gorgeous yellow columbine, a

tall blue larkspur, bright yellow butter-

cups, white-flowering violets, and two

kinds of false Solomon's seals.

Here and there between 8,000 and

8,200 feet were seeps, places where

groundwater oozed to the surface from

A decaying ponderosa pine overlooks

the slopes of Chitty Canyon.
Randy A. Prentice
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On the plateau near the Mogollon Rim,

a New Mexican locust tree grows

beneath quaking aspens.
Jack W. Dykinga

springs. These soggy openings, free from

woody plants except for an occasional

Bebb's willow, were filled with fall panic

grass, bog orchid, yellow-eyed grass (a

member of the iris family), golden-glow (a

black-eyed Susan with a yellow center

rather than a black one), and Macoun's

buttercup.

Chitty Canyon is only one of hundreds

of inviting areas along the Mogollon Rim,

which extends into several national

forests. (Because the region includes pri-

Chitty Canyon

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest

Federal Building, Box 640

Springerville, Arizona 85938

(602) 333-4301
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vate holdings as well as part of the Apache

Indian Reservation, a Forest Service map
is essential for guidance.) There are many
places to camp, both on top of the Rim and

in the lands below. Few roads Unk the two

areas, however. Where we stopped along

the highway was one of only six places in

more than 200 miles where a paved road

goes from the high country to the low. In

jfact, only a hmited number of hiking trails

go up and down the face of the Rim; each

is difficult, often strewn with loose,

crumbly rocks, and treacherously muddy
following a thunderstorm.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 U.S. nationalforests.

Joe LeMonnier
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Science Lite

Terminal Man
It's been real

by Roger L. Welsch

As if one reality weren't more than

enough for most of us, computer cybersil-

lies are offering so many alternative reali-

ties that there are catalogs for the casual

reality browser. A major national maga-

zine recently asked me to review a set of

virtual reality computer programs that

would have allowed me to wander aim-

lessly (on my computer screen) around

Yellowstone Park, Death Valley, the rilles

of the moon, or the plains of Mars. These

were not phony ideas of what Yellowstone

and Mars might be like; these were the ac-

tual landscapes you would find if you ever

went to the trouble of going there. For the

moon and Mars, as I understand it, the

data collected by earth sateUites and space

robots have been translated into these pro-

grams, and rapid reading and display on

the part of powerful home computers and

compact-information packages allow you

the feeling of moving freely even on land-

scapes no one has ever walked.

So why didn't I do the review? Because

I couldn't understand the first paragraph of

the instruction book teUing me how to in-

stall the blasted program into my com-

puter, that's why But my ignorance is cer-

tainly no reason for me not to have

opinions about reality, right? I've been ex-

posed to other alternative reality computer

programs. Even to altemative realities.

One of my areas of academic interest is

"living history" museums. I was, for ex-

ample, a consultant at the Plimoth Planta-

tion Museum in Plymouth, Massachusetts,

where a talented and dedicated team of re-

searchers, artisans, and actors do their best

to give visitors the impression they have

gone back 370 years in time and are actu-

ally within the Pilgrim village of Priscilla

Mullens and John Alden.

And how about CityWalk, a Los Ange-

les altemative reality that opened a little

over a year ago? CityWalk is a replica of a

street in Los Angeles for people who are in

Los Angeles and want the feeling of being

in Los Angeles without being in Los An-

geles. For $100 million MCA built a block

of Los Angeles without the unpleasant

stuff, which is to say, Angelenos. (Don't

write me nasty letters; I'm only telling you

what they did!) Real earthquakes may
occur in CityWalk—I don't know—but

I'm betting they simulate earthquakes

every day, a little after lunch. The intent of

places like Plimoth and CityWalk, what-

ever their differences, is the same: to dis-

tort your sense of reality by giving you an

altemative to the reality you already have

right in front of you most of the time.

When you think about it, that's what writ-

ers do, and playwrights, actors, producers,

and artists of every other variety.

And it's not as if there is one "real" real-

ity. In fact, there is at least one reality for

each human being on earth, maybe more.

The world as seen by a traditional Omaha
from the tribal reservation in eastern Ne-

braska is distinctly different from the real-

ity of an academic at the University of Ne-

braska or a farmer on the central Plains or

a corporate executive in New York, in as-

cending degrees of separation. What each

sees as he or she looks out the window in

the morning is not what the others see. It is

no less valid, no less real, no less impor-

tant, but it is not the same.

I was once visiting my mother and fa-

ther's home with my son, Chris, when he

was just a tyke, maybe a year old. He had

been there many times before. In those

days we lived in a woodsy area, and our

neighbors on two sides were horses. As a

result, Chris's world revolved around his

parents (BOR-ing!) and horses (FAS-

cinating!). On this occasion I carried Chris

into my parents' home and he immediately

began a pounding repetition of one of the

few words he knew, "Horsie, horsie, hor-

sie, HORSIE, HORSIE, HORSIE!"

But there were no horsies. My folks live

in a thoroughly residential area where

there is no hvestock. None. No horsies.

FEEPINS times: H:00. q.lS, ^30,(]-MS,

\0:oo, I0:i5, IO:30,iO:H5, H'OO,!!^, ii:3o.
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5:H5,G:oq G'\S,Q 9^
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We tried to tell Chris that. But he was firm.

He screamed, he yelled, he insisted.

Finally, in desperation, I picked him up

and held him out in front of me, like a

small, human Geiger counter. As he

pointed and beeped "Horsie, horsie, hor-

sie," I responded to his pointed finger and

the volume and frequency of his beeping

to find out what was arousing his excite-

ment. I followed his finger out of the living

room, through the dining room, and into

the kitchen. I wound up with Chris a little

above waist level, pointing intently into a

comer of Mom's cupboard at a toaster.

"No horsie, Chris," I tried. He insisted.

He insisted so intently, in fact, that I finally

put him on the floor, still screaming "Hor-

sie," and leaned forward into the dark cor-

ner where he pointed. I pulled out the

toaster. Chris went berserk: "Horsiehor-

siehorsiehorsiehorsiehorsiehorsie." I

looked at the toaster. I took off the plastic

cover. Chris pointed at the cover.

I found that if I looked at the cover

closely, if I squinted and held it just right in

the fight from the window, I could see that

the pattern on the toaster cover was actu-

ally an interlocking set of stylized, geo-

metric horses. "My God, the kid is a ge-

nius," Mom sobbed.

Well, yes, in keeping with family fradi-

tion, he is a genius, but the thing is, at that

point his life was horsies. He didn't give

diddly about hundred-dollar bills falling

from the sky or Madonna at our door ask-

ing for help with the flat tires on her limo

or Mick Jagger asking his dad to play bass

for just a couple of gigs along the West

Coast. What Chris cared about, what his

reality consisted of, was horsies. And
that's what he saw.

Chris had no choice. Most of us don't.

We have whatever reality was issued us or

whatever reality we have stumbled into,

but we don't get to pick and choose.

Well, brace yourself: Computer jigglers

are giving us the chance to go somewhere

without going anywhere. Bill Orr, erst-

while First Gentleman of Nebraska, once

told me that he liked to think of National

Geographic and Playboy magazines as

being pretty much akin, each showing us

exotic and romantic places we were almost

certain never to visit. Well, Bill, that day is

over. Now you can visit such places at

will: You can climb the sheer face of El

Capitan while seated at your own com-

puter or (if you're not in shape) use the

Penthouse interactive CD-ROM to freeze-

frame Photograph "while three Penthouse

Pets cavort."

Zygon's SuperMind Virtual Sex experi-

ment may be beyond virtual reality, since

it provides no images, just a set of "erotic"

brain wave impressions. Zygon promises

to "implant erotic 'virtual sex' fantasies

onto your brain cells." I found myself con-

fronted with my own experiential limita-

tions, however, when I tried to imagine

how the "sounds of crickets," one of the

effects promised by Zygon, fit into ro-

mance. Every woman I've ever had any-

thing to do with finds crickets and sex mu-

tually exclusive.

After surveying the literature, I was so

confused, I felt I needed to talk with a

philosopher. So I sat down with Lovely

Linda and told her what is going on out

there in front of computer terminals. "I

can't figure out," I said, "whether people

who want to stroll on Mars and play foot-

sie with Doxie Lustina are overwhelmed

by the kind of reality I find charming or

are so bored by it they need more."

Linda started thumbing through the

brochures I had put on the table.

"What are you looking for?" I asked.

"I'm not interested in hiking on Venus

or cavorting with Fabio," she said, still

looking through my file. "I want to see if

they have a program that will give me the

feeling of what it's like to walk through a

clean house."

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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Celestial Events

Sirius Matters
by Gail S. Cleere

On or about August 10, shortly before

dawn, the snout of the constellation Canis

Major (the Great Dog) will poke its way

up over our eastern horizon, carrying with

it the jewellike star called by the Greeks

"the sparkling one." This is Sirius (the

Dog Star) making its annual appearance in

our summertime sky. Astronomers call the

event "the heliacal rising of Sirius." To the

ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans,

the appearance of Sirius in the morning

sky heralded the hot days of summer—the

dog days.

The ancient Egyptians looked forward

to the summertime appearance of the Dog
Star because its arrival preceded the an-

nual flooding of the Nile, upon which

Egyptian agriculture depended. About

3000 B.C., the rising of Sirius occurred ear-

Uer in the year, near the tune of the sum-

mer solstice. A few thousand years later,

however, Sirius acquired the bad reputa-

tion of bringing on "fever in men" and

"madness in dogs." Homer described it in

the Iliad, when from the waUs of Troy,

King Priam watched AchiUes advance:

Blazing as the star that cometh forth at Har-

vest-time, shining forth amid the host of

stars in the darkness of the night, the star

whose name men call Orion's Dog. Bright-

est of all is he, yet for an evil sign is he set,

and bringeth much fever upon hapless men.

The Romans sacrificed young dogs at

Sirius 's appearance, and Dante spoke of

the "scourge of days canicular." Even in

our own times, researchers at the National

Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) study

the links between the hot days of summer
and the manic behavior of those suffering

from manic-depressive illness. In his book

on seasonal affective disorders, Winter

Blues, NIMH psychiatrist Norman Rosen-

thal details the history of Aime Grenville

in the late 1600s, whose seasonal mania

became so troublesome in the summer that

one of her physicians suggested special

freatments "at the approach of the dog

days." I wonder what they were.

Today we recognize Sirius, at -1.46

magnitude, as the brightest of the fixed

stars visible to the naked eye, and at 8'/2

Ught-years distance, it is the third closest

"naked-eye" star to us. We modems may
no longer be aware of Sirius 's ancient rela-

tionship with summertime heat, but we do

recognize it as that brilliant wintertime ob-

ject just below the right foot of the great

constellation Orion the Hunter. (Sirius is

ten times brighter than any of the neigh-

boring stars in that constellation.) At the

Christmas season, Sirius rises over the

horizon at about 7:00 p.m.

But the brUliant light of Sirius is not

from Sirius alone. In 1862 a mild-man-

nered telescope maker in Massachusetts

looked through the new 18 '/2-inch lens he

had just made and discovered that Sirius

was actually two stars—a discovery that,

like so many in astronomy, had actually

been predicted. What Alvan Clark had

found was Sirius 's white dwarf star com-

panion, now called Sirius B, or the Pup.

Clark had been fantastically lucky. The at-

mospheric "seeing" conditions had to

have been superb, for many others had

searched for this suspected companion

and had not found it. Today it can be seen

with much smaller telescopes, but only if

conditions are right and if one knows ex-

actly where to look.

We now know that Sirius B represents

what wiU happen to more than 95 percent

of aU stars, including our own sun; after it

bums all its available fuel, it wiU sweU to a

red giant and then collapse in on itself into

a superdense, superheated baU. Shining at

8.65 magnitude, Sirius B is about the size

of the earth. A cubic inch of Sirius B
weighs as much as a dump truck. This

washed-up star's crushing gravity is awe-

some, and its stupendous temperatures are

thousands of degrees Kelvin hotter than

the sun. The Pup is ending its days as our

own star will—but in the sun's case there

will be a sad collection of airless worlds

all around it, and in at least one case, a

world whose oceans have boiled away.

Nonetheless, it is the main star of this

duo, Sirius A, that provides us with the

brilliance we appreciate. When seen I

through the thick layer of atmosphere

along the horizon, Sirius 's blue-white fire

can appear to flicker with the colors of the

rainbow and may explain the ancient de-

scriptions of the star by Aratus, Cicero,

Horace, Seneca, and Ptolemy as "yellow,"

"ruddy," "reddish," "blazing as fire," and

"shining like copper."

As the days go by, try to find Sirius in

the hours before dawn, rising just south of

due east along the compass. As the year

progresses, Sirius rises earlier by four

minutes each day, becoming easier and

easier to find in the night sky.

The Planets in August
Mercury will likely become lost in

solar glare after August 2.

Venus remains in the southwestem sky

this month, but proceeds to get lower in al-

titude because the angle of the planet's

path across the sky is quite low relative to

our horizon. Look for bright Venus about

fifteen degrees above the west-southwest

horizon at sundown. On the evening of the

10th, the waxing crescent moon sails three

degrees below Venus. On the 31st, look

for the star Spica just above and to the left

of the planet. The Magellan spacecraft

—

currenfly in orbit around Venus and sched-

uled to have been turned off by NASA in

April—^has received additional funding to

keep it up and running. It wiU continue its

gravity-mapping mission through the end

of this fiscal year.
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Mars rises well after midnight in Au-

gust, moving from Taurus into Gemini.

On the morning of August 3, look for

Mars shining like a yellowish orange star

roughly six moon widths above and

slightly to the left of Orion.

The 1996 Russian mission to put rovers

and balloons on Mars has been pushed

back to 1998. This is because the monies

for the project have been diverted to the

Mars '94 mission, now rescheduled for

1996. NASA has also proposed an explo-

ration program for Mars, called the Mars

Surveyor, to begin in 1996. At that time,

the space agency proposes to begin

launching both orbiters and landers every

two years to the planet.

Jupiter is a wonderful summertime

planet this year and in August moves east-

ward into Libra, heading toward the

"claw" stars of the Scorpion. (The giant

gas planet's collision with Comet Shoe-

maker-Levy 9 in July is not expected to

have any lasting effects.) It can be seen

well up in the southwest at sundown. On
the 15th, look for Venus, Spica, Jupiter,

Antares, and the first-quarter moon spread

like jewels along the southwestern sky.

Saturn rises shortly after sunset and is

visible throughout the night in Aquarius

—

a rather dim constellation well east of the

bright stars of Scorpius and Sagittarius

—

and Saturn is by far the brightest "star" in

the area. On the evening of August 21,

you'll find Saturn shining roughly eleven

moon widths below and to the right of the

nearly full moon. Look for the ringed

planet below the full moon on the 22d.

Uranus and Neptune steadfastly cling

to the eastem region of the constellation

Sagittarius, edging ever so slowly toward

the constellation Capricomus. Look with

binoculars for two bluish green disks well

up in the southeast at sundown.

Pluto is the wallflower of the solar sys-

tem, difficult to spot, elusive, and all but

lost among even the faintest stars in our

August night sky. He watches the goings-

on of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep-

tune, from his perch in the sky above the

stars of Scorpius and Libra.

The Moon is new at 4:45 a.m., EDT, on

August 7; reaches first quarter at 1:57

A.M., EDT, on August 14; is full on the

21st at 2:47 a.m., EDT; and reaches last

quarter on the 29th at 2:41 a.m., EDT. The

full moon of August is traditionally called

the grain moon, the woodcutter's moon, or

the dog day's moon. The Algonquin Indi-

ans called it the sturgeon moon. The Sioux

called it "the moon when the cherries turn

black."

The Perseid meteor shower, one of the

best known of the annually occurring me-

teor showers, reaches its peak on the night

of August 12-13. In dark skies, some fifty

to sixty meteors an hour can generally be

seen at the Perseid shower's peak, and

these are typically yellow and white, with

some that can be very bright green, or-

ange, and red, leaving spectacular trails up

to two degrees wide. The Perseids are

remnants of Comet Swift-Tuttle, first seen

in 1862 by astronomers Lewis Swift and

Horace Tuttle, and rediscovered in Sep-

tember 1992 by Japanese amateur Tsu-

ruhiko Kiuchi. Last year's predicted spec-

tacular display of the Perseids never

materialized, and some astronomers be-

lieve 1994 might be the year the earth

passes through the particularly dense knot

of cometary matter that is theorized to fol-

low the comet itself. With the moon set-

ting shortly after 1 1 :00 p.m., EDT, the dark

hours following moonset are the time to

watch for these meteors.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington, D.C.,

and writes on popular astronomy.
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Pacific Requiem
A halfcentury after the defeat of the Japanese at Guam,

Micronesia still bears the scars ofwar

by Daniel J. Lenihan

The Cormoran lies in its grave, steel

coming to terms with seawater. The ocean

always prevails in these cases, but the

process is long and intriguing. Swimming

slowly aft along the port side of the ship,

which rests on its starboard side, my com-

panions and I leave an ever widening trail

of bubbles from our regulator mouth-

pieces. I lead a team of National Park Ser-

vice underwater archeologists that first

came to this site off the Pacific island of

Guam several years ago. We are curious to

see how time and increased sport diving

have affected the site.

A commerce raider—a warship de-

signed to prey on enemy merchant ship-

ping—the SMS Cormoran was built in

Russia but flew a German flag. It was scut-

tled in Apra Harbor under orders from its

captain on April 6, 1917, the day the

United States entered the Great War.

Through this act of defiance, the interned

vessel was kept from falling into enemy

hands and its crew became some of Amer-

ica's first prisoners of war.

Guam has an active community of sport

divers, augmented by American military

personnel and tourists. Barely visible

above us, the bobbing forms of a large

group of Japanese divers begin their de-

scent from a tour boat. With pristine reefs

to dive on nearby, one might wonder what

attracts so many Japanese sport divers to a

World War I relic during their weekend

getaway from Tokyo. Most likely their at-

tention is focused on the object that is cast-

ing a shadow over the Cormoran'?, stem

—

the looming hulk of a World War II

Japanese transport. Lying keel to keel with

the scuttled German ship is the Tokai

Maru, a World War n casualty of Ameri-

can torpedoes.

One of America's most far-removed

possessions, Guam lay deep within the

zone that the architects of imperial Japan

termed the Greater East Asia Co-Prosper-

ity Sphere—a huge, vaguely defined re-

gion that would achieve economic inde-

pendence from the West through Japan's

military protection and administrative

leadership. The Co-Prosperity Sphere in-

cluded most of East and Southeast Asia,
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Lightfilters through the starboard raiUng ofan upper deck

of the Tokai Maru, a Japanese transport. Sunk by American

torpedoes during World War 11, the ship lies on its port side

at the bottom ofGuam's Apra Harbor.
Larry Murphy; National Park Service



encompassing territories the Japanese al-

ready controlled and others they wanted to

control. Among the key components were

Korea, a reconstituted China, the Philip-

pines, and Japan's "Micronesian man-

date"—areas that Japan had seized from

Germany during World War I. For a brief

period from 1940 to 1942, Japan's sights

were also set on the Hawaiian Islands.

Guam, west of the International Date

Line, was plunged into Worid War II on

December 8, 1941. Within hours of the at-

tack on Pearl Harbor, American forces on

Guam withstood a Japanese air raid; two

days later they surrendered the island to

invading ground troops. In July and Au-

gust of 1944, the reinvasion of Guam by

U. S. troops, following on the heels of the

fall of Saipan, made it clear the sun would

soon set on the Japanese empire and any

vision of a Japan-controlled Pacific.

Over the course of a half-dozen field

trips to Micronesia during the past four-

teen years, I have been impressed with the

detritus of war. Nowhere is it more evident

than in these islands, especially underwa-

ter Given that a rage to reorder and rebuild

typically follows periods of human con-

flict, the past is less likely to be trampled if

it is beneath the sea.

As we glide effortlessly between the

Cormoran and the Tokai Maru on the bot-

tom of Apra Harbor, images of two wars

slip by in metallic shades of blue. The

color blue is the only concession allowed

the sun one hundred feet below the water's

surface, as the ocean asserts its dominance

over the warmer colors of the spectrum.

Not far from here is the darkest blue of

all—the Mariana Trench.

The most dramatic change we note dur-

ing our swim is that the stacks of the Ger-

man raider have fallen into the mud. The

Japanese divers, using the bicycling mo-

tion typical of inexperienced scuba enthu-

siasts, stir clouds of silt as they pedal to a

perch on the deck of the Tokai. They

glance down curiously at us as we make

our way to the point where the Cor-

morant propeller (now removed)

punched a hole in the side of the Japanese

vessel when the latter settled on the harbor

bottom.

We surface from our examination of the

two ships and watch the diving "head

boat" gather up its covey of flipper-clad

tourists. An easy few hours by airplane
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from Tokyo, Micronesia is to the Japanese

what the Caribbean is to many Americans,

the difference being that those who are va-

cationing in the Pacific islands are also

gathering on the battlefields of their fa-

thers. Kwajalein, Truk, Palau, Saipan,

Guam, Tinian, the Philippines—in 1944

all were part of the string of costly victo-

ries for America, and a distant wake-up

call for Japan.

The disaster at Pearl Harbor, followed

by six months of additional American de-

feats and setbacks, was dramatically re-

versed at the battle of Midway and the

Aleutians in June of 1942 (see "The Ari-

zona Revisited," Natural History, Novem-

ber 1991, and "Aleutian Affair," Natural

History, June 1 992). The Allied offensive

steadily picked up steam through 1943,

One ofthe engines ofa B-24 "liberator" bomber, left, lies off

Majiiro, an atoll, in the Marshall Islands. Swyiving crev,'

members were reportedly captured and executed by the Japanese.

Below: A Japanese plane downed by U. S. Navy gunfire greeted

Marines streaming ashore at Agat, on Guam, on July 28, 1944.
National Archive; Courtesy of ttie War in the Pacific National Historic Park. Guam

and the Japanese found themselves fight-

ing desperately to retain control of key Pa-

cific islands and forestall the impending

invasion of Japan. By 1944 the war-ener-

gized industrial capabilities of the United

States had generated an awesome array of

high-speed aircraft carriers to carry fierce

aerial attacks to Japan's doorstep. Attacks

on Truk and Palau (present-day Chuuk

and Belau) and the invasion ofGuam were

setting the stage for anticipated incursions

into Japan in 1945.

While thousands of American veterans

of the fighting in Europe make their pil-

grimage this year to France, especially the

beaches of Normandy, their countrymen

who fought in the Pacific will reconnect

with memories of 1944 in a very different

part of the globe. Today, the tropical fo-

liage of these Westem Pacific islands, with

its peaceful chirping of birds and scurry-

ing of lizards, belies the carnage and hor-

ror of the scenes that played themselves

out here fifty years ago. For visitors of my
baby-boom generation, the awareness that

the war was fought in color and not Movie-

tone News black-and-white is often the

first revelation.

On Peleliu, an island in the Belauan

(Palauan) archipelago, we interspersed

our marine surveys with walks through the

jungle. Our native colleagues guided us

around abandoned tanks, gun emplace-

ments overgrown with hardy tropical veg-

etation, and caves that had been sealed by

the advancing Allies. The complex caves

and bunkers built into the hillsides by the

Japanese could withstand heavy artillery

barrages but became self-made tombs

once the enemy had landed and could

bring heavy earthmoving equipment to

bear. Many caves were simply sealed,

their defenders left to suffocate; in other

cases flame throwers effectively used up

the available oxygen, or fifty-five-gallon

drums of gasoline were emptied into the

caves followed by a lighted match.

Islands not critical to the Allies' sweep

through the Pacific were simply bypassed.

Their contingent of imperial soldiers be-

came increasingly isolated as supply lines

dwindled, and they prepared for invasions

that never came. Pohnpei (Ponape) and

Kosrae, in the Caroline Islands, received

the attention of the Allies in the form of air

raids and naval bombardments, but were

not occupied until the end of the war.

Most of the Northern Marianas and the
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Larry Murphy; National Park Service

Assisting surveyorsfrom the National Park Service, three Bikinian

divers map the deck of the aircraft carrier Saratoga, left. The ship had

sunived World War II but was sunk at Bikini during Operation

Crossroads, a postwar experiment designed to test the effects of

nuclear weapons on navalforces. The small tower erected on the deck

held instruments to measure the pressure wavesftvm the blasts.

Joe LeMonnier
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Caroline Islands, which had passed

through the administrative hands of Spain

and Germany, were taken over by Japan at

the outset of World War I. With the

buildup for, and commencement of. World

War n, the comparatively benign civilian

Japanese government was replaced by a

military administration that summarily

evicted inhabitants of entire villages.

Two years ago my family and I were

witnesses to a Kosraean feast day that

commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of

the June 6, 1942, displacement of the resi-

dents of Malem, a village on the southern

coast. In typical Micronesian fashion, the

feast day "celebrating" this traumatic

event was a joyous occasion of reenact-

ments, parades, floats, and games. My
own children were caught up in a sea of

brightly dressed adult revelers, who were

running races around a schoolyard, throw-

ing candy and money to youngsters, and

generally having a marvelous time. I

would hate to miss the party the Kosraeans

will throw on September 8, 1995, to com-

memorate the official liberation of the is-

land from the Japanese.

In the tiny harbor of Leluh, on Kosrae,

my team worked with a contingent of Mi-

cronesian divers to document warships

and planes spread beneath the surface. We

soon had a string latticework "road map"

to follow in the murky water between the

World War n relics. Reminding us of the

depth of history that can be preserved on

harbor bottoms were the nearby remains

of a mid-nineteenth-century wooden
whaling vessel, its try-pots for blubber still

in place. Large lionfish patrolled the de-

bris, their poisonous spines capable of de-

livering a serious wound to any diver that

brushed against them.

The native islanders carry on with re-

markable resilience considering the

amount of firepower the industrialized

world concentrated on their islands and

atolls. In many cases, they have recycled

the residues of warfare into their liveli-

hoods. In Truk, a fleet of Japanese trans-

port ships took the brunt of Operation

Hailstone at a place that is popularly

known as Truk Lagoon. During several

days of intense bombing raids in February

1944, carrier-based American bombers

and fighters sank more than thirty Japan-

ese vessels. Truk Lagoon has since be-

come a world-renowned destination for

diving enthusiasts.

Besides recycling ships into tourist at-

tractions, some Chuukese have been recy-

cling the ordnance on the ships into fishing

aids. Members of my dive team recently

documented the extent of damage to the

ships, corals, and fish that results from the

practice of "dynamite" fishing in the la-

goon. In the hold of one ship, we found an-

titank mines, with lifting bags in place,

abandoned by salvagers. The fabric of his-

tory will fare no better than the fragile ma-

rine life if these activities continue in the

lagoon. Pilfering divers and anchors drag-

ging from dive boats have added to the de-

struction, but the ships are still marvelous

places to visit.

Throughout Micronesia there are also

purposeful deposits of World War U re-

mains, places where thousands of war ma-

chines were cast to the waves rather than

brought back to flood a peacetime econ-

omy. Refuse heaps are always grist for the

archeological mill; in land-poor Microne-

sia, some of the most instructive lie under-

water. I followed a trail of war materiel two

hundred feet down an underwater ravine

in Guam. Trucks, tracked vehicles, guns,

ordnance, twisted metal—the items be-

came less distinguishable as the pressure

of additional fathoms of water increas-

ingly clouded my brain with nitrogen nar-

cosis. The debris fanned out into the

depths, with no end in sight. I had a simi-

lar experience in Majuro, in the Marshall

Islands, where seemingly sound vehicles

were arrayed across the lagoon bottom

like Matchbox toys in a bathtub. Ambu-
lances, tow trucks, tankers—a regular bo-

nanza of vintage vehicles going through

various stages of a sea change.

The sheer magnitude of goods that in-

dustrialized nations could produce to

wage war must have left a profound im-

pression on the native islanders of Mi-

cronesia. Their neighbors to the south, the

Melanesians, have earned a place in an-

thropology textbooks for their "cargo

cults," which arose even before World

War I as a response to colonial rule. The

subjugated indigenous peoples saw a con-

nection between the power and wealth of

the dominant cultures. Messianic leaders

heralded the "cargo" ship that would come

some day, bearing the riches that would

enable the islanders to throw off the yoke

of foreign rule.
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John Brooks; National Park Service

On July 23, 1944, troops ofthe 77th Division of the U. S. Army

moved inlandfivm Agat, on Guam, below. Discarded after the

end of hostilities, one ofdozens ofwar vehicles, right, lies in an

underwater grave near Majuro.
Signal Corps; Courtesy of the War in the Pacific National Historic Park, Guam

Ever since the sixteenth century, when

Manila galleons carried goods from East

Asia to Acapulco, there have been foreign

ships in Micronesian waters. The great

powers of Europe and Asia have been at-

tracted to the region not only by its strate-

gic location but also by its serenity and re-

moteness. To American veterans returning

to Micronesia, the islands represent a piv-

otal event of their lives, participation in

World War H. They remember fallen com-

rades, youthful aspirations, a time when

they were seemingly immortal and the

world was a simpler place. Ironically,

many of the hotels where American veter-

ans will be staying during their commem-
orative visit will belong to Japanese

chains. Of late, the Japanese have retumed

to Micronesia pursuing a commercial,

more peaceful vision of a Co-Prosperity

Sphere. Developers, hoteliers, and dive

guides are succeeding economically

where their forebears failed militarily.

For the most part, the Micronesian

people welcome the returning veterans

from both sides. They also embrace their

own past, which includes a war that totally

absorbed the lives of their entire families,

not just their fighting men. And the smoke

had hardly cleared before Micronesia was

turned into a testing ground: mushroom

clouds became a regular feature on the

horizon in the Marshall Islands for a dozen

years.

At Bikini, major warships from World

War II, including the aircraft carrier

Saratoga and the Japanese battleship Na-

gato, lie amid cruisers, destroyers, and

auxiliaries in the most unusual of the Pa-

cific underwater museums. These ships

survived 1944 and 1945; their exploits

were breathlessly followed on their home

fronts through victory and defeat, and

their names were household words. Yet

they were considered excess property in

1946 and were offered up in a grand nu-

clear sacrifice, known by the code name

Operation Crossroads.

The stated purpose of Operation Cross-

roads was to determine how naval forces

would fare in a nuclear attack. Some

42,000 men (and 36 women) prepared the

test fleet, conducted two blasts (code

named Able and Baker), and documented

the results in 1.5 million feet of movie

film, 50,000 stills, and various measure-
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Empty shells lie on the breech ofa deck

gun of the Fujikawa Maru, a Japanese

transport that was sunk in Truk Lagoon,

in the island now known as Chunk. The

shells were probably left there by

salvagers who extracted the explosives

for use in fishing.

Larry Murphy; National Park Service

ments. Rivalries between different

branches of the armed forces—each com-

peting for prominence in the nuclear

age—and a desire to impress the Soviet

Union were also factors in the operation.

The most surprising result of the tests

was not that some ships sank and some

didn't but that radioactive contamination

was a much more complex and insidious

problem than had been anticipated. Many

ships only moderately damaged from the

blasts at Bikini had to be sunk elsewhere

because attempts to decontaminate them

failed. As part of plans to resettle Bikini, I

have recommended that the sunken ships

there be made into a marine park, a place

to dive into history and experience the re-

mains of global conflict, of wars hot and

cold (the ships have now "cooled" to safe

levels).

From my home in Santa Fe, New Mex-

ico, I can see the lights of White Rock, a

bedroom community for Los Alamos.

This is where the bombs destined for

Bikini were bom. A coffee cup that sits on

my desk is decorated with the stars and

stripes of the Bikinian flag. Inspired by the

American flag, it has a few noteworthy dif-

ferences. The three stars on the right sym-

boUze the islets vaporized in 1954 by a

thermonuclear blast (code named Bravo),

and across the bottom is written; Men
otemjej rejilo bein anij (Everything is in

God's hands). These were the words spo-

ken by "King" Juda, leader of the Bikinian

people, when an American naval officer

explained that the islanders had to be

moved from their home to a different is-

land so the United States could conduct

tests to learn how to use nuclear power

"for the good of mankind and to end all

world wars."

Will that hope be realized? When the

veterans have retumed from their com-

memorative visits to Micronesia, when

today has become history and a new team

of young archeologists visits the site of the

Cormoran and Tokai in Guam's Apra Har-

bor, what will they find? WiU there be a

third ship? As they say in the Marshalls,

Men otemjej rejilo bein anij. D
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Swimming Heads
An underwater encounter with the giant ocean sunfish

by Tiemey Thys • Photographs by Mike Johnson

Twenty miles off the southern Califor-

nia coast, our research vessel was ap-

proaching a drifting kelp mat when a giant

ocean sunfish, or mola, breached beside

our boat and quickly submerged again.

Within a few minutes, two others rose and

floated on their sides. We sidled our boat

nearer to the kelp, put on our scuba gear,

and sUpped into the water for a closer look.

About ten feet underwater we saw an over-

whekning assemblage of huge molas lined

up before us, as if awaiting inspection. As

we swam closer, we counted sixteen, vary-

ing in color and pattern from evenly dark

gray or tan to blotchy and mottled, all with

white bellies. They seemed unconcerned

as we swam freely among them. Juvenile

half-moon fish flitted about the molas,

picking parasites from their bodies.

Lacking a true tail, the mola appears to

be all head, earning it the German sobri-

quet of Schwimmenderkopf, or "swim-

ming head." Its Latin name, Mola, coined

by the great Swedish naturalist Linnaeus,

means millstone. The creature's common
Enghsh name of sunfish refers to its habit

of resting on its side at the surface. Some
biologists beheve that such basking—

a

trait shared with swordfish and leather-

back sea turtles—may be a method of

warming the body to speed up digestive

ability. SmaU fishes and seabirds feed on

the copepod parasites clinging to the bod-

ies of basking sunfish.

Found in all tropical and temperate

zones, molas eat small fishes, squid, crus-

taceans, jeUyfish, gelatinous plankton, and

algae, but their favorite food is the moon
jelly. Ocean sunfish can pursue prey in

deep waters. In 1987 one was filmed from

a submersible in the Bahamas at a depth of

1,800 feet.

A dozen juvenile half-moonfish, above, feast on a mola's body

parasites. The mola's fibrous sJcin is tough, light, and several

inches thick. Facing page: Attracted by a floating kelp mat, with

its resident population ofsmall invertebrates, a mola swims just

below the surface of the Pacific Ocean near San Diego.
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Fused teeth give the sunfish a beaklike mouth, part ofa

specialized anatomy that sets it apartfrom most bonyfish.

Molas, huge relatives of puffers, are the

heaviest of all bony fishes and may weigh

as much as 5,000 pounds. E. W. Gudger,

an American Museum of Natural History

ichthyologist who studied them in the

1930s, proclaimed giant sunfish the

"growth champion among animals." Be-

ginning as larvae one-tenth of an inch

long, they grow to an adult size of more

than ten feet—and increase their original

weight sixty milUon times. Gudger calcu-

lated that "the larval sunfish is to its

mother as a 150-pound rowboat is to sixty

Queen Marys (the Queen Mary weighed

80,773 tons).

Despite their size and shape, molas

swim gracefully through the water by syn-

chronously flapping their long dorsal and

anal fins on one side and then the other.

The rear end, or clavus, is hardly a tail and

is nearly useless in propelling the fish, but

works as a serviceable rudder.

Molas have an extraordinarily tough

skin made of densely packed collagen

fibers up to six inches thick. In the last

century, fishermen's children would bind

chunks of sunfish skin with twine to form

bouncy balls. The sunfish's skin supports

thousands of parasites belonging to forty

different species. Even some of its para-

sites have parasites.

Humans, killer whales, and sea lions

also prey upon these gentle, vulnerable gi-

ants. In late summer, when large numbers

of young, three-foot-long molas follow

warm, food-laden currents into Monterey

Bay, California sea lions often attack

them. The sea Uons tear off a mola's dorsal

and anal fins and slam the helpless fish

against the water's surface. If they fail to

rip through its tough skin, the sea lions

may toss the crippled mola about like a

giant frisbee and finally abandon it to vo-

racious seagulls. D

Although the mola may weigh as much as two and a halftons, it is

gentle and approachable. While mostfemalefish carry between

twenty andfifty million eggs, afour-footfemale mola wasfound to

contain about 300 million—a possible world's record.
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Tofound a new colony, a queen ant of the slave-making genus

Polyergus (right) must enter a Formica nest and launch a

fatal attack upon the Formica queen (left). After repeated biting

and licking, the victor acquires the victim's pheromones and,

with them, the seiyices of the dead queen's workers.
Raymond A- Mendez
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The AntWho Would Be Queen
To enslave aforeign colony, a parasitic queen mustfirst murder her royal counterpart

by Howard Topoff

Recently, I found my daughter Andrea

studying for an ecology test—in the fourth

grade. Surprised, I took the opportunity to

ask her if she could name a parasite. "A

tapeworm," she said. "You know, that

thing that lives in your stomach. Yuck!"

Her reaction was familiar; to most people

the mere thought of a parasite is unset-

tling. But people are usually considering

only the familiar parasites of humans: var-

ious worms, lice, ticks, and other creatures

that attach themselves to the skin or inter-

nal organs and feed on blood or other body

fluids, sapping their host of energy. A
more remarkable type of parasitic rela-

tionship exists, however. Known as social

parasitism, it involves one species relying

on another to raise its young. Among ver-

tebrates, the best-known social parasites

are such birds as cuckoos and cowbirds;

the female lays an egg in a nest belonging

to another species and leaves it for the host

to rear.

The dulotic, or slave-making, species

of ants, however, are the supreme social

parasites. Consider, for example, the un-

usual behavior of ants belonging to the

genus Polyergus, which I have been

studying for many years in the Chiricahua

Mountains of southeastern Arizona {see

"Invasion of the Booty Snatchers," Nat-

ural History, October 1984). All species of

this ant have lost the abiUty to care for

themselves. The workers do not forage for

food, feed their brood or queen, or even

clean their own nest. To compensate for

these deficits, Polyergus has become spe-

cialized at obtaining workers from the re-

lated genus Formica to do these chores.

In a slave raid, several thousand Polyer-

gus workers wiU travel up to 500 feet in

search of a Formica nest, penetrate it,

drive off the queen and her workers, cap-

ture the pupal brood, and transport it back

to their nest. The captured brood is then

reared by the resident Formica workers

until the developing pupae emerge to add

to the slave population, which maintains

the mixed-species nest. The Formica

workers forage for nectar and dead arthro-

pods, and regurgitate food to colony mem-

bers of both species. They also remove
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wastes and excavate new chambers as the

population increases.

The true extent of the Polyergus ants'

dependence on their slaves becomes ap-

parent when the worker population grows

too large for the existing nest. Scouts of

Formica locate a new nesting site, retum

to the mixed-species colony, and recruit

additional Formica nest mates. During a

period that may last seven days, the

Formica slaves carry to the new nest all

the Polyergus eggs, larvae, and pupae,

every Polyergus adult, and even the Poly-

ergus queen.

Of the approximately 8,000 species of

ants in the world, all 5 species of Polyer-

gus and some 200 species in other genera

have evolved some degree of parasitic re-

lationship with other ants. At one end of

the behavioral continuum are temporary

parasites, species capable of caring for

themselves, but relying on a host species

during the early stages of colony founding.

The newly mated queen of the species La-

sius umbratus, for example, enters a nest

of its host, L. niger, kills the resident

queen, and deposits her own eggs in the in-

vaded nest. The host workers rear her off-

spring, which as adults scavenge for their

own food. Because the host queen is no

longer present, the worker force ofL. niger

gradually diminishes through attrition,

and the colony becomes a single-species

society of L. umbratus.

At the other end of the spectrum, the in-

quiline ants spend their entire life cycle in

the nest of the host. In Teleutomyrmex

schneideri, for example, the entire worker

caste has been eliminated and so have the

slave raids. The queen of Teleutomyrmex

is about one-third the size of her host

queen, Tetramorium caespitum, and capi-

talizes on her own diminutive size by rid-

ing on the host's back. The males and new
queens produced by the parasitic female

copulate inside the host nest. The newly

mated queens then locate other colonies of

Tetramorium to parasitize, and the cycle of

parasitism is repeated. Teleutomyrmex

schneideri has achieved the highest pos-

sible degree of social parasitism, and in so

doing it has become utterly dependent on

its host. Polyergus represents an interme-

diate stage of parasitic evolution, because

it too depends on its host for food and nest

maintenance. Unlike Teleutomyrmex,

however, it still retains a large worker pop-

ulation that must conduct frequent slave

raids on other ant species.

But how do such parasitic relationships

originate? A cardinal rule in evolutionary

biology is that parasitic organisms, be they

bacteria, tapeworms, fleas, or slave-mak-

ing ants, must have evolved from free-liv-

ing ancestors. For dulotic ants such as

Polyergus, at least two behavioral adapta-

tions were also essential for social para-

sitism to evolve. The first is a proficiency

for capturing another species' brood in a

group raid. This behavior undoubtedly

predates parasitism, because many free-

living ants conduct predatory raids on

other species, as well as territorial raids on

neighboring colonies of the same species.

The second adaptation is the abiUty of

queens to found new colonies, hi free-liv-

ing species, winged males and queens fly

from their natal nests in search of mates.

After this mating flight, a fertile female

pulls off her wings, excavates a chamber,

lays a few eggs, and later nourishes her

larvae with stored nutrients. When the first

brood matures into adult workers, they

feed the queen and the larvae of her subse-

quent broods. But this sequence simply

will not work for a parasitic ant such as

Polyergus because the queen can't rear her

own larvae. Her only recourse is a seem-

ingly impossible task: to invade a form/ca

colony, kill the host queen, appropriate the

brood, and somehow get the workers to ac-

cept her as their queen. If she is successful.
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resident Formica workers will feed her,

and within a few days she will start laying

eggs. After the eggs hatch, the host work-

ers will rear her brood until her own
worker population is large enough to sup-

plement the slave force by staging raids on

other Formica colonies.

My recent studies of Polyergus have fo-

cused on the mechanisms by which newly

mated queens are able to kill queens of

Formica and become accepted by the for-

eign workers. Together with Ellen Zim-

merli, one of my graduate students, I re-

turned to the American Museum's
Southwestern Research Station, in the

Chiricahua Mountains of southeastern

Arizona, where 1 had conducted my origi-

nal studies. At an elevation of 5,400 feet,

the ants inhabit a woodland dominated by

Arizona oak, alligator juniper, and Chiri-

During a Polyergus raid on a Formica nest, left, two workers

(center, beneath log) carij offa white Formica pwpa. Below: A
Formica queen is approached by a worker (right) ofher own

species after they have been routedfrom their nest in a slave raid.

Both photographs by Howard Topoff

cahua pine trees. Here, Polyergus brevi-

ceps is the only slave-making ant, and

Formica gnava is its only host.

Like most ants, both species nest under-

ground, so that the interactions between

host and parasite queens cannot be ob-

served in the field. Fortunately, colonies of

Formica are easy to collect, and they

thrive in the laboratory, where they can be

observed under a low-power microscope.

A day prior to each test, we put fifteen

Formica workers, fifteen pupae, and one

queen in a plastic petri dish "nest," which

was placed in a larger tray to prevent ants

from escaping. At the beginning of each

test, these workers stood motionless, sur-

rounding the pupal brood.

When we introduced a newly mated

Polyergus queen into the tray that sur-

rounded the nest, she would scramble

around randomly until she located the

small nest entrance. Once inside, however,

her actions became deliberate. She bolted

straight for the Formica queen. Armed
with powerful mandibles, she delivered

lethal bites to several Formica workers

who attempted to attack her and repelled

the rest with a pheromone secreted from

the Dufour's gland in her abdomen. With

the worker opposition liquidated or dis-

persed, she grabbed the Formica queen

and, for twenty-five minutes, bit her re-

peatedly in the head, thorax, and ab-

domen. The Polyergus queen's assault is

so rapid and formidable that the Formica

queen can only muster a feeble and futile

counterattack. Through the microscope, I

could clearly see that between bouts of bit-

ing, the attacking queen opened her

mandibles wide and, extending her hy-

popharynx (tongue), continually licked

the dead queen's wounds.

Within minutes after the death of the

Formica queen, the small nest underwent

a remarkable transformation. The remain-

ing Formica workers behaved as if they

were sedated. They calmly approached the

Polyergus queen and began grooming her

as she assembled the scattered Formica

pupae into a neat pUe, and triumphantiy

stood on top of it. At this point, the colony

takeover was complete.

But how did the Polyergus queen bring

about this dramatic shift in the behavior of

the Formica workers? Social insects use

chemicals, called pheromones, to cominu-

nicate with one another. Pheromones are

similar to hormones, in that both are se-

creted by glands. But whereas hormones

are secreted into the circulatory system

within an organism, pheromones are ex-

creted to the outside and affect the behav-
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ior of other organisms. One possibility

was that naturally occurring pheromones

of the Polyergus queen were similar to

those of the Formica queen. If so, she

would have been using what ecologists

call chemical mimicry to accomplish her

takeover. But because the invader was ac-

cepted only after she killed the host, I was

drawn to an alternative hypothesis, one

that I call the "chemical heist." In this

view, the Polyergus queen acquires chem-

icals from the Formica queen during the

very act of killing and licking her.

We repeated the original experiment,

introducing a Polyergus queen to a

Formica nest with workers, pupae, and

queen, but with a twist: we had already

killed the Formica queen by rapidly freez-

ing and defrosting her. The chemical heist

hypothesis predicted that the Polyergus

queen would stUl have to attack the dead

host queen, pierce her exoskeleton, and in-

gest her body fluids. The resuhs were ex-

actly as we had predicted. Upon entering

the nest, the Polyergus queen ran past the

attacking workers, pounced on the mo-

tionless Formica queen, and proceeded to

bite and Uck her just as if she were alive.

After about twenty minutes of working

over the Formica queen, the Polyergus

queen was groomed by the Formica work-

ers and accepted by them as their new

queen. Apparently the pheromones of the

dead queen, and not her murder, triggered

the remarkable transition.

To determine whether the chemicals ac-

quired from the dead Formica queens are

long-lasting, we repeated the experiment,

but removed the Polyergus queen as soon

as she had finished killing and licking her

victim. We then placed the queen in a vial

for seven days before reintroducing her

into a nest of Formica workers and pupae.

Despite her lengthy absence, she was im-

mediately accepted by the Formica work-

ers, who approached her slowly, waved

their anteimae over her and commenced

grooming. We saw no signs of aggression.

One question remained: How does a

Polyergus queen know which species of

ant to parasitize? Many ant species inhabit

southeastern Arizona, and a newly mated

Polyergus queen might easily encounter

the nests of more than two dozen species

in a single aftemoon. But only one will do.

Choosing the proper host is crucial be-

cause worker ants do not alter their behav-

ior as a result of being parasitized.

Inside a Polyergus nest, Formica work-

ers forage for the same food (nectar and

dead arthropods), construct the same gal-

leries, and defend their colony against the

same predators that they do in their own
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A Polyergus worker, left, carries the pupa ofa Formica ant.

Upon emergencefrom the pupa, the young adult will join the

workforce in the new, mixed-species nest. Below: Young

Formica ants emergefrom their cocoons. Within afew days,

they will acquire aduh pigmentation.
Both photographs by Howard Topotf

nests. Even if a Polyergus queen were

somehow able to become adopted by a

small colony of harvester ants, it's a good

bet that the workers would continue to

bring their choice food, seeds, back to the

nest. Since neither the Polyergus queen

nor her larvae could survive on this high

fiber diet, such a mixed-species nest would

quickly perish. Successful parasitism thus

dictates that parasite and host species

share an extraordinarily similar ecology,

which probably explains why sociaOy par-

asitic ants and their hosts are often closely

related taxonomically.

I tackled this question in the pine bar-

rens of Long Island, New York, where

Polyergus lucidus (the eastern species of

this genus) uses at least three species of

Formica as slaves. Each P. lucidus colony,

however, enslaves only one of these three

types of Formica ants. Linda Goodloe,

one of my graduate students, surveyed P.

lucidus colonies in late summer, when
mating flights occur. For several days

prior to flying, winged queens emerge

from the nest in late afternoon and join

several hundred workers milling around

the nest entrance. We captured queens

from Polyergus colonies containing F.

schaufussi otF. nitidiventris slaves, cooled

them to immobilize them long enough to

dab a streak of enamel paint on their ab-

domens, and then immediately returned

them to their home nests.

For the next few weeks, we watched the

ground near the colonies for the presence

of marked queens that had recently mated

(indicated by the absence of wings). We
recaptured thirteen painted Polyergus

queens from colonies with F. schaufussi

slaves and brought them to the laboratory,

where we presented them with a choice of

two host Formica species: F. schaufussi

(the species from their home nest) and F.

nitidiventris (with which they had no pre-

vious experience). All thirteen queens se-

lected colonies of F. schaufussi to invade.

We were only able to recapture one

painted Polyergus queen from a F. nitidi-

ventris colony, but given a choice of nests

to invade, it chose a colony of F. nitidiven-

tris. Polyergus queens use a very simple

rule: invade any colony containing the

same species of host ant that was in the

nest in which you were raised. Such spe-

cialization probably increases the chances

that Polyergus queens will be able to find

compatible hosts.

But for such parasitism to have evolved,

an occasional Polyergus queen must have

invaded the nest of an unfamiliar species.

Imagine a lone, newly mated Polyergus

queen, scurrying around the field, sticking

her nose (actually her antennae) into

crevices and under rocks, looking for the

nest of a foreign ant species to assault.

Sound dangerous? In addition to shelter-

ing a wolf spider, sun scorpion, or cen-

tipede, any nook or hole might harbor a

colony of carpenter ants whose powerful

jaws could instantly decapitate an intruder.

Undoubtedly, Polyergus queens often

ended up as tasty morsels for other arthro-

pods, but a few must have been success-

fully adopted by a new host species.

To see how Polyergus queens might

react if given the opportunity to acquire

the odor of an unfamiliar Formica queen,

we retumed to Arizona. At an elevation of

8,200 feet, in a forest of ponderosa pine

and Douglas fir, Polyergus ants raid nests

oi Formica occulta for slaves; at lower el-

evations, they parasitize F. gnava. We col-

lected seven colonies off. occulta, and set

them up in laboratory nests. Into each F.

occulta nest, we introduced a newly mated

Polyergus queen from a colony found at

the lower elevation and that therefore con-

tained F. gnava slaves.

The results of the seven trials were

mixed. Five of the Polyergus queens

showed no interest in attacking the F. oc-

culta queens; they encountered the foreign

queens, brushed them with their antennae

briefly, and then ignored them. Attacking

Formica workers killed three of these pas-

sive Polyergus queens. The other two

queens escaped harm by quickly leaving

the nest. Remarkably, two of the seven

Polyergus queens did seize and kUl the

foreign Formica queen. And when they

finished licking their victims, both were

promptly adopted by the foreign Formica

workers.

While this success rate might seem

poor, the payoff for Polyergus is large. In-

deed, social parasitism is such a successful

adaptation that it has arisen independently

in many unrelated animals, including

fishes, birds, and insects. Among fishes,

only the most rudimentary form of brood

parasitism exists, in which the parasitic fe-

male's role ends after egg laying. Females
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A Polyergus queen, right and below, usually mates during the

a slave raid. Having emitted pheromones to attract the darker,

smaller males (below left), the queen mates with one, and after

removing her wings, continues with the raid.

Howard Topoff

of the Asian freshwater minnow Pungtun-

gia herzi, for example, deposit their eggs

on the same aquatic reed as their host, the

perch Siniperca kawamebari. Because

male Siniperca don't discriminate between

the two types of eggs, they end up guard-

ing the parasite's eggs along with then-

own. When the minnow eggs hatch, the

parasitic fish assemble with others of their

own species and have no further contact

with their hosts.

Cuckoos, by contrast, carry brood para-

sitism several steps further After deposit-

ing an egg in the host's nest, a female

cuckoo removes one of the resident eggs.

Egg mimicry is also common, so that a

cuckoo specializing in meadow pipits lays

brown, spotted eggs; while a cuckoo spe-

cializing in reed warblers lays greenish

eggs. The cuckoo chick enhances the par-

asitic relationship by hatching first and

systematically ejecting the eggs and newly

hatched chicks of the host. The host par-

ents clearly do not recognize the decep-

tion, and they feed the parasitic chick until

it is ready to leave the nest. Like the min-

nows, however, fledged cuckoos promptly

rejoin members of their own species, and

have no further interactions with the host

species until they are reproductively ma-

ture and ready to parasitize another nest.
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How does the female cuckoo choose an

appropriate host to parasitize? Apparently,

she uses the same rule as a Polyergus

queen. The cuckoo lays her egg in a nest

containing the same host species with

which she was raised immediately after

hatching.

My daughter's fourth-grade science

book does a pretty good job illustrating the

major principles of ecology. On evolution-

ary diversity, however, it falls short. Like

most biology textbooks, it echoes the fan-

tasy that vertebrates are higher on the evo-

lutionary tree than invertebrates, and are

therefore more complex in both structure

and function.

Yet the behavior of Polyergus queens

during colony founding offers perhaps the

best iUustration that the evolutionary proc-

ess yields a mosaic of species—often with

unique and extremely sophisticated social

adaptations—and is not an escalator lead-

ing methodically and inexorably to ever

greater complexity. Ant societies, with

their behaviorally specialized castes, elab-

orate systems of chemical communica-

tion, and huge potential for adjusting to

ever changing environments, have

evolved levels of social organization that

far exceed even those of most vertebrate

species. D
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S. R. Maglione; Photo Researchers, Inc.

TheVervets' Year ofDoom
Can Amboseli's monkeys survive the predation ofleopards and the loss of theirfavorite trees?

by Lynne A. Isbell

The sky is clear in Amboseli National

Park, Kenya, and Mount Kilimanjaro rises

to meet it. On the plain, Newton, Charing

Cross, Gorbachev, and the rest of the

group of vervet monkeys stir from the

sleeping tree to begin another day of eat-

ing, arguing, and grooming one another.

Newton, an adult female with a distinctive

white moustache, directs her attention to a

large Azima bush sixty feet away that is

thick with ripe berries. Approaching the

bush could be risky, as the dense fohage

might harbor a leopard or python. She

scrutinizes the greenery for a long time,

then climbs down the sleeping tree and

passes by several smaller bushes, turning

over elephant dung along the way to look

for juicy insects. Suddenly, a blur of colors

darts out from behind one of the bushes.

Within seconds, a leopard grabs Newton

by her neck, breaking it instantiy. Charing

Cross, witnessing the kill, emits a rapid se-

ries of sharp barks. To the vervets, its

meaning is clear: "LEOPARD! LEOP-
ARD!" The call is quickly taken up by the

rest of the group as other individuals on

the ground race up the nearest fever trees

for a safe view. The cat carries Newton's

body to a shady spot beneath the dense

branches, where it consumes the meat.

Charing Cross, Gorbachev, and the others

will never see Newton again.

Anyone who visits the numerous na-

tional parks in East Africa quickly learns

that dangers abound there. Parched bones

liberally litter the ground. Many belong to

gazelles, wildebeests, and other ungulates

taken by lions, hyenas, cheetahs, and leop-

ards. Some smaller animals, however,

leave very few bones behind to remind us

that they were once dynamic individuals

that maneuvered their way around friends

and enemies in an attempt to survive and

reproduce. Vervet monkeys are the size of

An infant vervet clings to its mother, opposite page, in Kenya 's Amboseli

National Park. Vervets prefer to sleep infever trees, above, whose many vertical

branches may deter leopardsfrom climbing them.
Mary Ann McDonald
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domestic cats; when they are eaten by car-

nivores, particularly leopards, virtually

nothing remains.

Although vervets are found throughout

sub-Saharan Africa, they are restricted to

savanna-woodlands habitat along rivers,

lakes, and swamps. They hve in cohesive

groups, ranging in size from two to about

twenty adult males and females, with ac-

companying juveniles. Following the typi-

cal pattern for Old World monkeys, fe-

male vervets usually live and die in their

mother's group, while males leave to join

other groups when they reach sexual ma-

turity at five or six years of age. Females

form the core of a stable but competitive

social environment, and their relationships

are strictly hierarchical. Whenever a con-

flict arises over food, grooming partners,

or even seating locations on a branch, the

highest-ranking female and her daughters

can push everyone around, while the low-

est-ranking female and her daughters must

give way to everyone. Because males are

more transient than females, their place in

the hierarchy is less fixed and less depen-

dent on kinship.

Researchers have studied Amboseli

vervets for three decades, during which

they have learned about the kinds of foods

vervets prefer during good times and bad,

the role of kinship in gaining access to

those foods, and how the animals steer

clear of danger. Zoologist Tom Struhsaker

first recognized that vervets in AmboseU
give different alarm calls to different

predators, documenting a vocabulary of

sorts. Later, Robert Seyfarth and Dorothy

Cheney systematically studied the vervets'

responses to these alarm calls {see "In the

Minds of Monkeys," Natural History,

September 1990). After recording alarm

calls, Seyfarth and Cheney played them

back to the vervets when predators were

absent. When vervets on the ground heard

the "snake" alarm, they stood on their hind

legs and scanned the ground. When they

heard "eagle" alarm calls, they dashed into

bushes for cover. And, as on the day that

Newton died, when vervets heard "leop-

ard" alarm calls, they retreated quickly to

the upper branches of trees.

Predation is a fact of life for vervets.

They are vulnerable to pythons, eagles,

leopards, and even baboons. Still, when I

first went to Amboseli in 1986 to study the

vervet's social system, I did not expect to

witness the near annihilation of the entire

study population. When I arrived, the

vervet population consisted of seventy-six
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individuals living in six groups that were

well habituated to human observers. In-

deed, these vervets usually treated us as if

we were just another species of gazelle—

a

neutral species, neither beneficial nor

harmful. By the time my study ended

more than two years later, the original

population had been reduced by two-

thirds, to twenty-five individuals in three

groups. When I returned in 1992, only two

small groups, totaling nine individuals,

still remained. What happened to the luck-

less Amboseli vervets, and can their dev-

astated population survive?

Struhsaker, who in the 1960s was the

first scientist to study the Amboseli

vervets, found upon returning there in the

] 970s that the population had declined. He
noticed, too, that there had been a decline

of the fever trees, Acacia xanthophloea.

At Lake Nakuru National Park in Kenya, a young vervet maneuvers through an

acacia 's thorny branches, left, to reach the small, edible whiteflowers. At the approach

ofa large python in Amboseli, below, vervets stand on their hind legs while excitedly

repeating their "snake " alarm calls.

Richard Wrangham; Anthro Photo

on whose sap and seeds the vervets feed.

The monkeys also use the trees as nightly

roosts, descending each morning to forage

for berries, insects, and other dehcacies.

(Fever trees grow quickly but five perhaps

only 100 years. And as ecologists Truman

Young and Keith Lindsay have pointed

out, stands of fever trees usually contain

individuals of similar age. Since the trees

are aging simultaneously, they die within a

few years of one another.) As their food

supplies gradually dwindled, so did the

monkeys. By the time of my study, how-

ever, the last of the fever trees had begun

to die, dramatically affecting the lives of

the remaining vervets.

As their responses to alarm calls attest,

vervets also use fever trees for shelter, pri-

marily when fleeing leopards. About six

months into my study, I began to suspect

that something unusual was happening

after Newton and five juveniles from her

group disappeared on the same day. The

vervets seemed to be disappearing at a

faster rate than in past years. Often, they

simply vanished overnight, despite my ex-

tensive searches for signs of them. When I

did find evidence, it was largely circum-

stantial. Animal tracks are easily seen in

Amboseli's dust, and I sometimes found

clues that told of vervets darting out of

their sleeping tree in the middle of the

night and of a leopard among them. I

could easily imagine the terror of the mon-

keys when they were startled awake by the

big cat. Once I found something more sub-

stantial: the lower jaw and a clump of hair

belonging to Tycho, a low-ranking female

who was ten years old at the time of her

death. Near her fragmentary remains were

leopard tracks and the only pile of leopard

dung I ever found in Amboseli.

At about the same time that the vervet

population was rapidly shrinking, I began

to see leopards more often than observers

had in the past. In 1987, I saw leopards

nineteen times, sometimes even without

the help of the vervets' alarm calls. During

the entire previous year, vervet researchers

had observed a leopard only once. One of

my sightings was an adult female with two

cubs. Judging from the tracks I saw under

the vervets' sleeping tree the morning Al-

mond Joy and her four-year-old son,

Hoola Hoop, disappeared, the female

leopard had been hunting that night with at

least one of her cubs. Twice I saw an adult

female and an adult male leopard together,

although most often I saw a lone adult

male. Leopards five solitarily when they

are adults, and because adult males do not

share home ranges, I beUeve that my sight-
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Carol Hughes; Bmce Coleman, Inc.

Vervets eat a wide variety ofseeds, fruits, flowers, sap, and insects. An

adult in South Africafeeds onflame creeper blossoms, left. Below: An

infant that has wandered afev^'feet awayfrom its motherpeers through

thefoliage in Nairobi Park, Kenya.
Enwin and Peggy Bauer

ings were all of the same individual.

Sometimes the vervets' alarm calls and

the directions in which they gazed led di-

rectly to my leopard sightings. Even so, I

was not always able to see the predator

that stirred the monkeys. While vervets

are undoubtedly better at detecting leop-

ards than I am, at times they also missed

seeing the predator—with unfortunate re-

sults. Even though the number of observed

alarm calls had risen sharply over previous

years, the disappearance rate for vervets

shot up to 65 percent in 1987. That was the

year of vervet doom. During the ten previ-

ous years since Seyfarth and Cheney

began the long-term project, the yearly av-

erage of "disappearing" individuals had

been only 22 percent of the population.

The increase in my sightings of leopards,

the greater frequency of the monkeys'

alarm calls, and the increase in such

alarms during months when most vervets

disappeared all pointed to sharply in-

creased predation by leopards.

My frustration at not actually observing

the cause of the vervets' disappearance

was exacerbated by what Seyfarth and Ch-

eney have informally labeled "the Nairobi

effect," referring to what seemed to be an

increased tendency of vervets to disappear

while observers went on short trips to the

Kenyan capital for supplies. (Fewer mon-

keys, it seemed, disappeared during the

many weeks that fieldworkers remained in

Amboseli.) But the Nairobi effect had

been difficuU to document over the years,

partly because predation, although high

relative to other primate populations, was

still rather uncommon. Also, the behavior

of other predators, such as pythons and

martial eagles, was unaffected by the pres-

ence or absence of humans. With the dra-

matic increase in leopard predation during

my study, however, ecologist Truman

Young and I were able to show that the

Nairobi effect was real.

At the beginning of my study, I saw

leopards only rarely. When I returned

from trips to Nairobi, however, vervets

were nearly four times more likely to have

disappeared than while I was present.

Whenever I came back from the city, the

leopards apparently took a couple of days

to recognize that I was back to stay for a

while because I saw them more often in

the first two days after returning than at

any other time. A ranger station on the

edge of the study area had a similar effect

in inhibiting the leopards; the closer the

vervet groups lived to the ranger station,

the fewer losses they suffered.

Then something changed. Eight months

into the study, my presence apparently no

longer handicapped the leopards. Both

leopard sightings and vervet disappear-

ances increased dramatically, and vervets

were no more likely to disappear during

my trips to Nairobi than during my field

days. My guess is that the male leopard

was seeing me so often that he was be-

coming progressively less wary. In the

early days, he ran away the instant we saw

each other In later months, he simply

walked away whenever I arrived. Finally,

on my last day in the field, I felt as though

he had granted me a supreme honor when

I watched him for over an hour before he

casually yawned, stretched, and then am-

bled down from a tree in which, on many

other nights, vervets slept.

Why had leopard predation become

more intense during my study than during

any of the previous years of continuous re-

search on Amboseli vervets? One expla-

nation is that the increase in predation was

a rare event, directly related to the loss of

the fever trees, which had provided much

of the vervets' food and shelter Another

possibility was that the short-terrm in-

crease in predation was just another in a

series of bUps that have occurred repeat-

edly throughout the thousands of genera-

tions in which vervets and leopards have

coexisted. Both explanations are likely to

be partly correct.

This sudden rise in predation was prob-

ably an important event in the lifetimes of

individual vervets—or researchers— but a

common event in the evolutionary history

of vervets as a species. In this case, we

don't know whether the local leopard pop-

ulation had grown, whether a few were

spending more time in the area, or whether

a new individual with a decided taste for

vervets had moved into the neighborhood.

What we do know is that leopards caught

more vervets and that at least part of the

reason was the loss of the monkeys' fa-

vored fever trees.

As the groves of fever trees died, the

vervet groups that had Uved in the same

small home ranges for generations began

moving into new and unfamiliar areas. Be-

tween 1986 and 1988—with the year of
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Bearing her youngster on her back, afemale vervet, below, feeds on

ground plants in Aniboseli. Opposite page: In Kenya's Samburu National

Park, a leopard carries a vervet it has killed. Leopards usually seek a

secluded spot or sturdy branch where they canfeed undisturbed.
Epwin and Peggy Bauer

vervet doom in the middle—we observed

groups shifting their home ranges away

from the dying fever trees and into the

drier but healthier woodlands of Acacia

tortilis, the umbrella tree. Vervet groups

are aggressively territorial in Amboseli

and do not share their home ranges with

other groups. As the largest group moved

into the umbrella tree woodlands, it drove

out two smaller, neighboring groups that

had been estabhshed there. These smaller

groups were driven farther into umbrella

tree woodlands where no other vervets

lived.

The largest group gained access to three

times as many trees as it had previously

occupied; whereas smaller troops were

forced to subsist on more limited re-

sources. Regardless of the number of trees

that any group acquired or lost, vervets

were more likely to disappear when they

moved into new and unfamihar areas.

Many zoologists believe that animals

benefit in some way from living in a famil-

iar place. Most animals do not simply

wander around randomly over the earth

but instead use a much more hmited area,

their home range. Among mammals,
vervets included, females tend to remain

in the area where they were bom, while

males tend to disperse into new areas be-

fore settling down. On famiUar ground,

animals may benefit by knowing where to

find food and shelter and by becoming

adept at anticipating the behavior of famil-

iar predators and conspecific competitors.

The cost of living in unfamiliar habitats

showed itself in another way. Three of the

six original vervet groups became so small

as a result of predation and decreased re-

production that the straggling survivors

abandoned their home ranges and joined

neighboring groups. During the first six

months ofjoining new groups, newcomers

were more likely to disappear than the

long-time residents who were familiar

with the same habitat. Apparently, each

newcomer has to learn about the new en-

vironment through direct experience; lit-

tle, if any, of the residents' knowledge

seems to be communicated. With time,

however, any difference in mortahty be-

tween newcomers and old hands decUnes

steadily, as familiarity with an area ap-

pears to reduce an individual's vulnerabil-

ity to predation.

The value of living in familiar sur-

roundings has always made good intuitive

sense. Our study, however, has docu-

mented its value in minimizing the risk of

predation. Danger from such predators as

leopards, however, must be viewed

against the larger background of ecology

and cycles of vegetation.

If the fever trees had not died, Tycho,

Almond Joy, Hoola Hoop, Newton, and

more than thirty others might be alive

today. Unlike umbrella trees, which grow

slowly but live several hundred years,

fever trees don't five very long. Long-term

research in Amboseh suggests that vervets

are intimately tied to the fever tree popula-

tion's cycle of growth and death. When the

trees are middle-aged and healthy, they

provide vervets with abundant food.

Vervets take advantage of this, reproduc-

ing every year. As a result, their groups

may become large during the boom years.

When the fever trees begin to die, how-

ever, females do not have enough food to

sustain their high reproductive rates. Over

time, vervet groups become smaller as

older individuals are not replaced by

younger ones. The final stage of dechne

may occur when the last of the fever trees

die and vervets are forced to move into un-

familiar habitats. Vervets become even

more vulnerable to predation than before,

and if leopards are around to take advan-

tage of the situation, vervet mortality in-

creases until the monkeys become famiUar

with their new locations.

Newton didn't survive the change, but

she left relatives to carry on. Her daughter.

Nut Case, and a few individuals are man-

aging to live and reproduce in the um-

brella tree woodlands. As a species,

vervets may be very good at surviving as

long as there are alternative trees available

for food and shelter. If the Amboseli

ecosystem is not disturbed and fever trees

eventually regenerate, Newton's descen-

dants may one day venture into new fever

tree woodlands and experience a new pop-

ulation boom. This dynamic cycle involv-

ing fever trees, vervets, and leopards may
have been played out over and over

throughout their coexistence in East

Africa. Newton's ancestors probably faced

the challenges she failed to meet, and her

descendants may be faced with similar

challenges one hundred years from now

when a new crop of fever trees becomes

old and dies in Amboseli. D
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In the hot. dry Negev Desert highlands,

snails venture out mostly at night, when

the air is cool and the rocks theyfeed on

are covered with dew.

Desert
Snails'

Daily
Grind
In scraping out a living on the

rocks, small mollusks make a big

difference to the Negev

by Clive G. Jones

and Moshe Shachak

Photographs by
Jeffrey L. Rotman

Apart from a sprinkling of shrubs, the

steep, treeless slopes of Israel's Negev
Desert highlands seem devoid of life. But

just beneath the surfaces of the limestone

outcrops, rocks, and small stones that

cover much of these hillsides, there is

abundant life. Countless communities of

lichens—symbiotic associations of algae

and fungi—thrive in the spaces between

the rock particles. Here they are protected

from extremes of temperature and humid-

ity and yet are close enough to the surface

to get enough sunlight for photosynthesis.

Among the most striking features of the

rocks in the Negev highlands are the white

lines—actually gouges about one-half to

two milhmeters deep—that meander be-

tween and around the lichen colonies.

These lines—sometimes so numerous that

they form a lacy, filigree pattern—were

long thought to be the work of the various

species of lichens as they competed for

hving space or extracted nutrients from the
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rocks. Recent research, however, has

aimed up a very different sort of explana-

tion and revealed an unappreciated major

player in the Negev ecosystem.

In 1986, while investigating the lichen

communities, we became inhigued by the

gouges and began to suspect that they had

been cut by an animal. Particularly tanta-

lizing were the many slime trails—the

characteristic sign left by snails on the

move—that we saw on the rocks. We
turned our attention to the three closely re-

lated species of small snails, Euchondrus

albulus, E. desertorum, and E. rmnonen-

sis, that we found Uving under the rocks in

the Negev.

To observe the little snails (no more

than one centimeter long), we set some up

in our laboratory with rocks and appropri-

ate water, Ught, and temperature regimens.

We soon noticed that when the snails trav-

eled across the rock surface, they stopped

every so often, shifted to a more upright

position, and began to sway back and

forth. After twenty minutes or so, they

moved on, leaving behind a new white

scar in the rock about ten milUmeters long,

one millimeter wide, and one-half mil-

limeter deep. A closer look revealed that

the snails had gouged the rock, apparently

to get at the layers of green algae and

fungi, and in the process had left behind a

white scar the color of exposed limestone.

We later found that the snails were actu-

ally consuming the rock—as well as the

lichens within—but were digesting only 5

percent of what they had eaten. Most was

excreted in small coils of powdered rock

and undigested lichens.

Like many other snails, the Negev's Eu-

chondrus snails can handle a tough diet

because they are equipped with a toothed,

tonguelike organ, the radula, that can be

scraped back and forth like a file. The

snails break a lot of teeth on the rocks, but

the radula grows continuously from the

back of the mouth, replacing the worn-out

and broken teeth at the front. (Somewhat

surprisingly, these snails do not have spe-

cial orthodontic adaptations. Unlike

predatory marine mollusks that drill

through the hard shells of other mollusks,

the teeth of Euchondrus snails are not es-

pecially thick, nor do they appear to con-

tain iron or other hard metals.)

The rock-eating habits of these snails

went undiscovered for so long primarily

because the snails hide, immobile, under

the rocks during the heat of the daytime

and only come out to forage at night and

early morning, when the rocks are covered

with dew (and when biologists are usually

absent). During the cooler seasons, the

daytime temperature ranges from 40° to

60° F, while at night it gets as cold as 22°

F. So from September to April, on an aver-

age of 210 nights a year, dew forms on the

rocks as they cool down at the end of the

day and keeps them wet until the sun

evaporates the moisture the next day.

Equivalent to thirty miUimeters of rain an-

nually—in a desert that only receives an

average of a hundred millimeters of rain

each year—the dew is critical to the sur-

vival of both lichens and snails. Dew pro-

vides the water used in lichen photosyn-

thesis, cools and lubricates the rock sur-

face, and replaces the water lost by the

snails in the slime trails they leave behind

as they forage over the rocks.

About sunset, the snails start to move

out from under the rocks. But before

climbing up for a night of foraging, they

defecate the indigestible remains of the

previous night's meal. It takes them just a

few minutes to climb up the rocks, and

once they are out in the open, the snails

feed until the rising sun heats the air and

the dew begins to evaporate. Then they

disappear under the rocks again to digest

their food. At summer's height, from May
to August, it gets as hot as 95° F during the

day and 60° to 70° F at night. Dew cannot

form, so the snails aestivate under the

rocks, sealing themselves in their shells by

forming a special, hard operculum, or
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plug, over the shell opening. They do not

feed at all.

Much of the time, the snails are home-

bodies, seldom straying from their rock.

But from November through April, when-

ever rain makes the soil wet enough for

travel, the snails become more adventur-

ous. After a rain, the patches of soil be-

tween the rocks are filled with dozens of

snails moving to-and-fro, changing rocks,

mating, and laying their eggs in the moist

earth.

The more we poked around after the

snails, the more we realized how many

there were. They were most conspicuous

during their rainy day journeys of a few

centimeters to a few meters from rock to

rock, but even when they weren't out and

about, a minimum of effort on our part re-

vealed impressive numbers. Almost every

overturned rock exposed one or two

snails—about twenty per square meter.

Beyond this rocky slope, left, lies a dry river bed, with more of

the Negev Desert highlands visible in the distance. Countless

lichens live just beneath the surface ofthe many rocks that

litter the ground. Below: A rock is covered by subsurface

lichen colonies, as well as afew blotchy patches ofbrownish

surface lichens. Feeding snails have cut so many white grooves

into the rock that it resembles ajigsaw puzzle.

That so many snails were able to make a

living eating rocks in the desert is some-

what surprising, since snails are usually

found in moister, cooler chmates eating

leaves or detritus. The snails, we were to

learn, have an ecological significance in

the workings of the Negev Desert that

goes well beyond their unexpected abun-

dance and unusual eating and toilet habits.

Of major importance is their effect on

the lichens hving within the rocks. Wind-

blown lichen spores land on new rocks,

germinate, and grow to form colonies that

eventually fill up all the space between the

rock particles just under the surface. Any
further lichen growth depends on the

snails. By removing the top layers of rock,

the snails expose fresh rock—and also

minerals that the lichens need. The

grooves made by the feeding snails collect

dew and nitrogen-containing dust, both

critical resources for lichen growth. How-

ever, in the long term, the myriad white

trails on the rock surface may increase the

albedo, or reflectance properties, of the

rock, slowing the rate at which the rock

heats up and cools down, and perhaps re-

ducing the amount of dew that forms.

Snails usually feed at the periphery of

lichen colonies, which range in size from

about one-half to three centimeters in di-

ameter and where most of the nitrogen-

rich new growth is to be found. As the

snails cut new trails in the centers of

colonies, they stimulate regrowth. They

thus determine the size, shape, and num-

ber of lichen colonies. They probably also

affect the species composition of the

lichen community by selectively feeding

on some colonies, encouraging regrowth

of those best able to tolerate continual

grazing. Snails may even help lichens that

live within the rock outcompete surface-

growing forms. The surface species, com-

mon on rocks ungrazed by snails, but far

less abundant on grazed rocks, block sun-

hght, ultimately killing any Uchens living

within. Perhaps the disturbance of the rock

surface by snails and the vigorous re-

growth of internal lichens following graz-

ing help prevent the surface hchens from

establishing a foothold.

Like cows in a field, however, snails can

overgraze. If there are too many snails on

a rock and no rainfall to allow them to dis-

perse, the snails will cut more and more

new trails and graze less and less in old

trails. Eventually the food runs out. and

the snails must go quiescent (sometimes

for as long as a few weeks) or die. While

not common, overgrazed rocks covered

with hundreds of white lines can be seen

throughout the Negev, particularly in the

areas with the least rainfall.
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To gouge out the rock, facing page, and get at the lichens

within, a snail extrudes its head and scrapes at the rock with its

powerful, toothed, tonguelike radula. Below: After a niglit of

feeding, a snail retreats under rock, where it excretes little coils

ofundigested rock and lichens (right and left).

The impact of the snails, however, goes

well beyond the Lilliputian world of the

lichens. These tiny mollusks are respon-

sible for most of the new soil—in the form

of their little fecal coils of powdered

rock—that forms in the Negev each year.

Annually, the snails graze from 4 to 7 per-

cent of the total rock surface area to a

depth of one millimeter or so, turning

about 800 pounds ofrock into soil per acre

of desert. The Negev also receives soil

blown in from the Arabian and Sinai

Peninsulas, and until the discovery of the

snails' activities, such aeolian deposition

was considered to be the major source of

new soil in the desert. But wind brings in

only between 220 and 420 pounds of soil

per acre each year, considerably less than

the snails' contribution.

The snails do not just create soil; they

also fertihze it. Desert environments are

generally low in nitrogen, the element that

is considered to be the second most impor-

tant factor (after water) affecting the

growth and productivity of hjgher plants.

Foraging snails seek out hchens with the

highest nitrogen content, but do not use all

the nitrogen they consume. About 5 per-

cent of the dry weight of snail feces de-

posited under the rocks is nitrogen. These

tiny contributions add up: Our calcula-

tions indicate that snails transfer about

three pounds of nitrogen to each acre of

desert soil every year. The most common
snail in the area, E. albulus, is responsible

for 1 1 percent of all the nitrogen that en-

ters the soil annually, an impressive

amount for a single species.

Rain, dust, and the nitrogen-fixing ac-

tivities of blue-green algal crusts on the

soil surface also contribute nitrogen to the

desert soil, but much of it is lost when

wind erodes the topsoil and rain washes it

down from the rocky slopes to the wadis,

or temporary rivers, in the valleys below.

Snail-produced nitrogen, deposited under

the rocks, has more staying power because

it is protected from runoff and wind ero-

sion by the rocks and by small dams of soil

that form at the base of the upslope side of

the rocks. Patches of earth between the

rocks support a rich variety of annual

plants and woody shrubs. There, the plant

roots have access to both the pellets of

snail fertilizer and to water that has deeply

infiltrated the soil. The growth of plants

appears to benefit from the snail fertihzer.

The snails of the Negev Desert are not

unique. In the 1920s, similar snails were

discovered in the Dolomite Alps of south-

em Germany, where they also feed on sub-

surface lichens. Their rock-eating habits,

however, were not recognized until our

discovery in the Negev. Local alpine geol-

ogists can now explain the strange,

grooved patterns on the rocks, for which

they had previously invoked geomorpho-

logical explanations.

Interestingly, both the alpine and Negev

species are distributed along the ancient

limestone deposits that predate the forma-

tion of the Mediterranean Sea. These de-

posits run south from the Alps in southern

Germany, through Italy, and down into the

Mediterranean regions of the Middle East.

Rock-eating snails may thus have evolved

a long time ago and have been eroding and

fertilizing both the deserts and mountains

for millenniums, even though a sea now
separates the regions.

Deserts are harsh envirormients, where

animals as small as snails might be as-

sumed to live at the whim of the elements

and to play a limited role in the workings

of the ecosystem— perhaps eating a few

plants and animals and, via their own
death and decay, making a minor contribu-

tion to the cycling of nutrients. The rock-

eating snails of the Negev, however, have

shown this is not a sound assumption. By
controlling the growth, productivity, and

composition of endolithic hchens, by turn-

ing rock into soil, and by then fertilizing

that soil, they join the ranks of the desert's

other natural engineers.

Porcupines in the Negev dig up and eat

the bulbs of some desert plants and, in

doing so, make pits in the soil that trap

water runoff and seeds, creating ideal

habitats for diverse annual plants. Desert

isopods, or pill bugs, dig burrows seventy

centimeters deep to get down to water,

bringing infertile, salty soil to the surface,

where it erodes and washes away. Alto-

gether, these creatures have a major effect

on their desert environment, albeit less

dramatic than the large-scale conse-

quences of the dam building of beavers

and less familiar than the improvements to

soil fertility and aeration provided by

earthworm digging (to which Charles Dar-

win devoted an entire book). Without the

activities of the snails and other ecosystem

engineers, the earth would be a much less

diverse, fertile, productive, and interesting

place. D
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Reviews

Beastly Thinking
by Richard W. Byrne

We are currently seeing a spate of books

on animal minds. Even to utter the words

"animal mind" used to be considered a

near-mortal sin for anyone in the behav-

ioral sciences. Nowadays, however,

people even title books with the words.

What has been happening?

Twenty years ago, scientists could be

neatly divided into two types by their re-

sponse to the question, "What do you

imagine happens inside the minds of ani-

mals?" Comparative psychologists, be-

haviorists, and (to a large extent) etholo-

gists would enthusiastically describe rigid,

inflexible, mechanistic goings-on—like

the machines that controlled those early

sci-fi automatons of 1950s movies. Other

scientists—and really everybody else, sci-

entist or not—would reply: "Simple

thoughts, I suppose, but I don't see how
we'll ever know."

How were the professionals who
worked on animal behavior so sure of their

answers? They weren't, of course, but they

were carefully following the rule that sci-

ence is supposed to abide by: accepting

the simplest hypothesis until there is

strong evidence of something more com-

plex. Since evidence was minimal, the au-

tomaton theory won out. The various pro-

fessionals agreed on this but differed about

what to do with human minds. Behavior-

ists denied we had them, or if we did, de-

nied that they had any consequences

("epiphenomenon" is a useful word for

something that exists but might as well

not, for all the effect it has). Other psy-

chologists generally believed that lan-

guage had somehow given us minds, on

top of animallike reflexes. Ethologists

don't study humans, do they? So they kept

quiet.

Only cognitive psychologists (a new

breed in those days) took the maverick

line that minds must be a product of brain

processes that are mechanistic and yet not

in any way simple, thus managing to of-

fend everybody. (Readers who seek to

know a reviewer's bias should know that I

was a cognitive psychologist in those

days.) Cognitive psychology originally

grew from the realization by some people

of the implications of computers and artifi-

cial intelligence for psychology (a late

1950s conference on "the mechanization

of thought processes" had a big impact).

Cognitive psychologists gaily assumed

that all human intellect was reducible to

machine states and set out to describe

complex behavior as the results of soft-

ware and hardware—of the brain. They

did not, however, think 1950s sci-fi efforts

The Animal Mind, by James L. Gould

and Carol Grant Gould. Scientific Ameri-

can Libraiy, $32.95; 236pp., illus.

or the behaviorists' theories had much to

recommend them. In hindsight, the cogni-

tive approach could have made a bridge

between psychologists, impressed with

human minds, and evolutionists, who ex-

pected continuity between humans and

animals. Unfortunately, cognitive psy-

chologists ignored animals.

Donald Griffin set the ball rolling, lead-

ing to today's interest in animal minds.

Griffin was in an unusual position. He had

akeady made a major scientific discovery,

bat echolocation, which somewhat "fire-

proofed" him from ridicule. Also, he re-

membered being taught as a student that

bats couldn't get around well in darkness.

He was not about to accept anyone again

telling him that animals couldn't do things.

In 1976 he wrote a book cataloging an-

imal behaviors that are not rigid and in-

flexible, actions that look suspiciously like

our own. He also pointed out that an

evolving mind in animals would pay re-
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productive dividends, chaUenging readers

to consider the possibility that not all ani-

mal behavior is mindless. In this and in

subsequent, similar volumes, he inspired a

whole generation of researchers, James

and Carol Gould among them, to look

again at what too many had considered

well-worked ground.

The Animal Mind is an attractive vol-

ume, taking us on a tour of some of the

discoveries these researchers have made.

The Goulds' choices hint at some of the at-

tributes that they assume we all agree are

"mindlike"—flexible not fixed actions,

learned not innate behavior, conscious de-

cisions not unconscious impulses. But do

we all agree? Few doubt flexible animal

leaming, so I was left wondering if they re-

ally meant "consciousness" to define mind

but hesitated to say so.

The Goulds' own specialty is the hon-

eybee, and many chapters are Uluminated

by some of the wonders of bee life. Bee be-

havior is used to convey the message that

we must be careful not to attribute our own

experiences to animals that may live in a

very different world: Seeing ultraviolet

and polarization and feeling the earth's

magnetism make a bee's world very differ-

ent from our own. Other species see in-

frared (pit vipers), hear ultrasonics (bats),

or smell so acutely (bloodhounds) that

even a footprint translates into a whole

creature; we would be rash to assume that

their thoughts (if any) are much like ours.

Another important preliminary to seri-

ous consideration of animal minds is ac-

cepting that flexibility can result from a

rigid, innate program of behavior—again

well illustrated by bees. Confronted by al-

falfa, a plant whose spring-loaded anthers

flick pollen onto the underside of big bum-

blebees, a small honeybee gets a hefty

blow. Some learn to avoid untripped flow-

ers or even cheat by forcing their tongues

in from the side. Have they understood the
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mechanism? Not necessarily. Bees will

chew through the side of any flower whose

nectar is too deep to reach. In dealing with

alfalfa, bees have shown they can leam,

but they have only adapted their innate be-

haviors to a small extent.

Blue tits that broke into milk bottles on

British doorsteps to steal the cream pro-

vide another example. They learned to tear

strips off card tops and, subsequently, to

peck through foil caps. But the actions

they used are part of a blue tit's normal,

innate repertoire; what was learned was

simply that doorsteps are a good place to

forage. The Goulds spend chapters ex-

plaining the widespread innate behaviors

of animals and their learning abilities (in-

cluding innate channeling that makes cer-

tain things easier to leam than others), so

that readers don't jump to the conclusion

that every complex-looking action must

imply that the doer has a mind.

The book then goes on to tour the ani-

mal kingdom, showing cases that look as if

they would be hard for an automaton to

cope with—animals acting in ways that

look conscious. Perhaps something of a

catalog is inevitable in a book obviously

intended for a very wide audience, but I

found this aspect disappointing; oddly the

organization—from insects up to hu-

mans—suggests an evolutionary story, but

no such case is made. Instead, we are re-

peatedly shown an action that looks smart,

reminded that this "seems to imply" some

aspect of mind, and invited to be broad-

minded enough to allow that it might.

My favorite is the description of the re-

markable flexibility of usage in the famous

bee dance, after which the authors are able

to say:

When a human decides whether to recom-

mend a restaurant, taking into account its

menu, the tastes of the friends being ad-

vised, the cost of the food, the distance to

the establishment, the ambience of the din-

ing room, the ease of parking, and all the

other factors that enter into such a decision.

The dog in tlie silent movie The Callahans and the Murphys was

conditioned to cover its ears when music started.

Courtesy of Culver Pictures, Inc., from The Animal Mind
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we have little hesitation in attributing con-

scious, decision-making powers to the cal-

culation. When a small, frenetic creature en-

closed in an exoskeleton and sporting

supernumerary legs performs an analogous

integration of factors, however.. .

.

Fair point. The feats of some noninsects

sometimes get a less gentle ride.

Chimpanzee tennite fishing is "readily

accounted for by conventional condition-

ing," and "all the elements of this tool-use

seem prewired," which would surprise the

researchers who have, from site to site,

studied variations in termite fishing that

resemble culture. The spread of "food-

washing" in one group of Japanese mon-

keys is called "unsurprising, given the pro-

clivity of primates to imitate: 'monkey

see, monkey do" is as true as it is trite." In

fact, the debate rages on as to whether any

monkey has the cognitive capacity to imi-

tate at all, and if they could, this would

help the case that monkeys have minds,

not refute it. But these are small quibbles.

Most of the book is accurate and well ex-

plained, a pleasure to read.

So is the case made? Animals have

minds, it's official. Not quite. Drawing at-

tention to ever-more-convincing similari-

ties of behavioral ingenuity between ani-

mals and humans cannot compensate for

our lack of understanding of what a

"mind" is. The Goulds rightly point out, in

a last chapter devoted to humans, that

many of our actions are innately guided

and a good deal less conscious than we

often care to think. But some are con-

scious, and we have no idea why this is

beneficial. We do sometimes think things

out but don't know how to detect this abil-

ity in other humans, let alone other spe-

cies. Recently, major strides have been

made in clarifying issues, as in Marian

Dawkins's Through Our Eyes Only? Hers

is an outstanding analysis of the possibil-

ity of animal consciousness.

But I was left just a little pessimistic

after reading the Goulds' excellent book.

Is the best we can hope for, as a model of

animal minds, perhaps a better class of au-

tomaton (with reasonably complex soft-

ware and powerful hardware)? If so, cog-

nitive psychology of animals will be a

growing subject.

Richard W. Byrne is a psychologist with

the Scottish Primate Research Group of

the University of Saint Andrews in Scot-

land. His latest hook. The Thinking Ape:

The Evolutionary Origins of Intelligence,

will he puhlished this fall by Oxford Uni-

versity Press.
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The Living Museum

A Lizard Found
by Charles J. Cole

Science often progresses in strange

ways, but how often do biologists predict

the existence of a species and describe it in

some detail prior to its discovery? Not

often. Darwin did it. When he saw Christ-

mas Star orchids from Madagascar

—

white flowers that contained nectar at the

bottom of a foot-long shaft—he won-

dered, "What can be the use of a nectary of

such disproportionate length?" Convinced

that flowers and their pollinators evolved

in tandem, he concluded that "in Mada-

gascar there must be moths with pro-

boscides capable of extension to a length

of between ten and eleven inches! This be-

lief of mine has been ridiculed by some

entomologists." Forty years later, a yel-

lowish moth with a twelve-inch coiled

tongue was discovered on the island and

named Xanthopan morgani praedicta.

In May 1989, I coauthored an article

("A Lizard Foretold") for Natural Histoiy

that predicted a new species of lizard

—

one that had never been reported in the sci-

entific literature and, as far as I knew,

never collected. Without having ever seen

a specimen of the lizard, my colleagues

and I deduced the number and appearance

of its chromosomes and the nature of

thirty-three of its proteins, each encoded

by individual genes on the chromosomes.

We also made certain predictions about

the lizard's outward appearance, its gen-

eral behavior, and its distribution.

The predictions were based on genetic

studies of two closely related species of

tiny, brown, snakelike lizards in the genus

Gymnophthalmiis found in northern South

America. One, G. undei-woodi, had origi-

nally attracted our interest because only

female specimens had been found. We
suspected they were reproducing without

males, as do the unisexual whiptail lizards

of the American Southwest, species we
have been studying for more than twenty

years. In the late 1980s, with funding from

the National Geographic Society and the

National Science Foundation, we proved
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that G. undei-woodi does reproduce by

parthenogenesis: the females lay eggs that

develop without fertilization into another

all-female generation.

While studying G. underwoodi, my col-

leagues and I discovered that its body cells

did not contain the typical, matching pairs

of chromosomes, but instead had two dif-

ferent-looking sets. We also found that

many genes coding for specific proteins

were present in two slightly different vari-

ants. These traits were a sign that the uni-

sexual lizard had a hybrid origin—that is,

it was the outcome of a mating between

two different, but closely related, species.

And like the whiptail lizards we had

worked with before, this species was also

an all-female clone. (For reasons still un-

known, on rare occasions the mixing of

genes from two separate species can elim-

inate the need for male fertilization, result-

ing in an all-female lineage.)

We quickly realized that each cell in

each G. undei-woodi lizard held all the ev-

idence needed to identify both parent spe-

cies. Because theu- sexless system of re-

production produces clones, each individ-

ual G. undei-woodi carries the original

combination of chromosomes received

from both. We started by comparing chro-

mosomes in a number of closely related

lizards. One species, G. speciosus, a lizard

that also inhabited northem South Amer-

ica, clearly had contributed half of its

chromosomes to G. undei-woodi. The next

step was to subtract the known parent's

chromosomes from those of the hybrid.

This left us with the chromosomes con-

tributed by the other parent, whose iden-

tity and outward appearance remained un-

known. Similar reasoning allowed us to

predict the nature of thirty-three of the

missing parent's proteins, even though we
had never seen the lizard.

Hoping to find some living representa-

tive of the missing parent species, I looked

forward to my upcoming field trips to

South America. Working in Venezuela,

Carol R. Townsend, an associate in the

Department of Herpetology at the Ameri-

can Museum, and I collected a variety of

lizards for genetic studies in coUaboration

A blue-tailed lizard, Gymnophthalmus cryptus, rests on a leaf in a Venezuelan rainforest.

Marinus S- Hoogmoed



with Herbert C. Dessauer of the Louisiana

State University Medical Center, New Or-

leans. We needed fresh specimens because

preservation in Formalin destroys much of

the genetic information in animal tissues,

rendering most old museum specimens

useless for this kind of research. And be-

cause the outward differences among the

various species of Gymnophthalmus are

often slight, we knew that ultimately we

would be able to confirm the identity of

the other parent of G. undemvodi only by

examining its genetic makeup. Unfortu-

nately, none of the lizards we collected

tumed out to be the predicted species.

Although old museum specimens were

unsuitable for our genetic studies, I

thought they might hold clues to where the

missing lizard could be found. I searched

the collections of major natural history

museums in North America, South Amer-

ica, and Europe for specimens of

Gymnophthalmus from the Guiana region

to borrow and examine. Several speci-

mens tumed out to be particularly interest-

ing; they had been collected relatively re-

cently by Marinus S.

Hoogmoed, of the Na-

tional Museum of Nat-

ural History, Leiden, and

Jose Ayarzaguena, of the

Fundacion La Salle,

Caracas, working inde-

pendently in the upper

drainage of the Orinoco

River in southern Vene-

zuela. The collectors

noted the overall similar-

ity of these specimens to

G. speciosus and G. un-

derwoodi, as well as one

significant difference—

a

blue tail. The color was

no longer visible on the

specimens, however; like

chromosomes and pro-

teins, colors are often de-

stroyed in preservatives.

American Museum of Natural History

SAILING THE
CARIBBEAN
Aboard Sea Cloud
January 19-26, 1995

American
Museum of

Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York

The natural wonders of the

Windward Islands are many:

the rain forests of Grenada,

the volcanic peaks of St.

Lucia, and the spectacular

coral reefs of the Grenadines.

This January a team of lectur-

ers from the American

Museum will host a Carib-

bean voyage of discovery

aboard the magnificent tall

ship. Sea Cloud. Join us this

winter for a tropical adventure

aboard one of the most ele-

gant ships afloat.
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After comparing all the available speci-

mens, Hoogmoed, Ayarzaguena, and I de-

cided that these lizards represented an un-

named species, based primarily on the

blue tail, the existence of both sexes, and a

slight difference in the number of scales

around the middle of the body. Because

the lizard was so similar to the other two

species, especially in preservative, we de-

cided to name it G. ayptiis. Only future

genetic studies on fresh specimens would

reveal whether it was the missing lizard,

the unknown parent of G. imden'oodi.

One September, after returning from

fieldwork in Arizona, I received a letter

from Allan Markezich, an associate pro-

fessor of biology at Black Hawk College

in Illinois {see box) who had read our arti-

cle about the missing lizard. He described

a blue-tailed Gymnophthalmus he had just

collected in southem Venezuela, not far

from where the museum specimens of G.

cryptus had been found. He had live

lizards and offered to send me several if I

was interested in examining them. Was it

possible that the lizards I had hoped to find

in a remote area of South America were

actually living in Illinois?

In all, four live blue-tailed lizards ar-

rived by mail in New York. In outward ap-

pearance, they matched G. cryptus in

every respect.. Townsend and I isolated

and photographed the chromosomes of

two of them and found that their twenty-

two pairs of chromosomes were identical

to those predicted for the missing ancestor.

So far, so good, but unfortunately, this did

not guarantee that they were the same spe-

cies; in many lizards the appearance of the

chromosomes is not distinctive. A com-

parison of the specific proteins, coded for

by individual genes on the chromosomes,

would provide better evidence that these

lizards were the predicted species.

For this final test, I flew to New Orleans

with frozen tissue samples from each

lizard. There, Dessauer and I could ana-

lyze the proteins. During transport, the tis-

sue samples needed to be kept at tempera-

tures well below freezing. This basically

stops physiological activity, including de-

Gymnophthalmus cryptus, I Presume

by Allan L. Markezich

In the spring of 1991, shortly before em-

barking on a research expedition to investi-

gate the diversity of reptiles and killifish in a

remote, rain-forested area of southem Vene-

zuela, I read an article in Natural Histoiy that

described a particularly interesting situation.

Charles J. Cole and his colleagues were pre-

dicting the existence of a new species of

lizard on the basis of the chromosomes and

proteins of two other species. I was intrigued

because the expedition I was about to embaik

on was bound for the upper drainage of the

Orinoco River, which was within the pre-

dicted range of the new lizard.

In early August, Jim Thomerson, an

ichthyologist at Southem Illinois University

at EdwardsviOe, and I arrived in the southem

state of Amazonas. Moving through the rain

forest, Thomerson looked for killifish in

flooded inlets adjacent to the bordering sa-

vannas, while I scoured the banks for rep-

tiles. Initially our quarries proved scarce. The

third day of the expedition was dark and

rainy, and our Piaroa Indian guide, Hector

Perez, suggested we journey to a remote area

southeast of San Juan de Manapiare, where

he thought we would have better luck. Trav-

eling by dugout canoe, we paddled across a

broad stretch of flooded savanna until we

came to the edge of a dense, virgin rain for-

est. As we approached, a troop of howler

monkeys, apparently disturbed by our ar-

rival, began bellowing, and a two-hour break

in the rain ended as we hit the shore.

We entered the forest, its closed canopy

sheltering us—and the mosquitoes—from

the rain. Moving along the edge, we skirted a

forested inlet. While I searched the ground

for reptiles, the others waded into the shallow

water with fishing nets. Almost simultane-

ously, Thomerson yelled "fish!" (signaling

that he had a killifish in his net) and I heard a

faint rustling in the leaf litter at my feet. I

quickly brushed aside the leaves, but all I un-

covered were more leaves and dirt. Contrary

to popular notions about the abundance of

reptiles in the rain forests, they usually are

scarce; missing one often means missing the

only reptile one might encounter for hours.

So, even though the disturbance could have

been caused by insects, frogs, rodents, or any

number of other creatures, I decided to

crouch down and wait silentiy. The strategy

worked; near a decaying log two feet away, I

heard the rusfling again, and a small, snake-

like, bronze-colored lizard cautiously ap-

peared from under a clump of brown leaves.

With a lunge and a quick grasp, I had the

lizard in hand.

The lizard's smooth, gUstening skin, its

clear, immovable eyelids permanentiy cover-

ing the eyes, and its four toes on each leg

were all characteristic of Gymnophthalmus. I

was particularly intrigued by the blue color

on its tail, as no other species with this char-

acteristic had been previously described.

I collected two more specimens that day,

and then Perez guided us to an abandoned

adobe hut in a rain forest clearing that had an-

other population of these Httle lizards. The

tiny animals were more difficult to catch

here, as they darted into crevices and holes at

the base of the hut when we approached.

By the time the expedition was over, we

had captured only six of these little lizards,

despite having seen dozens in each of the two

populations. I wondered if this small sam-

ple would be sufficient to answer all the

questions we had about the animals, includ-

ing whether it was the species predicted in

the Natural History article.

The only way to answer these questions

was to get the live specimens back to a lab-

oratory where their chromosomes and

proteins could be analyzed. Because Gym-

nophthalmus are very fragile and especially

sensitive to dehydration, I decided to trans-

port tliem in small cotton bags with rain

forest leaf litter to provide moisture, shelter,

and smaU invertebrates for food. By putting

them in plastic boxes, sheltering them irom

the sun, and moistening the bags occasion-

ally during the trip, the lizards did quite

well; all but one arrived safely in Minois. I

then made two shipments to Cole in New
York.

In October 1991, 1 received from Cole

the results of the Uzards' protein analysis

and a photomicrograph of its chromosomes

on which he had scribbled "It is!" I was

elated by the discovery and realized that the

rain forest, the global cradle of biodiversity,

had told us another interesting story. And I

wondered, in view of the high extinction

rate in these tropical forests, what other

such stories may never be told.

Allan L. Markezich is an associate profes-

sor in the Department ofNatural Sciences

and Engineering at Black Hawk College,

Moline, Illinois, and a research associate

at the Universidad Nacional Experimental

de los Llanos Occidentales Ezequiel

Zamora in Venezuela.
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composition, and holds the enzymes and

other proteins in a state of suspended ani-

mation. Upon thawing, physiological ac-

tivity resumes for a while before decom-

position begins. If the samples thawed in

the transfer, the fragile molecules needed

for the study would be lost.

After two weeks in Dessauer's labora-

tory, we had analyzed proteins represent-

ing thirty-two genes, each procedure being

an independent test of whether G. cnptus

was the predicted lizard. We compared

each of these protems with those from G.

imdem'oodi, the parthenogenetic hybrid,

and G. speciosiis. its one known ancestor.

Of the thirty-two proteins from G. ciyptiis,

thirty-one matched the proteins we had

predicted for the missing lizard. Because a

certain amount of genetic variation is nor-

mal in most populations, a single mis-

matched protein posed no problem. G.

cnptus is indeed the lizard foretold.

At some time in the past, somewhere in

the upper drainage system of the Orinoco

River in southem Venezuela, G. ciyptus

mated with G. speciosus, a species that

ranges from northem South America to

southem Mexico. On one or more occa-

sions, the union produced a successful hy-

brid, G. undei-n'oodi, that could reproduce

by parthenogenesis. The clone then dis-

persed along the Orinoco and its tribu-

taries, spread throughout much of the

Guiana region, and finally reached some

of the southem West Indies.

The case of these diminutive lizards il-

lustrates the power of genetics to unravel

complex relationships between species in

ways that were impossible about a decade

ago. Without detailed genetic studies, dis-

tinguishing one species from another and

determining the history of their relation-

ships can be difficult or impossible. Does

an unusual animal represent a new species

or merely a variant of a known one? We
also are wondering how many other cryp-

tic species inhabit Amazonia. Few have

produced parthenogenetic hybrids to draw

our attention to them, as G. ciyptus did.

We may be underestimating the earth's

biodiversity. The identification of species

is critical because it is the starting point for

understanding an organism's role in the

ecosystem. Without such knowledge, we
cannot begin to know which species are

critically important, which are endan-

gered, or which geographic areas are of

special importance for conservation.

Charles J. Cole is a curator in the Depart-

ment of Herpetology and Ichthyology at

the American Museum ofNatural History.

American Museum of Natural History

SACRED CITIES OF
SOUTHEAST ASIA
January 9-31, 1995

Bali

borobudur

Prambanan

Singapore

Ho Chi Minh City

Da Nang

Hoi An

Halong Bay

Haiphong

Hanoi

Phnom Penh

SiEM Reap

Angkor

The ancient lands of Southeast Asia are steeped in the history of powerful

dynasties. Throughout this beautiful and lush region are the remnants of tem-

ples, monuments and once-magnificent cities reclaimed from nature after

being lost for centuries, as well as modern cities still exuding the charms of

the past. This winter a team of lecturers from the American Museum of

Natural History will accompany a small group aboard the Illiria as we
explore some of the greatest treasures of Indonesia, Vietnam and Cambodia:

the temples of Bali, Borobudur,

Prambanan, the Marble Mountains

of Da Nang, ancient Hue, Halong

Bay, bustling Hanoi, the lovely city

of Phnom Penh and the spectacular

wats of Angkor. Join us for this very

unusual cruise.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York
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At the AmericanMuseum of Natural History

The American Museum:
From History to Legend

This year, the American Museum of Nat-

ural History marks its 125th anniversary.

Two-hour walking tours of the Museum's

halls will take place on Friday, August 1 2, at

6:00 P.M., and on Saturday, August 13, at

4:00 P.M. The tours will highlight many of

the stories behind the Museum's natural his-

tory collection, the largest in the world. Free

with admission, tours begin in the second-

floor Rotunda near the information desk.

Call (212) 769-5562.

The Moon and Beyond
Discoveries of black holes, new planets,

and colliding galaxies are being docu-

mented daily with the help of advanced

technologies such as those associated with

the Hubble Space Telescope and the Comp-
ton Gamma Ray Observatory. The Planetar-

ium's Sky Show, "Update: The Universe,"

provides current astronomical news and in-

formation about the universe. Show times

Monday through Friday are 1:30 and 3:30

P.M. On weekends the film will be shown at

1:00, 2:00, 3:00, and 4:00 p.m.

A special exhibition in the Planetarium,

"Man on the Moon: The Apollo Adven-
ture," marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of

the Apollo 11 moon landing. The award-

winning film. Eagle Has Landed, will be

shown continuously at the exhibition. Call

(212) 769-5900 for information about all

Planetarium events.

Africa: The Serengeti
Each year, millions of wildebeests,

gazelles, and zebras migrate across seven

hundred miles of the Serengeti, the vast sa-

vanna ecosystem that straddles two East

African countries. A new IMAX film,

Africa: The Serengeti, will feature the wild-

life that inhabit these rich plains, including

crocodiles, giraffes, lions, leopards, and ele-

phants. Showtimes are 10:30 and 1 1 :30 a.m.

and 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. daily. Search for the

Great Sharks will continue to be shown at

12:30, 2:30, and 4:30 p.m. daily. For infor-

mation, call (212) 769-5200.

Baby Belugas
The first surviving beluga whales bom in

captivity are at New York's Aquarium for

Wildlife Conservation. The baby whales,

two males and one female, are now three

years old and will be the subject of a talk by

Louis Garibaldi, the Aquarium's director, on

Thursday, August 25, at 7:00 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater. He will also discuss the

approximately 65,000 belugas that roam the

arctic waters off Canada, Greenland, and

Alaska and will examine some of the

tremendous threats to these animals from

toxic pollution and subsistence hunting. For

ticket availability and information, call

(212)769-5606.

These events take place in the American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street in New York City. The
Kaufmann Theater is located in the Charles

A. Dana Education Wing. The Museum has

a pay-what-you-wish admission policy. For

more information about the Museum, call

(212)769-5100.

Roy Chapman Andrews, leader of the Museum's Third Asiatic Expedition to Inner Mongolia,

July 1926, collects a young kite.
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at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-
515). 500 South Broad. Meriden. CT 06450.

IVIerchandise/Gifts

PASSPORT CASE. Burgundy Leather. Solid Brass Plate
with your initials. Send $26.95 Cash or Check. Greentree
Enterprises, PO. Box 5459, Hillside, N.J. 07205.

Roman NumerdDigital Clock

Read the time in

Roman Numerals

•Si!e:18"x5''«3''

$00 * Full I -yr guarontee

pof raid
'MC, VISA, Am. Express

88/ •800-446-1037

CHANDLER DESIGN

RELAXATION TOOLS: New recycled Envirope ham-
mocks, accessories, our exclusive Hanging Chair.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Free brochure. (800)688-
8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt 4, Box 169, Louisa,
VA 23093.

IVIusic

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa. Latin Amer-
ica. Native American music, and more. Our new catalog
of traditional and modern CDs and cassettes is yours for

the asking. Write: Music of the Worid, RO. Box 3620,
Chapel Hill, NO 2751 5 or call (91 9) 932-9600.

Photo/Optical

Hmongfamily selling vegetables at a Missoula, Montana,farmer's market

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192(518)731-2610.
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Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania. Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness. Fan-

taste flora & feuna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and snorkel

Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts. Maciiu Pic-

chu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expeditions alive with

dazzling birds and tropical wildlife. Small groups, expert

guides, guaranteed departures. Free Brochures! Spe-

cial Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya. Tanzania, Uganda. Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey. Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AMAZON RAIN FOREST

YACUMAMA LODGE. Elegant, traditional wilderness

lodge. Cruise 100 miles into the remote rain forest.

^^ Abundant wildlife, pink dolphins,

•'^w, . pristine lakes. Private accomo-
' V dations, gourmet cuisine in

.^., , . s^i, total personal comfort.

,jmm&^ 1(800)854-0023

10629 N.Kendall Drive Miami, Florida 33176 (3051279-8494

AFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Tanzania. Kenya.
Botswana. Namibia. Excellent guides and itineraries.

Small groups or private safaris. Voyagers. Dept. NH,
Box915, Ithaca. NY 14851. (607)257-3091.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern
Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris. Box 49,

Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. I^aine and Canada.
Wilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

families, teens. Box 71 3H. Greenville. ME 04441
(207) 695-3668.

AMAZON RAINFOREST EXPLORATION with natu-

ralist guide. Stay at beautiful lodge/deep jungle camp.
Affordable rates, small groups/independent travelers.

Free brochure (800) 765-5657. Sol International.

13780 S.W. 56th St. 107. Miami FL 33175

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure,

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

BELIZE. TIKAL. COPAN. Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
- exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips

(800)552-3419, (218)847-4441.

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife, birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly depar-
tures. Free brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15
Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375. (800)53-TERRA

South American Adventures

•Galapagos Islands

•Patagonia/Peru
•Tikal/Belize

Call for 94/95 brochure
501 Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y. (212) 370-0555 1-800-872-4456

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON. Costa
Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 1 40 for free newsletter.

EXPLORE UNDERWATER LIFE. Spend a week
aboard the "MA/ Dream Too". Swim, Dive or Snorkel

with Wild Dolphin. Shark and Reef Creatures. 1-800-

741-5335 or 1-407-723-9312.

GALjAPAGOS-AMAZON. Best choice of cruises: Lux-

ury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800)53-TERRA.

COSTA I

The Amazon, Machu Picchu 8i more.

.^,^ The specialists in

Latin American

GALAPAGOS! — Excellent boats, small groups, natu-

ralist guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin

extension. Voyagers, Dept. NG, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851. (607)257-3091.

GALjAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Boliva options. Joseph Colley LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone. Randallstown, MD 21 133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led. natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-
ger yachts. Galapagos Travel. RO. Box 1220, San
Juan Bautista, CA 95045 (800)969-9014.

COSTARICA 'GALAPAGOS
ARCTIC • AUSTRALIA • ALASKA

BAJA • CARIBBEAN

Quality Natural History & Photography

Trips - 20 Years Experience

BIOLOGICALJOURNEYS
1G96N Ocean Dr.. McKinleyville. CA 95521

800-548-7555 or 707-839-0178

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY, COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,

Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,
Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group
holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.

Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

INDIA. NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, BORNEO, Indone-
sia, Vietnam. Tours, treks, safaris, overland adven-
tures. Huge selection. Affordable rates. Free color

catalogs. Himalayan Travel. 112 Prospect St., Stam-
ford, Ct 06901 . (800)225-2380. 24 hours.

LAOS* BUJZmA
QaLdc r- Jk^ '^''" '^"' ^""'''' C'"o'"e

Ar/ver,irur-e5 ^ 800-642-2742
Naliiicil Hisldiy, Wildlife. Culliirt'. Advcnluic

MACHU PICCHU & South America. Trekking the Inca

Trail. Amazon. Patagonia. Guaranteed
departures/customized itineraries. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St.. Forest Hills. NY
11375. (800)53-TERRA.

NOMADS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES: group and cus-

tom itineraries: Tuaregs of the Sahara. Timbuktu:
Mali's Dogon; Ethiopia's Omo Valley: Pygmies of the

CAR. Niger's Wodaabe festivals; Venezuela's
Yanomamo; Jivaro Indians in Ecuadonan Amazon:
Morocco's Berbers: Namibia's Himba; India; Ladakh:
Irian Jaya; Borneo; Indonesia; Turkey: Yemen; Oman;
Emirates. Natural history; Galapagos; Brazil: Ar-

gentina; Chile; Costa Rica; Botswana, Namibia; Zim-
babwe; South Africa. Turtle Tours, Inc, PO Box 1147,
Carefree, AZ 85377; tel: (602) 488-3688; fax (602)
488 3406.

GAL A P A G O S
COSTA R I C A

AFRICA
FirsI Class Cruises with Naturalist Guides.

Naural History Advenlures to Costa Rica

Tenled Safaris to Kenya, Tanzania. Rwanda Si

Botswana

10 years ol Quality Nalural History Trips

Worldwide

GEO
KXPKOITIONS

SOLAR ECLIPSE November 03. Camping in

southern Peru, best view point. Continue with

trekking the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Terra Ad-
ventures. 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills NY
11375. (800)53-TERRA.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours. Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. (800)225-2380.

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE! — Off the beaten path pho-
tographic tour for the November eclipse to Argentina.

Chile, and Bolivia. Group size limited. Voyagers.

DepL NE. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. (607)257-
3091.

VENEZUELA BIRDING AND NATURAL HISTORY
Low cost, customized itineraries. Other exceptional

eco-tour packages. Tread Lightly Limited. (800)643-

0060; (203)868-1710.

Explore Himalayan cultures and nature on 70 year round

tiiking & non-hiking trips. Professional sen/ice. Small gcoiips.

;-- JOGRNEYS
'catalog. 1-800-255-8735

4011 Jaclison Rd.DeptNH .Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 vj,

Himatavan Nature & Culture Exotorations since 1978. "

Rates and Style Information

$3.90 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $425 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts. All advertisements are accepted at NAT-
URAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money
order to: The Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the

above address. Please include your personal ad-

dress and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested category. Deadline—1st of the month,

two months prior to cover date.
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The Natural Moment

A Bee in

Every
Blossom

What's wrong with this picture? The honeybees visiting the

blooms of this orchid are dead. In its drive for nectar, each bee has

become stuck in a blossom, its thorax tightly wedged into the

narrow entrance. The orchid, however, is not carnivorous; the

dead bees demonstrate what can go wrong when humans

introduce a species into a new part of the world. The orchid

Dendrobiwn stratiotes is native to the Moluccas and western New
Guinea, where smaller, indigenous bees can easily reach the pool



of nectar within and can back out again to visit other flowers.

But once transplanted to Hawaii, where this photograph was

taken, the orchid becomes a death trap for the common
honeybee. Apis mellifera. which is itself foreign to the islands.

Such fatal mismatches between bees and flowers are rare, but

not surprising. Flowers and their poIUnators have evolved into

finely tuned systems in which pollinators are rewarded.

Orchids, in particular, have evolved features that attract specific

pollinators. This exclusivity may confer a reproductive

advantage on plants that are widely scattered throughout a rain

forest. Common honeybees, however, will visit almost any

flower to steal their reward, and in this case they

got caught.

—

R. A.

Photograph by Kjell B. Sandved



NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT
SINGLE
FOR 1993

JUST BAG IT!

or write:

Folbot, Inc. FACTORY DIRECT

PO Box 70877, Dept. NH PRICES — SATISFACTION "

Charleston, SC 29415 GUARANTEED

Rare Wood Egg Collecting
Over 1 50 different

woods from Africa,

India, Mexico. Brazil,

IWliddle-East, Asia, USA.

Send $1.00 for brochure & price list.

WOODS OF THE WORLD, INC.
897-B Nortfi Bend Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45224

800-234-5252

Call this toll-free

number now to give

the gift of

Natural History

Magazine

and Membership in

the American

Museum of

Natural History.

Authors

The first underwater wreck that Daniel

J. Lenihan (page 26) examined in Mi-

cronesia was the Leonora, the ship of the

notorious outlaw Bully Hayes, sunk in

1 874 off Kosrae. Side trips to Guam and

Truk Lagoon soon had him hooked on the

region's World War 11 remains. Chief of

the Submerged Cultural Resources Unit

of the National Park Service, Lenihan is

based in Santa Fe. He is currently work-

ing on projects to identify and preserve

American historical sites in foreign wa-

ters, as well as on a major survey of ship-

wrecks in Florida's national parks. For ad-

ditional reading he recommends The

Liberation ofGuam, by Harry Gailey

(Novate: Presidio Press, 1988); Kosrae:

The Sleeping Lady Awakens, by Harvey

Gordon Segal (Federated States of Mi-

cronesia: Kosrae Tourist Division, 1989);

and Operation Crossroads: The Atomic

Tests at Bikini Atoll, by Jonathan M.

Weisgall (Annapolis: Naval Institute

Press, 1994).

In 1962, while an undergraduate at the

City College of New York, Howard
Topoff (page 40) accepted a part-time

research position at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History. He never left.

His undergraduate project, sponsored by

the National Science Foundation, was a

behavioral and ecological study of army

ants. By the time he entered graduate

school, his doctoral thesis was half com-

pleted. For the next fifteen years, he con-

tinued field studies on the social behavior

of army ants, first in Panama and then at

the Museum's Southwestem Research

Station in the Chiricahua Mountains of

Arizona. Then an occupational hazard got

in the way. "Army ant colonies have tens

of thousand of workers," say Topoff, "and

it's virtually impossible to study them

without receiving multiple stings. Even-

tually, I developed a sensitivity to their

venom, and my reaction to it became pro-

gressively worse each year. During my
studies of army ants in Arizona, I fre-

quently encountered raids of slave-mak-

ing ants, and I gradually became fasci-

nated with the questions of how social

parasitism evolved. When I learned that

slave-making ants in the genus Polyergus

don't have stingers, I knew it was a done

deal." Topoff is currently a professor of

psychology at Hunter College of the City

University of New York, where he

teaches courses in animal behavior. At the

American Museum, he is a research asso-

ciate in the Department of Entomology.

For information on the biology and be-

havior of ants in general, he recommends

The Ants, by Bert HoUdobler and Edward

0. Wilson (Cambridge: Belknap Press,

1990). For a more detailed account of

colony takeover by queens of slave-mak-

ing ants, see Topoff 's article in the journal

Animal Behavior, vol. 46 (1993).
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Marine biologist Tierney Thys (page

36) is working toward her Ph.D. in the

Department of Zoology at Duke Univer-

sity in North Carolina. A native Califom-

ian and avid scuba diver since the age of

fifteen, she first became interested in

molas while diving in Monterey Bay sev-

eral years ago. "Monterey Bay has a truly

exotic assortment of fishes," she says,

"not only molas, but opahs and mako

sharks appear from the open ocean, while

gulper eels, hatchetfish, and dragonfish

emerge from the 7,000-foot-deep Mon-

terey Canyon. Add to that gray whales,

orcas, sea otters, seals, and sea lions, and

you have a marine biologists' heaven."

When she's not doing fieldwork during

the summers, Thys teaches comparative

vertebrate anatomy at Duke and pines for

the Pacific. Her photographic collaborator

on the mola article, Mike Johnson, has

spent four years taking pictures of the

marine life associated with drift kelp off

the coast of southern California. Johnson

holds a bachelor's degree in geography

from San Diego State University and is

working on his master's degree in educa-

tional technology.

American Museum of Natural History

THE JOURNEY OF ^^„,„,

ODYSSEUS
October 12-28, 1994

Mycenae

Tiryns

The Meditenanean, steeped in the mytholo-

gy of the ancient Greeks, is a treasure-trove

of legendary landmarks. Even after some

3,000 years. Homer's epic tale of the journey

of Odysseus throughout this region continues

to enchant romantics and inspire adventurers.

Malta

Tunis

Carthage

Corsica

Monte Circeo

Naples

Phlegrean Fields

Pompeii

Herculaneum

Aeolian Islands

Corfu

Ithaca

Athens

This fall, a team of American Museum and guest lecturers will lead an excit-

ing voyage retracing the wanderings of Odysseus, from the ancient city of

Troy to the mysterious islands in the farthest reaches of Homer's world. Join

us aboard the Stella Maris this fall as we re-create one of the great maritime

journeys of all time.

t \
ft—-^^^

ITALY
'K^^ /

Corsica \ Istanbul.
/

Bonifacio.
"

Naples
«^ - .Troy

TURKEY
(^ Lipari

Islands

Corfu \ GREECE
« ; Ithaca Ati,^r.c
''

! Mycenae, -Athens
^

Tunis. '""'^

*.-._

Nauplion
•
-

TUNISIA
Malta

-

Med terranean Sea

..Ji

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork,'NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York
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"I've always loved watching animals,

being out of doors, and learning about

peoples of other cultures," Lynne A. Is-

bell (page 48) recalls. "But I didn't realize

that you could make a cai-eer out of that

combination of interests until I read Jane

Goodall's books about chimpanzees.

Then it all came together for me." A na-

tive of southem California, Isbell com-

pleted her doctorate in animal behavior at

the University of California at Davis in

1990. As a student, she was oifered the

chance to study Amboseli vervets as part

of a long-term research project run by

husband-and-wife team Dorothy Cheney

and Robert Seyfarth at the University of

Pennsylvania. Now an assistant professor

in the Department of Anthropology at

Rutgers University, Isbell is researching

the comparative behavioral ecology of

patas and vervet monkeys. She has ob-

served red colobus monkeys at Kibale

Forest in Uganda, vervets in Kenya's Am-
boseli National Park, and patas and

vervets in Laikipia, Kenya. When she is

not working, Isbell enjoys playing volley-

ball, soccer, and slow-pitch softball. She

also likes training dogs "and generally,

just being around them." Three yeai's ago,

she married plant ecologist Truman

Young. They have a two-month-old son

named Peter.

Clive G. Jones (page 56) is a scientist

at the Institute of Ecosystem Studies

(lES) in Millbrook, New York. There he

studies how animals, from little Negev

snails to beavers and humans, affect the

functioning of their ecosystems, and how

environmental stress, in turn, affects

them. Another part of his research fo-

cuses on the effects of ozone and other

forms of air pollution on cottonwood

K 1

^r
-Tl

'

^^
|l-i

V

L-f ,^\^

trees, on the chewing and sucking insects

that feed on them, and on leaf pathogens.

Coauthor Moshe Shachak, right, has

been studying desert isopods, as well as

snails, for nearly twenty-five years. The

little, monogamous isopods are so abun-

dant that they account for more biomass

than any other animal in the deserts of

North Africa. As they turn over and aer-

ate the soil, they fill much the same role

that earthworms do in moister climates.

Shachak is an associate professor at Ben

Gurion University, the Blaustein Institute

for Desert Research, in Sede Boqer, Is-

rael, and an adjunct associate scientist at

EES. He is also interested in the ecology

of desertification. Normally an underwa-

ter photographer, Jeffrey L. Rotman,

says the snaH assignment was "a breath of

fresh air," although it meant getting going

very early in the morning, while the

desert rocks were still covered with dew.

Originally from Boston, Rotman has

lived in Israel for fifteen years, but he

travels all over the world on his mostly

watery assignments. For more on these

subjects, readers might turn to Linking

Species and Ecosystems, edited by Jones

and John Lawton (New York: Chapman

and Hall), which is due out this month. A
general treatment of how species affect

ecosystems can be found in "Organisms

as Ecosystem Engineers," by Jones, Law-

ton, and Shachak, published this year in

the journal Oikos (69:373-86).

The photographer of this month's "Nat-

ural Moment" is Kjell B. Sandved (page

74). A native of Norway, he started as a

publisher, producing encyclopedias of art

and music. In 1960, Sandved arrived at

the Smithsonian Institution's Museum of

Natural History, intending to spend six

months researching and collecting pho-

tographs for his next work, an encyclope-

dia of animals. He was so captivated by

the museum's vast collections and ex-

hibits that he became a volunteer there

and hasn't left yet. Never having taken a

photograph before starting at the mu-

seum, he began teaching himself nature

microphotography by trial and error.

After two years he joined the museum's

staff as a "scientist aide photographer"

and became the institution's only nature

photographer and filmmaker. Working on

his own book projects, Sandved

has traveled around the world.

One of his most popular cre-

ations was his "butterfly alpha-

bet," a poster with each letter

and Arabic numerals through 9

formed by the naturally occur-

ring patterns of the scales on but-

terfly wings. After twenty years

spent examining the wings of

uncounted numbers of butterflies

and moths around the world,

Sandved finally found all the let-

ters he needed. To photograph

the orchid and bees in this issue, Sandved

used a Nikon camera with bellows and

Zeiss Luminar lenses.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Exploring the world with expert lecturers

CRUISES

Images of Indonesia

Sept. 17 - Oct. 1, 1994

Journey of Odysseus

October 12-28, 1994

Galapagos Islands

January 6-18, 1995

and

January 13-25, 1995

Sacred Cities of

Southeast Asia

January 9-31, 1995

Sailing the Caribbean

Aboard the Sea Cloud
January 19-26, 1995

Baja Whale Watching
Expedition

February 21 - March 2, 1995

Natural History

of New Zealand
February 22 - March 8, 1995

Natural Treasures

OF Costa Rica and Panama
March 15-25, 1995

Island World of Japan

April, 1995

Exploring Alaska's

Coastal Wildnerness

July, 1995

DISCOVERY CRUISES
AND TOURS

The American Museum of Natural

History, a world leader in scientif-

ic exploration throughout its 125-

year history, created the first muse-

um educational travel program in

the country in 1953. Reflecting

American Museum exhibition and

research interests, Discovery

Cruises and Tours give partici-

pants an opportunity to explore

some of the world's greatest

wildlife areas, archeological sites

and exotic cultural centers in the

company of distinguished scien-

tists and educators. Each tour

reflects our commitment to further

the educational experience through

a first-hand understanding and

appreciation of the natural world.

TRAIN TRIPS

Beijing to Moscow
September 15-30, 1994

Beijing to Hanoi

Oct. 25 -Nov. 12, 1994'

LAND PROGRAMS

Tibet: Journey to the

Roof of the World
September 2-19, 1994

Morocco: The Road of

A Thousand Kasbahs

Sept. 24 - October 8, 1994

Botswana: Desert & Delta

Sept. 30 - October 15, 1994

Himalayan Wildlife

India and Nepal

November 3-21, 1994

Holidays in Kenya
Dec. 20, 1994 -Jan. 3, 1995

Around the World
BY Private Jet

January 19 -Feb. 21, 1995

Natural Treasures

of Costa Rica

February 4-16, 1995

Southern India: A Cultural

Pilgrimage to the

Land of the Ramayana
February 4-22, 1994

Patagonian Andes

OF Chile

February 7-21, 1995

The Peoples of Bali

February 22 - March 5, 1995

Mexico's Ancient

Civilizations

March 3-15, 1995

The Peoples of Tanzania

March 3-19, 1995

Israel Through the Ages
May, 1995

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th St. New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York or

V Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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All V^nrysler ^corporation vehicles made

since January, 1994 nave air conditioners

tnat use L-xC-Iree retrigerants. 1 hanks to

saler substitutes and system redesigns, we are

years ahead ol government guidelines, it s

just one small step to solving a problem

that s been hanging over all our heads.
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DO NOT FIDDLE

A moment is called a moment because it

doesn't last forever. Think of sunsets

A child's surprise. A Labrador's licky

kiss. This is precisely why the

Nikon N50"' has the simple "Simple"

switch on the top of the camera:

you can take a brilliant SLR

quality photograph before

THE NIKON N50

you can say click. True, there is something

very like a quantum light physics

dissertation going on inside the

N50 while you're doing it, but you

need not attend. Simply point and

shoot and trust Nikon technology to

Nikon.
We take the world's
greatest picturesr

\burs.

deliver sharp, clear memories neNsohoasisAuio/ocus.
Automatic 3D Matrix

,, , . Metering, Focus Tracking.

at, well, a moment s notice, a /,uiit-in ttl flash.
and other neat features—
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Nature's Infinite Book

Zebras and the

Anna Karenina

Principle
What can Tolstoy teach us about ourfaUure to

domesticate certain animals?

by Tared Diamond

"Happy families are all alike; every un-

happy family is unhappy in its own way."

What did Tolstoy mean by that arresting

first sentence of his great novel Anna
Karenina!

I suppose he meant that to be happy a

marriage must succeed in many different

respects, and that failure in any one of

those essential elements can spoil marital

happiness. Sexual attraction does not as-

sure agreement about money, while nei-

ther sexual attraction nor agreement about

money assures likemindedness about

child discipline, in-laws, religion, and

other touchy issues. Happy marriages are

all alike because the couples have

achieved a good match in those and other

respects. Unhappy marriages are different

from one another because there are many
possible causes of marital failure.

This Anna Karenina principle can be

extended to understanding much about Ufe

besides marriage. We tend to seek easy,

single-factor explanations for success, but

for most important things, success re-

quires avoiding many possible causes of

failure. The Anna Karenina principle is on

my mind now because it illuminates a

question about animal domestication that

has enormous significance for human his-

tory. Why have so many seemingly suit-

able, big, wild mammal species, such as

zebras and peccaries, never been domesti-

cated, and why were the successful do-

mesticates almost exclusively Eurasian?

Geographic differences among the con-

tinents affected the domestication of

plants, which, in turn, affected the even-

tual collisions between peoples (see "Spa-

cious Skies and Tilted Axes," May 1994).

The outcome of those collisions was that

Eurasian peoples subjugated Native Aus-

tralians, Native Americans, and sub-Saha-

ran Africans, rather than vice versa. Yet at

least as significant for human history were

geographic factors affecting big domestic

mammals. The most spectacular example

was the military role of Eurasia's horses in

the New World. Horses enabled Cortes

and Pizarro, leading only small bands of

adventurers, to overthrow the Aztec and

Inca empires, respectively. Of equal im-

portance, domestic animals were the ulti-

mate sources of the germs that evolved

into Eurasian human diseases such as

smallpox and flu. Those diseases deci-

mated the Aztecs, Incas, and many other

non-Eurasian peoples lacking prior expo-

sure.

Even in peacetime, big, domestic mam-
mals bring enormous advantages to

human societies possessing them—as

sources of meat, milk, fertilizer, wool, and

hides. Until the Industrial Revolution, they

were the chief agents of land transport and

power. Domestic animals led to denser

human populations and made possible the

food surpluses and transport required to

support the non-food-producing special-

ists of stratified societies, such as full-time

craftspeople, scribes, kings, and soldiers.

Domestic animals, along with cultivated

plants, ultimately explain why literacy,

empires, and steel weapons developed

earlier in Eurasia than in other continents.

None of those three tools of conquest

arose in aboriginal Australia, steel

weapons were absent from pre-Columbian

America, and writing did not develop in-

dependently in sub-Saharan Africa.

All those consequences for human his-

tory spring from the domestication of sur-

prisingly few species of big, terrestrial,

herbivorous mammals. If one defines

"big" as "weighing more than 100

pounds," then only fourteen such species

were domesticated before the twentieth

century. Nine of those Ancient Fourteen

—

the Arabian camel, Bactrian camel,

llama/alpaca (distinct breeds of the same

ancestral species), donkey, reindeer, water

buffalo, yak, banteng, and gaur—were im-

portant only in very limited areas of the

globe. Five others spread worldwide.

Those Big Five of mammal domestication

are the cow, sheep, goat, pig, and horse.

At this point I hear shouts of reader

protest: you forgot elephants! What about

the African war elephants with which

Hannibal's armies crossed the Alps, and

what about the Asian elephants stifl used

as work animals in Southeast Asia today?

No, I didn't forget them, and that brings

me to an important distinction. Elephants

have been tamed, but never domesticated.

A domesticated animal is defined as an an-

imal selectively bred in captivity, and

thereby modified from its wild ancestors,

for use by humans who control the ani-

mal's breeding and food supply. To appre-

ciate the resultant modifications, just com-

pare such dog breeds as Pekingese,

dachshund, or Great Dane with an ances-

tral wolf. All other domestic animals as
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well have been bred to differ from their

wild ancestors—whether in size, color,

wool, or milk output. In contrast, Hanni-

bal's elephants were, and Asian work ele-

phants are, wild elephants that were cap-

tured and tamed, not bred in captivity.

The wild ancestors of the Ancient Four-

teen were distributed unequally over the

globe. South America had only one such

ancestor, which gave rise to the llama and

alpaca. North America, Australia, and

sub-Saharan Africa had none at all. The

lack of domestic mammals indigenous to

sub-Saharan Africa is especially astonish-

ing, since a main reason that tourists travel

to Africa today is to see its abundant and

diverse species of big, herbivorous, wild

mammals. In contrast, the wild ancestors

of thirteen of the Ancient Fourteen (in-

cluding all of the Big Five) were confined

to Eurasia. (For the purposes of this dis-

cussion, in several cases "Eurasia" in-

cludes North Africa, which biogeographi-

cally and in many aspects of human
culture is more closely related to Eurasia

than to sub-Saharan Africa.) The very un-

equal distribution of wild ancestral species

was an important factor in determining

that Eurasians, rather than peoples of other

continents, were the ones to end up with

guns, germs, and steel. How can we ex-

plain that unequal distribution?

Part of the reason is simply that Eurasia

has the largest number of big, terrestrial,

wild mammal species, whether or not an-

cestral to a domesticated species. Let's de-

fine a "candidate for domestication" as

any terrestrial herbivorous or omnivorous

mammal species (one not predominantly a

carnivore) weighing more than 100

pounds. As shown in the table below,

Eurasia has the most candidates, seventy-

two species, just as it has the most species

in many other plant and animal groups.

That's because Eurasia is the world's

Success Rates for

Mammal
Domestication

largest land mass. It is also very diverse

ecologically, with habitats ranging from

vast tropical rain forests to equally exten-

sive tundras and deserts. Sub-Saharan

Africa has fewer candidates, fifty-one spe-

cies, just as it has fewer species in most

other plant and animal groups, simply be-

cause it is smaller and ecologically less di-

verse than Eurasia.

The Americas may formerly have had

as many candidates as Africa, but most

American big mammal species became

extinct about 1 1 ,000 years ago, when an-

cestral Indians first colonized the Ameri-

cas. Among those now-extinct candidates

were species, including North American

horses and camels, that would probably

have been domesticated had they sur-

vived. Unlike African and Eurasian mam-
mals, which coevolved with humans and

learned to fear us as we slowly developed

our hunting skills over millions of years,

most American big mammals suddenly

encountered humans at a time when our

hunting skills were already highly ad-

vanced. These mammals were probably

fearless, as animals of remote islands col-

onized only recently by humans still are

today. They would have been easy prey,

quickly exterminated by the first Ameri-

cans.

Australia, the smallest and most iso-

lated continent, now has only one candi-

date, the red kangaroo. Australia once had

other big mammals (giant kangaroos and

rhinolike marsupials), but as in the Amer-

icas—and probably for the same rea-

sons—they became extinct when the first

humans arrived.

Although Eurasia was the continent

with the most candidate species of wild

mammals to start out with, that is not the

whole explanation for the continent's edge

in animal domestication. The percentage

of candidates actually domesticated is

Eurasia ;" Sub-Saharan Africa The Americas Australia

Candidates* 72

Domesticated' species 13

Percentage of 18

candidates domesticated

*terrestrial, noncamivorous mamfnals weighing more timn 100 pounds

highest in Eurasia (18 percent), and is es-

pecially low in sub-Saharan Africa (0 per-

cent: no species domesticated out of fifty-

one candidates!). Surprisingly, many
species of African and American mam-
mals that were never domesticated had

close Eurasian relatives or counterparts

that were bred for use by humans. Why
were Eurasia's horses domesticated but

not Africa's zebras? Why Eurasia's pigs

but not American peccaries or Africa's

three species of true wild pigs? Why Eura-

sia's five species of wild cattle (aurochs,

water buffalo, yak, gaur, banteng) but not

the African buffalo or American bison?

Why the Asian mouflon sheep (ancestor of

our domestic sheep) but not the North

American bighorn?

Cultural anthropologists might wonder

whether there were continent-wide differ-

ences among people themselves that

somehow made Eurasians especially re-

ceptive to domestic mammals. Perhaps,

for instance, Africans found it superfluous

to tend domestic stock because of Africa's

abundance of wild game on the hoof. That

explanation is refuted by Africans' ready

adoption of Eurasia's Big Five mammals
when they were finally introduced to sub-

Saharan Africa. African peoples who ac-

quired those Eurasian mammals—notably

the Bantu farmers, the Khoi herders of

southem Africa, and people of medieval

west African kingdoms—thereby gained a

huge advantage over other African peo-

ples and displaced them. Similarly, abo-

riginal Tasmanians immediately adopted

European dogs, and Patagonian and Great

Plains Indians immediately adopted Euro-

pean horses and used them to terrorize In-

dians without horses. Hence the explana-

tion for the little or no domestication in the

Americas or Africa lies with the locally

available wild mammals themselves, not

with the local people.

A first stage in the domestication of

wild animals is taming and keeping them

as pets. Virtually all traditional human so-

cieties have kept pets. The variety of wild

animals thus tamed is far greater than the

variety eventually domesticated and in-

cludes some species that we would

scarcely have imagined as pets: young

grizzly bears, kept by the Ainu people of

Japan; kangaroos and cassowaries in the

New Guinea villages where I work; os-

preys in the Solomon Islands; and hyenas,

cheetahs, giraffes, and gazelles kept by the

ancient Egyptians. Why did so few species

that became pets emerge as domestic ani-

mals? More than a century ago, Francis

Gallon offered a succinct answer: "It

Andrew Rakoczy; Bruce Coleman. Inc.
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would appear that every wild animal has

had its chance of being domesticated, that

those few which fulfilled... [certain] con-

ditions were domesticated long ago, but

that the large remainder, who failed some-

times in only one small particular, are des-

tined to perpetual wildness."

Three facts confirm Galton's view that

early herding peoples quickly domesti-

cated all big mammal species suitable for

that fate. First, all big mammals whose ini-

tial domestication can be dated by archeo-

logical evidence were domesticated be-

tween about 8000 and 2500 B.C. The era of

domestication began with the sheep, goat,

and pig and ended with the Arabian and

Bactrian camels and the water buffalo.

Since 2500 B.C. there have been no signif-

icant additions.

Second, several of those ancient domes-

ticates, including the pig and cow, were in-

dependently domesticated in several dif-

ferent parts of Eurasia. This reemphasizes

that they really were the most suitable spe-

cies and repeatedly attracted the domesti-

cation efforts of diverse peoples. Finally,

not even modem geneticists, exercising

far more draconian control over animal

breeding than did ancient peoples, have

been able to add to the Ancient Fourteen.

Recent, well-organized efforts to domesti-

cate the moose, elk, eland, and American

bison have achieved only limited success,

while efforts with zebras had to be aban-

doned.

In all, of the world's 148 big, wild, ter-

restrial, herbivorous mammals—the can-

didates for domestication—only fourteen

passed the test. Why did the other 134 spe-

cies fail? To which conditions was Francis

Galton referring when he spoke of them as

"destined to perpetual wildness"?

8 Natural History 9/94



In accordance with the Anna Karenina

principle, a candidate wild species must

possess many different characteristics to

be domesticated. Lack of any one require-

ment dooms efforts at domestication, just

as it dooms efforts at building a happy

marriage. Playing marriage counselor to

the zebra-human partnership and other ill-

sorted pairs, we can recognize at least six

reasons for failed domestication:

Diet: Every time that an animal eats a

plant or another animal, the conversion of

food biomass into the consumer's biomass

involves an efficiency of much less than

100 percent: typically about 10 percent.

That is, it takes about 10,000 pounds of

com to produce a 1 ,000-pound cow. If you

want 1 ,000 pounds of carnivore, you have

to feed it 10,000 pounds of herbivore

grown on 100,000 pounds of com. As a re-

sult of this fundamental inefficiency, no

mammahan carnivore has ever been do-

mesticated as a food animal. (No, it's not

because its meat would be tough or taste-

less: we eat carnivorous wild fish all the

time, and I can personally attest to the de-

licious flavor of lion-burger.) The nearest

thing to an exception is the dog, which

was raised for food in Polynesia and Aztec

Mexico and still is in parts of Asia. How-
ever, dogs are not strict carnivores but om-

nivores, as you can confirm by reading the

list of ingredients on any bag of dog food.

Dogs reared for food are efficiently fat-

tened on vegetables and garbage. Even

among herbivores and omnivores, some

species, such as koalas, are too finicky in

their plant preferences to have been do-

mesticated.

Growth rate: To be worth keeping, do-

mesticates must also grow quickly. That

eliminates gorillas and elephants, even

though they are vegetarians with ad-

mirably nonfinicky food preferences and

represent a lot of meat. What would-be

gorilla rancher or elephant rancher would

wait ten to fifteen years for his herd to

reach adult size? Modem Asians who
want work elephants find it much cheaper

to capture them from the wild and tame

them.

Problems of captive breeding: We hu-

mans don't like to have sex under the

watchful eyes of others; some potentially

valuable animal species don't like to ei-

ther. That's what derailed efforts to do-

mesticate cheetahs, the swiftest of all land

animals, despite our strong motivation to

do so for thousands of years. Tame chee-

tahs were prized by ancient Egyptians, an-

cient Assyrians, and modem Indians as

hunting animals infinitely superior to

dogs. One Mogul emperor of India kept a

stable of a thousand cheetahs. But despite

the large investments that many wealthy

princes made, all their cheetahs were

caught in the wild and tamed. The princes'

efforts to breed cheetahs in captivity

failed, and even biologists in modem zoos

did not achieve their first successful chee-

tah birth until 1960. One reason is that in

the wild a group of cheetah brothers chase

a female for several days, and that rough

courtship over large distances seems to be

required to get the female to ovulate or to

become sexually receptive. Captive chee-

tahs usually refuse to carry out that elabo-

rate courtship ritual. A similar problem

has derailed efforts to breed the vicuria, an

Andean wild camel highly prized for its

fine, light wool.

Nasty disposition: Some animal species

are more vicious than others, and species

that regularly try to kill their human care-

takers do not make good livestock. That's

what prevented the Ainus from domesti-

cating grizzly bears, which they tradition-

ally captured as cubs but wisely slaugh-

tered within a year. Africa's buffaloes,

hippos, and rhinos all represent a ton or

more of meat on the hoof and would have

been ideal livestock—had they not been

the most dangerous and unpredictable of

African mammals.

Few people would be surprised at the

disqualification of those notoriously vi-

cious candidates. But there are other dis-

qualified candidates whose difficult and

dangerous dispositions are not so well

known. The eight species of wild equids,

for instance, vary greatly in disposition.

Two of them, the horse and the North

African ass (ancestor of the donkey), were

successfully domesticated. The closely re-

lated onager, or Asiatic ass, seems to have

been used for cross-breeding and incipient

domestication experiments in ancient

times, but its evil temper caused those at-

tempts to be abandoned. Africa's zebras

proved even worse. They were tried out as

draft animals in the nineteenth century in

what is now South Africa, and eccentric

Lord Walter Rothschild hitched zebras to

his carriage on the streets of London. But

zebras become impossibly dangerous as

they grow older. They have the unpleasant

habit of biting a person and not letting go

until the victim is dead. As killers of

zookeepers, zebras rank not far behind

lions and tigers. As a result, it has been im-

possible to saddle or ride zebras, and

South African enthusiasm for their domes-

tication waned.

Tendency to panic: Big mammalian
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herbivore species react to danger from

predators or humans in different ways.

Some species are nervous, fast, and pro-

grammed for instant flight when they per-

ceive a threat. Other species are slower,

less nervous, seek protection in herds,

stand their ground when threatened, and

don't run until necessary. Most species of

deer and antelopes are of the former type,

while sheep and goats are of the latter.

Naturally, the nervous species are diffi-

cult to keep in captivity. If penned, they

are likely to panic, and will either die of

shock or batter themselves to death against

the fence in their attempts to escape.

That's true, for example, of gazelles,

which for thousands of years were by far

the most frequently hunted game species

of the Fertile Crescent, cradle of Western

civilization. There is no mammal that the

first settled people of the Fertile Crescent

had more opportunity to domesticate than

the gazelle. But no gazelle species has

ever been domesticated. Just imagine try-

ing to herd an animal that bolts and blindly

bashes itself against walls, that can leap as

much as thirty feet forward, and run at a

speed of fifty miles per hour!

Social structure: Almost all species of

domesticated large mammals prove to be

ones whose wild ancestors share three so-

cial characteristics: they live in herds; they

maintain a well-developed dominance hi-

erarchy among herd members; and the

herds occupy overlapping home ranges

rather than mutually exclusive territories.

For example, herds of wild horses consist

of one stallion and up to a half dozen

mares and their foals. Mare A dominates

mares B, C, D, E; mare B is submissive to

A but dominates C, D, and E; and so on.

When the herd is on the move, its mem-
bers maintain a stereotyped order: in the

rear, the stallion; in the front, the top-rank-

ing female, followed by her foals in order

of age, with the youngest first; and behind

her, the other mares in order of rank, each

followed by her foals in order of age. In

that way, many adults can coexist in the

herd without constant fighting.

Such social structure is ideal for domes-

tication, because humans in effect take

over the hierarchy. Domestic horses of a

pack line follow the human leader instead

of the top-ranking female. Herds or packs

of sheep, goats, cows, and ancestral dogs

(wolves) have a similar hierarchy. As
young animals grow up in such a herd,

they imprint on the animals that they regu-

larly see nearby. In the wild, those are

members of their own species, but captive

young herd animals also see humans

nearby and become imprinted on them.

Because herd members tolerate one an-

other in the wild, they can also be bunched

up and penned.

Solitaiy territorial animals cannot be

herded. They do not tolerate one another,

they do not become imprinted on humans,

and they are not instinctively submissive.

Who ever saw a line of wild cats following

a human, or allowing themselves to be

herded by one? Every cat lover knows that

cats are not submissive to humans in the

way that dogs instinctively are. Cats and

ferrets are the .only solitary, territorial

mammal species that were domesticated,

because our motive for domesticating

them was not to herd them in large groups

raised for food, but to keep them as

hunters or pets.

While most solitary territorial species

have not been domesticated, it is not con-

versely the case that most herd species can

be domesticated. Most can't, for one of

several additional reasons.

First, herds of many species do not have

overlapping home ranges but instead

maintain exclusive territories against other

herds. It is no more possible to pen two

such herds together than it is to pen two

males of a solitary species. For instance,

vicufias live in herds of up to ten animals,

consisting of one male, his harem, and

their young. But each herd has an exclu-

sive feeding territory and also an exclusive

sleeping territory. This behavior, as well as

finicky mating habits, prevented domesti-

cation of vicuiias.

Second, many species live in herds for

only part of the year, becoming combative

and teixitorial during the breeding season.

Most deer and antelope species follow this

pattern, a crucial factor that disqualified all

of Africa's social antelope species.

Finally, the social systems of many herd

species, again including most deer and an-

telope, are not well-defined dominance hi-

erarchies, so the animals are not instinc-

tively prepared to become imprinted on a

leader (and hence to become misimprinted

on humans). Although many deer and an-

telope species have been tamed (think of

all those true Bambi stories), one never

sees tame deer and antelopes driven in

herds like sheep. That problem also de-

railed domestication of North American

bighorn sheep, which belong to the same

genus as Asiatic mouflons, ancestor of our

domestic sheep. Bighorns are similar to

mouflons with one crucial exception: they

lack the mouflon's stereotyped submis-

siveness to dominant individuals.

Bighorns illustrate the paradox that

close relatives of domesticated species

often are not themselves domesticable.

Other examples are the zebra and onager

(closely related to the horse and donkey),

the African buffalo (cow and water buf-

falo), and the vicufia (llama/alpaca). A
final example can be found in Ferisso-

dactyla, the order of odd-toed hoofed

maiTimals that includes horses, rhinos, and

tapirs. The two perissodactyls that have

been domesticated—the horse and the

North African ass—belong to the same

genus. No species of tapir or rhinoceros

has ever been domesticated, although do-

mestic tapirs would have been great assets

to Native Americans and domestic rhinos

would have been great assets to Africans.

Just picture what a charge of African cav-

alry mounted on rhinos would have done

to the ranks of would-be conquering Euro-

pean soldiers! Alas for Native Americans

and Africans, all tapir species are solitary,

and rhinos are territorial (at least males are

in the breeding season) and dangerously

nasty, disqualifying them as domesticates.

In short, Eurasians' advantages—guns,

germs, and steel—were in large part the

luck of the draw: Europeans happened to

inherit many more species of domestica-

ble, large, wild, mammalian herbivores

than did people of the other continents.

Small and isolated, Australia had few can-

didates to begin with, and all but one of

them became extinct (were extermi-

nated?) when the first human hunters

reached Aush'alia. The Americas initially

had many candidates, but most of them

also disappeared when human hunters ar-

rived. Only Eurasia and Africa escaped

massive late-Pleistocene extinctions of big

mammals because mammals of those con-

tinents had coevolved with humans for a

long time. Unlike their Australian and

American counterpails, they weren't sud-

denly exposed to humans late in our evo-

lutionary history, when our hunting skills

were already highly developed.

On all continents, most candidates for

domestication were eliminated by the

Anna Karenina principle. Humans and

most animals make an unhappy marriage,

for one or more of the many possible rea-

sons cited: animal diet, growth rate, mat-

ing habits, disposition, tendency to panic,

and social organization. Tolstoy would

have approved of the insight offered by an

earlier author. Saint Matthew: "Many are

called, but few are chosen."

Jared Diamond is a physiologist and evo-

lutionary biologist at UCLA Medical

School.
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Tffls Vffiw OF Life

Lucy on the Earth in Stasis
Ethiopian hominids were in no huny to become human—and an evolutionist is not surprised

by Stephen Jay Gould

Queen Victoria, just a bit behind the

times as usual, took her first journey by

railroad in 1842—from Windsor to Lon-

don (by 1840, the United States already

had 2,816 miles of track in operation,

while England boasted 1,331 miles). Be-

yond this royal symbol, 1842 was a good

year for change in general. Darwin com-

posed his first sketch of the theory of nat-

ural selection (followed, in 1844, by an

expanded draft and finally, in 1859, by a

published version. The Origin ofSpecies).

And in Loclisley Hall, Alfred, Lord Ten-

nyson, wrote the most famous of all Victo-

rian lines about the inevitability of change:

"Let the great world spin forever down the

ringing grooves of change."

I unite Tennyson's line with Victoria

and rail transport for several reasons, most

literally because Tennyson himself later

wrote that his striking, though peculiar,

metaphor for change (both visual and

aural) arose from a misperception during

his own first journey by rail: "When I went

by the first train from Liverpool to Man-

chester (1830), I thought that the wheels

ran in a groove. It was a black night and

there was such a vast crowd round the

train at the station that we could not see the

wheels. Then I made this line."

We are beset by dualities, perhaps be-

cause nature favors pairings, but more, I

suspect, because our mind works as a di-

chotomizing machine: night and day, sun

and moon, male and female, life and death

{the question, as Hamlet told us). Among
the organizing dualities of our conscious-

ness, change and constancy stands out as

perhaps the deepest and most pervasive.

Heraclitus said that we can't step twice

into the same river, while his contempo-

rary Pythagoras tried to extract invariance

from the world's overt complexity by dis-

covering simple regularities in number

and geometry—a scholar's dream still

pursued, as by Bertrand Russell in our day.

when he included among the three pas-

sions of his life, "1 have tried to apprehend

the Pythagorean power by which number

holds sway above the flux."

These deep dualities cannot be ana-

lyzed in terms of truth and falsity, for the

two sides are both and neither. In our

struggles to comprehend this immensely

puzzling and amazingly intricate universe,

both themes of change and themes of con-

stancy yield crucial insights for different

questions and different scales. Since the

two sides of this duality are equally true

and useful, the favoring of one or the other

at various, fluctuating times in the history

of science becomes our best illustration of

social impact upon a process that mythol-

ogy regards as free of personal preference

and driven exclusively by observation

—

for no organizing construct of the mind

can be more sociaOy and politically influ-

enced than our transient preference for ei-

ther change or stability as the essential na-

ture of the universe.

JMlany periods of Westem history have

favored stability if only as a supposed nat-

ural buttress to a ruling political hierarchy

of monarchs and nobles or popes and bish-

ops. But a fundamental tenet of Westem

life, at least since the late eighteenth cen-

tury, has proclaimed change as natural and

constant. Social conservatives may rail

and moan, visionaries and romantics may

dance and sing, but the ringing grooves

have dominated our view of the world for

the past two centuries at least. Belief in

change as nature's essential way blos-

somed in the eighteenth-century age of

revolutions, with America and France

leading a sometimes ambiguous way,

flourished with the subsequent wave of ro-

manticism in the arts, and reached an

apogee (for Tennyson chose his metaphor

wisely) with the even more ambiguous

Victorian triumph of industrial and colo-

nial expansion.

Evolution is a fact of nature—one that

could probably not have been perceived,

and certainly not widely promulgated, be-

fore preference for change in this cardinal

duality swept the Westem world. But evo-

lution also enjoyed a much easier path to

acceptance in Darwin's century because

its central theme of change meshed so well

with prevailing social context. Biological

evolution, with its unbeatable combina-

tion of empirical truth and social fit, there-

fore became the quintessential theory of

change within Westem science.

Obviously, I do not write this essay to

challenge evolutionary change because

one side of its popularity has a social root.

But I do wish to stress the importance of

acknowledging social influence as the best

possible antidote to overconfidence about

our perception of truth and the best spur to

healthy skepticism and self-examination.

Much of what we regard as empirically

proven, or logically necessaiy, may only

be a contingent reflection of transient so-

cial preferences. And if notions of change

as nature's essence rank among the

strongest of these social preferences, then

we need to be especially skeptical when

we weigh our assumptions about the char-

acter of change.

Social preference extends beyond a

simple belief in change as essential to a set

of assumptions about the nature of change.

In particular, we usually view change as

intrinsic and continuous, not rare and

episodic. That is, we wish to conceptualize

change as its own form of constancy, to

define systems by their changes, and to

view continuous alteration as a nonnal

state—particularly of systems undergoing

biological evolution.

But other theories of change ai"e just as

consistent with the general view of a uni-

verse driven by alteration. For example,

stability might reign most of the time, and

change might be a rare event, usually of
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substantial magnitude and occurring only

when stresses impact a system beyond its

capacity to absorb without substantial

modification. In this alternative view, sta-

bility is the norm for most systems most of

the time—and change, while driving the

universe in the fullness of vast scales and

long times, is absent at almost any given

moment.

This conflict between change as contin-

uous and steady versus rapid and episodic

underlies many debates in the history of

science—the great late-eighteenth through

early-nineteenth-century struggle (when

general theories of change had just be-

come dominant and were therefore flexing

muscles and dividing turf) between uni-

formitarianism and catastrophism for the

physical history of the earth and the bio-

logical alteration of faunas, or (to cite a

contemporary skirmish of much smaller

scale) the debate between punctuated

equilibrium and gradualism for the proc-

ess of speciation in biological lineages.

I shall not hide my preferences and bi-

ases. I helped to devise the theory of punc-

tuated equilibrium with Niles Eldredge in

1972, and we rejoiced last year in the ma-

jority of our child (now able to drink, in

addition to driving and voting—but not,

we pray, at the same time). I have cheered

from the sidelines (and occasionally given

a boost in these essays) as catastrophic

theories of mass extinction make their

comeback in the virtual proof now avail-

able for extraterrestrial impact as the trig-

ger of the Cretaceous-Tertiary dying.

I am not a foe of gradual change; I be-

lieve that this style of alteration often pre-

vails. But I do think that punctuational

change writes nature's primary signa-

ture—and I am convinced that our diffi-

culty in conceptualizing this style of alter-

ation arises from social and psychological

bias rather than from any shyness of na-

ture in printing its John Hancock (so con-

spicuously that the king might read it

without his spectacles—although we poor

ordinary mortals often seem blind, how-

ever prominent the signature).

I have come to understand, in a differ-

ent and personal way, that an equation of

evolution with a belief in continuous

change as nature's norm sets the most per-

vasive misconception of life's history in

the general culture of intelligent and well-

educated lay audiences. At this point in

my mid-career as a writer and lecturer, I

have given so many hundreds of talks, and

received so many thousands of letters, that

I have a good sense of recurring themes

and their relative frequencies. Some ques-

tions arise rarely; a few are unique and

wonderfully idiosyncratic or challenging.

But other questions occur with such pre-

dictable regularity that they inspire such

cliched comments as, "If only I had a dol-

lai" for each time I've heard that one, I

could retire to a life of indolent luxury."

I do not regard these inevitable ques-

tions as stupid in any sense. Quite the con-

trary: I hear them every time I speak be-

cause they are good questions coming

from the heart of human concem, interest,

"He wants a system with lots ofmemory, but without a mouse.

"

and puzzlement. But such questions are

often based on deep misconceptions about

the nature of evolution. In fact, people get

stuck on these questions precisely because

they grasp (however dimly) an inconsis-

tency between the empirical world and a

formulation that seems exclusive or in-

evitable according to their understanding

of evolutionary theory. The solution does

not lie in revising facts, but in forcing a

conceptual reformulation that switches the

facts from anomaly to expectation.

My two most common questions (really

less and more sophisticated versions of the

same concem) are rooted in the fallacy of

assuming that evolution means continuous

change, and that stability must therefore

count as the most puzzling of anomalies.

The first, less sophisticated version simply

asks: "Where is human evolution going in

the future?"

Questions are not neutral; they presup-

pose a list of assumptions that may be

quite long and complex. This query begins

with a belief that evolution is always

going somewhere and that we would espe-

cially like to know where such a universal

process will lead parochial little us. I feel

that I can only respond with a question of

my own: "Why do you think that we are or

ought to be going anywhere?" I then try to

explain that human bodily form has been

stable for tens of thousands of years (dur-

ing which everything that we call civiliza-

tion has been built without substantial al-

teration in any physical aspect of brains or

bodies that the fossil record might pre-

serve). I then add that stability on scales of

hundreds of thousands to millions of years

is a norm and expectation for large, suc-

cessful, geographically widespread popu-

lations. Evolution tends to be concentrated

in events of branching speciation, and

such events usually occur in small and iso-

lated populations. Humans live all over

the world, move vigorously from place to

place, and maintain an apparently unstop-

pable habit of interbreeding everywhere

they go—therefore we permit ourselves

no opportunity for isolation and speciation

(unless you want to construct a science fic-

tion scenario about space colonies). Thus,

I can only answer this most inevitable of

questions by saying that we are unlikely to

be going anywhere in the ordinary course

of things (all bets are off with such cultur-

ally devised phenomena as genetic engi-

neering), and that evolutionary theory pre-

dicts and expects such stability.

The more sophisticated version comes

from listeners who already know the facts

of long-term recent stability, regard the sit-
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uation as strongly anomalous, have

thought about it, and have devised a po-

tential explanation (which would be quite

sensible if the misconceived equation of

evolution with continuous change were

valid): "Does the recent stability of human

bodily form arise because culture has sup-

pressed the mthless action of natural se-

lection and halted the process of weeding

out the unfit, thus blocking adaptive evo-

lutionary change?"

I try to answer this version in two parts.

I first identify. this question as a vestigial

holdover from old-style eugenics and its

false assumption—the bastion of the mis-

named and discredited doctrine of "social

Darwinism"—that human "progress" re-

quires a relentless struggle in the overt

gladiatorial mode, with victors rising to

positions ofpower and inferior folks either

put to the wall or precipitated into the

lower classes. In this view, culture stymies

nature by pennitting the unfit to survive

(through such derailments of Darwinian

order as manufacturing eyeglasses, hear-

ing aids, and wheelchairs). "Bad" genes

accumulate and evolutionary toughening

grinds to a halt.

I confess that I do get cross in noting the

astonishing persistence of such a badly

formulated and socially pernicious argu-

ment. Genes leading to eyes that require

corrective lenses are not "bad" in any ab-

solute sense; they do increase our depen-

dence upon culture (to supply the needed

assistance), but human life is now so inex-

tricably dependent upon culture for a thou-

sand other reasons that I cannot imagine

why we would choose to lament this addi-

tional link. As the only evolutionary con-

sequence that I can imagine, such a cul-

tural "softening" of natural selection may
slightly boost our genetic variability as a

species, but I cannot regard such an in-

crease as anything but neutral or favor-

able.

But I then point out that the initial ques-

tion rests upon what logicians label an

"unarticulated major premise" and we or-

dinary folk call a "hidden assumption"=r-

the same one that motivated this essay. If

we suggest that cultural softening caused

human stability, then we imply a prior

(though unstated) belief that evolutionary

change is a natural norm—and that any

failure to note such change requires a spe-

cial explanation. But if the norm for spe-

cies like ours is really stability, then the

anomaly vanishes, and the question re-

solves itself into a nonissue.

As another cultural test of the prejudi-

cial hold imposed upon our understanding

of evolution by the doctrine of continuous

change as a defining norm, we might con-

sider press reporting of discoveries that af-

firm substantial intervals of stasis on the

human family tree. Are such findings re-

ported as affirming an expectation or pre-

senting a strong surprise? I have long

noted that surprise always dominates, and

I decided to write this essay because such

a fine example has just appeared in news-

papers and magazines throughout the

world.

"Gosh. You really do eat like a bird."

The March 31, 1994, issue of Nature,

Britain's leading professional journal of

science, featured a strikingly apelike

human fossil skull on its cover, above the

heading "Son of Lucy." The technical ar-

ticle within, by William H. Kimbel, Don-

ald C. Johanson, and Yoel Rak, bore the

less titillating title, "The First Skull and

Other New Discoveries of Australopithe-

cus afarensis at Hadar, Ethiopia."

The human lineage branched off from

the clade of our closest cousins, chim-

panzees and gorillas, about 6 to 8 million

years ago—a date inferred from genetic

distances among living species, not from

direct evidence of fossils. The first well-

dated and clearly accepted human fossils

are 3.9 million years old and come from

strata in Ethiopia. All fossil humans span-

ning the first million years of our recorded

history (3.9 to 3.0 million years ago) be-

long to the single species Australopithecus

afarensis, named by D. C. Johnson, T. D.

White, and Y. Coppens in 1978. (The

name Australopithecus means "southem

ape" and honors the first discoveries of

later species in this genus from South

Africa in the 1920s; afarensis refers to the

Afar region of Ethiopia, where this earlier

species was found.)

During the 1970s, nearly 250 fossils of

this species were recovered from the main

site at Hadar by a team led by Don Johan-

son. This trove included a 40 percent com-

plete female skeleton now famous

throughout the world by its field name,

Lucy, given to honor the Beatles' famous

and somewhat cryptic song about a hallu-

cinogenic substance once popular in cer-

tain segments of society. (The coining of

informal and irreverent field names is a

hallowed pastime among paleontologists,

although few find their way into popular

speech; I will not bore you with the names

of various snails I have collected.)

Nature often plays cruel jokes on us if

only to keep this little evolutionary twig in

its proper place. Johanson's 250 fossils

constituted one of the richest finds in the

history of human paleontology. Our skele-

ton includes about 100 bones, and many

fossilize poorly. We are intrigued and in-

formed, above all, by skulls—not only for

prejudicial reasons of traditional overem-

phasis upon brainpower (or lack thereof in

our earliest ancestors) but also for the

more legitimate reasons that skulls are so

complex and therefore so informative and

diagnostic. With so much material, we
might have expected a good skull or two.

But, alas, not a single skull, or even a re-

ally good fragment, arose from this mag-
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nificent collection. Lucy remained head-

less. (Johanson and his team did try to

piece a skull together from numerous frag-

ments found in distant places, but this re-

construction was too partial and conjec-

tural to win much approval.)

Moreover, this rich material provoked

as many puzzles and controversies as it

provided new and clear information. In

particular, the large difference in body size

between two groups of bones included

within these fossils sparked a lively debate

between two .interpretations. Do these

groups represent males and females of a

single species? Or might two species be

hiding under the single name Australo-

pithecus afarensisl Modem humans aver-

age about 1 1 percent difference in length

of arm bones between males and females,

while the two groups included in A.

afarensis average 22 to 24 percent for the

same measures. Proponents of the "two

species" theory argue that this difference

is too great for sexual dimorphism in a sin-

gle species, but proponents of the "two

sexes" theory (I will not hide my alle-

giance with this school) reply that many

primates, including gorillas, equal or ex-

ceed this degree of sexual dimorphism,

and that other species of the genus Aus-

tralopithecus also exhibit nearly as high

a degree of difference between groups
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accepted as sexes of a single species.

Obviously, the best way to resolve such

controversies demands an exit from arm-

chairs and the polemic factory of acade-

mic publication, and reentry into the field

to search for more fossils. Johanson and

colleagues have been following this excel-

lent strategy for several years, and have

been richly repaid with fifty-three new
specimens from the Hadar region, includ-

ing the best possible reward of an excel-

lent skull—a large male dubbed, unsur-

prisingly, "son of Lucy."

I was dehghted to note the theoretical

emphasis that Kimbel, Johanson, and Rak
chose to place upon their skull and related

finds. Of all the issues raised by these im-

portant fossils, the three authors empha-

sized evidence for prolonged stasis within

A. afarensis as their primary and most in-

teresting conclusion. This evidence in-

cludes two parts: first, the further affirma-

tion that only one species, with sfrong

dimorphism between sexes, Uved in this

region (and perhaps anywhere on the

human family tree) during this formative

interval of nearly a million years; second,

the strong evidence for morphological sta-

bility in A. afarensis throughout this long

time. The three authors roll both conclu-

sions into the final sentence of their ab-

stract: "They [the new fossils] confirm the

taxonomic unity of A. afarensis and con-

stitute the largest body of evidence for

about 0.9 million years of stasis in the ear-

liest known hominid species."

The new finds provide evidence for

prolonged stasis in A. afarensis by extend-

ing the geological range of this species in

both directions. Heretofore, firmly identi-

fied specimens occupied the short interval

between 3.18 milfion years old (the best

date for Lucy herself) to 3.4 for the oldest

material from Hadar. (At 3.5 million years

old, the famous footprints at LaetoU, pre-

sumably of a male and female walking in

tandem, probably represent A. afarensis as

well, but however stunning, footprints are

impressions, not bones.) The new skull, at

3.0 million years old, represents the

youngest known material of A. afarensis.

Since the bones are indistinguishable from

skull pieces found earlier among the older

specimens, Lucy's "son" demonstrates

nearly half a million years of stasis in the

first distinctive species of our distinctive

evolutionary bush.

Extension to older times rests on more

tenuous inference, but still represents our

best tentative conclusion on limited evi-

dence. In 1987, B. J. Asfaw described a

large fragment of the diagnostic and taxo-
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nomically important frontal region of the

skull (including brow ridges) from sub-

stantially older rocks at the nearby site of

Belohdelie. He tentatively attributed this

3.9-million-year-old skull piece to A.

afarensis, but could not be sure because

Johanson's main trove of younger material

from Hadar included no well-preserved

frontal bone for comparison. The Beloh-

delie frontal has therefore rested in limbo

for several years. But the new skull of

Lucy's son includes a complete frontal re-

gion—and it is indistinguishable from the

0.9-million-year-older material at Beloh-

delie. Admittedly, identity in the frontal

region is not proof of stasis throughout the

skeleton, but Belohdelie is all we have of

Lucy's earliest years, and stasis does pre-

vail for the information available.

Thus, strong evidence from much of the

skeleton indicates stasis in A. afarensis for

nearly half a million years (quite a good

chunk of time already), from the oldest

Hadar specimens at 3.4 million years to

the skull and associated bones of Lucy's

son at 3.0 million. Limited material from

part of the skull also shows no change in

recorded morphology right back to the

earliest specimen of A. afarensis at 3.9

million years.

The first specimens on the hominid

bush therefore persisted in stasis, as illus-

trated by all available positive evidence,

for its entire recorded range of nearly a

million years. (Some people have a false

impression that claims for stasis rely on

negative evidence or absence of demon-

strated changes. On the contrary, stasis

should be a positive conclusion based

upon hard anatomical evidence of non-

change through substantial time. We must

also remember that the oldest and

youngest specimens are only the first and

last so far found, not the full range of the

species. A. afarensis might have lived

even longer in stability—but now I am
speculating with negative evidence, and I

had best shut up.)

Nature had put a press embargo on the

story of Lucy's son until its official publi-

cation date of March 3 1 , and journalists do

respect these fair conventions. Thus, press

reports of the discovery all appeared in a

single whoosh (for reporters had enjoyed

ample lead times to prepare their stories)

in newspapers for March 3 1 or April 1 (no

joke)—thereby enhancing the force of a

global "experiment" to test whether re-

ported stability surprises even well-in-

formed people because they equate evolu-

tion with continuous change.

I was delighted to note that two articles

did describe Lucy's son in the light of

punctuated equilibrium, therefore recog-

nizing stasis as the prediction of this the-

ory, rather than as a surprising anomaly,

disconnected from any proposed explana-

tion. The Miami Herald wrote: "Experts in

human origins... said the new skull is a

compelling argument for the theory that

the evolution of human life on Earth pro-

ceeded in fits and starts, with long periods

of stasis punctuated by sudden periods of

change." Giles Whittell, writing in the

Times (London) under a headline "SkuU

Find Backs Evolution Leap," stated: "The

3 million year old skull... lends weight to

the view that evolution was not gradual

but sporadic, involving long periods of no

progress at all.... A. afarensis flourished

unchanged for almost a million years."

But the great majority of stories pro-

fessed pure surprise that our evolutionary

adventure should have begun with a mil-

lion years of stability. "Remarkable"

surely led the pack as an adjective to mod-

ify stasis (J. N. Wilford in the New York

Times, and R. C. Cowen in the Christian

Science Monitor who wrote: "What's re-

markable about this 3 million year old fos-

sil is not that it is so old but that it's so

young. It is 200,000 years younger than

the famous Lucy... and a million years

younger than the oldest specimen. Yet it
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looks like those ancestors"). Among other

adjectives, Tim Friend in U.S.A. Today fa-

vored "unexpected," while Mr. Cowen
also proclaimed the new skull "astonish-

ing" in its demonstration of stasis.

Most revealing are the more subtle, lin-

guistic clues that betray an expectation (or

even a belief in the higher virtue) of con-

tinuous change. Do you not, for example,

sense disparagement in Keay Davidson's

description of Lucy's stasis (from the San

Francisco Examiner), as though our earli-

est ancestor didn't quite cut the mustard in

delaying progress so long: "The skull

strengthens scientists' belief that Lucy

was part of a single species that puttered

around Ethiopia, evolving very little, over

at least 900,000 years." In an even more

revealing passage, Boyce Rensberger,

writing in the Washington Post, expressed

surprise that Lucy's brain may be no larger

than an ancestral ape's, even though she

lived nearly a million years after the split

of our lineage from the ape bush. For here

we encounter the unstated implication (an-

other "unarticulated major premise") that

a million years damned well ought to be

enough time for accumulating notable

change in a world of continuous alter-

ation—although no such expectation

arises in a world of stasis and punctuation,

for such an interval may well lie within a

period of stability. Rensberger wrote:

"The newly found skull's brain capacity

has not yet been measured. But it is not ex-

pected to be much more than that of a

large ape, even though the creature lived at

least 900,000 years after its ancestors di-

verged from the ape lineage."

Obviously, for a revised view about the

general tempo of evolutionary change, sta-

sis can only provide one side of a story,

lest we be left with no evolution at all! The

opposite and integrated side (the punctua-

tion in punctuated equilibrium) proposes a

concentration of change into relatively

short episodes—jabs of reorganization in

a world of generally stable systems. Enter

this world at any random moment and, as

an overwhelming probability, nothing

much will be happening in a history of

change. But survey the totality over mil-

lions of years and these episodes of punc-

tuation, though they may only occupy a

percent or two of time, build the signature

of historical alteration. Scale is everything

in history and geology.

The punctuations in evolutionary

change are usually events of branching

speciation, generally occurring in small

and isolated populations within an interval

(many thousands of years) that appears

glacially slow at the inappropriate scale of

a human lifetime, but resolves to a mo-

ment at geology's proper scale of millions.

(Remember that 10,()00 years—a period

that encompasses all of written human his-

tory—equals only one percent in Lucy's

miUion year epoch of stasis.)

hi this light, I am gratified to see that

continuing studies on the million-year pe-

riod following Lucy's tenure point more

and more, as data on bones and dates ac-

cumulate, to a veritable forest of rapid

speciation events, leading to several addi-

tional members of the genus Australo-

pithecus, and also to the first representa-

tive of our own genus. Homo. A chart

distributed by Johanson's Institute of

Human Origins to accompany their find of

Lucy's son proposes as many as seven

branching events within a restricted inter-

Earliest known
Australopithecus

afarensis

Australopithecus

iBi Time Span of

Fossil Species

—»^ Hypothesized
Evolutionary Links

4 million
years ago

3 million
years ago

I

2 million
years ago

1 million
years ago

present
time

Adapted from Institute of Human Origins
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val following Lucy's demise—a period

shorter than that of Lucy's own stasis.

This flowering may correspond to a

time of rapid and strongly fluctuating en-

vironmental change coincident with the

beginnings of glaciation at higher lati-

tudes. My colleague Elisabeth Vrba, of

Yale University, has used such evidence to

unite the pattern of punctuated equilib-

rium with the idea that events of specia-

tion are not evenly distributed through

time, but concentrated into episodes ac-

companied by substantial environmental

change—the "turnover-pulse hypothesis"

in her formulation. Nearly all the news re-

ports of Lucy's son also emphasized this

complementary side of copious branching

following the stable reign of A. afarensis.

Many of these stories quoted W. H. Kim-

bel, first author of the Nature article:

"There is no obvious sign of evolution in

this pre-human species for about a million

years. Yet later, within only a fraction of

that time, it gave rise to a great branching

of the family tree."

I began with the most famous poetic

metaphor about change from Victorian

England. Let me end with an even more

celebrated verse about leaping, from Ten-

nyson 's predecessor as poet laureate,

William Wordsworth:

My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky:

So was it when my life began;

So is it now I am a man;

So be it when I shall grow old,

Or let me die!

The child is father of the man;

And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety.

If you are puzzled, I did intend this im-

plied contradiction. Wordsworth's leap is

only metaphorical; the poem expresses a

hope for lifetime stability in aesthetic per-

ception and moral value. Try his contem-

porary William Blake for the other side of

life as rupture:

My mother groan'd! my father wept.

Into the dangerous world I lept.

Duality may be a conceptual prison, but

if we must live with such a mental strat-

egy, we might maximize our opportunity

to grasp some of nature's complexity by

hitching our star to the dyad of change and

constancy. Slow and steady does not al-

ways win the race.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Reviews

The Fast Trek
by Lory Frame

At a symposium in Calgary in 1 97 1 , my
husband, George, and I, a couple of green

graduate students in wildlife science,

joined a group gathered around George

Schaller—the man who had studied

mountain gorillas in Uganda and gone on

to found the Lion Project in Tanzania's

Serengeti National Park in 1966. Perched

on the edge of a table and casually tapping

one foot in the air, Schaller looked as fit

and graceful as one of his lions. To us he

was a star. He had been back from the field

for a couple of years and must then have

been correcting the proofs of his book The

Serengeti Lion.

My husband and I thought we would

soon go to northem India to study the one-

homed Indian rhinoceros, but abeady the

Indian government was imposing intoler-

able conditions on the research. (In fact,

the project later fell through, and we went

instead to the Serengeti to study hunting

dogs and cheetahs.) We talked with

Schaller of the difficulties of wildlife re-

search in third world countries.

"Get yourself a pair of binoculars," he

said, after listening to stories of bureau-

crats seizing title to a car and politicians

using a grant for something else. Setting

down his empty coffee cup, he added,

"Just go in, get the data, and get out."

Schaller's words came back to me as I

read Craig Packer's new book. Into Afiica.

I can scarcely imagine two personalities

more different than Schaller's and

Packer's, yet Schaller's tersely stated ob-

jective is implicit throughout this book.

Packer and his wife, Anne Pusey, are the

latest and longest-lasting of Schaller's suc-

cessors in the Lion Project. They have kept

the project going since 1978, so they have

had to go to Africa again and again.

(Packer has been back recently to assess a

distemper epidemic that has killed at least

forty lions.)

My husband and I worked in the

Serengeti from 1972 until just a couple of

months before Packer and his wife arrived

in 1978. We got out after a decade of so-

cialism had reduced Tanzania's economy

to shambles, and Packer started off at the

bleakest possible time. One couldn't even

buy toilet paper in Tanzania, and fieldwork

there was definitely not glamorous.

Packer hangs his narrative on a trip he

made in 1991 to Serengeti and Gombe Na-

tional Parks, some 500 miles apart.

Gombe is the steamy mountain rain forest

where, in the early 1960s, another star sci-

entist, Jane Goodall, discovered that chim-

panzees eat meat and use tools. Packer had

started his career there as one of Goodall's

assistants and was now retuming to initiate

some new research. The entire trip lasted

fifty-two days, but of that time. Packer

spent all or part of twenty-two days en

route. Hold on to your hat.

From the very first lines of the book we
know Packer isn't thrilled to be going back

to Africa (his sixteenth trip). But as the

boxes and bottles in the car shake and tip

over, as the passengers stop to repack the

car and have some binoculars stolen, as

the texture of dirt, noise, delay, and frus-

ti^ation is developed, we begin to under-

stand what it is really like—for Packer

anyway—and we know he did not come to

Africa for this.

After spending four days traveling and

meeting the necessary people, Packer fi-

nally reaches the heart of the Serengeti

National Park—the Serengeti Research

Institute (SRI), where Schaller did his

work. He spends only eight days there and

another eight after retuming from his trip

to Gombe. Packer recounts his first sight-

ing of lions in an oddly matter-of-fact and

unadorned manner, considering the trou-

ble he had getting to the Serengeti. He is

preoccupied. He has a very angry assistant

at SRI who won't hand over forty lion scat

samples. And his attempts to worm some

lions for his graduate student are unsuc-

cessful. (She longs for some adult worms

to take home to her laboratory in Oxford.)

Into Africa, by Craig Packer. University

ofChicago Press, $24.95; 288 pp., illus.

Go in, get your data, and get out. But in

only sixteen days?

Packer takes us through the process of

hypothesizing, testing, and revising prior

assumptions about lions. For example: Fe-

male lions nurse one another's cubs.

Would a female ever short her own cubs to

let others drink? Test it. Do cubs get more

to eat in "creches" than they would if their

mothers raised them separately? Test it.

Do the mothers eat better, for that matter,

if they hunt in large groups? Test it. As

Packer ponders, tests, and rejects one hy-

pothesis after another, we feel ourselves

drawn closer and closer to why he keeps

coming back here.

"I study the darkness," Packer says, by

which he means that animals often behave

appallingly toward one another Why do

males kill cubs (that are not their own off-

spring) after they take over a new pride?

Because the mothers won't cycle again

until the cubs are two years old, and the
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males that have just taken over a new pride

cannot afford to wait that long: the average

sojourn of males in a pride is only about

two years. Get those genes into the next

generation. Kill the cubs, and bring the

mothers into estrus immediately. "Every

lion in the world has a father who is a mur-

derer," Packer says. (Oddly, he does not

explain why nomadic females also kill

cubs, a phenomenon Schaller observed.)

His essays on the self-interest that under-

lies all animal behavior are lucid, unsenti-

mental, and intellectually compelling. Into

Africa serves tip animal behavior cor-

rectly: as a savory dish that would be

ruined by sugar. Those with immature

palates may not like it, but grown-ups will.

In Part U, Packer flies to Dar es Salaam

and then to Kigoma, where he gets a boat

to Gombe:

In the murk, even after all these years, I can

recognize each valley: Kahama, Mkenke,
now Kakombe. We draw closer to land,

chugging past square concrete buildings

shrouded by trees and shrubs, past the sheet

metal house where I used to live. Anthony
cuts the engine, and we are engulfed in sud-

den silence. The boat grinds on the gravel

beach in front of Jane's veranda. Warm lake

water laps at our legs as we drag the hull

onto the silver shore. I walk a few yards

away and stare into the empty night, ner-

vous of the shadows in the dark. Even after

all these years.

Maybe his description of Gombe is so

vivid because a terrible thing that hap-

pened there still haunts him. One dark

night in 1975, a boatload of Marxist rebels

motored across the lake from Zaire and

kidnapped four young researchers. Packer

and his wife were fortuitously away on

holiday or they would have been taken

too. When they returned, they were given

a half-hour to collect their things and get

out. This event was not only a personal

disaster for the captives and their families

but also the death of Gombe as a research

center for the next fifteen years. Now, with

a grant from the National Science Founda-

tion to initiate new research. Packer is

back, but he is not entirely comfortable in

this unhealthful place. After setting up a

method for weighing chimps, hurriedly

mapping the palm groves in the chimp

community, and waiting for his student to

get samples of baboon feces, he is glad to

leave. Go in, get the data, and get out.

In Part HI, Packer stops briefly at the

Ngorongoro Crater on the eastem edge of

the Serengeti, camping at Lerai Cabin,

where my husband and I lived for a time.

(Fortunately, he didn't notice the

ghastly—but only available—color of

paint we'd used on the inside walls.) The

crater's lion population was nearly exter-

minated by a plague of biting flies in 1 96 1

.

A few surviving females founded the pop-

ulation that lives there today, and Packer is

interested in the effects of this loss of ge-

netic variability.

Soon Packer is back at SRI to attend a

meeting organized by Anthony Sinclair,

one of the original SRI scientists of the

1960s and now a professor at the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, and Peter

Arcese, who studies ungulates in northem

Serengeti National Park. They want to de-

vise a computer program of the entire

Serengeti ecosystem that could generate

predictions of the park's condition if this

or that variable (such as rainfall) were to

change. Naturally, the effects of the vari-

ous predator species on the prey and on

one another would be important.

Serengeti's current predator specialists are

at the meeting but appear to be unhappy

about it, like children who have been told

to play nice and share their toys. "Partici-

pation," Packer comments dryly, "has not

been wholehearted."

The scene brings back a memory of the

mid-1970s when my husband and I

worked at SRI. Tony Sinclair breezed into

Seronera and encouraged us to do a survey

of predator numbers on the plains. Every-

one working at SRI was drafted, and there

were one or two who resented it.

Packer senses similar recalcitrance

fourteen years later. Scientists get to SRI

with their own grants, so the interests of

the "SRI community" may not rank as

high as one's own research. The computer

model was obviously not of equal value to

everyone. Self-interest exists in humans as

it does in lions or chimps or any other

creature. The darkness in our hearts, as

Packer thinks of it, is what gets in the way

of productivity and the common good.

Into Afiica is a new kind of animal be-

havior book. Prior authors have dwelt con-

templatively on the minutiae of an animal

or a place; Packer doesn't pause very long

anywhere and this gives the book an en-

gaging briskness. Another difference is

that readers don't have to love animals to

find this book engrossing; all they need is

curiosity. Packer himself is intrigued, not

by animals themselves, but by the things

they do. At random, I opened the book at

twenty places and found only six pages on

which animals were even mentioned. This

book is really about someone who studies

lions, what he thinks of his fellow humans,

what he notices about modem Africa, and

what he gets done in spite of difficulties.
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Packer is introducing us to his Africa, giv-

ing us pithiy, gossipy (in spots), occasion-

ally whimsical descriptions of its people,

history, researchers, bureaucrats, politics,

shops, journeys, sounds, and smells.

I especially like the credit he gives to

Barbie AUen, a woman whose father set-

tled in Kenya after World War 1. She had

raised her own family of four there, and

then extended her beneficence to include

itinerant scientists. Since the 1970s she

has operated what we call the "other SRI"

from her home in Nairobi. Given the diffi-

culty of living and working in Tanzania,

Barbie's support was not just appreciated,

it was critical. Many a sick scientist—sick

in body or maybe just sick at heart—got

well again under her roof, instead of hav-

ing to repair all the way home to Europe or

the States.

I remember one afternoon on the plains

when I was hot, dusty, and exhausted after

four days on safari. I saw a little dust cloud

coming closer and closer until the dark

spot of a vehicle could be seen at the bot-

tom of the plume. Finally, as the car pulled

up and some people got out, I recognized

Barbie. She had loaded the car with fresh

vegetables and the cooler with meat, none

of which we had seen in three months.

"We just thought we'd take a drive," she

said, casually introducing us to her com-

panions. A "drive" of eight hours. Not

everybody acts out of self-interest, and

Barbie is proof.

What keeps Packer coming back again

and again into unhealthful, inconvenient,

frustt-ating Africa? To get his data and get

out. What does he do with his data? "I

would like to believe that by understand-

ing the nature of selfishness," he says, "we

may someday understand the best way to

divert that selfish energy to the common
good." All right, but here is another rea-

son, and most scientists will recognize it:

Everything kept falling into place... the

lions fit the same pattern, a pattern no one

had ever noticed before. ... To feel that you
have discovered something important about

nature is intensely exciting. When the feel-

ing hits, I can hardly sit still. My mind is on

fire; the excitement sustains me over these

rough, dusty roads, illuminates my cold

winter days in Minneapolis.

Loiy Frame studied African hunting dogs

in the Serengeti and warthogs in Burkina

Faso. With her husband, George Frame,

she coauthored and illustrated Swift and

Enduring, an account of their hunting dog

and cheetah studies. When not in Afiica,

she writes from her home in Grassy

Sound, New Jersey.
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Rough Rookeries
Baby sea lions soon discover that their adult neighbors can be killers

Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

In Rudyard Kipling's story "The White

Seal," a mother fur seal warns her pup:

You mustn't swim till you're six weeks

old,

Or your head will be sunk by your

heels;

And summer gales and Killer Whales

Are bad for baby seals

That is good advice for most seals. But

in four out of the world's five sea lion spe-

cies, the most common danger to pups

comes from their adult kin. Infanticide, ac-

cidental or intentional, is a major cause of

pup mortality.

Eight-hundred-pound Hooker's sea lion

bulls will galumph blithely across just-

bom twelve-pound pups or absent-mind-

edly sit on a pup and squash it. Young

male southern sea lions sneak in among
females on a beach, kidnap pups, use them

to practice herding and harem keeping,

and sometimes kill them. Steller's sea lion

cows can be fierce toward pups other than

their own; they bite, shake, and toss

"alien" pups that come too near. And Aus-

tralian sea Hon bulls attack pups with con-

centrated, lethal fury, biting and shaking

them as a terrier shakes a rat, and leaving

them mangled on the beach. In this spe-

cies, about 20 percent of pup mortality is

due to attacks by adult males.

The Hooker's is the rarest and probably

the most mild-mannered of all sea lions

(seal scientists refer to them fondly as "the

gentle Hookers"). Most breed in the Auck-

land Islands, 300 miles south of New
Zealand. I observed them for several

months on Enderby, the northernmost is-

land of this group where, during the aus-

tral summer, about 600 sea lions mass on

the broad, half-mile-long breeding beach.

The males arrive in early November
and after some violent fights, the strongest

bulls divide the beach among themselves.

For nearly a month they all are males-in-

waiting, each jealously guarding his

empty circle of sand. The females come to

the beach in early December, settle upon

the territories of the waiting bulls, and a

few days later give birth to pups that were

conceived the previous year.
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After herding pups into a "liarem." below, a siihadidt

Hooker's sea lion bull rests on the beach. A sleeping female

Hooker's sea lion, right, nurses her own pup, as well as

an orphan that has settled in to feed.

Shortly after the birthing season, with

many females about to reenter estrus, the

bulls are most excitable and the just-bom

pups most vulnerable. The bulls I watched

were not actively hostile to pups and never

attacked them. They completely ignored

them; for all they cared, the pups might

have been lumps of sand upon the beach.

In their jealousy-prodded charges, how-

ever, the bulls simply trampled any pups

that got in their way. While the females

did their best to shield the youngsters, they

were rarely fast enough or strong enough

to deflect a charging 800-pound male.

The sand is soft, and the pups are amaz-

ingly resilient; most survived being steam-

rollered by the great bulls. The greatest

danger to pups was not a passing bull, but

one that halted abruptly right on top of the

pup. It would sit there, a massive hulk, to-

tally oblivious of the tiny creature squirm-

ing beneath it. Most females tried franti-

cally but ineffectually to free their pinned

pups: if a small flipper protruded from be-

neath die bull, they pulled it. usually with-

out success. They never bite the bulls, but

New Zealand sea mammal expert Martin

Cawthom watched a female use a shrewd

stratagem to free her pup. She moved
provocatively in front of the bull and pre-

sented herself for mounting. The bull

moved instantly to the female, who re-

pelled him, nuzzled her freed pup, and led

it to safety.

Three percent of all pups bom on En-

derby Island are accidentally crushed to

death by rampaging bulls. The pups are

quick and precocious, however. Within

three or four days of birth they know the

danger of a big bull and quickly scramble

out of the way when one comes barging

along. Within ten days, the surviving

youngsters leave the dangerous regions of

the beach and gather in safer areas.

Female pinnipeds (sea lions, seals, and

walruses) usually nurse only their own
pups and repel all others. The placid

Hooker's sea lion cows generally adhere

to this rule, but with certain exceptions.

When females go to sea to feed, for in-

stance, their pups, hungry after a day or

two, shuffle off in search of milk. Typi-

cally, a hungry pup sidles up to another

suckling pup to drink quietly from a sleep-

ing mother's teat. When the female

awakes, she growls at the intruder, the pup

backs off, the cow goes back to sleep, and

the pup resumes its interrupted meal.

Cows snarl and snap but do not hurt the

milk moocher; the youngster's risk is min-

imal and the reward worth it. I once saw a

female nurse four pups.

Immature Hooker's sea lion buUs are a

nuisance to the pups, but they do not at-

tack them. These three- to five-year-old

males are the restless ruffians of the beach,

constantly play-fighting with one another.

Sometimes they try to mount adult cows,

are noisily repelled, and have to flee from

charging territorial males—thereby en-

dangering any pups in their path. Young

males may also use pups as female substi-

tutes: they herd them, try to form and keep

pup "harems," and occasionally attempt to

mate with squirming, protesting pups. But

they are not brutal, and when pups are re-

ally fed up, they quickly escape.

Southern sea lion pups are less fortu-

nate. During a four-year study conducted

at Peninsula Valdes in Argentina, by Clau-

dio Campagna, of the University of Cali-

fornia, and his colleagues, immature male
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sea lions seized pups on 285 occasions.

Some were individual kidnappings, while

other incidents were raids carried out by

several subadult males acting together.

While adult male and female southern sea

lions do not injure pups, the subadult

males "appear to use pups as female sub-

stitutes to redirect their frustrated sexual

and aggressive motivations," according to

Campagna. During his study, 5.6 percent

of the abducted pups and 1 .3 percent of the

pups bom each year died from injuries

caused by subadult males.

Among Steller's, or northern, sea lions,

the female is a threat to pups. I studied the

behavior of this species during two sea-

sons in the early 1 980s on Marmot Island,

off Kodiak Lsland in Alaska. The largest of

all sea lions, adult males grow up to

twelve feet in length and weigh more than

2,000 pounds, and adult females can be

nine feet long and weigh nearly 800

pounds. Sadly, the Steller's sea lion popu-

lations have drastically declined in

Alaska. In 1961, the total Steller's sea lion

population was thought to be between

240,000 and 300,000. Thirty years later, in

1991, only an estimated 40,000 were left.

Lack of food fish due to overfishing by hu-

mans seems to be a major reason for this

rapid decline.

During my field studies at Marmot Is-

land a decade ago, more than 10,000 sea

lions crowded the seven rookeries and

each season about 5,000 pups were bom.

Now many beaches are empty; fewer than

3,000 sea lions were counted during recent

summer breeding seasons there.

At Marmot Island the bulls arrive in

May and after many fights divide the

beaches among themselves, top territories

going to "beachmasters"—eight- to ten-

year-old males in their prime. Their choice

of sites seems to accurately anticipate

where the females will cluster. The fe-

males arrive about two weeks later, and

also claim spaces according to their places

in the social hierarchy, with the most

sought-after spots going to the older cows.

A few days after their arrival at the

rookeries, the females bear pups that face

a rough initiation into the world. The mo-

ment a pup is bom, its mother raises it a

few feet above the beach and drops it onto

the rocks—the sea lion version of a slap

on the bottom. She repeats this behavior

(one scientist observed a female picking

up and dropping her newborn pup fifty-

two times in a row) until the pup is crying

and crawling. Then the female sniffs her

pup and listens intently to its voice; from

this moment on she can pick out her baby

from all others on the beach. The hardy,

forty-pound pups easily survive this rough

handling, but some face another danger.

At times, the previous year's pups over-

whelm the mother with their importunate

nuzzling and crying for attention. Dis-

tracted, she may fail to bond properly with

the newbom, and might even attack it as if

it were a stranger. In some cases, where

150-pound yearlings monopolized a

mother's attentions, the newbom pup died

in a day or two.

The main danger to Steller's sea lion

pups, however, is not from their mothers,

which are intensely maternal and protec-

tive, but from other, unrelated cows. Most

females are fiercely hostile to all pups that

are not their own. During its first week of

life, a pup does not recognize its mother's

voice and may crawl hopefully toward any

calling cow on the crowded beach—

a

move that can be fatal. If a female, upon

sniffing the pup, decides it is not hers, she

snarls and tosses it yards away. Landing in

the private space of another cow, the pup

may be grabbed and flung again, then

thrown back and forth by hostile females,

like a screaming, flippered rag doll. Most

survive this brutal treatment and learn to

recognize their mother's voice, for there is

no milk-mooching in this species.

Even more dangerous for a pup than a

run-in with the wrong mother is an en-

counter with a female that has lost her own
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youngster. On Marmot Island, I watched

several cows seeking and calling for their

lost offspring. Such a female rushes ea-

gerly toward any pup that responds and

sniffs it hopefully, ff it turns out to be the

"wrong" pup, the frustrated female bites

and flings the pup, rushes after it and bites

it again, and may maul it until it is dead.

In size and appearance. Hooker's sea

lion, of subantarctic and New Zealand wa-

ters, and the neighboring Australian sea

lion are similar. In temperament, however,

they are totally different. Hooker's are

placid and pacific, while Australian sea

lions are excitable and belligerent. The

Australian scientist B. J. Mariow, in the

first comparative study of these two spe-

cies, published in 1975, characterized the

social behavior of the Australian sea lion

as extremely aggressive in both sexes of

all ages. In contrast, the Hooker's ap-

peared "extremely benign."

Australian sea lions differ in another,

vital way from other pinnipeds. Most pin-

niped species have a twelve-month repro-

ductive cycle, during which adults return

to their ancestral breeding grounds at a

specific time of the year. Females give

birth shortly after arrival and mate again a

few days later. Within weeks, adults and

young leave the rookery sites and return to

the sea to follow their favorite prey.

Only the Australian sea lion has an

asynchronous, eighteen-month breeding

cycle. Females can come to breeding

beaches and give birth at any time of the

year. In a recent paper, Australian scien-

tists Nicholas J. Gales, Peter D. Shaugh-

nessy, and Terry R. Dennis speculate that

the Australian sea lion's irregular repro-

ductive cycle is an adaptation to an equi-

table climate and a depauperate sea. By
staggering births, the lactating females'

demands on the local seas' limited food

resources is spread over the entire year.

Among other sea lions, top bulls have

harems, while each high-ranking Aus-

tralian male usually keeps only one fe-

male. If a subordinate male approaches,

the guardian bull quickly chases him away
and then, huffing and snorting, returns to

his post near the female. When an equal-
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On Australia's Kangaroo Island, a male Australian sea lion

bull, left, top, pounces on a pup that has emergedfivni

hiding among the rocks. The male shakes the pup violently,

center, then flings it away. Finally, after severalfierce

attacks, the bull has killed the pup, bottom.

Although devotedly maternal to her own pup, a Steller's

sea lion cow on Marmot Island, Alaska, attacks and

bites any "alien" pup thai cnmrx Uki near

sized male encroaches on the female, a vi-

olent, often bloody fight ensues. The huge

males face each other, hacking and parry-

ing. Often one may grab a thick fold of

skin on the neck or flank of his adversary,

jerk and heave and—like a sumo
wrestler—try to lift the opponent off the

ground. Fights last until the lighter,

weaker animal turns and flees.

Wresfling and intimidation among ma-

ture males is normal sea lion behavior But

biologists are puzzled by what seem to be

aberrant attacks by bulls upon pups. Aus-

tralian sea lion females, unlike females of

other sea lion species, will bite bulls that

come dangerously close to their pups. As

B. J. Marlow has observed, however, this

defense is usually ineffectual. Some fe-

males may even attempt to defend pups

that are not their own from rampaging

bulls. Australian sea lion pups have come

to fear all adults, except their mothers, and

flee at their approach. Before a female

goes to sea to feed, usually ten days to two

weeks after parturition, she hides her pup

in a niche or crevice or beneath piled boul-

ders where a bull cannot reach it. As Mar-

low observed in 1975, this strategy favors

meek pups that obediently remain con-

cealed, while the curious, venturesome

pup that comes out and explores is most

likely to be caught and killed by a bull. "It

is difficult to visualize the adaptive advan-

tage of a social system which causes high

pup mortality from adult aggression,"

Marlow wrote, "and which would appear

to favor timid and nonexploratory behav-

ior in pups."

Before the season at Seal Bay on Kan-

garoo Island off southern Australia, I had

read the scattered reports about such at-

tacks, but nothing in the dry, detached sci-

entific literamre had prepared me for the

malefic ferocity of a bull intent on killing a

pup. Here is one sequence of behavior that

I witoessed during the austral summer of

1992-93.

A female about to give birth had come

from the sea and picked a spot near the

cliff that rose at the back of the beach. An-

other female, now at sea, had hidden her

three-week-old pup among the boulders at

the base of this cliff. Within a few hours of

her arrival, a top bull had found the preg-

nant female, guarded her with possessive

vigilance, and fended off the attentions of

several encroaching males. Three days

later, a young male tentatively crossed into

the exclusive sphere of the resident bull,

only to be attacked. For a moment the ri-
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Afterfeeding at sea, afemale

Steller's sea lion sniffs a pup to be

certain it is her own.

vals faced each other, then the young bull

turned and fled. The huge bull, seething

with unspent .fighting spirit, his mouth

wide open and vibrissae abristle, waddled

back to his post.

At this moment, the long-hidden pup

emerged from its refuge among the boul-

ders. Probably hungry, it may have mis-

taken the pregnant female for its mother.

When the bull saw the movement, he im-

mediately lunged forward and grabbed the

pup before it could flee. The pregnant fe-

male attacked and bit the bufl, but to no

avail. He shook the pup, flung it ten feet,

rushed after it, grabbed it, and shook and

tossed it again. Each movement of the des-

perate youngster incited the bull to new at-

tacks, until the pup lay dead.

Eventaally, the beach's resident Rosen-

berg's goanna, a five-foot-long monitor

lizard that patroUed the area for carrion,

fed on the carcass. Leslie V. Higgins, of

the University of California, who studied

Australian sea lions at Seal Bay in

1986-87 and again in 1988, recorded eight

attacks by bulls on pups, four of which

were fatal, and felt that "misdirected ag-

gression" by bored buUs is the most likely

explanation for the behavior.

Harem bulls of other sea lion species

defend extensive territories, fight fre-

quently with rival males, and mate often.

In contrast, the Australian sea lion male

has a much smaller territory to defend, and

it is occupied by only a single female.

Days may pass without a fight, until any-

thing that moves—and that is usually a

pup—^becomes a target and victim of the

bull's pent-up aggression.

Other attacks on pups followed a simi-

lar pattern but not all resulted in death. I

observed one large male that came upon

an older pup playing in a shallow rock

pool. He pounced on it and bit it, but as he

tried to get a firmer hold, the pup twisted

free and escaped.

Interestingly, the "ferocious" Australian

sea lion males kill about 3 percent of the

pups bom in their rookeries—the same

percentage destroyed by the "gentle"

Hooker's bulls, with their proclivity for

accidental tramplings. D
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A king vulture in Costa Rica adopts a threat posture. These birds are

the largest and most powerful of the New Worldforest vultures.

Erwin and Peggy Bauer

To the Vultures

Belong the Spoils
In New World rainforests, scavenging specialists win the carrion sweepstakes

by David C. Houston

The carcass of a howler monkey, half

buried by leaves and debris, lay in the

darkness of the forest floor in northern

Venezuela. Homing in on the corpse, a

turkey vulture landed beside it. Within

minutes, another touched down, keeping

its distance as the first nosed the prize and

scratched the earth around it. Two more

turkey vultures remained airborne near the

treetops. They were, perhaps, warned

away by rapid changes in the hue of the

bald red heads of the birds on the ground,

which can signal dominance within their

species. A couple of black vultures, how-

ever, were less inhibited and soon took

their place next to the carcass.

Work on the dead monkey was barely

under way when a king vulture easily ex-

erted its dominance over the other birds

and took charge. While the black vultures

squabbled in the background, the king

grasped the monkey with both feet and

tore through its skin and into the tendons.

Now the softer tissues of the dead animal

were exposed, making access for the other

species easier. The black vultures unrav-

eled the intestines, while the turkey vul-

tures, more dainty feeders, poked within

the carcass for small bits of meat, often

using one foot as an anchor. Gradually,

scraps clinging to bone or scattered on the

ground were plucked and devoured, com-

pleting the cleanup. The turkey vultures

were the last to leave.

In a grassy area on the edge of the for-

est, the ample corpse of a domestic cow

was attracting scavengers. Once again,

turkey vultures were the first on the

ground, followed closely by black vul-

tures. Because they often hunt in family

groups, black vultures quickly draw in

more of their kind. (The record for this

area is more than 200 black vultures at a

single carcass.) Their gathering numbers

easily displaced the turkey vultures, which

waited on the sidelines. The cow's body,

its hide softened by decomposition, was

ready for the black vultures. They began to

feed on muscle and viscera that could be

extracted with little force. Any suitable

hole in the skin was an invitation for the

black vultures to climb right into the

roomy carcass, full of meat that could not

be reached from the outside. Again the

turkey vultures polished off small, remain-

ing bits of carrion.

No less an observer than Charles Dar-

win, who had seen the turkey vulture in

South America in the 1830s, described it

in The Voyage of the Beagle as a "disgust-

ing bird, with its bald scarlet head formed

to wallow in putridity." But the features

that struck Darwin as repellent are the

hallmarks of a supremely efficient scav-

enger. The ways in which vultures make

their living from death, and the ecological

roles they play in tropical forests, have

been the focus of my research for the past

few years. This work has taken me to rain

forests in Brazil, Venezuela, and Panama.

While extremely similar in appearance

to Old World vultures. New World vul-

tures are not related to them. The vultures

of Africa, Asia, and Europe are descended

from the same ancestor as are eagles and

hawks. New World vultures, including the

California and Andean condors, share a

common ancestry with the storks. The two

major vulture groups are thus textbook ex-

amples of convergent evolution: two unre-

lated groups of animals that resemble each

other closely because they have developed

the same adaptations for a similar way of

life, hi the case of vultures, these adapta-

tions include bald skin on the head and

neck, which helps to prevent feathers from

becoming soiled and also aids in heat reg-

ulation. Vultures are also superbly adapted

for soaring flight, having large, broad

wings. All vultures make their hving by

scavenging dead animals. While black

vultures do sometimes kill weak animals,

the other species have virtually lost the

ability to kill their own prey and survive

only by finding carrion.

The Old World vultures differ from

their Western Hemisphere counterparts in

that they live exclusively in open areas

—

grasslands, savannas, and deserts. New
World condors inhabit mountainous re-

gions, and some other New World vultures

range into a variety of landscapes. How-

ever, the greatest diversity of New World

vultures—five species—is found in Cen-

tral and South American tropical rain

forests. Of these, the turkey vulture is the

most widespread; in winter, the resident

tropical race is joined by migrant turkey

vultures from North America. The lesser

and greater yellow-headed vultures are

close relatives of the turkey vulture; the

lesser is a denizen of open areas near the

forest edge, while the greater is strictly a

forest bird. Black vultures range thi-ough-

out South America, usually inhabiting for-

est edges and the outskirts of villages and

towns. Finally, the king vulture, the most

spectacular and powerful of the forest

scavengers, is still widely found in undis-

turbed areas, hi and near forests, these vul-
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Theii- long, broad wmgs allow vultures to soar and glide over

great distances, right. Such effortless flight is an advantage

when carcasses—their source offood—arefew and far

betv,'een. Below: A young turkey vulture in Panama lingers by

the picked-clean bones ofa chicken.
David C. Houston

tures are abundant. They average up to

two birds per square mile, a density prob-

ably greater than that of any other carniv-

orous bird.

The tropical forest would appear to be a

difficult place for high-flying birds to spot

a potential meal. Virtually all plant growth

is in the lush treetops. In some places, the

dense canopy allows less than one percent

of sunlight to reach the ground, so rela-

tively few plants and animals thrive in the

dark understory. Sloths and monkeys, the

most abundant forest mammals, live in the

canopy. Apart from an occasional snake

and monkey-eating eagle, big predators

find treetops a risky place in which to pur-

sue prey, and most canopy-dwelling mam-
mals probably die of disease, parasites, ac-

cidents, old age, or food shortages, rather

than predation. On average, in healthy

forests with thriving mammal populations,

one animal dies in each square mile every

day.

When a monkey or sloth dies, it falls,

crashing down perhaps some seventy feet

through the dense canopy foliage, then

through the shrub layer, to land in the deep

shade of the forest floor. Often covered by

leaves and debris thrown up on impact, the

body, if it can be located, represents a

windfall of protein for other members of

the forest community. A dead animal will

attract typical ground predators, such as

jaguars, ocelots, and tayras, as well as ar-

madillos, opossums, and coatis; even for-

est tortoises relish a meat meal when they

can find one. Carrion flies and beetles,

which lay eggs or even live maggots on

carrion and rely on it as a source of food

for their larvae, constantly scour the forest

floor for corpses. Maggots pour digestive

enzymes into soft tissue, breaking it down

into a fluid that they then suck into their

gut, absorbing the nutrients. Aided by the

heat and humidity of the rain forest, they

can reduce most of a small monkey car-

cass to a skinful of mush within three

days. From a vulture's point of view, find-

ing a carcass is a race against time. Not

only do vultures have to beat mammalian

scavengers, akeady on the ground ready to

follow a scent trail to the prize, but they

also have to find the body before insects

render it an inedible, maggot-ridden soup.

To find out more about the competition

for carrion, I conducted a series of experi-

ments at seven different forest sites in

South America, putting out chicken car-
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A large snag in a Brazilian forest serves

as a perch for a greater yellow-headed

vulture, below. These vultures, and

their close relatives the turkey vultures,

have a keen sense ofsmell.
Luiz Claudio Marigo

casses and then monitoring which animals

came to feed from them. Between 60 and

95 percent of all the carcasses I provided

were taken by forest vultures. Yet, unlike

their insect and mammalian competitors,

vultures have to search from above the

tree canopy. How do they home in on car-

rion so swiftly?

Birds are often assumed to have no

sense of smeO at all, and in most birds, this

sense is indeed poorly developed, hi a few

species, however, olfaction is acute. The

kiwis of New Zealand, for example, nose

out earthworms in the soil, and the ocean-

going shearwaters are able to detect fish

and plankton shoals by faint traces of fish

oils in the water. Kenneth Stager, of the

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles,

was the first researcher to carry out care-

fully controlled experiments that demon-

strated that turkey vultures were attracted

by the scents given off by carrion; and

Betsy Bang, of Johns Hopkins University,

has shown that the brain and olfactory re-

gion in the skull of these birds is excep-

tionally well developed.

The mrkey vulture's tot^ dependence

on its sense of smell to find food in the for-

est can be easily demonstrated by putting
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Thomas Kilchin; First Light

If the hide is too tough to penetrate, a carcass, such as that ofa steer,

below, can present a problem to black vultures. The birds tend to take

advantage ofany available opening or exposed soft tissue.

Kevin Schafer and tvlartha Hill
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out carcasses, some left uncovered and

some hidden completely by a pile of

leaves. The birds find the hidden carcasses

just as quickly as those in the open. Turkey

vultures hunt by flying just above the level

of the tree canopy, sniffing the air all the

time. As soon as they get a whiff of rotting

meat, they start to circle to determine

where the aroma is strongest. They then

fly down into the forest, following the

scent trail from tree to tree, until they are

led to their reward on the forest floor. Be-

cause an airbome bird on the scent is usu-

ally within sight of many others that are

quick to follow, good numbers of vultures

of various species can congregate at a car-

cass within minutes.

A dead animal takes some time before it

begins to smeU strong enough for a turkey

vulture to detect it. To find out how long,

and to test the smeUtng ability of vultures,

I placed a series of dead chickens in the

forest in Panama: some were freshly

killed, others were a day old and smelling

slightiy, still others were several days old

and really stinking. Turkey vultures could

not detect carrion less than about twelve

hours old. A carcass twenty-four hours

old, however, emits a sufficient stench to

attract vultures readily.

ITiese birds have a reputation for savor-

ing stinking, rotting meat, but when of-

fered a choice of relatively fresh or rotting

meat, they strongly preferred the fresh.

This is probably why the earliest investi-

gations into whether turkey vultures had a

sense of smell reached the wrong conclu-

sion. In 1826, John James Audubon pub-

lished the results of a series of feeding tri-

als that he had carried out on turkey

vultures, from which he concluded that

they had no sense of smell at all. But

Audubon had based his experiments on

the assumption that vultures would be par-

ticularly attracted to foul-smelling food,

so he had sought out the most rancid old

fish and dead dogs to use for his baits. Not

surprisingly, vultures failed to arrive. I am
sure that they could smell his rank baits

perfectly well but preferred to keep on

searching for more wholesome fare.

Badly decayed meat contains unpleas-

ant bacterial compounds that either im-

pede digestion or are actively toxic. Dan

Janzen, of the University of Pennsylvania,

has suggested that many of the products of

bacterial and fungal growth in foods have

evolved specifically to render the food

inedible to larger animals, so that microor-

ganisms do not have their food supply

stolen from them. Vultures will eat rotten

meat if they are extremely hungry—as

would any starving animal—but if they

are not short of food, they wiU give bad

meat a miss and wait for the scent of

something more palatable.

Turkey vultures can tell from the smeU

coming through the tree canopy how long

an animal has been dead, probably be-

cause the smells given out by the bacteria

that develop in meat change with the age

of the carcass. Thus, vultures do not even

bother to fly down to old carcasses as

often as they do to day-old carrion. Even

the human nose can detect the level of

decay. I soon learned to tell the age of a

chicken carcass from its smell—fortu-

nately not a skill I need to use very often at

home. But our ancestors, who probably
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Like all other vultures, the turkey

vulture, above, has a bald head. Bits of

carrion do not adhere to the skin as

they would tofeathers. When a king

vulture is present, left, even a crowd of

black vultures will defer to it. Here a

king, using its superior sti'ength arid

moreformidable beak, rends a carcass.

F. Koster; Survival Anglia
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Faced with the armor on the back ofan armadillo carcass, a king

vulture attacks the underbelly and entrails, below. A turkey vulture,

right, sunbathes on a palm tree in the Yucatan Peninsula.
Carol Farneti: Planet Earth Pictures

scavenged as well as hunted for their food,

may have found this ability useful.

Only turkey vultures and lesser and

greater yellow-headed vultures can locate

food by smell; black and king vultures

(and, incidentally, the condors) lack this

ability completely. Their technique is to

fly at high altitude and keep an eye on the

turkey and yellow-headed vultures flying

below them, just at the level of the tree

canopy. As soon as they see these birds

circling and starting to congregate, they

descend and join in the feeding party.

Because both black and king vultures

dominate other vulture species, they tend

to take over flie carcass for a while. The

presence of different species at the same

carcass poses little problem, however, be-

cause each species specializes in a method

of feeding. King vultures are the only ones

powerful enough to tear through tough

skin and open up a carcass for others.

Black vultures tend to concentrate on the

blocks of viscera and muscle, while turkey

and yellow-headed vultures feed more

slowly and can tear off the last scraps of

meat from the bones.

At first I was surprised at how few of

the carcasses I set out were discovered by

scavenging mammals. Yet the vultures'

dominance as South American forest

scavengers makes sense when considered

from the standpoint of energy expended

versus energy consumed. Dead animals

are scarce and ephemeral, and their where-

abouts are unpredictable. Even with an

acute sense of smell, mammals have to

search by walking or running—energeti-

cally expensive ways to travel, particu-

larly if a food supply is irregular. No spe-

cies of mammal has ever evolved as an

exclusive scavenger, while many bird spe-

cies have done so. Birds' traveling costs

are minimal. All vultures, for example, are

supremely adapted for soaring flight.

Many species scarcely flap their wings in

the course of a day; instead, they ghde,

taking advantage of rising air currents to

stay aloft. They can cover long distances

at high speed, using little energy. A soar-

ing vulture can afford to spend much of

the day airborne, covering hiindreds of

miles in search of scarce carcasses.

The most successful of New World

tropical forest scavengers, vultures are

also the major meat-eating animals in the

forest community, consuming more than

all mammalian predators put together. The

job of recycling the animal riches of the

rain forest falls mainly to them. Although

they may not win any beauty contests, vul-

tures carry on their roles in the rain forests

with quiet efficiency, and to my eye, with

a certain adaptive elegance. D
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No Pain, No Game
For the Mayoruna and Matses of the Amazonianforest,

preparingfor the hunt can be an ordeal

by Katharine Milton

Early in my study of diet and ecology in

Lobo, a village of 110 Mayoruna Indians

in Brazil's Amazonian forest, I noticed

that the men and adolescent boys had neat

rows of small scars on their upper arms

and chest. At first I thought these might be

the result of cigarette bums, and although

this seemed a bit odd, I didn't really ques-

tion my interpretation until it dawned on

me that the Mayoruna had no cigarettes.

Not conversant in Panoan, the Mayoruna

language, I finally pointed to the scars and

indicated that I wanted to know what had

caused them. Several youths smiled at me
and then ran into the forest. After twenty

or thirty minutes, they retumed bearing a

leafy branch on which sat a large, hand-

some, green frog.

I thought it very kind of the boys to

show me this wonderful frog, but I had no

idea that it was connected to my question

about the bum marks. I wondered if the

boys thought I was hungry and were offer-

ing the frog to me for my supper. They al-

lowed me to admire it for some minutes as

it sat calmly on the branch and then on the

shoulder and arm of one young man. It

was a vivid green, with striking yellow

mottling on the underside of its limbs and

body, and it moved with an exaggeratedly

slow gait, similar to that of the African

chameleon. But then the boys took the

frog and began to prepare it for some kind

of procedure. I finally realized that the

frog did have something to do with the

bums after all.

Without touching the animal, the boys

looped slender cords made of vines

around all four of its limbs. They then

drove small stakes into the ground and

stretched the frog out, firmly attaching the

cords to the stakes. At that point, several

of tiiem picked up wooden splinters and

began to harass the frog, poking it particu-

larly around the eyes and nostrils. In re-

sponse, the terrified frog began to exude a

clear, glossy secretion from its skin that

began to settle in a cloudy, mucuslike film

around its feet. I had no doubt that this was

some kind of potent substance that the

frog used for defense. Did contact with it

cause bums? Using a splinter, the boys
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A Matses hunter in Peru, an expert with how and arrow,

displays a common piping guan lie has shot.



Katharine Milton

scraped the secretion off the head, back,

sides, and limbs of the frog.

After the frog had been poked and

scraped for some minutes, its abihty to

produce the secretion evidently was ex-

hausted. At that point, the captors care-

fully removed the cords from the frog's

limbs and permitted it to walk away. The

frog was not physically damaged, only

frightened. One boy who briefly touched

the frog while removing the cords ran to

the nearby river to wash his hands.

The secretion had been collected on a

clean, flat piece of wood, which was

placed near a fire to dry. The wood with

the dried secretion—which looked like

shiny glue—was then wrapped in cloth

and stored in a secure, dry area in the

thatch of a nearby house. On four occa-

sions I observed how the frog's secretion

was used in a type of hunting magic.

Traditionally, the Mayoruna live by

horticulture (sweet manioc, plantain),

hunting (tapir, peccary, woolly monkey,

spider monkey), and some supplementary

fishing. The men's skills with bow and

arrow are impressive: "I pity the animal

that crosses the path of a Mayoruna," re-

marked a visitor who had done consider-

able hunting with them. Yet hunting game
in the forests of the Amazon Basin is al-

ways an unpredictable venture, a hunter

never knowing whether on any given day

he will have good luck, moderate luck, or

no luck at all. Anthropologists have long

noted that important activities with uncer-

tain outcomes are the most likely to be sur-

rounded with magical practices.

Detailed cave paintings, animal fig-

urines, and stylized caches of animal

bones found in Europe suggest that more

than 30,000 years ago, human hunters

were carrying out a wide variety of magi-

cal practices, possibly to improve hunting

success. Ethnographic accounts of many
past as well as present-day hunter-gatherer

groups throughout the world describe a

rich array of magical practices involving

smoke, blood, bark, leaves, roots, and

other substances, which the hunters be-

lieve improve their hunting prowess and

luck, increase the numbers of prey, or pro-

pitiate animal spirits.

The Mayoruna use the frog secretion as

a drug and regard its effects as a potent

form of hunting magic. On two occasions

when I observed the procedure, the drug

was taken on a day of heavy rain—per-

haps a bad day to hunt but a good day to

practice hunting magic in preparation for

more opportune conditions. I never saw a

hunter take the drug by himself: two,

three, or more men took it together.

To get the frog secretion into the body,

the hunters heat a vine twig on a buming

log until the twig is white hot. One man
then takes the twig and applies it to the

arm or chest of a person wishing to take

the drug. The white-hot twig is allowed to

rest on the surface of the skin for less than

a second, then removed and reheated; each

individual ultimately receives three to six

bums, placed in a neat row, one under the

other. At this point, the frog secretion is

taken from its storage site and unwrapped.
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One hunter mixes his sahva with it, stir-

ring it with a splinter to maice a whitish,

soft paste. The individual receiving the

drug then uses his fingernail to carefully

scrape away the small burned patches of

skin, leaving open wounds. A small

mound of the paste is then appUed to each

open bum.

Before receiving the bums, participants

drink an impressive amount of manioc,

banana, or other gruel. The first time I wit-

nessed this, I didn't know why they did it,

but I soon found out. The drug apparently

enters the bloodstream through the open

wounds very rapidly; within minutes it in-

duces heavy, repeated vomiting. The Indi-

ans told me, through an interpreter, that

the gruel lessens the pain. Another visible

result is swelling of the lips and face; other

rapid effects are headache and a burning

sensation in the anal mucosa.

After vomiting several times, each par-

Gorman/Lavalle

When disturbed, a treefrog of the species Phyllomedusa bicolor,

far left, secretes a noxious substance, presumably a defense against

predators. Amazonian Indians deliberately harass a frog, left, and

collect the secretions on a stickfor use as a ritual drug in hunting.

(They will then let thefivg go.) Small scars, below, show where the

secretions have been introduced through the skin.

ticipant sits quietly, often holding his head

in his hands. Later he gets into his ham-

mock and falls into a "sleep," during

which he may babble and make other

sounds. The sleep was described to me as

exciting, rather than restful. Men say they

think of "nothing" while in this sleep; that

it is very similar to being veiy drunk. If

they take the secretion about eight in the

morning, they are recovering from its ef-

fects by five or six in the evening of the

same day, although they may still lie about

in their hammocks and act somewhat

groggy. I was told, however, that if some-

one who is under the influence of the drug

is thrown in the river or forced to bathe, he

will rapidly shake off his somnolence.

I asked various Mayoruna why they

took the drug since it appeared to be so un-

pleasant. The men replied that taking the

frog secretion "made them hunt better."

Taking it was said "to get rid of bad luck,

help you to keep good luck, and help your

arrows find the game animals." Men also

stated that taking the secretion made them

physically much more powerful—their

senses keener, their stamina greater, their

aim with the arrow more precise.

1 was told that Mayoruna boys are first

given the frog secretion when they are

about seven or eight years of age "so that

they will become accustomed to taking it."

Women occasionally take the frog secre-

tion so that "they will work harder." I esti-

mated that most or all adult male hunters

in Lobo take the frog secretion at least

once a month.

The Mayoruna Indians in Lobo have

another type of painful hunting magic.

Men seek out large "fire" caterpillars,

whose three-inch bodies are covered with

long, white, stinging hairs. My one contact

with one of these caterpillars produced

such immediate, excruciating pain that for

months afterward I flinched at the mere

thought of white, fuzzy objects. As cater-

pillars are soft-bodied, small organisms,

they apparently require a very rapid-acting

chemical defense against potential preda-

tors that would crush or ingest them.

Some Mayoruna keep these white

caterpillars on banana plants in their gar-

dens so they wUl be readily available. To

use them for hunting magic, they pick up

the caterpillar on a twig and rub it on the

bare upper arm. This practice, which is

supposed to make a man a better hunter,

leaves additional areas of scar tissue on the

Mayoruna men and boys who take the

frog secretion.

The Mayoruna I visited live in westem

Brazil, near the border with Peru. Steven
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Romanoff, an American anthropologist,

has spent some fifteen months Hving with

the Mayoruna of Peru, where they are re-

ferred to as Matses. His description of how
the frog secretion is used for hunting

magic matches what I saw ahnost com-

pletely, but he also mentions that the drug

is sometimes administered to individuals

(men, women, or children) who are lazy or

are having problems or even as a punish-

ment. Among the Matses, a dab of the

paste may even be placed on the nose of a

favored hunting dog to improve its hunt-

ing abilities.

Romanoff also observed a number of

other energy-inducing rituals among the

Matses. In these, an older man, respected

for his knowledge or energy, blows to-

bacco smoke or uses stinging nettles or

other painful materials to magically imbue

younger individuals, usually men, with

energy, strength, or knowledge.

While working with the Amahuaca In-

dians in a Peruvian headwater area of the

Rio Inuya near the Brazilian border, an-

thropologist Robert Cameiro of the Amer-

ican Museum of Namral History also ob-

served similar hunting magic. The

Amahuaca, like the Mayoruna, are

Panoan-speakers, and the two groups may
be closely related. The Amahuaca men
take a frog secretion (almost certainly

from the same species of frog used by the

Mayoruna) and place it in bums using the

same technique. Cameiro, however, re-

ports that in their case the effects last for

some three days rather than a single day,

and that Amahuaca men claim to experi-

ence vivid hallucinations while under the

effects of the dmg.

Amahuaca men also deliberately seek

out wasps' nests and let numerous wasps

sting them, believing that they will emerge

from this ordeal better hunters. Youths

may have strips of highly caustic tree bark

tied around their wrists or forearms to in-

sure that when they are hunting "no ani-

mal will escape."

Some years ago, Delvair Montagner

Melatti, a Brazilian anthropologist, began

to work with another Panoan-speaking

group in Brazil, the Marubo, who live to

The articles ofmanufactured clothing

worn by young Matses, right, indicate

their group's outside contacts. A
Mayoruna boy, below, holding his

family's catchfrom the river, and a

Mayoruna teenager with his petfawn,

below right, belong to a much more

isolated group.
Katharine Milton

the south of the Mayoruna and are one of

their traditional enemies. The Marubo

used the frog secretion extensively during

her earlier visits, giving it to children as

young as three years of age. Children typ-

ically did not like to take the secretion,

which is unpleasant for anyone and which,

in a small child, can produce very power-

ful effects. According to Montagner, tak-

ing the frog secretion appeared to be a

daily or even twice daily ritual; however,

the Marubo bathed very shortly after the

secretion was administered. In some man-

ner, the shock of the cold water and action

of the bath curtailed much of the effect of

the secretion, so the Marubo did not spend

the rest of the day lying in a hammock but

rather were able to hunt, work, or carry out

other activities with vigor.

The Marubo stated that they used the

secretion for two principal reasons—to rid

the body of harmful impurities, including

such things as bad luck, and to imbue the

body with power, energy, and good luck.

Children were given the secretion not only

for these reasons but also as a punishment

to correct improper behavior. In the past,

the area of the body on which the bums

were placed was apparently related to the

type of effect desired. To cure laziness, for

example, bums would be placed on the

back of the neck, while to rid oneself of

weakness and become powerful and

quick, bums were placed on the stomach

or upper arms. To improve hunting suc-

cess, bums were placed on the chest and

upper arms. To kill people in warfare, they

were placed near the sternum. Painful,

stinging herbs were also rubbed on the

skin to augment the effects of the frog se-

cretion. In her later visits, Montagner

noted far fewer scars on the bodies of the

Mambo and concluded that the practice

was gradually dying out owing to the in-

fluence of missionaries and other outside

forces.

The Mayoruna and others obtain the se-

cretion from Phyllomedusa hicolor, a large

tree frog that lives high in trees near rivers
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and streams. Curious about the chemical

composition of the frog secretion, I ob-

tained a dried sample and brought it back

to the United States for analysis. I sent it to

the laboratory of John Daly, a chemist at

the National Institutes of Health, who

along with his associate Charles Myers, a

herpetologist at the American Museum of

Natural History, is well known for studies

of the chemical compounds in secretions

of the so-called poison dart frogs.

Poison dart frogs of the genus Phyllo-

bates produce among the most potent of

all naturally occurring, nonprotein tox-

ins—the batrachotoxin alkaloids. Some

Indian groups smear the secretions from

these frogs on blowgun darts in order to

kill game. The poison leads rapidly to car-
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A Matses woman, below, cuts up a tapir, afavored game

animal. Bottom: A pot of tapir meat cooks over the fire.

Opposite page: A Mayoruna mother wears straw whiskers to

evoke the image ofa jaguar This adornment has nowfallen
out of use, butfacial tattoos are still infashion.
Photographs below by Jeff Rotman

diac failure in wounded game, but the

meat of such animals is safe for humans to

consume.

The secretion from the hunting magic

frog, Phyllomedusa bicolor, is very differ-

ent from those of poison dart frogs. Daly

and his colleagues were able to isolate a

previously unknown peptide, which they

named adenoregulin. Earlier work by Vit-

torio Erspamer had shown that the skin of

the frog contained a variety of vasoactive

and opioid peptides. All these peptides

presumably interact to produce the variety

of symptoms and sensations noted in indi-

viduals who take the frog secretion. When
some of the frog secretion was adminis-

tered to mice at the National Institutes of

Health, the mice fell into a drowsy trance.

When the mice were stimulated, however,

the effects of the trance could be rapidly

dissipated—the same pattem of behavior

noted in the Marubo, who bathe in the

river after taking the secretion and then are

able to carry out their daily activities with

increased enthusiasm.

No one knows how tropical forest-

dwelling people first acquired knowledge

about the plant and animal compounds

they use as medicines, stimulants, and

magic. Most such discoveries were prob-

ably the result of some chance observation

of the effect of contact with, or ingestion

of, some leaf, bark, insect, or animal. The

observer may have noted this effect on

himself or on another person or animal. A
series of trial-and-error experiments may
then have helped determine how best to

administer and use the chemical sub-

stances involved. To the best ofmy knowl-

edge, the Mayoruna, and related Panoan-

speaking groups among whom the

procedure has been observed, are the only

Amazonian Indians who introduce a drug

into their bloodsfream through a deliberate

break in the skin. Elsewhere, such chemi-

cal substances are generally inhaled or

swallowed.

Why many hunting magic procedures

are painful or unpleasant is another mys-

tery. Perhaps, as practitioners claim, the

experience leaves them feeling energized

and refreshed. The pain or stimulation

brought on by frog secretions, wasp stings,

stinging caterpillars, and caustic bark con-

ceivably causes the release of brain pep-

tide endorphins that ultimately lead to en-

hanced alertness, physical strength, and

endurance.

Or more simply, hunters may beUeve

that by subjecting themselves to some

form of ordeal or discipline they are eam-

ing favor or investing themselves with

extra power derived from animal spirits,

deities, or ancestors. This added confi-

dence and determination could enhance

their hunting success. The limits of the

human mind's influence over physical re-

ality, at least over the body and health, are

far from settled. Whether through a

prayer, a fetish, or a frog, people through-

out the world find ways to hamess this re-

source, n
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Photographs by Mike Sevems

A male common house geckofeeds on a moth. Large eyes help this

nocturnal insectivore in its searchforfood.
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Gecko Power Play in the Pacific
Ever since they hitched a ride to Hawaii, competition

between these little lizards has been driving them up the wall

by Kenneth Petren and Ted J. Case

After sunset on a South Pacific island,

gentle trade winds sway the pandanus

trees on the grounds of a local school. As

day gives way to night, clouds of insects

form around lights in the empty school-

yard. This is our cue to get down to work:

collecting geckos, little lizards best known

for the pads on their toes that enable them

to perform Spiderman-like feats of climb-

ing on almost any surface. Armed with

powerful headlamps and long brooms, and

with plastic bags dangling from our necks,

we sprint to the first light. Holding our

brooms aloft, we poke around the light,

brushing geckos from the wall with fren-

zied actions. Then we move rapidly along

the side of the building, sweeping under

the eaves and pouncing on any Uzards try-

ing to escape through the grass. Once we

have collected a few dozen of the finger-

sized geckos, we catch our breath and de-

cide to call it a night.

During the course of four years, we

spent many nights, together with Douglas

Bolger (formerly at the University of Cal-

ifornia, San Diego, and now at Dart-

mouth), in pursuit of common house

geckos on Viti Levu, an island in the Fiji

archipelago. Our goal was to monitor their

numbers and study their interactions with

other gecko species found in Fiji and on

other South Pacific islands.

Many gecko species thrive in urban en-

vironments throughout the Pacific. All

originated either in Southeast Asia or in

the larger islands of the western Pacific,

but they dispersed eastward by hitching

rides with human colonists to the most re-

mote islands. Geckos began their trans-Pa-

cific trek thousands of years ago, stowed

away in the cargo of Polynesian canoes.

Some of the earliest stowaways belonged

to asexual species, in which all individuals

are females capable of laying viable eggs

without male fertiUzation. Such species

have an advantage over sexual species, as

there is no need for both a male and female

to start a population; a single individual or

egg will do. Two asexual species that

reached many of the Pacific islands by

stowing away are the four-inch-long fox

gecko {Hemidactylus garnotti) and the
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Concrete aircraft hangarsfrom World War II proved a good

environment in which to study Hawaii's urban geckos. A fence kept

predators out, and a strategic coating ofhhte Fluon (a suspension of

Teflon particles the geckos can't cling to) kept the U~ards in

three-inch-long mourning gecko {Lepido-

dactylus lugubris). But since World War
II, the increased volume of shipping in the

Pacific has also enabled the common
house gecko (//. fi-enatus), a sexual spe-

cies, to colonize these islands.

All these geckos are noctumal and in-

sectivorous. Like tiny tigers stalking prey,

they creep along, keeping their bodies

pressed close to whatever they're walking

on, and finish off the hunt with a final

pounce and snap of the jaws. They may
forage for insects on trees, plants, and

buildings, requiring little more than a

loose piece of bark or a wall mirror to hide

behind during the day.

Flat walls, windows, and ceilings pre-

sent no obstacle to these remarkable

climbers. In fact, walls with overhanging

eaves are a boon to the lizards: by imped-

ing the insects' horizontal and vertical

flight paths, the walls concentrate flying

prey. These flat surfaces also generally

make the insects more conspicuous than

they are on cylindrical tree trunks. And
with the advent of electric lights, the bene-

fits of living near people became even

more striking, for the lights attract a smor-

gasbord of flying fodder for the geckos.

But not all gecko species have fared

equally weU. TypicaUy, once the common

house geckos have established themselves

in and around port towns, they quickly

spread to other inhabited parts of an island

and displace many of the earlier arrivals,

including the fox and mourning geckos.

The fox gecko, which is similar in size,

shape, and habits to the common house

gecko, is now very rare and simply can't

be found in many of the places we see the

other two species.

Our Fiji study demonstrated that as the

common house gecko invaded, resident

mourning geckos grew more slowly and

their numbers decreased. Gecko skin is so

thin and transparent that eggs can easily be

counted and measured while still inside

the female, enabling us to determine that

the mourning geckos were producing

fewer eggs as common house geckos took

over. But what made the house gecko

more successful than the mourning

gecko? Was it simply its larger size?

To find out, and continue our investiga-

tions into the role of competition in deter-

mining the makeup and structure of a

community of animals, we decided to ex-

pand our experiments with the geckos.

Several aspects of the situation made us

optimistic. The geckos are abundant and

tolerant of handling by humans; the house

gecko invasion tends to be rapid and have

immediate, clear-cut effects; and given the

geckos' penchant for urban environments,

we could easily mimic a "natural" situa-

tion. All we needed were enclosures sup-

plied with insects, hiding places, water,

and egg-laying sites. Wifli these ingredi-

ents, we thought we had the right mix to

look for the actual mechanism of competi-

tion as it occurs on a relatively large scale,

something that is not often observable dur-

ing the lifetime of your average ecologist.

Hawaii was the logical place for this

next phase of our research. The house

gecko invasion is still in progress in some

parts of the islands, and there are many

small, abandoned buUdings and bunkers

left over from World War H. Our first task
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The authors also set upfour small

enclosures, above, in one of the

hangars. This enabled them to make

detailed obseiyations ofall

interactions between the common

house and mourning geckos. Left:

The space between a carpet-covered

piece of thin Plexiglas (blue

rectangle) and the graffiti-covered

wall it is attached to provides a

daytime hiding placefor the lizards.
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was to find a site with enough identical

structures for us to set up experimental

populations. Local residents sometimes

hinted at the existence of such structures,

but no one seemed to know just where

they were, hi our search for the appropri-

ate site, we contacted more than twenty

military bases and government agencies in

Hawaii. Because we had few contacts at

these installations, we had to start from

scratch. The first phone calls went some-

thing like this:

«l^

"Hello, I'm looking for abandoned

structures—maybe ten to twenty of them.

Can you help me?"

"Well, I'm not sure. What do you want

to use them for?"

"We want to do an ecological experi-

ment with geckos."

"What? Did you say geckos?"

"Yes, geckos. Little lizards."

From the other end of the line came

sounds of uncontrollable laughter, as col-

leagues were being told, followed by more

•# ...

laughter, and the reply, "I don't think so,

but I heard that there were some old

bunkers somewhere. I'm not sure exactly

where, though." One military representa-

tive repUed, "Sir, do you have any idea

how the military works?"

Undeterred, we began to ascend the

learning curve, amassing a huge network

of phone contacts. We considered struc-

tures of all sizes and shapes, but eventu-

ally settled on the concrete aircraft

hangars at Barbers Point Naval Air Station
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Geckos are master climbers. Microscopic hairs on the white, oval

toe pads of this common house gecko, left, enable it to cling to

almost any surface. Two eggs are clearly visible in the mourning

gecko below, photographed through glass. Under ideal conditions,

she may produce a new clutch in as little as three weeks.

on Oahu. The hangars are sohd concrete

half-domes, sixty feet across, seventeen

feet high, and forty feet deep, with one end

completely open. They were built to pro-

tect small aircraft from the machine-gun

strafing that devastated planes on the old

Ewa airstrip during the attack on Pearl

Harbor. The inner walls are often covered

with graffiti, some of it nearly as old as the

structures themselves, which gives the

hangars a distinctly urban atmosphere.

The scrub forest around Barbers Point,

like much of Hawaii, also shows abundant

signs of human influence. The dominant

tree is the kiawe, a mesquite introduced

from North America. The leaf litter is

densely populated with roaches (mostly

normative) of all sizes, a food source that

supports large numbers of common house

geckos. The geckos, in turn, are fed upon

by mongooses and feral cats, both intro-

duced species that reach extremely high

densities in these forests. Many of our ini-

tial experimental subjects feU prey to cats

at night and mongooses during the day,

until we constructed small fences to keep

the predators away.

Three other introduced inhabitants

pretty much round out the ecological pic-

ture at Barbers Point: termites, which eat

kiawe and are eaten by geckos; scorpions;

and centipedes. The centipedes are large

and abundant. They eat the roaches but

also prey on weak, lethargic geckos, con-

suming the entire body without leaving a

trace. One of our less enviable mainte-

nance duties was "centipede patrol," an at-

tempt to reduce the numbers of centipedes

trapped in our enclosures.

Our foray into urban ecology took on a

distinctly military flavor when our area

was periodically surrounded by armed

troops decked out in full camouflage and

face paint. During training exercises, they

stalked and raided neighboring camps,

using our hangars for cover. Particularly

unsettling were the grenades, smoke

bombs, and battle helicopters hovering

below tree level, which would suddenly

pop up and dart over the study site to de-

liver their armaments a stone's throw

away.

Despite these distractions, we began

making plans to convert eighteen hangars

into separate, enclosed populations so that

we could monitor the geckos closely and

periodically conduct censuses. In the labo-

ratory, we had confined geckos to their ter-

rariums by smearing petroleum jelly along

the tops of the tank walls. Gecko-proofing

the huge hangars in this way would have

called for hundreds of feet of the Vaseline

barrier, spread by hand from fifly-five-gal-

lon drums. Much to our relief, we learned

of Fluon, a substance the entomological

community uses to contain colonies of in-

sects. A suspension of Teflon particles (the

same Teflon—a product of NASA re-
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A native of the Comoro Islands, near

Madagascar, the gold dust gecko is a

recent addition to Hawaii's already vast

collection ofintroduced species. It is too

early to tell ifthis new arrival will

flourish and have an effect on native

animals or other introduced geckos.

search—that keeps your eggs from stick-

ing to the pan), Fluon goes on like paint,

and two coats will defeat even the most

sticky-footed gecko.

With a satisfactory way to keep our

gecko colonies intact, we began the

painstaking task ofrenovation in the fall of

199 1 . We quickly learned that the skills of

the urban ecologist may include painting,

sweeping, hammering thousands of nails

into concrete, and gaining an extensive

knowledge of spray foam (to fill holes so

the geckos could not escape the census).

We used a variety of adhesives to secure

our custom-designed gecko condomini-

ums to the walls to provide daytime

refuges for the geckos. Through a blend of

creative electronics and laborious hauling

Mourning geckos, right, reproduce

asexually. Different lineages ofsuch

clones can be recognized by the patterns

on their backs.

of fifty-pound batteries for periodic

recharging, we equipped half the hangars

with a light, powered to tum on automati-

cally at night.

There were plenty of common house

geckos already inhabiting the hangars, but

we decided to get all the geckos for our ex-

periments—both mourning and common
house varieties—from the same place,

which meant gathering them at the few

sites where mourning geckos are still

abundant. (Mourning geckos continue to

do well in many nonurban environments,

especially in cooler, wetter, higher-eleva-

tion areas, where there may not be enough

food for the larger common house

geckos.) With our proven broom-and-bag

technique, we collected hundreds of

geckos and introduced them to the

hangars. Many promptly escaped, which

led to a frustrating period of design modi-

fication, more hammering and gluing, and

restocking.

Eventually our efforts yielded a stable

experimental system that was both gecko-

proof and gecko-friendly. Now we could

control all aspects of the experiment and

take a completely new census of all popu-

lations (twenty geckos per hangar) every

eight days. Some hangars had only one

species, while others had equal numbers

of both species. On census days, I moved

from one end of an enclosure to the other,

capturing, identifying, and measuring all

geckos as they were caught fleeing their

refuges. The design of the enclosures en-

abled daytime census taking, so a head-

lamp wasn't necessary, but a small broom

proved indispensable for the roundup.

After a few weeks of settling in, we had

results that agreed with our Fiji findings:

mourning geckos became thinner and pro-

duced fewer eggs when common house

geckos were around. This effect was seen,

however, only in revetments with electric

fights. Since insects concentrated near the

fights, we theorized that the larger house

geckos were monopofizing these insect-

rich patches. The real excitement began

when we placed a blind near the fight and

started to observe tfie geckos' interactions

on the vertical wall near the fight.

To our surprise, the all-female mourn-

ing geckos were very aggressive toward

one another, something not seen in our

earlier studies of captive individuals in ter-

rariums. Long-drawn-out battles raged

over positions near the ligfit. Opponents

made clicking and growling noises,

arched their backs, turned side-to-side,

and then—clamping then- jaws down on

each other's head or body—^locked into a

wrestling position. At this point, one

gecko usually let go and retreated, al-

though sometimes the fight continued,

with one gecko suspending the other in

midair and the dangling gecko avoiding

the fall to the floor only by keeping its

jaws tight on the other's head. Often both

would fall to the ground—sixty body
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lengths or more—and immediately begin

the long climb back up to the Ught.

While aggressive interactions between

mourning geckos were almost constant,

the situation with the common house

geckos was less clear. Males spent much
of their time patrolling for other males and

would drive them off instantly in battles

similar to, but much swifter than, those of

the asexual mourning gecko. In contrast,

females, which are smaller than males but

still larger than mourning geckos, simply

foraged side-by-side at the light, feasting

on their favorite foods—winged termites

and moths. Males would essentially ig-

nore females except when feeling

amorous; then a brief tail-wagging, fol-

lowed by copulation, would take place,

often directly on the light in the middle of

the feeding frenzy.

Our biggest surprise was discovering

that the common house gecko was not ag-

gressive toward the mouming gecko, even

when ten to fifteen geckos of both species

were crowded within three feet of the

light. In fact, the most dominant mouming
gecko would often attack and bite a larger

common house gecko, which appeared

unimpressed and seldom retaliated. Fur-

ther, our censuses revealed that members

of the two species commonly shared

refuges during the day as well, so there ap-

peared to be little or no direct aggression

day or night. Why then does the mouming
gecko fare so poorly in the company of its

larger relative?

At least part of the answer was revealed

in a small-scale experiment constructed

solely for nighttime observation. We set

up four enclosures, placing eight moum-
ing geckos in each of the first two, and

eight common house geckos in each of the

remaining two. All enclosures had an elec-

tric light. After a couple of weeks, we re-

moved the four least active mouming
geckos and replaced them with four active

common house geckos and watched to see

what happened. The results depended on

the social status of the individual moum-
ing geckos: in each enclosure there was a

dominant individual that never lost a fight

with another mouming gecko and that

usually sat right on the Ught, where insect

foraging was best. These dominant
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A common home gecko, below, hugs the wall as it

stalks a moth. Right: The mourning gecko gets less to eat

when its lai^ii fastei ielati\i s an awund

mourning geckos actually spent more time

at the light in the presence of common
house geckos, while the subordinate

mourning geckos moved even farther

from the light to forage in less productive

areas. Foraging even a few inches from

the light can make a huge difference, as in-

sect numbers drop off dramatically with

distance from the light. Since this experi-

ment, we have leamed that this subtle dis-

placement is still evident months after the

introduction of common house geckos.

We have also learned that even domi-

nant mouming geckos are worse off in the

presence of common house geckos. In

spite of having access to the best seat at the

insect smorgasbord, they get less to eat.

This may be partly because mouming

geckos spend so much time fighting with

one another: time spent fighting is time not

spent eating. The male common house

geckos not only end their fights quickly,

but they are also larger and faster than the

mouming geckos and thus better at catch-

ing insects. Meanwhile, because female

common house geckos forage peacefully

side by side, they may be able to catch

more insects. In this way, the different

roles of males and females in the sexual

species may give them an overall advan-

tage over the asexual mouming gecko.

Although the aggregations of insects

around fights appear to be the key feature

giving the common house geckos a com-

petifive edge, long hours of observation

may ultimately lead us to conclude that

there is no single dominating mechanism

of competition, but many interacting

mechanisms. And as the story continues to

unfold, new questions come up. Can a

subordinate mouming gecko, for example,

eventually overcome its fear of house

geckos and rise to replace a dominant indi-

vidual that has died or moved on? We also

hope to leam more about juveniles, which

may have an especially strong incentive to

stay clear of house geckos: under extreme

circumstances, they themselves may be-

come dinner for one of the large male

common house geckos. We expect it will

be a while before we have answered all the

questions raised by these little lizards. In

the meantime, we are perfecting oiu" skills

with hammer and glue. D
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Science Lite

Broadcast Blues
/ hear America singing

by Roger L. Welsch

There are some questions for which

there are no answers, problems for which

there are no solutions, science or not. Take

that periodic, pandemic dreariness that

seems to invade the human condition. We
have a literary phrase for it

—

mal de

siecle—but it remains generally unex-

plored and unexplained by science. Psy-

chology is into its second century and yet

the human mind, not to mention the cat's,

is like a sealed book with uncut pages.

This morning I was still in my pajamas

when I walked past our upstairs bathroom,

where my daughter Antonia was getting

ready for the day. "How's it going.

Honey?" I asked. She didn't hear me be-

cause her radio was blaring the latest tune

by Billie Bob Clintstone, " 'Despair' Ain't

Quite the Word for the Misery I Feel":

You done left me here, a cowboy

broken-hearted,

So's I done gone over to the Wal-Mart

and carted

Enough Ding-Dongs and Ho-Hos to

ease my mint ego;

Cowgirls like you ought to be illegal. .

.

I turned down the radio and greeted her

again: "Good morning, Antonia. Nice day,

huh?"

"Oh, I guess so. Dad. It's just that I'm

feeling kind of down."

"Problems at school?"

"No, I don't know what it is. I just don't

feel very spunky."

"Well, sorry, Hon. Hope things go bet-

ter when the sun comes up."

I went downstairs and kissed Linda

good morning. "Mind if I turn down your

tape deck so I can watch the morning

news?" She was listening to her current fa-

vorite, Rita Mae Hardtime, singing

"You're a Rotten, Stinking Puke and I

Don't Gotta Take It No More":

You're ugly and you know it.

You're a degenerate and you show it;

You've betrayed me, lied, and ran.

But I love you, my beer-guzzlin',

womanizin', snooze-chewin' man...

"You look like you've been crying. Are

you okay?"

"Yes, I'm just feeling a littie blue this

morning. I think maybe it's the bad

weather I just can't seem to shake it.

Maybe I'll feel better once I get some cof-

fee."

"Antonia's feeling a little down this

morning too. Well, I'm going to run up to

town for the mail. Be back in about a half

hour"

I stepped out into a beautiful spring

morning. The sun was shining and the

birds singing. Down beyond the trees I

could hear the sound of the river running

strong and deep. I leaned up against my
pickup truck and admired the morning's

warmth and calm for a moment before I

jumped in and started her up. Linda must

have been driving the truck the day before

because she had set the radio to her fa-

vorite country-western station, MZRY.
Whining steel guitars. Even my amateur

ear could hear that the guy who was

singing needed adenoid work pretty seri-

ously:

I knowed that you was cheatin', but

why with my best friend?

Think I'll take my old .44 and put this

all to an end;

I'd throw myself off a bridge, end the

worry and fritterin'.

But with my luck I'd get picked up by

the EPA and throwed in jail for

litterin'.

The dogs always howl like a fire siren

when they hear songs like that, so I turned

off the radio and drove into town about

half speed, enjoying the day. The rattles of

the loose frame and the whine of the bad

steering pumps on my battered Ford

seemed a major improvement over any-

thing I could find on the radio. I was feel-

ing pretty good by the time I got to the post

office. "How's it going, Fred? Nice day,

huh?" I said to the postmaster.

He tiuned down his radio, and I'm glad

he did, because he was listening to yet an-

other country-western station, DWNR.

Darlene Doumdrear was sobbing some-

thing about

We was beaten, starved, and flailed.

Specially when Pop was jailed;

Mom tried her best, but had to work us

So hard, we didn't even get to go to the

circus.

"1 like Darlene," Fred said. "She sings

about real things from her own Ufe. Like

me. Even though 1 have a great family, a

good job, and live in a lovely town, I'm

not feeling so good about fife myself these

days."

"Fred, I was reading in Newsweek last

month that Darlene Doumdrear 's real

name is Margot DuPont, she attended

Bryn Mawr, was a debutante, and inher-

ited enough money to buy Poughkeepsie.

Singing country music is only her hobby."

"Yeah, I heard that too, but the thing is,

she sings about real things that are prob-

ably happening to other people. Like me."

"Right, Fred."

Yvonne Buchanan
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"About half your mail today is from

folks trying to raise money for charities,

Rog. Here's the National Depression Hot-

line, and the Fund for the Generally Down

on Their Luck, the Malaise Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to the Bummed Out,

and...."

I tossed the flyers into Fred's wastebas-

ket and drove home the long way, taking

the gravel road down by the creek. As

cheery as I was feeling, I couldn't help

wondering what the heck was going on in

the world to make everyone so troubled

and beset—that mystery that science may

never solve. I took the turn over toward

Beecher's Pond so I could take a look at

how the muskrats were coming along with

their spring work.

I tried the radio again and with great

good fortune found a public broadcast sta-

tion buried between two high-watt coun-

try-western stations. Ah, Beethoven's

Ninth, right at the point where the chorus

sings Schiller's "Ode to Joy" (in German,

of course, but roughly as follows):

Joy, sweet bahn of the gods, daughter

of Elysium,

Intoxicated with your fire, we enter

your divine sanctuary

—

Your magic heals even the most angry

divisions of our time.

We are all brothers and sisters beneath

your gentle wings...

I got into the music pretty good and

pushed the pickup a little hard, but I

backed off again when I got close to

Beecher's Pond because there was a nice

bunch of canvasback ducks sitting on the

still water and I didn't want my whistling

to scare them off. Finally, I couldn't con-

tain my enthusiasm in the face of

Beethoven and Schiller, so I cut loose with

my locomotive-loud whistle and dam near

hyperventilated myself

The canvasbacks didn't budge—the

Beethoven didn't bother them at all.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannehrog, Nebraska.
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Worlds in Contact

On the Matter of Smallpox
Long before a safe vaccine became widely available, people took the risk

of inoculating themselves with the smallpox virus

by Samuel M. Wilson

In April 1806, a package containing

dried scabs and a vial of pus, taken from

the open sores of a child in Mexico City,

was sent by messenger to Manuel Antonio

Cordero y Bustamante, governor of the

Spanish provinces surrounding the mis-

sions of San Antonio, in what is now
Texas. Governor Cordero 's physicians

lanced the skins of several hundred Euro-

pean-Americans and Indians living in the

area and smeared the diluted pus and dis-

solved scabs into the wounds. As a conse-

quence, these residents contracted cow-

pox, a disease closely related to smallpox.

The antibodies they developed from the

infection were to protect them from small-

pox for the rest of their lives.

Distribution of the vaccine to this out-

post of the Spanish Empire was due

largely to the efforts of Francisco Xavier

Balmis, a physician who sailed around the

globe between 1803 and 1807 visiting set-

tlements of the Spanish Empire. He was

among the most courageous of souls not

only because of the magnitude of his un-

dertaking—^more than 100,000 people in

Latin America were vaccinated directly or

indirectly through his efforts—but also be-

cause he struggled, along with many oth-

ers, against the popularly held, intuitive

sentiment that one did not preserve

people's health by making them sick.

In a 1941 article in The Journal of the

History of Medicine, S. F. Cook related

how the Spanish king Carlos IV, terrified

when his daughter contracted smallpox,

had the rest of his family vaccinated after

she recovered. Then, at his government's

expense, he mounted the "philanthropic

expedition of vaccination," putting Balmis

in charge of getting the vaccine across the

Atlantic to North and South America, and

if possible, on to the Spanish Philippines.

At the time, it was by far the largest vacci-

nation program ever attempted. On the

first leg of his journey, Balmis sailed from

Spain to the Canary Islands and then to

Puerto Rico.

Carrying the vaccine across the Atlantic

was not easy. To vaccinate others, Balmis

needed the "matter" of cowpox from the

open sores of infected people—what we
now know to be the active virus. That

meant that he needed the pus and lym-

phatic fluid from people who were at just

the right stage of the disease. Once in-

fected, a victim showed no symptoms for

more than a week. Aches, fever, and delir-

ium set in about the ninth day, and at the

beginning of the third week after expo-

sure, blisters and pustules erupted.

So from the orphanages of Coruna,

Spain, and surrounding areas, Balmis re-

cruited twenty-two young boys who had

never had either cowpox or smallpox. He
then saw to it that they were infected with

cowpox one by one as they crossed the

ocean and traveled through Latin Amer-

ica, insuring that there would always be

one person whose infection was at the

right stage to pass on the disease. These

twenty-two children were rewarded with

the Crown's commitment to care for them

until they were grown and to pay the costs

of their schooling in the New World. Al-

though little is known about how these

children fared in the Americas or whether

any of them ever returned to Spain, none

of them died from their exposure to the

disease, and they saved thousands.

Balmis 's expedition was inspired by the

work of the English physician Edward

Jenner, who demonstrated that a patient

could gain immunity against smallpox rel-

atively safely by being infected with cow-

pox, a less dangerous disease that rarely

proved fatal. In 1796 Jenner inoculated a

child with pus taken from a cowpox sore

on the hand of a milkmaid, who had

caught it from an open sore on the udder of

a cow. As Jenner records in a letter to a

friend: "But now listen to the most de-

lightful part ofmy story. The boy has since

been inoculated for the Smallpox which as

I ventured to predict produced no effect. I

shall now pursue my Experiments with re-

doubled ardor."

Jenner was not the first to notice that

contracting cowpox could save a person

from getting a fatal version of smallpox

later. It was part of local knowledge in

rural Britain. Milkmaids routinely caught

cowpox; afterward, they almost never

contracted smallpox. But Jenner's experi-

ments convinced the medical community

that immunization was the best way of

fighting smallpox and made cowpox the

method of choice.

For centuries people had known that if

you survived a bout with smallpox itself,

you could almost never catch it again.

They believed, often mistakenly, that a

person who contracted smallpox through

the skin, in the same way that milkmaids

caught cowpox through the cuts or cal-

louses on their hands, had a good chance

of survival. They also thought that those

who caught the disease from close contact

with an infected person (evidently by in-

haling the virus) were more likely to die or

to have their bodies pitted and scarred by

the pox.

Inoculation with smallpox itself, also

called variolation, appears to have been

common for centuries among rural popu-

lations throughout Europe, Asia, and
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Africa. Correspondence in the archives of

the Royal Society of London shows that

Englishmen had observed the practice in

China before 1700. Several generations

before Jenner's experiments, a furious de-

bate had raged among physicians and
town councils in Europe and America
over whether inoculation with the "mat-

ter" of smallpox should be allowed. In the

1720s, in Boston and other New England

towns, a war of pamphlets and posters was
waged for and against the practice.

Inoculation was a chancy procedure.

About 1.5 percent of those inoculated con-

tracted severe cases and died of the dis-

ease, and sometimes recently inoculated

people, who had not been kept in quaran-

tine while they were contagious, spread

the disease to others. But smallpox was
such a ghastly disease that, to avoid it,

people were willing to risk death for them-

selves and their children. In 1 634, William

Bradford provided an appalhng descrip-

tion of what smallpox did to the Connecti-

cut Indians:

They fell sick of ye small poxe, and dyed
most miserably; for a sorer disease cannot
befall them; they fear it more than ye
plague; for usualy they that have this dis-

ease have them in abundance, and for wante
of bedding and lining and other helps, they

fall into a lamentable condition, as they lye

on their hard matts, ye poxe breaking and
mattering, and runing one into another, their

skin cleaving (by reason thereof) to the
matts they lye on; when they turn them, a
whole side will flea of at once, (as it were,)

and they will be all of a gore blood, most
fearfull to behold; and then being very sore,

what with could and other distempers, they
dye like rotten sheep.

Later, Bradford notes that seeing the In-

dians' "woefuU and sadd condition, and
hearing their pitifull cries and lamanta-

tions, [the settlers] had compastion of

them, and dayly fetched them wood and
water, and made them fires, gott them vict-

ualls whilst they lived, and buried them
when they dyed" {OfPlimoth Plantation).

The Puritan minister and prolific writer

Cotton Mather (1663-1728) learned of

smallpox inoculation from a man named
Onisemus, who had been brought as a

slave from Africa. Mather asked other

people from Africa about the practice and

found that it was commonly done there.

Given the tremendous threat of smallpox

epidemics in the new American colonies,

he became a strong proponent of inocula-

tion with smallpox. In his small book enti-

tled An Account of the Method and Suc-

cess ofInoculating the Small-Pox, printed

c^f/pit^-



in London in 1722, he gave a step-by-step

description of the procedure:

They make a Choice of as healthy a young

Person as they can find, that has the Small-

Pox of the best Sort upon him; on the

Twelfth or Thirteenth Day of his Decumbi-

ture, with a Needle they prick some of the

larger Pustules, and press out the Matter

coming from them into some convenient

Vessel, which is to be stopt close, and kept

warm, in the Bosom of the Person that car-

ries it to the intended Patient. This Person

ought rather to be some other, than he who
visited the sick Chamber for it; lest he

should carry the Infection in the common
way, which might prove dangerous. The Pa-

tient is to have several Small Wounds made
with a Needle, or Lancet, in two or more

places of the Skin, (the best Places are the

Muscles of the Arm) and immediately let

there be dropt out of a Drop of the Matter in

the Glass on each of the Places, and mix'd

with the Blood that is issuing out. The
Wound should be cover'd with some little

Concave Vessel, and bound over, that the

Matter may not be rubb'd off by the gar-

ments for a few Hours.

The dedication to Mather's book, writ-

ten by J. Dummer, affirmed that the idea

that inoculation with smallpox could pre-

vent the disease was not at all new:

This Practice of ingrafting the Small-Pox

has been used from Time immemorial
among the Circassians, and for many Years

past in the Levant, yet it is a new Thing in

these Parts of Europe, and still more so in

America: And as all new Discoveries, how-

ever rational in themselves, and beneficial

to Mankind, are receiv'd at first with Oppo-
sition, none has met with greater than this in

New-England.

In the late 1600s the practice of inocula-

tion with smallpox had been described in

Turkey and the eastern Mediterranean,

and seems to have been widely used

throughout Europe. Peasants called the

rather dangerous practice "buying the

smallpox," and most contemporary ac-

counts noted (with either praise or con-

tempt) that old women were the ones who
knew how to inoculate people. A highly

respected London physician of the early

eighteenth century, for example, wrote de-

risively that "posterity will scarcely be

brought to believe that a method practiced

only by a few Ignorant Women, amongst

an illiterate and unthinking People

should... be received into the Royal

Palace" (cited by R. P. Stems, "Remarks

upon the Introduction of Inoculation for

Smallpox in England," Bulletin ofthe His-

tory ofMedicine, 1950).

Even though these practices existed, no

one at the time understood why the disease

spread or why inoculation seemed to work
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sometimes. Classical Greek physicians

like Hippocrates based their treatments on

the premise that diseases arose from im-

balances in the four basic humors, a theory

still current in the seventeenth century.

The humors were blood, yellow bile,

black bile, and mucus (the sanguine, cho-

leric, melancholic, and phlegmatic hu-

mors, respectively). Disequilibrium

among these humors was thought to cause

the skin to erupt with the sores of small-

pox, but just what caused the disequilib-

rium was unclear.

The celebrated MusUm physician Abu
Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariya Razi (bet-

ter known as Rhazes) who lived from

about A.D. 865 to 925, built upon the hu-

moral theory of disease by suggesting that

within each of us there is a case of small-

pox (and many other maladies) waiting to

boil out of our blood and erupt into open

sores on the skin. His "innate seed theory"

also involved the belief that changes in at-

mospheric conditions could trigger epi-

demics. Even into the nineteenth century

this theory was probably the most widely

accepted explanation for why people got

sick (little wonder that Spanish conquista-

dors were so obsessed with the risks of

staying in the "unhealthful airs" of the

American tropics).

While these humoral and innate seed

explanations were widely accepted, a re-

markably modem theory was proposed as

early as 1546 by an Italian from Verona,

Girolamo Fracastoro (1478-1553). In his

De Contagione et Contagiosis Morbis et

Eorum Curatione, he argued that semi-

naria—in effect small seeds of disease

—

could be transmitted from person to per-

son through a variety of means. Each

disease (he addressed measles and small-

pox specifically) had its own unique semi-

naria. Fracastoro also spent much of his

career studying "the French disease"

—

syphilis.

After the Dutch businessman and ama-

teur lens grinder Anton van Leeuwenhoek

(1632-1723) refined the single-lens mi-

croscope in the seventeenth century, the

existence of microscopic organisms was

demonstrated, and Fracastoro's theory of

seminaria was revived in a new form.

About the same time, a theory attributing

the spread of smallpox to animalcules (mi-

nuscule animals) was also widely dis-

cussed. The smallpox virus was so minute,

however, that it was not detected with the

early microscopes. Thus for a time such

explanations remained in doubt. In some

of his writings, for example. Cotton

Mather called the agents of the disease
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animalculae" of uncertain character, but

in others he called them "miasms" (mias-

mas, or vapors).

"The venomous Miasms of the Small

Pox," Mather wrote,

entering into the Body, in the Way of Inspi-

ration, are immediately taken into the Blood

of the Lungs; and, I pray, how many Pulses

pass, before the very Heart is pierc'd with

them? And within how many more they are

convey'd into all the Bowels?

In an elaborate discussion he compared

the body to a fortress, and argued that if

the miasms came in through the lungs,

they were deadly, but if they had to fight

their way through the "Out-Works of the

Citadel," the person's skin and muscle,

they could be defeated.

But where did the miasmas come from?

In the early 1700s, no one knew. The Eng-

lish physician Thomas Sydenham
(1642-1689)—whose opinions, so power-

ful in the inoculation debates in Boston in

the 1720s, were well known to Mather

—

believed that "noxious miasms" issuing

forth from the earth into the atmosphere

were responsible for epidemics. Syden-

ham's 1666 treatise, Methodiis Curandi

Febres. was based on this "miasmic the-

ory" and was the most influential refer-

ence available in its day.

The treatments that doctors used to treat

smallpox, however, had little to do with

the theories of how the patient got the dis-

ease: Rhazes believed that imperceptible

atmospheric changes brought ilbess and

advocated "heat therapy" to warn the body

of an invisible threat and drive away the

infectious humors. Fracastoro believed

that seminaria had somehow entered the

patient's body and went along with

Rhazes in hoping that heat might drive

them out again. Sydenham's theory did

not contribute to the understanding of how
people got smallpox, but rather to its clin-

ical treatment. He argued that heat therapy

with steam and blankets was the worst

treatment since it exacerbated the sores

and helped to spread the contagion.

From the idea that diseases were spread

through microscopic seeds or animalcules,

it was a small step to understanding that

different diseases were brought about by

very different animalcules. "The Pesti-

lence can never breed the Small-Pox, nor

the Small-Pox the Measles...any more

than a Hen can a Duck, a Wolf a Sheep, or

a thistle Figs," wrote physician Thomas
Fuller in his 1772 Pharmacopoeia Extem-

porainea. Bacteriology and modern
"germ theories" of disease were based on

these concepts, and were further refined in

the 1870s by pioneers like Robert Koch

and Louis Pasteur

Only in the twentieth century have sci-

entists begun to learn how viruses invade

the human organism and how the immune

system can leam to identify and repel new

threats. We now believe that vaccination

with cowpox confers immunity to small-

pox because the two are related members

of a family of viruses, which also includes

monkeypox, camelpox, buffalopox, and

whitepox.

Although Jenner's method of vaccina-

tion became widespread, smallpox was

extremely difficult to eradicate. Immunity

cannot be passed on from one generation

to another, so each new generation is vul-

nerable to smallpox epidemics. In a letter

to Jenner, Thomas Jefferson wrote, "Yours

is the comfortable reflection that mankind

can never forget that you have lived. Fu-

ture nations will know by history only that

the loathsome smallpox has existed." He
was right about the first part, but it took

nearly two centuries to make the second

part a reality (see Smallpox and Its Eradi-

cation, by Frank Fenner et al. [Geneva:

Worid Health Organization, 1988]).

Just as Francisco Xavier Balmis needed

a human chain of orphaned children to

maintain an active cowpox infection dur-

ing his Atlantic crossing, smallpox must

spread from person to person in order to

continue to exist naturally. By 1977, after

a decade of intensive vaccination led by

the World Health Organization, the virus

was unable to find its next victim. Al-

though a cure for smallpox had never been

found, the disease was conquered.

Yet the virus is still maintained in labo-

ratories for study. (In 1978, it escaped

from a British laboratory, several people

were infected, and one of them died.)

Samples of the virus still sit in freezers in

Moscow and at the Centers for Disease

Control in Atlanta. Should we now keep it

alive? The DNA sequences of several

strains of the virus are known, and, if need

be, the virus could be reconstructed using

nucleotide sequences from other organ-

isms. Thus, some argue that we should de-

stroy the remaining samples. But if we
keep them frozen, we may be able to leam

more from them later As one of the oldest

and wisest of human adages says, keep

your friends close and your enemies

closer. The World Health Organization is

expected to make the final decision in May
1995.
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Hoosier Ridge, Colorado
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The Continental Divide, the Rocky

Mountain watershed that separates west-

ward- from eastward-flowing rivers, gen-

erally runs north-south. Locally, however,

it may run in more of an east-west direc-

tion. One such place is Hoosier Ridge, in

central Colorado, a 11,600- to 13,200-

foot-high crest whose slopes support tun-

dra vegetation—stunted, cold-adapted

species characteristic of high altitudes and

high latitudes. Located in Pike and White

River National Forests, it is most easily

reached by taking Colorado Highway 9 to

Hoosier Pass and hiking eastward.

To the west of Hoosier Pass lies the

Mosquito Range, consisting of calcareous

rock, or limestone. Hoosier Ridge, to the

east, is essentially granitic. The most

abundant vegetation lies on the moister,

north-facing slopes of the ridge, where de-

pressions are snow covered even in late

spring or early summer. Here the domi-

nant plants are tufted hair grass, with its

threadlike leaves, and golden avens, a

wildfiower in the rose family. Other plen-

tiful wildfiowers are sky pilot, which is a

handsome, blue-flowered member of the

phlox family, and the densely tufted, pink-

and-white-fiowered whiproot clover, a

species confined to granitic soil. In small,

sheltered areas where the most snow and

Tundra vegetation cloaks Hoosier Ridge,

on the Continental Divide. Right: A view

northeastfrom Hoosier Pass.
Christine S. Beck
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water accumulate, miniature, stunted trees

of subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce

grow alongside the equally diminutive

gray willow.

South of the Continental Divide, on the

warmer but drier south-facing slopes, the

same golden avens and a grass known as

kobresia prevail at the higher elevations,

while tufted hair grass grows lower down,

punctuated by shrubby, dwarf, gray wil-

lows and barren-ground willows. Scat-

tered throughout the plant communities on

both sides of Hoosier Ridge are areas of

bare rock, bare soil, and pennanent snow-

fields, where vegetation other than mosses

and lichens cannot survive.

What makes Hoosier Ridge so signifi-

cant botanically are some dozen rare

alpine species that grow in isolation from

their closest relatives. The most celebrated

of these is Penland's alpine fen mustard, a

three-inch-tall plant discovered on

Hoosier Ridge in 1935 by botanist C.

William Penland. Since that time, it has

been found in a few other areas, all along a

seventeen-mile stretch of the Mosquito

^,nv, WHITE RIVER ^

"''
NATIONAL- PIKE

FOREST .-^

..-'' FOREST,

'-• COLORADO

<5<? ,. NEW MEXICO
,^

i<- Santa Fe(^

(40]

Range crest. This rare plant grows in

sphagnum-covered fens above 12,500

feet, habitats confined to small, flat ledges

kept moist by surrounding, persistent

snowfields. Such snowfields exist along

the north slopes of this east-west portion

of the Continental Divide; where the wa-

tershed runs north-south, the slopes are

more exposed to the drying effects of the

prevailing winds.

A tiny plant with minute, white flowers

and shiny, heart-shaped leaves bome on

slender stalks, Penland's alpine fen mus-

tard is most closely related to Edwards'

arctic mustard, found more than one thou-

sand miles away in the Arctic Circle. An-

other species in the same genus grows in

Asia. Because of its rarity, Penland's

alpine fen mustard is being considered for

the Federal Endangered Species list.

Other rarities include globe gilia, a

Sea pink grows in northwest Canada, in Mongolia, and on Hoosier Ridge.
Wendy Shattil and Bob Rozinski

sweet-smelling member of the phlox fam-

ily, whose creamy white flowers form in a

dense cluster at the top of a six-inch-tall

stem. Although this species was first dis-

covered in 1872, it has never been found

anywhere in the world except on southern

slopes along Hoosier Ridge and in the

Mosquito Range.

Sea pink grows on rocky slopes in the

Hoosier Ridge tundra at elevations above

12,000 feet. Its spherical clusters of pink

flowers rise above a basal tuft of very nar-

row leaves. The only other places in the

world where this species is found are in

Canada's Northwest Territories and in

Mongolia.

Weber's saussurea grows in the

Beartooth Mountains of northeastern

Wyoming and in the Belt Mountains of

Montana, as well as in the tundra of

Hoosier Ridge. It has purple flowers and is

protected from the bitter conditions by

woolly leaves and bracts. Its closest rela-

tive, another kind of saussurea, lives in

Saskatchewan.

These and other rare wildflowers can be

damaged or destroyed by trampling or

other disturbance. Colorado has already

acted to designate 925 acres of Hoosier

Ridge as a State Natural Area. Since this

zone falls within National Forest land,

however, full govemment protection will

not be assured unless the U. S. Forest Ser-

vice designates this a Research Natural

Area as well.

Robert H. Mohlenhrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 U.S. nationalforests.
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Celestial Events

A Change of Scenery
by Gail S. Cleere

In Plato's Republic. Socrates asks Glau-

con, "Shall we make astronomy our next

study? What do you say?" Glaucon re-

sponds, "Certainly, a working knowledge

of the seasons, months, and yeai-s is bene-

ficial to everyone, to commanders as well

as to farmers and sailors." Socrates

replies: "You make me smile, Glaucon.

You are so afraid that the public will ac-

cuse you of recommending unprofitable

studies."

While Socrates was not overly con-

cerned about the utility of astronomy,

today these "unprofitable studies" depend

upon public support. Without public

funds, the space probes to the planets

would never have been launched and the

Hubble Space Telescope would not be

sending back its remarkable images of the

distant stars and galaxies. There is, how-

ever, a very practical reason for spending

tax dollars on astronomy. At the United

States Naval Observatory in Washington,

D.C., and the Royal Greenwich Observa-

tory in England, the precise determination

of the seasons, months, and years is the

order of the day—not to mention a few

other fundamentals such as the positions

of the stars. This month, the Naval Ob-

servatory's Almanac tells us that the au-

tumnal equinox will occur at 2:19 a.m.,

EDT, on September 23, and with that the

season changes and fall begins.

You won't actually see anything at that

moment. The nighttime constellations

won't suddenly shift positions, and the

leaves on the trees won't all suddenly fall

down. But what will happen that morning

(and this is something you can see) is that

the sun will rise exactly in the east and set

later that day due west. The equinoxes are

the only two days of the year when this oc-

curs. And if you happen to be on the equa-

tor, the sun will appear directly overhead

at noon.

The equinoxes seem to have great ap-

peal to the general public. An enduring

legend—one that causes phones to ring in-

cessantly at observatories across the coun-

try—is that at the precise moment of the

equinox an egg can be made to stand on its

end. It's not true, but the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch reported one year that "hundreds

of New Yorkers gathered at Ralph J.

Bunche Park across from the United Na-

tions at the moment of the spring equinox

to sings songs, smoke controlled sub-

stances, chant slogans and balance eggs

—

all in the cause of world peace."

England's Stonehenge, rising majesti-

cally on the Salisbury Plain, draws mobs

not only at the solstices but also at the

equinoxes. Cullen Murphy, editor, essay-

ist, and creator of the Prince Valiant car-

toon series, described the regular contin-

gent of neo-Druidic types that gather there

for these occasions as a good-sized horde

of "crank antiquarians, hardy perennials

on the British scene, with their exotic

opinions, their ample supplies of sta-

tionery, and the propinquity to a free

press," as well as "trailer-based itinerants,

of questionable cleanliness and with no

visible means of support, whose puipose

in life appears to be (in the words of press

accounts) to alarm local authorities." An-

cient sites in Egypt and South America

also have monuments aligned to the

equinox, and they, too, attract their astro-

nomical enthusiasts.

Besides the phases of the moon,

equinoxes and solstices are perhaps all

that most people know about cyclic pat-

terns of the sky. The changing sky, how-

ever, is repetitive and therefore easy to

comprehend. Because the earth rotates on

an axis that points ahnost directly toward

Polaris, all the constellations move coun-

terclockwise around the North Star, taking

one full day to complete a circle. This

means that when we are looking south at

night, the constellations move from east to

west by about 15° an hour. And, because

the earth also revolves around the sun, the

night side of our planet is facing a slightly

different direction each night. This causes

the scenery to change constantly, albeit

slowly. The constellations rise about four

minutes earlier each day, so new ones are

always appearing on the horizon as the

seasons advance, bringing us the diversity

of the night sky throughout the year.

Earth's orbit around the sun also means

that on the autumnal equinox, from our

perspective, the sun moves to a place in

the sky (in the constellation Virgo) that is

1 80° away from the fundamental reckon-

ing point for all objects in the sky—the

vernal equinox, which it reached six

months earlier. Together, the equinoxes

and the solstices are the four great events

that shape the year.

Because our system of celestial coordi-

nates is based on these points in the sky,

knowing precisely when and where the

equinoxes and solstices occur is vital.

Without this information, we couldn't fig-

ure the exact positions of the stars, large

telescopes could not be aimed, ships could

not use celestial navigation, and spacecraft

could not be launched with any hope of

reaching their destination.

The Planets in September

Mercury is visible very low in the

westem sky and sets within about forty-

five minutes of sunset throughout Septem-

ber. A very thin crescent moon will be

well to the left of Mercury and slightly

higher in altitude on the 7th. On the 20th,

Mercury will be just below and to the right

of Spica in Virgo, and on the 21st, the two

will appear side-by-side, with Mercury

just off to the star's left (Mercury will ap-

pear twice as bright as Spica). You'll get a

better glimpse of Mercury if you use a

good pair of binoculars. On the 26th, it

will arrive at greatest eastern elongation,

or angular distance from the sun (26°).

Venus, too, is in the west at sundown,

not far behind the planet Mercury, stand-

ing about 9° above the horizon at mid-

month. It reaches its brightest magnitude

(-4.6) on the 28th, shining with a bril-

liance unequaled by any other planet. On
the evening of the 8th, look for a striking

conjunction of Venus with a slender cres-
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cent moon low in the west-southwest sky

soon after sundown.

Mars rises after midnight not far from

the twin stars Castor and Pollux in Gem-

ini. Mars rides well above and to the left of

the gibbous crescent moon during the pre-

dawn hours of the 1st. On the 30th, the ori-

entation will be similar, but the separation

between the moon and planet will be even

greater.

Jupiter is nearing the western horizon

at sunset, setting about two hours later. On

the 9th, look for bright Jupiter off to the

right of the waxing crescent moon. Venus,

a much more brilliant object, will be just

below them.

Saturn finally reaches opposition on

the 1st, which means that it will rise when

the sun goes down and stay with us all

night long. Saturn is currently in the faint

constellation Aquarius and will be easy to

pick out as the night progresses. On the

17th and 18th, the nearly full moon will

pass Saturn. On the 17th, the moon will be

above and to the right of Saturn, and on the

1 8th it will stand above and to the left of

the planet.

Uranus and Neptune are just left of the

3d-magnitude star Albaldah in Sagittarius,

a relatively dim area in this constellation.

On the 14th, watch for the first-quarter

moon passing overhead.

Pluto, which is currendy in the constel-

lation Libra, sets before midnight. At

-1-13.7 magnitude, about a thousand times

fainter than the faintest naked-eye star, the

tiny planet remains invisible, except to

those with very large telescopes.

The Moon is new at 2:33 p.m., EDT, on

the 5th; first-quarter moon is at 7:34 A.M.,

EDT, on the 12th. The full moon occurs at

4:00 P.M., EDT, on the 19th, and is called

the harvest moon because it is the closest

to the autumnal equinox. The moon
reaches last quarter on the 27th at 8:23

P.M., EDT.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington, D.C.,

and writes on popular astronomy.
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Birds & Animals, Nature. Gardening,

I
Cooking, Fiction, History—over 40 subject I

areas. Write for FREE CATALOG.
IHamilton Box 15-992, Falls village CT 06031 |

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology
Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attrac-

tive books, publicity, advertising, quality service, cov-

ering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-

filled booklet and Free manuscript report. Carlton

Press, Dept. NHI, 11 W. 32nd St., New York, NY
10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 46 years expen-
ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente,
CA 92674-3253 (714)492-2976

Education

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 Lan-
guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-

log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/OUTDOORS/Ecology
careers. Home study. Free literature. P.CD.I., At-

lanta, Georgia. 800-362-7070 Dept. NNK124.

Employment Opportunities

A 1 JOBS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside.

Free list! ZINCVO, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

/ \
Environmental Careers

Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers Two issues each
montti list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19 50 Subscribe today!

. The Job Seeker .

\^ Dept NH. Rt 2 Box 16. Warrens. Wl 54666 ^
GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-

671), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWEO-4R, 3355
S. Flower #106, Lakewood, CO 80227 (303)985-7111.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600. (LAI)

Merchandise/Gifts

DINOSAUR SKELETON—Museum-quality scale
model of Allosaurus fragilis $175. ANTS, PO. Box
9208, Albuquerque, NM 87119. Call 1-800-642-9267.

DINOSAUR SKULL IN BRONZE—Cast metal Al-

losaur skull. 1:12 scale $44. ANTS, PO. Box 9208,
Albuquerque, NM 87119. Call 1-800-642-9267.

HORSE SKELETON—Accurate skeletal model of the
modern horse. Equus caballus $175. ANTS, P.O.

Box 9208, Albuquerque, NM 871 1 9. Call 1 -800-642-

9267.

HUMAN SKULL—Detailed half-scale model of mod-
ern human skull. First in a series of hominid and great

ape skull replicas. $40. ANTS, PO. Box 9208, Albu-
querque, NM 87119. Call 1-800-642-9267.

METEORITES - RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.
Display specimens, jewelry books. Authencity guar-
anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, Box 3726-N,
New Haven, CT 06525.

RELAXATION TOOLS: New recycled Envirope ham-
mocks, accessories, our exclusive Hanging Chair.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Free brochure. (800)688-
8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks. Rt 4, Box 169, Louisa,
VA 23093.

TSHIRTS/FRAMED PRINTS: Insects-Animals (En-

dangered Species) Catalog. Closer Look, Inc., 10 E.

Palmetto Road, Ste. 103-135, Boca Raton, FL 33432
(407)347-1704.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India. Africa. Latin Amer-
ica. Native American music, and more. Our new cata-

log of traditional and modern CDs and cassettes is

yours for the asking. Write: Music of the World, P.O. Box
3620, Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 or call (91 9) 932-9600.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192(518)731-2610.

Rentals

OUR WEST MAUI APARTMENT 20 yards from the

ocean: $90 a night for two. Pool. 212-673-4435

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya. Tanzania. Botswana. Rwanda. Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel DanA/in's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts.

Machu Picchu option Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800)
525-6772.

%i.

Travel 650 miles on
the only research ves-

sel on the Amazon River

from Peru through Colom-
bia to Brazil and back. Partici-

pate in hands-on research projects

ith biologist Matthew Lawrence
fnun Staniord L'niversity. Study the pink river

dolphins, Iropiiiil butterflies, and'exotic flora &
fauna of the rainforest. Base price: $1695 from
Miami. Excellent airfare ad-ons available (e.g.

$2095 form Los Angeles. $1995 from Chicago,

$1895 from Atlanta), plus $23 US departure tax.

10 days. 9 nights. Includes outside air-conditioned

cabins, meals, research equipment, tours, en-

trance fees side trips and more. Explore (S|^^^4^
the tropical rainforest, native vlll^es, and ^ * ^'^^

exotic wildlife of the Amazon! Cusco &
Machu Picchu extension available

.

January 27 - February 5, 1995

AMAZON RIVER
International

,

Selling rubbings ofNative American petroglyphs in Seattle
Steve Mellzer
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AMAZON RAIN FOREST

YACUMAMA LODGE. Elegant, traditional wilderness

lodge. Cruise 100 miles into the remote rain forest

Abundantwildlife, pink dolphins,

'^^' ' Pi'istine lakes. Private accomo-

'*f|f0'lgpr' dations, gourmet cuisine in

. ^V-i>i^s>s:, total personal comfort.

Mmm^^ 1(800)854-0023

10629 N. Kendall Driue Miami, Florida 33176 (3051 27£

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT; Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan

Travel, (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box 49.

Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 3 11 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada.
Wilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

families, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, ME 04441

(207) 695-3668.

AMAZON: Authentic rainforest expeditions with author

Milly Sangama. Swim with pink dolphins, make blow-

guns, meet shamans at our remote lodge, from

leisurely to rugged we offer individual attention.

Women only trips available. $1975 from Miami. South
American Expeditions 800-884-7474 (2932 Fair-

mount Avenue, La Crescenta, CA 91214)

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

,SJM ZON
EXPLORE

THE CANOPY
Join International Expeditions -

creator of the ACEER Canopy

jy Walkway - and experience the

i^ tree-top level of the rainforest.

" Witness nature's greatest

spectacle on her mightiest

river. Call for details & brochure.

L INTERNATIONAL
lEXPEDITIONS'NC

BELIZE, TIKAL, COPAN, Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
- exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips

(800)552-3419, (218)847-4441.

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly depar-

tures Free brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15

Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375. (800)53-TERRA

vier-NAcn * cacobotdia
LAOS* euizaiA

-A.C1 >enCu ftrs

iailhn liuvclCilhilKK

800-642-2742

DISCOVER THE ANDES & AMAZON! Over 40 Low-

Impact Natural History and Cultural Tours in South

America - Manu & Tambopata Jungle Expeditions -

Cuyabeno Rainforest Workshop - Pantanal Nature Sa-

faris - Wildlife Viewing and Trekking in Venezuela,

Ecuador & Patagonia - Amazon River Adventures -

Galapagos Cruises - Custom Trips Available! South-

wind Adventures, PO Box 621057-L Littleton, CO
80162 1-800-377-WIND.

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS Comfortable House-
boat Ecotours, 2 hours to 6 days. (305) 852-4553 Chic

Charney Cruises.

EXPLORE UNDERWATER LIFE. Spend a week
aboard the "M/V Dream Too", Swim, Dive or Snorkel

with Wild Dolphin, Shark and Reef Creatures, 1-800-

741-5335 or 1-407-723-9312,

South American Adventures

•Galapasos Islands

•Patagonia/Peru

•Tikal/Belize
Call for 94/95 brochure

501 fifth Ave. New York, N.y. (21!) 370-0555 1-800-672-W56

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON, Best choice of cruises; Lux-

ury to Economy. Weekly departures. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St,, Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800)53-TERRA,

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979, Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Boliva options, Joseph Colley LAST
Inc, 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21 133 (410) 922-

3116,

GALAPAGOS, Specializing in comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands, Monthly departures/12 passen-

ger yachts, Galapagos Travel, PO, Box 1220, San
Juan Bautista, CA 95045 (800)969-9014,

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY COSTA RICA, Guatemala,

Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,

Syha, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapa-

gos, Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small

group holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itin-

eraries. Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24
hours.

COSTARICA* GALAPAGOS
ARCTIC • AUSTRALIA • ALASKA

BAJA • CARIBBEAN

m
Quality Natural History b Photography

Trips - 20 Years Experience

BIOLOGICALJOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyville, CA 95521

800-548-7555 or 707-839-0178

1-800-6334734

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, BORNEO, Indone-

sia, Vietnam. Tours, treks, safaris, overland adven-
tures. Huge selection. Affordable rates. Free color

catalogs, Himmalayan Travel, 1 1 2 Prospect St,, Stam-
ford, CT 06901. (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!
In<leplli iravcl adveniures. Small groups, Exicllcnl value fi.xfiT

Voyagers, P,0, Box 9n.NH, lihaca, NY 14851, l-80O^33-fl299

INDONESIA! Oft-the-tourist-track travel highlighting

the cultures and arts of this beautiful archipelago. Ex-

plore the "real Indonesia" on one of our small-group

adventures. We also offer custom itinerary planning

services. Brochure; Passport to Indonesia, Inc, 2731
Tucker, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 (800) 303-9646,

MACHU PICCHU & South America, Trekking the Inca

Trail, Amazon, Patagonia, Guaranteed
departures/customized itineranes. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800)53-TERRA.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon. Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog, Himalayan Travel, (800)225-2380

Irian Java, Bali, Sumatra. Borneo,
Expen-guldea, weekly, private and small group trips year

link remote sites throughout Indonesia and Pacifc Asia.

;;;;';;.;!';;;,.. 1-800-255-8735 f.
4011 Jackson Ril [)<';; Nh /.-• ^'i,.,' Mi ,;:i'03 Vsj
Worldwide Nalim S C.iillme Fxploraliom since 1978. ' ^'

10-DAY AMAZON EXPEDITION/1 0-day Galapagos
cruise. Leaves Jan, 3 and 13, $2695 and $2995,

Clyde Peeling, RR#1, Box388, Allenwood. PA 17810
(717)538-1869,

GALAPAGOS
1 COSTARICA

II

AFRICA
First Class Cruises with Naturalist Guides.

Naural History Adveniures to Cosia Rica

Tented Safaris to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda &
Botswana

10 years of Quality Natural Hislory Trips

Worldwide

IGEO y'Xt 800 351-5041
IB '

1 P.O.Box3656-C10 1W
\

Sonera, CA 95370

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA! Join San Diego Natural

History Museum naturalists next winter for experience

of a lifetime. View wildlife from ship, icepack and heli-

copter Small groups SDNHM, Education-Dept. NH1,
PO, Box 1390, San Diego. CA 92112. (619) 232-

3821 , ext. 204. Also: Kenya, Summer 1995!

Rates and Style Information

$4,05 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $440 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order to; The
MarkeVNATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park

West at 79th St.. New York, NY 10024, Direct any writ-

ten inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above address.

Please include your personal address and telephone

number, issue preferred, and suggested category

Deadline—1st of the month, two months prior to cover

date.
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The Natural Moment

Chaotic

Cuddlers
What are downy, month-old emperor

penguin chicks to do when the temperature

drops to -30° F? To survive, they must

maintain a body heat of 96° F, or 126°

warmer than the air. Have they gone into a

huddle to discuss the matter, or does misery

want company? Neither, it turns out.

Clumping in tightly packed groups of one

hundred or more helps the birds stay warm,

protects them against cold winds, and reduces

an individual's rate of heat loss by 25 to 50

percent.

Emperors, the largest species of penguins,

spend their entire lives at sea or on the

antarctic sea ice, the world's coldest habitat.

Yet the chick clusters, known as creches,

often generate sufficient heat to melt an oval

depression in the ice. If a deeper hole forms

near the center, some chicks may fall in or

become trapped. Therefore, the creche shifts

its location often, pocking the ice with

craters. Even later in life, as many as 6,000

emperors may crowd together during

blizzards and severe winds—but adults

huddle in orderly groups, while the chicks

crowd together every which way.

Giant petrels may threaten young emperors

that are left alone on the ice while their

parents forage in the open ocean. Predators,

however, tend not to bother chicks when they

huddle in large creches. During October and

November, the antarctic summer, groups of

chicks begin to congregate at the edge of the

sea ice. Eventually, when a chunk breaks off

to form a floe, the young penguins raft

northward to warmer seas to begin their lives

as adults.—/?. M.

Photograph by Graham Robertson
AUSCAPE International
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JUDITH WEISSMAN

Of Two Minds
Poets Who Hear Voices

A bold new theory grounds prophetic

poetry in biology.

"Weissman's originality . . . and her openness

to knowledge from a wide range of disciplines,

make her a worthy pioneer of the new ['Ecopo-

etics'l movement."—Frederick Turner

Cloth, $49.50. Paper, $22.95

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

University Press of New England
Hanover, NH 03755-2048 • 800-421-1561

FALL COLOR VIDEO
Trees of the Eastern Forests

Vj VHS, 30 min. $21.95 pp
-•^mL- 1-800-942-6516, or direct from:
'^ \ Laurel Hill Press, Box 16516

Chapel Hill, NC 27516

SMALL SHIP CRUISES
from $99 a day. Unique, in-depth

cmises in Panama, Belize, Virgin

Islands, Eastern Caribbean and more.

^American Canadian Caribbean Line

Call 800-556-7450 for Free Brochure.

T-SHIRTS
You can help wildlife

by wearing t-shirts.

We donate 10% of profits

to environmental groups.

45 Beautiful designs.

heavyweight 100% cotton

t-sliirts, sweats & totes

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Jim Morris Environmental T-Shirt Co.

P.O. Box 18270 DeptC94
Boulder CO 80308-1270

calM -800-788-5411

for a FREE CATALOG

MEN SWIPE SHOES
EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
Extra width for men who need it, in excellent

variety, styling and quality.

Available only through

our FREE CATALOG.
Send tor it!

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept. 72 G Hingham, MA 02043

At THE American Museum OF

Natural History

Empires Beyond the Great Wall
Opening Friday, September 16, in

Gallery 77, a new exhibition, "Empires Be-

yond the Great Wall," traces 3,500 years of

the history and culture of steppe empires,

culminating in the reign of Genghis Khan.

Among the exhibits are a gold funerary

mask and more than 200 other works of art,

including ornamental plates and vessels,

porcelain, and gold saddle ornaments. Also

featured are a fiill-sized re-creation of a re-

cently excavated frescoed tomb, a yurt, and

examples of Mongol women's traditional

clothing. The exhibition will run through

Sunday, November 27.

Genghis Khan: Hero or Villain?

Nearly 800 years after Genghis Khan's

death, opinions about his character and his-

tory vary. Was he a warrior-king who pro-

moted cultural and commercial inter-

changes between East and West, a brilliant

military commander, or a bloodthirsty bar-

barian? Morris Rossabi, professor of history

at City University of New York, visiting

professor at Columbia University, and au-

thor of Kubilai Khan: His Life and Times

:

will talk about the life and career ofGenghis

Khan and his successors. The lecture, ir

conjunction with the exhibition "Empires

Beyond the Great Wall," will be presented

on Thursday, September 22, at 7:00 rm. in

the Kaufmann Theater. Call (212) 769-5606

for ticket availability.

Stories and Songs of the Jewish
New Year
On Tuesday, September 1 3 , at 7 :00 rm. in

the Main Auditorium, rabbi and foUcsingei

Shlomo Carlebach and master storytellei

Diane Wolkstein will celebrate, with story

and song, the Jewish New Year, a ten-day

period that concludes with Yom Kippur, the

Day of Atonement. CaU (212) 769-5606 foi

information.

American Museum: The Inside Story
The American Museum of Natural His-

tory celebrates its 125th anniversary this

year. Two-hour walking tours, highUghting

aspects of the Museum's vast natural history

collection of more than 30 million speci-

Museum visitors in 1937 admire a turn-of-the-century reconstruction ofa

Brontosaurus sporting a Camarasaurus skull (which wasfound in a Wyoming quarry

near the giant skeleton). The dinosaur—now renamed Apatosaurus

—

will be

reunited with its correct skull in the newfossil hall scheduled to open next spring.
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ens and artifacts, will take place on Friday,

jptember 9, at 6:00 p.m., and Saturday, Sep-

mber 10, at 4:00 p.m.

On Saturday, September 17, at 11:00 a.m.

id 1:00 and 3:00 P.M., Randall Schuh, cura-

r in the Department of Entomology, will

ad a special tour for the hearing impaired of

e department that contains the world's

rgest insect collection. Free with admission,

UTS begin in the second-floor Rotunda near

e information desk. CaO (212) 769-5562.

iRTH Control in the Ancient World
According to Galen, the foremost physician

classical antiquity, pomegranates, willow,

id date palm were the most effective contra-

ptives. On Thursday, September 29, John

ddle, a professor of history at North Car-

ina State University and author of Contra-

ption and Abonion from the Ancient World

the Renaissance, will speak on what has

:en recovered of these ancient botanical

rth control practices. The talk will be given

7:00 P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater. For

ore information, call (212) 769-5606.

Royal Tombs of Sipan:

J A Lecture Series

From the richest pre-Columbian

royal tomb ever discovered, archeol-

ogists have been able to determine

the sophistication of the Moche
people's metallurgy. Two Tuesday-

evening lectures will be given in con-

junction with the exhibition, "Royal

Tombs of Sipan." On September 27,

Craig Morris, curator of South Amer-

ican Archeology at the Museum, will

place the Sipan exhibition in histori-

cal and scientific context. On October

4, Heather Lechtman, professor of

archeology and ancient technology at

M.I.T., will compare the metallurgy

practiced in Andean South America

with that of the Old Worid. The talks

begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Theater, and tickets for both lectures

are $20. For more information, call

(212)769-5310.

These events take place at the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street in

New York City. The Kaufmann The-

ater is located in the Charles A. Dcina

Education Wing. The Museum has a

pay-what-you-wish admission pol-

icy. For more information about the

Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

American Museum of Natural History

M«»«<?r'Ci» COSTA
Antonio NP \\RICA

Caribbean Sea

San Bias Islands

Pacific Ocean

EXPLORING THE
NATURAL TREASURES OF

COSTA RICA
AND PANAMA
March 15-25, 1995

Few places on earth can rival Costa

Rica and Panama for their resplendent

beauty and rich biological diversity.

The American Museum of Natural

History invites you to explore some of

this region's splendid national parks

and wilderness areas this winter, in

addition to two transits through the famous Panama Canal, as we

visit pristine tropical rain forests, mangrove-lined estuaries, idyllic

white-sand beaches and colorful undersea worlds of coral reefs.

Our expedition vessel, the comfortable, 80-passenger Polaris, is

equipped with a fleet of go-anywhere Zodiac landing craft, mak-

ing her ideally suited to this type of expedition. Join us in search

of sloths, monkeys, coatis,

tapirs, deer, peccaries, agoutis,

lizards, and a host of exotic

tropical birds as we explore

coastal Costa Rica and Panama.

American
Museum of

Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York
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Authors

Naturalist-author-photographer Fred

Bruemmer (page 26) has studied the

people and wildlife of the Arctic for

thirty-seven years. A native of Latvia, he

emigrated to Canada in 1950, at the age

of twenty-one, and eventually settled in

Montreal. Soon after, he began his forays

to the north, traveling in an umiak, a skin

boat of ancient design {see "Last of the

Umiaks," Natural History, October

1992). His insatiable curiosity has led

him to investigate ancient Eskimo ruins,

the hunting habits of skuas, and the be-

havior of narwhals. But his greatest, most

long-standing interest has been observing

the lives of the seal clan. "Pinnipeds fas-

cinate me," says Bruemmer, "and to

study them, I have traveled extensively,

from Lake Baikal in Siberia to Namibia,

Antarctica, and Australia." Natural His-

tory has pubhshed the results of several

of these studies, including those of wal-

ruses (November 1977), Hooker's sea

lions (July 1983), Cape fur seals (Novem-

ber 1988), and hooded seals (July 1990).

Among Bruemmer 's many books on the

natural history of the north, the most re-

cent are The Narwhal: Unicom ofthe

Arctic Sea and Arctic Memories: Living

With the Inuit, both published in 1993 by

Key Porter Books, Toronto. For addi-

tional reading on seals, he recommends

Judith King's Seals ofthe World (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1983).

For David C. Houston (page 34), the

sight of a vulture probing the eye sockets

or entrails of a carcass is as notable as

that of an owl silently homing-in on a

furtive rodent or an eagle

swooping down on a rabbit.

Specialists in locating and de-

vouring the dead, vultures are

adept at earning their living.

Their feeding habits and eco-

logical roles within various

habitats have intrigued Hous-

ton since 1969, when he began

a field study in the Serengeti.

He has since studied Old

World vultures in many parts

of Africa and in India. For the

past decade, his work on the

forest vultures of Central and

South America has enabled

him to compare the dynamics

of scavenging in New and Old

World vultures. Houston, who

received his doctorate in zoology from

Oxford University in England, is now a

senior lecturer in zoology and a member

of the applied ornithology unit at Glas-

gow University in Scotland. His interest

in the ecology of scavenging birds ex-

tends to part-time scavengers closer to

home—ravens, crows, and hawks. Living

in the west of Scotland, Hous-

ton often does fieldwork in

the highlands, conveniendy

located right on his doorstep.

For more information on vul-

tures, readers can consult Vul-

ture Biology and Manage-

ment, edited by Sanford R.

Wilbur and Jerome A. Jack-

son (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1983).

Houston's chapter, "The

Adaptations of Scavengers,"

in Serengeti: Dynamics ofan

Ecosystem, edited by R. E.

Sinclair and M. Norton Grif-

fiths (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1979) deals

with African vultures.
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THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT

BEETHOVEN'S
COMPLETE
SYMPHONIES
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$80.00
VALUE!

AND YOU NEED BUY NOTHING MORE - EVER!

A STATE-OF-THE-ART DIGITAL RELEASE
IN A 6-RECORDING BOXED SET
AVAILABLE ON CDs
OR CASSEHES

This Splendid Collection

of Beethoven's Complete
Symphonies—in two boxed

volumes and available on either six

CD's or six Cassettes—is truly a

treasure trove of magnificent music.

A full $80.00 value, it can now be

yours for only $5.95 plus shipping,

as your no-risk introduction to the

Musical Heritage Society. And you'll

incur absolutely no obligation to

buy anything ever again!

Volume One of these full digital

recordings features six of Beethoven's

symphonies: The First, Second, Third

("Eroica"), Fourth, Fifth and Seventh.

Throughout both volumes, the world-

renowned City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra is in perfect

form under die direction of Walter

Weller, Gold Medal recipient from
the Beethoven Society of Vienna for

his interpretations of the master.

Volume Two presents works

fix)m Beethoven's mature period which

innovatively bridge the transition from

the late classical to the early romantic

styles. Featured are two of the most

famous pieces of international

symphonic literature, the soothing

"Pastoral" and the lofty "Ode to Joy"

symphonies: The Sixth, in which the

composer evokes tranquil images of

his beloved countryside. . .and the

mighty Ninth, surely one of the

world's most profound and uplifting

works of art.

Additional Symphonies pre-

sented are the Eighth and the first

movement of the unfinished Tenth.

Rounding off this collection are two

overtures from the composer's

earlier period. Surely this superb

music belongs in every cultivated

home. Order your set today!

Great Music, Great Artists, Great Prices!

Society Recordings are Not Sold in Stores...

They are Available to Members Onlyl And,
Many are of Works Recorded for the First Time!

return the recording at our expense,

and owe nothing.

Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.

Yes, The Musical Heritage

Society invites you to own this

treasury of Beethoven's Complete

Symphonies to demonstrate the bene-

fits of membership. . .yet without

obligating you to buy anything

else, at any time!

Free Members-Only Magazine
The Society's recordings are offered

exclusively to members through the

Musical Heritage Review at 3-week

intervals (18 times a year). Each issue

is chock full of superb selections

at great prices.

Buy Only What You Want.
If you want the Main Selections, do
nothing; they'll come automatically.

If you'd prefer an alternate selection

or none are all, just mail the reply form

always provided, by die date specified.

You'll always have at least 10 full

days to decide. If you don't, just

ACT NOW...
MAIL THIS NO-RISK

REQUEST FORM TODAY!

There is nothing more to buy unless

you want to. You may return any

recordings for full credit. And you

may cancel membership at any time.

Order Beethoven's Symphonies
Now. "Walter Weller's Beethoven

is by far his finest achievement. .

.

an exuberance, a sense of joyful

adventure," says The Guardian.

"You can't help being impressed with

this ensemble's virtuosity, responsive-

ness, sumptuous sound and precision,"

says CD Review. And The Citizen adds,

"Weller is a giant. . .overall excellence!"

Don't miss this wonderful oppor-

tunity. Send for your six-recording

set of Beethoven: The Complete

Symphonies right now!

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY
1710 Highway 35, Ocean, NJ 07712

0952709

I—I VT7Qf I enclose $5.95. Please send the Society's

I I iliij. recoTiing of Beethoven: The Complete

Symphonies—in either the CD or Cassette format I have

check at left below—and bill me later for shipping and

handling. Enter my FREE magazine subscription and set

up an account in my name. I understand that I may cancel

at any time, and I incur no purchase obligation.

Send my
Beethoven Set

^[jop,
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D COMPACT DISC
<=iTY_

Payment i—| Bill My _. _,
Enclosed I I Credit Card U MC U VISA U AMEX

_Exp. Date:_

ii(547Y-$5.95
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Please send FREE fects about Jazz Heritage, the no-— purchase-obligation club for jazz lovers!

Limited to new members; one membership per family. We reserve the right to reject

any application and to cancel any membership. Shipping, handling and applicable

sales tax added to all orders, Offer valid only in the 48 connecting United States.



Although she originally went to Ama-
zonia to study howler monkeys,

Katharine Milton (page 44) has returned

again and again to Brazil to record the

lives of little-known groups of human in-

habitants. She is especially concerned

with how different indigenous peoples

use the forest's resources, and with the

nutritional components of their tropical

plant foods and the significance of local

food taboos. She continues to be inter-

ested in howler monkeys, conducting re-

search in Panama on their interactions

with a host-specific parasite, the howler

monkey botfly. Among her side interests

are neotropical parrots, in whose social

nature, elaborate communication system,

and high-quaUty plant food diet she per-

ceives a parallel with primates. Milton is

a professor of physical anthropology at

the University of California at Berkeley.

For additional reading she recommends

"Hunting and Hunting Magic Among the

Amahuaca of the Peruvian Montaiia," by

Robert L. Cameiro {Ethnology, vol. 9,

no. 4, October 1970); "Frogs That Sweat

—Not Bullets But a Poison for Darts," by

J. S. Bainbridge {Smithsonian, January

1989); and "Making Magic," by Peter

Gorman {Omni, July 1993).

Australian seabird ecologist Gra-

ham Robertson (page 78), says he

considers the emperor penguin "the

most remarkable animal I have experi-

enced in twenty years as a wildlife biol-

ogist." He admires the bird's behavioral

and physiological adaptations to the

Antarctic, and "its wonderfully phleg-

matic nature in the face of such ex-

treme cold." AthleUc as well as schol-

arly, Robertson represented Australia in

the world championship pentathlon

during the mid-1970s, then spent four-

teen years studying red kangaroos and

zone vegetation for the New South

Wales National Parks and Wildlife Ser-

vice. He recenfly completed his doctoral

thesis on emperor penguin ecology based

on a fourteen-month study at Australia's

Mawson Station in Antarctica. To photo-

graph the chick creche at the Auster em-

peror penguin colony for this month's

"Natural Moment," Robertson used a

Nikon FM 2, with a 105mm f 2.5 lens

and Kodachrome 64 fihn. "I had to be

fast," he recalls, "because if I stayed too

long, my presence would have caused the

crowd of chicks to break apart and lose

precious heat." When not in the field, the

forty-five-year-old Robertson lives in Ho-

bart, Australia, with his wife, two young

daughters, and "a mob of horses."
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Ken Petren (page 52) is a postdoctoral

researcher in the Department of Biology

at the University of California at San

Diego. Coauthor Ted J. Case (left) is a

professor in the same department. Case

has studied ecological invasions in many
parts of the world, including much of the

South Pacific. Petren 's initiation into the

urban ecology of the introduced geckos

came after he had spent three years study-

ing birds in the pristine rain forests of

southeast Peru. Both men believe that

ecological research in urban areas may
lead to insights not obtainable in wilder

ecosystems and that, with human influ-

ence now penetrating all comers of the

globe, such insights may prove especially

valuable in any discussion of how to

manage or repair "natural" systems. They

hope, however, that all ecological work in

the future will not by necessity be urban

ecology. The two have traveled exten-

sively between islands in the Sea of

Cortes, investigating the evolution of

body size in iguanine lizards. Petren,

when not caught up at Gecko Central

(their Hawaiian headquarters), pursues

another passion: "Elvis biogeography,"

the sfiidy of the Elvis phenomenon in

order to predict where and when the King

will next be sighted. For more on some of

the theory behind the authors' research,

readers can take a look at Community

Ecology, edited by Jared Diamond and

Ted J. Case (New York: Harper and Row,

1985). Readers thinking of heading to

Hawaii might want to get ahold of Sean

McKeown's Hawaiian Reptiles andAm-
phibians (Honolulu: Oriental Pubhshing

Company, 1979).
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The Bausch & Lomb Alaskan
Adventure Sweepstakes

If you want to see Alaska up-close, see a partici-

pating Bausch & Lomb® binocular dealer first.

They can show you how easy it is to enter the

Bausch & Lomb Alaska Adventure Sweepstakes

(no purchase required). And while you're there,

ask them to show you the latest in precision

made, high quality binoculars from Bausch &
Lomb. For the name and address of your nearest

Bausch & Lomb dealer call 800-892-2727.

The Grand Prize:

You and a guest will be flown to Vancouver to sail on the

S.S. Universe for a 14-day Alaskan Adventure arranged by World

Explorer Cruises. See the incredible array of Alaskan vrildllfe

from Humpback Whales to Bald Eagles. Visit the legendary

towns of Alaska's roaring past and prosperous present. Plus,

we'll give each of you a quality Bausch & Lomb® Legacy® 7x35

binocular to make sure you don't miss a thing on your fabulous

Alaskan Adventure. (See rules for details.)

First Prize:

One Bausch & Lomb® Discoverer 7x42 waterproof binocular.

Retail value, $900.00.

Second Prize:

One Bausch & Lomb® PremierHDR™ Spotting Scope.

Retail value, $549.95.

Tliird Prize:

One Bausch & Lomb® Custom® compact 7x26 binocular.

Retail value, $450.00.

Fourtli Prize (5 to be awarded):

Bausch & Lomb® Legacy® 7x35 binoculars. Retail value, $150.95.

For more information on

World Explorer Cruises

call 800-854-3835.

BAUSCH
&LOMB

f£)1 994 Bausch a Lomb Incorporated. ® denotes a registered trademark of Bauscti & Lomb Incorporated, t" denotes a trademark of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. 36USC380
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Adontiira SweapMakes. P.O. Bo< 1329. Vounj America, MN 5S594-1329. Enter as often as you «isn, but each enlry must be mailed separately yia lirsl class msii. No copies or mechanical reproddctions will be accepled^Nol responsible for lost, late, damagrf misdirected or

postage due mail All entries become Ihe property ol Bausch 8 Lomb and World Explorer Cruises and will not be returned. By participating, entrams agree to be bound by these Otiicial Rules, Entries must be received '' O'""'" ^^ JS'J,'"™''?^* 7"*';^^™^^^
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Lomb- Legacy M5 binoculars. Trip consists ol round Irlp coach airfare lor Iwo Irom main, commercial airport nearest winner's residence, lirst class accommodations in an "E" type cabin (double occupancy), all meals entertainment .="'
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holic beverages, on-shore expenditures, optional shore excursions and olher personal items. Approximate retail value $8,400,00, First Prl!0 (1): Bausch S Lomb" Discoverer 7x42 binoculars, approximate retail value $900 00. =«»"* '«•
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To help them appreciate geography,

Barbara McLean's kir^dergarten through fifth

grade students participate in a unique

program called "Traveling Pals." It involves

research, the students' own travel experiences,

<-- and some interesting traveling companions.

Whether they're going on a day trip or a weeklong vacation, the students get to sign out

one of six different stuffed animals. They keep a record of their trip, take photographs with their

"Pals," send postcards, and collect artifacts along the way.

The pictures and mementos are displayed on a school bulletin board where everyone

can share the students' adventures.

For her creative approach to teaching

geography. State Farm is proud to present

Barbara McLean, Library/Media Specialist,

with the Good Neighbor Award and donate

$5,000 to Joshua Eaton Elementary School in

Reading, Massachusetts.

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

Good
Neighbor
Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Offices: BliMimincrcn, Illinois

The Good Neighbor Award was developed in cooperation with the National Council for Geograi^iQ Edy;canp0.
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Ane cnanges in tke QE2 can he summed up in

lOur words: new lace, old soul.

I serve as Captain or tne QE2. And my ratner was trie original Captain.

So I tnink I know sometking about tkis skip.

It's tke classic ocean liner, witk big, roomy interior spaces.

Miles ol decks. Dining rooms galore.

But today is not yesterday, and tke new QE2 is not

tke old QE2. Tke skip kas keen kandsomely rerurkisked.

Witk contemporary public areas and stateropnls

tkat are even more comiortakle.

Tkere's a new Yackt Cluk, wkere you can

drink ckampagne wkile you watck tke sun set. Tkere's a new

lirst class lounge. And an Engusk Puk.

But one tking tkat kasn't ckanged is tke standard or service,

wkick is, as it's always keen, unsurpassed.

Alter all, Cunard virtually invented luxury cruising.

11

Now, you migkt say we've reinvented it.

You won't rind people like Captain Ronald Warwick

on any otker cruise line. Wkick is wky no otker cruise line can

give you tke experience oi Cunard.

Cunard.. We make all tne diiterence.

There's a Cunard cruise for every lifeslyle.

For more information or reservations on any of Cunard's fine sfiips,

see your travel agent or call Cunard for a complimentary brochure.

1-800-221-8200

CUNARD
Queen Elizabeth 2
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Letters

Universal' s Frankenstein

In "The Monster's Human Nature"

("This View of Life," July 1994), Stephen

Jay Gould quite wrongly describes the

portrayal of the monster in the 1931 film

Frankenstein. Karloff's monster is, as

Mary Shelley intended, "susceptible of

love and sympathy." The monster's

tragedy is the ignorance of those around

him, not a "genetic" predisposition to evil.

If Gould sees differently, that's under-

standable. The film's prologue, in which a

"host" tells us that Frankenstein is creating

evil, was intended to placate church and

civic groups. Although the fihn soon con-

tradicted its own stated theme, the dodge

worked and apparently is still working

sixty years later. Copernicus and Galileo

on occasion tried similar diversions

(which fooled no one) and are given points

for cleverness. Let's give the same nod to

Universal Studios, which at least suc-

ceeded in its subterfuge.

Frank J. Dello Stritto

Bensalem, Pennsylvania

Five Giants

Edwin Colbert, in "Four Giants of Pa-

leontology" (May 1994), omits any

mention of Walter Granger, who was a

key, but often unheralded, member of the

Department of Vertebrate Paleontology

during Henry Fairfield Osbom's reign at

the American Museum.

Granger provided the department with

an endless stream of mammal and di-

nosaur fossils, along with superb field

notes—data that formed the basis of the

research Colbert writes about.

Granger, with William Diller Matthew,

worked to produce the famous Bridger

Basin studies that led to Matthew's mono-

graph on ancient carnivorous and insectiv-

orous mammals. Their collaborative stud-

ies on the evolution of fossil horses and

Lower Eocene mammals are paleontolog-

ical classics. Granger also directed the

posthumous completion of Matthew's San

Juan Basin monograph, which Colbert

cites as Matthew's "crowning work."

After his death in 1941, the American

Museum eulogized Granger as "one of the

great paleontologists... and a field collec-

tor [without] peer."

Vincent L. Morgan
Katherine R. Morgan

The Granger Papers Project

Durham, New Hampshire

Double Whatl

We note with interest the mention of a

new bird species, "the double-breasted

cormorant," in Robert H. Mohlenbrock's

"Bonaventure Island, Quebec" ("This

Land," May 1994), but we were disap-

pointed that it was not illustrated.

May we inquire whether it looks some-

thing like this?

Wendy Shadwell, Birder

Laird Ogden, Artist

New York, New York

The "double-crested cormorant" became

"double-breasted" through an editorial

error.

—

Ed.

God's Scientists and Others

I very much appreciated Christopher

Toumey's piece ("God's Own Scientists,"

July 1994) for its revealing but respectful

view of a creation science discussion

group and for his personal observations at

the conclusion. I am both a Christian of

Lutheran flavor and a scientist firmly con-

vinced of evolution and teaching its mech-

anisms. I know I am one ofmany similarly

inclined, faithful Christian lay people.

So much discourse on antievolution (in-

cluding in your pages) runs roughshod

over the very real needs of people to make

an organic unit of their spiritual and phys-

ical fives. It is refreshing to find a kindred

spirit in Toumey.

Stuart A. Smith

Ada, Ohio

Eugenie C. Scott, in "The Struggle for

the Schools" (July 1994), mentions that

evolved forms of the creationist argument

continue to assault the courts of our land.

Stephen Jay Gould, in his wonderful essay

"Justice Scalia's Misunderstanding" (Oc-

tober 1987), pointed out that Justice An-

tonin Scalia, one of the dissenters from the

1987 Supreme Court decision striking

down the Louisiana equal time act, holds

the mistaken befief that evolution claims

to explain the origin of life. Gould asks

himself how Justice Scalia could "be so

uninformed about the basic state of our

knowledge?"

As scientists, we should do a better job

of explaining that evolution is the study

ofhow life changes after it originates.

If a United States Supreme Court

Justice doesn't understand evolu-

tion, then what chance does a pub-

lic school teacher have of produc-

ing a generation of educated people

who wiU not have to go to court to bat-

tle the next evolutionary stage of the

creationist argument?

Matthew MacIsaac

Mahwah, New Jersey

Glancing at an Eclipse

Stephen Jay Gould's August 1994 essay

("Happy Thoughts on a Sunny Day in

New York City") was as delightful and

thought provoking as we have come to ex-

pect, but I have an important cavil. It is

dangerously untrue to say that we can

"look directly at the sun for a moment

without danger." Whether a "moment" is a

minute or a few seconds doesn't matter;

we will simply bum holes in our maculas.

Edward J. Prenner, M.D.

Forest Hills, New York
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Jove's Thunderbolts
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 was a pat on the backfor science

by Stephen Jay Gould

One night in 1847, and partly to escape

her parents' noisy dinner party, Maria

Mitchell of Nantucket lugged her tele-

scope to the roof of the Pacific National

Bank (where her father worked as chief

cashier) and discovered a comet five de-

grees from Polaris, the North Star. For this

discovery, the first comet found by an

American woman, Mitchell received

many honors, including a gold medal from

the king of Denmark and election, as the

first woman ever so recognized, to the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences

in Boston.

(Mitchell's certificate of election still

hangs on the wall of her birth house in

Nantucket, and it is a painful and ambigu-

ous thing to see. Two statements are

crossed out: the printed salutation "Sir"

has been altered to "Madam" by hand, and

the designation of "fellow" has been re-

placed by "honorary member," meaning

that Mitchell had not been granted voting

privileges. The document is signed by

Harvard's great professor of botany Asa

Gray, later one of Darwin's stoutest sup-

porters. More than ninety years would

pass before another woman won election.

Today, I am happy to report, for I am a

member and the Academy's house lies just

around the comer from my own, people of

all shapes, sexes, colors, and backgrounds

cavort in one of the oldest intellectual so-

cieties of our land with liberty and justice

foraU.)

A few other women excelled in astron-

omy during this age of nearly total exclu-

sion for one sex from science, but most,

like Caroline Herschel, gained access as

sisters, wives, or daughters of male as-

tronomers. Maria Mitchell, however, suc-

ceeded on her own. Her father, WiUiam,

was an amateur astronomer, and he did

rate ship's chronometers for part of his liv-

ing (a vital activity in the great whaling

port of Nantucket at a time when ships

measured longitude by maintaining ex-

tremely accurate clocks on board). But

William Mitchell was not a professional

scientist, and he worked primarily as head

cashier of a bank when Maria discovered

her comet.

Maria Mitchell, who earned no college

degree for want of opportunity, became

the first female professor of astronomy in

America, serving from 1865 to 1888 at

Vassar College, where she vigorously pro-

moted scientific education at America's

premier college for women. She received

honorary doctorates from Columbia,

Hanover, and Rutgers. Maria Mitchell

died in 1889. In 1902, family members

and former students established the Maria

Mitchell Association in Nantucket, an or-

ganization dedicated to astronomical ob-

servation and science education.

I gave the annual address at the Maria

Mitchell Association on July 21, 1994. In

lieu of an honorarium, I made one strong

request: after my evening talk, I wanted to

see Jupiter through Maria Mitchell's own
telescope (not the original instrument of

her 1847 discovery, for this machine re-

sides in the Association's museum, but

through the still-functioning five-inch re-

fractor made by Alvin Clark of Boston and

given to Mitchell in 1857 by an organiza-

tion called the Women of America).

Call me foolish if you wish, but a pro-

fessional lifetime as a paleontologist and

evolutionist has led me to view connectiv-

ity and retum to original sources as im-

bued with the highest value, both intellec-

tual and ethical (or aesthetic). I wanted to

see Jupiter that night through Maria

Mitchell's telescope because she had been

the great American pioneer in cometary

discovery, and Jupiter, at that very mo-

ment, was being bombarded by a succes-

sion of more than twenty fragments from

Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9. 1 was unable, I

must confess, to make out the scars on

Jupiter's surface through Maria Mitchell's

telescope, for Jupiter had akeady set be-

hind a clump of trees. But I waited pa-

tiently and finally saw the flicker of Jupiter

among the leaves. Mission accomplished.

Meanwhile, all the astronomical enthusi-

asts of Nantucket crowded around the ad-

jacent computer, watching the latest infor-

mation about Shoemaker-Levy 9 coming

in on Internet from all over the world.

In March 1993, my friend and col-

league Gene Shoemaker (world's expert

on the geology of impact structures),

along with Carolyn Shoemaker and David

Levy, discovered a linear array of about

twenty cometary fragments stretched out

in a trail nearly 125,000 miles long near

Jupiter. They determined that Jupiter's

gravity had pulled the entire comet apart

when it had passed within 60,000 miles of

the giant planet's surface. They also recog-

nized—and now the excitement started

—

that all these fragments would inevitably

crash into Jupiter in July 1994.

What a show, and what timing—pre-

cisely at the twenty-fifth anniversary of

Neil Armstrong's first step upon the lunar

surface. But an epidemic of cold feet then

gripped the astronomical community, and

the spin doctors of diminished expectation

raised their voices high. The impact would

yield results of great scientific value to be

sure, they said, but viewers shouldn't ex-

pect to see much of any visceral interest.

The fragments would probably be pulled

farther apart and bum into nothingness in

the high reaches of Jupiter's atmosphere.

Or, given our ignorance of cometary com-

position, perhaps the fragments contained

little more than dust and ice—not the right
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stuff to punch holes in a planet's surface.

One commentator predicted impact

flashes so small and fast that each would

appear in no more than a single camera

pixel from the Galileo spacecraft, poised

near Jupiter. The semiofficial report in the

July 14 issue of Nature, just a week before

impact, went forth under the headline:

"Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9: The Big Fiz-

zle Is Coming."

I certainly understand the reasons for

toning down expectations. The general

ethos of science tends toward caution, es-

pecially before the fact—and astronomers

had been badly burned twice in recent

years, both times by comets, as Halley and

Kohoutek truly fizzled relative to most

people's expectations. In addition, scien-

tists are still reluctant to grant much of a

role to catastrophic agents as major play-

ers in the recent history of the solar sys-

tem, and particularly the earth and its life.

A whimper from Shoemaker-Levy 9,

rather than a bang, would surely reinforce

this old prejudice.

All the world now knows that Shoe-

maker-Levy 9 put on the show of shows,

vastly exceeding all publicly expressed

expectations, both in stunning visual terms

and in a plethora of scientific data that will

keep us busy for years to come. I am writ-

ing this essay on the weekend after the

bombardment and cannot begin to make

any sensible assessment of causes and rea-

sons, but we need no more than a quick re-

view of phenomena to illustrate the differ-

ence between a rave and a fizzle.

All twenty-one fragments of Shoe-

maker-Levy 9 hit Jupiter along a single

latitude of the southem hemisphere. Im-

pacts occurred during the Jovian night and

were not directly visible from the earth.

But Jupiter rotates in about nine hours,

rather than our twenty-four, and the sites

of impact moved quickly into our view,

forming a chain of circular scars, some

larger than the entire earth! We do not

know how long the scars will last, or even

whether their darkness records shadow or

substance (blackened carbon or some
forms of sulfur, have been suggested). We
do not know how far the fragments pene-

trated Jupiter, or even what penetration

means on a gaseous planet that has no dis-

crete rocky surface—but white-hot gasses,

presumably from the planet's interior,

erupted through holes of impact "in great

fireballs as if from cosmic cannons" (to

quote Malcolm W. Browne, the New York

Times, July 26).

The largest chunk of comet, called

Fragment G, hit Jupiter at 3:30 A.M. on

July 18, producing a flash and fireball that

briefly exceeded the entire planet in

brightness (so much for single pixels!).

Fragment G may have plunged nearly

forty miles into Jupiter's atmosphere. A
plume of superheated gas then erupted and

rose to a height of 1,300 miles above the

impact site, yielding some of the most

spectacular pictures of the entire week.

I have read various estimates of the size

and power of this largest strike, but taking

the most conservative figiu^e reported in

major scientific journals and newspapers

(USA Today, July 22), Fragment G mea-

sured some 2.0 to 2.5 miles in diameter

and hit with an explosive energy of about

6 million megatons of TNT. Taken aU to-

gether, the twenty-one fragments, by this

same estimate, released an equivalent of

about 40 million megatons of TNT—or

some 500 times the power of all the earth's

nuclear weapons combined.

This comparison to the megatonnage of

our entire nuclear arsenal sent shivers up

my spine and brought forth from my
memory a similar figure, which recalled

the key debate within paleontology during

the past decade, and also crystallized the

various themes for this essay. In 1979,

Luis Alvarez and his collaborators first

published their theory fliat a large extrater-

restrial object, a comet or an asteroid some

six miles in diameter, struck the earth at

the end of the Cretaceous period 65 mil-

Uon years ago, flius triggering one of the

five great mass extinctions of Ufe's his-

tory—the latest and, parochiaUy for us at

least, the most important, as this event

wiped out dinosaurs and gave mammals

their opportunity.

I knew nothing about the physics of im-

pact at the time, and I remember harboring

some strong initial doubts about the effi-

cacy of such an event. I did understand

how a crashing body might be decidedly

unpleasant for a Tyrannosaurus caught di-
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rectly in the path of descent, but why

should an object only six miles across

wreak such havoc upon a planet with a di-

ameter of 8,000 miles? I expressed my
naive skepticism to Alvarez, a Nobel

Prize-winning physicist who had worked

on the Hiroshima bomb and certainly un-

derstood such matters, and he shut me up

with the following estimate: a bolide six

miles in diameter would strike the earth

with 10,000 times the megatonnage of all

the earth's nuclear weapons combined.

Fragment G, in comparison, was a pip-

squeak—yet this object tore an earth-sized

hole in Jupiter and produced a fireball

equal in brightaess to the entire planet. If

Fragment G could so impact giant Jupiter,

shall we doubt the catastrophic effect of a

much larger strike upon our much smaller

planet?

When Alvarez and company first pro-

posed their radical hypothesis of cata-

strophic extinction, paleontologists almost

to a person rejected the idea with ridicule

and vehemence. (Both for the decent pur-

pose of allowing you to judge my argu-

ment more fairly, and for an utterly base

motive of bragging in retrospect, I must

confess my biases and place myself

among the "almosts" as one of Alvarez's

rare paleontological supporters from the

start.) Since then, however, evidence for

impact has accumulated to virtual proof

—

first the initial discovery of iridium at high

concentration in strata marking the extinc-

tion (for iridium is almost absent in in-

digenous sediments of the earth, but pre-

sent at normal cosmic abundances in

comets and asteroids); then the finding of

shocked quartz in the same sediments (for

this unusual form of a common mineral

can be generated, so far as we know, only

by high pressures associated with impacts,

and not by any intemal process known to

act at or near the earth's surface); and fi-

nally the apparent "smoking gun" itself, a

massive crater of the right age, and up to

200 miles in diameter, off Mexico's Yu-

catan Peninsula.

In the light of such overwhelming sup-

port for impact, opponents of catastrophic

extinction have generally retreated to the

fallback position that a comet or asteroid

did indeed strike our planet, but that the

extinction had other earth-based and more

gradualistic causes (granting, at most, the

terminal and ineffective role of coup de

grace to the great explosion). This argu-

ment fails no logical test, but I would be

mighty surprised if it succeeds. Coinci-

dences do occur, but we should not seek

their complexities as favored modes of ex-

planation. Why argue that a bolide hit the

earth just when a great extinction hap-

pened to be occurring for other, unknown

reasons, when the bolide itself can do the

work required?

Wlien such strong hostility greets such

an interesting theory, and continues with

substantial vigor even after the theory has

been effectively validated, we must seek

deeper causes rooted in general philoso-

phies and methodologies. No theoretical

preference has been so strong and domi-

nating in the earth sciences as Charles

Lyell's doctrine of uniformitarianism—

a

complex set of ideas centered upon the no-

tion that current and observable causes,

acting at characteristically minute and

gradual rates, can produce all the grand ef-

fects of the earth's history by accumulat-

ing their tiny increments through the im-

mensity of geological time. To produce

the Grand Canyon over time's vastness,

erode the Colorado River valley grain by

grain. To populate the earth with novel

fauna, extirpate old species and evolve

new forms one by one, so that any ob-

server at a moment in time would notice

nothing. At most, under the uniformitarian

perspective, climates and topographies

might occasionally alter at especially high

rates, promoting more species deaths than

usual over a relatively short interval—but

never a truly catastrophic mass extinction.

Both Lyell and Darwin strenuously argued

that so-called mass extinctions must

spread out over several million years (with

the appearance of suddenness arising as an

artifact of an imperfect geological record)

and that the causes of such episodes could

only reside in an intensification of ordi-

nary processes.

This issue of uniformitarian versus ca-

tastrophic change stands as one of the

grand questions of science, for the debate

pervades so many disciplines and bears so

strongly upon some of the most profound

puzzles of our lives. Consider just two of

the deep issues. The nature of change it-

self: Is human culture, life, the physical

universe indefinitely mutable and subject

to continuous and usually insensible

change (the uniformitarian view), or does

stable structure characterize most forms

and institutions, with change therefore

concentrated in rare and rapid episodes of

transition between stable states, often initi-

ated by catastrophic disturbances to which

existing systems cannot adjust? The na-

ture of causality: Do large effects arise as

simple extensions of small changes pro-

duced by the ordinary, deterministic

causes that we can study every day, or do

occasional catastrophes introduce strong

elements of capriciousness and unpre-

dictability to the pathways of planetary

history?

William Glen, a distinguished geologist

and historian of science at the United

States Geological Survey in Menlo Park,

California, has spent the last fifteen years

working in the interesting area of scientific

revolutions in the making. He first wrote a

fine book on what most people have

judged as the greatest revolution in geol-

ogy since the discovery of time's vastness

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

century: the development of the theory of

plate tectonics and the consequent valida-

tion of continental drift {The Road to

Jaramillo, Stanford University Press,

1982). During the past decade. Glen has

been tracing the movement of Alvarez's

asteroid from heresy to orthodoxy, and

chronicling the regrowth of catastrophist

thinking in general, particularly in the con-

text of discussion about mass extinction

(see his recent book The Mass Extinction

Debates: How Science Works in a Crisis,

Stanford University Press, 1994).

Glen surprised the hell out of me one

day by saying that he regarded the debate

over catastrophic mass extinction as po-

tentially more important in the history of

science than plate tectonics. Much as I

might like to accept such an argument, I

initially cringed and strongly objected, for

I had so long accepted the virtual mantra

among geologists that no reformulation

could be more profound than plate tecton-

ics—the earth's surface broken into thin

plates in motion, with new crust weUing

up at oceanic ridges, spreading out to form

and push the plates and eventually de-

scending back into the earth at subduction

zones.

But Glen reminded me of the famous

statement by Freud that I have often

quoted in these essays: the most important

scientific revolutions have, as their only

common feature, the dethronement of

human arrogance from one pedestal after

another of previous convictions about our

own cosmic importance. At the very least,

great revolutions must alter some central

concept about our lives or the workings of

the universe. Plate tectonics radically

changed the physics of the earth, but few

fundamental tenets of human life or phys-

ical causality were altered thereby. We be-

lieved, before, that the earth's crust could

move up and down to form mountains and

ocean basins; we know, after, that plane-

tary real estate flows laterally as well.

But catastrophic impact theory, as Bill



Glen argued with great force, has much

broader implications if it can be estab-

lished as a generality in the mechanisms of

planetary history, and not just as an expla-

nation for a few peculiar events, including

the Cretaceous-Tertiary extinction. For if

impacts shape much that matters in geo-

logical time, then catastrophism becomes

at least coequal with a previously domi-

nant or nearly exclusive uniformitarian-

ism—and all our views on the nature of

change and causality must be revised.

Moreover, these potential revisions speak

to the tensioris that Freud identified as

both scary and liberating—for catas-

trophism supports themes that many of us

would rather not acknowledge about

chance and unpredictability in the evolu-

tion of all lineages, including our own. No
random bolt from the blue 65.3 milhon

years ago, no extinction of dinosaurs, no

mammalian dominance, no human life

today—whereas the uniformitarian per-

spective harmonizes much better with tra-

ditional ideas of a gradual rise to in-

evitable success by mammals.

As a believer in connectivity with initial

sources, as illustrated earlier by my tale of

Maria Mitchell's telescope, I decided then

to excavate the original definition of geol-

ogy's great dichotomy in an attempt to un-

derstand the importance of catas-

trophism 's resurgence and the role of

Shoemaker-Levy 9 as a contribution to the

argument. The terms "uniformitarian" and

"catastrophist" were coined by William

Whewell, England's leading philosopher

of science, in a review of the second vol-

ume of Lyell's Principles of Geology

(published in the Quarterly Review, vol.

47, for March and July, 1832). Whewell

wrote:

Have the changes which lead us from one

geological state to another been, on a long

average, uniform in their intensity, or have

they consisted of epochs of paroxysmal and

catastrophic action, interposed between pe-

riods of comparative tranquility. These two

opinions will probably for some time divide

the geological world into two sects, which

may perhaps be designated as the Uniformi-

tarians and the Catastrophists.

G. P. Scrope, one of Lyell's leading ge-

ological colleagues, read Whewell's re-

view and wrote to Lyell suggesting that

the dichotomy might easily be resolved or

compromised:

As to the dispute he speaks of, which I

"/ think this may explain the disappearingfrog population'.'

vJW*—

^

know has now and then raged pretty warmly
between you as a Uniformitarian and the

Catastrophists I do not see any but an imag-

inary line of separation between you. It is

only a dispute about degree, a plus or minus
affair; a little concession on either side will

unite you in perfect cordiality.

But Lyell firmly rejected this mediation

and stuck by Whewell's division. He
wrote to Whewell, quoting Scrope 's opin-

ion and then adding his own support for a

dichotomy of principle:

On this point I cannot budge an inch for rea-

sons to be developed in v. 3 [that is, the third

volume of his Principles of Geology, pub-

lished the next year in 1833]. It is of course

a question of probability to some extent in

the present state of our knowledge, but I

consider it a most important question of

principle, whether we incline to the proba-

bilities as seen in the last 3000 years or pos-

sibilities which I hold to be uncalled for by
any overwhelming evidence.

In other words, Lyell writes, why invent

unseen (and catastrophic) forces when
slowly acting present causes, observed for

more than 3,000 years, suffice to render all

geological events in the fullness of time.

The intensity of Lyell's rhetorical sup-

port for uniformitarianism may best be

judged in the famous first chapter of vol-

ume 3, composed in the light of Whewell's

review and its codified dichotomy (later

editions of the Principles of Geology dis-

persed the material of this short, seven-

page chapter into earlier parts of the

book). Catastrophism, Lyell argues, must

be rejected as a speculative system that

wiU degrade geology to a playground of

untestable conjecture, whereas uniformi-

tarianism, firmly grounded in observation

of present causes, will establish geology

as a rigorous, empirically based, mature

science. Lyell was a lawyer by profession

and a brilliant writer by avocation. No one

has ever matched him for persuasive

prose:

Never was there a dogma more calculated to

foster indolence, and to blunt the keen edge

of curiosity, than this assumption of the dis-

cordance between the former and the exist-

ing causes of change. It produced a state of

mind unfavorable in the highest conceiv-

able degree to the candid reception of the

evidence of those minute, but incessant mu-
tations, which every part of the earth's sur-

face is undergoing.... We hear of sudden

and violent revolutions of the globe, of the

instantaneous elevation of mountain chains,

of paroxysms of volcanic energy. . . . We are

also told of general catastrophes and a suc-

cession of deluges, of the alternation of

periods of repose and disorder, of the refrig-

eration of the globe, of the sudden annihila-

tion of whole races of animals and plants.
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and other hypotheses, in which we see the

ancient spirit of speculation revived, and a

desire manifested to cut, rather than pa-

tiently to untie, the Gordian knot.

I have long regarded Lyell's argument

as deeply unfair in principle, however bril-

liant in rhetoric—yet he prevailed for

nearly 150 years, thus restricting the range

of geological hypotheses. He argues that

we should prefer direct observation to any

form of inference (labeled as "specula-

tion" in his rhetoric). Catastrophism then

loses by unjustly blinkered definition,

rather than by fair test. If the catastrophic

model has any validity, then natural forces

of paroxysmal intensity occasionally im-

pact the globe to great and sudden geolog-

ical effect, but at very infrequent intervals.

If the waiting time between such events

usually amounts to millions of years—as

must be the case for large impacts produc-

ing global mass extinctions—and if

human observation of present processes

has been limited to only a few thousand

years, what chance do we have of ever ob-

serving such catastrophes over the course

of human history?

We cannot reject plausible forces be-

cause we do not see them directly. Most of

science relies upon ingenious and rigorous

inference, not passive observation alone.

We were quite confident about many phe-

nomena—atoms and black holes among

them—before we developed technologies

for their visualization. How can we
ridicule a force that we have not seen for

3,000 years, when good theory predicts

that its momentary episodes of operation

should be separated by many millions of

years? Why are we so loath to accept

global catastrophes as major actors in the

history of the earth and life when we have

seen the commoner events of smaller scale

that occur so much more frequently? The

Tunguska object, the cometary fragment

that exploded 28,000 feet above Siberia in

1908, flattened a thousand square miles of

forest and would have produced the great-

est disaster in human history had it struck

anywhere near a population center. The

Tunguska object, by best estimate, mea-

sured about 300 feet in diameter. Such

small particles hit the earth with waiting

times of hundreds to thousands of years

and can therefore be studied as rare histor-

ical events. May we not extrapolate from

these to the much rarer giant bolides, with

diameters measured in miles, that must

strike the earth with waiting times of tens

to hundreds of millions of years, but with

massive global effects and with sufficient

frequency to shape much of planetary his-

tory in a half dozen or so good strikes dur-

ing the tenure of multicellular animal life?

Lyell had lobbied hard to secure

Whewell's review in the most prestigious

of British journals. But WheweU, while

praising the book and fairly describing

Lyell's system, then argued that Lyell had

been unduly restrictive in his uniformitar-

ian rigidity and that the case for catas-

trophism remained open in principle. In

other words, the issue must be settled by

scientific study (observation and infer-

ence), not by a priori definition. Whewell

wrote in defense of catastrophism, and in

the next paragraph following his defini-

tions:

It seems to us somewhat rash to suppose, as

the uniformitarian does, that the informa-

tion which we at present possess concerning

the course of physical occurrences, affect-

ing the earth and its inhabitants, is sufficient

to enable us to construct classifications,

"/ understand there's a newt in the House ofRepresentatives!'

which shall include all that is past under the

categories of the present. Limited as our

knowledge is in time, in space, in kind, it

would be very wonderful if it should have

suggested to us all the laws and causes by
which the natural history of the globe,

viewed on the largest scale, is influenced

—

it would be strange, if it should not even

have left us ignorant of some of the most
important of the agents which, since the be-

ginning of time, have been in action; of

something, in short, which may manifest it-

self in great and distant catastrophes.

We didn't need Shoemaker-Levy 9 to

validate catastrophism by the most direct

route of overt observation. We were fortu-

nate indeed to witness any event at such a

scale during the few hundred years that

technology and enlightened understanding

have combined to give us tools of compre-

hension. The Cretaceous bolide had pretty

much proved itself through inferences

based upon fossilized results a few years

before Jupiter fractured Shoemaker-Levy

9 into its twenty-one murderous bits.

Shoemaker-Levy 9 must therefore rep-

resent an indulgence of nature—a gift to

us, a reward for our proper use of scientific

inference to validate at least one global

catastrophe (the terminal Cretaceous

bolide) against all the prejudices of our un-

formitarian training. Nature almost

seemed to be saying to her wayward and

insignificant child on earth: "You did it the

right and hard way, by difficult inference;

well done, thou good and faithful servant;

now I will show you a cosmic catastrophe

directly, and for free, even though such an

event might plausibly not occur for many

thousands of years."

All this, of course, is metaphor. I have

not become an addlepated New Ager, and

I do not believe that nature operates by

anything akin to our notion of intent. We
just caught a break with Shoemaker-Levy

9. But do consider two more truly won-

drous events in closing. Shoemaker-Levy

9 hit Jupiter precisely to the day of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of our first human

landing on the moon. Is nature returning

the compliment of our respectful foray

into her reahn by teaching us something

fundamental about her ways at such an

auspicious moment? Let us also, and fi-

nally, thank nature for setting this display

on a distant and giant planet that can easily

bear the shock, and not closer to home

where a similar event might relegate us to

the fate of the dinosaurs.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the histoiy of science at Hanwd
University.
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Adios, Locos?
An ancient mollusk is disappearing—and not at a snail's pace

by Louis H. DiSalvo

Along the 3,000-mile coastline from

mid-Peru to southern Chile lives a gray

marine snail, with a flattened, bowl-

shaped shell about as big as your hand. It

lives on rocks that may be just below the

water's surface or as much as ninety feet

down. Known to science as Concholepas

concholepas, the snail is commonly re-

ferred to, for obscure reasons, as the

"loco." Humans are the loco snail's only

serious predator; they wade, swim, and

dive in hordes to capture every visible

specimen. In 1980, loco divers were sell-

ing more than 26,000 tons of these mol-

lusks annually. During the past decade,

however, the catch has dwindled to a small

fraction of its former tonnage. As the snail

becomes rarer, the value of its meat keeps

rising. Now snail hunters will risk arrest

and even the disappearance of the species

in their quest to satisfy the market's

demands.

I first saw a loco a little more than a

dozen years ago when I first arrived in

Chile. It was on a plate in a restaurant in

Santiago; nearby on the table sat a loco-

shell ashtray. Since a moratorium on col-

lecting them was imposed in 1985, locos

are not listed on restaurant menus. How-
ever, if you whisper to the waiter, you can

probably get two illegally obtained, under-

sized prizes on a bed of lettuce with may-
onnaise ("locos mayo") for about ten

American dollars. Dlegal trade is brisk. In

late 1991, a clandestine packing operation

was raided near Santiago and more than

70,000 locos were seized. When the ban
on taking these snails was lifted for fifteen

days in 1988, several fishing ports in

southern Chile experienced a brief "gold

rush." Loco divers and their boatmen
made and lost fortunes in a few days.

Some had sailed more than a thousand

miles to the last richly productive loco

grounds. During those two weeks, more
than 12,000 tons of locos were exported.

14 Natuiial History 10/94

Tons ofdiscarded loco snail shells litter the sliores ofa coastal bay in Valdivia, Cliile.

Despite tlie molluslc's protected status, poaclting remains common.
Ricardo Carrasco-Stuparich
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Apparently, divers had been at work for

months establishing underwater stockpiles

in anticipation of opening day.

Locos constituted the world's largest

gastropod fishery in the early 1980s, when
they were being exported as "Chilean

abalonelike shellfish" to Asian markets.

This label arose only from commercial ne-

cessity; locos may taste somewhat like

abalone, but the resemblance is superfi-

cial. Although both are flat-shelled gas-

tropods, abalone shells have perforations

and pearlescent colors that locos do not.

The loco's shell is drab inside and out and

is usually covered with barnacles.

A much older evolutionary group,

abalones have diverged into numerous

species around the world, while the genus

Concholepas has only one living species,

the loco, which lives only on the South

American temperate west coast. Nor do

locos behave like abalones. The latter are

tranquil grazers on marine algae, whereas

locos are persistent carnivores that attack

bamacles, several species of mussels, and

tunicates (sea squirts). Years ago, I found

that locos would even attack and consume

California abalones, which were being

tested for introduction to Chile. Predation

by locos is one possible explanation for

the inability of abalones to colonize tem-

perate South American waters.

The loco thrives in nutrient-rich local

waters, where phytoplankton proliferate.

Bamacles, mussels, and tunicates thrive

on these microscopic plants and are in turn

consumed by the locos. When unmo-
lested, the locos become populous. Older

fishermen remember when they were

plentiful everywhere, but today large

numbers can be observed only in specially

protected research reserves.

Abalone larvae hatch from yolk-filled

eggs; they settle to the bottom of the sea in

a few days and begin to feed. In contrast,

locos reproduce by depositing hundreds of

white, inch-long capsules on subtidal

rocks; each capsule contains thousands of

fertilized eggs, which develop into tiny

shelled larvae, or veligers. After about one

or two months' incubation in the capsule,

the veligers are released into the ocean

where they swim about freely, using their

swimming organ (velum), which also

serves as an efficient device for trapping

phytoplanktonic food. A few months after

the larvae have left the capsules, miniature

locos begin to appear on wave-swept

rocks. Although Juan Carlos Castilla, of

the Catholic University in Santiago, and

his associates had described the later

phases of the loco's natural history in nu-
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merous papers published from 1976 to the

present, little was known about the ani-

mal's free-swimming planktonic stage or

its life as a tiny bottom feeder.

Widely dispersed in the plankton, ma-

turing loco larvae seek surface waters, and

are difficult to capture or study. They ap-

parently move to varying depths as they

react to hght and food—which also makes

them a difficult target for predators. Labo-

ratory observations suggest that when the

tiny larvae are getting ready to settle, they

swim near the ocean floor, out of reach of

plankton nets. Before my lab studies, no

one could recognize loco veligers among

the other moUuscan larvae, since no one

had cultured locos to obtain reference

specimens. Two-millimeter-sized snails

are not easily spotted on boulder-strewn

shores carpeted with marine life and

pounded by waves.

During the mid-1980s, I was able to

culture locos in the laboratory for the first

time and watch the larvae grow from

three-tenths of a millimeter into ready-to-

settle specimens nearly two millimeters in

length. To raise them took about a hundred

days of patiently changing water, feeding

the larvae with microalgae, and treating

them with antibiotics to prevent bacterial

diseases from killing them. Out of half a

million larvae, I was able to shepherd

seven into settling, but only one grew into

an adult loco.

Now I had reference specimens that al-

lowed me to recognize the loco larvae in

mixed plankton samples taken from the

ocean. Also, I learned that the older,

ready-to-settle larvae migrate to the sea

surface, and are probably blown ashore by

spring winds, as are other planktonic lar-

vae of shore-dwelling invertebrates. From
the top of their foot, advanced loco larvae

produce a byssal thread that they use to

suspend themselves from the water sur-

face much as spiders hang from a ceiling.

They can also abandon the thread and

crawl upside down on the surface film, as

do many freshwater snails. In strongly ag-

itated water, where the swimming organ

could be damaged or the byssal thread

lost, larvae envelop an air bubble with

their foot to keep from sinking. Such be-

havior may allow planktonic larvae to

travel great distances and survive rigorous

wave action. Although feeble swimmers,

they need only move up or down to catch

an ocean current or wind-driven surface

slick that may carry them for hundreds of

miles. Myriads have been lost at sea, leav-

ing only the best evolved navigators to

float to shore.

Based on my laboratory observations, 1

designed a net for collecting surface

plankton and was surprised and pleased to

find three ready-to-settle loco larvae

among my first catch. Although the larvae

were normally scarce (averaging only one

for each half mile the net was towed), I

soon had enough to observe their meta-

morphosis in the laboratory.

I set up some aquariums with naturally

encrusted stones and a strong water cur-

rent vigorously agitated with compressed

air to simulate a wave-swept coastline.

The larvae drifted around, trailing byssal

thread "lassos," which soon caught on the

rocks or even on actively bubbling air

stones. When pulled to a rock by its elastic

thread, a larva would adhere to the surface

using the suckerlike extension of its foot,

made sticky by mucus. Because their

small size allows them to anchor within a

clinging microlayer of water, they could

then crawl around on the rock, unaffected

by wave motions. If the rock surface was

biochemically attractive for an extended

stay, they would absorb the parachutelike

velum in as little as two hours. When they

found the surface noxious or uncomfort-

able, however, they extended the velum

and were lifted away on the currents to

seek a different settlement site. Many mol-

luscan larvae are capable of delaying their
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Blown to shore by winds, loco larvae eventually settle on rocks.
Photographs by Louis DiSalvo

An adult loco, its shell covered with barnacles, perches on an
intertidal rock. Two white "teeth" on the shell's right edge

are used to haiyest rock-bound barnaclesforfood.

metamorphosis until they have found an

appropriate surface.

A few years ago, Daniel Morse, of the

University of California at Santa Barbara,

demonstrated the intricate biochemical in-

teractions between abalone larvae and

their settlement surfaces. Although the

loco is not closely related to abalones,

some of the same principles probably

apply. Larvae of several invertebrate spe-

cies are known to be attracted by chemical

substances emitted by their own species or

by prey. Following such chemical trails

enhances their chances of finding food or

mates.

Recently metamorphosed locos begin

their postlarval lives scraping microalgae

off the rocks, as do abalone. Later, how-

ever, they will become carnivores. Also, in

contrast to abalone, which begin to enlarge

their shells shortly after they settle and

begin feeding, the locos pass through a

further set of changes. During their algal

feeding period, which lasts from one to

several days, the young loco's shell

changes from transparent to a deep chest-

nut brown. This pigmentation leaves the

shell at least five times more resistant to

breakage than it was during the loco's

planktonic odyssey; this added strength

enhances its chances of surviving the

rough surf.

Once pigmented, the tiny locos become
carnivorous, attacking prey with exquisite

precision. Their exclusive prey at this

stage are barnacles their own size, which

tliey neatly drill with a special scraping

organ, the radula. Aided by a slightly acid

secretion to soften the prey's shell, the

radula is used both to drill and to extract

meat. Like other predatory gastropods,

such as the cassids {see "Murder and May-
hem in the Miocene," Natural Histoij,

August 1991), they bore a hole a few

tenths of a millimeter in diameter and then

insert a trunklike proboscis and rasp to

scrape out the prey from the inside. Only

after they have begun to feed in this man-

ner do they begin to deposit a white fringe

of definitive adult shell.

During the first sixty days, the insa-

tiable little locos grow to ten millimeters

long, eating their way through as many as

five bamacle species on the rocks, without

discriminating among them. The little

brown larval shell remains embedded in

the larger, permanent adult one as a relic of

the snail larvae's oceanic voyage and

rocky landing. As long as the young locos

feed on barnacles, the shell remains white.

If they are fed mussels, which they accept

with gusto upon reaching ten millimeters

in length, the new shell turns black.

Many young locos I have collected in

the field have white shells, while older

ones are dark—suggesting a history of

first feeding on bamacles, then switching

to mussels or other prey. Upon settling

onto rocky bottoms, the postlarval snails

have pitch-black body tissues, but change

to almost pure white during their first two

weeks of bottom dwelling. Two months

later, the body begins to take on the gray

pigmentation of adults. Their inconspicu-

ous coloration helps protect the elusive

young; in addition, many of them often

hide within empty bamacle shells.

My long-term research goals in Chile

include learning how to save locos from

extmction and perhaps one day reseeding

their natural beds for managed commer-
cial harvesting. Although many people are

tempted to buy the banned loco meat, I

sense a rising concern for conservation

among the Chilean people. Recentiy, the

Chilean legislature passed a new fisheries

law that should begin to protect the coun-

try's coastal resources. In the Caribbean,

parallel efforts are being made to protect

and culture the queen conch (Strombus

gigas), a once-plentiful mollusk that has

suffered similar declines in population in

recent years.

There is a certain enchantment in imag-

ining the tiny loco larvae floating on their

"gossamer wings" for hundreds or even

thousands of miles, surviving the multiple

perils of their frail life in the planktonic

soup, as they have for millions of years.

Loco fossils have been found in South

Africa, and remains of related, extinct

Concholepas species are known from

other widely scattered sites around the

world. But C. concholepas has existed es-

sentially unchanged on the Chilean coast

for about two million years. We are only

now beginning to appreciate its cycle of

reproduction, dispersal, and return to its

favored habitat. If my hopes are realized,

our work here with the Chilean National

Fisheries Service will enable the loco to

continue its ancient cycle into the future.

Louis H. DiSalvo earned his Ph.D. in en-

vironmental sciencefrom the University of

North Carolina and now specializes in

marine microbiology and aquaculture. He
is a consultant to government agencies

and fisheries in Chile, where he operates

an independent marine laboratory.
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500 miles from nowhere,

it1l give you a cold drink

or a warm burger. .

.

NASA spaceflights inspired this portablefridge that

outperforms conventional fridges, replaces the ice chest

and alternates as a food warmer.

By Charles Anton

ecognize the ice cooler in this picture?

Surprisingly enough, there isn't one.

. What you see instead is a Koolatron,

an invention that replaces the traditional ice

cooler, and its many limitations, with a tech-

nology even more sophisticated than your

home fridge. And far better suited to travel.

What's more, the innocent looking box be-

fore you is not only a refrigerator, it's also a

food warmer.

NASA inspired por-

table refrigerator.

Because of space trav-

el's tough demands,
scientists had to find

something more de-

pendable and less

bulky than traditional

refrigeration coils and

compressors. Their re-

search led them to dis-

cover a miraculous

solid state component

called the thermo-elec-

tric module.

Aside from a small

fan, this electronic

fridge has no moving
parts to wear out or

break down. It's not

affected by tilting, jar-

ring or vibration (situ-

ations that cause home
fridges to fail). The
governing module, no

bigger than a match-

book, actually delivers

the cooling power of a

10 pound block of ice.

From satellites to station wagons.
Thermo-electric temperature control has now
been proven with more than 25 years of use in

some of the most rigorous space and labora-

tory applications. And Koolatron is the first

manufacturer to make this technology avail-

able to families, fishermen, boaters, campers

and hunters- in fact anyone on the move.

Home refrigeration has come a long way
since the days of the ice box and the block of

ice. But when we travel, we go back to the

sloppy ice cooler with its soggy and sometimes

The refrigerator from outer space.

TJk secret of the Knolatron Cooler/Warmer

is a mhmture thermo-electric module that

effectively replaces bulky piping coils, loud

motors and compressors used in conven-

tional refrigeration units. In the cool

mode, the Koolatron reduces the outside

temperature by 40 degrees F. At the

switch ofa plug, it becomes afood warmer,

going up to 125 degrees.

Tight
sealing

High
impact
plastic

spoUed food. No more! Now
for the price of a good cool- ,

er and one or two seasons

of buying ice, (or about five

family restaurant meals), all the

advantages of home cooling are available for

you electronically and conveniently.

Think about your last trip. You just got

away nicely on your long-awaited vacation.

You're cruising com-
fortably in your car

along a busy interstate

with only a few rest

stops or restaurants.

You guessed it... the

kids want to stop for a

snack. But your Kool-

atron is stocked with

fruit, sandwiches, cold

drinks, fried chicken. .

.

fresh and cold. Every-

body helps themselves

and you have saved

valuable vacation time

and another expensive

restaurant bill.

Hot or cold. With the

switch of a plug, the

Koolatron becomes a

food warmer for a

casserole, burger or

baby's bottle. It can go

up to 125 degrees.

And because there

are no temperamental

compressors or gasses,

the Koolatron works
perfectly under all

circumstances, even

upside down. Empty, the large model weighs

only 12 pounds and the smaller one weighs

just seven. Full, the large model holds up to

40 12-oz. cans and the smaller one holds six.

Just load it up and plug it in. On motor

trips, plug your Koolatron into your cigarette

lighter; it will use less power than a tail light.

If you decide to carry it to a picnic place or a

fishing hole, the Koolatron will hold its cool-

ing capacity for 24 hours. If you leave it

plugged into your battery with the engine off,

it consumes only three amps of power.

Limited time
offer. Because Comtrad is bringing this offer

to you directly, you save the cost of middle-

men and retail mark-ups. For a limited time

only, you can get this advanced, portable

Koolafron refrigera-

tor at the infroduc-

tory price of $99.

Call today to take *&»»
advantage ot this "«.?!,

special promotional

pricing. Most orders

are processed with- i <»

in 72 hours. ''•

Try it risk free, i'jjg/

We guarantee your

satisfaction with

any product from

Comfrad Industries. The versatile Koolatron is avail-
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VOU eet our com- ^O quarts and the smaller P9 holds

plete "No Questions
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Asked 30 day
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money-back guar- Thei, plug into any regular outlet.

antee. Plus you get

a full one year manufacturer's limited warran-

ty. If you are not satisfied for any reason, just

return the product for a complete refund.

Koolatron (P24A) holds 30 quarts $99 S12 S&H

Koolatron (P9) holds 7 quarts $79 $8 S&H

Optional AC Adapter (AC 10) $39 S6 S&H

Please mention promotional code 022-NH 1 1 5

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966

To order by mail send check or money order for the

total amount including S&H {VA residents add 4.5%

sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by en-

closing your account number and expiration date.

INDUSTRIES
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Midlothian, Virginia 23113



Worlds in Contact

A Texas Powwow
The Alabama and Coushatta Indians make no apologies

for their eclectic traditions

by Samuel M. Wilson

It is pouring rain outside the Inn of tiie

Twelve Clans on the Alabama-Coushatta

reservation in east Texas, and no one is

eager to leave. Because of the rain, the af-

ternoon's gourd dances, which were to

have been held in the powwow arena at

the community center baseball field, have

been moved into the gymnasium. When-

ever the restaurant door swings open, the

drum can be heard in the distance. The

dancing last night had gone on until after

midnight, and there was a five-mile run at

seven this moming, so more than a few are

willing to linger over lunch, saving their

energy for the evening's dances.

Jack B., a member of the Alabama

tribe, sits at a formica table and counts

through his children and grandchildren.

One of his seven children married a

Pawnee, one an Omaha, a few married

non-Indians. Everything he says is accom-

panied with quick, strong gestures. "He

went away, became an outsider," he says,

sweeping his arm toward the restaurant

door. (I look.) "But he might come back,

maybe to retire," he continues, pointing to

his chest. Speaking of an aunt, he presses

three fingers hard against his left palm and

tells us, "She came back here a couple of

years ago, but she died."

As we sit in the inn, the people at the

table are constantly coming and going.

Jack's son needs car keys. Jack's sister

stops by (but is soon called away by a rel-

ative). A young woman who lives off the

reservation and works for the Houston

Post drifts by a couple of times. Her T-

shirt has a raccoon on it, and several

people make the connection—her nick-

name is Sawa, "raccoon" in the Alabama

language. John Humano, Sr., one of the

powwow (dance ceremony) officials, sits

Drummers ride in the powwow parade.
Samuel M. Wilson
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for a while. Someone mistakenly intro-

duces him as a Kiowa Apache and is cor-

rected by a chorus; he is Comanche and

his wife is Kiowa. He likes to say he's a

"Kiowa captive." As people come and go,

the joke is repeated a few more times.

The conversation drifts somehow to

languages. English is not Jack's first lan-

guage or probably his second, since he

speaks both Alabama and Coushatta.

Maybe it is not even his third, since his

mother was half Choctaw and he speaks

that tribe's language, too. All of these are

languages in the Muskogean family,

which includes Creek, Chickasaw, and

others spoken by the Native Americans of

the Southeast. Jack counts from one to ten

in Alabama and then in Choctaw and ob-

serves that the number eight is practically

the same (ontotchiina in Alabama, un-

tuchina in Choctaw). He notes that know-

ing one of the languages makes the others

easier, although in his opinion, things in

Choctaw are sometimes said backward.

Thirty years ago, someone notes, none

of the kids entering first grade spoke any

Enghsh, so they were often held back a

year or two. Jack nods. Now most children

know English well by the time they enter

school. They also understand Alabama or

Coushatta, but many will not use these

languages unless they have to when
speaking to older people. Even so, much

of the discussion taking place at surround-

ing tables is in Alabama or Coushatta.

At the time of first European contact,

the ancestors of the Alabama-Coushatta

hved along the major rivers of central Al-

abama—^the Coosa, Tallapoosa, and Al-

abama. Hernando de Soto must have met

some of them in his meandering expedi-

tion through the Southeast in the early
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1540s. Documents and maps from the

early 1700s show the location of "Al-

ibamu'" and "Kosati" villages still in this

territory. But under increasing pressure

from British and other European colonists

moving west in the mid- 1700s, the Al-

abama and Coushatta moved to lands in

Louisiana and east Texas.

Thus the Alabama and Coushatta were

settled in Texas in the late 1700s, before

Anglo-American colonization of the re-

gion (the battle of the Alamo was in 1836).

By the late 1820s, they had asked the

Mexican government for permanent pos-

session of their lands, and after Texas be-

came an independent republic in 1836, the

well-established and prosperous Alabama

and Coushatta were the only groups to be

exempted from a purge of Native Ameri-

cans. They again escaped the fate of so

many Indians of the southeastern wood-

lands, who were forced to move to the Ok-

lahoma Indian Territories in the 1830s (the

Cherokee "trail of tears" was just one such

forced relocation). As a result of their un-

usual history, the Alabama-Coushatta

reservation is somewhat isolated from

other areas with large Native American

populations.

Next to the gymnasium where the

dance drum is beating lies the Alabama-

Coushatta cemetery, surrounded by the tall

pine and oak forest of the Big Thicket, as

this part of east Texas is called. Some of

the headstones date back to the mid-

1800s. Back in the woods is the grave of

subchief Colabe Sylestine, who in the

nineteenth century helped lead the Al-

abama and Coushatta to their present

home in Polk County and who signed the

agreement with the state of Texas granting

his people their land. Elsewhere in the

cemetery, the short flagstaffs of long-

since-dissolved flags lean against the

headstone of McConico Batisse (1875-

1951), a former chief of the Alabama. A
razor, a tin coffee cup, and the shell of a

flashlight sit along the line of the grave.

The rain has washed away some of the

gray sand around them, creating little

pedestals for these characteristic posses-

sions of the deceased.

Henry Steel, a Kickapoo from Okla-

homa, was master of ceremonies for the

first night of dances at the powwow last

night. He may have been asked because of

his "gift of gab," and rightfully so. He de-

lights in intertribal jokes and camaraderie:

"We're going to have three intertribal

songs; in my language that's niiswikwaa,

for you Comanches that's tres, and for you

Cherokees"—holding up three fingers

—

"it's this many."

For an hour or more before the "grand

entry," men, mostly older ones, performed

the gourd dances. In front of the impro-

vised benches that enclosed the dance cir-

cle, they danced slowly in and out to the

music from the singers and drummers;

some occasionally paused to shake hands

and talk with one another in groups of two

or three. They wore different versions of

"traditional dress," some simply jeans and

a western-cut shirt with a long, narrow

sash tied around the waist and another

sash over the shoulders. Each carried a
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feathered fan in his left hand and shook a

gourd rattle in his right.

Sitting at the center of the dance circle

on metal folding chairs stenciled ACIR
(Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation),

a half dozen men sang and beat a large

skin drum. Around them sat three or four

women, also singing, and a few restless

children who had to stay beside their par-

ents or grandparents. Known collectively

as the Drum, the people who sing and beat

the drum are the soul of the powwow; they

can carry on for hours without breaks.

Meanwhile the dancers for the

evening's main ceremonies were getting

ready. Some of the powwow dances in-

volve competition in costume and danc-

ing, putting personal status, skill, and

grace to the test. For the mostly younger

participants in these competitions, the

dances also carry overtones of courtship

and romance. Some of the evening's most

impressive choreography took place in the

parking lot as parents, often while dress-

ing themselves, helped their restless chil-

dren into elaborate outfits with head-

pieces, moccasins, and other components.

The M.C. chastised everyone for the delay

in the grand entry: "We're running late.

We're twenty-two minutes into Indian

time."

Miraculously—at a time determined by

them and not by the M.C.—the milling

horde became an ordered procession. An
honor guard of war veterans entered the

dance circle first, carrying the flags of the

United States and Texas and a flag com-

memorating MIAs. The head gourd

dancer, John Dart (another visitor from

Oklahoma), came next, followed by the

princesses of the Alabama and Coushatta

tribes, both high-school seniors. Some
other "royalty" followed. The women in

buckskin regalia entered next, then

women wearing "southern shawl cos-

tume," or "southern cloth dress"—silk or

satin dresses in muted blues and reds, with

bonework or beadwork draped over their

shoulders and hanging down in front and

back, a tasseled shawl over their left arm,

and a feather fan in their right hand. Next

came women in "northern shawl cos-

tume," a similar dress, but with the tas-

seled shawl unfolded and draped over

their shoulders, a style more suited to exu-

berant dances favored by the younger

women. Others wore "jingle dresses" cov-

ered with hundreds of shiny metal bells.

The men followed in "traditional

dress," a diverse category of regalia that

usually included a three-foot circle of tail

feathers worn behind the hips. They wore
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moccasins, a breechcloth, a headdress of

fur or a few upright feathers, bonework or

colored beadwork, breastplates, arm-
bands, legbands, and face paint, and usu-

ally held a short, ornate staff in the right

hand. One man wore a wolfskin cape, with

the wolf's head coming out over his fore-

head. His face was painted with wide, ver-

tical white stripes, and he danced in a dis-

tinctive crouching, staccato step.

Then came the "fancy dress" dancers,

whose costumes were flamboyant elabora-

tions on the men's traditional dress. Their

dance was the most athletic of all, and

their regalia was designed to amplify

every movement. In addition to the bustle

of tail feathers, they had another circle of

feathers around their shoulders, all of

them tipped with streamers. The feathers

and other parts of the costumes were dyed

in brilliant colors. Sequined shoes, neon

colors, and chromed bonework showed
that innovative decorations were not dis-

couraged.

Now, dyed feathers, beadwork, bone

chest-plates, and huge bustles of feathers

were admittedly not part of Alabama or

Coushatta dress in centuries past. Some of

the tedious cognoscenti of the powwow
circuit lament this loss of tradition and de-

ride the incorporation of Plains Indian

dress as well as completely novel styles.

But so what if these are not the sorts of

clothes the ancestors of the Alabama and

Coushatta wore? People of European an-

cestry no longer wear powdered wigs,

knee breeches, or big-buckled shoes. Why
should the distinctive powwow costimies,

one of the most exuberant expressions of

Native American creativity, be held to any

different standard?

After the grand entry came the "tiny

tots" competitions. Their regalia was
something like that of the older partici-

pants, but with Mickey Mouse disposable

diapers instead of breechcloths. Things

slowed a bit, with feathered headpieces

slipping down over eyes, and armbands

and sashes being shed as fast as parents

could put them on.

Quite a few of the spectators wandered

over to the booths to get something to eat.

Frybread is a staple on the Alabama-

Coushatta reservation. It is bread dough

formed into a thin slab about five inches

across, then slipped into a frying pan of

hot oil. The result is something like a

chewy, unsweetened doughnut without a

hole. Topped with beans, cheese, and let-

tuce, it becomes an "Indian taco."

After a few other competitive classes

came the ladies' southern shawl dance, a



subtle exercise that lacks the spinning and

shaking of the fancy dancers. This contest

had the most dancers, spanning the great-

est range of ages, with women in their

fifties and sixties competing with those in

their teens. The drum started and the

dancers moved slowly forward, clock-

wise, as if walking carefully through the

dark, trying to see who was there or to find

something they lost. The tassels of the

folded shawls draped over the dancers'

left arms raked back and forth, and the

beadwork down their backs swept back

and forth to the same rhythm. In her mo-

tionless right hand, elbow bent, each

dancer held a feather fan. After three great

beats on the drum they danced lower, the

fringes of their shawls nearly touching the

ground. Two songs were needed for aU the

southem shawl dancers to compete.

Among the evening's dances, the most

exciting was the Tracy Batisse Memorial

Competition for male fancy dancers. At

smaller powwows during the year, the

dancers had competed to get into the finals

for this competition, whose prestige far

exceeds the $1,000 cash, silk jacket, and

other things that come with winning. The

four finalists all seemed to be about eigh-

teen to twenty years old. They had been

wandering around behind the bleachers

for the previous half-hour, stretching,

looking up in the air, tuming away friends

who wanted to talk, and shaking their

shoulders and fingers like sprinters wait-

ing for their call to the blocks.

About 2,000 people were watching the

dances, the majority of them Indians.

About 500 were Alabama and Coushatta

living on the reservation; perhaps another

1 ,000 lived away but had come back for

the annual powwow. Other Native Ameri-

cans present included Chickasaw, Chero-

kee, Choctaw, Seminole, and Creek from

Oklahoma and, from farther away. Sac,

Fox, Comanche, Kiowa, Lakota, and

Shoshone. Many non-Indians had also

come, some from neighboring towns and

some from great distances, to enjoy the

dancing and the welcoming atmosphere of

the powwow.
No one was getting frybread now. The

M.C. called for a "contest dance," and the

Drum started off at an exhilarating pace.

The fancy dancers shook the tassels

streaming from their shoulders and hips,

spinning the tasseled batons looped

around their wrists. Leaping and tuming,

they looked like a flurry of feathers. They

danced the same dance, but each added his

own new moves. Girlfriends and family

sat around the dance arena, arched for-

ward, clenching their fists.

The Drum's rapid pace slowed for three

intense beats, and with them the dancers

all flew downward into a low crouch,

jumping three times. The participants'

passion, and the focused hush of the

crowd, made it plain that this was no show

for tourists. The annual powwow is the

event all the Alabama and Coushatta try to

come home for, and this dance is its cen-

terpiece. The dancers are competitive, to

be sure, but together they reflect a com-

mitment to Alabama and Coushatta iden-

tity and tradition.

The Drum then launched into a furious

tempo, taking the dancers with it. Finally

the Drum ended the song with a great

flourish, leaving the four finalists reaching

for the sky, dripping sweat and exhausted,

feathers quivering and tasseled batons

twirling high above from both wrists. A
storm of applause burst from the crowd, as

the M.C. quipped, "Well, gentlemen, that

was a good warm-up song—now let's start

the competition!"

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University ofTexas at Austin.
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Caroni Swamp, Trinidad
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

On Trinidad's western coast, about five

miles south of the capital city of Port of

Spain, lies Caroni Swamp, a forty-square-

mile stretch of swampland intersected by

numerous water channels. Fed by fresh-

water that drains down from the island's

Northem Range and Central Hills, this

wetland is also bathed by seawater from

the Gulf of Paria, which separates

Trinidad from the mainland of Venezuela.

Twice every twenty-four hours, the tide

brings in saltwater, which mixes with the

fresh. The major estuary is the Caroni

River, which receives water from its

mountain tributaries and flows westward

through the Northem Basin before divid-

ing into a number of distributaries that me-

ander through the swamp.

The salinity of the swamp is especially

high during the dry season, from January

to April, when there is little rainfall. The

salt content in the water may reach

twenty-five parts per thousand, compared

with about thirty-five parts per thousand

for seawater. During the rainy season,

from June to December, the ratio may
drop to as little as six parts per thousand.

Very different circumstances prevail in

Nariva Swamp, on Trinidad's eastern

coast, where the steady supply of water

from the Nariva River maintains a fresh-

water swamp forest {see "This Land," Oc-

tober 1993).

With its mangrove stands and open

areas dominated by grasses and sedges,

Caroni Swamp presents an impression of

wilderness, but it has been altered by oc-

casional disturbances. As part of a 1921

land-reclamation scheme, various drains

and sluices were excavated. The Princess

Margaret Highway, which is now Caroni 's

eastern border, was constructed on re-

claimed land. Seven canals were subse-

quently cut east to west, to increase water

circulation.

Tour companies provide boat trips into

Caroni Swamp, and I was fortunate to ob-

tain the services of Winston Nana, one of

the boat operators who also happens to be

a knowledgeable naturalist. In a large, flat-

bottomed boat, we meandered through

continuous stands of mangrove trees, fol-

lowing an intricate network of estuaries

and lagoons.
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Red mangroves grow along the seacoast ofCaroni Swamp,
below. Opposite page: A tricolored heron is one of 150

bird species thatfrequent the swamp.
Gerry Ellis
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Caroni Swamp
For visitor information write:

Director

Forestry Division

P. 0. Box 30

Long Circular Road

Port of Spain, Trinidad

Winston Nana showed me how to dis-

tinguish between the seven different spe-

cies of mangroves that grow in Caroni

Swamp. The most numerous are three spe-

cies of red mangroves, which tend to form

the borders of the waterways. Red man-

groves are unusual in the plant kingdom in

that they are viviparous—that is, they dis-

perse growing young instead of dormant

seeds. Following flowering, pollination,

and fertilization, the mangrove produces

long, spindle-shaped seedpods, each con-

taining a single seed. While still on the

tree, the seed within the pod germinates,

and the pod splits open, exposing the

young leaves. When the young plant is

sufficiently developed, the pod with the

seedling finally falls from the parent tree,

the pod's pointed end burrowing into the

mud. Spongy roots soon grow from this

buried point.

Each evening, scarlet ibises return

from theirfeeding grounds to roost in

Caroni's mangroves.
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By a process called reverse osmosis, the

roots take up water and needed nutrients

while excluding much of the salt. If excess

salt enters the plant, it can be stored in the

leaves, hi this way red mangroves can tol-

erate a high degree of salinity. The trees

also send down hundreds of prop roots

that provide anchorage in the murky, wa-

tery soil.

Particles of soil and silt that get caught

on the prop roots may, over time, form a

thick deposit of soil. For this reason,

botanists have long regarded red man-

groves as pioneer species that build land

along tropical coastlines. More recently,

however, researchers have noticed that

seedlings of black mangroves and white

mangroves may also colonize new sites.

And ecologist F. E. Egler has even shown

that red mangroves sometimes spread

landward instead of seaward. Thus some

ecologists prefer to regard red mangroves

as land stabilizers, rather than land

builders.

Two kinds of black mangroves grow in

Caroni Swamp, usually on firmer ground

than the red mangroves. Beneath the black

mangroves are dozens of slender, woody,

straw-shaped outgrowths from the root

system. Called pneumatophores, these

projections store nutrients as well as pro-

vide additional support and anchorage for

the plants. The triangular pods containing

single seeds of the black mangroves are

not viviparous, but fall to the mud beneath

the tree and are transported by tides to

other muddy areas where the seeds may
germinate. A white mangrove and a but-

tonwood mangrove complete the array of

mangrove species at Caroni Swamp.

Animal life abounds in the swamp. At

low tide, the mudflats are alive with fiddler

crabs, blue crabs (a delicacy Trinidadians

make into callaloo soup), and a purphsh

crab that grows to a length of sixteen

inches. The purplish crab feeds on the

many oysters and barnacles found on the

mudflats. Many of the red mangrove's

prop roots are covered with tree-climbing

crabs, which consume the algae that peri-

odically inundate parts of the swamp. Rac-

coons stealthily make their way around

the prop roots, looking for a meal of crabs.

A small crocodilian known as the spec-

tacled caiman may haul itself out of the

water to bask. The silky anteater, nearly

two feet long at maturity, roarris about to

forage at night but spends the day up in a

tree, curled around the branches.

About 450 acres within the swamp have
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been set aside as the Caroni Bird Sanctu-

ary. The star attractions are the 3,000 scar-

let ibises that, near sunset, fly from adja-

cent Venezuela into Caroni Swamp and

perch or nest in the tops of mangrove

trees.The pink birds that accompany them

are juveniles, whose colors will intensify

after three years.

Scarlet ibises have a wingspan of thirty-

one inches and are thirty-seven inches

long from the tip of the bill to the tip of the

tail. There are six nesting and roosting

colonies at Caroni, much fewer than ex-

isted twenty-five years ago, when 10,000

scarlet ibises lived in the swamp. The

birds build their nests in the crowns of

mangrove trees, cementing together

pieces of twigs with their own droppings.

Another bird that nests in the man-

groves is the yellow-throated spinetail,

named for its relatively long, slender tail.

Spinetails feed on insects and spiders,

sometimes jumping into the air to catch

flying insects.

Altogether some 150 kinds of birds visit

Caroni Swamp. Other birds that Winston

Nana helped me identify on my excursion

included snowy egrets, great blue and tri-

colored herons, lesser yellow-legs, black-

bellied plovers, whimbrels, willets, and a

green-rumped parrotlet. But perhaps the

most peculiar was the potoo, which has

very short legs and a tail about as long as

its body. A noctumal bird related to night-

jars, the potoo spends its day sitting erect

on a branch, with its head and bill pointing

upward. In this posture, it looks like a

twig. At night, the potoo flies from its

perch to capture insects, returning to the

perch to devour them.

More than eighty kinds of fish have

been found in Caroni 's estuaries and la-

goons. One of the most amazing is the

four-eyed fish Anableps, which can see

both above and below the water surface. 1

saw a school of them swimming, and their

eyes looked like bubbles on the water. An-

ableps actually has only two eyes, but they

are divided by an epithelial line into upper

and lower portions, each with its own
cornea and retina. When the fish swims

with its eyes at the waterline, it can see ob-

jects in focus both above and below. Ap-

parently the above-water view enables the

fish to keep an eye out for predators; it

seeks its own prey underwater.

This month, Robert H. Mohlenbrock, pro-

fessor emeritus ofplant biology at South-

ern Illinois University, Carbondale, takes

a break from his usual beat, the 156 U.S.

nationalforests.
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Science Lite

Sticker Shock
Beware the ties that bind

by Roger L. Welsch

I collect and repair old tractors—to be

exact, Allis Chalmers WC tractors from

the late 1930s. It's more than an avocation:

dismantling and reassembling old Allises

is my therapy, my retreat, my obsession.

At this point I have. . .well, I have more or-

ange Allises than I would like my wife to

know about.

The thing is, parts for old tractors are

hard to find, and therefore expensive, so I

am always looking for another Allis WC,
mostly to cannibalize for parts. Every now
and then someone tells me he has an old

one sitting back in the wood lot and he'll

let me have it for a hundred dollars or so.

As you can imagine, any piece of iron

that has been sitting back in the trees for a

couple of decades develops a good case of

rust; in fact, most of the tractors I acquire

have over the years become a ton and a

half of solid rust. Pistons are stuck (in con-

trast to automobiles, which have "en-

gines" that "seize up" or "freeze," tractors

have "motors" that "stick"), valves are

stuck, crankshafts are stuck, transmissions

are stuck... carburetors, magnetos, steer-

ing assemblies, throttles, controls, plugs,

pumps, bearings, seals, gears, lugs,

screws, bolts, nuts... all stuck. Rare is the

day, therefore, that I am not occupied with

the process of getting something uwstuck.

I'm not alone. My conversations with

friends in town often focus on exactiy the

same sort of problems. Farmers, mechan-

ics, plumbers, electricians, bartenders,

cooks—all trying to get things unstuck.

And I am amazed at the variety of tech-

niques that have been devised for getting

things unstuck.

Tractor restorers and mechanics often

have "secret" recipes for unsticking mo-

tors—blends of fine-grade olive oil, brake

fluid, transinission oil, vinegar, kerosene,

even Coca-Cola. I have listened in on end-

less conversations arguing the merits of

one formula or another I pretty much ad-

here, so to speak, to commercial unstick-

ers like WD-40 or Liquid Wrench, which I

would buy in 60-gallon drums if I could

find a source. Anything to get rid of what-

ever it is that sticks motors. And in addi-

tion, of course, one wants some reliable

substance to keep them unstuck.

Mine is the quest that drives a good part

of modem technology and warfare, and

that drove ancient technology and warfare

as well—how to keep your own stuff un-

stuck and how to get the other guy's stuff

stuck. Tank treads let your army move
without getting stuck; tank traps snarl up

the enemy's tank treads so they do get

stuck. Oil, grease, graphite, bearings, ex-

otic "slick" materials—all have been de-

veloped to keep chariots, catapults, guns,

airplanes, and rockets rolling and sliding.

The Allied bombing effort against Ger-

many, on the other hand, was concentrated

on the ball bearing plants at Rostock, to

keep the blitzkrieg from rolling along

smoothly—and at Ploesti, to deny the

Axis the oil to lubricate whatever bearings

they did get made. Sticking, unsticking,

sticking, unsticking. That's the true dialec-

tic of history.

If this sounds like the sort of simplifica-

tion an outsider to mihtary thinking might

come up with out of ignorance, please

note: (1) I am not exactly a novice at mili-

tary tactics, having been a staff sergeant in

the Nebraska Air National Guard at one

time; and (2) military researchers ac-

knowledge my thesis in their own nomen-

clature. They speak of "slick'ems" and

"stick'ems," further classified as NLWs,
or "nonlethal weapons." No kidding.

Slick'ems slow things down by making

them too slippery: they render roads,

bridges, and railroads so slick that both

motor traffic and foot traffic are stopped

dead—it's like trying to move on ice.

A new stick'em, on the other hand, was

recently described in Newsweek (February

7, 1994) as "a sticky foam that slimes....

Fearsome gunk, it quickly turns to taffy

when exposed to air.... Bad guys would

be stuck until sprayed with solvent." The

/V/N n i^'^-'^^yjT^
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Rand Corporation's Bnice Hoffman de-

scribed the stuff as "a polymer adhesive

that you drop from a plane or spray on a

road, and things just stick. If you glue

down the Serbs' artillery, what are they

going to do, just throw their guns down

and walk away? And could they? The

problem is, people stick to it too."

Some folks outside of the military are

already hcking their chops at the idea of

getting their hands on this technology. For

example, police want to stop miscreants

dead in their tracks by zapping them with

a canister of super stick'em or greasing the

skids into the slammer with a good dose of

slimy slick'em. I love the idea of a bunch

of muggers wadded up in a ball of goo for

a couple of days; just the company should

be punishment enough, not to mention the,

er, inconvenience, if you catch my drift.

Before long, of course, whatever ad-

vantage the good guys have will wind up

in the arsenal of the crooks. Police would

have to carry not only cans of stick'em to

nail crooks caught red-handed but also a

can of imstick'em in case the situation de-

teriorated into a running goo battle and an

officer was gooed by hostile or even

friendly fire.

As for us civilians, the world could def-

initely become a less friendly place if this

stuff fell into the wrong hands. I would

fight to the death to defend my right to

bear slick'em in well-regulated tractor re-

pair but is there really an argument for

public, over-the-counter access to

srick'em? Will the NRA say, "When
stick'em is outlawed, only outlaws will

have stick'em"?

If the terrible potential of all this is not

dealt with seriously, and I mean now, the

words, "Stick 'em up," may take on a

whole new importance.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.

I he workers of a typical ant

colony are all daughters of the

queen. The males, her sons, are generated

after the worker population is well established

and before the mating season. They live for

only a few weeks or months, they do no work,

and apparently are tolerated solely for their

ability to transmit the colony's genes. Males

are thus drones in the original Old English

sense of the word: drons, parasites who live

on the labor of others. They are also drones

in the modern technological sense: flying

sperm-bearing missiles constructed only for

the instant of contact and ejaculation."

One of the many marvels of ant behavior

impartially described by two of the world's

greatest experts on these captivating creatures.
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Amphibians in a

Bad Light
What is killing the eggs ofOregon's western toad?

by Andrew R. Blaustein

Each spring, two or three times a week,

my graduate students and I travel eighty

miles east, from Oregon State University

to Lost Lake in the Cascade Range. Sur-

rounded by snow-capped peaks and vol-

canic debris, the lake, at an altitude of

about 4,000 feet, is the lowest in the area

and consequently the first to lose its ice

covering. And when the ice goes, western

toads {Bufo boreas) immediately begin

breeding by the hundreds. Because this

can happen any time in May or June, fre-

quent visits insure that we catch them in

the act. But it is not easy; some years,

when the snowpack is great, we have to

snowshoe several miles around the lake to

get to the breeding site.

This year, however, the snow around

the lake melted by early May, so we could

drive close to the small section of the lake

that these amphibians seem to prefer.

Toads began to emerge on May 6, the ear-

liest date we had ever seen them arise from

their six-month winter sleep. We donned

our waders, picked up our pails, nets,

scales, and notebooks, and ventured into

the cold, clear water. After some search-

ing, we found hundreds of toads.

To obtain a long-term record of their re-

productive patterns and changes in their

population size, we had been weighing,

measuring, and marking western toads at

Lost Lake since 1979. Nevertheless, we

were stiU amazed at how the toads, in their

quest to mate, scrambled over snow and

ice and into near-freezing water. Close to

the surface, where the toads congregated,

violent winds and snow, accompanied by

Before the snow has completely melted in Oregon's Cascade Range,

toads, fivgs, and salamanders breed in the clear waters ofLost Lake,

above. The western toad, right, is in decline throughout most of its range.
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In shallow water, a single strand ofwestern toad eggs, below,

lies exposed to the sun's ultraviolet rays. Most salamanders,

however, lay their eggs in deep water or other protected places.

Inside their eggs, right, embryonic salamanders have already

developed theirfeatheiy external gills.

Alan Blank; Bruce Coleman. Inc.

pelting hail, continued to buffet them

while they bred.

Males arrived first, followed by fe-

males, and in a seemingly haphazard man-

ner, hundreds of toads searched for mates.

Because the males oumumbered females,

the competition for access to females was

intense and shoving matches often

erupted. Soon after the pairs formed, the

females began laying eggs and the males

fertilized them by releasing sperm directly

into the water. On average, each female

produced some 12,000 eggs in long strips

surrounded by a protective, jellylike cov-

ering. The individual strings stretched for

more than twenty feet and often became

intertwined with the shallow vegetation

and with eggs deposited by other females.

Three days after the toads began to con-

verge on the lake, egg laying was com-

plete and they disappeared into the forests

to feed and fatten up before hibernating

again in the early fall.

During peak years at Lost Lake, we
have seen more than 500 pairs of toads,

several hundred unpaired males, and sev-

eral million eggs strewn about the lake,

but this year we counted only 147 breed-

ing pairs and about 100 unpaired males.

Almost two million eggs were laid. As
usual, the eggs, with their jet-black em-

bryos, began to develop normally, but two

days after they were laid, we began to see

the same ominous pattern we had ob-

served for the past several years at lakes

throughout the Cascades. Many embryos

began to turn white as they started to die in

wavelike fashion from one end of the

enormous egg mass to the other. Soon they

became a putrid, decaying mess, attracting

flies and other insects—a potential feast

that lured Pacific tree frogs {Hyla regilla)

to the site. Opportunistic garter snakes ar-

rived next to dine on the frogs. A week

after the toad eggs had been laid, only half

of them were viable. After the normal de-

velopmental period of about two weeks,

even fewer hatched as tiny tadpoles. And
this was only a small part of a much bigger

problem.

By the mid-1980s, we began to notice

that the frogs and toads we had been

studying were becoming more difficult to

find. Some populations of the most com-

mon species, such as the Cascades (Rana

cascadae) and red-legged {R. aurora)

frogs and the western toad, were nowhere

to be found. Through the grapevine, I

learned that amphibians were disappear-

ing in many parts of the world, from North

and South America, Asia, Africa, and

Australia. Some species were even re-

ported to have become extinct. To add to

the mystery, in some areas populations of

certain species were doing fine, while oth-

ers were disappearing. In Oregon, for ex-

ample, Pacific tree frog populations were

thriving in lakes and ponds where westem

toad and Cascades frog populations were

dwindling.

Biologists proposed many possible

causes for the declines, including habitat

destruction, pollution, and natural popula-

tion fluctuations, but no single reason was

apparent. In many areas, including our

study sites, declines were occurring in rel-

atively undisturbed habitat with no appar-

ent pollution. Yet by the late 1980s, a pat-

tern began to emerge that gave us some

clues to the puzzling egg deaths—and per-

haps to the shrinking populations—in the

Cascades.

A significant number of the troubled

species were mountain-dwelling amphib-

ians that laid their eggs in the open, in

shallow water—the same way in which

the declining Oregon species did.

Throughout development, these relatively

unprotected eggs would be exposed to

sunlight and potentially harmful ultravio-

let (UV) radiation. The middle portion of

the UV spectrum, known as UV-B, is es-

pecially dangerous. In humans it can cause

sunburn and skin cancer and weaken the

immune system. UV-B can also damage

amphibians. In flie mid-1970s, a labora-
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tory study conducted by Robert Worrest,

at Oregon State University, showed that

western toad embryos developed abnor-

mally when subjected to UV-B radiation.

Since then, several reports have docu-

mented a gradual increase in UV-B radia-

tion hitting the earth's surface as the pro-

tective ozone layer thins. Were increasing

levels of UV-B radiation responsible for

the high rate of egg mortality in the Cas-

cades? And if other declining amphibians

had a similar vulnerability at the egg stage,

could increasing exposure to UV-B radia-

tion each spring be responsible for shrink-

ing their populations over time?

In the late 1980s, when I first suspected

UV-B radiation caused the toad eggs to

die, I began a series of simple experiments

to see if this was possible. I brought some

newly laid western toad eggs to my labo-

ratory and reared them in the absence of

sunlight in aquariums filled with lake

water. I followed the eggs' development

until they hatched. Several months later

the tadpoles metamorphosed into young

toads. I was excited to see that almost all

of the laboratory eggs survived, while

eggs from the same clutches left to de-

velop in the lake had died at unprece-

dented rates. Whatever the problem was, it

did not seem to be in the eggs themselves.

After hearing about my ideas on UV-B
radiation and amphibian declines, John

Hays, a molecular geneticist at Oregon

State University, called me to discuss how
he might get involved. To leam how plants

and animals repair UV-B damage to DNA,
Hays had been studying the process in the

eggs of African clawed frogs (Xenopus)—
the amphibian equivalent of the well-stud-

ied laboratory rat.

When a cell is exposed to UV-B radia-

tion, the energy can be absorbed by a num-

ber of biologically important molecules,

including proteins and DNA. When this

happens, the bonds between atoms and

molecules can be altered, causing the

cell's chemical machinery to malfunction.

Such changes are particularly disruptive

when they occur in DNA; if the genetic

code, which carries the instructions for

life, is misread, mutations and cell death

can occur. Many plants and animals, how-

ever, are able to repair a certain amount of

DNA damage. Photolyase, an enzyme

found in the cells of many organisms, can

remove the harmful defects. Hays rea-

soned that the eggs of different amphibian

species may contain different amounts of

photolyase. Therefore, we predicted that

species with the greatest quantities of the

enzyme would be more resistant to dam-

age by UV-B than species with less pho-

tolyase. This could explain why the eggs

of some amphibians were dying while

those of others were unaffected.

The first step in testing our hypothesis

was to collect eggs from a number of am-

phibian species with different egg-laying

behaviors. We also made sure to include

eggs from species that were in decline and

from species that were doing well. Once

eggs were collected. Hays and his chief

technician, Peter Hoffman, measured pho-

tolyase levels, using the same techniques

they had perfected while studying African

clawed frogs.

The results of the molecular tests were

compelling. The eggs of the nine species

we examined showed enormous differ-

ences in the amount of photolyase they

contained. Eggs of the Pacific tree frog

(which are laid in open, shallow water)

had the most photolyase: three times as

much as the Cascades frog and six times

as much as the western toad. The eggs of

the six salamanders we tested had less

than any of the frogs, with the least

amount being found in Dunn's salaman-

der, Plethodon dunni (Pacific free frog

eggs had eighty times more photolyase

than these amphibians).

The correlation between levels of pho-

tolyase and egg-laying behavior was strik-

ing. The salamanders, whose eggs have

little photolyase, generally lay their eggs

under logs, in crevices, or in deep water

—

all places where little UV-B radiation will

penetrate—while species that lay their

eggs in the open, exposed to sunlight, had

the highest levels of the enzyme. The egg-

laying behavior of salamanders may not

have evolved specifically to afford them

protection from UV-B radiation; other se-

lective pressures, such as predation and

temperature requirements for develop-

ment may have been more important.

Nevertheless, the protection from UV-B
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may be a secondary benefit. Those species

that laid their eggs in the open, however,

needed high levels of photolyase to mini-

mize the damage to their DNA caused by

exposure to direct sunlight.

Although the results of the enzyme

studies were suggestive, we still needed to

know if UV-B radiation was damaging

eggs in nature. We began tackling this

question even before we had the results of

the DNA repair study. With field experi-

ments in lakes and ponds where amphib-

ians naturally lay eggs, we could compare

the hatching success of eggs exposed to

UV-B with that of shielded eggs. We gath-

ered freshly laid eggs from four species

that deposited them in the open: Cascades

frogs. Pacific tree fi'ogs, western toads,

and northwestern salamanders {Am-

bystoma gracile). We placed the eggs in

the bottom of screened, boxlike enclosures

that allowed water to flow freely through

them. Over some of the enclosures, we
placed plastic filters that blocked UV-B.

We left a second set of enclosures uncov-

ered, exposing the animals in them to the

rays. A third set, which had a plastic filter

that allowed transmission of UV-B, pro-

vided a control to insure that any variation

we found under the UV-B-blocking model

was not due to the presence of a plastic

cover.

We placed the enclosures randomly in

the shallow water of lakes or ponds where

natural breeding sites were located. By
using four enclosures of each type, we in-

sured that our results were not caused by

some bias in our procedure or by a small

sample size. Setting up the experiments at

several different sites helped assure that

any results we obtained were not unique to

a particular area.

Although we only had to follow the de-

velopment of the eggs until they either

hatched or died, the experiments took two

years to complete. Like most fieldwork,

the project ran into some unexpected trou-

ble. During the first year, we could not get

enough viable eggs to set up our experi-

ments because the animals did not breed at

all sites. Spring storms with high winds

destroyed some of our enclosures. Under

the same harsh spring weather encoun-

tered by the toads, we had to count and

measure each egg, in every enclosure,

every day. And then there was vandalism,

both by humans and smaller mammals. So

someone had to guard each site, twenty-

four hours a day, until the experiments

were done, which often took two weeks.

By the end of the second year, however,

we had results that were both dramatic and

foreboding.

More than 40 percent of the western

toad and Cascades frog eggs exposed to

UV-B radiation died, compared with 10 to

20 percent of those that were shielded.

Northwestern salamanders did not fare

better; more than 90 percent of their ex-

posed eggs died. The Pacific tree frog,

however, was unscathed, with almost all

of its eggs surviving under all lighting

conditions.

These results, together with those from

the DNA repair study, convinced us that

the link between UV-B radiation and the

egg deaths was real. Natural levels of

UV-B were killing amphibian eggs in the

field. Pacific tree frogs—which had the

highest levels of photolyase and whose

populations were doing fine—seemed

more resistant to UV-B than did westem

toads and Cascades frogs, two species

with less photolyase that are in decline

throughout their ranges. We do not know

the status of northwestern salamander

populations, but given our results, they too

could be in jeopardy.

We had found one small piece of the

amphibian decline puzzle. But many ques-

tions remain. Is the egg mortality in the

Cascades caused solely by UV-B exposure

or are other factors involved? We had ob-

served the growing presence of a patho-

genic fungus in the lakes. Is the UV-B ra-

diation compromising the defense systems

of embryos, making them more suscepti-

ble to disease? Another question is, how
much mortality during the egg stage can a

population endure before it crashes? West-

em toads, for example, live for twenty

years or more, so the results of their repro-

ductive troubles in recent years may not

become apparent for many years.

Finally, could we settle on a universal

explanation for amphibian declines? In-
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Unlike most salamanders, the northwestern salamander

often deposits its eggs in shallow water where

ultraviolet rays penetrate.
D- Granl Hokit

creasing levels of UV-B radiation are ob-

viously not the only reason these animals

were disappearing. It cannot explain, for

example, why species that live under

dense forest canopies, protected from UV-

B, are also in trouble. Perhaps other organ-

isms, such as plants, fish, insects, and even

humans will provide us with more infor-

mation on the damaging effects of increas-

ing levels of UV-B. We know, for ex-

ample, that certain crop plants have

reduced growth, photosynthetic activity,

and flowering when exposed to UV-B ra-

diation. In the Antarctic, severe ozone de-

pletion and increased UV-B have been as-

sociated with reduced growth in

phytoplankton.

If projected increases in UV-B occur,

over evolutionary time there may be in-

creased selection pressure on amphibians

and other organisms to evolve efficient re-

pair mechanisms or to alter their behaviors

and thereby minimize their exposure to

UV-B. Unfortunately, changes wrought by

human disturbance occur at such rapid

rates that many organisms may not have

time to adapt. D

Here Today, Gone Tomorrow?

The impact ofhuman activities on am-

phibians is difficult to gauge. Natural

fluctuations in their populations and the

lack of long-term data on their numbers

have led to some uncertainty about their

status. Nevertheless, an alamiing num-

ber of amphibians are on the endangered

list. Their semiaquatic life styles make

amphibians particularly vulnerable to

change; habitat destruction, which is

probably the single most important

cause for the decline of most species, af-

fects amphibians both on land and in the

Red-legged frog {Rana aurora).

Frank Schneidermeyer: Oxford Scientific Films

water where they breed. Their penneable

skin readily absorbs waterbome pollu-

tants, they have no haii' or feathers for

protection, and their eggs are not en-

cased in hard shells. In addition to habi-

tat loss, a host of other factors—disease,

water acidification, increased UV-B ra-

diation, and introduced species in ponds

and lakes—may be contributing to dwin-

dling amphibian populations.

Some of the more attractive and inter-

esting toads and frogs are among the am-

Golden toad {Bufo perlglenes)

Gregory G. Dimijian; Photo Researcfiers, Inc.

phibians that are disappearing. Popula-

tions of the red-legged frog {Ram au-

rora), found from British Columbia to

northern Baja California, have dwindled

drastically in California and Oregon, but

the cause of the decline is unknown.

Australia's gastric brooding frog (Rheo-

batrachus silus) is one of the most fasci-

nating amphibians because of its habit of

brooding its offspring in its stomach and

then expelling them as tadpoles or young

frogs. This species was discovered in

Harlequin frog {Atelopus verius)

Micfiael Fogden; Oxford Scientific Films

1973 and has not been seen in nature

since 1979. The golden toad (Bufo

periglenes), seen here mating, is found

only in Costa Rica's Monte Verde Cloud

Forest Preserve; its range is a few miles

along the crest of the continental di\'ide.

This diminutive toad was abundant in

1987. but is now extremely rare. The hai-

lequin frog {Atelopus. varius) has van-

ished from the same area

—

R. A.

Australian gastric brooding frog (Rheobatrachus silus)

R, W. G. Jenkins; NHPA
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A Pacific treefivg j-ests on a leaf. Although this species

deposits its eggs in shallow water, high levels of

photolyase, an enzyme that repairs UV-B damagefrom
the sun, seem to protect them.

The Ozone Connection

The ozone layer is thinning, but how
much is being lost over any particular

part of the globe varies according to lati-

tude and season. The computer-gener-

ated image below shows that significant

losses have occurred over populous re-

gions of Asia, Europe, and North Amer-

ica (demonstrating tliat the ozone hole

over Antarctica is not our only problem).

The image shows the change between the

level of ozone in March 1993—a partic-

ularly bad year—and the average March

level between 1979 and 1990. At midlat-

itudes, ozone levels (blue areas) are be-

tween 10 and 15 percent below the previ-

ous average, and nearer the pole they are

as much as 20 percent below normal

(purple). The red band over the Tropics

shows a slight increase. The small black

circle at the North Pole represents polar

night, where no measurements are made.

Ozone is vital because it is the only

component of the atmosphere that ab-

sorbs damaging ultraviolet radiation

(UV-B) from the sun. The depletion of

this protective layer, even by small

amounts, may tiierefore have dire conse-

quences for many organisms, including

ourselves. Ozone, a blue-tinged gas that

is a form of oxygen with three atoms in-

stead of the usual two, is easily broken

down by the chlorofluorocarbons and

other pollutants that humans have

dumped into the atmosphere. Despite in-

ternational eiforts to phase out the manu-

facture of the most destructive chemicals

by the end of this century, some of those

already released will persist in the

stratosphere for many decades, eating

away the ozone layer faster than it can be

naturally replenished.

Quantifying the rise in UV-B radiation

that accompanies the loss of ozone is

complex, due to variable cloud cover and

a host of other factors, but even a small

loss of ozone can have large effects. One
United Nations report calculated that

even a one percent loss of ozone results

in an extra 50,000 skin cancers and

100,000 cataracts worldwide.

A recent study of UV-B levels con-

ducted by James B. Kerr and C. Thomas

McElroy, of Environment Canada in

Downsview, Ontario, gives some idea of

how much more ultraviolet radiation is

reaching the earth's surface. Their mea-

surements, taken from the Toronto area

(the same latitude where Andrew
Blaustein conducted his field ex-

periments on amphibian eggs),

showed what a small change in

ozone can mean. Between the

winter of 1989-90 and the win-

ter of 1992-93, ozone in the

stratosphere dropped by 11 per-

cent, but the amount of UV-B
radiation reaching the ground

climbed by 90 percent. Between

the summer months for roughly

the same period, ozone loss was

7.4 percent, while UV-B radia-

tion increased by 30 percent.

These increases may seem

large, but because the ozone

layer is so effective at blockmg

UV-B radiation, a doubling of

the low natural levels still repre-

sents a relatively small expo-

sure.—J?. A.

~>«Liti_-_«)k!
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Rob Simpson

What Are Squirrels Hiding?
Their half-eaten acorns are clues to a complex relationship with oaks

by Michael Steele and Peter Smallwood

Naturalists and casual observers alike

have been struck by the special relation-

ship between squirrels and acorns. As
ecologists, though, we cannot observe

these energetic mammals scurrying up and

down oak trees and eating and burying

acorns without wondering about their

complex relationship with the trees. Are

squirrels dispersers and planters of oak

forests or pesky seed predators? The an-

swer is not a simple one. Gray squirrels

may devour many acorns, but by storing

and failing to recover up to 74 percent of

them (as they do when seeds are abun-

dant), these arboreal rodents can also aid

regeneration and dispersal of the oaks.

Their destructive powers are well docu-

mented. According to one 1908 report,

squirrels destroyed tens of thousands of

fallen acorns from an oak stand on the

University of Indiana campus. A professor

there estimated that each of the large white

oaks had produced between two and eight

thousand acoms, but within weeks of seed

maturity hardly an acom could be found

among the fallen leaves.

Deer, turkeys, wild pigs, and bears also

feed heavily on acoms, but do not store

them, and are therefore of no benefit to the

trees. Flying squirrels, chipmunks, and

mice are also unlikely to promote tree dis-

persal, as they often store seeds in tree

cavities and underground burrows. Only

tree squirrels—whose behavior of caching

below the leaf litter often promotes suc-

cessful germination of acoms—and per-

haps blue jays, important long-distance

dispersers (see Natural History, October

1986), seem to help oaks spread and re-

produce.

Early in our study, we observed one

particularly puzzling behavior pattern.

Squirrels would pry off the caps of acoms,

bite through the shells to get at the nutri-

tious inner kemels, and then discard them

40 Natural History 10/94

half eaten. Moments later, they would

seize another acom and repeat the routine.

The ground under the towering oaks was

littered with thousands of half-eaten

acoms, each one bitten only from the top.

Why would any animal waste so much
time and energy and risk exposure to such

predators as red-tailed hawks only to leave

a large part of each acom uneaten?

Gray squirrels are generally opportunis-

tic in their feeding habits, but at other

times they are picky. They often eat a vari-

ety of budding leaves, flowers, and spring

twigs, and even the pupae of giant silk

After sproutingfrom acorns, red oalc seedlings produce theirfirst leaves, above.

Acorns ofred oalcs are more often cached by squirrels, while those ofwhite oalcs are

immediately eaten. Right: Before caching itfor use in winter, a gray squirrel nips

an acorn's tip, Icilling the oalc embiyo so the seed cannot sprout.

E. R. Degginger; Bruce Coleman, Inc.
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An acorn weevilfeeds on oak seeds,

below. Female weevils may deposit their

eggs in them, and squirrels willfi-equently

eat such infested acorns, lan'ae and all.

Right: Two young squirrels venturefrom

their natal nest in the spring or early

summer. Within days they will be weaned

and left by their mother toforage

for themselves.

Rob Simpson

Mark Moffett; Minden Pictures

moths, carrion, a bird's egg or two—and,

rarely, nestling chicks. During the autumn

and winter months, however, their main

diet consists of nuts and seeds, and at this

time squirrels readily distinguish between

various species, and even parts, of acorns.

Active throughout the year, the squirrels

store large quantities of seeds and nuts to

see them through the winter. These caches

usually include acorns of some of the

thhty-two oak species that grow in the

squirrel's range in eastem North America.

An oak seed, or acorn (really a fruit),

consists of an outer shell enclosing two

young, energy-rich seed leaves (or cotyle-

dons) that meet to surround a tiny embryo

at the apex, or tip. To a squirrel, the acorn

is a package of energy (between five and

twenty kilocalories) that can be easily

opened and eaten in less than half the time

needed for other, harder nuts or stored for

use up to ten months later.

Not all acorns are the same. The two

major groups of oaks—^red and white

—

have seeds that differ generally in chemi-

cal makeup. Red oak acorns are rich in fats

(18 to 25 percent of dry weight) but are

laced with 6 to 10 percent tannins (the bit-

ter-tasting, water-soluble compounds used

to tan hides). White oak acorns are less

fatty (5 to 10 percent) and lower in tannins

(less than 2 percent). The two groups of

trees also differ in when they germinate.

Red oak acorns he dormant in winter and

sprout in spring; white oak seeds usually

sprout soon after falling to the ground in

autumn.

We knew that more fat enhances the

seeds' energy value, but we also suspected

that high tannin levels make them less

palatable and digestible to squirrels. Tan-

nin in oak leaves repels many insects, and

some trees may even increase their tannin

concentrations as a natural pesticide. Do
these chemicals also repel squirrels or do

the squirrels rely on them to protect their

own acorn caches from insects and other

pathogens? How do tannins and other

acorn chemicals influence the squirrels'

feeding and caching decisions? And do

these behaviors, in turn, affect the distribu-

tion of oaks? These were but a few of the

questions we sought to answer with a se-

ries of field experiments.

In 1980, zoologist Alan R. Lewis stud-

ied the dietary preferences of squirrels in

the winter by identifying the remains of

acorns left behind after squirrels had eaten

from their caches. Lewis demonstrated

that squirrel preferences depend not only

on the energy content of the acoms but

also on their relative abundance. Some-

times as many as six species of oaks grow

within the range of a single gray squirrel.

Lewis found that when faced with these

choices, the squirrels ate more fatty

acoms, except when the lower-energy

acoms were more numerous. Other re-

searchers have shown that squirrels are

generally efficient in their feeding habits,

expending the least amount of energy to

obtain the most nutritious foods (see Nat-

ural History, October 1989). Ecologist

Christopher C. Smith, of Kansas State

University, and others had shown that

given a choice, squirrels preferred to take

mostly the high-fat red oak acoms.

To further analyze the squirrels' prefer-

ences, Peter Smallwood and David Peters,

of Ohio State University, created "artifi-

cial acoms" with measured chemical addi-

tives. After shelling and processing white

oak acoms into a dough, they added vari-

ous levels of tannin and fat to simulate

those in real acoms. The squirrels consis-

tently chose to eat the acoms with lower

tannin levels, particularly in autumn

—

even those acoms with low fat content.

These results seemed to contradict such

earlier studies of squirrels' food prefer-

ences as Smith's. After wresfling with this

inconsistency, however, Smallwood and
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Peters realized that squirrels may exhibit

different preferences for caching and eat-

ing. Perhaps squirrels use one kind of

acorn for immediate consumption and an-

other for storing. When white oak acorns

germinate in the fall, they concentrate

much of their nutrients in a taproot, which

squirrels find unpalatable. We wondered

whether squirrels might eat white oak

acorns immediately because their early

germination renders them unsuitable for

caching, and store the red oak acorns,

which germinate later, for consumption in

winter and spring.

To test this idea, we presented gray

squirrels in Ohio and Pennsylvania parks

and campuses with both red oak and white

oak acorns. In each of more than 1,200

feeding trials, we recorded whether the

acorn was eaten or stored, the distance it

'^m

was dispersed, and the amount of time the

animal took to eat or bury the acom. Un-

ambiguously, squirrels cached more red

oak acorns (60 percent) and consistently

ate those of the white oaks (more than 85

percent).

In a second group of experiments we at-

tempted to determine the squirrel's role in

dispersing trees—this time in mature oak

forests in Pennsylvania's Pocono region.

But we often failed to find the buried

acoms, even after watching a squirrel only

ten feet away shove a nut into a shallow

hole, cover it, and brush debris over the

top. Clearly, we needed a more sophisti-

cated approach. Following the lead of

botanist Victoria Sork, we tagged thou-

sands of red and white acoms witli small

metal labels and, after the animals dis-

persed the seeds, used metal detectors to

recover them. Again, the results were

clear. Squirrels either ate white oak acoms

on the spot or carried them only short dis-

tances before eating them. Red oak acoms

were generally carried farther away and

cached intact.

Other factors besides germination

schedules and seed chemistry affect the

seeds' perishability. Might squirrels also

respond to these in deciding whether to

cache? Many acoms become infested with

insect larvae, particularly weevils of the

genus Curculio. During spring, females of

several species of these beetles bore into

acoms to deposit their eggs. By early fall,

the maggot-sized larvae have often de-

stroyed more than 60 percent of the crop

of single trees. Would squirrels avoid

wormy acoms as less suitable for storing?

We identified batches of infested acoms
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Preparing to cache an acorn, a gray squirrel excavates a hole

in the soil. Often squirrels go through the motions ofburying

acorns, only to store the seeds elsewhere.
E. A. Janes; NHPA

by having them X-rayed at a local hospi-

tal, then offered them to the squirrels.

Consistently, they selected noninfested

seeds for caching, but opened and con-

sumed the infested ones, eating the wee-

vils as well. In nearly 300 tests, the squir-

rels readily ate the high-protein larvae.

Sometimes squirrels kill the early-

sprouting white oak acorns by excising the

seed embryos just before burying them, as

John Fox reported in 1982. If an acorn ger-

minates before the squirrel can recover it,

up to half its stored energy goes to the

seedling rather than the squirrel. A few

quick scrapes of the squirrel's incisors

across the bottom of the acorn kills the

embryo and preserves the seed's nutrients

intact.

While this notching behavior under-

scores the importance of seed perishabil-

ity, it does not explain the habit of biting

and discarding acorns that so intrigued us

at the beginning of our study. Those squir-

rels ate only from the acorn's top half

—

the end farthest from the embryo. And the

acoms were of red oaks, not white. As we

moved our research from parks and cam-

puses to rural woodlands, from the scrub-

oak forests of the southeastern coastal

plain to the oak-hickory forests of the

Middle Atlantic States, we saw the same

pattern. Squirrels bit off the tops of acoms

of at least seven red oak species. We also

found that blue jays and common grackles

did the same. Squirrels, jays, and grackles

each employed a different technique to

open an acorn, but all consumed only 30 to

60 percent of the kernel—and always

from the top of the seed. Later we discov-

ered that weevil larvae were found in the

top of the acorn two to three times more

often than in the bottom.

Our first guess, that higher levels of

noxious tannins are located near the bot-

tom of the acom, where the embryo is lo-

cated, was bome out by chemical tests.

But we also found, in more than seventy-

five trials, that squirrels frequently cached

partly eaten seeds, which raises the possi-

bility that the acoms may have become

adapted to withstand such attacks. Be-

cause their embryos were not destroyed.

these seeds germinated about as often as

undamaged ones. Perhaps for the oak, the

half-palatable acom is an effective strat-

egy for survival. Maybe acoms benefit

from being chosen by squirrels for burial

and dispersal, as long as they are not to-

tally destroyed.

We still wondered what factors other

than tannin content influenced the squir-

rels' choices. What about the acorn's

shape, for instance, or the toughness of its

shell? In pursuit of these questions, we of-

fered gray squirrels their choice of whole

acoms, shelled acoms, and shelled acoms

in which the bottom and top ends were

carved to resemble the opposite ends.

Squirrels ate just the top portion of both

whole and shelled seeds, indicating that

the shell was not the determining factor.

But when we presented squirrels with

carved seeds, we found that they were

fooled into eating in reverse, feeding only

on the disguised bottom half. Next we pre-

sented squirrels with artificial acoms that

contained varying amounts of tannin.

Consistently, when given those seeds with

the highest tannin concentration, squirrels

ate from the top half but consumed only a

small amount.

Ecologist Joseph Grinnell, in a 1936

paper, pondered how oaks could colonize

hilltops, since acoms are too heavy for

wind dispersal and do not roll uphUl. He

concluded that animals must carry them to

such sites. Although we are only just be-

gining to grasp some of the complexities

of the squirrels' relationship with oak

forests, we agree with Grinnell's early as-

sessment. By dispersing red oak acoms

more often and farther than white oak

acoms, by excising the embryo of white

oak acoms and storing primarily sound

acoms, we suspect that gray squirrels can

strongly influence the distribution and

range of various oak species. Indeed, evi-

dence is accumulating that along with

jays, squirrels are cmcial in regenerating

second-growth oak forests and may even

have been responsible for spreading the

vast stands of oak throughout North

America after the last retreat of the glaci-

ers 10,000 years ago. D
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AUthe
Khan's
Horses
Withfi-esh mounts in resen'e, Genghis Khan's

waniors could outlast any enemy

by Morris Rossabi

In August 1227, a somber funeral

procession—escorting the body of perhaps the

most renowned conqueror in world history

—

made its way toward the Burkhan Khaldun

(Buddha Cliff) in northeastern Mongolia.

Commanding a military force that never

amounted to more than 200,000 troops, this

Mongol ruler had united the disparate, nomadic

Mongol tribes and initiated the conquest of

territory stretching from Korea to Hungary and

from Russia to modem Vietnam and Syria. His

title was Genghis Khan, "Khan of All Between

the Oceans."

Genghis Khan and his descendants could not

have conquered and ruled the largest land

empire in world history without their

diminutive but extremely hardy steeds. In some

respects, these Mongolian ponies resembled

what is now known as Przewalski's horse (see

page 54). Mongols held these horses in highest

regard and accorded them great spiritual

significance. Before setting forth on military

expeditions, for example, commanders would

scatter mare's milk on the earth to insure

victory. In shamanic rituals, horses were

sacrificed to provide "transport" to heaven.

The Mongols prized their horses primarily

for the advantages they offered in warfare. In

combat, the horses were fast and flexible, and

Genghis Khan was the first leader to capitahze

fully on these strengths. After hit-and-run raids,

for example, his horsemen could race back and

quickly disappear into their native steppes.

Enemy armies from the sedentary agricultural

societies to the south frequently had to abandon

their pursuit because they were not accustomed

to long rides on horseback and thus could not

move as quickly. Nor could these farmer-

soldiers leave their fields for extended periods

to chase after the Mongols.

The Mongols had developed a composite

bow made out of sinew and horn and were

skilled at shooting it while riding, which gave

them the upper hand against ordinary foot

soldiers. With a range of more than 350 yards,

the bow was superior to the contemporaneous

English longbow, whose range was only 250

yards. A wood-and-leather saddle, which was

rubbed with sheep's fat to prevent cracking and

shrinkage, allowed the horses to bear the weight

of their riders for long periods and also

permitted the riders to retain a firm seat. Their

saddlebags contained cooking pots, dried meat,

yogurt, water bottles, and other essentials for

lengthy expeditions. Finally, a sturdy stirrup

enabled horsemen to be steadier and thus more

accurate in shooting when mounted. A Chinese

chronicler recognized the horse's value to the

Mongols, observing that "by nature they [the

Mongols] are good at riding and shooting.

Therefore they took possession of the world

through this advantage of bow and horse."

Genghis Khan understood the importance of

horses and insisted that his troops be solicitous

of their steeds. A cavahyman normally had

three or four, so that each was, at one time or

another, given a respite from bearing the weight

of the rider during a lengthy journey. Before

combat, leather coverings were placed on the

head of each horse and its body was covered

with armor. After combat, Mongol horses could

traverse the most rugged terrain and survive on

little fodder.

According to Marco Polo, the horse also

"Empires Beyond the Great

Wall," an exhibition

documenting 3,5(J0 years of

the history and culture of

steppe empires, will be at the

American Museum of

Natural History through

Sunday, November 27.

Mongol cavaliymen engage

the enemy,facing page, in an

illustrationfivm an eaiiy-

fourteentli-centuiy

manuscript by Rashid al-Din,

a Persian-Jevi'ish historian

and an important minister at

the Mongol court in Tabriz.

Wan-Go H. C. Weng; Bibliotheque Nationale
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For almost ten days before

the Kalka River battle on

May 31, 1223, more than

20,000 invading Mongols

(colored dots)feigned retreat

before a Russianforce (red

arrow) of80,000 men. At the

Kalka River, the Mongols

finally re-formed their ranks.

After pursuing the Mongols

for days, the exhausted

Russian troops were spread

out along a tM'enty-mile line.

The Mongols charged, with

5,000 mounted archers

(violet arrows) in the lead.

Once the leading Russian,

-

detachments were separated

fivm their support columns

and thrown into disarray,

5,000 Mongol heavy cavaliy

troops (dark blue) engaged

them in close combat. Ten

thousand light cavaliy troops

(light green)followed the

retreating Russians,

capturing or slaughtering

most ofthem.

SEA OF AZOV
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provided sustenance to its rider on long trips

during which all the food had been consumed.

On such occasions, the rider would cut the

horse's veins and drink the blood that spurted

forth. Marco Polo reported, perhaps with some

exaggeration, that a horseman could, by

nourishing himself on his horse's blood, "ride

quite ten days' marches without eating any

cooked food and without lighting a fire." And
because its milk offered additional sustenance

during extended military campaigns, a

cavalryman usually preferred a mare as a

mount. The milk was often fermented to

produce kumiss, or araq, a potent alcoholic

drink liberally consumed by the Mongols. In

short, as one commander stated, "If the horse

dies, I die; if it lives, I survive."

Mobility and surprise characterized the

military expeditions led by Genghis Khan and

his commanders, and the horse was crucial for

such tactics and strategy. Horses could, without

exaggeration, be referred to as the

intercontinental ballistic missiles of the

thirteenth century. The battle of the Kalka

River, now renamed the Kalmyus River, in

southem Russia is a good example of the kind
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Overleaf: The painter of this

somewhat inaccurate

depiction ofa Mongol

bridling a horse was

probably a Persian city

dweller eager to ingratiate

himselfwith his Mongol

patrons.
Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul

An illustrationfrom

History of the Moghuls,

a seventeenth-century Indian

text, depicts Genghis Khan's

army in battle against the

Jurchen rulers ofChina in

about 1214. The Mongols'

horses appear to be well

protected by leather

and armor
Gulestan Palace Library, Tehran; Werner

Forman Archive, Art Resource
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A Horse of a Different Chromosome?

by Oliver A. Ryder

Although Genghi Khan's armies

probably never numbered more than

200,000 troops, they may have had as

many as 800,000 horses. Thkteenth-

century sources, including The Secret

History of the Mongols, give a tanta-

lizing account of the training ofMon-

gol horses. Captured in the wild and

broken-in during the first two years

of their lives, the young horses were

then allowed to graze for three years.

Dominique Braud: Dembinsky Photo Assoc,

At the age of five they were once

again ridden and prepared for com-

bat. The Mongols depended on their

horses so much, and gathered so

many of them, that John of Piano

Carpini, a papal emissary to the

Mongol court from 1246 to 1247,

noted with amazement that "they

have such a number of horses and

mares that I do not believe there are

so many in all the rest of the world."

What kind of horses were they?

A number of Mongol scholars, in-

cluding historians James Chambers

and Charles R. Bawden, have noted

that the horses used by Genghis

Khan and his descendants resembled

Przewalski's horse, the species of

wild horse that formerly inhabited

the Gobi Desert and the steppes of

Mongolia.

Przewalski's horse is named for

Russian explorer and naturalist N.

M. ftzhevalsky, who first saw herds

of the yellowish brown species in the

central Asian steppes in about 1876.

Both Przewalski's and the domestic

horse ai-e descended from the same

lineage in the family Equidae, but

Przewalski's horses differ from do-

mestic horses morphologically, be-

haviorally, and genetically. All do-

mestic breeds have 64 chromosomes,

whereas Przewalski's have 66. (First-

generation hybrids have 65 chromo-

somes and may interbreed with either

domestic or Przewalski's horses.)

Przewalski's horses have an erect,

dark brown mane, no forelock, and

white noses. Their coat has a distinc-

tive dun color with a yellowish tinge

on the back that becomes lighter to-

ward the flanks and al-

most white under the

belly. Their appear-

ance is accentuated by

bulky heads and, espe-

cially in stallions,

stocky, well-muscled

necks. Although their

behavior has never

been observed in wild

populations, studies of

herds kept in large en-

closures and reserves

suggest that, like feral

domestic horses, stal-

lions defend harems of

mares from male competitors.

Przewalski's horses became ex-

tinct in the wild when the last sur-

vivors disappeared from the Dzun-

garian gobi of Mongolia in 1970, but

were saved from total extinction by

the existence of captive populations

bred in zoos. Plans are now under

way to return the only true wild horse

to its ancient homelands in Mongolia,

China, and adjacent regions of Rus-

sia. Experimental studies of herds of

zoo-raised Przewalski's horses

placed in new prairie and semidesert

steppe environments suggest that

adaptation to the wild environment

can be rapidly accomplished. Per-

haps one day they will repopulate

their homelands and again roam
freely in the wild.

Oliver A. Ryder holds the Kelberg

Genetics Chair at the Zoological So-

ciety of San Diego's Center for Re-

production of Endangered Species.

He has published extensively on the

genetics of Przewalski's horses and

other endangered species, and is par-

ticularly interested in the conserva-

tion ofAsian arid steppe ecosystems

and their wildlife.

of campaign Genghis Khan waged to gain

territory and of the key role of horses.

After his relatively easy conquest of Central

Asia from 1219 to 1220, Genghis Khan had

dispatched about 30,000 troops led by Jebe and

Siibedei, two of his ablest coinmanders, to

conduct an exploratory foray to the west. After

several skirmishes in Persia, the advance forces

reached southem Russia. In an initial

engagement, the Mongols, appearing to retreat,

lured a much larger detachment of Georgian

cavalry on a chase. When the Mongols sensed
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In a fifteenth-century Ming

Dynasty painting, a Mongol

archer rides a horse

equipped with sturdy stirrups

and an elaborate saddle. An
archer could shoot arrows

accurately while riding at

fiill tilt across the steppe.
Victoria and Albert Museum

that the Georgian horses were exhausted, they

headed to where they kept reserve horses,

quickly switched to them, and charged at the

bedraggled, spread-out Georgians. Archers,

who had been hiding with the reserve horses,

backed up the cavaby—with a barrage of

arrows as they routed the Georgians.

Continuing their exploration, the Mongol

detachment crossed the Caucasus Mountains, a

daunting expedition during which many men
and horses perished. They wound up just north

of the Black Sea on the southern Russian

steppes, which offered rich pasturelands for

their horses. After a brief respite, they first

attacked Astrakhan to the east and then raided

sites along the Dniester and Dnieper Rivers,

inciting Russian retaliation in May of 1223

under Mstislav the Daring, who had a force of

80,000 men. Jebe and Subedei commanded no

more than 20,000 troops and were outnumbered

by a ratio of four to one.

Knowing that an immediate, direct clash

could be disastrous, the Mongols again used

their tactic of feigned withdrawal. They
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A late-foitrteenth-centwy

Persian painter depicted

Mongols on a hunt. Falcons

and dogs typically

accompanied the horsemen.
The Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul

Opposite page: A
seventeenth-centwy Indian

miniature shows Genghis

Khan praying to Tenggeri,

the sky god, who, according

to legend, entrusted him with

the mission of uniting the

world under Mongol control.

The Mongol ruler is

portrayed with Persian

features and wearing

Persian clothing.
Werner Forman Archive; Art Resource

retreated for more than a week, because they

wanted to be certain that the opposing army

continued to pursue them but was spaced out

over a considerable distance. At the Kalka

River, the Mongols finally took a stand,

swerving around and positioning themselves in

battle formation, with archers mounted on

horses in the front.

The Mongols' retreat seems to have lulled

the Russians into believing that the invaders

from the East were in disarray. Without waiting

for the remainder of his army to catch up and

without devising a unified attack, Mstislav the

Daring ordered the advance troops to charge

immediately. This decision proved to be

calamitous. Mongol archers on their well-

trained steeds crisscrossed the Russian route of

attack, shooting their arrows with great

precision. The Russian line of troops was

disrupted, and the soldiers scattered.

After their attack, the archers tumed the

battlefield over to the Mongol heavy cavalry,

which pummeled the already battered,

disunited, and scattered Russians. Wearing an

iron helmet, a shirt of raw silk, a coat of mail,

and a cuirass, each Mongol in the heavy cavalry

carried with him two bows, a dagger, a battle-

ax, a twelve-foot lance, and a lasso as his

principal weapons. Using lances, the

detachment of heavy cavalry rapidly attacked

and overwhelmed the Russian vanguard, which

had been cut off from the rest of their forces in

the very beginning of the battle.

Rejoined by the mounted archers, the

combined Mongol force mowed down the

straggling remnants of the Russian forces.

Without an escape route, most were killed, and

the rest, including Mstislav the Daring, were

captured. Rather than shed the blood of rival

princes—one of Genghis Khan's commands

—

Jebe and Siibedei ordered the unfortunate

commander and two other princes stretched out

under boards and slowly suffocated as Mongols

stood or sat upon the boards during the victory

banquet.

The battle at the Kalka River resembled, with

some slight deviations, the general plan of most

of Genghis Khan's campaigns. In less than two

decades, Genghis Khan had, with the support of

powerful cavalry, laid the foundations for an

empire that was to control and govem much of

Asia in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

He died on a campaign in Central Asia, and his

underlings decided to return his corpse to his

native land. Any unfortunate individual who
happened to encounter the fiineral cortege was

immediately killed because the Mongols wished

to conceal the precise location of the burial site.

At least forty horses were reputedly sacrificed at

Genghis Khan's tomb; his tmsted steeds would

be as important to him in the afterlife as they

had been during his lifetime. D
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Cardon and the

Night \^sitors
Bats pollinate a giant cactus—and may even determine its sex

by Theodore H. Fleming

Along a narrow belt in Mexico's west-

em Sonoran Desert grows the cardon, the

world's largest cactus. Widespread in Baja

California and coastal Sonora, the cardon

resembles the much more familiar saguaro

because of its single trunk and multiple

branches, but it is more massive. Like

saguaros, young cardons grow slowly,

most plants taking at least fifty years to at-

tain sexual maturity. Large individuals

may live well over a century and reach a

maximum height of about sixty feet.

Like the saguaro and organ pipe cac-

tuses with which they share their habitat,

cardons provide food and shelter for many

creatures. Elf owls make their homes in

cactus cavities excavated by woodpeck-

ers, as do violet-green swallows, ash-

throated flycatchers, and even big brown

bats. Ospreys and red-taUed hawks some-

times buUd their nest platforms on the car-

don's highest branches. Yet, familiar as the

cardon is to naturalists, no one realized

that it also has the most enigmatic breed-

Left: Symmetrically patterned spines crown a cardon cactus, seen

flvm above, in Mexico's Sonoran Desert. In Baja California Sur,

above, sunrise over the Sierra Giganta illuminates a mixedforest of

cardon cactuses and palos blancos, or white-barked trees.

Both photos by Jack W. Dykinga
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ing system of any cactus—a puzzle that

Sandrine Maurice, of the University of

Paris, James Hamrick, of the University of

Georgia, and I have been piecing together

for the last few years.

Like most flowering plants, cactuses are

usually henmaphroditic; that is, their flow-

ers have both male and female organs pro-

ducing poUen and ovules. Because their

flowers appear to have fuUy functional an-

thers and ovaries, botanists assumed that

the cardon, too, was a hermaphrodite. For

a long time, fliey also assumed that the

flowers were pollinated by wind, insects,

or birds. But telltale signs pointed to an-

other kind of poUinator. Cardon flowers

are large (most wind-pollinated flowers

are small) and white, so they are visible at

night. In addition, they open at sundown

(when birds aren't active) and produce

large amounts of pollen and nectar. AU
these traits point to pollination by bats.

Several years ago, MerUn Tuttle, of Bat

Conservation International, and I began to

investigate that possibility.

Bats pollinate a number of tropical

trees, including the commercially valuable

balsa, die fiber-producing kapok, and die

durian, the source of a major fruit crop in

Soutiieast Asia. Century plants, the basis

of mescal and tequila, are also pollinated

by bats. Since the 1890s, we have known
that some specialized tropical bats, espe-

cially tiiose living in drier areas, pollinate

the flowers of certain shrubs, trees, and

vines—and do so exclusively at night.

Cardons, we soon found, are visited by

birds and by the occasional modi, but they

are primarily pollinated by lesser long-

nosed bats, a species that migrates from

central Mexico to the Sonoran Desert each

spring. Weighing just under one ounce,

these mammals have a wingspan of about

thirteen inches. We have radio-tracked

their flights and found that the bats will fly

at least fifteen to twenty miles, and possi-

bly as far as fifty miles, from their roosts to

feed on the nectar and pollen of various

cactuses, including the saguaro and the

organ pipe. Even more dependent on

plants for food than are hummingbirds

(which often supplement their diet of

flower nectar with insects), these bats use

the amino acids in pollen to make protein.
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Merlin D. Tuttle, Bat Conservation International; Ptioto Researchers, Inc.

Lesser long-nosed bats, the principal pollinators ofcordon cactuses,

zero in onfruits, left, andflowers, below, during nocturnalforays of

fifteen miles or more. The distance between the bats' roosts and the

plants may influence the proportion ofmale,female, and

hermaphroditic plants in the cactus populations.

Merlin D. Tuttle; Bat Conservation International

Foraging for about four hours each night,

they carry pollen from plant to plant.

When fruits mature, the bats also eat the

pulp, dispersing seeds in their excreta.

Each spring, after mating with males on

their central Mexican wintering grounds,

pregnant females fly north, following the

blooming schedules of columnar cachises.

Most of the males remain behind. The fe-

males assemble in maternity roosts in

caves or abandoned mines, each giving

birth to a single young in May. Such roosts

may contain from a few thousand to

100,000 female bats.

When we began our study of the cardon

at Bahia Kino, on the Gulf of California,

we didn't realize that it had a rare and

complicated breeding biology. We discov-

ered this complexity by accident while try-

ing to determine the importance of bats as

cactus pollinators. The ephemeral cardon

flowers bloom for only one night, opening

at sunset and closing before noon the next

day. In our earliest experiments, we placed

bridal-veil netting over the flowers to sep-

arate the effects of bats and moths from

those of birds and diumal insects. We cov-

ered some flowers only during the day and

others only at night, then recorded the per-

centage of flowers that developed into ma-

ture fruit. Our control group consisted of

flowers that were not covered with netting

and were visited by both nocturnal and di-

umal poUmators.

We were disappointed to find that very

few of our flowers (whether covered or

uncovered) produced any fruit, and we

thought the experiment had been a failure.

When we examined many of the flowers

more carefully, however, we were sur-

prised to discover that aU of the flowers on

some plants produced pollen but lacked

ovules; these plants were males. Other

plants, we found, produced flowers that

lacked pollen but did have ovules; these

were females. StiU other plants—^the her-

maphrodites—^produced flowers with both

pollen and ovules. No wonder most of the

cardons in our experiment failed to pro-

duce fruit; we had inadvertently used

mostly male plants! Once we recognized

their gender system, we performed the ex-

periments again and eventually demon-

strated that because bats carry much larger

amounts of poflen than do insects or birds,

they were the superior poUinators.

The very presence of male and female

plants in populations that also contain her-

maphrodites raised an interesting evolu-

tionary question. How can a male or fe-

male plant, which must somehow connect

geneticaUy with another, perhaps distant,

plant of the opposite gender, reproduce as

successfully as a hermaphrodite, which

has flowers of both sexes on each plant?

The hermaphrodite, with two ways of per-

petuating itself (through poUen and seeds),

would appear to have competitive superi-

ority. Furthermore, hermaphroditic car-

dons are "self-compatible," that is, their

pollen can successfuUy fertilize ovules on

the same plant, or even within the same

flower. Hence they sometimes produce

fruit and offspring without the aid of bird,

bee, or bat. With such advantages, why

haven't the hermaphrodites simply over-

whelmed the males and females and

pushed them out of the population?
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Jack W. Dykinga

A cordon cactus, left, blooms in the Sonoran coastal area near Puerto

Lobos. The large, whiteflowers that open at sundown andproduce large

quantities ofnectar andpollen are signs ofcoevolution with bat

pollinators. The cordon, wliich grows in the Baja California desert,

below, is the world's largest species of cactus. Some individuals may be

sixTs'feet tall and live more than a century.

Jeff Foott; DRK Photo

We reasoned that, to have remained in

the population, the single-sex plants must

have had a compensatory feature that al-

lowed them to persist genetically. We hy-

pothesized that the males were producing

more pollen and the females more fruit

and seeds than their hermaphroditic coun-

terparts. To test this idea, we measured

pollen and/or seed production in all sexes

and found that male and female plants in-

deed outproduced hermaphrodites in both

respects. Each year, males produced about

60 percent more flowers and pollen, and

females produced about 60 percent more

seeds than the average hermaphrodite.

Given enough visits by bats and other pol-

linators, males might be able to fertilize

enough ovules and females to maintain

their presence in a cactus population.

Another question arose after we com-

pleted our pollination studies at Bahia

Kino and had gone on to survey the pro-

portions of sexes throughout the plant's

range in Sonora and Baja California. The

distribution of the sexes varied signifi-

cantly from place to place. Some cactus

stands contained all three sex classes,

while others included only females and

hermaphrodites. No males were present in

the southern third of the plant's range in

Sonora or in the northem quarter of the

range in Baja California. Where males

were missing, hermaphrodites outnum-

bered females by about two to one.

What factor or factors might produce

this geographic pattem? We wondered if

climate might be the reason that no males

lived in extreme parts of the species'

range, but we soon found male cactuses

growing in a wide variety of climatic con-

ditions.

Next, we questioned whether male

plants, which, along with females, we pre-

sumed to be mutants of hermaphroditic

ancestry, hadn't had time to spread

throughout the cardon's range. Genetic

tests, however, revealed that these cac-

tuses, although spread over a wide geo-

graphic area, constantly exchange genetic

material. We believe that the long-distance

flights of the bat pollinators have kept

local populations from becoming isolated

and inbred.

Finally, we explored whether the

clumped distribution of male plants might

be correlated with the ranges of bats.

When we mapped the locations of known

maternity roosts against the distribution of

male cardons, we found a close fit. With

one distant exception, all of the known

maternity roosts in Sonora are in the

northem half of the cardon's range, while

all of the known roosts in Baja are in the

southern two-thirds of its range. Male

plants are found only withm those two

areas that are within about a fifty-mile ra-

dius of known bat roosts.

To make sure it was the distribution of

bats rather than of some other pollinator

that influenced the distribution of the car-

dons' sexes, we observed the behavior of

cardon-visiting animals at four sites with
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males and four that lacked males. The

most frequent avian visitors to cardon

flowers during the day were gila wood-

peckers, but these and other birds visited

only about 13 percent of the flowers, usu-

ally less than once per hour. In contrast,

bats visited about 90 percent of the flow-

ers, but sites containing males differed in

the time of arrival of bats. Bats began

feeding before 9:00 p.m. at sites with male

cactuses, but arrived later—after 11:00

P.M.—at places that lacked males.

We know from our radio-tracking stud-

ies that the time that bats arrive in an area

depends on its distance from a roost. We
also know from our observations at Bahia

Kino that the later bats arrive in an area,

the fewer visits they make to each cardon

flower. Thus, flowers farther from bat

roosts probably receive fewer visits than

do those closer to the roosts.

Why do male cactuses drop in and out

of populations while females do not? We
don't yet understand the cardon's repro-

ductive genetics, but we think males may
be eliminated in some local populations

because they are in strong competition

with hermaphrodites. Hermaphroditic

plants, by fertilizing their own ovules with

or without the aid of pollinators, signifi-

cantly reduce the number of ovules avail-

able to a male plant's pollen. Thus, despite

producing more pollen than hermaphro-

dites, a male's pollen can only reach the

ovules of females and hermaphrodites

when pollinators are abundant. Female

plants are totaUy dependent on animal pol-

linators. But when pollinators are rela-

tively scarce, females still produce as

many seeds per season as hermaphrodites

do. Hence, they can persist in locations

where males cannot.

The lives of this desert bat and desert

cactus appear to have coevolved. Cardon

plants are an important source of nectar,

pollen, and fruit pulp for the bat. The bat,

in turn, helps determine the reproductive

success of individual plants through polli-

nation and seed dispersal. By carrying

pollen or seeds long distances, it can also

influence the genetic and sexual composi-

tion of cardon populations. IH
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Seeking nectar, a lesser long-nosed bat pokes its entire head into a cardon flower.

Merlin D. Tuttle, Bat Conservation International; Photo Researchers, Inc.
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At THE Amemcan Museum OF Natural History I

125 Years of Discovery
As part of the Museum's 125th anniver-

sary, an exhibition of selected artifacts,

specimens, and memorabilia from the Mu-
seum's collections will open on Friday,

October 14, in the Birds of the World Hall.

The displays will include a mounted lion

purchased in 1869 from the collections of

Paris taxidermist Edouard Verreaux; a

specimen of the now-extinct great auk; the

complete skeleton of Oxyaena, an early

carnivorous mammal collected in Wyo-
ming in the 1890s; a painting of this ani-

mal as it might have appeared in life, by
Charles R. Knight; two shadow puppets

acquired in the South Pacific by anthro-

pologist Margaret Mead in the 1930s; di-

nosaur eggs discovered in MongoUa by

paleontologist Walter Granger during the

Museum's Central Asiatic Expeditions in

the 1920s; and the recent discovery by
Museum scientists in Mongolia of the re-

mains of the dinosaurlike Mononykus, a

possible link between birds and theropod

dinosaurs.

Also on October 14, a photo exhibition,

"People and Places," will open in the Ake-

ley Gallery. Takfen on Museum expedi-

tions, the photographs range from those

by Carl Lumholtz in Mexico and Adolph
BandeUer in Peru and Bolivia in the 1890s

to more recent ones by Stanley A. Freed in

India in the 1950s and 1970s and Ross

McPhee in Cuba and Vietnam in the

1990s.

Margaret Mead Film and
Video Festival

Shamanism and familial relationships

will be among the major themes of the

sixty-two films presented at the 1994 Mar-
garet Mead Film and Video Festival. The
Festival will open on Wednesday, October

12, and run through Tuesday, October 18.

This year's retrospective celebrates the

works of Richard Gordon and Carma Hin-

ton, whose films on China have appeared

at the Festival since its inception in 1976.

One of the opening-night films will be

Fearless—The Hunteiwali Stoiy, featur-

ing Nadia, India's legendary stunt actress

of the 1930s and 1940s. Director Riyad

Vinci Wadia will introduce the film and
answer questions afterward.

Same-day tickets may be purchased

after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays or 10:30 a.m.

on weekends for $8 ($7 for members and

students with I.D.). A Festival pass for

$44 ($40 for members and students with

I.D.) and daily tickets can be prepurchased

with MasterCard or VISA by calling (212)

769-5310. Seating is limited. For a com-
plete schedule, call (212) 769-5305.

Okavango: Africa's Last Eden
Photographer Frans Lanting spent two

years photographing the diverse flora and

fauna of southern Africa's Okavango
Delta, a project culminating in his book

A photographfrom the memorabilia exhibit shows a messengerfrom the Museum's Education

Department delivering taxidermy specimens to a New York City public school, June 1932.
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The

Inka Empire
And

Its Andean Origesjs

Trace the story of the Andean peoples with this beautifully produced new appraisal of the ancient Inka and the

remarkable cultures that preceded them.

Written by Dr. Craig Morris, American Museum of Natvu-al History Curator of Anthropology, and noted journalist

Adrianna von Hagen, this comprehensive study describes their agricultural methods, social organizations, political

structm-e, religious beliefs, ceremonial practices, technologies, and artistic expression. The text resonates with more

than one hundred exquisite color photographs of objects from the Museum's rich collection of artifacts and offers

compelling panoramas of the spectacular and diverse Andean landscape.

252 pages, 9 7/8" x 9 7/8", 200 illustrations, cloth

To order send check or money order for $50.00 including shipping and handling within the U.S. to Members' Choice, American Museum of

Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024 or call toU'free I'800'437'0033 for Mastercard and Visa orders.



DISCOVER
HOFSTRA

UNIVERSITY
AT THE

AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF
NATURAL
HISTORY.

If you're a college-bound

student, join Hofstra

University at the American

Museum of Natural History

on October 29. You'll find out

about financial aid, academic

programs, scholarships and

anything else you might want

to know about college life!

Situated on a beautiful,

238-acre campus, Hofstra

provides a total educational

environment for students from

72 countries and 45 states.

11am-2pm
Linder Theater Lecture Hall

American Museum of

Natural History

77th Street and

Central Park West Entrance

For more information, call:

(516) HOFSTRA (463-7872)

HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY'

Museum anthropologist Adolph Bandeliei;

on the Henry Villard expedition to Peru

and Bolivia, 1892.

Okavango: Afiica's Last Eden. On Thurs-

day, October 6, he will give a shde-illus-

trated talk on this region, a wetland oasis

of more than 8,500 square miles in

Botswana's Kalahari Desert. The talk will

begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Main Auditorium.

Call (212) 769-5606 for information.

Jennie—A Tale of a Chimpanzee
As a columnist for Natural History in

the 1980s, Douglas Preston explored the

Museum's vaults, storage rooms, and
archives, and wrote about his findings in

Dinosaurs in the Attic (1986). The tragic

tale of Meshie, a chimpanzee raised by a

Museum curator, has become the basis of

Preston's novel Jennie, which raises ethi-

cal questions about the use of primates for

research, as well as attempts to raise

chimps among humans. On Tuesday, Oc-
tober 11, at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Theater, Preston will show film footage of

Meshie from the Museum's archives and

talk about the case histories of other chim-

panzees such as Lucy, Nim Chimpsky,

Viki Hayes, and Washoe. For more infor-

mation, call (212) 769-5606.

Hudson Valley Cruise

On Sunday, October 23, a high-speed

catamaran will leave from Wall Street at

noon and cruise as far as West Point, re-

turning to New York by 4:00 p.m. Sidney

Horenstein, coordinator of environmental

public programs at the Museum, will

point out aspects of geological interest

along the way, and William Schuster, di-

rector of the Black Rock Forest Preserve,

will talk about local plant life and the rela-

tionship of Black Rock to the rest of the

Hudson Highlands. For ticket availability,

call (212) 769-5606.

Yellowstone
The history, geology, and wildlife of

Yellowstone National Park are the sub-

jects of a new IMAX film. The Grand
Teton Mountains, the Lower Falls of the

Grand Canyon of Yellowstone, and the in-

terior of a vent of Old Faithful will be

among the places featured. Showtimes are

12:30, 2:30, and 4:30 p.m. Africa: The
Serengeti, an IMAX film about the vast

savanna ecosystem of Kenya and Tanza-

nia, will be shown at 10:30 and 1 1 :30 a.m.,

and at 1:30 and 3:30 pm. daily. For infor-

mation, call (212) 769-5650.

Dangerous Windows into the Earth
The hazards of earthquakes, from New

York to California, will be the subject of

four Tuesday-evening lectures. On Octo-

ber 11, Barbara Romanowicz, head of the

Berkeley Seismic Station and professor of

geology and geophysics at the University

of CaUfomia at Berkeley, will talk on what
earthquakes tell us about the earth. On Oc-

tober 18, Allan G. Lindh, chief of the U. S.

Geological Survey's seismology branch,

will discuss the seismic activity of the San
Andreas Fault system. On October 25,

Klaus Jacob and Leonardo Doherty, scien-

tists at Columbia University's Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory, will evaluate

the possibility of earthquakes in "stable"

continental areas. Finally, on November 1,

Lloyd Cluif, president of the Earthquake

Engineering Research Institute, wiU dis-

cuss what we can do about earthquakes.

Tickets for all four lectures are $25 ($20

for students). For a complete schedule of

fall lectures, call (212) 769-5310.

Plants of the Wetlands
The plant diversity of lakeshores, flood-

plains, bogs, marshes, and seasides will be

the subject of a five-part series by William

Schiller, lecturer in botany in the Mu-
seum's Department of Education. The
hour-and-a-half talks will be held in the

Kaufmann Theater on consecutive Mon-
days at 2:30 pm., starting on October 24,

and on consecutive Thursdays at 7:00 p.m.,

starting October 20. Tickets for all five

lectures are $40.

The Heritage of Genghis Khan
Adam T. Kessler, curator of "Empires

Beyond the Great Wall," will lead a

gallery tour of the exhibition and will dis-

cuss the artifacts on display and the steppe

culture of the Mongol people. Tours cost

$12 and will be given on Monday, October

3; Wednesday, October 5; and Friday, Oc-

tober 7, starting at 7:00 rm. Call (212)

769-5310 for details.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street in New York City. The
Kaufmann Theater is located in the

Charles A. Dana Education Wing. The
Museum has a pay-what-you-wish admis-

sion policy. For more information about

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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Social Responsibility

and
Investment Performance

Can Go Together

Parnassus is a mutual fund that goes against the established wisdom of Wall

Street by investing in companies that practice corporate social responsibility.

We like companies that treat their employees well, are sensitive to the commu-
nities where they operate, have good affirmative action policies and think that

environmental protection makes economic sense. At the same time, we avoid

investing in companies that manufacture weapons, produce alcohol or to-

bacco, or are involved with nuclear power.

If you're interested in learning more about the Parnassus Fund - call us at

(800) 999-3505. We'll send you back a free prospectus along with other

information about the Fund.
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IXRNASSUS FUND
244 CALIFORNIA STREET
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read it carefully before I invest or send money.
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Reviews

Bom to Talk?
by Peter Marler

The behaviorist B. F. Skinner viewed

most human behavior as quintessentially

cultural and structured by individual expe-

rience, with genetic factors playing a min-

imal role. His book on verbal behavior,

published in 1957, struck a chord with a

generation of like-minded anthropolo-

gists, linguists, philosophers, and psychol-

ogists. In the same year, Noam Chomsky's

book on syntactic structures launched a di-

rect confrontation with these behaviorists,

Patterns in the Mind: Language and
Human Nature, by Ray Jackendoff.

Basic Books, Inc., $25; 246pp., illus. The

Language Instinct: How the Mind Cre-

ates Language, by Steven Pinker; Wil-

liam Morrow and Co., Inc., $23; 494 pp.

arguing forcefully that we cannot begin to

explain the complexities of language de-

velopment without first recognizing the

innate mechanisms unique to the human
brain. Behaviorist dogma acknowledges

that certain distinctive attributes of the

human brain are required for the develop-

ment of language, but these are thought to

be merely the underpinnings for learning

in general, with no direct bearing on the

specific details of how language develops.

A corollary of this empiricist view of lan-

guage development, popular in the seven-

ties and eighties, has been that concepts of

innateness were not only scientifically

questionable but perhaps even intellectu-

ally dangerous.

We have had to wait until the nineties

for a more balanced view of the mecha-

nisms underlying behavioral develop-

ment. This new, more integrative position.

appropriate for the era of the Human
Genome Project, is well expressed in two

creative and thought-provoking books,

one by Chomsky's ex-student Ray Jack-

endoff and the other by Steven Pinker, a

faculty colleague of Chomsky's at M.I.T.

Both authors believe that genes play a

much more dominant role in the develop-

ment of human behavior than the behav-

ioristic generation would have thought

possible.

Jackendoff 's Patterns in the Mind: Lan-

guage and Human Nature and Pinker 's

The Language Instinct: How the Mind
Creates Language accomplish more than

a simple restatement and clarification of

Chomskyan concepts, and their writings

are most exciting when departing from the

party line. Their approach is an exemplary

illustration of how behavioral scientists

can come to grips with the complex na-

ture-nurture dilemma.

Jackendoff's lean, precise prose, bless-

edly free of jargon, launches us into these

thorny issues. In the best tradition of an in-

troductory text. Patterns in the Mind be-

gins with a deceptively simple statement

of purpose, setting forth a series of basic

premises and then exploring their implica-

tions in more and more detail. Almost

without realizing it, the reader is drawn

into increasingly profound and complex

topics as the book progresses.

Expanding on the theme of innateness,

Jackendoff takes us through the basic

tenets of Chomskyan insight. To account

for the human ability to speak and under-

stand novel sentences, we have to ascribe

to the speaker's mind an innate mental

grammar that specifies possible sentence

pattems. That this specialized brain ma-

chinery drives a child to develop language

is nowhere more forcefully manifest than

in the signing behavior of the congenitally

deaf. Deaf children deprived of access to a

fully competent signing tutor often create

their own private, so-called home-signing

systems and invent some of the organiza-

tional features characteristic of spoken

language. The parallels between speech

and signing extend to the underlying brain

mechanism. Studies of sign-language

aphasias reveal that damage in Broca's

and Wemicke's areas of the brain has the

same effects on the comprehension or per-

formance of signing that it does in speech,

even though sign-language aphasics can

use their hands perfectly well for other

purposes.

Another compelling parallel between

speech and signing (which also applies to

the acquisition of a second spoken lan-

guage) concerns sensitive periods of de-

velopment when children learn most

rapidly. Children who have acquired lan-

guage before the age of seven achieve the

greatest perfection in accent and are the

most sensitive to vocabulary nuances.

Jackendoff believes that

nurture is maximally effective in language

learning only when the proper elements of

nature are in place—when a normal child is

exposed to language during the critical pe-

riod. If, for whatever reason, the proper ele-

ments of nature aren't in place, far more ex-

tensive nurture still doesn't produce

performance at anywhere near the same
level. "^

He puts it nicely when he writes, "Nature

places its own stamp on nurture," and he

believes that this imprint can be seen in

other human behavior such as musical
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1 . American Museum of

Natural History Discov-
ery Tours. Cruises and

land programs to all seven

continents. Upcoming tours

include Antarctica, Galapa-

gos, Baja, Central America,

Caribbean, Papua New/

Guinea, Islands of the Indian

Ocean, Polynesia, North

Pole, Eastern Europe, China,

Africa, Chile and India. (800)

462-8687.

2. Arizona Office of

Tourism. To help plan your

Arizona adventure, you'll ap-

preciate our colorful 96-

page traveler brochure, ac-

commodations directory and
calendar of events. All free.

Call 800-842-8257.

3. Bausch & Lomb®
Sports Optics. Bausch &
Lomb® Binoculars, Tele-

scopes & Spotting Scopes:

a world leader in sports op-

tics, check here and receive

a full color brochure.

4. Berger Associates.
The Berger Funds. Send for

more information including

updated prospectuses.

Please read them carefully

before investing.

5. British Tourist Au-
thority. Britain—Your Vaca-

tion Planner, all you really

need to plan your trip to

England, Scotland and
Wales.

6. Costa Rica. Get deep
into nature and let it seduce
you! Come to Costa Rica,

Nature's Museum!
7. Cruises Inc.—Free 32

page Cruise Directory!

America's Premier Cruise

Agency where you will al-

ways get expert objective

advice and the best price.

Recommended by Leading

Travel Writers & Consumer
Groups. We represent all

Cruise Lines worldwide. 1-

800-854-0500.

8. Cunard. Queen Eliza-

beth 2 World Cruise 1995.

From January through April

join the QE2 as she circum-

navigates the globe. For a

free brochure, call 1-800-

221-8200, ask for 941.

9. Cunard. Sagafjord

World Cruise 1995. Join

Five-Star-Plus Sagafjord for

a Pacific Odyssey from Jan-

uary through April. For a free

brochure call 1-800-221-

8200, ask for 931.

1 0. D.C. Committee.
Discover America's Play-

ground—Washington, D.C.

See the free museums, mon-
uments, and the extraordi-

nary neighborhoods. Senior

discounts and weekend
hotel rates. Call 1-800-422-

8644 for a free brochure.

1

1

. Destination Hiio.

Hilo, [Hawaii is a natural his-

tory lover's vacationland.

Tropical greenery botanical

gardens, glorious waterfalls,

28 miles from Hawaii Volca-

noes National Park. Perfect

family destination.

12. Inciinator Company
of America. "Elevette"—The
custom built residence ele-

vator offers the ultimate in

home luxury and conve-

nience. Send for free de-

scriptive literature.

13. Laurel Hill Press.
Fall Color Books and Video,

Free full color brochure of

Fall Color and Wild Flower

natural history books and
videos from Laurel Hill

Press.

14. Louisiana Office of

Tourism. Want something

different? Come on down to

Louisiana and say things

you've never seen before.

For your FREE Tour Guide
and planning kit, call 1-800-

947-1864.

1 5. Maryland Office of

Tourism. Send for your

free Maryland Travel Guide
and calendar of events.

16. Members' Choice
Catalog. The American

Museum of Natural History's

collection of special book

and gift items chosen for

friends of the museum.
1 7. Nova Scotia
Tourism and Culture.
Send for your FREE copy of

Nova Scotia's Travel Guide.

It's filled with 304 pages of

travel information, including

the best nature areas.

18. Oldsmobile. Aurora.

By Oldsmobile. The 32-

valve, 250-hp, DOHC V8
AURORA. It's three parts

power, two parts elegance,

and all parts incredible. CAII

1-800-718-7778.

19. Pearl Cruises. Excit-

ing CruiseTours to the Far

East, including China, Viet-

nam, Bangkok, Bali, Java

Seas, Indonesia's Spice Is-

land and more. From the

number one cruise line in

the Far East. Send for free,

four-color brochure.

20. Puerto Rico
Tourism Company. Only

a continent could offer so

many great vacation experi-

ences. Call for a free color

brochure 1-800-866-7827.

21 . Rail Europe. One
source for all your European

travel needs: Railpasses,

combination Rail 'n Drive

passes and rail tickets for 33
European countries. Call 1-

800-4-EURAIL for your FREE
brochure.

22. Regency Cruises.
Discover Regency: classic

cruise ships with well-ap-

pointed staterooms, superb

cuisine prepared by French

master chefs, European-

style service, and great

value. Discover cruising the

way it was meant to be.

23. Saskatchewan,
Canada. FREE 128-page

travel planner. Extraordinary

variety Affordable family va-

cations. Home of the Moun-
ties. 6,000 years of native

heritage and history from

badlands to northern

forests.

24. Sun Line. We'll make
you feel at home cruising the

Amazon, Panama Canal,

Mayan Equinox. Friendliest

staff, top lectures, comfort-

able luxury ship. Brochure

800-872-6400.

25. Tourism Authority
of Thailand. Come dis-

cover Thailand's rich culture

and varied heritage. Come
explore the natural and his-

torical world heritage sites.

Send for your free travel in-

formation.

26. TVavcoa World
Tours. Our 40th year of lux-

ury escorted tours to the

South Pacific, Africa, Egypt,

South America, Central

America and Mexico,

Antarctica, India, the Orient

and Europe. Free brochures.

800-992-2003 or 800-563-

0005 (in Canada).

27. The University of

Chicago Press, publish-

ers of Craig Packer's Into

Africa—the fascinating jour-

nal of a field biologist who
studies the social lives of an-

imals and threats to their

survival.

28. Virginia. For lovers of

beaches, mountains, and

history write for a FREE, full-

color vacation planning

guidebook. Virginia is for

Lovers.

29. World Explorer
Cruises. 14day cultural

and educational cruises of

Alaska aboard the S.S. Uni-

verse. More ports of call

than any other cruise. Prices

start at $2,495 per person.

Call 1-800-854-3835 for a

free brochure.
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composition, where he contiibutes his in-

sights as a concert clarinetist and horn

player.

Some of the most stimulating ideas in

Patterns in the Mind concem how mean-

ings are actually encoded and used in the

brain as a basis for thought and action. A
child's brain accomplishes the phenome-

nal task of learning, on average, about ten

words every day between the ages of two

and five. That such a mind-boggling task

could be achieved through learning by

rote seems virtually inconceivable. Jack-

endoff argues, however, that if we think of

the mind as full of elaborate machineiy,

actively and vigorously constructing con-

cepts and associating those concepts with

words, we can more easily grasp how such

feats can be accomplished.

Pinker, in The Language Instinct, cov-

ers much of the same ground as Jacken-

doff, but more fully and in a different

style. While Jackendoff writes with the

relative austerity appropriate for what is

essentially an advanced textbook on cog-

nitive science and language, Pinker is

clearly in love with language. The preface

begins with a clear statement of intent: "to

show that there is a world of elegance and

richness in quotidian speech that far out-

shines the local curiosities of etymologies,

unusual words and fine points of usage."

At times he writes as if he is intoxicated

with the richness and diversity of lan-

guages and their content. In making a

point, he is just as likely to quote from

"All My Children" as from the Bard. Be-

cause the book is laced throughout with

wit and humor, we might think that the en-

tertainment is bought at the price of sacri-

ficing scientific precision. But Pinker has a

rare ability to express profound, original

reflections in a way that is frankly enter-

taining. As a consequence, the book is a

delight to read, even though it is packed

with new ideas, often on difficult and chal-

lenging topics.

Although he is a follower of Chomsky
and clearly reveres his mentor's intellect

and insights. Pinker, like Jackendoff, de-

parts radically from him in many respects.

He points out that not all species univer-

sals—that is, attributes shared by all mem-
bers of a species—are necessarily innate.

He embraces a Darwinian approach to the

evolution of language with an enthusiasm

that one searches for in vain in the writings

of Chomsky, who sometimes seems so be-

mused by the marvelous intricacies of lan-

guage that he cannot imagine what the

evolutionary antecedents might have

been. Many of Pinker 's insights are a di-

rect consequence of his much broader ap-

proach to the biology of language. Pinker

does not hesitate to criticize Chomsky's

arcane style, whose technical analyses of

word and sentence structure are often

couched in "abstruse formalisms"—strict

adherence to prescribed external forms.

He characterizes Chomsky's discussions

of flesh-and-blood speakers as "perfunc-

tory and highly idealized." Perhaps as a re-

action to Chomsky's predilection for for-

malisms. Pinker takes great pains to apply

innateness arguments to language—with

all of its colloquial blemishes and imper-

fections—as it is actually used. As a con-

sequence, his case becomes all the more

persuasive and compelling.

The emphasis in much of The Lan-

guage Instinct is placed upon syntax, or

the component of grammar that arranges

words into phrases and sentences. Like

Jackendoff, Pinker also believes that the

creativity of the child's developing lan-

guage only makes sense if an innate gram-

mar exists (Chomsky's Universal Gram-

mar). Much of the time, children's words,

phrases, and sentences simply do not

match anything they have actually heard.

Some of the quirkiness of their speech

makes sense if they are tenaciously adher-

ing to rules that, in particular cases, may
actually be inappropriate.

As compelling as the innateness argu-

ment is, it must not be overstated. At some

organizational level, what children say

must be determined by what they have

heard. The underlying principles may be

deeply hidden, but they are there and po-

tentially available for the child to learn.

These rules are often applied, even if (as

happens so often in early speech) using

them means violating some of the conven-

tions of that particular language. Every

parent can cite an example: "My teacher

holded the baby rabbits and we patted

them" or "I love cut-upped egg."

Neither Jackendoff nor Pinker will rule

out the possibility that language is directly

affected by an individual's genetic

makeup. Linguist Myma Gopnik studied a

British family with thirty members, span-

ning three generations, that had a history

of a particular grammatical speech defect

that hinted strongly at a genetically based

impairment. Once we have the idea that

neuroanatomical abnormalities may be

linked to linguistic behavior, postulating a

genetic basis seems reasonable.

The many strange ways in which lan-

guage can be disturbed by lesions result-

ing from stroke and other forms of brain

injury (especially those involving Broca's

and Wernicke's areas) are explored by

both Jackendoff and Pinker. Pinker even

develops a neural network model that

would decode syntax. We have only to lis-

ten in on the lamentations of engineers try-

ing to get their computers to process

speech to appreciate the effortless ease

with which the ears and brain of a baby ac-

complish the same task. Rarely do engi-

neers seek inspiration from our under-

standing ofhow the brain does the job—or

at least how we think it does it. Pinker pre-

sents his model, based on toy neurons, as a

fun diversion, but he shows that, in prin-

ciple, plausible networks can indeed be

created. To determine whether they exist

in the brain—and how the circuits are ac-

tually put together—is a daunting chal-

lenge for the next generation of neurobiol-

ogists. Pinker seems optimistic that they

will be successful, perhaps soon.

Jackendoff, on the other hand, is more

pessimistic. He gives what is, perhaps, a

more realistic appraisal of the enormous

gap between glimpsing a few aspects of

how the linguistic machinery works

(based on the observed effects of brain

damage) and really understanding the mi-

crocircuitry that is responsible for normal

function. Research at this level, although

the subject of much theory, is a special art,

only slowly being perfected by neurobiol-

ogists. Current targets are simple inverte-

brates, especially systems with small

numbers of individually identified neu-

rons whose physiological properties and

interactions can be studied in great detail.

Direct investigation of the ckcuitry un-

derlying language at this level of analysis

in humans is not possible at present, but

scientists thrive on such challenges. The

battle is half won when researchers are

convinced in principle that they have a

meaningful set of hypotheses and models

amenable to analysis at the cellular level.

That is where we stand now in the study of

the biology of language. The next step is

up to the coming generation. Jackendoff

and Pinker offer many pointers as to the

direction that this research might prof-

itably take.

Peter Marler, a professor in the Depart-

ment of Neurobiology, Physiology, and

Behavior at the University ofCalifornia at

Davis, specializes in animal behavior and

is particularly interested in understanding

how song dialects develop in birds. The

author and editor ofnumerous papers and

books about animal communication, Mar-

ler coauthored, with William J. Hamilton

III, Mechanisms of Animal Behavior.
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THE WORLD'S GREAT
NATIONAL PARKS

I
n the midst of this frenetic, high-tech modern age, there are still quiet corners of the globe where nothing has changed

—

where days still open, unfold, and close according to the same natural rhythms they have followed for thousands of years.

Every country has at least one of these corners— a national park

or protected area of outstanding natural beauty. No matter whether

it's arid desert, deciduous lowland forest, or high mountain peaks,

each preserve offers its visitors the key to the nation's unique natural

identity, a glimpse of distinctive flora and fauna, of another world far

removed from the twentieth century that hurtles past beyond its

gates. In this issue of Exotic Destinations, Natural History Magazine's

biannual tribute to outstanding vacation locales, we look at ten of

the world's leading national parks.

Australia

Kakadu National Park

Ask any Australian naturalist which of that country's many

^^^^^parks captures most its incredible biodiversity and indige-

nous culture. He or she will no doubt talk of Kakadu, just east of

Darwin on Australia's northern coast, which has been singled out by

UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. Within its boundaries are

woodlands, coastal fringes, wedands, arid plateaus and southern

hills— all in constant flux with the extreme seasons. TTiese habitats

are home to many of Australia's strange menagerie from dugongs

(sea cows) and turtles on the beaches to crocodiles in the rivers, and

goannas and kangaroos on land. Magpie geese, wandering whistle

ducks, and ibises fleck the billabongs. Complementing this natural

diversity, and an integral part of it, are the Aboriginal people who

continue an unchanging lifestyle that they are happy to share with

the modern visitor

A careful study of pristine nature and accessibility, Kakadu has

commercial tours ranging from the one day "rush-around" to a 15-

day camp-out led by Aboriginal guides. Four-wheel drives are rec-

ommended for private parties. There are four eco-attuned resorts

and lodges offering the highest level of comfort . Most visitors pre-

fer the cooler temperatures of the dry season. May to September.

For more information call (310) 645-9875.
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MOST CRUISES

EXPAND YOUR WAIST,

OURS EXPANDS YOUR

MIND.

a^ Any cruise can fill you up with

^^^ buffets and afternoon teas.

But only ours has a special addition to

the menu. Education. That's because

World Explorer Cruises is no ordinary

Alaska cruise. With a host of expert lec-

turers and a 12,000 volume library, we

offer lots to learn about Alaska aboard

as well as off. Choose from over 40

optional tours and you'll discover some-

thing new wherever you explore. From

helicopter flying over ice fields to learning

a little Tlingit in Ketchikan. In 14 days

we visit more ports of call and spend

more time in each port than any other

cruise line. Live the experience firsthand,

all without changing a suit size. But that's

not to say you couldn't. Prices start at just

$2,495 per person. Call 1-800-854-3835

for a free brochure.

World Explorer Cruises

• Ketchikan
0juneau

» Seward
5 Sitka

^Victoria

THE UNCOMMON ROUTE TO ALASKA
• Skagway

iValdez
• Glacier Bay

•Wrangell



B SUMMER IN

ELIZE
Advertisement

Belize

May 1 through December 1

Seeking somewhere new?????
Fun and friendly Belize!

Experience a unique vacation...

k Mayan Ruins, Wildlife Reserves
m. and Cultural Festivals ... plus

1%^ swimming, scuba diving,

Wtj^ snorkeling. Fishing, bird-

KH\ watching, canoeing,
w9 \. hot-air ballooning,

iW|^^^^ horse-back

f
Adventure made easy (|l

with Special Summer
Programs and Packages.

Call

1-800-4-BELISE
or write: Belize Summer
Belize Tourist Board
c/o Medhurst fit Associates Inc.

775 Park Avenue
Huntington, New York 1 1 743

BiRDiNG IN Paradise

^J^H^k Wind through the

^^fc^^^^F remote islands east

^^t of Bah with renowned

^^ naturahsts L. Blair* and Peter

Alden on this thriUing 21 -day wildlife

CruiseTour. Visit reserves where

some of the world's most exotic

species flourish, from the hornbills of

Borneo to the fierce Komodo dragon.

Discover Torajaland in Sulawesi, the

coral-ringed reefs of the Moluccas -

even hotel stays in Bali and Singapore.

Plus free Bausch & Lomb binoculars

when you book an outside cabin! Call

your travel agent or (800) 556-8850

and mention this ad for your exclusive

Natural History bonus.

Departs March 24 & April 6, 1995.

CRUISES
TIjeiv is no sttbslitutefor expetience

*0n March 24 departure only. Ship's reg: Bahamas.

Cochcomh Basin

entral America, the narrow land

P bridge between two continents, is

renowned for its abundance and variety of

natural wonders. Belize, on its Caribbean

coast, can lay special claim to this distinc-

tion, for reasons best explained by its wildlife

sanctuary of Cockscomb Basin .

Only increased to its present area of

100,000 acres in 1990, Cockscomb is ringed

on three sides by high mountain ridges

falling down to either side of the country's

highest point, Victoria Peak. Within this dra-

matic amphitheater lives a remarkable con-

centration of fauna, most notably five species

of fehne— jaguar, puma, ocelot, jaguarundi,

and, smallest of the lot, the diminutive mar-

gay — that prowl the forest by night in

search of peccaries. Brocket deer, anteaters

and tapir. Scattered through the canopy are

more than 290 species of birds, ranging from

the gaudy scarlet macaw and keel -billed tou-

can to the imposing king vulture. Armed

with a comprehensive booklet, visitors can

hummmghird, Belize

take self-guided walks along the forest paths,

threading through the shadows of giant ferns

and mighty mahogany trees, or may arrange

for a tour by a member of the park personnel.

The sanctuary headquarters is located on

a six-mile entrance road that leads from the

village of Maya Center, which, in turn, can

be reached by driving south from Belize City

along the scenic Hummingbird Highway.

The dry season runs from February through

May. June to October is the wettest period.

For more information, call (212) 563-6011.
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Costa Rica

Corcovado National Park

Partly because 25 percent of the

country is made up of wildlife

refuges, and partly because of its incredible

natural biodiversity, Costa Rica presents the

naturalist with enormous choice. If forced to

select one of its 20 national parks, try Corco-

vado, over 40,000 hectares of swamps and

rainforest on the Osa Peninsula on the coun-

try's southern Pacific coast.

The broad range of habitats has spawned

more than 140 species of mammals, from

tapirs and crocodiles in the weriands to silky

anteaters, ocelots, and cougars in the low-al-

titude-cloud forests. As you walk the clearly-

defined paths, crabwood and silk cotton

trees suddenly shake as a family of capuchin

monkeys with the faces of old men stops to

stare down at the visitors. In quiet industry

on the forest floor, leaf-cutter ants (just one

of 6,000 insect species) march in endless and

imperturbable columns. Looking skyward,

bright scarlet macaws and the majestic

wingspan of the great harpy eagle slash

across the blue roofs of the clearings.

Despite its natural tranquillity, Corcovado

is easy to reach by four-wheel drive vehicles

cruise ship or light plane from Puerto

Jimenez. Accommodations run the gamut,

starting at the resort level — Albergue Lapa

Rios (near Puerto Jimenez), Villas Rio Mar

(Dominical). The season runs all year with

light rains May to November For more in-

formation: (800) 327-7033.

Corhett National Park

Opened in 1936, Corbett was India's

first park. Sprawling across the

foothills and plains, cut by the forest-flanked

Ramganga River, Corbett has a breathtaking

setting in the Patlidun Valley hard against

the Himalayas in the north. Visitors travel-

ing by park jeep— or in the shade of a how-

, A Green
Season Special

for you.
Now!

DEEPGREE}^ ,.
'

Join Nature's Celebration

in the Season ofRenewal

CALL YOUR JD.
' TRAVEL AGENT OR

PHONE: 1-800-343-6332 _
y.y^A ICT

COSTA RICA
TOURIST
BOARD

Hnjoy a soft adventure to a lost

civilization. From December through March,

the yacht-like Degent Spirit departs on

7-day cruise* every (Sunday from

Cozumel, You'll visit historic sites in

Belize, Guatemala and Honduras.

Explore ancient Mayan cities, like Tikal,

Copan, Quirigua and Altun-Ha. Or revel

in Degency's "iSea Safari", snorkeling and

diving in the clearest blue waters off

Doatan and Cancun.

Hou'il be pampered by European-style

service, fine cuisine, and the comfort of an

outside cabin, guaranteed. Book now and

save up to 30% with SmartFarcs for

prices starting as low as $977.

For a Free Brochure Call 1-800-753-1234

And Ask For Brochure C9.

Prices are per person, double occupancy. Pon charges and

airfare additional. Siitp's Registry: Bahamas.
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For 40 years' Travcoa has

been leading travelers on all-

inclusive luxury tours through-

out the world. All tours feature

gourmet dining, deluxe hotels,

sightseeing, entertainment, expe-

rienced tour managers, local

guides and more.

Africa
Thrill to hot air ballooning

over the Masai Mara, ride

the famous Blue Train from

Johannesburg to Cape Town or

enjoy the five-star Sopa Lodge

on the rim of the Ngorongoro

Crater. Experience the remark-

able Skeleton Coast of Namibia,

visit the exciting West Coast

of Africa and the unspoiled

game parks of Botswana.

South America
Join us as we cruise the legend-

ary Amazon, encounter the giant

tortoises of the Galapagos, or

discover the fjords and glaciers

of Tierra del Fuego. Visit the

mysterious stone men of Easter

Island and journey to the Inca

ruins of Machu Picchu by train.

Travcoa
For brochures on Travcoa tours, see your
travel agent, call or mall this coupon to:

P.O. Box 2630, Depi NH10, Newport Beach, CA 92658

800-992-2003 (US) • 800-563-0005 (Canada)

Send me the following brochures:

Orient/China Europe G Private Jet Tours

Q South America Africa Q Anniversary Tours

G South Pacific a India G Egypt/Holy Land

G Central America G Mexico G Antarctica

dah (6-person saddle) high on the back of an

elephant— can see the terrain change from

Sal forests to miles of open country dotted

with only the occasional tree. As one of the

first sanctuaries to come under the conserva-

tion scheme "Project Tiger," Corbett also of-

fers the opportunity to see one of these rare

cats stalking their prey of deer or wild boar

Abahy

Indian diphant

feeds on hay

Other notable wildlife includes leopards,

wild elephants, and sloths.

Just 230 miles from the major gateway of

Delhi, Corbett is easy to reach by car Visi-

tors should stop in the town of Ramnagar

(the entrance to the park) to arrange tours

and accommodation in the Dhikala area of

the park, where tented camps and forest rest

houses can hold up to 1 50 people. Corbett is

only open November to mid-May. For more

about India's national parks, call the tourist

offices at (212) 586-4901 (east coast) or

(213) 380-8855 (west coast).

New Zealand

Kahurangi National Park

It's a mark of New Zealand's commit-

ment to conservation that a country al-

ready known for its wide open expanses, low

population, and pristine environment also

has 38 parks. These mirror the country's di-

verse terrains from rain forest in the north to

glaciers in the south.

New Zealand's newest addition to the list

is Kahurangi National Park, opened in April

of this year and located in the north-west

corner of the South Island near the already

celebrated Abel Tasman and Nelson Lakes

national parks. Kahurangi is the nation's sec-

ond largest (next to Fiordland) and, comple-

menting the country's acclaimed flora and

fauna, contains many natural attractions

found nowhere else in the country. Visitors

can hike from coastal terrain to high country

following the Heaphy and Wangapeka walk-

ing tracks, enjoying more than half of the

country's 2,270 plant species. Ornithologists

can take this rare opportunity to find endan-

gered species like the great spotted kiwi,

blue duck, falcon and rock wren. Spelunkers

can explore the country's longest cave sys-

tem (22 miles) and deepest cave.

Paved roads from the Picton ferry connect

the North and South islands, or visitors can

take domestic airline flights to Nelson. Or-

ganized hiking tours complete with guide

are available. Accommodations within the

park are at designated camp sites. Rustic inns

and deluxe hotels pepper neighboring

towns. For more information call the tourist

office at (3 10) 395-7480.

Panama

Soherania National Park

^^^ oberania is one of the most accessible

'

parks in Panama and one of the few

places where you are guaranteed sightings of

the larger fauna.

Just 1 6 miles out of Panama City, Sohera-

nia is a 54,000-acre rain forest preserve. Get

there early in the morning and set off down

the well-defined trails in search of the 100

recorded species of mammals, from the coy

white-tailed deer to boisterous families of

primates tumbling through the trees. One

recommended trail in the western end of the

A-6
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DISCOVER the TREASURES of a KINGDOM
Come, feel the warmth of our hospitality, enjoy the

richness of our culture, and relax in the luxury of our

legendary hotels.

The experience, is one you'll treasure forever.

I hiSulsiricl o^

Fresh mountain air; valleys of living colour; the

trumpeting of wild elephants; birds singing in the early

morning. These are just some of the natural wonders

waiting to be discovered in Thailand.

Here, you can live life at your own pace; tal<e a raft

trip down a lazy river, trek to colourful hilltribe

villages, enjoy the view from the top of a mountain.

Please send me a FREE Thailand brochure.

Mail to: Tourism Authority of Thailand, 303 East Wacker Drive, Suite 400, Chicago, IL. 60601,

or 5 World Trade Center, Suite No. 3443, New York, N.Y. 10048 or 3440 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100, Los Angeles, CA 90010, U.S.A.

Name:. , Address:.
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The Volcano Isn't the
Only Hot Spot

On Hawaii's Big Island

Close to mighty Kilauea, historic

Hilo is hometown to waterfalls,

tropical greenery, great restaurants

and places to stay. Call

l-SOO-HILO-DAY

for more information on

HILO
Hawaii's Most Surprising Destination

c/o Destination Hilo

P.O. Box 1391

Hilo, Hawaii 96721

Destination^HUo THE BIG
J
SIATIDIGjSpC

Shhhhf
VENEZUELA
H^tif'M i Uit ktjfi iUMt.

t«et in touch with nature, explore

incredible ecosystems, and relish the

beauty of exotic flora and fauna.

Guided by our expert naturalists, (f v

experience the magic of the

Amazon, the Andes, the

Gran Sabana, and the "wild-

life rich" plains. Visit the world's

tallest waterfall and the most

spectacular Caribbean islands

and beaches. Travel on one of our

exclusive tours to this remark- ,

able nation and... >—

For a free color brochure call our US Sales Office

1-800-ECO-7088

Lit
TOUR SPECIALISTS

; Ask about our Photo and Mountain Biking Tours

park ends, refreshingly, at the lush Agua

Salud waterfall that flows into Lago Gatun.

Another trail in the south, the Sandero el

Charco, has the major flora clearly marked.

Forest ranger guides are well-informed about

forest lore. The Summit Botanical Garden

and Zoo affords glimpses of those otherwise-

elusive capuchin and howler monkeys,

jaguars, and parrots.

To get to the park from Panama City, just

drive northwest for 30 minutes to the town

of Gamboa. Most visitors opt for the dry sea-

son, November to April, although the rainy

season also has its merits. For more informa-

tion call (800) 726-2627.

Puerto Rico

El Yuncjue National Forest

Remarkable in an island only 1 10 by

35 miles, Puerto Rico has over 20

designated forest reserves scattered across

rolling hills, desert and rain forest. The finest

example, both for its size, and long history, is

El Yunque, an easy 45-minute drive east from

the capital of San Juan.

Its 28,000 rain forest acres cater to both

the day-trip picnicker and the serious natu-

ralist. For the latter, 1 3 trails lead off through

four distinct forest types from rain forest to

dwarf cloud forest, made up of over 240

species of tropical trees, 20 species of or-

chids, 50 varieties of ferns. As you walk

through the shadows, you become aware of

the forest's contradiction — silence and din

— as thousands of tree frogs chirp "coqui,"

and birds, including the magnificent Puerto

Rican parrot, call forward and back. At least

26 mammal species — such as the Puerto

Rican boa— are unique to the island. One of

the most rigorous trails winds up 3,523 feet

to the top of the Pico El Toro, while Big Tree

Tail, an easier alternative, ends at La Mina

Falls. A tropical forest center, for better ap-

preciation and study of the rain forest, is cur-

rently under construction.

If, after the hike, you want a more relaxing

rainforest

afternoon, bring a picnic and take the short

drive down to one of the island's most spec-

tacular beaches, palm-fringed Luquillo. Most

hotels and resorts offer day trips. For more

information call (800) 223-6530.

South Africa

Hluhluwe Game Reserve

All of South Africa's 17 national parks

offer a variation on the big game ex-

perience. The best known is Kruger, with its

many rest camps and large staff. One of the

oldest of these reserves is Hluhluwe (pro-

nounced shush-lui), located in Northern Zu-

luland (north of Durban) and frequently

linked with its sister reserve of Umfolozi.

Here, amid a rare combination of forest,

grasslands, and woodland savanna, visitors

can expect to sight the oddly-graceful giraffe
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feeding on uppermost branches, cheetahs

lazing in the sun, or hear the distant laughter

of hyena. Crocs and hippos wallow in the

rivers. This is the only park in Natal where

you will see Africa's "big five" — elephant,

lion, rhino, leopard and buffalo. An even

rarer opportunity is to see the white rhino,

once reduced to only 50 head but pulled

from the brink of extinction in the early 60s.

After driving the self-guided auto trails or

taking a hike, guided by a game guard, across

the varied terrain, visitors can head back to

the comfort of the newly-renovated Hilltop

Camp for cocktails and sunsets.

The best approach to Hluhluwe is by car

either from Johannesburg (5 hours) or from

Durban (3 hours). Otherwise special interest

groups offer tailored tours. From May to Au-

gust the shorter grass makes it easier to spot

the game. Later, in the dry season, the game

collects around the water holes. For informa-

tion call (800) 822-5368 (eastern U.S.) or

(800)-782 9772.

Thailand

Huai Kha Khaeng

Wildlife Sanctuary

Huai Kha Khaeng was made a

wildlife sanctuary in 1972, and its

virgin forests, praries, and streams became a

U.N. World Heritage Site two years ago.

Huai Kha Khaeng presents the serious natu-

ralist with a superb opportunity to explore

natural attractions that have disappeared in

other parts of Southeast Asia. Larger mam-

mals include the elephant, tiger, leopard and

tapir. The sanctuary's lowland deciduous

forests — mostly of Indo-Chinese origin —
are home to 10 primate species including the

rare Phayre's leaf monkey and the Rhesus

macaque. The lower branches are the play-

ground of flying lemurs and their cousins the

flying fox, while the tree-tops are bright with

415 species of birds, including the wreathed

and great hornbills, green peafowl and yel-

low-footed pigeons. On the slopes of

Tanawasee Mountain, you might hear Fea's

barking deer.

Huai Kha Khaeng is not open to every-

body. To arrange a visit, permission must be

sought from the Conservation Division of

the Forestry Department, the governing

body that will also advise on accommoda-

tions and private guides. Call Bangkok (02)

579-4842.

United States

Glacier Bay National Park

Few national parks can compare with

the sheer majesty and size of Glacier

Bay. Outstanding even in a state with 15 na-

tional park areas, it encompasses 3.3 million

acres of raw nature, untamed and untouched.

Most people experience its drama from

the sea (see "Smooth Sailing"). At this level

the two major attractions are the tidewater

glaciers that abut the sea in blue ice walls

that move with the slowness of millennia

Vovi Finallv Firicl The Road Less Xra^veled.
OnlV To Discox^er It's NotA Road At All.

Every winter, the Stella Solaris departs for destinations well off the beaten path. She journeys

i.ooo miles up the Amazon, and to the Panama Canal, Mayan Equinox and other exotic loca-

tions. On board, you'll mingle with Sun Line's guest lecturers including National Geographic's

Loren Mclntyre and a crew whose hospitality is as uncommon as our ports of call.

Amazon 13, 14, 16, 27 0r;}odays$l7O5-$542O

Panama Canal 12 or 14 (ia;y.sSi435-$336o

Christmaa Cruise iodays$i765'$^6y5

Mayan Eqtiinox 12 da^s $2i55-$436o*

Transatlantic 21. 23 or 24 days $24^0-$^ 1 60

W inter sailings November 1994— April 1995.

TheStcII;i Siilnnsisa luxury ship uf Greek rfj;i5[ry. Above pnces.i

For a 36 page Sun Line brochure, see your travel agent

or xvrite: Sun Line Cruises, Inc., One Rockefeller Plaza

NY, NY 10020 or ca!! 1-800-872-6400.

Name:

Address:

City: -State:. _Zi/):_ Your Best Friends At Sea."

inly, per person based on double eiecup.aney. Subjet iiiiability and departure dates. Port char|;es and airlai
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Mur^erie Glacier,

Alaska

(occasionally releasing house-size chunks

with a crack like a pistol shot) and the sea life

from black and white guillemots to whales.

Schools of orcas and humpbacks glide by

oblivious of passing ships. But the park also

extends beyond the coast rising from barren

terrain left behind by retreating glaciers to

the dank deep-greens of temperate rain for-

est, its Mount Fairweather is the highest

peak in southeastern Alaska. Those hiking its

back country will come across many of

North America's great land mammals includ-

ing brown and black bears, mountain goats

and moose.

There are no roads into the park. The eas-

iest access is by scheduled boat and air ser-

vice from Juneau, 65 miles away. Hikers

planning in-land trips must arrange to be

dropped by tour boat or float plane and

should attend one of the twice-daily orienta-

tion talks at the park lodge (55 rooms) at

Bartlett Cove. Guided hikes, kayak and raft-

ing trips are also available. For more informa-

tion call (907) 697-2230.

Andrew Bill is a free-lance journalist

based in New York and specializing

in travel and design.

For advertising information, contact

Ted Dolan at 212-599-5555.

SMOOTH SAILING

Cruises provide travelers with easy and

comfortable access to remote areas unreach-

able by road. Those ships with a real commit-

ment to eco-tourism provide experienced

guides, distinguished lecturers and complete li-

braries. Perhaps most important of all, the ships

come and go without leaving a trace of their

visit behind.

The Tmptress plies the Pacific coast of Costa

Rica, stopping at many of the great national

parks (Corcovado, Manuel Antonio, Canu) for

shore excursions. For those wishing to visit the

Galapagos, there is the smaller sister ship, the

Temptress Albatros. For more information call

(800) 336-8423.

In the northern waters of Alaska, World Ex-

plorer Cruises offers a spectacular 1 4 day cruise

aboard the S.S. Universe. Leaving Vancouver, it

sails the Alaska Inside Passage stopping at nine

ports en route to Glacier Bay. A full day is spent

among the whales, icebergs, and tidewater

glaciers. Experts in geography, native culture,

and history give informative talks, while a

12,000-volume library fills in the gaps. Seven

annual sailings run between June 5 and August

28. For information call (800) 854-3835.

Cunard also sails Alaskan waters. Through-

out the summer months the Sagajjord, the high-

est rated ship in the region, hugs the coastline

between Vancouver and Anchorage on 10- and

1 1 -day voyages visiting Yakutat Bay, Glacier

Bay, and Harvard Glacier, calling at Valdez and

Seward. The line's 4-star sister ship, the Crown

Dynasty has five cruise/tour programs. For more

information call (800) 221-4770.

Sunline Cruises offers a Grand Amazon Ad-

venture aboard the Stella Solaris, combininglO

different Caribbean islands with nine days of

cruising down the verdant Amazon to the old

rubber town of Manaus. Lectures are given by

Captain Loren Mclntyre, the National Geo-

graphic Society's chief consultant on South

America. Twenty-seven- and 30-day cruises de-

part from Fort Lauderdale. For more informa-

tion call (800) 872-6400.

For those seeking to go even farther afield,

there is Regency Cruise's 49-day circumnaviga-

tion of South America aboard the Recent Sea.

Departing from Fort Lauderdale in October,

this deluxe ship links many points of interest on

the southern continent — the Amazon delta,

Iguassu Falls, the Beagle Channel and Lapataia

National Park (in Tierra del Fuego), the

Chilean Lake District, and the Galapagos Is-

lands. Smaller cruise segments, are also avail-

able. For information call (212) 972-4499.
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TVavel Marketplace

SILK ROAD
24-day tour to the ancient trade route. See

desert, lakes, mountains, passes and giaciers

traversed by camel caravans, visit remains of

once bustling cities of tfie Silk trade era.

BEST of BEUZE and BEYOND...

800-735-9520
415-884-2325

TTTi
DfSCOI/ER
THEBMSTOf^ALASKMl
Glacier Bay National Parle is a MUST on any Alaska Trip

There is no equal! Spectacular Scenery; Deluxe Accom-

Imodations; Glacier & Wildlife Cruises; Whale-Watching;

iKayaking; Guided Sportfishing; and much more

Papua New Guinea
Enpedilionarv cruises aboard 'he deluxe Melamstan Discoverer lo ihe

Sepik River & Trobriand Islands in combination wilh overland adventures

SCUBA DIVING • FLYING SAFARIS • DELUXE LODGING

Melanesian Tourist Services
The only way to see Papua New Guinea,

302 W. Grand Ave., Suite 10B
El Segundo, CA 90245
310/785-0370 FAX; 310/785-0314

Papua New Guinea

n Louisiana, our rood, music and words

are dirrerent. So come nave a good time.

And say tnings you've never seen oerore.

For your FREE Tour Guide and planning

kit call 1-800-947-1864.

Imuiim^

^tsA^°cr.a1-800-451-5952

l\p^Glacier Bay Tours 8 Cruises
I " Or write: 520 Pike St., Suite 1 61 0. Seattle, WA 981 01

Botswana
Zimbabwe *•••

Namibia •••i^^
South Africa ^^

WILDLFE SAFARIS: Mobile Tented

Safaris to Luxury Fly-In Camps -

affordable prices, years of experier)ce

Adventure Center, (510)654-1879 or

TOLLFREE 800-227-8747

Exotic Destinations Response Offer
You can contact advertisers directly or use this coupon to request information from the advertisers listed below. Circle the number next to

the items for which you wish to receive information and mail this form tO: NATURAL HISTORY, RO. Box 1 8 1 0, Riverton, NJ 08077-98 12.

1

.

Absolute Asia 7. Costa Rica Tourist Board

2. Adventure Center 8. Destination Hilo

3. Air Niugini 9. Galapagos Network

4. Alaska's Glacier Bay Tours & Cruises 1 0. Louisiana Office of Tourism

5. Belize Tourist Board 1 1 . Melanesian Tourist Services

6. Best of Belize 12. New Zealand Central Reservation

13. Pearl Cruises

1 4. Regency Cruises

15. Sun Line Cruises

1 6. Tourism Authority of TTiailand

1 7. Travcoa World Tours

1 8. World Explorer Cruises

Name Address

Citv State Zip

Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery. Offer expires April 14, 1995
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Art/Crafts Education Rentals

BRAZILIAN FOLK & TRIBAL ART. Ex-Votos, Can-
domble altar irons. Tribe. 196 7th Ave., Brooklyn N.Y.,

11215. 718-499-8200.

DINOSAURS! Spectacular T-Rex trophy head, run-

ning T-Rex skeleton, life-size Raptor skull, and much,
much more! 40 page catalog $2.00. Monstrosities,

Box 1024. No. Baldwin, NY 11510 (516)378-1338

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry — sandpaint-

ings, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

sures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

DEEP IMAGES! Send $2.00 (refundable!) for our cat-

alog of 3-D publications. Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461-

N, Phoenix, AZ 85064.

Books/Publications

FREE NATURAL HISTORY OF PERU, 16 page, color

reference guide. Call Explorations, Inc. 1-800-446-9660.

Amazon & Andes travel information also available.

Bargain Books
I Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks,

|

(remainders. Thousands of books, from
yesterday's best sellers to rarely seen titles. I

Birds & Animals. Nature, Gardening,

i
Cooking, Fiction. History—over 40 subject I

areas. Write for FREE CATALOG. '

IHamllton Box 15-992, Fails village^ 0603^

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with

70-year tradition. Free examination, "Guide to Publi-

cation." 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

African Wildlife Mystery Series

Deadly Safari

Eleohants'Gravevard
The Cheetah Chase

by Karin McQuillan

"Thrilling" - New York Times
"Hard to Put Down" -UPl

1-800-722-0726 Order 24 Hrs.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attrac-

tive books, publicity, advertising, quality service, cov-

ering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-

filled booklet and Free manuscript report. Carlton

Press, Dept. NHJ, 1 1 W. 32nd St., New York, NY
10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 46 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, juve-

nile and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St., New York, NY 10001

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 Lan-

guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-

log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/OUTDOORS/Ecology
careers. Home study Free literature. PC.D.I., At-

lanta, Georgia. 800-362-7070 Dept. NNL124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers.Two issues eacti

month list opportunities nationwide. A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19.50. Subscribe today!

The Job Seeker
^ Dept NH. Rl 2 Box 16. Warrens. Wi 54666 ^

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly bul-

letin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details. EOV, RO. Box 788, Walpole, NH
03608 (603)756-4553.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to CaIco Publishing (Dept. C-

671), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600. (LAI)

Merchandise/Gifts

A MUG OF COFFEE. Gourmet coffees -f American
crafts + sweets = Unique gift assortments. Free

Brochure. 1-800-761-2100

METEORITES - RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, Box 3726-N,

New Haven, CT 06525.

BUFFALORANCHING makes good ecological

sensefortheAmericanprairie. Please writeorcallfor

free catalog ofa full range ofbuffalo products to:

;SjJ5ic^ ThunderingHerd
BuffaloProducts
POBoxlOSl.Dept.NHlO
Reno,NV89504

>S/® 1-800-525-9730

MUSEUM QUALITY CAST REPRODUCTIONS of Ar-

tifacts and Fossils, Stone Tools, Atlatls, Dinosaur
Claws, books and posters. Send $2.00 for catalog:

RO. Box 1063, Mahomet, IL 61853 (217) 586-2047

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin Amer-
ica, Native American music, and more. Our new catalog

of traditional and modern CDs and cassettes is yours for

the asking. Write: Music of the Worid, RO. Box 3620,

Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 or call (919)932-9600.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192(518)731-2610.

FOLIAGE SEASON PARADISE: secluded, modern
lakeside cottage, fireplace, canoe, many extras.

2/$400 weekly: brochure/Santa Claus Lake, Temple,
ME 04984, 207/778-6961

Resorts

BELIZE-PELICAN BEACH RESORT Nature-based
full service resort near jaguar reserve, manatees and
reef. Cottages on island atop the barrier reef. Individ-

uals and groups welcome. Contact: Rath, Box 14,

Dangriga, Belize. Tel: 501-5-22044; Fax: 501-5-

22570.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel Danwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800)
525-6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT; Economical
camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel, (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

A JOYOUS, EXCITING EXPERIENCE! Spend a
week aboard the "MA/ Dream Too" Swim, Dive,

Snorkel with Wild Dolphin; lectures, slides, video.

Brochure-1 -800-741 -5335

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern
Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box 49,

Ml. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

STEAMBOATIN'

Live The Legend:
Travel America's great heartland

rivers on an exciting 3- to 12- night

Steamboatin'®cruise vacation aboard

the magnificent Mississippi Queerf

and the legendary Delta ^leen®. For a

free brochure highlighting tantaliz-

ing cuisine and lively entertainment,

see your travel agent or call today.

1-800-543-1949
The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

30 Robin Street Wharf, Dept. NH07
New Orleans, LA 70130-1890
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Natural Hisnnw Wildlife

Call For Travel Cafaloii

800-642-2742
Ciilfifif. AJvenliiie

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy Iniking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Ban-ier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

BELIZE, HONDURAS, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA,
Galapagos, Venezuela: Explore volcanoes, waterfalls,

Mayan ruins; horseback ride through the jungle; white

water rafting. Scheduled departures and customized

itineraries; Lowest possible airfare. Best of Belize and
Beyond...(800)735-9520; (41 5)884-2325.

BELIZE, TIKAL, COPAN, Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
- exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips

(800)552-3419, (218)847-4441.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore mare Islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly depar-

tures. Free brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15
Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375 (800)53-TERRA

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa
Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 1 40 for free newsletter

NDIA
DISCOVER A LAND OF PERPETUAL MTRIGUE

AMOMTAGEOFWILDUFEaCULTURE JOW

THE WORLD LEADER W NATURE TRAVEL

/^^INTERINTERNATIONAL
EXPEDmONS't

800-633-4734

DISCOVER THE ANDES & AMAZON! Over 40 Low-
Impact Natural History and Cultural Tours in South
America - Manu & Tambopata Jungle Expeditions -

Cuyabeno Rainforest Workshop - Pantanal Nature Sa-
faris - Wildlife Viewing and Trekking in Venezuela,
Ecuador & Patagonia - Amazon River Adventures -

Galapagos Cruises - Custom Trips Available! South-

wind Adventures, PO Box 621057-L Littleton, CO
80162 1-800-377-WIND

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON. Best choice of cruises: Lux-

ury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800)53-TERRA.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley LAST Inc.

43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21 133 (410) 922-31 16.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-
ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, PO. Box 1220, San
Juan Bautista, CA 95045 (800)969-9014.

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY, COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,

Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,
Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group
holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.

Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

HAWAII ECO-VACATIONS. 6-10 day noncamping hik-

ing, sailing, whalewatching tours. Eye of the Whale,
Inc. Free Brochure: 1-800-659-3544.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, BORNEO, Indone-

sia, Vietnam. Tours, treks, safaris, overland adven-

tures. Huge selection. Affordable rates. Free color

catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stam-
ford, CT 06901 . (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!

COSTA RICA 'GALAPAGOS
ARCTIC • AUSTRALIA • ALASKA

BAJA' CARIBBEAN

m
Quality Natural Ili'.Uiry b I'hotography

Trips - 20 Years lixperience

BIOLOGICALJOURNEYS
I696N Ocean Dr., McKinlcyville, CA 95521

800-548-7555 or 707-839-0178

In-deptti travel adventures. Small groups. Excellent value.A.iiir
Voyagers, P.O. Box915-NH, lihaca, NY 14851. l-80(V633-O299

INDONESIA! Off-the-tourist-track travel highlighting

the cultures and arts of this beautiful archipelago. Ex-

plore the "real Indonesia" on one of our small-group

adventures. We also offer custom itinerary planning

services. Brochure: Passport to Indonesia, Inc. 2731
Tucker, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 (800) 303-9646.

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California aboard

the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant seals, dol-

phins, island, lagoon exploration; superb bird photogra-

phy 8/10 day expeditions December-April. Pacific

Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego, California 921 06 (61 9) 726-2228; (61 9) 224-4965

MACHU PICCHU & South America. Trekking the Inca

Trail. Amazon. Patagonia. Guaranteed departures/cus-

tomized itineraries. Free brochures. Terra Adven-

tures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375
(800)53-TERRA.

NOMADS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES: group and custom
itineraries: Tuaregs of the Sahara. Timbuktu; Mali's

Dogon; Ethiopia's Omo Valley; Pygmies of the CAR,
Niger's Wodaabe festivals; Venezuela's Yanomamo; Ji-

varo Indians in Ecuadorian Amazon; Morocco's Berbers;

Namibia's Himba; India; Ladakh; Irian Jaya; Borneo; In-

donesia; Turkey; Yemen; Oman; Emirates. Natural his-

tory; Galapagos; Brazil; Argentina; Chile; Costa Rica;

Botswana, Namibia; Zimbabwe; South Africa. Turtle

Tours, Inc, PO Box 1 147, Dept NH, Carefree, AZ 85377;
tel: (602)488-3688; fax (602)488-3406.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel (800)225-2380.

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is $440

per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. Rates are not struc-

tured for agency or cash discounts. Advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check/money order to: The Market/NATURAL HISTORY Mag-

azine. Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the

above address. Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-
gested category. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date.

Selling s/i/i I \ iiiiJ .lUH As /// laipiii, India
John Elk; Bruce Coleman, Inc.
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What do
Frank Lloyd Wright,

Winnie-the-Pooh,

and Ladysmith
Black Mambazo
have in common?

They're all right at home in the Signals

catalog—along with Albert Einstein, Edith

Haf, Ken Burns, John Cleese, and Miss Marple,

to name just a few.

Since 1986, Signals has been offering an out-

standing selection of public television programs

on video, distinctive jewelry and clothing, fine

collectibles, great books and music, creative

toys, and many other items designed to spark

the imagination and stimulate the curious

mind. From works of art to witty shirts,

everything in Signals has been carefully chosen

to meet your highest expectations—and to

delight your family and friends.

Call for Your Free Catalog Today!

1-800-440-5312, Dept. 4010

UCNAI1
Gifts That Inform, Enlighten, and Entertain

Signals Catalog, Dept. 4010, P.O. Box 64428, St. Paul, MN 55164
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125 Years of

Expedition
AND

Discovery
WITH The
American

Museum of

Natural

History

1595 Wall
Calendar

In celebration of our 125th anniversary, this

calendar features colorful, exotic artifacts,

original maps and drawings, and rare

photographs from some of the Museum's

most spectacular expeditions to the Congo

and the South Pacific, the Gobi Desert and

the North Pole. A special pull-out time line

chronicles our fascinating history.

UV," X lOVj" open.

To order, send check or money order for

$12.85 including shipping and handling to

Members' Choice Collection, American

Museum of Natural History. Central Park

West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024

orcaU toll-free 1-800-437-0033 for

MasterCard and Visa orders.

Celestial Events

A View Outside

the Galaxy
by Gail S. Cleere

A quick look at a star map for early

evening in October shows that one of the

least interesting areas of the celestial

sphere has now spread itself before us to

the south. As always, the northern sky is

occupied by Polaris and the Big Dipper,

which circles the North Star throughout

the year; but in the southern half of the

sky, things have changed. The dense

swath of the Milky Way that stretches

across the sky on summer nights, has now
sunk below the western horizon, and the

glittering jewels of our winter sky have yet

to rise in the east. In the hours after sunset,

only a single first-magnitude star presents

itself to us: Fomalhaut (which in Arabic

means "mouth of the fish").

There is a reason for this dearth of

bright stars in the autumn sky. On summer

evenings, when we look toward the bright

stars of Scorpio and Sagittarius to the

south, we face the center of the Milky

Way, with its concentration of stars ob-

scured by a band of dark, interstellar dust.

In October, however, when we look south

past Piscis Austrinus (the Southem Fish)

and Fomalhaut, we are facing the empti-

ness of intergalactic space.

Although Fomalhaut is almost twice the

diameter of our sun and fourteen times

more luminous—at a distance of twenty-

three light-years, it is only the eighteenth

brightest star in the sky. Because it is lo-

cated in an area of the sky that is so

sparsely populated by bright stars, it is

sometimes called the Solitary One. Fo-

malhaut is surrounded by the faint stars of

the water constellations: Aquarius (this

month home to the planet Saturn), Delphi-

nus, Pisces, Cetus, and Eridanus.

By midnight, however, our familiar

winter friends—^Taurus, Orion, Gemini,

Canis Major—lumber up over the eastern

horizon, recognizable, reassuring, and

comforting. By midnight, Fomalhaut is

nearly gone, and by midmonth it has set

below the western horizon. By November,

the winter Milky Way will rise over the

eastem horizon, and our attention will be

drawn toward the dense stars of the spiral

arm of the galaxy that we live in.

The Planets in October
Mercury is visible early in the month in

the evening sky, but then passes between

the earth and the sun, reaching inferior

conjunction on October 21. By the end of

the month, Mercury is again far enough

away from the sun to be seen, and its best

morning sky apparition of 1994 begins.

Venus is low in the southwest at sun-

down, disappearing on the western hori-

zon by midmonth. If your southwestern

horizon is very clear on the evenings of the

6th and 7th, look for the pretty grouping of

Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, and the thin cre-

sent moon just after sunset.

Mars rises just past midnight, well after

the bright stars in Orion have led the

charge across the October skies. At the be-

ginning of the month, look for the red

planet between the star Procyon, in Canis

Minor, and Gemini's Castor and Pollux.

On the moming of the 28th, Mars is 7°

above the waning crescent moon.

Jupiter is low in the southwest at sun-

set, succumbing quickly to the solar glare.

It remains in the constellation Libra.

Saturn is in the faint constellation

Aquarius, well up in the southeast as the

sun goes down, and does not set until after

midnight. Enjoy it now, because next year

this planet's magnificent rings wiU face us

edge-on and will not be visible through

telescopes. On the 14th and 15th, the wax-

ing gibbous moon passes well north of

Saturn.

Uranus and Neptune remain together

in Sagittarius, following the summertime

constellations as they dip below the west-

em horizon in early evening.

Pluto and the giant planet Jupiter share

the constellation Libra this month.

The Moon is new at 11:55 p.m., EDT,
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on the 4th; first-quarter inoon is at 3:17

P.M., EDT, on the 11th. The full moon, at

8:18 A.M., EDT, on the 19th, is called the

hunter's moon. The moon reaches last

quarter on the 27th at 12:44 p.m., EDT.

The Orionid meteor shower occurs on

the evening of October 21-22, when the

earth glides through the orbital path of

Halley's comet. You will be treated to an

average of 25 "falling stars" per hour Last

seen in 1986 and due back in 2061, the

comet left behind smaD pieces of itself,

blown off from its nucleus as it made close

approaches to the sun.

The Orionids will peak two hours after

midnight on the 22d for those in the east-

em time zone. These are, coincidentaOy,

the best hours to observe the shower from

any location because the leading edge of

the earth is rotating direcdy into the orbital

path of the shower itself. Unfortunately,

the moon is up for most of the night and

may obscure some of the show.

Remember that on the last Sunday of

October, at 2:00 a.m., you are to set your

clocks back by one hour if your locality

adheres to daylight saving time. This will

put you back on standard time.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington, D.C.,

and writes on popular astronomy.

Erratum: In "Moonstruck" ("Celestial

Events," April 1994), the distance to the

moon at its April 1 1 apogee was misstated

as 252,574 miles; the earth and moon were

actually about seven miles closer together.

In Gail Cleere 's original manuscript, the

distance was correctly given as 406,468

kilometers. For the reader's convenience.

Natural History converts from metrics to

more familiar units of measure. Apparendy,

the conversion factor in one of our calcula-

tors was not expressed to the necessary

number of digits for accuracy where very

large numbers are concerned. Hence the

seven-mile discrepancy in the distance to

the moon.

—

Ed.

UNIQUE HOLIDAY GIFTS

Ii:\qiiisite full ||M^u<>eum quality ros.sil

rcplica.s for collcclioflS, display and education.

Send (u- call for free literature

SKULLDUGGKRY • 624 South IJ Street

Dept NJ4 • Tustin, CA 92fi8fl • (8flO) 336-7745

Rare Wood Egg Collecting
Over 1 50 different

woods from Africa,

India, Mexico, Brazil,

Middle-East, Asia, USA.

Send SlOO for brochure & price listl'

WOODS OF THE WORLD, INC.
897-B North Bend Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45224

TYsvel 650 mileson the only research vessel

on the Amazon River fn)m Peru Ihmugh
Colombta to Brazil and back. Participate in a

reseanJi pn)ject with biologist Robert Bloye, a Ph.D.

candidate at the University or Michigan. Saturday -

Saturday, $1695 from Miami, plus $23 US departure tax.

GUARANTEED BEST AIRFARE ADD-ONS FROM USA

J
OTIES AT THE TIME OF BOOKING! Includes outside air-

conditioned cabins, meals, reseaixih equipment, tours, ontranoe

I fees, side trips and more! Cusco & Machu Ficcbu extension avaitable.

Departs February U. 1995

AMAZON RIVER
I Travel on a beseabch vessel!

,
.

International Journeys, Inc. >, J\|l
I211AU

introducing Ihe Revi>iiitumary ^Cgwl

DR® POWER3
WAGON
•HAULS 800 LBS!
• BIG POWER-
DRIVEN WHEELS
& 4 speed transaxle.

• Power Reverse!

• Dump bed. • Made
to orderfor suburban/

rural property owners.

businesses of any size;

paysfor itself over and

over in time and lahor savcdl Please wrile or tall for

complele FREE DETAILS of ihe Revolutionary DR^
POWERWAGON including prices, specificatioas

and "Off-Season" Savings now in effect

To: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS', Depl. 204 ION
Ferry Road, Box 89, Charlotte, VT 05445

Better Way To Sleep
"^

Pure Cotton Knit TeePJ'STM
Tee-PJ's resemble a T-shirt, but over a foot

longer. Special knit gives when you move,

eases up when you relax. No bind, no bunch,

no chafe, no buttons, no ironing. Most
comfortable sleeper you've ever worn
or money back! (Great for Ladies, too,)

Choose snow white or soft blue, SIZES to fit

90-250 lbs. Specify man/lady & ht./weiglll,

ORDER NOW. while prices include ship./hdig.

!

(Can't waif For RUSH AIR delivery add $2)

$18^5 63. 2 for $31°5 (Save $6)
Long sleeve style {not show/n)

$24=° ea. 2 for $39^5 (Save $9)

WITTMANN TEXTILES
Dept. 344, Hobe Sound, FL 33475

(Ship ID FL add lax
i

Colton Comforts Since 1955i~Tr-TM"

The ,Natural Moment
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1 995 Wall
Calendar

Based on the

popular "Natural

Moment" feature

in NATURAL
HKTORY,
fourteen exciting

full color

photographs by

the world's

leading nature

photographers

capture the

wonder of the

natural world.
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ers.

OUR WORLD

SMALL SHIP CRUISES
from $99 a day. Unique, in-depth

cruises in Panama, Belize, Virgin

Islands, Eastern Caribbean and more,

American Canadian Caribbean Line

Call 800-556-7450 for Free Brochure.

FALL COLOR & WOODLAND HARXTiSTS

240 Eastern Trees, Shrubs, Vines & Fruits

%
6 X 9 192 p, full color, $18.75 pp
1-800-942-6516, or direct from:

LAUREL Hill Press, Box 16516

Chapel Hill, NC 27516

men'sWIDE SHOES
EE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
Extra width for men who need ^ \
it, in excellent variety, styling >ri|i

and quality. Available only .ifaT -,

through our FREE
CATALOG. Send
for it!

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE

HITCHCOCK SHOES. INC.
Dept,72K Hingham. MA 0204.^
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The Natural Moment

Top Hat and Tails

Each winter, male white-tailed deer

cast off their antlers completely and in

spring must start a new set from scratch.

Fed by a covering of living, blood-

enriched "velvet," antlers grow rapidly

throughout the summer. In early fall, the

velvet is shed in bloody strips, revealing

the beauty of the underlying bone. Only

then is a buck ready for the rigors of the

autumn rut—the hormone-fueled rites of

intimidating his rivals and attracting

mates.

Rutting whitetails often vigorously

rub their heads against trees, and in the

process may leave pungent, as well as

visible, signs of their passage. This buck,

photographed in early October in

northern Minnesota's Tamarac National

Wildlife Refuge, was thrashing around

the forest edge when he began a batfle

with the low-hanging branches of a

small maple. Then he indulged in a ritual

seldom seen in whitetails. He made no

effort to dislodge the leaves and lunbs

that clung to his antlers but carried them

aloft as he strutted around the clearing.

When this harvest eventually fell off, the

buck again attacked the maple. He was

last seen dissolving back into the woods
wearing a cap of red-orange leaves at a

rakish angle.

In whitetails, antlers serve not only as

sparring weapons but also as identity

badges and status symbols. According to

Valerius Geist, of the University of

Calgary, who has studied deer throughout

the world, European red deer and the

barasingha and rusa deer of Asia

frequentiy resort to vegetative

enhancement of this male attribute. At

least one Minnesota whitetail is following

such deer tradition, increasing its stature

by behavior that Geist compares to

putting on a hat.—/. R.
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Authors

Near the shore of Lost Lake in the

Cascades, Andrew R. Blaustein (page

32) and Susan Walls, then a postdoctoral

student, inspect toad eggs in experimental

enclosures. Blaustein 's study of amphib-

ian population dynamics, which he has

conducted for fifteen years, seems to have

had its roots in his childhood. Although

he grew up in New York City and Long

Island, Blaustein remembers catching lots

of toads and frogs while on family vaca-

tions in Maine and New Hampshire. His

love of nature, reinforced by trips to the

American Museum and a menagerie of

exotic pets (which he still maintains), led

him to study biology. After earning his

B.A. from Southampton College in 1971,

he headed west to pursue his master's

degree at the University of Nevada at

Reno and his Ph.D. in biology at the

University of California at Santa Barbara.

His thesis focused on the population dy-

namics of rodents, but after moving to

Oregon State University in Corvallis,

where he is a professor of zoology,

Blaustein switched to amphibians be-

cause they were better for investigating

the kinds of questions he wanted to an-

swer Now that he has estabhshed a link

between the death of some amphibian

eggs and increased UV-B radiation from

the sun, Blaustein plans to continue

studying how this and other factors might

be contributing to the decline of many

frogs, toads, and salamanders.

Ecologists Michael Steele and Peter

Smallwood (page 40) first learned that

they shared similar research interests in

squirrels, oaks, and acorns nearly a dec-

ade ago, when they met at Highlands

Biological Station in the southem Appa-

lachian Mountains of North Carolina. But

Smallwood, below right, was busy at

night studying the foraging behavior of

long-jawed spiders, while Steele, left,

was gone during the day studying shrew

and rodent community ecology.

Collaboration had to wait until they met

again in Pennsylvania, where they teach

at separate colleges. (Steele is an assistant

professor at Wilkes University, and

Smallwood lectures at Bryn Mawr.)

Steele's interest in natural history goes

back to his early childhood, when he col-

lected "butterflies, other insects, and a va-

riety of reptiles and amphibians around

Chesapeake Bay. Mammals were too

hard to catch then." Smallwood, a self-

defined "eclectic," is going beyond spi-

ders and squirrels to investigate sex ratios

in the Florida kestrel, or sparrow hawk.

("We've discovered that they raise pri-

marily sons early in the breeding season,

and primarily daughters later on. We're

trying to understand why.") For further

reading, the authors recommend The

Natural History ofSquirrels, by John

Gumell (New York: Facts on File, 1987),

Food Hoarding in Animals, by Stephen

Vander Wall (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1990), and Faith in a

Seed, by Henry David Thoreau

(Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1993).
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"I never laid eyes on a horse until my
parents moved to Manhattan and I saw

one in Central Park," says Morris

Rossabi (page 48), who was bom in

Alexandria, Egypt, and lived there until

the age of nine. "And my first glimpse of

a yurt—in fact of any Mongol environ-

ment—was in a diorama at the American

Museum of Natural History." Those early

impressions captivated Rossabi, who
earned his Ph.D. in Chinese and Inner

Asian and Mongol history from

Columbia University in 1970 and has

taught and written

on these subjects

ever since.

Formerly at Case

Westem Reserve

University's China

Institute, Rossabi is

now a professor of

Chinese and Inner

Asian history at

City University of

New York (Queens

College) and a vis-

iting professor at

Columbia Uni-

versity. The author

of KImhilai Khan and Voyagerfivm
Xanadu, he is now halfway through a

multivolume history of the Mongols and

has almost finished a study of Roy

Chapman Andrews's Mongolian expedi-

tions. On frequent field trips, Rossabi has

had many occasions to ride Mongol

horses and to live in yurts. For more

about these topics, Rossabi recommends

The Mongols, by David Morgan (Oxford:

Basil Blackwell, 1987), and Genghis

Khan, by Paul Ratchnevsky (Oxford:

Basil Blackwell, 1991).

Theodore H. Fleming (page 58), his

mathematician wife, Marcia, and their

eighteen-year-old daughter, Cara, have

traveled widely throughout Mexico for

the past few seasons "chasing bats and

cactuses." Fleming earned his doctorate

in zoology from the University of

Michigan in 1969 (for a thesis on tropical

rodents) and is now a professor of biol-

ogy at the University of Miami. He con-

ducted several long studies of fruit bats in

Central America (see Natural History,

June 1985), and his interest in bats led

him to investigate cardon cactuses, whose

complicated sexual system he is stiU try-

ing to unravel. Fleming is dismayed by

recent changes in the cape area of Baja

California and the coastal regions of

Sonora, where developers are plowing

under vast tracts of cardons to make way

for new resorts, condominiums, and golf

courses. "Cardons hve in places that

people now like to live in too," he says,

"but it's a shame that this complex

ecosystem, which we don't yet under-

stand, is being disrupted." For further

reading, Fleming recommends The

Cactus Primer, by Arthur C. Gibson and

Park S. Nobel (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1986), The Evolution of

Sex, edited by Richard E. Michod and

Bruce R. Levin (Sunderland: Sinauer,

1988), and Charles Darwin's The

Different Forms ofFlowers on Plants of

the Same Species (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1986).

Erwin and Peggy Bauer (page 88)

make their home in Montana, but as full-

time wildlife photographers, they have

covered the globe. Truly a team, they are

not certain which of them took the pic-

tures of the white-tailed deer for this

month's "Natural Moment." Erwin says,

"We always shoot together and almost

never know who did what." They pho-

tographed the white-tailed buck crowned

with leaves using a Canon EOS 1 camera

and 600 mm lens. This month marks a

record seventh time that the Bauers'

work—from wart hogs to polar bears

—

has been featured as a "Natural Moment."

The Bauers have numerous books to their

credit. Their last was Wild Dogs: The

Wolves, Coyotes, and Foxes ofNorth

America, published by Chronicle Books,

and their next will be Antlers, to be pub-

lished by Voyageur. More information on

white-tailed deer can be found in

Whitetails (San Francisco: Voyageur,

1993), with photos by Erwin and Peggy

and text by Erwin. Whitetails are put in

context with their relatives throughout the

world in The Natural Histoiy ofDeer, by

Rory Putnam (Ithaca: Cornell University

Press, 1989).
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No, they're not politicians.

They're innovative elemen-

tary and high school teachers.

And they're the most recent recip-

ients of the State Farm Good
Neighbor Award.

Their innovative teaching

techniques have not only captured

their students' imagination and

the respect of their peers, but have

also earned each of them a 85,000

donation to the educational insti-

tution of their choice.

As we see it, a teacher who

has the power to influence a

student's mind, has the power to

influence a country's future.

STATE FARW

INSURANCE
EIGHBOR

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES -Home Offices; Bloomingion, Illinois

Standing left to right:James Mullins, Harriet Quail, Martha Sumrall, Dorothy Dobson, Donald Harmon, Richelle Dombroski,

Drexel Sammons, Tarry Lindquist. Seated left to right: Barbara Ameiss, Barbara McLean, Anita Sparks, Lou Taft. Not pictured: Lori Eiler.
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This View of Life

The Celestial Mechanic

and the Earthly Naturalist
Where one Enlightenment scientist saw the world as an eternal

machine, another perceived its unique history

by Stephen Jay Gould

During the San Francisco earthquake of

1 906, a statue of Louis Agassiz fell off the

front of a building at Stanford University

and landed just as neatly as could be, but

upside down—feet in the air and head

buried in the pavement. Agassiz had been

both the greatest ichthyologist of his day

and the last serious creationist holdout

against evolution when he died in 1873.

David Starr Jordan, the president of Stan-

ford, was the greatest ichthyologist of the

generation after Agassiz and an early and

fervent Darwinian as well. Thus, the two

men shared a similar passion for the same

group of organisms, but couldn't have dis-

agreed more on theoretical issues.

According to legend, Jordan delivered

one of history's greatest quips when he

went out to survey the damage and saw the

inverted statue: "Oh well, I always

thought better of Agassiz in the concrete

than in the abstract." A lovely story that

surely deserves to be true. But, alas, it is

not. In his own autobiography, The Days

ofa Man, written in 1922, David Starr Jor-

dan felt duty bound to debunk this tale and

admit that he had never uttered the famous

line, while the originator had used a less

quotable and opposite version. Jordan

wrote:

About the quadrangle the only touch of

humor was furnished by the large marble

statue of Agassiz, which had plunged from

its place headfirst and waist-deep into the

concrete pavement. Somebody—Dr. Ar-

gyll, perhaps—remarked that "Agassiz was
great in the abstract but not in the concrete."

People are clever, but almost no one

ever devises an optimal quip precisely at

the needed moment. Therefore, virtually

all great one-Uners are later inventions

—

words that people wished they had

spouted, but failed to manufacture at the

truly opportune instant. Thus, the most fa-

mous scientific epithet of all is also, and

alas, surely embellished if not downright

phony.

We have all heard the story of Napo-

leon's meeting with the great astronomer

Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827), iden-

tified in the Dictionary of Scientific Biog-

raphy as "among the most influential sci-

entists in all history." Laplace, or so the

story goes, gave Napoleon a copy of his

multivolume Mecanique celeste {Celestial

Mechanics). Napoleon perused the tomes

and asked Laplace how he could write so

much about the workings of the heavens

without once mentioning God, the author

of the universe. Laplace replied: "Sire, I

have no need of that hypothesis."

The actual quip, well attested in a sur-

viving letter, is mildly clever, but pretty in-

sipid compared with the legend, and made

by the general rather than the scientist.

Laplace had first met Napoleon in 1785

when he examined the future emperor,

then an artillery cadet, in mathematics at

the Ecole MiUtaire in Paris. In October

1799, three weeks before the coup d'etat

that brought Napoleon to power, Laplace

did present the very weighty first two vol-

umes of his work to his former student.

Napoleon hefted them and then promised

to read them "in the first six months I have

tree." He then invited Laplace to dinner

the next day "if you have nothing better to

do."

I suspect that this legend attached itself

to Laplace because he does represent the

best candidate for such a tale. Laplace is

science's chief apostle of strict determin-

ism and heavenly stabihty based on obedi-

ence of all bodies to laws of nature that

damp out any perturbation to restore regu-

larity of motion and position (Laplace

coined the term "celestial mechanics").

Even Isaac Newton, so often cited as

the apostle of such a view, happily in-

voked a little help from divine interven-

tion either to get things going or to restore

regularity at any time in subsequent celes-

tial history when nature's usual laws could

not rein in a perturbation. Newton, for ex-

ample, sought to reconcile geological evi-

dence for the earth's antiquity with the

Genesis story of creation in six days by ar-

guing that the earth then rotated very

slowly, thus producing "days" of any de-

sired length. But Newton could not then

fathom how an acceleration of rotation to

days of twenty-four hours could be ac-

compUshed under nature's laws, so he in-

voked a positive spin from God himself

He wrote to Thomas Burnet (a colleague

who upheld universal constancy and suffi-

ciency of nature's laws and who therefore

favored an allegorical interpretation of

biblical language about "days"):

Where natural causes are at hand God uses

them as instruments in his works, but I do

not think them alone sufficient for the cre-

ation and therefore may be allowed to sup-

pose that amongst other things God gave the

earth its motion by such degrees and at such

times as was most suitable to the creatures.

By contrast, the most famous quote

genuinely attributed to Laplace vigorously

defends a strict determinism that does

make a conventional view of God's con-
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tinuous role both irrelevant and unneces-

sary. (God may still be a clockwinder, an

instigator of nature's immutable laws at

the outset, but he has no need ever to inter-

vene in subsequent history; after all, a

truly omnipotent God can surely establish

optimal laws right at the start, thus avoid-

ing any necessity for direct miraculous

correction should imperfect laws cause the

heavens to go awry.) In an epigram that

has defined strict determinism ever since,

Laplace boasted: If anyone could provide

a complete account of the position and

motion of every particle in the universe at

any single moment, then total knowledge

of nature's laws would permit a full deter-

mination of all future history. Laplace's

boast is usually cited from the introduction

to his Analytical Theory of Probabilities

(1812), but the Dictionary ofScientific Bi-

ography cites a much earlier and crisper

version from a youthful article written in

the seminal year of 1776:

The present state of the system of nature is

evidently a consequence of what it was in

the preceding moment, and if we conceive

of an intelligence which at a given instant

comprehends all the relations of the entities

of this universe, it could state the respective

position, motions, and general affects of all

these entities at any time in the past or fu-

ture.

After his work in celestial mechanics.

Laplace won most renown for his pioneer-

ing studies of probability. One might ask

why the prophet of determinism and heav-

enly constancy should have focused upon

probability, now so strongly associated

with opposing ideas of randomness, but

the solution is not far to seek. Laplace

firmly believed that, in reality, every event

is fully determined by general laws of the

universe. But nature is complex and we
are woefully ignorant of her ways; we
must therefore calculate probabilities to

compensate for our Umitations. Events, in

other words, are probable only relative to

our knowledge.

Celestial mechanics is the most tri-

umphant realm of deterministic pre-

dictability because our instruments are

precise and the laws relatively simple (pri-

marily Newton's principle of universal

gravitation). But more complex terrestrial

events are just as determined if only we
knew the laws and conditions as well—as

one day, perhaps, we will. Laplace wrote

in his popular book of 1796, the one that

shall be the focus of this essay:

Everything in nature obeys these general

laws; everything derives from them by ne-

cessity and with as much regularity as the

cycle of seasons. The path followed by a

light atom [atome leger] that the winds

seem to transport at random, is ruled in as

certain a manner as the planetary orbits [my

''*,

V
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"Hello, I'm Paul Bunyan. You 've probably heard a lot

ofexaggerated stories about me."

translation—by "atom," Laplace only

means a tiny particle, not the invisible and

chemically indivisible building block that

later theory would identify].

Later in the book, he explicitly states that

we will eventually learn the more complex

laws for smaller terrestrial objects, and

that earthly physics will then be as deter-

ministic as celestial mechanics:

Several experiments already made give us

reason to hope that, one day, these laws will

be perfectly known; then, by applying

mathematics, we will be able to raise the

physics of the earth to the same level that

the discovery of universal gravitation has

given to celestial physics:

In his 1776 article, Laplace explicitly links

the need for a theory of probability to

human ignorance of nature's deterministic

ways, and he makes the same comparison

between a simpler and well-known celes-

tial mechanics and a much more difficult

earthly physics:

Man owes that advantage [in celestial me-
chanics] to the power of the instrument he

employs, and to the small number of rela-

tions that [this field] embraces in its calcula-

tions. But ignorance of the different causes

involved in the production of events, as well

as their complexity, taken together with the

imperfection of analysis, prevents our

reaching the same certainty about the vast

majority of phenomena. Thus there are

things that are uncertain for us, things more
or less probable, and we seek to compensate

for the impossibility of knowing them by

determining their different degrees of likeli-

hood. So it is that we owe to the weakness

of the human mind one of the most delicate

and ingenious of mathematical theories, the

science of chance or probability.

(I think that Laplace's view of probability

is still commonly held by some scientists

and, more widely, by well-educated

people in general. Such is the allure of

physical determinism, and our hope for a

simple order of things—although I fear

that nature contains much truly intrinsic

randomness at all levels.)

In his study of celestial mechanics, the

primary focus of his career, Laplace em-

phasized one theme above all others: the

laws of nature, with Newton's principle of

universal gravitation in the lead, decree a

permanent stabiUty that could only be dis-

turbed by foreign causes (like God's

miraculous hand—the unneeded hypothe-

sis!). Laplace attacked this issue by study-

ing all the classical and apparent excep-

tions that studies of planetary motion had

accumulated over the centuries. These ex-

ceptions all took the same form: measure-

ment of planetary orbits had detected a

6 Natural History 11/94
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slight, but accumulating, irregularity,

which if continued over eons, would

destabilize the solar system. In each case,

Laplace devised the same style of solu-

tion: these irregularities are not cumula-

tive, but self-correcting. They are cycling

oscillations that maintain the broader and

permanent stability of the heavens. For

this brilUant work, Laplace justly earned

his common epithet as the Newton of

France.

In 1773, Laplace took up the long-trou-

bling problem of why Jupiter's orbit

seemed to be shrinking while Saturn's ex-

panded (a situation that, if continued,

would destroy planetary alignment; the

great Newton, in fact, had thrown up his

hands and invoked occasional divine in-

tervention to safeguard equilibrium).

Laplace showed that these inequalities are

periodic (with a cycle of nearly 1,000

years), and not accumulating. In the next

phase of the cycle, Jupiter's orbit will ex-

pand, and Saturn's will shrink. Then, in

1786, Laplace developed a general proof

that eccentricities and inclinations of plan-

etary orbits must remain small and be fully

self-correcting, thus maintaining the sta-

bility of the solar system.

Finally, in 1787, Laplace resolved the

last major anomaly in planetary motion by

relating the moon's orbit to changes in ec-

centricity of the earth's revolution about

the sun. The moon's orbit had been ex-

panding and our satellite would eventually

escape, should the trend continue. Laplace

showed that the moon's mean motion is

accelerated when the earth's orbit be-

P. (^ . u i^y
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comes more circular, but will be retarded

when the earth's eccentricity increases. He

then argued that the earth's orbital eccen-

tricity cycles with a period measured in

millions of years; the lunar orbit will

therefore be self-correcting, and the moon

will not escape.

hi 1788, with the fall of the Bastille and

the great secular revolution just one year

away, Laplace summarized his views on

the fact and meaning of celestial stability:

Thus the system of the world only oscillates

around a mean state from which it never de-

parts except by a very small quantity. By
virtue of its constitution and the law of grav-

ity, it enjoys a stability that can be destroyed

only by foreign causes, and we are certain

that their acdon is undetectable from the

time of the most ancient observations until

our own day. This stability in the system of

the world, which assures its duration, is one

of the most notable among all phenomena,

in that it exhibits in the heavens the same in-

tention to maintain order in the universe that

nature has so admirably observed on earth

for the sake of preserving individuals and

perpetuating species.

All this quotation and argument prop-

erly leads us to view Laplace as the arche-

typal defender of a certain view of science,

all too commonly equated with the entire

varied enterprise: stabihty in the heavens,

determinism of all events under the aegis

of natural laws with clean, mathematical

formulation—an almost antihistorical

view that we might contrast with alterna-

tive models of complex unpredictability

and dynamic change, often in accumulat-

ing and directional modes.

Fair enough, but we now encounter the

anomaly that inspired this essay. Laplace

is also the author of the first widely-cred-

ited historical theory for the origin of the

solar system—the so-called nebular hy-

pothesis of Kant and Laplace, first enunci-

ated in 1796. (The great philosopher Im-

manuel Kant published a similar theory in

the same year as Laplace; the two men
were not in contact and surely developed

their ideas independently.) How could the

apostle of nonchange and antihistory also

devise a theory that, according to the Dic-

tionary of Scientific Biography, "has con-

ventionally been cited as an early instance,

perhaps as marking the introduction, of a

historical dimension into physical science.

That attribution, indeed, has been its chief

attraction."

In 1 796, Laplace published a wonderful

book, honored and regarded as a prototype

ever since, in a tradition that the French

call haute vulgarisation, or high-class

popularization (not at all an oxymoron.

but the worthiest of all goals for scientific

writers). The work, titled Exposition du

systeme du monde (Exposition of the Sys-

tem of the World), is suffused with the ra-

tionalistic spuit of a revolutionary France

that had thrown off the shackles of past

history. The title page, in fact, does not say

1796, but only ''L'an IV de la Republique

Frangaise," since the revolutionary gov-

ernment had started time all over again on

September 22, 1792, the day after the

founding of the French republic.

In the opening avertissement, Laplace

states that he will divide the circle into 400

degrees (100 for each quadrant), the day

into ten hours, the hour into 100 minutes,

the minute into 100 seconds, and tempera-

ture into 100 degrees from freezing to

boiling of water (the only survivor, as the

centigrade scale). (Do not infer that

Laplace was a revolutionary zealot. Quite

the contrary. He was shrewd and basically

unpolitical. His major accomplishment, as

the old quip goes about Talleyrand, was to

serve every government from revolution

to restoration, and die in bed. Laplace

flourished by supporting any group in

power, while not alienating the probable

successors. His written dedication to

Napoleon in his Theorie analytique des

probabilites [1812] seemed so embairass-

ingly sycophantic to later editors that the

semiofficial Oeuvres completes, published

after Laplace's death, left it out).

The Exposition is a two-volume work

in five books—the first, on what may be

seen by observing the heavens on a clear

night; the second, on the "real" motion of

planets, moons, and comets; the third, on

laws of motion; the fourth, on Laplace's

own work in celestial mechanics and grav-

ity; and the fifth, on the history of astron-

omy. Laplace shows his distrust and dis-

comfort for real history with all its

messiness, its backings and forthings, by

stating that he will not discuss astronomy

as people actually developed the ideas, but

will instead provide a rationally ordered

chronological account of successes:

The order in which I am about to discuss the

principal results of the system of the world

is not that which the human mind followed

in its research. The march of the mind has

been encumbered and uncertain; often it

only reached the true cause of phenomena
after having exhausted all the false hypothe-

ses that imagination had suggested; and dis-

covered truths have almost always been al-

lied to errors that time and observation

finally separated out. I will offer in a few
words the tableau of attempts, and of suc-

cesses.

The nebular hypothesis is undoubtedly
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the most famous legacy of Laplace's Ex-

position, but it appears only as an after-

thought in a few pages of a final chapter

appended to the end of book 5

—

Consider-

ations sitr le systenie dit monde. et sur les

progres futurs de I'astronomie {Consider-

ations on the System of the World and on

the Future Progress of Astronomy). This

remarkable chapter also features a correct

hypothesis that many "nebulae" (resolved

in the best telescopes of the time as diffuse

clouds) are actually distant galaxies of

stars (with the Milky Way as an arm of our

own galaxy),' and that the universe is

therefore vaster than we have ever con-

ceived. In this section, Laplace even rec-

ognizes that some stars may be so dense

that gravity precludes the escape of their

own light—the phenomenon now recog-

nized (in different form) as black holes.

Thus Laplace argues (wrongly this time)

that much apparent darkness in the night

sky may really be occupied by enormous,

dense stars. His figures and sizes are

wrong by irrelevant modem standards, but

his conjecture is fascinating:

A luminous star of the same density as the

earth, but with a diameter 250 times greater

than that of the sun, would not allow any of

its light to reach us, by virtue of its own
gravitational attraction. It is therefore pos-

sible that the largest luminous bodies in the

universe are, for this reason, invisible.

According to the nebular hypothesis,

the sun, early in its history, was sur-

rounded by an atmosphere that extended

well beyond the current planetary orbits.

This atmosphere rotated with the sun. At

successive intervals, large segments of

this atmosphere broke off and coalesced in

an equatorial plane at the periphery of this

contracting mass; these segments also

began to rotate on their own behalf and

formed the planets at their centers. Satel-

lites formed by a similar process, one frac-

tal level down, of atmospheric rotation

and spalling off around planetary cores.

Laplace argued that no other mechanism

could account for all the primary regulari-

ties of motion in the solar system—partic-

ularly, the revolution of all planets in the

same direction and virtually in the same

plane, the revolution of satellites in the

same direction, and the rotation of all

planets and satellites (not true, but Laplace

didn't know) in the same direction.

How then can we resolve the paradox

that the scientific apostle of stability, a

man who seemed to distrust and reject any

real history either for celestial objects or

for his own profession, should also be

godfather to the first important theory for

the origin of the solar system? Part of the

answer may simply be that Laplace only

dedicated a few pages to the nebular hy-

pothesis—and anyone might allow him-

self an uncharacteristic speculation, or a

flight into a field usually considered aUen,

for such little dedicated space. (Until I

read the Exposition after buying a copy

last week, I had never realized how few

pages the nebular hypothesis occupied, so

the anomaly seemed greater to me. We so

often make the silly mistake of equating

later importance with length of original ef-

fort. Many of the most famous ideas in sci-

ence began as paragraphs or footnotes in

weighty tomes otherwise entirely forgot-

ten. Have we not all been surprised and

amused to find that some of the best

known biblical stories only occupy a fine

or two among pages of begats and other

dull lists?)

But the main reason is far more interest-

ing and entirely conceptual, rather than

practical. Most intellectuals never aban-

don their motivating behef; if they seem to

write about something contrary, more

careful reading usually reveals the passage

as a form of support for the familiar cen-

tral doctrine. Of course, the nebular hy-

pothesis is a historical statement about the

origin of planets, but as I read Laplace's

conjecture and came to the last paragraph,

I saw the evident solution and chuckled.

Laplace invoked the nebular hypothesis in

his customary interest of bolstering stabil-

ity in the solar system! Planets must have

some origin after all, and Laplace argues

that this particular style of formation best

guarantees permanence thereafter. The

striking last paragraph, virtually cribbed

from his 1788 article, triumphantly pro-

claims:

Whatever one makes of this origin for the

planetary system... it is certain these ele-

ments are ordered in such a manner that

they must enjoy the greatest stability, if for-

eign causes never trouble them. Only by this

means [formation by the nebular hypothe-

sis] are the movements of planets and satel-

lites almost circular, and directed in the

same sense and almost in the same plane.

This system can only oscillate about a mean
state, from which it can only deviate by very

tiny amounts. The average movements of

rotation and revolution of these different

bodies are uniform.... It seems that nature

arranged all bodies in the heavens in order

to assure the duration of the system, and by

means similar to those so admirably fol-

lowed on earth for the conservation of indi-

viduals and the perpetuation of species.

I was arrogant enough to think that I

had made some sort of discovery when I

read the Exposition last week and recog-

nized the antihistorical basis for the hy-

pothesis that made Laplace so famous as

the first historian for the universe. But I

soon discovered that others had followed

the same path of argument. C. C. Gillipie,

perhaps America's finest senior historian

of science, put the point most forcefully in

his long article on Laplace in the Diction-

ary ofScientific Biography:
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If the text is allowed to speak for Laplace, it

will be altogether evident that evolutionary

considerations in the 19th century sense

formed no part of his mentality. The conclu-

sions that he had reached concerned stabil-

ity; the evidence for that he had calculated,

many and many a time.. . . He again referred

to it as a warranty for the care that nature

had taken to ensure the duration of the

physical universe, just as it has the conser-

vation of organic species.... Clearly, it was

not about the development of the solar sys-

tem that he was thinking. It was about the

birth.

We can, I think, best grasp the contrast

between Laplace's antihistorical thinking

and a truly historical approach by compar-

ing the nebular hypothesis with the only

serious contemporary competitor as a the-

ory for planetary origins—^the cometary

collision hypothesis of the greatest of all

eighteenth-century French naturalists,

Georges Buffon (1707-1788). Laplace

himself admitted Buffon as his only com-

petition, writing in the Exposition: "Buf-

fon is the only one I know who, since the

discovery of the true system of the world,

has tried to go back to the origin of planets

and satellites."

Buffon argued that a comet had struck

the sun, knocking out a large plume of

solar material that then broke up to form

the planets and satellites. Laplace rejected

this altemative because Buffon's theory

could not, in his view, explain all the regu-

larities of planetary motion. Cometary im-

pact would account for the common direc-

tion of planetary revolution with all

planets in virtually the same plane (a result

of the motion and orientation of the plume

knocked from the sun). But Laplace ar-

gued that Buffon's theory could not ac-

count for the common direction of plane-

tary rotation or for the origin of satellites.

Buffon and Laplace seem so different at

first glance. Their generation or two of

separation spans a world of change from

Buffon's service to the last two King Louis

before the revolution, to Laplace's work

2.
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with various revolutionary governments

and Napoleon. But their lives and studies

include some striking similarities relevant

to their joint interest in theories of plane-

tary origin. Buffon was also a fine mathe-

matician with two special interests that

matched Laplace with uncanny precision.

He was, first of all, a committed Newton-

ian who translated The Method of Flux-

ions into French from an EngUsh version

of Newton's original Latin. Secondly, his

greatest interest lay in probability, and he

made a major contribution in first apply-

ing integral and differential calculus by

extending the theory of probability to sur-

faces. (Interestingly, both Buffon and

Laplace won admission to the French

Academy of Sciences for monographs on

probability; Buffon in 1734; Laplace in

1773.)

But the two men, in their scientific ma-

turity, occupied opposite ends on the spec-

hum of professional activity, and the con-

trasting ethos of these termini set their

profoundly differing attitudes to history,

making Laplace indifferent and Buffon in-

trinsically committed. Laplace stuck to the

mathematical bent of his youth and be-

came the greatest celestial mechanic of his

time. Buffon, on the other hand, changed

course and devoted his career to botany

and zoology; he became, in short, the

greatest earthly naturalist of his day (only

Linnaeus himself might have been granted

higher rank).

Buffon's magnificent, multivolume

Histoire naturelle took a lifetime (Buffon

died before its completion) and fills a large

library shelf. Students of the heavens may
revel in constancy and precision. Students

of earthly organisms also search for gen-

eral pattems and frequently succeed; but

naturalists must also take defight in the

uniqueness of each creature, and they

must be sensitive to the developmental

histories of organisms, both in the courses

of their lifetimes and (if they study the fos-

sil record, as Buffon did) in the vastly

larger domain of geological time. Good
naturalists must be historians.

In 1749, Buffon introduced his

cometary theory of planetary formation ui

his first work on geology, Histoire et

theorie de la terre (Histoij and Theoiy of

the Earth). Much later, in 1778, Buffon

published a much expanded and altered

version entitled Epoques de la nature

(Epochs of Nature). Most biologists and

historians consider the Epoques to be Buf-

fon's masterpiece and one of the finest ex-

amples of scientific prose ever written.

The Epoques also includes an explicit de-
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fense and exposition of historical metliod-

ology, thus providing a striking contrast

with Laplace and helping us to grasp the

criteria of proper history. In particular, two

differences between Buffon and Laplace

sharpen our understanding of the nature of

historical inquiry.

Criteria ofinference. Historians use and

cherish the narrative methods of explana-

tion by antecedent events and situations;

current results are outcomes of the unique

and contingent web of all that came before

and all that bears continuity with a present

worid in need of explanation. Historians

also know that records of the past must be

imperfect, for many kinds of data are not

recorded as material remains, and much
that could be preserved in principle has

not survived in actuality. We always

mourn lost data and hope for greater com-

pletion, but we do not apologize for the

necessarily fragmentary record of our

past, and we may treat spotty information

as a delicious puzzle and a challenge.

Antihistorians, like Laplace, get very

antsy when they must use narrative data;

they often become downright apologetic

when they base a claim on anything other

than a calculation or a direct observation

of a present event.

Laplace ended his discussion of the

nebular hypothesis with just such an apol-

ogy, speaking of "this planetary system,

which I present with the mistrust that must

accompany everything that is not the re-

sult of an observation or a calculation."

Buffon, on the other hand, begins the

Epoqiies with a paean of praise to the ex-

citement and efficacy of digging into the

archives of the past with narrative meth-

ods. Consider his opening words:

In civil history, we consult titles, we re-

search medals, we decipher ancient inscrip-

tions in order to determine the time of

human revolutions and to fix the dates of

events in the moral order. Similarly, in nat-

ural history, it is necessary to excavate the

archives of the world, to draw old monu-
ments from the entrails of the earth, to col-

lect their debris, and to reassemble into a

single body of proof all the indices of physi-

cal changes which enable us to go back to

the different ages of nature. This is the only

way to fix points in the immensity of space,

and to place a certain number of milestones

on the etemal route of time [my translation].

Character of events. History must re-

spect (and even love) the last two syllables

of its name. Narratives must tell a story, a

tale that captures our interest as a series of

unique events with interesting causal con-

nections. There is no history in Laplace's

heavens, only a suite of bodies going
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nowhere as they cycle endlessly in obedi-

ence to simple laws. Any promising hope

for directionality or accumulating instabil-

ity is soon dashed by the self-correcting

cyclicity of all perturbations. His nebular

hypothesis is history, but only for the geo-

logical instant of the solar system's birth;

ahistorical timelessness rules forever after.

The thing that hath been, it is that which

shall be; and that which is done, is that

which shall be done; and there is no new

thing under the sun.

By contrast, Buffon's Epochs ofNature

is premised upon and titled by the opposite

conviction that the time of our planet tells

an engrossing story of accumulating

change through several stages (called

epochs by Buffon to set his title). He di-

vided the history of the earth into seven di-

rectional epochs: first, the origin of the

earth and planets by cometary impact; sec-

ond, the formation of the solid earth and its

mineral deposits; third, the covering of

continents by water and the production of

marine life; fourth, the retreat of waters

and the emergence of new continents by

volcanic action; fifth, the appearance of

animal life on land; sixth, the fragmenta-

tion of continents and formation of the

earth's current topography; and seventh,

the appearance of humans and our acces-

sion to power. Could any contrast with

Laplace's ever cycling heavens be more

profound?

Buffon explicitly challenged the idea of

constancy by noting that the narrative

record of geology and paleontology pro-

claims a story of directional change:

Although it may appear at first sight that the

great works [of nature] do not alter and

never change, and that its productions, even

the most fragile and most evanescent, must
be always and constantly the same. . .never-

theless, in observing more closely, we note

that [nature's] course is not absolutely uni-

form, that it undergoes successive alter-

ations giving rise to new combinations and

to mutations of matter and form; and that, fi-

nally, however fixed nature may appear in

its ensemble, so is it variable in each one of

its parts; and if we embrace nature in its full

extent, we cannot doubt that it is very differ-

ent today from what it was at the beginning

and from what it has become in the succes-

sion of time; it is these changes that we are

calling epochs.

Lawful timelessness is awesome, but

the pageant of history thrills us too, and in

a different way that makes time sensible.

Everyone needs a good mechanic, includ-

ing the heavens, but give me an earthly

naturalist any day, for humans are story-

tellers. In the nearly 250 essays of this se-

ries, I have tried to avoid repetition (if only

to honor the principles of history cited

above). But like a broken record (a

metaphor from the last epoch of history,

soon to be rendered unintelligible I fear),

one quotation keeps recurring. I have used

it to end nearly half a dozen essays

(shameful in a way, but we all have our

Laplacean side). This quotation also in-

cludes the masthead for the entire series

"This View of Life" (I guess we all need

our constancies). I love this quotation be-

cause it affirms the power of life and his-

tory by making the same contrast between

Laplace's ever cycling heavens, always

moving yet always the same, and the glo-

rious tale of life, always different, always

going somewhere, always telling a story. It

is the last paragraph of Darwin's Origin of

Species:

There is grandeur in this view of life, with

its several powers, having been originally

breathed into a few forms or into one; and

thai, whilst this planet has gone cycling on

according to the fixed law of gravity, from

so simple a beginning endless forms more
beautiful and most wonderful have been,

and are being, evolved.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the histoiy ofscience at Haiyard

University.
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Masters of Deception
Costa Rican rove beetles adjust to circumstances tofool both prey and rivals

by John Alcock and Adrian Forsyth

The distractions of the rain forest fill the

air and trees above us as we follow a small

mountain stream near the town of Mon-

teverde, Costa Rica. Giant, iridescent blue

butterflies flutter among the lianas over-

head. In the canopy, keel-billed toucans

proclaim their territories with a mechani-

cal chorus of racheting calls. Howler mon-

keys rumble in distant treetops and a band

of brown jays assail us with raucous jeers.

But like most students of insect behavior,

our eyes are focused downward as we
search for our quarry among the dim un-

derstory vegetation.

Perhaps that's it ahead on a leaf, some-

thing that looks like a dab of mottled-

brown plant debris or maybe a bird drop-

ping. We step toward it slowly, hopefuUy,

A rove beetle waitsforflies to be lured

to its pink secretion.

and bend down for a closer look. As we
do, the organic miscellany transforms it-

self, sprouting legs and a head with huge,

dark eyes and great, sickle-shaped

mandibles. A long, yellow-tipped ab-

domen rears up and waves sinuously back

and forth before the rove beetle whirs into

flight. We are in luck.

The beetle flies only a few yards before

plopping down on another streamside

plant, where it settles into its humble bird-

dung disguise. We wait an hour before the

beetle finally rewards our patience. It

abruptly turns 180 degrees on the leaf and

wipes the tip of its abdomen across the

surface, smearing a fluid secretion in a

narrow arc. It then turns back to face the

fluid, which gradually becomes pink, cre-

ating a half-moon of color

in front of the beetle's

large, sharp mandibles.

The beetle continues to

sit on its perch, until a tiny

fruit fly appears from

nowhere and alights on the

leaf. After a pause, the fly

begins a crablike scuttle

toward the beetle; then

pauses again. The beetle

raises its abdomen, arch-

ing it upward and twitch-

ing it slightly. A bubble of

fluid appears from one of

the two small tubes that

extend from the abdomen

tip. As the fly walks closer,

the beetle curls its ab-

domen forward, waving it

in front of the fly, which

now faces the beetle head-

on. The beetle's antennae

line up to point directly at

the smaUer insect. The fly

takes a few more steps and stops barely

half an inch from the quivering beetle,

which suddenly lunges forward, engulfing

the fruit fly in its huge mandibles. In sec-

onds, the beetle has crushed its prey and

cut it to ribbons.

The beetle that we watched that day,

Leistotrophus versicolor, will win no

awards for beauty. Moreover, although

often found on leaves, it also regularly fre-

quents rotting carcasses, animal dung, and

other thoroughly unsavory materials. If

handled, the beetle smears a foul-smelling

secrefion on one's fingers and bites with

some authority. Nevertheless, we have

found that the behavior of this beetle more

than compensates for its indeUcate quali-

ties. The only beetle known to prey exclu-

sively on adult flies, it also executes its en-

tertaining repertoire of deceitful tactics

with considerable sophistication.

When the beede hunts from ambush on

leaves or rocks, for example, it uses chem-

ical lures that draw its victims, particularly

little fruit flies attracted to decaying fruits

by their odors, close enough to be attacked

and killed. On many occasions we have

watched small flies approach abdomen-

waving beetles and their aromatic pink

smears. Perhaps distracted by the lure, the

flies often continued to walk right up to

their killers, even touching the beede's

hind legs or abdomen. The flies did not

flee when the beede twitched in response

but even "cooperated" in their demise by

moving slowly around until the predator

had them direcdy in its sights.

In the course of our studies, however,

we learned that the beetles also hunt flies

in a very different place and manner The

beetles often wait, not on barren leaves or

rocks but on dead sloths, well-rotted

kinkajous, and the dung of mammals such
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as howler monkeys and coatimundis.

These sites appeal to many species of flies,

including some remarkably large, tropical

blowflies, which are giants compared wifli

the tiny fruit flies and phorids that the bee-

tles can lure to their leaf perches. The

blowflies provide a food bonanza for a

beetle flnat can locate carrion or dung.

We discovered the beetle's alternative

food source when we inspected the

strongly scented carcass of an unfortunate

sloth fliat had obviously succumbed some

days previously. The dead animal had at-

tracted a convention of rove beetles, some

of which did not jump ship upon our ap-

proach. Despite the repellent state of the

carcass, we stayed to see what, if anything,

the beedes were doing as they rested on

the dead animal's long hairs, on its

shrunken paws, and on the ground imme-

diately beside it. To our surprise and pleas-

ure, tiie beeties were moderately lively in

this environment, a point that one individ-

ual quickly made by capturing a big

blowfly in midair. The predator managed

this feat by using its elongate, sickle-

shaped jaws to snap at the fly as it buzzed

in for a landing on the sloth. The choice of

landing site proved extremely unlucky for

the fly but not for the beetle, which pro-

ceeded to convert the fly into pulp in short

order.

We were impressed by the agility and

speed with which the insect captured air-

borne prey. Later, at other carcasses and at

dung and man-made compost heaps, we
saw beetles performing this feat regularly,

in addition to stalking flieir prey. A stalk-

ing beetle employs all the stealth of an ex-

perienced house cat, before lunging at its

The sickle-shapedjaws ofa large male rove beetle are

idealfor snaringflies in midflight.
Adrian Forsyth

prey and embracing it with its lethal jaws.

The beetle clearly possesses two differ-

ent hunting techniques. Since flies have

httle or no incentive to visit a streamside

rock, sapling leaf, or fallen leaf litter, and

will quickly leave if disturbed, the beedes

resting at such sites must rely on their own
devices to attract prey within striking dis-

tance. Under these conditions, the beetles

offer scented secretions that induce their

prey to visit and remain at their perches.

At sites to which flies are naturally at-

tracted, the beetles do not need chemical

lures. Instead, they wait for flies to blunder

into them, or they cautiously stalk flies

distracted by the food surrounding them.

The caloric payoff for the two foraging

methods differs considerably. The flies

that visit perched beetles are tiny, few, and

far between, whereas the blowflies that

mill about by the dozens on dung are huge

by comparison. So why do the beedes for-

age on leaves and rocks at all? We believe

they do so because dung and carrion are

relatively scarce commodities in the forest

and ephemeral to boot. Countiess numbers

of dung beeties patrol such tropical envi-

ronments and quickly find and remove an-

imal droppings, which they use to feed

themselves and their offspring. Carcasses

also attract blowflies, but their maggot off-

spring quickly remove all the fly-attract-

ing flesh from the deceased animals.

Faced with a scarcity of easy foraging

sites, the beetles make do in the interim by

luring die occasional small fly.

But when dung or carrion is available,

the beeties flock to it, creating small but

dense communities of interacting individ-

uals. These were the only sites, for ex-

ample, where we saw rove

beeties mating. This op-

portunity allowed us to

discover how the beeties

use deception of anotiier

kind to secure mates and

territory.

As beetie newcomers fly

in, ti-acking the odor trail

upwind to the savory

"bait," they land a short

distance from their ulti-

mate destination. After

landing, they walk for-

ward, waving their yel-

low-tipped abdomens vig-

orously from side to side.

An arriving female may
happen upon a male, al-

ready present and perched

on top of a bit of dung or a

part of a carcass. If she

walks within an inch or two of the male,

he will respond by following her. Court-

ship consists of the male's tapping the fe-

male's abdomen with the underside of his

head, an activity that often causes the fe-

male to stop walking and to lower her ab-

domen, which is normally held aloft and

waved from side to side. This signals her

receptivity and prompts the male to twist

his abdomen under his body to copulate.

After mating briefly, the two separate and

the male may walk back to his original

perch while the female forages for flies

nearby.

When two males chance to meet at a

rich fly-hunting site, their behavior is quite

different. They generally snap at each

otiier with their formidable jaws, and if

one of the combatants does not hurry off,

the battle quickly escalates. They align

themselves side by side so that each can

bite the other's rapidly waving abdomen.

In exfi-eme cases, these bites lead one male

to grasp the other firmly about the midsec-

tion and attempt to pin him to the ground.

Wrestiing males thrash about for a few

seconds, until the loser somehow commu-

nicates his desire to depart, which he does

hastily as his victorious rival delivers a

few parting bites.

In effect, males compete to possess

small territories on choice fly-attracting

baits. The winner gets the perch from

which to feed on flies and mate with in-

coming females. As a rule, big males win

and small males lose. Males of this rove

beetle species happen to be highly variable

in body size and only the larger males

come equipped with truly spectacular,

wraparound jaws, so small males are also

outmatched by large ones in biting ability.

Given the small size of their weaponry,

their retreat is hardly surprising.

But small males do have a special

weapon in their arsenal: deceit. In our

study, we captured a number of beeties in

order to label them by sex. Although

males were larger on average than fe-

males, exceptions were common, so we

had no way to tell by sight whether a small

or intermediate-sized individual was a

male or a female. If we happened to pair

off a male witii a female, however, die

male quickly identified himself by court-

ing and copulating with the female. In this

way, we gradually built up a number of

identified males and females, each

uniquely marked with colored dots on its

back.

When we freed the marked individuals

near a dung pile, what we saw astonished

and then delighted us. A large male ap-
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AMERICA

proached a marked beetle, one that we
knew to be a smallish male. But instead of

biting and clashing with his rival, the

small male nimed around, just like a fe-

male, to present the tip of his abdomen to

the larger male, which responded by tap-

ping his head against the abdomen of the

smaller beetle just as if he had encoun-

tered a female.

The smaller, deceptive male permitted

his competitor to tap away to his heart's

content but whenever the courting male
attempted to copulate, the smaller male
moved a short distance forward—in the

manner of an unreceptive female. The
larger male followed and resumed tapping

the abdomen with his head; the female

mimic paused and then walked slowly for-

ward a short way with his suitor in pursuit.

Several minutes passed in this fashion be-

fore the courting male seemed to realize

that something was amiss, at which point

he began to bite at the other male, sending

him scurrying off. But the homosexual en-

counter lasted far longer than the typical

aggressive bout between males, which
usually ends in a few seconds with the

speedy departure of the defeated beetle.

Once we were alert to the possibiUty of

sexual mimicry by males, we began to

look for it carefully, no longer assuming

that cases of prolonged, unsuccessful

courtship involved a male and an unrecep-

tive female. Female mimicry proved to be

fairly common, particularly when a small

male encountered a large opponent. The
advantage gained by this curious behavior

also became clear: instead of wasting en-

ergy in futile fights with superior rivals, fe-

male mimics can wander about with a

duped male in tow, dispatching flies that

they would never have gotten had they

been promptly driven off by an aggressive

competitor.

Even more exciting was our discovery

that a female mimic could actually court

and mate with a female while at the same
time occupying a territorial male with de-

ceptive courtship. This happened when a

female-mimicking male came across a fe-

male while leading his pursuer forward.

The female mimic immecliately began tap-

ping the female's abdomen while simulta-

neously permitting the rival male to con-

tinue tapping at his abdomen. If the female

was receptive, she lowered her abdomen,

at which point the deceptive male with-

drew his abdomen abruptly from his

rival's head and twisted it under his body

to reach the female to copulate. During the

half-minute mating, the duped male stood

motionless behind the copulating male
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that had so successfully deceived him.

After mating, the female mimic raced off,

chasing the female away as he went.

Female mimics are not locked into this

role for life, however; they can switch it on

or off depending on the circumstances.

Marked individuals known to practice

mimicry in the presence of a larger rival

were perfectly capable of fighting with

smaller beetles. In one striking case, a

small beetle, which was engaged in homo-

sexual courtship with a larger rival, en-

countered a still smaller male. The decep-

tive male then attacked the newcomer and,

with much snapping of jaws, drove him

back from the dung on which he and the

large territorial male were perched. After

this success, the small male resumed his

homosexual interaction with the large

male, which he could not have defeated in

a fight.

The Costa Rican rove beetles may be

masters of deception but they are not

alone. Examples among insects abound.

Immature males of the European rove bee-

tle Aleochara ciirtula, for example, pro-

duce scents identical to those generated by

mature females. As a result, these males

smell like potential mates to mature rival

males and are tolerated at carcasses where

they can find their favored food—blowfly

larvae. Or consider a much more famous

example of deception in the insect world,

the predatory firsfiy feinmes fatales in the

genus Photuris, which lure males of other

firefly species to their doom by flashing

the appropriate "come hither" signal of a

sexually receptive female.

Deception by any creature poses an in-

triguing evolutionary puzzle. It is not in

the best interests of a male rove beetle to

be fooled into treating a fellow male as a

potential mate, and it is positively deadly

to be tricked by a f\vef[yfemmefatale. One
wonders how a responsiveness to decep-

tive signals can long persist in populations

if individuals that are deceived either die

or lose mating opportunities and food to

competitors. Surely individuals that ig-

nore deceitful signals would be more
likely to leave descendants, so that eventu-

ally members of the species would be im-

mune to false signals. The same logic

could be applied to the flies that are lured

to predatory beetles perched on leaves.

Perhaps the reason that some kinds of

trickery persist is that successful deception

is usually based on the exploitation of a

generally advantageous response to a sig-

nal. The male firefly that flies quickly to a

particular kind of fla,shing signal often en-

counters a female of his own species and

thereby gains a chance to reproduce. Only

rarely is the signaler a killer female of an-

other species. The male that utteriy ig-

nores the coded flashes of killer females

might live a long life, but such a "cau-

tious" male would have few or no descen-

dants to carry on his resistance to deceit.

By the same token, the Costa Rican

rove beetle probably lures little flies

within attack range by capitalizing on its

prey's reaction to key chemical cues. Fe-

male-mimicking beetles clearly exploit

the eagerness of their fellow males to cop-

ulate, which is an adaptive attribute on av-

erage because it encourages males not to

miss any chance to mate.

People often imagine insects to be au-

tomatons with simple and rigid behavior

patterns, but the Costa Rican rove beetles

give the lie to that stereotype. We suspect

that as people observe insects more
closely, they will find many more cases in

which these diminutive creatures respond

to life's complex demands with behavioral

flexibility that includes the capacity for

creative deception.

John Alcock is a professor of zoology at

Arizona State University, and Adrian

Forsyth is the senior director ofconserva-

tion biology for Conservation Interna-

tional in Washington, B.C.
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Reviews

In the Eyes of the Beheld
by Michael Dorris

Bodies before a camera may be for-

mally posed, may be clothed or unclothed,

may be arranged in clusters or viewed in-

dividually, depending on the photogra-

pher's whim or artistic purpose, but in a

human face the eyes belong to the subject

alone, and their expression transcends era

and culture, ultimately overpowering ma-

nipulation and objectification. The eyes

are key to understanding many of the 303

black-and-white photographs and 8 color

images and portraits culled from a major

1985 exhibition at Princeton University

and now collected in The Photograph and

the American Indian. Compiled and intro-

duced by Alfred L. Bush, curator of the

Princeton Collections of Western Ameri-

cana, and Lee Clark Mitchell, chair of the

Princeton Department of English, this

handsome book is divided into six sec-

tions having vaguely to do with periods of

photographic technology, along with bio-

graphical sketches of the artists whose

work is included and a sixteen-page bibli-

ography.

From the earliest photograph of a Na-

tive American Christian preacher visiting

England, made in 1835, to the most recent,

of a couple of mid-1980s Native Ameri-

can Princeton undergraduates, the eyes tell

most of the story. Regardless of the con-

text—^props and paraphernalia, phony set-

tings, and staged, agenda-laden accouter-

ments—the eyes don't lie; they look out

from the vintage pictures in this book with

expressions mostly cold, imposed upon,

resentful, trapped by a lens in a flash of

powder. For a century of snapshots eclec-

ticaUy shuffled together from many dis-

parate tribes and regions, the eyes are wide

open, reflecting sights we cannot now

The Photograph and the American In-

dian, by Alfred L. Bush and Lee Clark

MitcheU. Princeton University Press, $79;

334 pp., illus.

imagine but for the knife-throw angle of

their silent gaze.

A major reason for this inscrutability is

the odd and counterproductive disorgani-

zation of the volume itself. Despite Lee

Clark Mitchell's rather defensive and

Pawnees outside earth lodges near Loup Fork, Nebraska, 1871
William Henry Jackson; The Princeton Collections of Western Americana. Gift of Sheldon Jackson
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Arizona Navajo Tom Torlino in 1885, before and after his

arrival at the Indian Training School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania
John N. Choate; The Princeton Collections of Western Americana

overgeneralized explanatory sixteen-page

introduction, the photograplis are pre-

sented without a coherent internal narra-

tive that deals with chronology, subject,

tribal group, geographical region, or artis-

tic composition. Presumably, we are ex-

pected to view each image discretely, de-

void of historical or sociological context.

The book subtly implies, disclaimer

notwithstanding, that Indians are just. . .In-

dians, internal distinctions between them

too irrelevant to note, except perhaps for

the apparent conclusion that they gener-

ally look happier and more relaxed when

photographed by other Indians instead of

by European Americans.

This naive and retrograde approach (the

authors fail to provide so much as a map to

identify the locations of the tribes in-

volved, as if such data didn't matter) in-

vites us to project our own uninformed

imagination in the interpretation of each

shot, encouraging the perpetuation of

cliched ironies and discontinuities: Hey!

there's an Indian dressed up like a Euro-

pean! or Wow! Isn't that Westem sky big\

An annoying and unnecessary strain of

fallback romanticism is present here be-

cause we are allowed—even forced—to

look without knowing what or whom
we're seeing.

Not that the photographs themselves

aren't powerful and full of their own infor-

mation. As the authors correctly point out,

many portraits contain a wealth of ethno-

graphic information about material cul-

ture—clothing, ornamentation, style, the

manufacture of the occasional basket or

pot. A descendant of one of the subjects or

a scholar acquainted with a particular soci-

etal tradition could gain much from a close

examination of both the intentional and

the unintentional inclusions a given pho-

tographer elected to document, especially

in those photographs made outside a stu-

dio with its ersatz painted backdrop.

Look, for instance, at John K. Killers'

(1843-1925) "Zunis on the roofs and in

the plazas of their Pueblo, September,

1879" (plate 69) or at "Pawnees gather

outside ttieir earth lodges near Loup Fork,

Nebraska, for what is most probably a cer-

emonial occasion, 1871" (plate 1). In the

latter image, photographer WiUiam Henry

Jackson (1843-1942) records a scene

bursting with data—earthen dwellings in a

circular pattern, formal constellations of

blanketed men and women observing

something at the center. The area is

cleared of vegetation, bleakly situated; yet

it is obviously a village upon which much

labor has been expended. More than sim-

ply a picture, this is an artifact of Pawnee

ethnohistory, a unique one-way mirror that

pierces time, that makes the past and pres-

ent momentarily coterminous.

Fascinating as it is to study this photo-

graph—^for its technique and framing, if

nothing else—imagine if it were accom-

panied by a text in which a modern

Pawnee elder speculated on its action and

meaning, on who was present and why, on

whether or not this "probably...ceremo-

nial occasion" has an enduring tribal-spe-

cific significance. To deprive the image of

its deeper intellectual illumination is the

equivalent of hanging it in a dim and ob-

scure gallery.

The same could be said of the many

"before and after" shots of students forced

to attend boarding schools, primarily the

one at CarUsle, Pennsylvania. The facing

1885 portraits (plates 102 and 103) by

John N. Choate (1848-1902) of "Tom
Torlino, Navajo" give new meaning to the

word scalped. The poignancy of loss is al-

most palpable as the dazzling outward
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trappings of long hair, traditional jewelry,

and woven blanket are replaced by a

pinched uniform suit and blunt coiffure. In

a reverse of the recently criticized Time

cover photo of an artificially darkened

O. J. Simpson, a trick of overexposure

makes the acculturated version of Tom
Torlino's skin seem whiter. But the real

transformation is told in his eyes, which

go from strong and concerned to a fixed

grimness that no inflicted costume, no co-

erced external assimilation can disguise.

Yes, the pictures do speak for them-

selves—but not as loudly as they might

have. At the expense of their freedom,

young people were squeezed into uncom-

Venia Catholique and her son, Snowdrift.

Nonliwest Territories, 1984
Dorothy Chocolate; The Princeton Collections

of Western Americana

fortable roles, the unwilling imperson-

ations of who an arrogant, paternalistic

government thought they should be. A
viewer unfamiliar with U. S.-Indian his-

toid needs information on the nineteenth-

century imperialistic policy that made the

kidnapping and virtual imprisonment of

American Indian children not only legal

but also righteous in the minds of those

can-ying it out. And an observer of these

sad and shameful recordings needs to

know something of what happened after

the photographs were taken—when these

boys and girls, for the most part unem-

ployable in a racist society, were sent

home with a gaping hole in their lives,

strangers to their parents and themselves,

untutored by examples of traditional nur-

turing, unable or unwilling to speak their

languages, legally prohibited from the

practice of then- religion. What became of

Tom Torlino, Navajo?

Simply asking the question matters,
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even if the answer is unrecoverable, even

in an exquisitely produced, well-inten-

tioned book of interesting photographs,

for there is no divorcing the people in

these pictures from the fate that, through

no fault of their own, overtook them.

There can be no neutral pictures of slaves

or Holocaust victims, no politically un-

charged images of attempted cultural

genocide.

The mood changes toward the end of

the book, although the implication that

this is so because Native Americans have

become more skilled in the use of a cam-

era is perhaps overstated. Of equal impor-

tance is that the society as a whole now
finds the myth of noble savages (unless

one thinks of certain sports mascots)

harder to swallow, and as a result, the

motif of "The Indian" can be replaced by

actual human beings.

A good example of this welcome trend

is Dorothy Chocolate's charming 1984

"Vema Catholique, with her son. Snow-

drift. Northwest Territories" (plate 296).

Framed by the rough-hewn walls of their

house, their windowpane reflecting a

sweep of cluttered subarctic landscape, a

mother and her child float in hyperspace,

mutually delighted in their embrace,

telling their secrets not to any camera but

to each other.

Despite all the might-have-beens and

should-have-beens, the hundreds of pic-

tures included in The Photograph and the

American Indian are finally, as a group, as

ambiguous in their assemblage as they

were in their original taking. The goals of

the 110 photographers whose work is rep-

resented range from entertainment to doc-

umentation, from sociology to art, from

contempt to enshrinement. In a reverse

way, the artists themselves are revealed by

the Indian people whom they sought out

for their images: illusive Native Ameri-

cans, as portentous and fascinating sub-

jects, are the constant, while attitudes to-

ward them leap and fall like a cultural

seismograph. The Photograph and the

American Indian is a cache of rich raw

material, and though it inexplicably lacks

the tools necessary for extracting some

useful wisdom, the eyes that glare and

stare—and sometimes smile—from its

pages remain unforgettable.

Michael Dorris is an adjunct professor of

anthropology and Native American stud-

ies at Dartmouth College and the author

ofseveral hooks, including Native Ameri-

cans: 500 Years After, The Broken Cord,

and, most recently. Paper Trail.

A Thousand Concerts Ago,
I Had Cancer.

"The violin is my life, and playing

with the Baltimore Symphony Or-

chestra is a dream come true.

"So, when my life— my dream-
was threatened by breast cancer, I set

out to attack it with the same inten-

sity 1 bring to my music.

"I searched for a hospital with a

more human environment, some-
place open to new ways of treating

cancer.

"A place that uses nutrition to

strengthen the immune system, and
encourages patients to get person-

ally involved. Some place that could

give me the stamina to keep playing.

"I found Cancer Treatment Cen-
ters of America^M. And for the last

five years, every check-up has been
the same. 'No sign of cancer."

If you or someone you love has

cancer, call 1-800-234-7149.

CANCER.i^EAn^^,CENI^
OF A M E H i t:

Call 1-800-234-7149

'— The effectiveness of any treatment program depends on a variety of factors and differs from patient to patient. —

DO YOU HAVETHE RIGHTMIX
OF STOCKS, BONDS,
AND CASH RESERVES?

Find out through our four-step investing plan. Discover how your objectives,

time horizon, risk tolerance, and financial situation help to determine how
your assets should be divided among stocks,

bonds, and cash reserves. Then learn how to

carry out your strategy The Vanguard
Investment Planner is a valuable, practical

guide to investing.

Call 1-800-962-5153
Any Hour, Any Day
For Your FREE Copy

Vanguard Funds are offered only by prospectus,
which includes complete information on advisory
fees, distribution charges and other expenses.
Please read it carefully before investing.

© 1994 Vanguard Marketing Corp., Distributor

TH^an^ardGROUP
*^OF INVESTTVtENT COMPANIES®
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Celestial Events

Stany Wilderness
by Gail S. Cleere

As the curtain of night descends slowly

during November, the summertime Milky

Way sinks over the western horizon, and

the familiar stars of winter push their way
up in the east. Among the most familiar

of these wintertime stars are those of the

great mythological hunter Orion, a

constellation that straddles the celestial

equator and is therefore visible from all

inhabited places on the earth at some time

during the year. In the Northern

Hemisphere, Orion rises in early evening

in November and is high in the

southeastern sky by midnight.

According to Richard Hinckley Allen's

classic Star Names: Their Lore and

Meaning, the name Orion may be from

the Sumerian Uru-Anna, meaning "light

of heaven." Allen's and other texts also

suggest that the name is Greek for

"warrior." Whatever the origin of its

name, however, Orion is magnificent—it

contains fifteen stars above magnitude 4

(magnitude 6 is traditionally given as the

limit of naked-eye visibility) and another

five stars above magnitude 5. It is also the

only constellation in our sky that features

two first-magnitude stars, Betelgeuse and

Rigel.

As we watch Orion throughout the

winter months, we face away from the

center of the Milky Way and gaze toward

the stars that make up its Cygnus "arm."

We are residents in a spiral galaxy with

great wispy arms of stars slowly rotating

around a central disk once every 230

million years.

The sun, with its paltry gaggle of

attendant celestial bodies, is located about

two-thirds of the way from the center of

the Milky Way to the edge of the galactic

disk; it currently resides just outside the

Orion "spur" off the galaxy's Cygnus-

Carina arm, from which we emerged just

60 million years ago. For 50 to 100
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million years before that, we were traversing

the arm. (That is the sky the dinosaurs

would have seen.)

Most recently, we seem to be escaping

from the Gould belt of stars, a region of

bright objects on the edge of the Orion

spur, which includes the bright naked-

eye stars that give Orion its outline:

Betelgeuse, Rigel, Orion's three

"belt" stars, and the stars and

nebula in Orion's "sword."

Betelgeuse is a very old red

giant that has become unstable,

puffed up, and swollen

—

ready to become a supernova

at any time. On the other

hand, Rigel, opposite

Betelgeuse in Orion's

knee, is a blue-white,

still relatively young

supergiant.

When looking at

Orion, the eye is

quickly drawn to

the three stars that



form the giant's belt, Mintaka, Alniham,

and Alnitak, but the most interesting area,

the Orion nebula, is found immediately

below these stars. Visible in dark skies

with the naked eye, the nebula appears as

a fuzzy patch of light. We are looking

inside swirling clouds of gas and dust

embedded with hundreds of new stars.

With a small telescope, the four bright

stars that make up the Trapezium can be

seen. The light they throw off as they

emerge from this region of intense star

formation enables us to see the nebula, a

tremendously active region some thirty

light-years in diameter, where stars

coalesce from the surrounding gas. (To

give an idea of its size, if our solar system

measured one inch in diameter, the Orion

nebula would stretch across five and a

half football fields.)

Beyond the young stars of Orion's

nebula, we are looking away from the

center of the Milky Way—out toward the

vast, starry wilderness of other galaxies

and universes far beyond our own.

The Planets in November

Mercury, skimming over the bright

star Spica, has its best morning apparition

of the year this month, low in the

east-southeast sky about forty-five

minutes before sunrise. On the 12th, it

will appear above brilUant Venus.

Venus passes between the earth and

the sun on the 2d, but by midmonth the

planet has moved far enough west of the

sun to be easily visible in the predawn

sky. Venus slowly inches its way toward

the first-magnitude star Spica in Virgo.

From the 12th to the 15th, Venus plays

tag with Mercury. On the 30th, the

waning moon pays a call, passing below

and to the right of Venus.

Mars, which rises just before

midnight, starts out the month in the

constellation Cancer; by December, it

moves into Leo. Early on the morning of

the 25th, look for Mars approaching

bright Regulus in the heart of Leo and the

waning gibbous moon passing well to the

south. Mars brightens slowly throughout

the month.

Jupiter will be invisible during the

first half of the month. On the 17th,

Jupiter is in conjunction with the sun

(passing behind the sun as seen from the

earth). By month's end, Jupiter has

moved far enough away from the solar

glare to be visible very low in the

predawn east-southeast sky, passing very

close to Mercury on the 28th. In the

brightening moming twilight, scan the

horizon with binoculars about forty

mmutes before sunrise to spot the two

planets. Binoculars will help distinguish

Jupiter (the bright object on the left) from

Mercury.

Saturn is in the faint constellation

Aquarius. At sundown, the ringed beauty

is nearly due south and will not set in the

west until midnight. On the 1 1th, look for

Saturn below the first-quarter moon.

Uranus and Neptune, just west of

Sagittarius, slowly sink below the horizon

after sundown.

Pluto passes behind the sun on the

20th and moves into the moming sky.

The Moon is new on the 3d at 8:35

A.M., EST; the first-quarter moon occurs

at 1:14 A.M., EST, on the 10th. The moon
is full on the 18th at 1:57 a.m., EST, and

reaches last quarter at 2:04 a.m., EST, on

the 26th.

On November 3d, a total eclipse of the

sun takes place when the new moon
passes directly in front of the sun just ten

hours before it reaches perigee, or closest

distance to us. This eclipse will

encompass nearly half the earth's surface,

sweeping along a path almost 9,000 miles

long. Totality will be visible along a

narrow strip running westward across

northern Chile to southern Brazil. A
partial eclipse will be widely visible,

however, throughout South America and

southem Africa. The moment of greatest

eclipse occurs over open ocean at 8:39

a.m., est, off the coast of southem

Brazil, where totality will last four

minutes and twenty-two seconds. About

an hour and a half later, Cape Town,

South Africa, will wimess a partial

eclipse that blocks nearly 90 percent of

the sun's disk. The eclipse ends shortly

afterward south of Madagascar in the

Indian Ocean.

On November 18, the moon will pass

through the faint outer shadow of the

earth, and a penumbral eclipse of the

moon will occur. This eclipse actually

begins half an hour before midnight, EST,

on the 17th, and mideclipse takes place at

1 :44 A.M., EST, on the 18th, when the

northem side of the moon should be

noticeably darker than the southem side.

The Leonid meteor shower

unfortunately will probably reach its peak

on the 18th, the same moming as the full

moon, which will overwhelm the show

with its brilliant light. Nonetheless, check

out the sky between approximately 2:00

and 5:00 a.m. for unusually brilhant

meteors streaking from the direction of

Leo, the lion. This is the famous meteor

display that can produce "storms" of tens

of thousands of meteors per hour during

the retum of its parent comet (Tempel-

Tuttle) to the inner part of the solar

system. The comet is due to retum in

Febmary 1998, so this year the Leonids

may provide a few bright foremnners of

its main stream of debris.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington. D.C..

and writes on popular astronomy.
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/^UAOnS OF PEOPLE LIVE

INTHE SHADOW OF AN ILLNESS

FORWHICH THERE IS YET NO

CURE. BUT THEY LIVE IN HOPE.

THE HOPE THAT SOMEWHERE,

SOMEHOW, THERE WILL BE

AN ANSWER.

Glaxo
Research &Medicines

AT GLAXO, WE MAKE MEDICINES.

BUT OUR REALJOB IS TO

FIND THEM.AND OUR SEARCH
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Science Lite

Stand-up Chemist
Do the beakerfolk have a sense ofhumor?

by Roger L. Welsch

I recently met with a panel of local sci-

entists up at Slick's Big Table Tavern and

the conversation turned, as it so often

does, to this column and issues of modem
science. "I'll bet your column on astro-

physics a few months ago got plenty of as-

trophysicians boiled," offered my plumber

friend Woodrow.

"Well, yes, it did," I admitted. "But

truth to tell, it's pretty hard to write any-

thing without upsetting someone, espe-

cially when you're trying to be funny. And
let's face it, science has taken a bum rap

from popular culture for a long time. Sci-

entists are more often than not portrayed

as crazy, not funny. Think of Dr. Franken-

stein, for example. Or Dr. Jekyll."

"Or Dr. Scholl," suggested Lunchbox,

our local auto body repairman.

"Or Dr. J," said Luella, the dishwasher

from over at Harriett's Chew 'n' Chat

Cafe.

"Imagine going to a party and running

into a scientist," said Slick, with obvious

compassion. " 'Hi,' I say. 'I'm a barkeep.

And this is my wife, LaVerne, hairdresser

and flower arranger—imagine trying to

keep those two things separate and

straight. She leads an interesting life, I can

tell you for certain. And this is Luella, who
set the county record for dishwashing at

last year's Mother's Day buffet. And these

are Woodrow and Lunchbox, plumber and

sheet metal master, except on some Satur-

days when they dance at bachelorette par-

ties under the nom de plume Quarter Ton

o' Fun.'

"Here I've made it clear that me and my
friends lead remarkable, dramatic lives.

But then the guy I'm talking to says, 'I'm

an astrophysler.' Man, where can a con-

versation go from there? There's nothing

from science that goes well with onion dip

and wine coolers, I'm willing to bet."

"I can't buy that theory. Slick," I said. "I

received two letters about that column

from physicists who refuted point by point

in eamest what I had written in jest. But I

also got many more letters from physicists

who said that the piece had given them a

good laugh and they would like to reprint

it in their department newsletter or maybe

a class casebook or even a Christmas let-

ter. To tell you the truth, I think science

—

both the study and the materials studied

—

are inherently funny."

"Not chemistry," moaned Luella. "I

took chemistry four times in high school

twenty-two years ago and I distinctly re-

member that we never laughed once. As-

frophysics may sometimes be funny, but

not chemistry."

The Big Table Forum argued the issue a

while but we finally realized we were at a

considerable disadvantage in that the clos-

est thing we had in attendance to a chemist

was Slick himself, and he made it clear he

HIOAg

wouldn't mix free drinks for anyone.

("Science be damned," as he put it.)

Most scientists don't give us folklorists

credit for knowing much, but believe me,

this is one thing we do know: The places

where orally, informally transmitted mate-

rials thrive is precisely within smaU, eso-

teric, isolated groups of people. Stock-

brokers have traditional customs, farmers

have fraditional beliefs, hookers have tra-

ditional language, even folklorists do.

Chemists have traditional humor—I'd bet

money on it.

So, I wrote to Dr. Pill-Soon Song, Dow
Chemical Professor and chairman of the

chemistry department of the University of

Nebraska, one of the many educational in-

stitutions where for decades I successfully

avoided contact with anything even re-

motely like a hard science. (There is a rea-

son, after all, that they are called "hard.") I

asked Dr. Song, "Is there a humor of the

Fe'
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Te"

Fe'

Hi O Silver
Ag is the symbol for silver.

MD

MD

Orthodox
Adjacent positions on a benzene

ring are said to be "ortho" to

each other, and MD is a doctor.
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Benzene
A hexagon with the dashes as shown

represents a benzene (CbH,,) molecule.

MD.

Paradox
Opposite positions on a benzene

ring are said to be "para" to

each other.

Ferris Wheel
Ferrous is the name of iron in

many of its compounds, and Fe^*

is the symbol for ferrous iron.
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Metaphysicians
Positions that are neither opposite

nor adjacent are said to be

"meta" to each other.
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science of chemistry...a science-specific,

in-group tradition of laughter?"

He responded that there indeed is, and

provided examples: "Old chemists never

die, they just fail to react," and "How do

you know if a person is a chemist? He's

the one who washes his hands before he

goes to the bathroom." Just as I had hoped,

there was also one joke that means ab-

solutely nothing to anyone who is not a

part of the in-group: "The Chemist's Rule:

Never take more than three data points.

There will always be some kind of graph

paper on which they fall in a straight line.

Chemist's Rule First Corollary: If you

only have one kind of graph paper, never

take more than two data points."

"I'll pass your letter around the depart-

ment and see what else we can scratch

up," wrote Dr. Song.

A couple of weeks later I got a follow-

up letter from an old friend, Jim Carr, of

the university's chemistry department. "A
lot of chemical humor involves fictitious

names for chemical substances," he wrote,

providing a few examples along with de-

tailed explanations for the uninitiated.

("There are dozens more," he offered.)

Aha! Just as I suspected: there is not only

humor about science but also a humor of

science. Even chemistry, Luella.

Dr. Song, like any good scholar, even

dug up a reference for me, R. L. Weber's

Science with a Smile (Philadelphia: Insti-

tute of Physics Publishing, 1992). I got a

copy of that seminal study, and if any

doubts remain in your mind that science is

funny. Science with a Smile should put

them forever to rest—unless you satisfied

your science requirement, as I did, with a

few extra semesters of R.O.T.C. In that

case, you won't understand a thing.

Folklohst Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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"The pipe is us. The stem is our

bacl<bone, the bowl our head. The

stone is our blood, red as our skin.

The opening in the bowl is our

mouth and the smoke rising from it

is our breath, the visible breath of

our people.

"

- Lame Deer, Medicine Man
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A female otter and her three pups survey the riverfrom a log.

Michael S. Quinton

Otter
Limits

On Nevada 's desert rivers, otters are restricted to

oases created by beavers, willows, and
some thoughtful ranchers

by Peter V. Bradley

A chisel-toothed kangaroo rat bounces

away across the parched sand at my feet.

A member of a family of rodents that has

long been deprived of free water, the kan-

garoo rat has evolved the ability to me-

tabolize the stuff from rock-hard Indian

rice grass seeds. All around me, the scene

repeats itself—a desert teeming with ex-

amples of organisms that collectively have

spent a large part of their evolutionary

capital on physical and behavioral adapta-

tions that daily mean the difference be-

tween hfe and certain death by desicca-

tion. Yet only a half mile away, a

four-foot-long river otter broods her

young in the security of an abandoned

beaver lodge. Sage thrashers and Brewer's

sparrows flush as I wind through brittle

stands of upland greasewood and saltbush

on my way from road's end down to the

banks of the Humboldt River in Nevada.

The northern river otter has adapted to a

wide variety of aquatic habitats, from

coastal marine environments to high

mountain lakes. Northern Nevada, how-

ever, is one of the few areas where the an-

imals survive in a desert habitat, confined

to narrow river corridors. This is where

I've been for three years now, defining the

otters' role in this fragile ecosystem by de-

tecting what they have left behind. Piles of

otter excrement, reeking four-by-one-inch

constructions of fish bones and crayfish

exoskeletons, webbed five-toed tracks in

the river mud, and tunnels in hay mead-

ows where the elusive otters have beat

down a shortcut connecting two river me-

anders—these were my prizes, my ulti-

mate goals. Even a glimpse of the animals

seemed too much to ask.

I was therefore surprised when a mother

otter and her three pups—hesitant but cu-

rious—greeted me from the opposite

bank. At first, the mother's reaction to my
presence reminded me of a pronghom an-

telope's curiosity just prior to flight. A
pronghom sometimes walks right toward

you, seemingly mesmerized by the obvi-

ous danger. Then suddenly, it takes to

rapid flight, white rump patches flashing

in the morning light. The difference here

was that no rapid flight followed the pe-

riod of curiosity. The mother otter shpped

into the stream and glided through the

water twenty feet away, scribing an arc in

the glassy pool between me and her

chocolate brown pups huddled on the op-

posite shore.

I couldn't help but sit and stare for some

time. The animal's body seemed perfecfly

matched to a carnivorous life on the river.

The missilehke head, neck, and trunk ta-

pered into a long, powerful, muscular tail.

Her coat, dark brown above and almost

white underneath, mimicked color pat-

terns in many predatory fishes (presum-

ably a parallel evolutionary adaptation that

may allow the otter to avoid detection just

long enough to make a kill). Her stout

whiskers can supposedly detect move-

ment in turbid waters. All this, combined

with powerful jaws equipped with bone-
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Beaver dams create ideal conditionsfor

river otters in many areas, but in the

desert they are essential. Even a low dam,

below, can pool enough waterfrom

melting snows to see otters through the

sweltering summers.
Peter V. Bradley

shearing camassial teeth and the weasel

family's almost legendary boldness-to-

bodyweight ratio, makes river otters the

uncontested top carnivores of America's

rivers.

She stared at me as she effortlessly

swam by and on the fifth arc, shot a glance

at her three pups and coasted downriver,

submerging in a deep pool a hundred

yards away. Within a minute, she was

back at her pups' side, with a large, agi-

tated crayfish protruding from her mouth.

Her three dependents quickly devoured

the live prey and their mother soon

brought them a second crayfish. Each

time, the prey was ahve, presumably to

arouse the carnivore in her litde ones.

This process of gathering breakfast

went on for a good thirty minutes, inter-

rupted only once by a transient beaver

The two large, semiaquatic furbearers

gave each other a wide berth, the otter

lazily swimming, head out of the water

near her pups; the beaver hugging the op-

posite shore and in the process, gliding di-

rectly under my feet, unaware of my pres-

ence. Perhaps because a beaver had come
too close on a previous visit, on this occa-

sion the adult female otter offered a low,

ominous growl that kept him moving on

his way. At least that is the standard an-

thropocentric interpretation. It could just

as easily have been a "top of the morning"

greeting or some ancient carnivorous in-

sult reserved for Rodentia. The important

thing was that something was said.

I was so excited by the mother otter's

seeming indifference to my presence, and

by this unprecedented opportunity to ob-

serve her, that I nearly forgot about my
scheduled rendezvous with my wife,

Susan, downstream at the end of the day. 1

canceled my survey of the river, made a

quiet exit, and ran the two miles to the

truck in hopes that Susan, too, would have

an opportunity to observe the family

group. On our return, the pups had retired

to the safety of their willow lodge den and

their mother was keeping watch at the en-

trance, her sleek head just above the water

level at the edge of the large pile of willow

branches on the opposite shore.

As Susan and I hiked the two miles

back to the pickup in the approaching twi-

light, our three years of study began to jell.

How appropriate it seemed—to take leave

of a family of Great Basin river otters snug

inside the confines of their abandoned

beaver lodge. The evidence for a powerful

commensalism between the carnivore and

the oversized rodent engineer had become

overwhelming—so much so that it is diffi-

cult to imagine a healthy river otter popu-

lation in the central Great Basin without

the influence of an equally healthy beaver

population.

Nevada otter populations appear to be

determined in part by the number of pre-

existing den sites, of which beavers seem

to be the sole providers. Along the desert

rivers, female otters almost always raise

their litter of one to five pups in abandoned

beaver constructions. The two most com-

mon dens are the typical beaver lodges

—
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made of willow and rock, bound together

with river mud—and tunnellike burrows

in mud banks, with at least one entrance

below the surface of the water. Studies in

other parts of the west have shown that

river otters use a number of sites for their

dens, including hollow logs and talus

slopes. For the most part, however, these

do not exist in Nevada. There is simply no

alternative for the big river weasel that ei-

ther never figured out how to build its own
home or simply preferred not to do so.

If that were not enough to verify this cu-

rious association, I found evidence that

suggests beavers are also responsible for

maintaining healthy populations of prey

for the otters in Nevada's rivers. Pools cre-

ated upstream from beaver dams teem

with crayfish, freshwater mussels, moun-

tain suckers, sculpin, red-sided shiner,

speckled dace, Lahontan cutthroat trout,

and the introduced Asiatic carp. As is

common during the "dry season" in this

driest of states, the fury of the spring

floods gives way to a gentle flow. The

rivers then trickle, dribble, and dry up in

the furnace of August. This is when
beaver-made pools and ponds take on the

critical role of providing sanctuary for

aquatics that have no other place to go.

These can also be times of great abun-

dance for far-ranging otters. Male otters,

which are unwelcome near the dens and

play no part in raising their young, wander

three to four times farther than females.

Moving from pool to pool in ninety-mile

circuits—not unlike one of his distant rel-

atives in a Friday seafood buffet line—

a

male otter finds easy pickings where prey

are concentrated by annual drought cycles.

During the height of the dry season, the

density of life in these pools is, in part.

A beaver races up the side of its dam, left,

chasing offa trespassing otter Humboldt

tributaries that have been stripped of

willows, below, run wild during the

spring floods, cutting deep, otterless

rlicmnels into the sagebrush desert.

Peter V, Bradley

what determines how many otters can live

on any given reach of river.

By far of greatest import to the otter,

and probably the linchpin of the

beaver-otter relationship, is the beaver's

penchant for irrigation. Underground

water tables delineate the boundaries of ri-

parian wetland vegetation in the Great

Basin desert; only where water lies close

to the surface is the land green. Upstream

from each beaver dam, the water table

rises to a new level, expanding the corri-

dor of lush river vegetation snaking

through the desert valleys. Healthy Great

Basin river ecosystems rely heavily on this

stream bank vegetation. Overhanging wil-

lows and hay meadow vegetation block

much of the direct sunlight, making for

cooler water temperatures. Cool waters

sustain higher levels of dissolved oxygen.

These same overhanging branches pro-

vide a constant rain of organic litter, which

forms the basis of the aquatic food web.

Invertebrates turn this rain into protein that

eventually finds its way into the muscle

fiber of the river's top carnivore.

An even more critical function of wil-

lows and hay meadows is that their root

systems stabilize stream banks during

yearly spring floods. In May and June,

Nevada's 12,000-foot mountain ranges re-

lease their tonents of snowmelt. The life
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The old bed of the meandering Humboldt River—once an

ideal habitatfor otters—is still evident on the river plain, left.

Before reaching the sink where it evaporates in the desert

lieat, the new cliannel (near llie top) cuts a relatively straight

path. Map, below left: A few tributaries of the Humboldt

River, wliere willows and beavers arefound, still support a

moderate number of river otters.

and health of valley river ecosystems

hinge on whether stream banks are suffi-

ciently armored to prevent soil erosion

—

stream banks like the ones provided by

rancher Bill Wright and his sons on the

Marys River.

The Wright family's Mala Vista Ranch

spreads along 7,100 acres of the Marys

River floodplain at the base of the Jarbidge

Mountain wilderness in northern Nevada.

Native hay meadows, old willow forests,

and cattail-bulrush wetlands dominate the

river valley. When the great floods of 1983

and 1984 hit northern Nevada, Bill's river

was ready for them. Stream banks ar-

mored by old-growth willows and hay

meadow vegetation held the precious

floodplain soils in place. Meandering

channels riddled with beaver dams slowed

floodwaters, dissipated flood energies, and

absorbed much of the sediment loads from

upstream properties not so well tended.

The exception, rather than the rule, the

San Juan Sliver

Mala Vista was one of the few ranches on

the Humboldt River system to avoid eco-

logical disaster at the hands of the big

floods.

Number two son, Preston Wright, and I

were standing chest deep in a patch of

Great Basin wild rye one crisp July morn-

ing, looking out over a fresh-cut hay

meadow bordered by fog and river wil-

lows when I asked him what was unique

about his family's stewardship of the river.

Armed with a stem of timothy between his

teeth and a degree in English from Stan-

ford University, he stared off into the dis-

tance and carefully formulated his answer:

"Well, it's simple really. We're old-fash-

ioned. We never have disturbed our wil-

lows along the river. The operators who

kill their willows in hopes of raising more

grass hay are shooting themselves in the

foot. In most cases, willows are the only

thing holding these riverbanks together."

In the early 1970s, Preston's father was

the first to refuse federal dollars thrust at

private landowners by the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture to entice them to cut

down the willows. The trees were thought

to suck up too much water, when, in truth,

they actually help to conserve it on the

river floodplains. For saving the trees, Pre-

ston's father is now nicknamed "Willow

Bill."

Preston continued, "Also, we raise hay

in this valley for winter feed and we don't

turn the cows into these fields until the end

of the growing season. We like to leave

something for the wildlife." A greater

sandhill crane interrupts our train of

thought with its distress call, a loud, metal-

lic rasp that echoes across the floodplain.

We climbed into an old dusty pickup

and drove downriver to a spot Preston

seemed particularly fond of. At road's end,

we walked half a mile through and around

sedge, rush, and cattail marshes to a yard,

where hay had once been stacked. White-

faced ibises, willets, yellow-headed black-

birds, gadwalls, and green-winged teals

rose in clouds around us. A semi-intact

fence still enclosed an old, brown, twenty-

foot-high haystack. Water and marshland

surrounded the yard. Preston pointed to-

ward the river 150 yards away. "We've

hayed this field since I was a boy. Three

years ago, beaver built so many dams

through there that the river silted up,

spilled its banks, and flooded these fields."

"Did that cut into your winter feed sup-

ply?"

"No, not really. We generally have

more than enough hay to take the herd

through the winter."

"So you're going to let the beaver do

their thing?"

"Sure. They keep the water table up,

and the birds seem to like it."

I thought about the beavers, the wil-

lows, the new marsh, and the redirected

river as Preston's comment
—

"they keep

the water table up"— kept coming back to

me. Could it be that over the centuries this

humble rodent was somehow responsible

for thousands of redirections of this river

across its mile-wide floodplain and the

concurrent deposition of leagues of rich

floodplain topsoils—the foundation and

keystone of the desert riparian ecosystem?

1 climbed the old stackyard to improve my
view of the floodplain. Once on top, it be-

came evident that another local mammal
or mammals had recently enjoyed the

same vista. A large river otter latrine was

perched atop the last four bales of the

abandoned stack. Crayfish exoskeletons,

fish bones—the works.

In the coming months. Sue and I had no

trouble finding abundant signs of river ot-

ters along the seventeen miles of Marys

River that wound through the floodplain

stretching across the Mala Vista Ranch,

nor did we have trouble finding traces of

them on similarly healthy reaches of the

Humboldt River system. We found the

greatest abundance of otter signs on

stream reaches that either had dense ma-

ture wOlows or dense hay meadows lining

both banks of the stream. Reaches most

frequented by otters also had an abun-

dance of beavers and meandered through

valleys, dropping at a gentle rate of only a

few inches per mile.

Painfully obvious, however, was how

rare these healthy riparian ecosystems had

become. Hundreds of miles of Great Basin
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Afterforaging in the riverfor hours, an otter, left, emergesfrom

the water to rest on a log. In an otherwise arid landscape,

willows and a beaver dam, below, retain the waters of

Marys River on the Wright's ranch.

Peter V, Bradley

rivers had lost their ability to withstand

normal spring floods. Their channels in-

cised, their water tables lowered, their me-

anders abandoned, river valleys began to

take on the appearance of the surrounding

Great Basin desert—green rabbitbrush

and sagebrush blanketing their flood-

plains. Otters did not do well along these

degraded streams, perhaps because there

was little to eat and nowhere to sleep.

Those streams with little or no sign of

otters were those where the native riparian

vegetation had been replaced by upland

species—sagebrush, rabbitbrush, grease-

wood, exotic brome grasses, and forbs

such as cocklebur, Canadian thistle, and

curly dock. Beavers were rare to absent,

and streams had lost their meandering

character and had instead become essen-

tially straight. Vertical mud banks rose as

high as twenty feet above entrenched,

braided, sickly streams where no trout

swam and no willows grew. Mud banks

were often streaked with reddish brown

horizontal stains marking historic water

tables—a sort of pictographic history of a

river floodplain's slow death.

Water-loving plants and animals de-

clined as water tables dropped, and whole

populations of wood warblers, willows,

Preble's shrews, and American tree spar-

rows eventually disappeared from the

once verdant plains. Today, otters use

these barren streams only as travel corri-

dors in their search for better hunting

grounds or unclaimed territories. One

finds a random track in the river mud, a

single scat atop a sage-covered riverbank,

but no evidence of permanent occupation.

Only from the air could I appreciate the

full extent of the damage to these riparian

systems. Meandering channels that once

watered the land are now choked with six-

foot-high sagebrush thriving in the rich

river silt. By last count, the Humboldt

River system had recently lost thirty-

seven miles of stream channel, primarily

as a result of human activity that caused

the rivers to abandon their meanders and

cut more direct routes across the terrain.

Atop one of these abandoned meanders

on the North Fork of die Humboldt River

was where I found the forked trunk of an

old coyote willow still firmly rooted in the

dry desert like the last free-standing,

slightly tilted tombstone in a forgotten

cemetery—the only reminder of a once

thriving wetland-riparian conidor. The

seed that produced this forgotten tree had

once germinated beside a healthy beaver

dam. Strangely, a snowy egret rose from

the cavernous stream course a hundred
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An otterpursues a fish across the ice.

Along rivers, such large meals,

combined with an abundance of crayfish

and other small prey, make up the

animal's diet.

Daniel J. Cox; Allstock

yards away where it had been dining on

three-inch-long, red-sided shiners and

specided dace-;—the only fish that can sur-

vive the tepid, oxygen-poor waters of the

lower North Fork today. After nearly

being hunted to extinction for its elegant

white plumage in the early part of this cen-

tury, this fish-eating bird seemed to be

benefiting from the destruction of a river

ecosystem. The snowy egret may have

had trouble handling the six-pound La-

hontan cutthroat trout and the deep, nar-

row, willow-lined channels that were once

part of the North Fork Humboldt River

ecosystem.

Almost like going back in time now,

I'm once again standing at the river's edge

in an old whiplash willow forest not a

quarter mile from the abandoned haystack

on the Wright ranch. It's subzero, bone-

chilling cold, and my snowshoes squeak

as my weight shifts in the two feet of fresh

powder. Perfect stillness slowly replaces

my labored breathing as I stand motion-

less beside a steaming pile of river otter

excrement. It slowly melts a depression in

the river ice as I ponder the cost-benefit

ratio of taking my mittens off and bare-

handing the mixture into a sandwich bag

for future food habits studies. I decUne for

awhile and listen to the stillness.

The first time the sound came I barely

acknowledged it. To my right, a very faint

tinkle sounded, like that of a very small

icicle falfing through the willow canopy.

Two minutes later it happened again, and I

realized it was far too cold for icicles to be

falling. I slowly mmed my head, and there

he was—a large male otter—only his head

and neck protruding from the small hole in

the river ice. A piece of the paper-thin ice

that had formed over the hole since his last

visit was lodged between his rounded

brown ears. Our muzzles began to form

icicles as we stared at each other, belching

hot steam into the January morning air. I

wondered if he knew he was living on one

of the last great reaches of the 600-mile-

long Humboldt River system, a section

that had not yet been grazed, channeUzed,

or deforested into oblivion. Looking into

his eyes, I felt he knew. D
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The Soil's Breath
As some scientists probe the skies and oceansfor answers to questions about climate

change, others are digging deeper into the mysteries of life below the surface

by Tyler Volk

Soil seems like passive stuff when I

ramble over it -during woodland searches

for birds. But when I sit at my computer,

assembling data at the planetary scale, the

soil reveals itself as one of the most active

organs in the earth's "body."

Organisms living on and within the

soil—beetles, worms, and other inverte-

brate creatures, along with fungi, roots,

bacteria and other microbes—produce a

ceaseless flow of carbon dioxide as they

respire. This flood of colorless and odor-

less gas, the soil's breath, enters the at-

mosphere and annually exceeds, by more

than ten times, the amount of carbon diox-

ide emitted by all human activities, includ-

ing the burning of fossil fuels.

For thousands of years, before there

were factories, before vast tracts of forest

were cleared or burned to grow crops and

graze herds of cattie, the various flows of

the global carbon cycle were closely bal-

anced. The amount of carbon dioxide that

passed from ocean to atmosphere matched

that from atmosphere to ocean; the carbon

from atmospheric carbon dioxide incorpo-

rated into plant tissue during photosynthe-

sis was matched by a return flow during

respiration by bacteria, animals, and fungi.

But now—thanks to the industries,

homes, and cars that spew out carbon

dioxide as a combustion byproduct of

their appetites for fossil fuels—the scales

have been tipped, and the atmosphere's

store of this potent greenhouse gas has

been growing. Some (but, crucially, not

all) of this new carbon dioxide then con-

tinues its journey, spreading through the

byways of the global carbon cycle, the

constant circulation of the carbon atoms

that are essential to life on earth. No one

knows for certain just how much new car-

bon die cycle can absorb wifliout being

thrown out of whack orjust where the new
carbon will wind up.

The great exhalation from earth to air is

key to comprehending the role of soil in

the global cycle of carbon. Unlike die sim-

ple forms of carbon in tiie atmosphere (the

three-atom carbon dioxide, for instance)

and in the ocean (primarily the five-atom
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Trees take the carbon dioxide they needfor photosynthesisfrom

the air around them. Respiring leaves return some ofthe gas to the

atmosphere, while still more passes into the soil as roots respire.

Michael Busselle; Tony Stone Worldwide



Jim Brandenburg; Minden Pictures

Fungi decompose leaves, below, and otherplant debris on the soil 's surface,

while untold numbers oftiny organisms, including morefungi, bottom,

feed on underground stores oforganic carbon. When these microorganisms

respire, they release carbon dioxide. Right: As tilledfields lie exposed to the sun 's

wanning rays, microbes in the soil go into high gear A result ofthe increased

microbial respiration is the especially large amounts ofCO^ thesefields exhale.

Gregory G. Dimiiian; Photo Researchers

David Scharf; Peter Arnold, Inc.

bicarbonate ion), most carbon in the soil,

derived from living matter, is complex,

bound into large molecules (long chains of

cellulose, massive blobs of protein). Taken

together, these partly decomposed, jetti-

soned tissues of hfe, called humus, are in-

terwoven into the variegated quilt of soil,

along with bits of minerals, tiny organ-

isms, gases, and water. The carbon in

humus is what makes soil dark, crumbly,

and spongy. Humus, too, gives soil its lus-

cious "earth" aroma.

Soil has so far largely resisted scientific

efforts to decipher much of its inner dy-

namics, but we do know that almost all the

earth's store of soil carbon is found within

the top three feet (exceptions are the deep

carbon stores of tundra and peat bogs).

Furthermore, about a third of the gaseous

carbon emitted from soil comes from its

uppermost layer of decomposing litter.

This litter—fallen leaves and twigs, older,

overgrown stems of moss, and rotting seed

casings—is mined by fungi, worms, bac-

teria, and other denizens of the surface

soil. These organisms and their predators

metabolically bum the carbon in the high-

energy molecules of litter and release it,

hnked with oxygen, as carbon dioxide.

(False-color image; x 4,800)

The remaining two-thirds of the soil's

flux of gaseous carbon is exhaled at deeper

levels and must make its way up through

the tiny spaces between mineral grains

and humus particles. About half comes

from the respiration of roots (and from

mycorrhizae, the ubiquitous, minuscule

fungi intimately associated with roots).

Unlike cells in leaves, root cells do not use

up carbon dioxide in photosynthesis; in-

stead, like breathing animals, they are

overall emitters of the gas. This root respi-

ration is one reason that gases within the

soil of a midwestem wheat field in sum-

mer contain a concentration of carbon

dioxide more than a hundred times that of

the atmosphere.

Respiration by soil microbes generates

the other major portion of the soil's "deep"

breath. These tiny organisms feed on the

carbon in organic matter, some of which

reaches them when decaying surface litter

is worked downward by worms, beeties,

and other soil dwellers. But the largest

source of this high-energy organic carbon

is already deep within the soil in the form

of roots and their associated fungi. Small
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roots and fine root hairs in particular are

continually withering away as local pock-

ets of soil become depleted of moisture or

nutrients. As roots decompose, carbon di-

rectly enters into the soil at many depths.

We expect to find deep roots in forests, but

even grasslands support a pool of soil car-

bon that may exceed in depth the upward

reach of the stems and seed heads.

Whatever the source of the soil carbon,

microbes spend their short Ufetimes trans-

forming it into carbon dioxide. Most of

these humus-digesting microbes have not

been named or, indeed, even isolated by

scientists because they cannot be kept

alive outside the complex matrix of asso-

ciations in their soil habitats.

Taken together, the exhalations of mi-

crobes, roots, fungi, earthworms, and

other organisms generate one side of the

"budget" for the soil's carbon pool. What

about the other side? In general, for a pool

to maintain itself, outbound flows must be

balanced by those inbound. Root respira-

tion, for example, depends upon the prod-

ucts of photosynthesis sent downward

through stems and trunks. Similarly, the

microbes and other organisms at the sur-

face and deeper in the soil are supplied by

photosynthesis with the litter that falls and

the roots that die. Altogether, the 60 billion

tons of carbon in the carbon dioxide

vented from the soil each year are nearly

equal to the annual amount of carbon

bound into the tissues of land plants glob-

ally. (Estimates place the products of pho-

tosynthesis consumed by aboveground

herbivores at less than 10 percent of the

total.)

How do the incoming flux from photo-

synthesis and the outgoing soil's breath af-

fect the amount of carbon stored in the

soil? Earthwide, the amount of carbon in

humus is two to three times the amount of

carbon in atmospheric carbon dioxide.

However, the pool's mass varies from

place to place by more than tenfold. Why?
Generally, the more you eat, the wider

your girth. And all else being equal, a soil

fed more organic matter by its plants will

contain more soil carbon. But all else is

rarely equal. Some people remain rails no

matter how many milk shakes they slurp,

while others remain obese even on highly

reduced diets. The difference is in the rate

of metabolism, a difference that can deter-

mine the bulk of carbon in soils, too.

The rate at which soils consume the car-

bon received from plant tissue is linked to

environmental conditions, such as temper-
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For all their lush vegetation, tropical rain

forests store little carbon in the soil.

Wann temperatures and abundant

moisture mean that organisms in the

surface litter and in the soil remain active

year-round, providingfew opportunities

for carbon to build up.

Will and Deni Mclntyre; Photo Researchers, Inc.

ature, rainfall, and soil structure, that influ-

ence the activity of the soil microbes, the

organisms that contribute most to the soil's

breath. Chief among these conditions is

temperature. When warm, the microbes

become even more active and frenetically

transform soil carbon into carbon diox-

ide, which then flushes into the air.

A vivid example of the effect of tem-

perature on this flushing is the difference

in the soU carbon of tropical grasslands, or

savannas, and that of temperate grass-

lands. On average, helped by a more in-

tense sun, the savannas grow about 50 per-

cent more material than do grasslands in

the higher latitudes (45 grams of carbon

per square foot per year compared with 30

grams). But savannas have roughly only a

fifth the soil carbon of temperate grass-

lands (400 grams per square foot versus

2,000 grams). The reason for this striking

difference is that at high latitudes, micro-

bial activity slows to a near standstill dur-

ing the cold winter, reducing the exhala-

tion of soil carbon. The resultant bigger

pool of carbon remaining in the ground

contributes to the richness and fertility we

admire in prairie soils.

Human activities, especially since the

invention of the plow, also affect the bal-

ance between the inflow of fresh organic

materials to the soil and the outflow of car-

bon dioxide, and thus the mass of organic

soil matter As a farmer tills the fields, the

soil tends to become warmer and more

aerated, which increases the rate of de-

composition. On average, soils brought

under cultivation lose about a fourth of

their carbon pool before settHng into a

new steady state. Careful management, on

the other hand, can increase carbon reten-

tion. Gardeners, for instance, often more

than compensate for tilling by adding

compost and manure.

Large-scale shifts in the soil's breath are

under scrutiny as indicators—and perhaps

amplifiers—of global change. The antici-

pated trend of rising temperatures as a re-

sult of the increasing carbon dioxide will

certainly invigorate the exhalation from

earth to air Already we have indications

of a dramatic change in the tundra soil of

Carbon Flux and the Soil

Land
Plants
600 GtC \00 GtC

Atmosphere
700 GtC

About 60 billion metric tons ofcarbon enter the soil every year, mostly

in theform offallen plant matter and photosynthesized "food" sentfrom

the leaves ofplants down into the roots. (The relatively smallflux of

carbonfrom animals to the soil is not quantified in the diagram.) An

approximately equal amount exits annually in theform ofcarbon dioxide

as soil organisms respire. However, human activities, such as the

burning offossilfuels, are adding dramatically to the amount ofCO, in

the atmosphere. How soil and other components of the carbon cycle will

be affected by the increase is still unknown.
Source; Tyler Volk. Estimates represent an Idealized, balanced condition. Diagram excludes oceans.
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Leaves cover the ground in a French

forest. Rising levels ofatmospheric CO,

mav affect how long the carbon in this

decaying foliage will be stored in the soil.

Michael Busselle; Tony Stone Worldwide

Alaska. Based on corings and gas meas-

urements, this polar soil, which had been

storing carbon since the glaciers melted

ten thousand years ago, has switched to

being a net source to the atmosphere.

Based on knowledge of microbial activity

as a function of temperature, some re-

searchers estimate that the observed

waiming of about one degree Fahrenheit

during the twentieth century could akeady

have increased the amount of carbon diox-

ide coming from the soil by about a biUion

tons per year, or about a sixth of our own
production of the gas from fossil fuels.

In addition to changes in the outgoing

flux from the soil's carbon pool, might

there be changes in the incoming flux

—

for example, from the direct effect of car-

bon dioxide on photosynthesis? For most

plants, more carbon dioxide in the air

stimulates photosynthesis by boosting the

pressure that drives the gas into the leaves,

where it is used to produce organic matter

such as starch, cellulose, and protein.

Every species will respond differently,

some adjusting better than others to

changing circumstances. Depending on

their responses to increased CO,, some

species may drop out completely and oth-

ers may expand their range to become new

members of plant communities.

Scientists studying the carbon cycle

have been calculating just how much car-

bon to subtract from their budget sheets

for the atmosphere, specifically from the

carbon dioxide fertiUzation. The best esti-

mates thus far tally about one billion tons

of additional carbon entering storage in

such forms as tree trunks, ground litter,

and soil humus. Thus, as a bottom Une, the

increased soil's breath attributable today to

rising global temperatures might just be

balanced by an increased flux to storage

—

if we are lucky. Of course, for a complete

prediction of atmospheric carbon dioxide,

we still have to examine deforestation, re-

forestation, entry and exit zones of carbon

dioxide to and from the ocean, the dissolu-

tion of minerals, energy technologies, and

the politics of international responsibiUty.

But these are still other stories in the ongo-

ing saga of the carbon cycle. D
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A male superbfairy-wren infull breeding

plumage perches atop hydrangea blooms in

Queensland, Australia.
Roger Brown; Oxford Scientific Fiims



Faithful Philanderers
Superbfairy-wrens pairfor life but play a mating game in which

infidelity is the rule, rather than the exception

by Raoul A. Mulder

Masses of bright yellow acacia blos-

soms—the heralds of spring in southeast-

em Australia—provide a backdrop for a

male superb fairy-wren perched among

them. He is basking in a small patch of

sunlight, his iridescent blue cap and ear

tufts gUtter against the velvet blue of his

throat and back. As I watch, the bird

reaches out to pluck one of the flowers and

flies with it to a nearby bush. I can only

dunly make out his silhouette as he skulks

in the dense vegetation, but he appears to

be watching a female fairy-wren foraging

nearby. The gray brown female hops on

the ground and pounces on insects with

brisk efficiency. Suddenly, the male ap-

pears beside her and starts to perform a cu-

rious display, holding the yellow flower in

his outstretched beak.

The transformation in his appearance is

remarkable. Normally a plump Little bird

with a long, jauntily carried, upright tail,

he now creeps along the ground with his

body held at an angle and twists from side

to side, tail drooping and cheek feathers

splayed out. Intent on her foraging, the fe-

male glances only occasionally in the di-

rection of the posturing male. When a sec-

ond male enters the scene, the first breaks

off his performance as abruptly as it

began. Pursued by the new male, the petal

bearer departs, but with a curious undulat-

ing flight in which he holds his body al-

most vertically, his tail pointed downward

and his blue and black feathers displayed

to maximum effect.

hi my notebook, I jot down the details

of this now-familiar sequence of events.

This is one of many hundreds of displays I

have observed since 1987, when 1 started

my investigation of the mating system of

superb fairy-wrens, but each is as absorb-

ing as the first. The displaying male is a

bird from my study population known as

BRY, an acronym derived from the small

blue, red, and yellow rings 1 have placed

on his legs to allow me to distinguish him

from the many other males at the site. The

rings betray BRY as an intruder into a ter-

ritory neighboring his own, chased out by

the resident male. My notes Ust this as his

fifth visit to the territory this season, and
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Jen and Des Bartlett; Bruce Coleman, Inc.

Afemale attends her low, dome-shaped

nest, below. Constructed ofdry grasses and

lined with parrotfeathers, the nest will

house a clutch of three tofour eggs. Left: A
female emits a distress call, a typical

reaction when harassment by displaying

males becomes intense.

Graeme Chapman

they show that at various times he has

briefly abandoned his own mate to visit,

and to attempt to seduce, every one of the

four females that hve in territories around

his own. In the course of my study, I have

learned that, far from being unusual or

aberrant behavior, these displays play a

key role in the bizarre mating system of

this species.

Fairy-wrens are small songbirds be-

longing to the genus Malurus, distributed

throughout Australia and Papua New
Guinea. The brilhant breeding plumage of

the males has earned many of the thirteen

species in the genus effusive common
names, such as the "superb," the "splen-

did," and the "lovely" fairy-wren. Anyone

observing a male superb fairy-wren for the

first time during winter might be puzzled

by these superlatives. This is because the

colorful feathers are shed after each breed-

ing season, and males molt into a plain

gray winter, or eclipse, plumage in which

they closely resemble females. Males

spend variable lengths of time in this

plumage; some retain it for as long as eight

months, whereas others molt back into

nuptial plumage after only a few weeks. A
very small fraction of birds skip the

eclipse phase altogether in some years,

molting directly from one set of blue

feathers to another

Anecdotal reports of petal carrying are

scattered through the ornithological litera-

ture for almost every fairy-wren species

that has been observed in any detail. The

color of the flower most commonly car-

ried varies from species to species, but ei-

ther augments or starkly contrasts with the

males' plumage. For example, red-backed

wrens of northern Australia carry red

berries, and the turquoise-plumaged

splendid fairy-wrens of western Austraha

bear purple flower petals, but bright yel-

low is the color of choice in the superb

fairy-wren.

My study site is a botanical garden on

the slopes of Black Mountain, in Can-

berra. These gardens provide fairy-wrens

with ideal habitat: a mixture of dense un-

dergrowth and open tracts set in eucalyp-

tus woodland. Although the climate is sea-

sonal in this part of their southeastern

Australian range, superb fairy-wrens do

not migrate and maintain the same territo-

ries year-round. They also maintain the

same social mates, usually until one mem-
ber of the pair dies. Roughly forty territo-

ries cover the study site, with each family

of fairy-wrens defending its patch against

its many neighbors.

Fairy-wrens are highly social birds

known for their cooperative behavior. De-

pending on breeding success in previous

seasons, the permanent occupants of a ter-

ritory may range from just a pair to a fam-

ily group with as many as three "helper"

sons. Whereas in most bird species the

young leave home before they reach adult-

hood, superb fairy-wren sons often remain

on the territory of their parents for several

years before dispersing, even though their

sisters are forced to leave before the year

is out. Shortages of females and vacant

territories provide an incentive for sons to

stay at home rather than strike out on their

own. In exchange for being allowed to

stay, these young males assist with the

care of newly hatched siblings. They help

to feed them, and they protect them during

their vulnerable first few weeks of life by

acting as sentries to warn of approaching

predators. In case of danger near the nest,

the birds adopt a curious distraction be-

havior that has been dubbed the "rodent

run." They scurry along the ground in a

weaving trail with their tails touching the

ground and their wings fluffed up, looking

much like mice.

Like many other perching birds in the

Southern Hemisphere, superb fairy-wrens

have a long breeding season that extends

for six months or more through the austral

spring and summer (September of one cal-

endar year to March of the next). The fe-

male builds the nest without any assis-

tance from her mate. It is a dome-shaped

structure made from dry grasses, usually

concealed in dense vegetation and lined

with a soft bed of parrot feathers (crimson

rosellas are common around Canberra).

The clutch of three or four eggs, which the

female alone incubates, will hatch after

about two weeks. Barring mishaps, the

young will fledge another two weeks later.

Within days, the female will be hard at

work building another nest, entrusting the

care of the fledglings to her mate and the

helpers. Frequently, however, the nest is

detected by a predator—between 40 and
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Superbfairy-wrens share a preening

session. Only members ofthe same

social group (mated pairs or a

female and one ofher nest helpers)

indulge in this behavior
C. Allan Morgan

Graeme Chapman

Brilliant cheekfeathers still splayed

out, a male concludes a display.

Males roam into neighboring

territories and adopt such flamboyant

poses to attractfemales.
Graeme Chapman

60 percent of all nests are preyed upon be-

fore the young can fledge. Some females

wiU build up to seven nests and lay more

than twenty eggs without fledging any

young. The Ust of probable nest predators

includes rats, feral cats, foxes, and snakes,

but the worst predator appears to be an-

other bird, the pied currawong. Regurgi-

tated pellets found underneath cunrawong

nests contained fairy-wren leg rings, evi-

dence that currawongs feed their chicks

fairy-wren nestUngs.

While females are building nests, their

mates are typically engaged in an inten-

sive campaign of visits to females in

neighboring territories. Displays with

petals are reserved for such excursions,

and flowers are rarely, if ever, offered to

their own mates during normal pair court-

ship, which is brief and basic. However,

the petal is not an indispensable ingredient

for display; males often perform their rou-

tine as enthusiastically without one.

Only males that have attained their blue

nuptial plumage perform displays, which

they begin just as soon as their molt per-

mits. They "make the rounds," using the

same petal while visiting several territo-

ries in succession, and they appear to be

finely attuned to the reproductive condi-

tion of females. During the female's fertile

period—usually the week before she lays

her clutch—she is subjected to a constant

stream of visits. During one twenty-

minute observation of a female, I counted

seven intruders. As her mate attempted to

drive out one male, another would come

courting. If the interloper succeeds in cop-

ulating with a fertile female, he may pro-

duce young at no expense to himself. The

enormous burden of feeding and the risks

of protecting the young wren he has fa-

thered are borne by the female's mate.

Such deception is difficult or impossible

for the cuckolded male to detect.

Females, however, are selective about

the males they mate with, and copulation,

as in many bird species, is very much
under \he control of the female. Without

her cooperation, any attempt to inseminate

is likely to prove futile. Female superb

fairy-wrens are easily able to avoid intrud-

ing males, and copulations occur only

when a female solicits them. For this rea-

son, males probably pay their frequent vis-

its to females merely to advertise them-

selves as candidates for "extra-pair

copulation." I suspect that after evaluating

numerous suitors, females make furtive

excursions to copulate with the male or

males of their choice.

This idea is difficult to verify, since

human observers rarely wimess copula-

tions—even those between paired males

and females—in any species of fairy-

wren. But an examination of male repro-

ductive anatomy reveals that they have

large reserves of sperm. At the start of

each breeding season, all males, including

helpers, develop a swelling around the

base of their cloaca, known as the cloacal

protuberance. This protuberance results

from a seasonal 300- to 400-fold increase

in the size of the internal testes, making

fliese sex organs almost twice as large as

those of other birds with a similar body

mass of one-third of an ounce. Males of

other species of birds with large reproduc-

tive organs are known to mate very fre-

quently, and it is likely that the exagger-

ated size of these structures in fairy-wrens

is an adaptation permitting frequent, if se-

cretive, copulation, or the transfer of large

volumes of sperm.

To obtain evidence of just how often

extra-pair copulations were taking place, I
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turned to DNA fingerprinting, a laboratory

technique that allows a bird's parentage to

be determined through genetic patterns. I

found that an extraordinary 95 percent of

broods in my study population contained

at least one nestUng that was not the off-

spring of the resident male. In total, 76

percent of almost two hundred nestlings

tested were fathered by an outsider.

While superb fairy-wrens may be an

extreme example of infidelity, evidence

exists that such "adulterous" avian behav-

ior, although on a more modest scale, is

commonplace among species previously

thought to be monogamous. For example,

in North American red-winged blackbirds,

about 25 percent of nesdings are the result

of extra-pair fertilization, and in tree swal-

lows, more than 50 percent.

Why should so many females consort

with males other than their mates? One

hypothesis holds that a female gains

"good genes" for her offspring by mating

with intruder males of high quality—that

is, males that are long-lived, healthy, or

that otherwise have a competitive edge.

Since the number of high-quality males is

limited, few females will be able to pair

with the most desirable male. Mating with

outsiders may then provide a female with

an avenue by which to improve her off-

spring's quality—^their ultimate success at

reproducing and surviving. She does this

by acquiring the sperm of a neighboring

male that may be superior to her mate.

DNA fingerprinting data lend support to

this idea. First, they show that in the arena

of opportunistic fatherhood, there are only

a few winners and many losers. Of sixty-

eight adult males living in and around a

core set of territories in which all the fa-

thers could be identified, only a handful

—

nine—fathered all of the extra-pair young.

Females apparenfly have some way of dis-

criininating among inales and are in re-

markable agreement when deciding with

which to mate.

The DNA fingerprinting results also

Intent on catching a neighboring

female's attention, a male brandishes a

yellowflower petal as an element ofhis

display, below. After thefeverish activity

of the breeding season, males molt into

subdued winter plumage, left.

showed that a remarkable number of the

most successful males were closely re-

lated. Male BRY, two of his sons (one with

his mate and one extra-pair) and an extra-

pair grandson were responsible for almost

half of all the extra-pair fertilizations. The

success of this single patriline provides

evidence for the good genes hypothesis; it

suggests that the extra-pair sons of suc-

cessful philanderers themselves grow up

to be successful philanderers—in other

words, sons may inherit their father's

genes for features that females perceive as

indications of high quaUty. Some of these

successful males were helpers in their own

groups, providing further evidence that

success has more to do with a male's genes

than with his social status.

One way in which a female might eval-

uate the quality of a male is in the timing

of his molt. Older males and those that are

in better body condition molt early and

thus have a head start in clocking up visits

to females. By choosing an early molter,

females can be confident that they are

choosing one of a select number of males

that are in superior condition and have

proved their abihty to survive. Because

superb fairy-wrens are nonmigratory and

stay in the same territory throughout the

year, displays can start several months be-
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Graeme Chapman

Nestlings about seven days old await an

insect meal, below. Given the rampant

infidelity among superbfairy-wrens,

chances are that at least one ofthe young is

probably not the offspring of the resident

male. Opposite page: A male pauses to scan

for predators before transporting an insect

to the concealed nest.

fore the breeding season. Females there-

fore have ample time to learn to recognize

their neighbors, and through the timing

and frequency of their visits have a basis

for comparing them with other males and

their social mate.

Why do males contribute to the feeding

of young that they have almost certainly

not fathered? In pairs, males generally

gain some paternity (fathering on average

one of the three nestlings in a typical

brood). In such cases, the female is depen-

dent on the contributions of the sole mate.

In an artful manipulation, she mates pre-

dominantly with an extra-pair male of her

choice, but also allows her mate limited

copulation access, placing him in a bind.

His dilemma is that he has no way of

telling which of the nestlings is his own.

To abandon feeding them is to put at risk

the survival of his own, hard-won genetic

progeny; but by provisioning, he provides

a free lunch for the young resulting from

his mate's adulterous encounters.

In families with helpers, the female is

assured of the contributions of the helper

sons and is no longer solely dependent on

the aid of her mate. She need make few

copulatory concessions to him, and his pa-

ternity then dwindles to one nesding in

every ten. Not surprisingly, in these cases

the male barely visits the nest, but the

helpers compensate for the reduction in

his efforts. Their contribution appears to

be a form of rent paying that allows them

continued residence in the group. If they

do not contribute, they may be expelled

from the group by the paired male and lose

the many benefits of continued home resi-

dence—including the opportunity to even-

tually gain paternity in another group.

When helpers leave the group for even a

short while during the breeding season,

neglecting their responsibilities, they are

punished severely by the paired male,

through attacks and long chases that may
last for up to a day. By manipulating

helpers in this way, the paired males may
be able to insure themselves to some de-

gree against the costs of wasted effort in

feeding young that might not be their own
and simultaneously gain more free time to

seek their own extra-pair copulations.

As I follow BRY on his way back to his

own territory, he drops the bright yellow

petal. Moments later, I notice he has sub-

stituted a dragonfly, which he carries to a

small prickly shrub in the heart of his ter-

ritory. After several quick scans of his sur-

roundings, he moves into the bush; I hear

nestlings begging. Within the space of a

few minutes he has changed from philan-

derer to model parent. D
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Last of the Caribbean
Whalemen
In the Windward Islands, afewfishing crews still survive by pursuing the leviathan

by John E. Adams

To most people, whaling calls to mind

large, steel-hulled vessels that cruise the

deep seas for months at a time in search of

sperm whales, humpbacks, and other giant

cetaceans. Less well known are shore-

based whaling operations, involving boats

that are launched from beaches and crews

that chase their quarry within sight of land.

These shore fisheries account for only a

minuscule catch, but for a small number of

coastal communities scattered throughout

the world, they provide an important

source of income and food.

Four such whaling operations still exist

in the Windward Islands, the southern

group of the Lesser Antilles. The few re-

maining crews—mainly elderly men

—

operate out of Barrouallie in Saint Vin-

cent, Friendship Bay in Bequia, and

Castries and Vieux Fort in Saint Lucia.

Although International Whaling Com-
mission (IWC) bans have sought to put an

end to whaling, the commission's rules do

not as yet protect small cetaceans, such as

the porpoises, dolphins, and pilot whales

still hunted in the Windwards. In addition,

Bequia's operation is authorized as an abo-

riginal fishery by the IWC and therefore

allowed the take of two humpback whales

each year for subsistence {see "A Blessing

to the Island" page 72).

But how did whaling get to the Carib-

bean in the first place? Colonial trade re-

ports and logbooks from New England

whaling ships reveal that throughout the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

Yankee whalers made regular cruises to

the warm waters of the southem Carib-

bean Sea in search of sperm, humpback,

and pilot whales. New England whalers

left Provincetown and New Bedford about

the middle or end of January and sailed di-

rectly to the Windward Islands, where

they hunted cetaceans from Martinique to

Trinidad until late April or May, when the

larger, migratory whales such as hump-

backs had calved and moved northward

with their young to colder Atlantic waters.

Toward the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the main interest of the fleet was
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After a day's labor, whalemen head home across the strait between

Bequia and Mustique. Migrating humpback whales often pass

through this channel in February and March, as they movefrom the

North Atlantic to their Caribbean wintering grounds.
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melon oil (extracted from the foreheads of

pilot whales), a product not only shipped

to New England but also bartered for pro-

visions in Dominica and the other Wind-

ward Islands. In the process, scores ofmen
from the southeastern Caribbean were re-

cruited by the Yankee vessels for six-

month voyages to the lower New England

ports. It was through these contacts that

several West Indians learned whaling and

boat building. Many returned to their

home islands to start fisheries of their own.

The earliest of these shore-based whal-

ing operations was established in Bequia

about 1875, by William T. Wallace, a for-

mer estate owner. Fashioned after New
England technology, it served as a model

for the development of nearly a score of

other whaling concerns in the southern

Windwards. Large whales were spotted

from hilltops and given chase in small,

open boats that were beached at protected

coves on the coasts of islands. After each

capture, the whale's carcass was towed to

a trying-out works where its blubber was

stripped and rendered into oil, and the

meat salted and dried for local consump-

tion. While New Englanders sought

A 1978 painting liy Bequian artist Sam
McDowell shows a large humpback being

butcheredforfood at the whaling station

at Petit Nevis, off the coast ofBequia.

Harpooner Athneal Ollivierre is pictured

at the head of the whale.
Sam McDowell

whales for their oil, West Indians valued

the meat more highly.

At its peak ( 1 880-1 920), whaling in the

southeastern Caribbean supported upward

of twenty whaling establishments; each

usually consisted of a minimum of two

open sailing boats with six-man crews,

and cmde, onshore processing facilities to

render oil from the blubber. The

Grenadines—an archipelago of small,

rugged islands lying between Saint Vin-

cent and Grenada—boasted six fisheries:

two in Bequia, two in Canouan, one on

Union Island, and one on Isle Caille, near

Carriacou. The fisheries had a combined

fleet of nearly thirty boats and employed

two hundred people, not counting the ven-

dors who marketed whale products

throughout the islands.

I first leamed of the existence of Carib-

bean whaling in 1964, when, as a graduate

student in geography, I was making a gen-

eral study of the maritime industry in the

Grenadines. I wanted to study the local

whaling industry, not as a marine biologist

but as a way to experience and better un-

derstand a life different from my own. My
tools were the time-honored ones of geog-

raphers in the field: notebook, camera, and

map. My methods were to observe, ques-

tion, and, I hoped, to participate in whal-

ing activities.

When I embarked on my project in

Saint Vincent the next year, it was still a

British colony inhabited by nearly 80,000

English-speaking subjects. (Saint Vincent

achieved independence in 1979 and is

now a self-governing nation of about

115,000 citizens, with administrative ju-

risdiction over several of the Grenadines,

including Bequia, Union Island, and

Canouan.) Then, as now, the majority of

the island's inhabitants were of unmixed

African ancestry. Among the island's mi-

norities were people of mixed African and

white parentage. East Indians, and whites.

Like most other islands in the West In-

dies, Saint Vincent based its economy on

agriculture, producing bananas and other

tropical crops for export and food crops

for local consumption. Great numbers of

people worked as manual laborers on pri-

vate or government-managed estates and

on their own small plots of land.

The more accessible Caribbean islands

had already been developed by resort in-

terests for the tourist trade, but Saint Vin-

cent and the Grenadines were still off the

beaten track and likely to be recom-

mended for the more adventuresome trav-

eler. The sleepy tranquillity of the south

Windwards didn't last long, however. By
the mid-1960s, they were the scenes of

feverish land speculation and building.

Fortunately, I was able to carry out most

ofmy observations before the south Wind-

wards were completely changed by out-

side influences. I focused my attention on

Barrouallie, a small farming and fishing

community on Saint Vincent's west coast.

At the time, the town's whaling industry

consisted of twelve open sailing boats and
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their crews, numbering seventy-two men.

This figure did not include the boat own-

ers, who normally did not go whaling

themselves, but lent their boats and gear to

others in exchange for a share of the pro-

ceeds from the sale of oil and meat. About

a score of women vendors prepared and

hawked whale products in the island's

markets, mainly in Kingstown, Saint Vin-

cent's capital city.

I sought out the founder and sage of the

Barrouallie whaling industry, Griffith Ar-

rindell. By then retired from whaling, he

was nonetheless a man of considerable

stature in the community. Griffith invited

me to stay at his home, a small, two-story

dwelling located between the waterfront

and the town square.

For several days Griffith and I dis-

cussed the Barrouallie fishery: its begin-

nings, its technology, the social and eco-

nomic background of its boat owners and

crew members, and its markets, problems,

and prospects.

Griffith had decided to start a whaling

enterprise in the early 1930s. The major

impetus for developing the business was

the market for melon oil, which was used

in the United States to lubricate watches,

chronometers, and other fine instruments.

It had seemed like a good plan. The

coastal waters of Saint Vincent were well

stocked with short-finned pilot whales (lo-

cally known as blackfish for the jet black

skin covering their bodies), the necessary

technology was available in Bequia, men
were eager to work, and there was a local

demand for blackfish meat. Early in 1932,

Griffith purchased two boats and whaling

gear from the Bequia fishery; he learned

the technique of whale hunting from some

old-timers at Barrouallie and Saint Lucia

who had periodically hunted dolphins.

Griffith recalled striking his first black-

fish on May 26, 1932, which, in essence,

marked the beginning of the Barrouallie

fishery. The most important cetacean

hunted by Barrouallians, the short-finned

pilot whale measures roughly ten to six-

teen feet in length, with large males

weighing upward of two tons. A gregari-

ous animal, it travels in groups numbering

from a few individuals to more than a hun-

dred. Blackfish are seen and hunted

throughout the year, weather permitting,

with significantly greater concentrations

from February through .Tune.

At the time, sperm whales, locally

called sea gaups, were also pursued, but

fewer than a half dozen were landed annu-
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ally. Unlike blackfish, sperm whales were

usually not encountered near the coast.

They moved in deeper waters and gener-

ally out of range of the whaleboats, which

seldom extended their range more than

nine or ten miles offshore. Sperm whale

oil was used for lighting and cooking, but

its flesh was not esteemed. A few killer

whales, known as white fish, for their

white underbelly, were also taken.

Barrouallians chased the big game first,

but when this failed, they hunted various

species of dolphins. Owing to the abun-

dance of dolphins and their tendency to

swim close to a boat, whale hunters were

usually successful in striking them, and

many were landed each year and sold in

Kingstown for their meat and, in the early

years, for their oil.

The Barrouallie enterprise survived the

Depression years by blackfishing for the

local market, and slowly the fleet ex-

panded. The peak effort spanned three

decades, from the mid- 1940s to the early

1960s, when the fleet grew from a half

dozen boats to nearly twenty. A small

amount of melon oil was exported from

Barrouallie to a New England firm during

this period.

Griffith kept a diary of his blackfish op-

erations from September 1946 through

1951, detailing the day-by-day catches,

weather conditions, and problems encoun-

tered in the fishery. From October 1

through October 31, 1946, for example,

his three boats made the following catch:

eight blackfish, five porpoises, nine

sharks, and one sperm whale that mea-

sured thirty feet in length. A December 5

entry read: "Joy to the boys, all three boats

caught one day." But happy notations

were rare. The log told more often of

heavy winds and rains, squalls, torn sails

blown away, harpoons lost, whales lost,

and disputes with the crews.

Between 1960 and 1970, the yearly

blackfish catch in Barrouallie ranged from

about 200 to more than 400, the average

being about 250. Daily and weekly land-

ings varied considerably. On May 6, 1966,

for example, whalemen made a near

record catch of twenty-one blackfish, one

boat taking six.

I asked whether I could accompany

Griffith on a whaling trip, and he assented.

The whaleboat we sailed on, like all of

those in Barrouallie, had been purchased

from Bequia boat builders, who are highly

skilled at their trade. Like the old Nan-

tucket craft used in Bequia, the Barroual-

lie whaler was (and is) double-ended,

earning the local name "two bows." It is,

however, wider of beam proportionate to
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its length, deeper of hull, and somewhat

shorter and heavier than its prototype. It is

also equipped with a centerboard that,

lowered through a slot in the hull, helps to

protect against lateral drift.

The gear included forty fathoms of

shooting line, 120 fathoms of heavy

manila rope, standing line, four harpoons,

three lances, and a box of 12 gauge shot-

gun shells, from which the pellets had

been removed. The shells were fired from

the barrel of a modified shotgun mounted

on a swivel and carriage seated on the bow
deck. Griffith said that the gun harpoon

had been introduced from Saint Lucia in

1958, displacing the traditional hand har-

poon in striking whales. It hadn't been a

very difficult decision to make. The hand-

held harpoon, made of a soft iron blade

and shank attached to a five-foot hard-

wood shaft, was heavy and couldn't be

Left: Bequia whalers prepare to tow in a humpback cow.

Killed in the winter of1986, it was the first such catchfor

localfishermen in afew years. Below: Women vendors retail

dried pilot whale meat in Kingstown, Saint Vincent, 1981

.

Known locally as island bacon, the product is one of the least

expensive fleshfoods on the island and in demand among

the island's agricultural laborers.

John E, Adams

thrown more than a few yards. The gun-

fired harpoon, on the other hand, had a

range of about forty yards, with a normal

charge consisting of the amount ofpowder

contained in one 12 gauge shell, plus a

quarter measure of powder extracted from

a second shell.

The bamboo mast was raised, sails set,

and we got under way, accompanied by

two boats, with four more to follow, bring-

ing our fleet to eight boats, including the

whaler that had set out earlier. Our small

fleet fanned out in a broad semicircle, sail-

ing northwest, west, and southwest of Bar-

rouallie. Each boat hunted independently

and kept at some distance from the others.

The wind velocity dropped and the four

crewmen, sitting in staggered positions in

front of me, had to resort to rowing, while

the mate at the stem directed the boat with

a twenty-three-foot-long, oarlike rudder.

The captain stood ready behind the bow
gun. Eventually the captain climbed the

mast to get a better look at a herd moving

ahead of us. I heard him say disappoint-

edly: "They's wild fish, no use going for

them." The wild fish had been hunted be-

fore and were spooked, so they simply

kept a safe distance from our boat. No

amount of manpower or wind power

could catch up with these fast-moving

cetaceans. "Tame fish" had not been

hunted before, perhaps being newcomers

to Saint Vincent, and allowed boats to ap-

proach within striking distance.

When the gun-fired harpoon was intro-

duced, whale landings increased signifi-

cantly, but within a few years, the number

of strikes dropped dramatically as the

whales, apparently reacting to the danger

of being close to the whaleboats, began to

keep a safe distance. Now, other innova-

tions were on the way. One boat owner

planned to replace the heavy manila rope

with lighter nylon line in hopes of increas-

ing the range of his harpoon seven or more

yards for a maximum range of about sixty

to seventy yards. More dramatic and

costly plans were being made to install in-

board and outboard engines to "run down

the fish" for an easy strike.

The captain decided to return to shore,

but on our way to Barrouallie, we struck a

porpoise, a member of a large herd that

was being pursued by a dozen killer

whales. At 3:00 p.m. we reached our desti-

nation. Bilge rock was emptied on the

beach, gear stored away, and the porpoise
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A bottlenose dolphin, right, lies on the beach after being taken

by the Barrouallie fishery. Local whalers rarely hunted dolphins

until the last tv,'o decades. But as the pilot whale stock was

depleted and the islands' human population soared, these small

cetaceans—scorned by the upper classes as afood source—
became an important part of the local diet. Below: Villagers

butcher a humpback whale on Petit Nevis.
Tim Wright

was strung up on a coconut tree to protect

it from a pack of emaciated dogs. Tiie next

morning, the hundred-pound carcass was

delivered to Kingstown, where it was

butchered for fresh meat in the primary

meat market.

That evening the captain, mate, and I

discussed the economic problems in Bar-

rouallie and Saint Vincent. The mate ex-

plained that he was "doing blackfishing

'cause there's nothing else to do." He
spoke of his frustrations in trying to hunt

blackfish and "the little money that the

poor whalemen get for the fish." He added

that "blackfish is serious business for the

men in this place. There's no payday in

Barrouallie. We must go make our own
keep. That's the way it is for us here."

With whaling and two acres of land rented

from a nearby estate for provision crops,

the mate struggled to support five children

and a woman with whom he shared a com-

munal living arrangement.

At that time, the main ambition of Bar-

rouallians was to emigrate to the United

States, Canada, or England, but given the

numerous restrictions and the expense,

emigration was virtually impossible.

Many were desperately looking for work

in a skilled trade in Kingstown, butjob op-

portunities were very limited. The major-

ity of whalemen were plying their trade as

a stopgap measure, while looking for

some other form of employment.

A blow to Barrouallie 's oil business

came with the passage of the U.S. Marine

Mammal Protection Act in 1972, prohibit-

ing imports of whale products to the

United States, hi response to the closure of

this vital market, local entrepreneurs made

attempts to retail whale oil (both melon

and body oil) locally for cooking, lighting.

and as a medication to cure respiratory in-

fections. But revenues were disappointing

and scarcely covered the cost of boat and

gear maintenance.

When I briefly visited the island in 1970

and 1974, I leamed that agricultural jobs

hadn't kept pace with the rapidly growing

population, and an increasing number of

men either went to Kingstown looking for

work or were turning to the sea for their

livelihood, on a part-time or full-time

basis. Locally, the major marine industries

were trolling for pelagic fish and seine

fishing for the fork-tailed jackfish, or big-

eye scad, and other schooling species near

the shore.

BarrouaUie's whaling fleet, however,

had been reduced to only two active

crews. According to the Barrouallie Fish-

ermen's Cooperative Society, the Bar-

rouallie fishery landed 383 blackfish in
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A Blessing to the Island

by Nathalie Ward

Whaling is a set of brave-thinking and poor

men—it's not an easy hfe. It's a Hving. It's

food, but it's more. It helps furnish the

house. Whaling is the most helpful thing in

Bequia—a tradition that come down from

generations.

—Athneal Ollivieire, harpoonei; age 73

Each year, Bequia's hundred-day

whaling season is ushered in by the

blessing of the whaleboats in late Janu-

ary. The season corresponds with the

humpbacks' return from northern seas to

the shallow, protected islets and cays of

the Grenadines—where the whales loaf,

mate, and have their calves from January

through May.

The himt is focused on the seven-mile

channel running between Bequia and

Mustique. Traditionally, lookouts sta-

tioned on hilltops and outlying cays sig-

nal the "whalermen" of sightings by

"flashing glass" (mirrors) and radio. The

crew consists of the harpooner, the boat-

steerer, and four ordinary seamen.

Only one whaleboat. Why Ask, re-

mains. Modeled after the Yankee "beetle

boat," it is a twenty-seven-foot, double-

ended wooden craft outfitted with a high-

peaked spritsail main and jib and

equipped with a centerboard, removable

rudder, and 400 pounds of heavy "rock-

stone," which acts as ballast. Lying on

whalebone skids, the whaleboat is

launched from the beach at Friendship

Bay on Bequia's southeast coast.

The methods and tools of Bequia's

whalers are virtually unchanged from

those of the original nineteenth-century

fisheries. The hand-thrown harpoon, or

iron, weighs about twenty-five pounds

and can be pitched accurately a distance

of only about fifteen feet. Once the iron

holds fast and the whale is brought

alongside the boat, an eleven-foot lance

dispatches the animal by puncturing its

heart or lungs. As a last resort, a bomb
gun (a forty-pound shoulder gun)

equipped with an exploding cartridge is

used to secure the whale.

A landed whale on Bequia represents a

blessing to islanders. The animal is

towed to Petit Nevis, a small cay one-

quarter mile offshore, where the carcass

is flensed (stripped of blubber) and

processed for its meat and oil. The proc-

essing facilities include a concrete ramp,

a winch with a block and tackle for haul-

ing the carcass and facilitating the

butchering; the tryworks, consisting of

two large coppers, or cast iron boilers, for

rendering blubber to oil; and a palm

frond canopy that shelters those who dis-

tribute the meat and blubber.

Hundreds of the island's residents

gather on Petit Nevis to buy whale meat,

which is relished throughout the

Grenadines. Humpback "beef is sold lo-

cally and is prepared by women who ei-

ther com (salt and dry) it or dove it (cook

it with herbs and preserve it in whale oil).

Harpooner Athneal OUivierre and the

whalemen are revered locally. Yet today,

few men are interested in "taking it

[whaling] on"—as the life style offers lit-

tle remuneration, and the risk and effort

of whaling make it difficult to recruit

new members.

But when a whale is spotted and the

shouts of "Blows, blows" are relayed on-

shore, work stops. The schoolchildren

are given an extended recess, and hun-

dreds of people gathered along the bay

scream instructions and shouts of en-

couragement to the whalers at sea. 01-

livierre says.

If you hear those people ashore, how they

going on—singing' and rejoicin' when we
catch whale. When I come back to bayside,

people coming to lifting me up [out of the

boat] and sharing me out. Water come from

my eye.

Nathalie Ward is a marine mammal biol-

ogist and anthropologist who teaches at

the Boston University Marine Program

in Woods Hole. Massachusetts. She is

also a research associate at the Center

for Coastal Studies in Provincetown,

Massachusetts.

Blessing the Bequia fleet, 1987
Dana Jinkins

1968. Thereafter, landings plummeted to

1 17 in 1976 and only 25 in 1979. Whale-

men reported sighting far fewer cetaceans

than before. Whether this phenomenon

was due to the depletion of blaclcfish on a

worldwide basis or to a change in the mi-

gratory habits of the cetaceans is un-

known. Whatever the cause, the Barroual-

lie blackfish enterprise virtually collapsed

in the 1980s.

In the early 1990s, it persists as a relict

industry, with only two boats. Both have

35-horsepower outboard engines, which

are less expensive to maintain and operate

than the inboard engines that propelled the

crafts in the late 1960s and 1970s.

Increasingly, dolphin landings have

supported the fishery. This meat, much
cheaper than any other source of animal

protein on the island, is sold fresh in

Kingstown. The oil is marketed primarily

in Saint Vincent and Trinidad. The fisher-

men's cooperative society reported that

from January to October 1992, several

thousand pounds of porpoise meat were

delivered to Kingstown. An undetermined

amount of blackfish flesh, which is rel-

ished on that island, was sold locally,

along with melon oil. More than 200 gal-

lons of the oil were delivered by inter-

island trading schooner to Trinidad.

Whaling still is deeply ingrained in the

culture of Vincentians and Bequians.

While select crews of skilled whalemen

do the hunting, the butchering of whales is

a community affair in which adults partic-

ipate in exchange for several pounds of the

highly relished meat. Whaling is also a

dramatic testimony to the skills, ingenuity,

and courage of men who, facing desperate

economic conditions, turned to the sea as a

means of supporting themselves and their

families. In fact, Bequia's history traces

the evolution of a people who made an im-

portant social and economic transition,

from being landsmen, struggling to mak-

ing a living in agriculture, to being almost

wholly dependent on fishing and the mar-

itime trade. Whaling was a key element in

this change. Barrouallie and other seaside

communities in the Caribbean have expe-

rienced a similar transition. D
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MEMBERS CHOICE COLLECTION
Books and gift items chosen especially for

friends of the American Museum of Natural History

by the Good Catalog Company

Peony Wreath

Display this splendid wreadi

with all the color and richness of nature.

A fiischia peony, deep lavender roses,

and a golden pine cone are vivid

contrast to the traditional greenery.

An extravagant chiffon bow completes

the wreath. 15" in diameter.

Harbinger Wreath

#5334C Retail $65.50

Members' Choice $58.95

Requires additional SS air shipping.

Pilgrim Weatherglass

This is an authentic reproduction

of a weatherglass, a Dutch inven-

tion brought to the New World by

the Pilgrims in the 1620s.

Barometric pressure will cause the

water to rise and fall in the stem

of the hand-blown glass container.

The 12" tall weather station is hung

from a brass and copper stand built to

catch any overflow during

heavy weather.

Pilgrim Weatherglass

#533SG Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Four Million Years In Five Volumes

Journey through the epic history of human

evolution in this widely acclaimed landmark five-

volume series. Each volume brings to fife our

shared history with more than 300

full-color photographs and pictorial

spreads and dozens of vivid illustra-

tions. Whether you collect them

separately or buy the set, these won-

derful books are a must for any home
library. Each book is l2Vi" x 9y4" and

contains approximately 240 pages.

The First Humans #5998A

People of the Stone Age #5998B

Old World Civilizations #5998C

New World and Pacific Civilizations #599SD

Traditional Peoples Today #5998E

Retail $40 per volume

Members' Choice $36 per volume

GGDD CATALOG COMPANY^

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870
Tranquility Fountain

The soft rush of water over stones is naturally restful and soothing to

the human ear. And now you can enjoy your very own babbling brook

indoors or out. Brings the tranquil sound of moving water to any room

in your home, entryway or patio. The 16" diameter waterfall fountain

is completely self-contained and sets up instandy. Complete with a hid-

den recirculating pump and polished black pebbles for

the basin. Plugs into any AC outlet.

Watetfall Fountain

#5282G Retail $275.50

Members' Choice $247.50
Requires additional $5 shipping. Sorry, air express delivery not available.
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MiniatureTurtle Box

This whimsical new col-

lectible is inspired by the

artistry ofJapanese net-

sukes. Crafted of crushed

marble and resin, these

snuggling turtles have the

appearance of real ivory.

Remove top to reveal a

small storage space. Imported

from England. 2 'A" high.

Miniature Turtle Box

#S820B Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Heirloom Glass Wreath

Hung in a window, this stained glass wreath welcomes

friends and family. Entirely handcrafted in the USA using

traditional materials and techniques. It is 13" in diameter,

and is composed of 49 individual pieces of glass. The

"leaves" overlap for extra dimension and color richness.

Includes suction cups for hanging.

Stained Glass Wreath

#S4S6G Retail $53.50

Members' Choice $47.95

RooT-VuE Farm™

See how your garden grows. Watch vegetables

grow before your eyes—roots and all! Simply

plant the seeds, then see carrots, radishes, and

onions grow! And all in plain sight. Not since the

ant farm have we see such a fun, fascinating and

educational item. Includes everything you need to

sow, grow, and watch your garden go!

Root-Vue Farm

#5733B Retail $27
Members' Choice $23.95

Natural Birch Bark Baskets

Since ancient times, artisans have

crafted useful and beautifud

objects from birch bark. Peeled in

sheets from green logs, the

fibrous bark becomes strong yet

light when dried. Handmade with

laced seams, bound edges and

handles formed from peeled and

bent branches.

Large Basket (16'/2" x 18"Dia.)

#5345L Retail $76
Members' Choice $68

Medium Basket (14"xl5")

#5345M Retail $43
Members' Choice $38.50

Small Basket (ll"xl2")

#5345P Retail $20.50

Members' Choice $18
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Frog Horn

Sonata

A turtie lis-

tens happily as

a frog plays a

horn solo on his

shell. Lift up the

frog and you have a deco-

rative holder for soap, potpourri, paperchps, etc.

This delightful sculpture is cast of solid brass,

rubbed by hand to achieve a soft verdigris pati-

na. An amusing collectible to start conversations

on a high note. 6" high.

Brass Frog on Turtle

M5220Z Retail $43.25

Members' Choice $38.95

Star Hurricane

Star Hght, star bright—^keep this sparkling hur-

ricane candle aglow. Hollowed out and dipped

in pure beeswax, the candle is pressed with

golden stars for a translucent twinkling effect.

Tea candle (included), bums inside. 5'/2" high.

Candle Hurricane

#5700B Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95
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Beaver Boot Scraper

No home should be without a

boot scraper—especially in

slushy weather. This boot-

scraping beaver keeps the mud

out and makes a charming

welcomer too. Made of heavy

cast iron that won't slide

about, with durable

polypropylene brush. 14'/2"

x7"Wx6i/2"H.

Beaver Boot Scraper

#5299T Retail $65.50

Members' Choice $58.95

Sit On A Leopard

This is guaranteed to be a favorite spot for sit-

ting, stepping or resting your feet. Our charm-

ing stool is hand made of poplar wood and

hand-painted with bright, non-to.xic paints by

artists at Tatutina in Attleboro, Massachusetts.

Measures 16'/-." L x 10" W x 9" H.

Leopard Stool

#5991A Retail SI 30

Members' Choice $117

GOOD CATALOG COMPANY"

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870

Fishing for Towels

Our hand-carved fish grips

your towel or robe while it surprises your

fi'iends. Made in the USA of—appropriately

—

basswood, and individually hand-painted, each is

signed and numbered by the artist. Mounts easily

to your wall. Extends out 4'/2".

Fish Towel Holder

#50S0F Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Bird Nest Cachepot

Our imaginative and unusual earthenware cachepots celebrate nest

building. The handpainted glazed earthenware is ornamented with

forest leaves and a curving handle that encloses a delicate ceramic

nest. Inside is a trio of deep blue eggs. Individually handmade by

artisans; no two are identical.

Bird Nest Cachepot

Large (10" x 4>/2") #5422G Retail $27

Members' Choice $23.95

Small (61/2" X 4'/2") #5422F Retail S2L25
Members' Choice $18.95

Antiqued Tri-panel Fireplace Screen

This grand jardiniere fireplace screen combines decorative elements

from classical, medieval, and Arts and Crafts periods. The sinuous leaf

pattern embellishes your fireplace and casts flickering arabesques on

your walls, adding drama and intimacy to a fire. Crafted in the USA of

cast aluminum. The handpainted bronze finish gives it the appearance

of a rare antique. ISWz" H x 40" L.

Fireplace Screen

#5197 Retail $220
Members' Choice $198
Ref/iiircs addhional $5 shipping fee. Sorry air express delivery not available.
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Embroidered Sunflower Sweatshirt

Warm up the winter in this

sweatshirt embroidered with

a sunflower to remind you

that summer is not too far

away. It also makes a fitting

gift for the gardener, who

will appreciate the inclu-

sion of its botanical name.

Made of a heavyweight

cotton blend, it comes in

hunter green L or XL.

Sinifhwer Sweatshirt

#S398C Retail $64.W
Members' Choice $57.95

Specify size.

Fall Asleep with Gentle Floppy Bunny

Floppy Bimny is like a lullaby in soft, soft fur. One

look at those sleepy eyes, nodding head, and

floppy limbs is enough to set you yawning.

Warm and cuddly, they're immediately

calming to hug. Soon eyes close, and bunny

and friend are both slumbering peacefully.

Floppy Bnn?iy

Large (21") #57 1 5J Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Medium (IS") #511SH Retail $21.2

S

Members' Choice $18.95

Akua'ba Pin

Based upon the tradi-

tional "fertility doll"

carvings by the Ashanti

people of Ghana, this

gold-finished pin is an

authorized reproduction

of an original sculpture

in the Museum. 2'A" tall.

Akua'Ba Pin

#S999A Retail $30

Members' Choice $27
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1^^^^^ Expedition Hat

~^^^^^^ This double shrunk 100%

S^H^^r cotton canvas legendary explor-

-i™'^ ers hat features a wide brim for sun

and rain protection and a leather chinstrap

that can be tucked away. Crushable and

machine washable.

Expedition Hat

#5996A Retails $29

Members' Choice $26.10
Specify size: M, L, or XL.

Please use the toll-free number below to order, or if you prefer, cut out this order form

and mail to: Good Catalog Cofupavy, 54S6 SE International Way, Portland, OR 97222

Ordered BY; PUase jnah sure your tuime and address

are printed clearly

CiTV State

Please supply daytime telephone number ( )

We will only me it ifwe Ijave a question regarding your order.

Items Ordered

Page (Jit
to: (A orB)

Payment Method

Check or Money Orders: A\iou>rr Enclosed $

I
[master CuiD QJvlsa

I
[American Express

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

Delivery
(See chart)

Total

Ship Gift "A" to This Address

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Ship Gift "B" to This Address

Name

City

Handling and Shipping Charges

Total Amount of Order

Up to $25

$25.01 to $40.00

$40.01 to $50.00

$50.01 to $75.00

$75.01 to $100

Over $100

Add:

$4.95

$6.95

$7.95

$8.95

$10.50

$11.50

Add $4.75 FOR each ADDrriONAL
SHIP TO address

For 2nd Day Am deliveries add
$4.95 for each ship to address.

For overnight deliytrv, please

call for additional information.

G<3DD CATALOG COMPANY'

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870
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Dinosaur Tie

For the man who

loves the unique,

here's a tie that's

truly out of the

ordinary. Made of

100% silk exclu-

sively for the

American Museum

of Natural History.

Dinosaur Tie

#599SA
Retail $21.50

Members' Choice $24.75
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I For free information from [he advertisers listed below, simply circle thie corresponding numbers on thie attached postage-paid card and drop it

, in any US mailbox. If ttie card is missing, mail your request to NATURAL HISTORY Members' Marl<et, RO. Box 1810 Riverton, NJ 08077-9812.

^ 1 . American Museum of

^ Natural History Discov-

"ery Tours. Antarctica, Gala-

pagos, Baja, Central America,

Caribbean, Papua New
Guinea, Islands of the Indian

Ocean, Polynesia, North Pole,

Eastern Europe, China, Africa,

Chile and India.

2. Arizona Office of

Tourism. To help plan your

Arizona adventure, you'll ap-

preciate our colorful 96-page

^traveler brochure, accommo-
Jdations directory and calendar

J of events. All free. Call 800-

Jl 842-8257.

"kS. Bausch & Lomb®
"l Sports Optics. Bausch &

HCLomb® Binoculars, Tele-

[ scopes & Spotting Scopes: a

world leader in sports optics,

check here and receive a full

color brochure.

_ 4. British Tourist Author-

^ity. Britain—Your Vacation

J Planner, all you really need to

J plan your trip to England,

T Scotland and Wales.

^ 5. Cancer TVeatment
Centers of America™. "A

place that believes in treating

the whole person, not just thei
t cancer." To speak to an oncol-

t ogy information specialist, or

1^ receive literature by mail,

» please call: 1-800-234-7149.

^6. Costa Rica. Get deep
"
into nature and let it seduce

you! Come to Costa Rica, Na-

ture's Museum!

rt 7. Cruises Inc.—Free 32

5 page Cruise Directory! Amer-

PC ica's Premier Cruise Agency,

PL where you will always get ex-

pert objective advice and the

best price. Recommended by

Leading Travel Writers & Con-

_ sumer Groups. We represent

Sail Cruise Lines worldwide. 1-

_ i800-854-0500,

8. Cunard. Queen Elizabeth

2 World Cruise 1995. From

January through April join the

QE2 as she circumnavigates

the globe. For a free brochure,

call 1-800-221-8200, ask for

941.

9. Cunard. Sagafjord World

Cruise 1995. Join Five-Star-

Plus Sagafjord for a Pacific

Odyssey from January through

April. For a free brochure call

1-800-221-8200, ask for 931.

1 0. Davis instruments.

Professional-quality weather

stations. Monitor temperature,

humidity, barometric pressure,

wind speed and direction,

highs and lows, and more. For

a free catalog, call 1-800-673-

3669.

1

1

. D.C. Committee. Dis-

cover America's Playground

—

Washington, D.C. See the free

museums, monuments, and

the extraordinary neighbor-

hoods. Senior discounts and

weekend hotel rates. Call 1-

800-422-8644 for a free bro-

chure.

1 2. Design Toscano. Re-

productions of historical sculp-

ture (including our renowned

Gargoyles), life and death

masks, portrait busts, architec-

tural artifacts and tapestries.

Many garden pieces. Color

catalogue, free.

13. Inclinator Company of

America. "Elevette"—The cus-

tom built residence elevator of-

fers the ultimate in home lux-

ury and convenience. Send for

free descriptive literature.

14. Lands' End sells tradi-

tionally styled clothing for men,

women and children, as well

as sheets, towels and soft lug-

gage. Everything is guaran-

teed, absolutely. FREE cata-

log.

1 5. Maryland Office of

Tourism. Send for your free

Maryland Travel Guide and

calendar of events.

16. Neuberger &
Berman. For more informa-

tion about Neuberger &
Berman's Socially Responsive

no-load mutual fund, call 1-

800-877-9700 ext. 3677.

1 7. State of New Mexico
Department of Tourism.
Come see the wonders of New
Mexico. America's Land of En-

chantment. Call 1-800-545-

2040 ext. C506 for your free

Vacation Guide.

18. NordicTVack. A Nordic-

Track exerciser's legendary fly-

wheel and one-way clutch

mechanism give you the

smoothest, most effective way

to burn fat and get the shape

you've always wanted. Free

video and brochure. Call 1-

800-441-7891 ext. TB5K4.

1 9. Nova Scotia Tourism
and Culture. Send for your

FREE copy of Nova Scotia's

Travel Guide. It's filled with 304

pages of travel information, in-

cluding the best nature areas.

20. Oldsmobile. Aurora By

Oldsmobile. The 32-valve,

250-hp, DOHC V8 AURORA.
It's three parts power, two

parts elegance, and all parts

incredible. CAII 1-800-71 8-

7778.

21 . Puerto Rico Tourism
Company. Only a continent

could offer so many great va-

cation experiences. Call for a

free color brochure 1-800-866-

7827.

22. Tourisme Quebec.
"MagiOue scenery and slope-

side resorts, year-round. Su-

perb cuisine and shopping.

Sensational nightlife. Oue-

bec. . .it feels so different" In-

formation and free brochure:

1-800-363-7777, operator 334.

23. Rail Europe. One
source for all your European

travel needs: Railpasses, com-

bination Rail 'n Drive passes

and rail tickets for 33 Euro-

pean countries. Call 1-800-4-

EURAIL for your FREE bro-

chure.

24. Regency Cruises. Dis-

cover Regency: classic cruise

ships with well-appointed

staterooms, superb cuisine

prepared by French master

chefs, European-style service,

and great value. Discover

cruising the way it was meant

to be,

25. Saskatchewan,
Canada. FREE 128-page

travel planner. Extraordinary

variety. Affordable family vaca-

tions. Home of the Mounties.

6,000 years of native heritage

and history, from badlands to

northern forests,

26. Sun Line. We'll make
you feel at home cruising the

Amazon, Panama Canal,

Mayan Equinox. Friendliest

staff, top lectures, comfortable

luxury ship. Brochure 800-872-

6400,

27. Tourism Authority of

Thailand. Come discover

Thailand's rich culture and var-

ied heritage. Come explore the

natural and historical world

heritage sites. Send for your

free travel information.

28. Virginia. For lovers of

beaches, mountains, and his-

tory, write for a FREE, full-color ,
vacation planning guidebook.

Virginia is for Lovers.

29. World Explorer

Cruises. 14day cultural and

educational cruises of Alaska

aboard the S.S. Universe.

More ports of call than any

other cruise. Prices start at

$2,495 per person. Call 1-800-

854-3835 for a free brochure.

30. Zeiss Design Selec-

tion binoculars. —The

state of the art in optics— set

the standards by which all oth

ers are judged. For a complete

catalog and list of authorized g-

dealers call 800-338-2984

Sports Optics Customer Ser-

vice.
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SEND AN
ELEPHANT
(OR A DINOSAUR

OR SOME PENGUINS)

TO A FRIEND.

At THE American Museum OF Nature

King of the

dinosaurs, ttie

world's largest

land mammal
or the lovable

penguins on a top

quality 50%
cotton - 50%
polyester T-shirt.

No shrinking.

Our Elephant

T-Shirt is

available in green ^

with silver lettering

and design.

Tyrannosaurus Rex
T-Shirt is available

in blue with gold

lettering and design.

Our Penguin T-

Shirt is available in

light blue with black lettering and design.

Any one is great as a gift or for yourself.

Members Price: $9.95 Non-members: $ 1 3.00

Sizes: Adult S.M.L.XL Boys/Girls 10-12, 14-16

Elephant T-Shirt

Quantity Size $

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt

Quantity Size $

Penguin T-Shirt

Quantity _ .Size_

2.00Postage and Handling

Tax (if applicable) $

(NY residents add 81/4% tax)

Total Enclosed $

Make check or money order payable and mail to:

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St.. New York, NY 10024

Allow 4-6 weeks for deliver)'.

Money-back guarantee if not satisfied.

Name

Address .

City

State _2ip _

Origami Holiday Tree
The Museum's twenty-fourth annual

Origami Holiday Tree will be displayed in

the Roosevelt Memorial Hall from Tuesday,

November 22, to early January. The fifteen-

foot tree will be decorated with 1,500

folded-paper animals, including insects and

dinosaurs, created by origami enthusiasts

from around the world. Silver- and gold-foil

paper stars will provide the tree with a glit-

tering garland, and a menagerie of large

origami dinosaurs will surround the tree's

base. For more infonnation about origami at

the Museum, call (212) 769-5635.

At THE Planetarium
The latest findings from the Hubble

Space Telescope will be the subject of a

slide-illustrated talk by astrophysicist

Robert Brown, of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity's Space Telescope Science Institute,

The lecture, part of the series "Frontiers in

Astronomy and Astrophysics," will be
given on Tuesday, November 15, at 7:30

P.M. Tickets are $8 ($6 for members).

Planetarium visitors will travel back
nearly 2,000 years to explore the skies of

the first Christmas, when the Wise Men of

the East followed the special star that led

them to Bethlehem. The holiday Sky Show,

"Star of Christmas," begins Wednesday,
November 23, and runs through Sunday,

January 1 . For prices and show schedules,

including the Sky Show "Update: The Uni-

verse," call (212) 769-5900.

The Samaritans
A documentary about the customs and

ceremonies of the Samaritans, a little-

known people who separated from the Jew-

ish mainstream more than 2,500 years ago,

and who now live in two small enclaves in

Israel and Jordan, will be shown on Thurs-

day, November 17 at 7:00 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium, The film's creator, Johanna

Spector, will introduce The Samaritans:

People of the Sacred Mountain and provide

background on these people, who once

numbered in the hundreds of thousands and

lived throughout the Levant. Call (212)

769-5606 for ticket information.

Eyes of the World
The gemstone alexandrite, a variety of

chrysoberyl, was first discovered in the Ural

Mountains and named after Czar Alexander

n of Russia. Henry F. Kennedy, an Ameri-

can miner in Brazil, traced chtysoberyl to its

pegmatite-granite source. He will talk about

alexandrite's special feamres, including its

dramatic color change from emerald green

in sunlight to ruby red in candlelight.

Kennedy will also describe how gem cutters

create the cat's-eye effect in precious stones.

The slide-illustrated talk will be held on
Wednesday, November 9, in the Kaufmarm
Theater, It will be accompanied by an ex-

hibit of cat's-eye gems, including an alexan-

drite, an emerald, an aquamarine, a tourma-

line, and a ruby. For information, call (212)

769-5606.

Female Genital Mutilation
Each year, 85 to 114 million girls anc

women are genitally mutilated in circumci-

sion ceremonies. On Wednesday, Novem-
ber 30, at 7:00 p.m, in the Kaufmann The-

ater, Nahid Toubia, a physician from the

Sudan and an associate professor at Colum-
bia University's School of Public Health:

will talk about this worldwide, coming-of-

age ritual, as well as some of its health com-

plications and psychological effects. For in-

formation, call (212) 769-5606,

A History of Gospel Music:
I've Got aFeelin'

Singer, pianist, composer, and lecturer

L, D, Frazier will discuss spirituals, jubilee

songs, and gospel music on consecutive

Thursdays, November 3 and 10, at 7:00 p,m.

in the Kaufrnann Theater. His talks will be

accompanied by audiotapes of singers such

as Clara Ward, Mahalia Jackson, Alex
Bradford (known as the Little Richard of

Gospel), J. Earle Hines, and J. Robert

Bradley, Call (212) 769-5310 for more in-

formation.

Theodore Roosevelt in Africa

Upon leaving the presidency in 1909 at

the age of fifty, Theodore Roosevelt orga-

nized the largest African safari ever

mounted. It started at Mombasa, in what is

now Kenya, and ended on the Nile in Egypt.

On Thursday, November 3, his great-grand-

son Tweed Roosevelt wiU talk about the

ten-month hunting and collecting expedi-

tion. Some of the more than 13,000 speci-

mens collected by President Roosevelt can

be seen at the Museum, The slide-illustrated

talk will begin at 7:00 p,m, in the Kaufmann
Theater, and tickets are $15. For informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5310.

The Last Pandas
Lu Zhi, a leading authority on panda re-

search in China, will provide first-hand de-

tails about fieldwork in the Wolong Forest

Preserve of western China, where the last

78 Natural History 1 1/94
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wild pandas live. Her slide-illustrated talk

Dn conservation eiforts to protect the panda

will be presented on Saturday, November
12, at 2:00 and 3:30 p.m. in the Kaufrnann

Theater. Tickets are $7 ($2.50 for children).

For more information, call (212) 769-5310.

The People and Culture
3F Mongolia

Peter M. Foggin, chairman of the geogra-

phy department at the University of Mon-
Teal, will talk about the history and contem-

porary life of the people in Mongolia, with a

special emphasis on the correlation between

animal disease and human health. His lec-

aire will take place on Thursday, November
10, at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater.

Tickets are $12. Call (212) 769-5310 for

more details.

The Evolution of the Imagination
The Touchstone Center, a New York

based arts organization that works with chil-

dren, is sponsoring a series of four Tuesday-

2vening lectures on the evolution of the

imagination and its role in human thought.

Speakers will represent such fields as an-

thropology, archeology, art history, literary

criticism, education, and semantics. On No-
vember 15, Ian Tattersall, curator and chair-

man of the Museum's Department of An-
thropology, and Alexander Marshack,
research fellow at the Peabody Museum of

Archeology and Ethnology, will begin the

series with a discussion on "The Meaning cf

Objects." On November 22, Elizabeth

Sewell, a poet, and Paul Shepard, Avery

Professor of Human Ecology at Pitzer Col-

lege and the Claremont Graduate School,

will talk about "The Origin of Metaphor."

On November 29, author Roger Lipsey and

Hasel Dean-John, a Seneca storyteller and

hnguist, will focus on "The Awareness of

the Spiritual." On December 6, Touchstone

Center's founder and director, Richard
Lewis, will conclude the series with "An
Evening of Thoughts," and audience mem-
bers will be invited to participate. The talks

begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater,

and tickets are $35 for the series. Call (212)

769-53 1 for information.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street in New York City. The
Kaufmann Theater is located in the Charles

A. Dana Education Wing. The Museum has

a pay-what-you-wish admission policy. For

more information about the Museum, call

f2 12) 769-5100.

DISCOVER WILDLIFE
ANDTHE

QRieiNSOFUFE.
• Kenya & Tanzania
• Galapagos Islands

Get new insights into life in the wild

on an expedition with Park East Tours

-

a leader in ecotourism for 25 years. Our
expert naturalists and guides escort you

every step of the way.

We conduct trips for the zoological

societies of Columbus, Lincoln Park,

Philadelphia, Atlanta, Indianapolis and

many more. For a free brochure and

details of our zoo program, call

1 800 223-6078. In NY, 212 765-4870.

^
-1

World Class

BirdFeeding
• Our handcrafted copper feeders

are majestic in scale

• Lowers safely & easily to

ground level to fill

• Seed chambers hold up to 30 lbs.

• Guaranteed squirrel-proof

• Includes free-standing base

• Lifetime warranty

Call toll-free: l-800-BIRDS-FLY
(1-800-247-3735)

n Please rush me information

about your unique bird feeders.

Name

Address_

City

State _Zip ^

THE BACKYARD SANCTUARY CO.

550 Warren Street • P.O. Box 307.

Dept NHI 14 • Hudson. NY 12534
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Fort Gadsden Dome, Rorida
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Built by the British to recruit blacks and

Indians to fight against the United States

in the War of 1812. Fort Gadsden was

abandoned after sustaining just one devas-

tating blast. Today a replica of the wooden

fort stands at the historic site, which falls

within Apalachicola National Forest in

Florida's panhandle. The sunounding ter-

rain consists primarily of sandy flatwoods,

with stands of sixty-foot-high longleaf

pines seeming to stretch endlessly toward

the Gulf of Mexico, some twenty miles

south. Here and there, however, shallow

depressions filled with standing water sup-

port shorter, dome-shaped patches of pond

cypress trees and other vegetation. This

type of wetland, known as a cypress dome,

is found only in the Coastal Plain of the

southeastern United States. One easily ac-

cessible dome is three miles southeast of

Fort Gadsden, off Forest Highway 143.

Cypress domes have a rounded profile,

with trees rising thirty feet or so at the cen-

ter, surrounded by lower trees and shrubs

at the periphery. Covering a few acres.

they arise where the terrain is perhaps five

feet lower than the surroundings. Water

seeps through the sandy soil from the

higher ground but can drain only slowly

through the nearly impervious, mucky
floor of the dome. As a result, water usu-

ally stands in the dome for most or all of

the year. At the center of the dome, where

the ground is lowest, the water may be

three to four feet deep.

Pond cypresses are gray-barked,

gnarled trees that often have an irregular,

flattened top. Although some botanists

consider them the same species as the

more common bald cypress, close obser-

vation of the two reveals their distinctness.

According to Robert K. Godfrey, the au-

thority on the flora of the Florida panhan-

dle, the most obvious difference is in the

orientation of the leaves. Most of the pond

cypress leaves are twisted so that they

stand erect along the upper side of the

twigs, creating a featherlike effect. By
contrast, the leaves of bald cypress are ar-

ranged in a spiral all around the twigs.

In addition, pond cypress leaves are

gradually tapered and rigid, while bald cy-

press leaves are soft and flat and abruptly

tapered at the tip. The bark on older pond

cypress trees breaks up into vertical, rec-

tangular plates about one inch thick, while

the bark of the bald cypress shreds into

thin strips. Both kinds of trees produce

woody "knees" when subjected to stand-

ing water over time, but those of the pond

cypress are shorter and nearly columnar,

with thick bark over their tips, while those

of the bald cypress are longer and more

conical, with thin bark at the tip.

The pond cypress trees are what make it

easy to spot a dome while traveling

through Apalachicola National Forest, but

many other plants are adapted to living in

and around these habitats. A few other

trees that are at home in standing water are

red maple, pop ash, and swamp black gum
(another controversial species, since a
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Pond cypresses, below, grow in a water-filled depression near Fort

Gadsden. Opposite page: Theflower ofa yellow pitcher plant.
Both photographs by Helen Longest-Slaughter; Nature images
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number of botanists do not regard it as dis-

tinct from the upland black gum).

The climbing pieris, a woody vine in

the heath family, germinates in the mucky

soil of some of the domes. The stem grows

upward beneath the outer bark of a tree,

often a pond cypress; then, two or more

feet above the water, it bursts through the

bark and arches out, bearing green, leath-

ery leaves. Eventually it produces white,

bell-shaped flowers and spherical, dry

seed capsules.

Two species of Saint Johnsworts

—

shrubs with narrow, needlelike leaves and

reddish, fibrous bark—are found in cy-

press domes. Both may grow six feet tall.

The clustered Saint Johnswort prefers the

shallower water at the periphery of the

dome; if the water level fluctuates a lot, the

shrub may put out slender, woody prop

roots, which provide additional anchor-

age, from the lower part of its stem. Chap-

man's Saint Johnswort grows near the cen-

ter of the dome if the water is deep

enough. Its bark consists of soft, spongy

cork one to two inches thick, which pro-

tects it well from fire.

Myrtle-leaved holly, a shrub with short.

Fort Gadsden Dome
For visitor information write:

Supervisor

Apalachicola National Forest

325 John Knox Road

Building F, Suite 100

Tallahassee, Florida 32303

(904) 942-9300
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narrow, leathery leaves and tiny red

berries, may attain the stature of a small

tree while growing in the standing water

of a cypress dome. Four other shrubs, all

with clusters of white flowers, are found at

the periphery. These are sweet pepperbush

(with leaves that resemble those of an

alder), titi, black titi, and storax. Small,

shrubby, blue-berried hollies, known as

gall berries or ink berries, grow just out-

side the borders of the dome. Diverse

wildflowers and sedges are also distrib-

uted throughout the dome, their location

dependent on water depth or the degree of

saturation of the soil.

Carnivorous plants are often present.

The tall, yellow pitcher plant grows in

shallow water, while the parrot pitcher

White bachelor's button blooms in the

summer at the edge of the cypress dome.

plant, whose insect-trapping leaves lie flat

on their back, lives in heavily saturated

soil along the edge. Commonly growing

along with the parrot pitcher plant are two

sundews, whose leaves have sticky hairs

that glisten in the sunlight and trap tiny in-

sects. One of the sundews has a cluster of

leaves, usually red, that consist of an elon-

gated leaf stalk and a small round blade.

The other, known locally as sunthreads,

has slender, gray, erect leaves up to eight

inches long and one-eighth inch wide.

Several kinds of butterworts grow in the

saturated soil outside the cypress domes.

These insect-trapping plants with solitary

flowers have a small cluster of leathery

leaves whose edges are rolled upward.

Some of the leaf cells secrete an oily sub-

stance that apparently gives off a fungus-

like odor attractive to gnats. The insects

that investigate the smell become mired in

the plant's secretion and drown. The

leaves then roll further upward and inward

to form a shallow cup into which digestive

enzymes are secreted. Any object contain-

ing nitrogen appears to trigger the leaf to

secrete the digestive enzymes. As a result,

the butterwort will digest not only gnats

but also pieces of leaves and small seeds.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carhondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 US. nationalforests.

Joe LeMonnier



our engineers created Quadra-Trac®—an all-the-

time four-wheel drive system so advanced, it actually

senses each axle's need for traction and auto-

matically distributes power accordingly.

Other amenities include automatic temperature

control, anti-lock brakes, an optional 220 horsepower

V8, and a 120-watt eight-speaker stereo.

For more information, call 1-800-925-JEEE It

will forever change your impression of luxury

vehicles. Not to mention cobblestone roads.

There's Only One Jeep?..
A Division of the Chrysler Corporation.

Always wear your seat belt. Jeep is a registered trademark of Chrysler Corporation.

When this is your idea of a cobblestone

road, building an ordinary luxury vehicle is pretty

much out of the question. Which explains why
Jeep engineers built the extraordinary one you

see here: Jeejj Grand Cherokee Limited.

For excep-

tional control,



liveMarl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-
let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
Lexington Avenue, Suite 314. New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150 - $350,
please request ptiotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY
12754

AUDUBON PRINTS — Originals and reproductions.

All editions.Cataiog $3. 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vi-

enna. VA (703)759-5567

BRAZILIAN FOLK & TRIBAL ART Ex-Votos, Can-
domble altar Iron's. Tribe, 196 7th Ave., Brooklyn NY,
11215.(718)499-8200.

FROM THE MESOZOIC THRU THE GREAT BEYOND
space and dinosaur fantasy art prints, ceramics and
more. Send LSASE to Caliban Productions, 75 Canal
Road, Easton, PA 1 8042 for current selection.

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry — sandpaint-

ings, kachlnas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

sures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

ORIGINAL IIIUSTRATIONS from Dennis' Complete
Guide to Bird Feeding (and many others) by Matthew
Kalmenotf, former American Museum staff artist.

Kalmenoff Artwork, 167 King St. E., Kingston, Ont.,

K7L3A3, Canada.

Books/Publications

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices In USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-

2786.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,
Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK.
73402-1505

Bargain Books
, Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks. |

I'

remainders. Thousands of books, from
vesterday's best sellers to rarely seen titles, I

birds & Animals, Nature. Gardening,
I Cooking. Fiction, History—over 40 subject I

areas. Write for FREE CATALOG. '

IHamllton Box 15-992, Fails village CTOeOSII

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attrac-

tive books, publicity, advertising, quality service, cover-

ing 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-filled

booklet and Free manuscript report. Carlton Press,

Dept. NHK, 11 W. 32nd St., New York, NY 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 46 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or out-

line for free Information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY 10022.

African Wildlife Mystery Series

Deadly Safari

Eleohants'Gravevard
The Cheetah Chase

by Karin McQuillan

"Thrilling" - New York Times
"Hard to Put Dovun" - UPI

1-800-722-0726 Order 24 H,s.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,
CA 92674-3253 (714)492-2976

YOURS IN DEPTH! Send $2.00 (refundable!) for our
catalog of 3-D publications. Cygnus Graphic, Box
32461 -N, Phoenix, AZ 85064.

Education

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 Lan-
guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-
log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/OUTDOORS/Ecology
careers. Home study Free literature. PC. D.I. , At-

lanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070 Dept. NNM124.

WOODS HOLE — Bermuda Science Writing Pro-
gram. Are you the next Rachel Carson, or Stephen Jay
Gould? Join a writing program in a unique research
community. Woods Hole Writing, PO 331, Woods
Hole, MA 02543 (508) 540-3044

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES — Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout
the U.S. Free details. EOV PO. Box 788, Walpole,

NH 03608 (603)756-4553.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-

671), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600. (LA1)

Merchandise/Gifts

DINOSAURS! Spectacular T-Rex trophy head, run-

ning T-Rex skeleton, life-size Raptor skull, and much,
much more! 40 page catalog $2.00. Monstrosities,

Box 1024, No. Baldwin, NY 11510(516) 378-1338

Africa

BUFFALORANCHING makes good ecological

sense forrhe American prairie. Please writeorcall for

free catalog of a full range ofbuffalo products to:

©tS!^5^5>V ThunderingHerd
Buffalo Products
POBoxl051,Dept.NHll
Reno,NV89504
1-800-525-9730

DINO SOURCE. Prehistoric merchandise for all ages.
Toys, books, apparel and models. Catalog $1 .00. 631
4th St. Suite 4, Santa Rosa, CA 95404 (707) 573-7131

METEORITES - RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-
anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India. Africa, Latin Amer-
ica, Native American music, and more. Our new cata-

log of traditional and modern CDs and cassettes is

yours for the asking. Write: Music of the World, PO.
Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or call (919) 932-

9600.

Plioto/Optlcal

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192(518)731-2610.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800)
525-6772.

Distinctive Journeys to Asia, Africa,

the Americas, Europe, & Antarctica

INNERAFRICA EXPEDITIONS,,,
(800)331-4411

Call for our catalog.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical
camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-
babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-
rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel, (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

A JOYOUS, EXCITING EXPERIENCE! Spend a
week aboard the "M/V Dream Too" Swim, Dive,

Snorkel with Wild Dolphin; lectures, slides, video.

Brochure-1 -800-741 -5335

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES. How will you
plan your Alaska vacation? Our informative 24-page
brochure describes how you can experience Alaska's

most beautiful wilderness regions, see its famed wild-

life, and stay in unique, comfortable backcountry
lodge accommodations. Why just sightsee Alaska
when you can experience it? Call for free brochure:

(800) 334-8730.

STEAMBOATIN' VACATIONS!
Travel America's rivers on a 3- to

14-nightSteamboatin'® crviise. For

a.free brochure, contact your travel

agent, or call 1-800-214-2585.

AMAZON/ANDES! Explore Ecuador's lush Amazon
Basin rainforest at exciting La Selva Lodge. Plus An-
dean markets and volcanoes. An excellent value.

Voyagers, Box 915-NA, Ithaca, NY 14851.1-800-633-

0299

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1 981 . Individual at-

tention. Regional references available. 1 -800-262-9669

AMAZON: Authentic rainforest expeditions with author

Milly Sangama. Swim with pink dolphins, make blow-

guns, meet shamans at our remote lodge, from
leisurely to rugged we offer individual attention.

Women only trips available. $1975 from Miami. South
American Expeditions 1-800-884-7474 (2932 Fair-

mont Avenue, La Crescenta.CA 91214)

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

AMAZON RAIN FOREST

YACUMAMA LODGE. Elegant, traditional wilderness lodge.

Cruise 100 miles into the remote rain forest Abundant

wildlife, pristine lakes. Private accomoda-

,'^/^., tions, gourmet cuisine in total

-_- --Mmt.^^ personal comfort. Ask about other

^ _^, Latin American destinations.

'EXPEPrfioM'' „
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LAOS* BUIZmA
Balmier- A^ cm FoiTrmd Calal,,^

Adyer,vtives ^ 800-642-2742
\aniral Hislnry. II iljlifr. Ciihuic AJrcnliirc

BAJA'S NATURAL HISTORY, Whale watching.
Botany. Geology. Pictographs. Personalized eco-
tours since 1966. Call Piet Van de\Mark for Baja's

Frontier Tours' newsletter. 1-800-726-7231

BELIZE. TIKAL. COPAN, Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
- exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips

(800) 552-341 9,(21 8) 847-4441

.

BROOKS RANGE — Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the

unique natural history of the high arctic. Custom and
scheduled river and backpacking trips. Wilderness
Alaska, POB 113063, Anchorage, AK 99511 (907)
345-3567

CoslaRica-Belize-Africa-Galapagos
NATURAL History tr[ps Worldwide since 1982

First Class Yacht Cruises, Tented Safaris, Naturalist Guides

800351-5041 Exi^s P.O. Box 3656-012

Sonon. CA 95370

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly depar-

tures. Free brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15
Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375. (800) 53-TER

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa
Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 140 for free newsletter.

DISCOVER THE ANDES & AMAZON! Over 40 Low-
Impact Natural History and Cultural Tours in South
America - Manu & Tambopata Jungle Expeditions -

Cuyabeno Rainforest Workshop - Pantanal Nature Sa-
faris - Wildlife Viewing and Trekking in Venezuela,
Ecuador & Patagonia - Amazon River Adventures -

Galapagos Cruises - CustomTrips Available! South-
wind Adventures, PO Box 621057-L Littleton,CO
80162 1-8D0-377-WIND

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON. Best choice of cruises:

Luxury to Economy. Weekly departures. Free
brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., For-

est Hills, NY 1 1375 (800)53-TERRA

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21 1 33 (41 0) 922-
3116.

' Travel 650 miles on the
only research vessel on

^ 'the Amazon River from
Peru through Colombia to

Brazil and bacR. Join biologist
Dorsev Burger from the University

of Washington. Saturday - Saturday,
only $1695 from Miami (we guarantee best

airfare" ad-on rates from other LIS cities at the time
of bfx)king), plus $23 US departure tax. Includes
meals, research eouipment, entrance fees, .side trips

J
and more. Each cabin is outside with air-conditioning
and twin beds, f^ocal crew members change sheets

land clean rooms daily. Three full meals a dav ,^^^,
served buffet style. Explore the tropicaf /2j'^^,;

Irainforest, native villages, and exotic '

wildlife of the Amazon! Cusco & Machu
fPicchu extension available.

Departs March 18, 1995

AMAZON RIVER
' Travel on a research vessel!

cm^.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS, INC.

n(^i 1-800-622-6525

GALAPAGOS, Specializing in comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-
ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, PO. Box 1220,San
Juan Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,

Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapa-
gos, Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small
group holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itin-

eraries. Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24
hours.

The Amazon
Our small groups explore the most pristine

of rainforests with scientists as our guides.
We also have trips in Costa Rica, Ecuador,
and the Galapagos. Free Catalog

Ecotour Expeditions, 800-688-1822
POB 381066. Cambrid.ae. MA 02238

HAWAII ECO-VACATIONS. 6-10 day noncamping hik-

ing, sailing, whalewatching tours. Eye of the Whale,
Inc. Free Brochure: 1-800-659-3544.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM, Cam-
bodia, Burma, lndonesia:Tours, treks, wildlife, over-

land adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates.

Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect

St., Stamford, CT 06901. (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

INDONESIA! Off-the-tourist-track travel highlighting

the cultures and arts of this beautiful archipelago. Ex-
plore the "real Indonesia" on one of our small-group

adventures. We also offer custom itinerary planning
services. Brochure: Passport to Indonesia, Inc. 2731
Tucker, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 1 -800-303-9646.

INEXPENSIVE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL. Escorting

time-sensitive business documents. 600 international

flights weekly Air Courier Association 1-303-278-

8810

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant
seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; superb bird

photography 8/10 day expeditions December-April.
Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison
Street, San Diego, California 92106 (619) 726-2228;
(619)224-4965

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1311-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

MACHU PICCHU & South America. Trekking the Inca

Trail. Amazon. Patagonia. Guaranteed departures/
customized Itineraries. Free brochures. Terra Adven-
tures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375
(800) 53-TERRA

NEW! GALAPAGOS, ECUADOR. MACHUPICCHU.
Seven Classic or unusual nature discoveries. Best
yachts. Guides, Prices. Also: Costa Rica, Patagonia,
Belize, and more. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.
FAX: (510) 671-2993.

NOMADS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES: group and cus-
tom itineraries: Tuaregs of the Sahara. Timbuktu;
Mali's Dogon; Ethiopia's Omo Valley; Pygmies of the
CAR, Niger's Wodaabe festivals; Venezuela's
Yanomamo; Jivaro Indians in Ecuadorian Amazon
Morocco's Berbers; Namibia's Himba; India; Ladakh
Irian Jaya; Borneo; Indonesia; Turkey; Yemen; Oman
Emirates. Natural history; Galapagos; Brazil; Ar-

gentina; Chile; Costa Rica; Botswana, Namibia; Zim-
babwe; South Africa. Turtle Tours, Inc, PO Box 1 147,
Dept NH, Carefree, AZ 85377; tel: (602)488-3688; fax

(602)488-3406.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!
ln-(tepih travel adventures. .Small groups, liiccllcni value.t^
Voyagers, P.O. Box 915-NH, llhaca, NY 148^1. l-80O-633-<)299

SMALL GROUP (maximum 6) Ecotours of the parks
and Preserves of Costa Rica. Michael Snow,
Apartado 73, Siquirres, Costa Rica. FAX 01 1 506 768-
8229.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel 1-800-225-2380.

WILD AND BEAUTIFUL INDONESIA! Nature and
Cultures of the Indonesian Archipelago. Comfortable
Sea Safaris, Discovery Ecotours, Adventures. Bi-

weekly departures. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.
FAX: (510) 946-1500,

Video

SHOCKING! NO, BUT SNAKES ARE both electrical

and radar sensing animals. For more details, call 1-

800-242-6677.

WILDLIFE VIDEOS - Hand signed by award winning
professional wildlife photographer! Send stamped en-
velope for brochure and free pocket calendar. Box
246N, Geneseo, NY 14454

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is S440 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

Advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-
TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order to: The
Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park
West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any
written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above ad-
dress. Please include your personal address and tele-

phone number, issue preferred, and suggested cate-

gory Deadline— 1st of the month, two months phorto
cover date.

Open-air produce market. Borneo
Gerry Ellis
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The Natural Momen^

A Passionate Protector
Silhouetted against a patch of light in

Costa Rica's Corcovado National Park, a

plant ant on the stem of a crimson

passionflower guards a leafy cup of

nectar against all comers. (The plant's

name comes from the Passion of Christ

because its frilly corona reminded

Spanish priests of a crown of thorns.)

Native to the rain forests of Central and

South America, most of the five hundred

species of the passionflower family

depend on insects or birds to carry their

pollen. Vines with bright red blossoms

are usually pollinated by hummingbirds,

but their extralarge stores of nectar also

draw some insects that harm the plant and

are useless to its reproductive cycle.

In its evolutionary war against such

unwelcome guests, passion vines have

become hosts to an extemal immune
system—resident colonies of wasps or

ants that patrol the plants' stems, leaves,

and flowers to repel all intruders. These

guardians, which destroy the eggs or

larvae of any invading insects, are

rewarded with special nectar produced by

the leaves. Among the vine's traditional

enemies is a stingless bee that flowers

will not admit because of its size and

shape. Adopting a bold strategy, the bee

alights behind the flower and chews its

way into the rear wall of the main

nectaries—the plant's Fort Knox. Vigilant

ants, however, can usually intercept and

expel such nectar thieves. About three-

quarters of an inch long, the ants attack

fiercely with stingers and powerful jaws

and can deter an intruder of any size—as

more than one botanist has painfully

discovered.

—

RM.

Photograph by
Michael and Patricia Fogden
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AusmuA
Experience a

Greater Outdoors.

For facts on camping, bushwalbing, parks and

wilderness retreats call 1-800-888-5270 ext. 1 1

.

•'SvMiicsnNiwfiiT!

1 -800-234-5252
Call this toll free number now
to give the gift of Natural

History magazine and
Membership in the American
Museum of Natural History.

Authors

SMALL SHIP CRUISES
from $99 a day. Unique, in-depth

cruises in Panama, Beiize, Virgin

islands. Eastern Caribbean and more.

American Canadian Caribbean Line

Call 800-556-7450 for Free Brochure.

Rare Wood Egg Collecting
Over 1 50 different

woods from Africa,

India, Mexico, Brazil.

Middle-East, Asia, USA.

Send $1.00 for brochure & price list

WOODS OF THE WORLD, INC.
897-B Nortti Bend Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45224

GARGOYLES
were

created to ward off

evil. Our many replicas

of different Medieval

designs make beautiful

accents in the home, garden

or at the poolside.

Enjoy our superb collection of

European sculpture, columns,

table bases and tapestries.

FREE COLOR CATALOGUE!

1-800-525-1733, ext N585

DESIGN TOSCANO
1 5 E. Campbell St, Depl. N585. Arlington Heighcs, IL 60005

With Nevada's Ruby Mountains as a

backdrop, Peter V. Bradley (page 36),

his wife, Susan, and his two sons. Bo and

Jed, pose in their backyard. Although

bom in Frankfurt, Germany, Bradley

proudly points out that he was conceived

in Nevada, where, except for short stays

in Idaho, California, Oregon, and

Washington, he has lived all his life.

Bradley received his M.S. in wildlife

ecology from the

University of Nevada

at Reno in 1986, after

completing his three-

year survey of

Nevada's river otters.

The Nevada Division

of Wildlife sponsored

the study and then

hired Bradley as a

wildlife biologist

following its

completion. His

current duties there

include monitoring

and rehabilitating

populations of

nongame species

(vertebrates not

hunted or trapped) in

the northeast third of

the state—an area the

size of Maine. When
Bradley is not

traveling about Nevada checking on its

wild inhabitants, he enjoys tramping in

the hills, reading, canoeing, playing the

guitar, and drinking dark beer. For further

reading on river otters, the author

suggests "Ecology of River Otters in

West Central Idaho," by W. E. Melquist

and M. G. Homocker (Wildlife

monograph No. 83, Journal of Wildlife

Management, 1983).

Michael Fogden (page 86) and his

wife, Patricia, are freelance

photographer-writers, with long

experience as field biologists. For twenty-

five years they have photographed such

diverse subjects as warbler migration in

Uganda, ecosystem disruption in

Mexico's Sonoran Desert, and frill-

necked lizards in Australia. During fifteen

years of work in Costa Rica, they have

trained thek lenses on the flowers,

snakes, insects, and frogs of the tropical

rain forest. Michael earned a doctorate in

ornithology from Oxford University's

Edward Grey Institute and has worked as

an ornithologist for the Sarawak Museum

in Malaysia. Patricia studied zoology and

botany at Manchester University and later

completed her doctoral thesis on the

dentition of bats at London University. Of

the ant on the passionflower pictured in

the "Natural Moment," the Fogdens

write: "Because the subject was at the

edge of a sunlit clearing, we had a rare

opportunity to take an ambient light

picture of a forest insect. There was just

enough reflected light to softly backlight

the petals. We metered the background

and then opened up our 105 mm Micro-

Nikkor lens to f/4, a stop or two above

the meter reading to insure that the flower

was not a total silhouette."
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An associate professor of biology and

earth system science at New York

University, Tyler Voik (page 48) has

found his research on the global carbon

cycle to be a great way to work in

numerous disciplines, including

atmospheric science, earth history, and

oceanography. He is particularly

interested in the role hving things play in

the grand chemical cycles of our planet.

Volk's first book, Megapattems Across

Space. Time, and Mind, will be published

this spring by Columbia University Press.

The book explores universal patterns of

form and function in such diverse fields

as biology and linguisfics, and

incorporates his interests in mythology,

art, and architecture. In summer, Volk

"heads for the hills" in a cross-country

drive to a trailer near the Gila Nadonal

Forest of New Mexico. He takes along a

computer and fax machine, but no radio

or television. Town is an hour and a half

away by car, but that's okay; Volk says

watching the animals that come to feed

around the trailer is entertainment

enough. For an introduction to the global

carbon cycle and climate change, he

recommends Jonathan Weiner's Tlie Next

Hundred Years (New York: Bantam

Books, 1991).

Instant Poetry
Everyone's a poet with this ingenious kit

from the Signals catalog. Open the box to

find 425 magnetized words and word

fragments—more than enough to create a

masterpiece on your fridge, file cabinet, locl<er,

or any other metal surface. It's creative fun for

all ages! Please order item #32409.

S19.95 (plus S4.95 S&H)

VISA/MC/DISC/OPT/AMEX/Check

Unconditional Guarantee

Call 1-800-440-5312, Dept. 4047
Free Catalog on Request

uc
Guts That Inform, Enlighten, and Entertain

Signals Catalog, Dept. 4047. P.O. Box 64428, St- Paul, MN 55164

IHE Natural Moment

1 995 Wall
Calendar

Based on the

popular "Natural

Moment" feature

in NATURAL
HMDRY,
fourteen exciting

full color

photographs by

the world's

leading nature

photographers

capture the

wonder of the

natural world.
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OUR WORLD

Earn $4,000 Per Month
From Your Home
With A Computer!

FREE CBSl 486 Computer

Begin part-time and still retain the security

of your present position. This is a proven

turnkey business an individual or couple

can run. If you purchase our software and

business program, we will give you the

computer and printer. If you already own a

computer, you may receive a discount. You
do not need to own, or know how to run, a

computer —we will provide free, home
office training. Financing available.

To receive free cassettes and color literature,

call toll-free:

1-800-343-8014, ext. 152
( in Indiana: 3 1 7-758-44 1 5) Or Write:

Computer Business Services, Inc.

CBSI Plaza, Ste. 1 52, Sheridan, IN 46069

The amazing walk-behind brush cutter!

The DR® FIELD and
BRUSH MOWER
CLEARS & MAINTAINS meadows, pastures,

woodlots. wooded and rough non-lawn areas

with ease. CUTS tall grass, weeds, brambles,

tough brush and saplings up to 1" thick.

CHOPS/MULCHES most everything it cuts.

Leaves NO TANGLE of brush to pick up like

hand-held brushcutters and sicklebar mowers.

Perfect for low-maintenance

wildtlower meadows, European-

style woodlots, walking paths,

or any area you only want

to mow once a month
or once a season!

• Sell-Propelled

'Mows up to 1/2

acre per hour!

927-»8l8

Please mail this coupon TODAY for complete FREE
i DETAILS of the DR* FIELD and BRUSH MOWER
j including prices, specifications, and "Off-Season" Savings

I now in effect. There is no obligation.

[
City state ZIP o

iTo: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS'. Dept. 20411F i

L ^^^-^°,^i- ^°^ ^'- Charlotte._yT_05445_
j
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American Museum
of Natural History

EGYPT
Cruising the Nile

FROM Cairo to Aswan
March 8-24, 1995

Few places in the world can

boast sirch an extraordinary

wealth of ancient archeological

sites as are found along Egypt's

Nile River. This spring, join a

team of specialists in Egyptian

archeology. Islamic architecture

and natural history for an in-

depth exploration of sites along

the entire navigable length of the

Nile. Highlights include Abu
Simbel, Luxor, Karnak, the

Valley of the Kings, the pyra-

mids at Giza, Kom Ombo, Esna,

Dendera and many other lesser-

known sites.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises/Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

(21 2) 769-5700 in New York

UNIQUE HOLIDAY GIFTS

^^""f^wBimimtm
Assembled
26" Long

^, J

AHosaurus

This ann^^teUy correct AUosauriis is the
ultimate IcitiwRerious dinosaur collectors.

Spend hours of fun assembling this 150 piece kit.

80 page instruction binder included. Send or call

for free literature: Skullduggerv • 624 South B St
Dept NK4 • Tustin, CA 92680- (800) 336-7745

MURDER INK.
The world's oldest mystery bookstore.

FREE CATALOG
2486 Broadway, NYC 10025 1-800-488-8123

Travel 650 miles on the only research
vessel on the Amazon River from Peru

Ihroueh Colombia to Brazil and back. Join
biologist I)orsey Bureer from the University of

Washington. Saturday -Saturday, only $1695 from
Miiimi (we guarantee best airfare ad-ori ratei; from other

US cities at the time of booking), plus $23 IIS departure tax.

Includes meals, research equipment, entrance fees, side trips

J and more. Each cabin is outside with air-conditioning and
twin heds. Local crew members change sheets imd clean rooms

daily. Threefullmealsadavservedbuftetstyle. Cusco&Machu
\Picchu extension available' Departs March 18, 1995

AMAZON RIVER
Travel on a research vessel!

I318A
INTERNATIONAL JOl RNKVS, INC.

1.8Q0-677-6S2S J.^

TURTLE PIN
Beautifully detailed diamond
back from James Breakell

In sterling silver *35.

In 14k gold »352.

Add '3.50 handling.

Call for catalog.

1-800-767-6411.

?e
J.H. Breakell& Co.
69 Mill St Dept NHTU Newport, RI 02840

View spectacular scenery along the Great Rivers of the West,
cruising Washington, Oregon & Idaho. See nine National

Scenic Areas & Historic Sites. Transit eight unique locks &
dams Outstanding shore excursions included in cruise. Full-

Service Deluxe Small Cruise Ship with 25 elegant staterooms.
tine Dining Room. Lounge & spacious observation deck.

Call for Brochures

in U.S.A S, Canada 1-800-451-5952

Raoul Mulder (page 56) first noticed

male superb fairy-wrens performing

frequent petal displays—carrying bright

yellow petals in an attempt to grab the

attention of females—in 1987, while he

was working on his undergraduate honors

thesis. He continued to study the ecology

and surprising breeding system of this

Species over the next six years, earning

his doctorate in 1993 from the Australian

^^<npGlacief Bay Tours s Cruises
. ^^^rile^20Pjl(eSt^ujte1610^eattleJ/^^
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National University.

Currently a postdoctoral

research associate in the

Department of Zoology at

the University of

Cambridge in England,

Mulder does much of his

fieldwork in Madagascar,

studying paradise

flycatchers at the Berenty

Reserve in the southern part

of the huge island. He also

serves as a technical

consultant for an ecological

monitoring program

administered by the World

Wide Fund for Nature in

the Andohahela Reserve, a

W^ '^'^8^ ^^^ containing a

if^^ unique transition zone

between rain forest and

spiny desert. For readers wishing to leam

more about recent findings on the varied

mating systems of birds, Mulder

recommends Sperm Competition in

Birds: Evolutionaiy Causes and

Consequences. T. R. Birkhead and A. P.

M0ller, eds. (London: Academic Press,

1992). Birds ofAustralia, by Ian Rowley

(Sydney: Collins, 1982), includes a

chapter on the superb fairy-wren.

^

John E. Adams (page 64) pictured

here with his wife, Margaret, has been

interested in nature and geography ever

since childhood, when his father's job as

a federal game warden brought the family

to a series of homes in several different

states. (A favorite was a houseboat in

Louisiana's coastal marshlands.) As an

undergraduate at the University of

Minnesota, Adams started out as a

geology major, but finding that the

subject lacked "the human element," he

turned more and more to cultural

geography, the field in which he

eventually earned his doctorate. After

twenty-two years as a professor of

geography at the University of Minnesota

at Duluth, Adams retired but continues to

write on the historical geography of

fishing in the Windwards. For more on

the origins of Caribbean whaling, he

recommends Alexander Starbuck's

History of the American Whaling

Industry (New York: Argosy, 1964), the

"classic publication on New England

voyages to the West Indies," and Frederic

A. Fenger's Alone in the Caribbean

(Belmont: Wellington Books, 1958).
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Letters

The Truth about Teflon

I enjoyed the recent article on Hawaii's

geckos by Ken Petren and Ted J. Case

("Gecko Power Play in the Pacific," Sep-

tember 1994). Having lived in the tropics,

I can attest to the value of geckos as insect

destroyers. However, an aside on pages

57-58, implying that Teflon was a NASA
product, needs rectifying.

For years I believed that NASA had in-

vented Teflon. I would like to see

us in space and give NASA credit

for many things, but not Teflon, or

polytetrafluoroethylene, which

was actually "discovered" by Roy

J. Plunkett as he was working on

refrigerants for DuPont in 1938.

The major reason the product did

not become well known to the

pubhc was that it became part of

the Manhattan Project, which de-

veloped the atomic bomb. One
early Teflon product was gaskets,

or seals. Teflon seals, it turned out,

were resistant to certain corrosive

gases utilized during the nuclear

enrichment process, and thus

Teflon was declared a military se-

cret. The product did not lose this

classification until after World

War n. Several more years were to

pass before successful commercial

appUcations were developed.

William M. Kendall
Centreville, Virginia

The late Roy J. Plunkett, of

DuPont's Kinetic Chemicals Divi-

sion, made the serendipitous dis-

covery of Teflon in 1938, finding

the polymer by cutting open a

small gas cylinder that had con-

tained the monomer tetrafluo-

roethylene. In 1941, in DuPont's

Chemical Department, I made the

first sample of polytetrafluoroeth-

ylene that had been created on

purpose. Subsequent development

in DuPont's Plastics Department

in Arhngton, New Jersey, led to a

process for producing the polymer

on a small, commercial scale. The

first Teflon product—made in 1944—was

a nose cone for proximity fuses in bombs

and artillery shells. Here it replaced cellu-

lose acetate, which was unreliable because

its transparency to the radiation on which

the fuse depended changed as the polymer

absorbed moisture. Teflon did not absorb

moisture.

Robert M. Joyce

Sun City Center, Florida

Vervets, Leopards, and Researchers

I read with interest Lynne A. IsbeU's ar-

ticle "The Vervet's Year of Doom" (Au-

gust 1994). Isbell proposes that the die-off

of fever trees (the monkey's preferred

sleeping places) may explain why the

monkeys suffered an increase in predation

by leopards during the time she was study-

ing them.

But Isbell also points out that the leop-

A leopard with its vervet victim
Stan Osolinski; Oxford Scientific Films
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Letters

ards' fear of her and her crew gradually

dissipated over eight months and that

vervet mortality from predation rose

steadily whether she was doing fieldwork

in the study area or was away in Nairobi.

Did she consider the possibility that the

leopards might have learned to use the

presence of human researchers to locate

populations of vervets? (The sight and

scent of a large, ground-based human are

stronger stimuli and are more easily fol-

lowed than the sight and scent of a small,

tree-perched vervet clan.)

I also wonder whether the leopards

might have learned to use humans as hunt-

ing decoys. Even though Isbell claims that

the vervets treated her as a "neutral" spe-

cies, she was an additional large animal

for the monkeys to keep track of. For

every bit of vervet attention taken up by

humans, there must have been that much

less available to the monkeys for concen-

trating on the rest of their surroundings.

Edward C. Demmond
Ojai, California

Lynne a. Isbell replies:

Mr. Demmond raises some interesting

points. However, I would like to make

clear that the predation rate did not rise

steadily but leveled off after the burst of

predation described in the article. In re-

sponse to the first point, while it is possible

that individual leopards could have

learned to locate vervets by my presence,

it is not a likely scenario.

First, hunters as skilled as leopards

probably would not need my presence to

locate vervets. (The monkeys are very

easy to find, even for unskilled humans.)

Second, after the first burst of predation,

the vervets were as likely to disappear

whether I was in the field or not, suggest-

ing that these predators did quite well

without me.

As for the decoy strategy, we know that

humans can indeed affect the behavior of

predators. Cheetahs, for example, some-

times use a tourist vehicle as a blind from

which to ambush prey. Although we found

that unhabituated vervets spent more time

scanning for predators than habituated

vervets did, we don't know what the scan-

ning rate is for habituated vervets when

humans aren't present. Both theory and

empirical evidence suggest, however, that

animals learn not to react to innocuous

stimuli. The vervets in our study, for in-

stance, differentiated among humans, tol-

erating the researchers but running away

at the sight of Maasai herdsmen. We as-

sume therefore that the monkeys didn't

monitor the researchers at the expense of

ignoring true threats. In addition, if I had

served as a distraction for the vervets, then

one would expect that they would have

been preyed upon while I was with them.

Actually, all the evidence we have on

vervet disappearances suggests that I

served as an inhibitor of leopard activity,

at least at the beginning of the study.

Nonetheless, Mr. Demmond rightly

draws attention to researchers' potential

for affecting their subjects' survival. This

is especially important for those who fol-

low their subjects on foot, as primatolo-

gists commonly do, to consider

Uniformitarian versus

Catastrophist

Stephen Jay Gould, in "Jove's Thunder-

bolts" ("This View of Life," September

1994), has broadened the terms uniformi-

tarian and catastrophist to include the bi-

ologists. Accepting this, how do the bio-

logical uniformitarians explain the gradual

changes they believe occur? I am sure they

do not rule out mutations in living cells

caused by the passage of a cosmic ray

through a gene.

Well, a cosmic ray is just as much a

"bolt from the blue" as the bolide that

struck the earth 65 million years ago or the

Tunguska object or the Shoemaker-Levy

comet. In fact, the mass equivalent of cos-

mic rays striking the earth may, over time,

outweigh bolides.

Very likely, most changes occur be-

cause of some catastrophe, large or small,

domestic or from the blue; but changes

from small catastrophes only become evi-

dent over time.

Louis L. Ferstandig

Ridgewood, New Jersey
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Tffls View of Life

Common Pathways of

Illumination
Humans and squid may literally look at things the same way

by Stephen Jay Gould

Ashley Montagu, one of our century's

greatest writers of popular science, once

gave me a marvelous lesson in the distort-

ing power of half statements. We were

having breakfast together at his hotel

when two particularly obnoxious men in-

truded on our conversation, insisting that

Ashley identify himself, since they were

sure they had seen him on TV. Ashley,

cool as could be, repUed that he was "just

a traveling salesman"—and all their com-

plaints of "aw, c'mon, I know I seen ya on

TV" could not budge him. When they had

retreated out of earshot, Ashley turned to

me and whispered "traveUng salesman of

ideas."

But the art of semistatement finds more

frequent use, alas, in less benevolent at-

tempts to distort an author's meaning for

nefarious purposes. No semiquotation

from Darwin's Origin ofSpecies has been

so frequentiy cited as the following partial

passage from his section on "organs of ex-

treme perfection and complication" in the

chapter that he so honestly titled "Difficul-

ties on Theory."

To suppose that the eye, with all its inim-

itable contrivances for adjusting the focus to

diiferent distances, for admitting different

amounts of light, and for the correction of

spherical and chromatic aberration, could

have been formed by natural selection,

seems, I freely confess, absurd in the high-

est possible degree.

Antievolutionists continually cite this

passage as supposed evidence that Darwin

himself threw in the towel when faced

with truly difficult and inherenfly implau-

sible cases. But if they would only read the

very next sentence, they would grasp Dar-

win's real reason for speaking of absurdity

"in the highest possible degree." (Either

they have read these following lines and

have consciously suppressed them, an in-

dictment of dishonesty; or they have never

read them and have merely copied the half

quotation from another source, a proof of

inexcusable sloppiness.) Darwin set up the

overt "absurdity" to display the power of

natural selection in resolving even the

most difficuh cases—the ones that initially

strike us as intractable in principle. The

very next lines give three reasons—all

supported by copious evidence—for re-

solving the absurdity and accepting evolu-

tionary development as the cause of opti-

mally complex structures:

Yet reason tells me, that if numerous grada-

tions from a perfect and complex eye to one

very imperfect and simple, each grade being

useful to its possessor, can be shown to

exist; if further, the eye does vary ever so

slightly, and the variations be inherited,

which is certainly the case; and if any varia-

tion or modification in the organ be ever

useful to an animal under changing condi-

tions of life, then the difficulty of believing

that a perfect and complex eye could be

formed by natural selection, though insu-

perable by our imagination, can hardly be

considered real.

In other words, natural selection can

evolve the most intricate organs of vision,

given ( 1 ) the existence of a graded array in

complexity of eyes (as clearly found in a

sequence from pigment spots able to de-

tect Ught and darkness but not to form im-

ages, to simple pinhole cameras, to the

lens eye of several phyla, including verte-

brates, insects, and squid); (2) variation in

size and form of eyes among individuals

within populations (providing the "raw

material" for natural selection to work);

and (3) the potential utility of some of

these variations (another requirement for

the operation of natural selection).

While I criticize creationists for their in-

complete quotation, I must also state that

evolutionists miss a crucial and fascinat-

ing aspect of Darwin's fiill argument by

generally faihng to cite the very next fine

after his three arguments to refute absur-

dity (although, in this case, my colleagues

do not distort Darwin, either intentionally

or unintentionally, but merely lose out on

something interesring and important).

Darwin continues:

How a nerve comes to be sensitive to Ught,

hardly concems us more than how life itself

first originated; but I suspect that any sensi-

tive nerve may be rendered sensitive to

Ught, and likewise to those coarser vibra-

tions of the air which produce sound.

Darwin here discusses the vital histori-

cal principle of necessary structural pre-

requisites. Eyes don't emerge just because

they confer such great utiUty, and there-

fore such advantages under natural selec-

tion. An organism must have the where-

withal for their potential construction

beforehand—and since animals don't

know their distant futures and cannot pre-

pare the proper materials for later transfor-

mation in any conscious or preordained

way, fortuity must always play a large role

in any major evolutionary innovation. You

have to catch a break from your own past.

Many features that would be eminentiy

useful can't evolve because organisms

don't maintain the structural prerequisites.

A great evolutionist once remarked that

even if humans had a capacity for moral

perfection (which he greatly doubted), we
could never evolve a pair a wings—for our

10 Natural History 12/94
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arms are already committed to other uses

and our vertebrate body plan doesn't pro-

vide the variation that natural selection

would need to fashion a third pair of ap-

pendages. In other words, in evolution as

in motoring, you can't always get there

from here.

This theme of necessary structural pre-

requisites gains importance because the

naive view of pop-adaptationism—per-

haps the most conspicuous of all fallacies

in the standard journalistic presentation of

evolution—pays the principle no heed and

therefore fails to grasp the fascination of

evolution's fortuity and frequent failure to

do the "sensible" thing. Under pop-adap-

tationism, useful features manage to

emerge because, well, the organism evi-

dently needs them and natural selection is

such a powerful force for organic good. In

this view, eyes evolve because sight is so

advantageous. By extension, needs will be

fulfilled and gains rewarded—as evolu-

tion follows a sensible pathway toward

optimal fit between organism and environ-

ment.

But in the rarely quoted passage follow-

ing his praise for natural selection in the

evolution of eyes, Darwin reminds us that

vision could never have evolved without a

key prerequisite in the structure of neu-

rons—namely, sensitivity to light. He does

not know why neurons are so sensitive,

and he also recognizes that evolutionists

need not resolve this complex question

from the cognate field of physiology (just

as they don't have to solve the basically

chemical problem of how life arose before

studying its subsequent history of transfor-

mation). But a complete Darwinian argu-

ment requires identification and specifica-

tion of such a structural prerequisite. In

other words, we cannot simply say "eyes

are so good; therefore natural selection

can fashion them." We must also identify a

preexisting biological substrate, in struc-

ture and variation, that natural selection

can use to build this key innovation. Full

evolutionary explanations must always

combine a statement about structural con-

straint with an argument about functional

advantages.
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This theme has particular relevance to

the evolution of eyes because, ironically

(despite Darwin's own explicit reminder),

the subject of structural constraint has

been so generally ignored, and that of

adaptation so emphasized and even cele-

brated. The three largest animal phyla

have all evolved complex eyes with evi-

dent utility in the formation of images

—

the compound eye of insects and other

arthropods and the single-lens eye of ver-

tebrates and mollusks (squid and octo-

puses in particular). These eyes seem to

follow markedly different evolutionary

pathways in their origin. The compound

eye is so distinct in design that no struc-

tural homology (descent from a common
ancestor with eyes of similar form) can be

claimed with vertebrates and mollusks.

The single-lens eyes of squid and verte-

brates, on the other hand, are strikingly

similar in basic structure. Nonetheless,

clear and fundamental differences in the

architecture of embryological develop-

ment also identify these eyes as separate

evolutionary innovations.

Therefore, the independent evolution of

complex, image-forming eyes in all these

groups has become our classic textbook il-

lustration of the enormous power of nat-

ural selection to produce siniilar (and emi-

nently useful) results from disparate

starting points, a phenomenon called

"convergence" (and particularly empha-

sized for the structurally similar, but de-

velopmentally different, eyes of squid and

vertebrates). Darwin himself discussed

convergence at the end of his section on

the evolution of eyes:

I am inclined to believe that in nearly the

same way as two men have sometimes inde-

pendently hit on the very same invention, so

natural selection, working for the good of

each being and taking advantage of analo-

gous variations, has sometimes modified in

very nearly the same manner two parts in

two organic beings, which owe but little of

their structure in common to inheritance

from the same ancestor.

Thus, eyes have become our standard

illustration of natural selection's power

and the organism's almost infinite mal-

leabihty—hke clay before a sculptor, to

cite a metaphor often advanced at this

point in the discussion. But are organisms

so puttylike, and is natural selection so po-

tent a builder? Of course no professional

biologist would go so far in extolling se-

lection and relegating preexisting sti^c-

ture to infinitely flexible raw material.

Nonetheless, celebration of natural selec-

tion and de-emphasis of stiuctural con-

12 Natural History 12/94
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straint has been the characteristic bias of

evolutionary theory since the 1930s, when

modem Darwinism began its deseiTed tri-

umph. And eyes provide the premier illus-

tration of such an attitude, for flexibility

must dominate over constraint if such

complex and similar structures—paired

organs up front, complete with lenses and

retinas and, in the case of squid and verte-

brates, of such comparable design—can

evolve so often in total independence.

But is the independence so complete?

Might a structural constraint of common
inheritance be operating after all, despite

the admitted differences in form (com-

pound versus single-lens eyes) and devel-

opmental pathways (vertebrates and

squid)? Might some inherited predis-

position of anatomy or development, pre-

served in all eyed groups (despite half a

billion years of evolutionary separation

among vertebrates, moUusks, and arthro-

pods), be providing a boost to the develop-

ment of eyes from the past? Maybe natural

selection doesn't have to start from form-

less raw material and then do all the work

itself.

Such a contribution from common an-

cestry would have seemed almost risible

as few as five or ten years ago—for strict

Darwinians then argued that such a long

evolutionary separation among phyla had

permitted natural selection to tailor all ini-

tially common genetic sequences to the

specific uses of each lineage—thus wiping

out all important signs of shared genetic

and developmental ancestry. In my view,

the most exciting event in evolutionary

theory during the past decade resides in

the disproof of this assertion (one of the

linchpins of education in my graduate stu-

dent days during the 1960s, and thus re-

quiring some major clearing of cobwebs

from my own mental architecture).

Our modem ability to map detailed se-

quences of DNA, and to trace the opera-

tion of genes in early embryology, has fi-

nally permitted us to assess the role of

genetic structure in the building of organ-

isms. As the biggest surprise of this work,

astonishing conservation of intricate ge-

netic detail has been discovered across ge-

nealogically distant phyla, and for genes

that are most cmcial in building the basic

body plan of organisms. Most strikingly, a

set of genes in fmit flies and other arthro-

pods, called the HOM, or homeotic, com-

plex and cmcial for proper differentiation

of segments along the front-back axis

(building antennae, mouthparts, and legs

in the right places, for example), can also

be found in vertebrates, where these genes

maintain virtually the same DNA se-

quence and must therefore be products of

shared ancestry. (In vertebrates, these

genes, called the Hox, or homeobox, com-

plex, have been duplicated and now exist

as four copies on four different chromo-

somes.)

For nearly 150 years, since the death of

the visionary French scientist Etienne

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in 1844, no one

had taken seriously the possibility of ho-

mology (similarity due to shared inheri-

tance) between insects and vertebrates in

the basic architecture of segmentation and

differentiation of organs front to back.

(Geoffroy had argued, wrongly in detail

but correctly in spirit, as we must now rec-

ognize, that all complex animals are built

on the same shared body plan, with the

vertebra as an archetypal stmcture. He
compared the jointed, extemal skeleton of

insects with the backbone of vertebrates

and actually argued that insects lived

within their own vertebrae.) Ironically,

Geoffroy was quite wrong in homologiz-

ing insect segments with the vertebrae of

our spine—but he was right in arguing for

homology of basic design. The compara-

ble stmcture in vertebrates, however, tums

out to be the transient segmentation of

midbrain and hind brain during embryol-

ogy—for the Hox genes of vertebrates in-

fluence the architecture of these stmctures

in the same way as the nearly identical

HOM genes of Drosophila regulate seg-

ments of developing fmit flies.

If the long hand of the past so constrains

the fundamental building plan of two such

distinct phyla, must we not rethink our

previous assumption that convergence and

independent evolution, not shared ances-

try, lie behind such similar organs as the

eyes of squid and vertebrates? In August

1994, in the most exciting advance in evo-

lutionary studies of development since the

finding ofHOM and Hox homologies, Re-

becca Quuing, Uwe Walldorf, Urs Kloter,

and Walter J. Gehring announced the dis-

covery of homology in an important gene

cmcial to the embryology of eyes in both

fmit flies and vertebrates ("Homology of

the Eyeless Gene of Drosophila to the

Small Eye Gene in Mice and Aniridia in

Humans," Science, vol. 265, pp. 785-89).

We have known for a few years about

genetic homology of some common build-

ing blocks in visual systems. For example,

all opsins, an important protein compo-

nent of visual pigments in all phyla, show

such similarity in their DNA sequences

that they must be products of common an-

cestry, rather than separately evolved (for

no convergence can be precise enough to

produce near identity in thousands of

DNA bases along a linear chain; only a

common starting point can explain this de-
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gree of similarity). In discussing this ex-

ample in his 1990 article on "Optimiza-

tion, Constraint, and History in the Evolu-

tion of Eyes" {Quarterly Review of

Biology, vol. 65), Yale biologist Timothy

H. Goldsmith wrote: "The eyes of ceph-

alopods [squid and octopuses], arthro-

pods, and vertebrates are not homologous,

yet at the molecular level some of their

constituent elements are."

These data are interesting, and they do

contradict the previously favored notion

that visual pigments must be convergent

rather than homologous across phyla, but

homology of something so far from the

form of a building as bricks and mortar

does not pack a powerful wallop for con-

straint. After all, we have known for some

time that the basic molecules of life are

widely shared—the nucleic acids them-

selves, ATP as the energy-storing com-

pound of all organisms. Opsins are a bit

more specific and impressive, but still ever

so far from an eye.

The excitement of the latest discovery

lies in its well-documented claim for ho-

mology in the actual, detailed pathway for

building eyes as paired organs at the front

end of an animal. I am not greatly moved

to learn that my outhouse and the Great

Wall of China both use bricks of similar

composition and construction based on an

inherited tradition of learning (not every-

one agrees, but one common argument

traces knowledge of both Western and

Eastern brick making to a Babylonian

source). But common blueprints for de-

signs of integrated and complex structures

indicate historical constraint of a far more

comprehensive kind. (We do not doubt

that the automobiles of China and the

United States derive from a common tra-

dition of invention and construction.) Ho-

mology in some singular molecular com-

ponents of eyes seems interesting but

unsurprising; homology in complex ge-

netic and developmental pathways for

building eyes (as has now been discov-

ered) was both unexpected under usual

views of evolution and downright revi-

sionary in forcing a rethinking of many
previous certainties.

To appreciate the impact of this latest

discovery, we must review the history and

comparative anatomy of eyes—especially

in the light of Darwin's first argument

about a series of transformations from

rudimentary to most elaborate. The first

"It's amazing how well they adapt to an urban environment.'

stage is structurally and easily accom-

pUshed—a simple eyespot, on a surface or

in a shallow pit, made by the aggregation

of a small number of receptor cells (usu-

ally one to one hundred). These "eyes"

cannot form images but can detect light

and darkness, and therefore provide im-

portant information about environments.

Ease of construction and evident utility led

to the multiple evolution of such eyespots.

In a famous article written in 1977, my
colleagues L. von Salvini-Plawen and

Ernst Mayr estimated that eyespots

evolved independently among animals

some forty to sixty-five times. Michael F.

Land and Russell D. Femald add, in their

excellent article "The Evolution of Eyes"

(Annual Reviews ofNeuroscience, vol. 15,

pp. 1-29, 1992), tiiat only about five of

some thirty-five recognized animal phyla

failed to develop rudimentary eyes of this

type.

From this nearly universal subsd^ate, six

animal phyla evolved eyes capable of

forming images: the Cnidaria (where a

few jellyfish have lens eyes); the Annel-

ida, or segmented worms; the Ony-
chophora (a fairly obscure group today,

best represented by the velvet worm Peri-

patus, but much more common in the

early fossil record of multicellular ani-

mals); and the three great phyla previously

mentioned, MoUusca (where eyes grace

members of all major subgroups, snails,

clams, and cephalopods), Arthropoda, and

our own Chordata. Both a sti^ctural series

and a riotous display of diversity may be

identified among image-forming eyes.

In a first step, a deepening of the pit for

receptor cells into an optic cup and a nar-

rowing of the aperture into tiiis cup can

produce a pinhole camera without any

lens at all. A few moUusks have evolved

pinhole camera eyes of this type—most

notably the chambered Nautilus among

cephalopods and the abalone Haliotis

among clams. The next step, leading to

such diversity in complex eyes, adds other

layers and structures either to refract or re-

flect an image upon the retina. The simple

lens eye works by refraction. Most aquatic

animals use the lens as a primary device

for forming an image, whereas many ter-

restiial groups, including mammals and

spiders, develop more optical power in an

outer cornea and use the underlying lens

primarily for adjusting focus.

Most compound eyes also employ

lenses, and each separate unit, called a

facet or ommatidium (the fruit fly

Drosophila has some 800 in each eye),

forms a part, one pixel if you will, of a
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total image, which the organism must then

integrate as a single picture. Although

compound eyes are best known in the

great phylum of arthropods, they have also

arisen independently in two other phyla,

and in interestingly different anatomical

places—on the tentacles of some tube-

dwelling annelid worms and on the mantle

edge (the "skin" visible at the gape be-

tween two valves) of some clams in the

family Arcidae.

A far less common, but quite striking,

anatomical variant relies upon reflection

rather than refraction and places a concave

layer of cells (called a tapetum) behind the

retina (rather than using refraction through

a lens in front of the retina). In some eyes,

the tapetum only acts to increase light

available to the receptors and does not

focus an image, but if the concavity of the

tapetum is great enough, and if the retinal

surface moves far enough forward, then

the tapetum can reflect an image upon the

retina.

Some organisms use both refraction

and reflection. The mantle-edge eyes of

swimming scallops (up to one hundred per

animal), for example, have both a lens in

front of the retina and a reflecting tapetum

behind. In the most interesting use of a

posterior tapetum as an imaging device,

the deep-water ostracode Gigantocypris

shapes a large tapetum into the form of a

parabolic reflector, focusing hght onto the

bloblike retina in front (ostracodes are

small and little known, but enormously

abundant, bivalved marine arthropods).

These reflectors may produce a poor

image, but they are remarkable light-gath-

—
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ering machines in the low illumination of

deeper marine waters.

Lens eyes are enormously variable

among organisms, both in position and in

form. A pair up front may be canonical in

the groups we know best, but animals with

different modes of life often evolve eyes in

positions more suitable for their activities.

Clams often develop a row of eyes along

the mantle edge between the two valves or

on the ends of their siphons, the tubes that

project upward from the closed shell (and

function for intake of nutrients and out-

flow of waste). Most intriguingly, or even

amusingly, a group of polychaetes (seg-

mented marine worms) typically move

rear end first, rather than the usual vice

versa. They have evolved a pair of eyes on

their posteriors!

To cite just two anecdotes about varia-

tion in form: The copepod Pontella devel-

ops three lenses in males (two above and

outside the eye proper) and two in fe-

males. (Copepods are another group of

small and little known, but extraordinarily

abundant, marine arthropods.) Copelia,

another copepod, builds a narrow tubular

eye with two distant lenses—and the en-

tire structure both resembles and works

like a telescope. But the retinal receptors

are so few that only a dotlike image can be

formed at any moment. Consequently,

Copelia must constantly move its head

and scan its surroundings in order to inte-

grate a more complete image.

This riotous diversity seems to make

historical consttaint and preserved homol-

ogy from common ancestry even more un-

likely. After aU, if eyes seem to form in al-
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most any place and with such disparity of

form in so many groups, then surely or-

ganic material is fully competent to an-

swer any call from natural selection.

Therefore, one would suppose the most

common design of a single pair at the front

end must represent an adaptive optimality

for bilaterally symmetrical animals mov-

ing in the usual direction (and not ass for-

ward like those rear-eyed polychaetes just

described). This usual placement in all

three of the most widely discussed lin-

eages—squid, insects, and vertebrates

—

should represent pure convergence and

absolutely independent evolution without

any important consfraint from retained ho-

mologies of common ancestry. And yet,

however surprisingly, outstanding genetic

homology has just been discovered.

Quiring, Walldorf, and their cofleagues

worked with a small family of homolo-

gous sequences known as Pax genes.

These genes were first identified in the

fruit fly Drosophila and owe their name

(Pax stands for "paired box") to initial dis-

covery of the key sequence within a

Drosophila gene caUed paired. Pax genes

were then identified in all vertebrates stud-

ied, from zebrafish to mice to humans.

Nine Pax genes have been found so far in

mammals. Pax-6, the best studied, must be

a key factor in the development of eyes,

for mutations at this locus cause severe oc-

ular disruption. Sey, the small eye muta-

tion of Pax-6 in mice, for example, yields

eyes of greatly diminished size in het-

erozygotes (normal copy of the gene from

one parent and mutant copy from the

other) and no eyes at all in homozygotes

(mutant copies from both parents). A mu-

tation of the same gene in humans pro-

duces Aniridia, a severe condition leading

to limited development of the iris, absence

of foveae, and malformation of the lens.

The so-called paired domain produced

by these Pax genes, the major component

of their homology, is a sequence of 130

amino acids coded by 390 nucleotides of

DNA (remember that the genetic code is

triplet, wifli three nucleotides designating

one amino acid). The Pax genes of verte-

brates retain remarkable similarity in their

paired domains, despite a few hundred

million years of evolutionary separation

between fishes and mammals—a sure sign

of homology, or inheritance of these genes

from a common ancestor. For example,

the paired domains in Pax-6 of mice and

zebrafish differ in only one amino acid out

of 130.

Quiring, Walldorf, and colleagues have

now identified and sequenced a Dro-
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sophila gene clearly homologous to Pax-6

of vertebrates. The paired domain of this

Drosophila version shares 94 percent

identity with the amino acid sequences of

mice and humans—a remarkable evolu-

tionary conservatism across more than

500 million years of genealogical separa-

tion and between two phyla so apparently

different that anyone, even ten years ago.

would have scoffed at the idea of such sta-

ble homology.

But homology of structure does not es-

tablish any argument for genetic or devel-

opmental constraint in the evolution of

eyes. We need to know what the Pax-6 ho-

molog in Drosophila does for developing

fruit flies. Perhaps this gene plays no role

in building the eye in insects. Quiring,

Walldorf, and colleagues therefore went

on to determine the chromosomal location

of this Pax-6 homolog and its function in

the developing fruit fly. In their most ex-

citing result, they mapped the Pax-6 gene

to the ey (or eyeless) locus on the fourth

chromosome, a well-known position iden-

tified as the site of several mutations af-

fecting the development of eyes. In other

words, Pax-6 is the ey gene (previously

unsequenced for its DNA structure but

known by its developmental effects). Pax-

6 is not only homologous in genetic struc-

ture between insects and vertebrates; it

also acts as a major repository for the de-

velopmental blueprint of eyes in both dis-

tantly related phyla.

Moreover, modem genetic techniques

permit the tracing of a gene's influence

through development by probing for

changing locations of transcripts (the

working products of the gene's action)

during embryology. Again, the pattern is

strikingly similar in the two groups. In

Drosophila, Pax-6 is first expressed in the

imaginal disk of the eye, but not in disks

for legs or wings (imaginal disks grow

within larval flies as precursor structures

for adult organs)—and also in parts of the

brain and ventral nerve cord. In mice, tran-

scripts of the homologous gene appear

first in the forebrain and hind brain and

then along die whole length of the nerve

cord. Quiring, Walldorf, and colleagues

write: "This pattern of expression resem-

bles the one found in Drosophila; the ey

transcripts are detected first in the central

nervous system, in the brain, and the ven-

tral nerve cord." The authors then state

their remarkable general conclusion:

Because Pax-6 is involved in the genetic

control of eye morphogenesis in both mam-
mals and insects, the ti-aditional view that

the vertebrate eye and the compound eye of

insects evolved independently has to be re-

considered.

Some findings in science are particu-

larly potent because they suggest such ob-

vious, and eminently doable, extensions of

great importance. Anyone discovering

Pax-6 homology of structure and develop-

mental function between Drosophila and

vertebrates would have to ask: How gen-

eral is this phenomenon? Is Pax-6 a master

builder of eyes in all animals? The first

signs of a positive answer are akeady in

hand, based on some intriguing footnotes

and side comments (for work in progress

but not yet published) in the report of

Quiring, Walldorf, and colleagues. They

have already found homologs of Pax-6 in

two anatomically simple phyla fliat have

evolved eyespots but not lens eyes—in the

flatworm Dugesia tigrina and in the ne-

mertean worm Lineus sanguineus. But we

do not yet know whether these genes build

visual structures in these two phyla.

With a good sense of style. Quiring,

Walldorf, and colleagues saved the best

hint for last. They have indeed looked for

the Pax-6 homolog in the most revisionary

of all places—in squid, where conver-

gence, rather than homology, with the ver-

tebrate eyes has, for so long, been a text-

book case. Again, tests for similar

developmental fiinction have not yet been

made, but Pax-6 homologs have been

found in the squid Loligo vulgaris. Quir-

ing, Walldorf, and colleagues end their

paper by stating:

Also, the hypothesis that the eye of

cephalopods has evolved by convergence

with the vertebrate eye is challenged by our

recent findings. ..of Pax-6 related se-

quences in the squid Loligo vulgaris. These

findings may tfirow some new light on the

fascinating problems of eye evolution.

In trying to summarize the importance

of this work for evolutionary theory, let

me provide an anecdote and a statement.

So much of our conventional thinking

must be tweaked, if not reversed. We must

reassess our views on the weight of past

influence and current adaptation. Natural-

ists tend to work by example as much as

by principle, so I wiU share my first candi-

date for rethinking. I have always been

amazed by the dorsal fin of ichthyosaurs.

These seagoing reptiles, fiving at the same

time as dinosaurs, evolved from fully ter-

restrial ancestors but look remarkably like

marUn or swordfish. They grew a dorsal

fin of the same form, and in the same posi-

tion, as the dorsal fin of fishes. The func-

tion of this structure is weU understood

—

a device, primarily, for the prevention of

rolling side to side during swimming. Hy-

drodynamic engineers have found that the

dorsal fin is optimal in form and position

for this role.

Yet the dorsal fin of ichthyosaurs

evolved from absolutely no precursor

structure in 100 million years worfli of an-

cestors (for these forebears were fuUy ter-

restrial, finless creatures, even though

more distant fish ancestors had dorsal

fins). Therefore, the ichthyosaur dorsal fin

has always been regarded as another stun-

ning example of convergence, or fully in-

dependent evolution of an organ by nat-

ural selection based on evident utility. But

this view may not be right. If all or most

animals hold Pax-6 in their genetic reper-

toires, using the developmental conse-

quences to build eyes of enormous variety,

then perhaps the ancestors of ichthyosaurs

retained unexpressed developmental in-

formation for building dorsal fins—

a

legacy from more distant fish ancestors

—

throughout the 100 milUon years of terres-

trial evolution. Perhaps this reptilian dor-

sal fin (although not homologous in

structure with that of fishes, for the ich-

thyosaur version contains no fin rays)

could be built at all because distant ances-

try provided a prerequisite—making the

fin as much a consequence of constrained

history as of immediate adaptation.

We have an unfortunate habit of regard-

ing constraint as entirely negative, as limi-

tation, in this case imposed by a restricted

array of inheritances. But constraint, in

both concept and language, also bears a

positive meaning of providing a directed

possibility, of channeling for potential

benefit. Organisms need structural con-

straints of ancestry to build anything of in-

terest. Constraints do restrict the range of

outcomes, but flieir absence may preclude

any outcome at all. Construct organisms

with no neural sensitivity, as Darwin ar-

gued, and eyes might never evolve. Lose

the genetic architecture encoded by Pax-6

(and, no doubt, many other factors), and

all reasonable possibility of generating an

eye might evaporate. But lineages that re-

tain these developmental pathways may
then evolve and permute organs of vision

into a wondrous variety of form and func-

tion. The past may only be prologue, as

Shakespeare said, but the past is also

promise. Let there be light, but also the

wherewithal for perception.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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This Land

Phoenix

Park,

Califomia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Among California's diverse habitats are

vernal pools, depressions that fill with

water in winter, gradually dry up during

spring, and then remain diy throughout the

summer and autumn. They owe their exis-

tence to the Mediterranean type of cli-

mate, in which relatively mild, wet winters

alternate with long, dry summers. The

water that collects in the pools during the

rainy season lasts well into spring because

of a water-impervious layer of soil a few

inches below the surface. In most cases,

that layer is a hardpan of clay, but some-

times it is lava or other rock.

Torrents of rain and snowmelt from the

Sierras filled California's flat valleys in

prehistoric times, forming not only hun-

dreds of vernal pools but even vernal

lakes, which also disappeared during the

dry summer. Before the first European set-

ders came to Califomia, vemal pools ap-

parently were very widespread in the

young, fertile terrace soils of the great

Central Valley between the coast ranges

and the Sierra Madre. But with agricul-

tural expansion, mineral extraction, and

increased settlement, many of the vemal

pools were destroyed. Today, most that re-

main are on high ground in the rolling

grassland of the Central Valley. One pro-

tected field of pools lies in Phoenix Park in

Fair Oaks, a suburb of Sacramento.

Phoenix Park stands on a grassy terrace

above the American River, where bluffs of

sand, silt, and gravel rise abrupfly 160 feet

above the north bank. Hardpan underlies

much of the topsoil atop the bluffs, provid-

ing ideal conditions for the development

of vemal pools. I visited the site in early

May, leaving my car in the nearby parking

lot. From there I walked through an inter-

vening zone of blue oak savanna, where

well-drained soil has encouraged the

growth of well-spaced blue oak trees

above an understory of scattered grasses

and wildflowers.

Standing at the edge of the savanna and

looking into the vemal pool field, I saw a

series of shallow depressions separated by

better-drained, low ridges known as hum-

mocks. Several of the wildflowers and

grasses growing on the hummocks, such

as woolly brome grass, hair grass, storks-

bill, and cat's-ear, were weedy species

about one and one-half feet tall. Ofliers

were colorful native wildflowers, includ-

ing white and purple brodiaeas (members

of die lily family), lupines, Califomia pop-

pies, and purple clarkia.

One of the significant aspects of vemal

pools is that each is, to some degree, an

isolated biological system. Even within

Phoenix Park, no two pools have the same

community of plants. In addition, many

vemal pools host unique species. Most of

these are annuals that have recently be-

come distinct from their closest relatives.

Perennials, which seem to diverge into

new species more slowly, usually have a

wider distribution.

At the time of my visit in early May,
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about two inches of water still stood in the

lowest part of the vernal pool depressions.

There I saw strange-looking plants known

as Vasey's coyote thistles, a species that

because of its undivided leaves and tight

flower heads, looks little like the carrot

family to which it belongs. Each half-

inch-diameter head of small, white flow-

ers is surrounded by green, prickly, thistle-

like bracts.

Elsewhere in the pool depressions, the

soggy soil was carpeted with plants, many
of them small with bright, colorful flow-

ers. Among these were three species of

downingias, a group of annual plants in

the bellflower family that seem to thrive in

vernal pools. Downingia species, with

their blue, pink, or white flowers, are often

distinguished only by one or two charac-

teristics, such as the bristles that project

from the pollen-producing anthers in the

flowers. One species differs from the oth-

ers only in its twisted bristles.

Other plants with small, colorful flow-

ers included vernal pool mesa mint, with

its dense head of purple flowers; pincush-

ion navarretia, a miniature species of

phlox; yellow cicendia, an annual gentian;

woolly yellow-heads, with crowded yel-

low flower heads; and two kinds of annual

goldfields, dwarf species with yellow, dai-

sylike heads.

In Phoenix Park, pink checker mallow

and yellow goldfields are conspicuous in

a vernal pool depression.
Jo-Ann Ordano

I saw a few vernal pool wildflowers that

were relatively large, with conspicuous

flowers. Among these were vernal pool

checker mallow with five white petals,

each up to one inch long, and a brodiaea

with three-quarter-inch-long purple petals.

Phoenix Park's pools also had some un-

usual plants. Tiny tiUaea is a dwarf mem-
ber of the sedum family, but unlike its

relatives, tiUaea does not have thick, suc-
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culent leaves. Flowering quillwort is a sLx-

inch-high plant with slender, grasslike

leaves and inconspicuous flowers. It is so

different from other flowering plants that

it is often classified all by itself in its own
family.

Four kinds of plants in the Phoenix Park

pools reproduce by spores rather than

seeds. Although not true fems, they are

usually considered to be related to fems

and are sometimes referred to as fern al-

lies. Three of these are quillworts, similar

in appearance to the flowering quiUwort

except that their leaves arise from a

bilobed corm, or swollen underground

stem, that lies just below the surface of the

soggy soil. Where the leaves attach to the

corm, they dilate to form pouches in

which the spores are formed.

The other fern ally, known as pillwort.

San
Francisci

^ Sacramento ,,.„v , . „ .

. NEVADA

•CALIKORNIA'
PACIFIC U»

Los Angdfes-«P\^

200 Miles

I i

consists of a few strands of grasslike

leaves attached to a shallow, underground

root system. Once a year, spherical spore

cases one-eighth inch in diameter appear

at the base of mature plants.

Many of the vernal pools that still exist

in California's terraces, valleys, and

foothills are on unprotected private lands

that are subject to resource development

and urban expansion. Unfortunately, these

sites are easily accessible, and the pools

are thus vulnerable to all-terrain vehicles

and even to trampling and overcoUecting

by biologists.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

U.S. nationalforests and otherparklands.

Undeilain by a hardpan ofclay, a vet nal pool collects water

during California's mild, wet winters. The same basin, having

dried out during the spring, supports a community ofwildflowers.
Photographs by Thomas Hallstein; Outsight
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Worlds in Contact

Disney Dissonance
What happens when Americanized tales return to Europe?

by Samuel M. Wilson

Last year I spent part of the summer

with my wife and four-year-old daughter

in the small town of Cholet, in the Loire

Valley of western France. In the surround-

ing countryside, we visited some of the

magnificent chateaux built between the

twelfth and eighteenth centuries by some

of Europe's most powerful families. Pass-

ing these off to a four-year-old as "cas-

tles," however, presented a problem, for

none of the buildings measured up to what

she thought of as real castles. They were

nothing like Walt Disney's casdes—^places

associated with stories of princesses and

evil stepmothers and dragons—which

have soaring spires, flying pennants, ram-

parts, moats, drawbridges, thrones, and

dungeons.

What we saw were very nice houses

with thick rock walls, some with moats

and weU-planted gardens. We explained

that these were real castles, where the

more down-to-earth versions of the stories

happened. But to a four-year-old—who
with great forbearance tolerated a land

where all the other kids babbled incom-

prehensibly while her parents ate well and

drank wonderful glasses of Vouvray,

Sancerre, and Muscadet de Sevre et

Maine—this talk of castles was clearly a

case of bait and switch.

All of which led us to visit Euro Disney,

east of Paris. I was somewhat reluctant to

go, if for no other reason than the consid-

erable entrance fee ($120 for three). But

then again, I was curious to see what was

behind all the commotion in the French

and American press. After opening with

great fanfare in April 1992, Euro Disney

was reportedly suffering from financial

problems. In part, this was attributed to a

strong negative reaction by many of the

French toward what they perceived as
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Tourists at Euro Disney, east ofParis, visit Sleeping Beauty's Castle.
Dave G. Houser
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American cultural imperialism. (As it hap-

pens, we found that in August all the big

hotels near the park were booked solid and

the place was mobbed, suggesting that the

rumors of Euro Disney's demise were ex-

aggerated.)

Driving from Paris, we passed through

a plain reminiscent of central Kansas—

a

basically flat landscape with rolling hills

and agricultural fields. Then, with the

spires of the Euro Disney castle looming

in the distance like the Emerald City of

Oz, we came to the fringes of the park,

marked by the first of tens of thousands of

newly planted trees. The road wound
through a series of landforms that seemed

characteristically Disneyesque—heavily

planted earthen ridges rose just above eye

level on both sides. These disorienting

features control the way dramatic views

unfold in the created landscape and hide

the infrastructure of the huge theme park,

with its delivery vans and garbage trucks.

We parked half a mile away in the Goofy

section of the sprawling parking lots and

rode conveyer belts to the entrance, inun-

dated with theme songs.

Euro Disney is in many ways spectacu-

lar and breathtaking, presenting perfected,

idealized worlds with imaginative twists

and turns. Every tile, stone, and trash can

is custom-made. The "imagineers" are re-

sponsible for this; they are a large group of

designers who craft wood, metal, plastic,

plaster, and concrete to fit their extraordi-

nary vision. In Discoveryland an ornate

Victorian blimp docks in a ten-story-high

ultramodern structure; nearby, a blasted

spacescape of eroded metal and crystalline

stone overflows with fountains of

sparkling water. And in the center of the

park is Sleeping Beauty's Castle—a real

castle, with proper pennants and ramparts

and a rather terrifying robotic dragon in its

dungeon.

Even the rocks are manufactured.

Someday I would like to research and

write the comprehensive geology of Dis-

ney. Everywhere I looked, the walls and

structures were covered in what one

would certainly take for stone. It is all,

however, something else—something that

without my rock hammer I couldn't posi-

tively identify as plastic, fiberglass, or

plaster. I counted twenty-four kinds of

"rock," and within them all kinds of varia-

tions—granite slabs, slate tiles, blocks of

dolomite, flaking shales, sparkling mica-

ceous composites, lots of golden lime-

stone, and others fliat resembled nothing I

know of in the real world. There was, I

might add, plenty of time to observe these

materials as we inched our way along

looping lines, waiting to get onto the rides.

We spent half a day in lines, on rides,

and touring the attractions and at noon en-

countered one of Euro Disney's cultural

and logistical problems. When midday ar-

rives, the French expect to sit down to a

proper meal, complete with table, waiter,

wine and bread, and the other basic ameni-

ties one would find in any smaU French

"Wlmt are you gawking at?"

town. These things are difficult to find at

Euro Disney, and expensive if you do find

them. For Americans this is less of a prob-

lem; they eat on an irregular schedule and

with different expectations.

Despite the pronounced American

theme of Mainstreet U. S. A., the easiest

fast food to find at Euro Disney is the

French version—crusty baguettes split

and filled with butter, cheese, and ham.

After buying these, one must then find a

seat where one can, which in our case was

on the curb. On our second day we found

a better way around the lunch problem by

asking the French "cast members" where

to eat. They directed us to Walt's, a quiet

restaurant with good food, wonderful ser-

vice, and in the background, classical

string quartet arrangements of the theme

songs we had been swimming through.

And they served good French wine, some-

thing we had been told was forbidden in

Euro Disney.

Most extraordinary at Walt's was the

decor. The room we were in combined

Victorian and Art Nouveau styles with an

unusual futuristic twist. The dining room

chairs were carved with the dials and trap-

pings of time machines, and everywhere

the mahogany woodwork was sculpted in

flowing forms. The effect was reminiscent

of the interior of Captain Nemo's subma-

rine in the fihn 20,000 Leagues Under the

Sea. Original sketches and models for that

film were all around, along with a remark-

able collection of documents and illustra-

tions from oflier projects. The restaurant

and tire surrounding art exemplified Walt

Disney's Utopia—nineteenth-century sen-

sitivities and social order coupled with

twenty-first-century technology.

The Utopia reflected in the sketches on

the walls of Walt's is perhaps Disney's

best, unassailable because it is an idealized

world that doesn't yet exist. The fantasies

dealing with the past run into trouble,

however, because no matter how mythical

and ahistorical their presentation (as in the

Peter Pan-inspired pirates section or Fron-

tierland's Old West), there is a historical

past haunting the background. I was espe-

cially aware of this at Buffalo BiU's Wild

West Show, where you can "conquer the

West from your dinner table." The con-

quering theme was never speUed out, but

the way the show was staged made it clear

that the only thing that needed conquering

were the stereotypical Indians.

Nearly all the attractions in the park are

linked to the stories told in Disney fihns.

While many of these stories are based on

European works or folk tales, they often
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absolute, unconditional guarantee.

Why not give us a try? For a
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friendly folks here in DodgevUle.
And ask them what the

weather's like.
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differ from the more faithful versions that

Europeans learn as children, hi Sleeping

Beauty's Castle, the centerpiece of Euro

Disney, we climbed the stairs of the grand

hall and walked through scenes from Dis-

ney's story of Sleeping Beauty. As we
milled about in the crowd, we saw parents

from all over Europe making quick inter-

pretations—apparently trying to connect

the Disney characters and events to those

that their children knew.

Disney's Sleeping Beauty is but the pro-

logue to a more sinister traditional tale, re-

counted in complete form by the French

writer Charles Perrault (1628-1703). Per-

rault's version begins much the same as

Disney's: a king and queen have a daugh-

ter after great difficulty conceiving. They

invite the kingdom's seven fairies to the

christening, so that each might bless the

child with a gift. But they neglect to invite

an old fairy who has been in seclusion for

fifty years. The daughter is given gifts by

six of the fairies—beauty, wit, grace, and

so on—but the old fairy puts a spell on her

that wUl cause her to die from pricking her

finger on the spindle of a spinning wheel.

The last good fairy, who has hidden in the

draperies suspecting some meanness from

the old one, comes out and commutes the

spell to a sleep of one hundred years.

The princess grows up and, as foretold,

pricks her finger and falls into her deep

sleep. The seventh good fairy puts all the

servants in the castle to sleep as well, so

that the princess will not awaken alone,

and causes thick vines to grow up around

the castle. After a century, another family

is on the throne (thus is incest averted),

and the story of the princess and the spell

has been nearly forgotten. The kingdom's

prince is intrigued by the castle and enters,

finding the princess. With his kiss, he

breaks the spell. At this point, in Disney's

version, the couple then live happily ever

after.

Perrault's story continues, however.

The prince and princess marry and have

two children, but the prince keeps all this

secret from his parents, the king and

queen. Although the prince loves the

queen, he does not trust her, for she is of

the race of ogres. He fears she will suc-

cumb to her ogreish impulses, which in-

clude a taste for human flesh, especially

that of tender young children.

The old king dies and the prince takes

the throne, acknowledging his marriage to

Sleeping Beauty and bringing her and

their children into the capital. Soon he

goes to war, however, and has to leave the

kingdom and his family in the care of the

old queen. The ogre in the queen soon ex-

presses itself, and she orders the cook to

serve up first the children and finally

Sleeping Beauty herself for dinner. The

clever cook fools her by substituting other

meats and hiding the intended victims.

But the queen discovers the ruse and

commands them all, including the cook

and his family, to be bound and thrown

into a tub crawling to the brim with toads

and poisonous snakes. The prince, now
king, returns in the nick of time to save

them, and his enraged mother throws her-

self headfirst into the tub and is devoured.

Only then, in Perrault's version, do they all

live happUy ever after.

The characters in PerrauU's story are

enmeshed in the politics of families and

kingdoms and have difficult decisions to

make. Good and evil are not spelled out so

clearly as in Disney's tale; the villainous

characters' evil is an inescapable part of

their nature, which includes both good and

evil, and is not the result of their jealousy

or ambition. Perrauh's Sleeping Beauty is

a more complex fable, which may be read

"Why can't you hunt like the others instead ofmaking us live offroad kill?'
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at several levels and with several morals.

Like the Disney version of Sleeping

Beauty, the other Disney films adapted

from European sources

—

Cinderella,

Snow White, The Little Mermaid, Pinoc-

chio. Sword in the Stone, Robin Hood,

Alice in Wonderland, Beauty and the

Beast, Peter Pan—are very much altered.

Mickey Mouse, an original Disney cre-

ation, is popular in Europe, but the other

characters do not seem to inspire as strong

a reaction. The films have at their founda-

tions a set of values that Disney believed

in—for example, that through the unwa-

vering conviction of moral individuals,

good will prevail over evil, even against

seemingly impossible odds. These values

struck such a chord among Americans that

the movies became very successful. But

one cannot expect audiences from other

cultures to react to Disney's message in

the same way.

After our second long, hot day of lines

and crowds and last dashes here and there,

we left Disney's world and headed for

western France, encountering Paris 's all

too real rush-hour traffic. The next day,

still heading west, we stopped at another

chateau (we had stopped calling them cas-

tles) and experienced firsthand what it is

like to see a theme-park representation of

a story different from the version we heard

as children.

We took our daughter to the Chateau

d'Usse, said to have been the setting

Charles Perrault had in mind while writing

his version of Sleeping Beauty. In rooms

high in the chateau, a series of scenes from

the story were created with props and

mannequins. Some of the scenes worked

equally well for both the Perrault version

and Disney's, but where they applied only

to the older plot, we had a lot of explaining

to do.

Child: Where's Maleficent?

Parent: (pointing to a mannequin that

looked as if it were modeling royal

bathrobes): That's Maleficent.

Child: No, where 's the evil fairy, the

mean one?

Parent: That's her.

(Child gives a sideways glance mean-

ing, "Is this a joke?")

Thereafter we stayed away from Euro-

pean attractions that portrayed versions of

stories that were different from those our

daughter knew. I think that some Euro-

peans have decided to steer clear of Euro

Disney for similar reasons.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University ofTexas at Austin.
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D Black n White Sf Other
Racial categories are cultural constructs masquerading as biology

by Jonathan Marks

While reading the

Sunday edition of the

New York Times one

morning last February,

my attention was

drawn by an editorial

inconsistency. The arti-

cle I was reading was

written by attorney

Lani Guinier. (Guinier,

you may remember,

had been President

Clinton's nominee to

head the civil rights di-

vision at the Depart-

ment of Justice in

1993. Her name was

hastily withdrawn

amid a blast of criti-

cism over her views on

political representation

of minorities.) What
had distracted me from

the main point of the

story was a photo cap-

tion that described

Guinier as being "half-

black." In the text of

the article, Guinier had

described herself sim-

ply as "black."

How can a person be

black and half black at

the same time? In algebraic terms, this would seem to describe a

situation where x - 'hx, to which the only solution isx = 0.

The inconsistency in the Times was trivial, but revealing. It

encapsulated a longstanding problem in our use of racial cate-

gories—namely, a confusion between biological and cultural

heredity. When Guinier is described as "half-black," that is a

statement of biological ancestry, for one of her two parents is

black. And when Guinier describes herself as black, she is using

a cultural category, according to which one can either be black or

white, but not both.

Race—as the term is commonly used—is inherited, although

not in a strictly biological fashion. It is passed down according to

a system of folk heredity, an all-or-nothing system that is differ-

ent from the quantifiable heredity of biology. But the incompati-

bility of the two notions of race is sometimes starkly evident

—

as when the state decides that racial differences are so important

that interracial marriages must be regulated or outlawed entirely.

Miscegenation laws in this country (which stayed on the books

in many states through the 1960s) obliged the legal system to de-
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fine who belonged in what

category. The resulting

formula stated that anyone

with one-eighth or more

black ancestry was a

"negro." (A similar for-

mula, defining Jews, was

promulgated by the Ger-

mans in the Nuremberg

Laws of the 1930s.)

Applying such formu-

las led to the biological ab-

surdity that having one

black great-grandparent

was sufficient to define a

person as black, but hav-

ing seven white great-

grandparents was insuffi-

cient to define a person as

white. Here, race and biol-

ogy are demonstrably at

odds. And the problem is

not semantic but concep-

tual, for race is presented

as a category of nature.

Human beings come in

a wide variety of sizes,

shapes, colors, and

forms—or, because we are

visually oriented primates,

it certainly seems that

way. We also come in

larger packages called

populations; and we are said to belong to even larger and more

confusing units, which have long been known as races. The his-

tory of the study of human variation is to a large extent the pur-

suit of those human races—the attempt to identify the small

number of fundamentally distinct kinds of people on earth.

This scientific goal stretches back two centuries, to Linnaeus,

the father of biological systematics, who radically estabUshed

Homo sapiens as one species within a group of animals he called

Primates. Linnaeus's system of naming groups within groups

logically implied further breakdown. He consequently sought to

establish a number of subspecies within Homo sapiens. He iden-

tified five: four geographical species (from Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America) and one grab-bag subspecies called monstrosus.

This category was dropped by subsequent researchers (as was

Linnaeus's use of criteria such as personality and dress to define

his subspecies).

While Linnaeus was not the first to divide humans on the basis

of the continents on which they lived, he had given the division

a scientific stamp. But in attempting to determine the proper
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number of subspecies, the

heirs of Linnaeus always

seemed to find different

answers, depending upon

the criteria they applied.

By the mid-twentieth cen-

tury, scores of anthropolo-

gists—led by Harvard's

Earnest Hooton—had ex-

pended enormous energy

on the problem. But these

scholars could not con-

vince one another about

the precise nature of the

fundamental divisions of

our species.

Part of the problem—as

with the Times's identifica-

tion of Lani Guinier—was

that we humans have two

constantly intersecting

ways of thinking about the

divisions among us. On
the one hand, we like to

think of "race"—as Lin-

naeus did—as an objec-

tive, biological category.

In this sense, being a

member of a race is sup-

posed to be the equivalent

of being a member of a

species or of a phylum

—

except that race, on the

analogy of subspecies, is an even narrower (and presumably

more exclusive and precise) biological category.

The other kind of category into which we humans allocate

ourselves—when we say "Serb" or "Hutu" or "Jew" or "Chi-

cano" or "Republican" or "Red Sox fan"—is cultural. The label

refers to little or nothing in the natural attributes of its members.

These members may not hve in the same region and may not

even know many others like themselves. What they share is nei-

ther strictly nature nor stricdy community. The groupings are

constructions of human social history.

Membership in these wnbiological groupings may mean the

difference between life and death, for they are the categories that

allow us to be identified (and accepted or vilified) socially. While

membership in (or allegiance to) these categories may be as-

signed or adopted from birth, the differentia that mark members

from nonmembers are symbolic and abstract; they serve to dis-

tinguish people who cannot be readily distinguished by nature.

So important are these symbolic distinctions that some of the

strongest animosities are often expressed between very similar-
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looking peoples. Obvious

examples are Bosnian

Serbs and Muslims, Irish

and English, Huron and

Iroquois.

Obvious natural varia-

tion is rarely so important

as cultural difference. One

simply does not hear of a

slaughter of the short

people at the hands of the

tall, the glabrous at the

hands of the hairy, the red-

haired at the hands of the

brown-haired. When we

do encounter genocidal vi-

olence between different-

looking peoples, the two

groups are invariably so-

cially or culturally distinct

as well. Indeed, the tragic

frequency of hatred and

genocidal violence be-

tween biologically indis-

tinguishable peoples im-

plies that biological

differences such as skin

color are not motivations

but, rather, excuses. They

allow nature to be invoked

to reinforce group identi-

ties and antagonisms that

would exist without these

physical distinctions. But are there any tt^ily "racial" biological

distinctions to be found in our species?

Obviously, if you compare two people from different parts of

the world (or whose ancestors came from different parts of the

worid), they will differ physically, but one cannot therefore de-

fine three or four or five basically different kinds of people, as a

biological notion of race would imply. The anatomical proper-

ties that distinguish people—such as pigmentation, eye form,

body build—are not clumped in discrete groups, but distributed

along geographical gradients, as are nearly aU the genetically de-

termined variants detectable in the human gene pool.

These gradients are produced by three forces. Natural selec-

tion adapts populations to local circumstances (like climate) and

thereby differentiates them from other populations. Genetic drift

(random fluctuations in a gene pool) also differentiates popula-

tions from one another, but in non-adaptive ways. And gene flow

(via intermarriage and oflier child-producing unions) acts to ho-

mogenize neighboring populations.

In practice, the operations of these forces are difficult to dis-
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cem. A few features, such

as body build and the

graduated distribution of

the sickle cell anemia gene

in populations from west-

em Africa, southern Asia,

and the Mediterranean can

be plausibly related to the

effects of selection. Oth-

ers, such as the graduated

distribution of a small

deletion in the mitochon-

drial DNA of some East

Asian, Oceanic, and Na-

tive American peoples, or

the degree of flatness of

the face, seem unlikely to

be the result of selection

and are probably the re-

sults of random biohistori-

cal factors. The cause of

the distribution of most

features, from nose

breadth to blood group, is

simply unclear.

The overall result of

these forces is evident,

however. As Johann

Friedrich Blumenbach
noted in 1775, "you see

that all do so run into one

another, and that one vari-

ety of mankind does so

sensibly pass into the other, that you cannot mark out the limits

between them." (Posturing as an heir to Linnaeus, he nonethe-

less attempted to do so.) But from humanity's gradations in ap-

pearance, no defined groupings resembling races readily

emerge. The racial categories with which we have become so fa-

miliar are the result of our imposing arbitrary cultural boundaries

in order to partition gradual biological variation.

Unlike graduated biological distinctions, culturally con-

structed categories are ultrasharp. One can be French or German,

but not both; Tutsi or Hutu, but not both; Jew or Catholic, but not

both; Bosnian Muslim or Serb, but not both; black or white, but

not both. Traditionally, people of "mixed race" have been

obliged to choose one and thereby identify themselves unam-
biguously to census takers and administrative bookkeepers—

a

practice that is now being widely called into question.

A scientific definition of race would require considerable ho-

mogeneity within each group, and reasonably discrete differ-

ences between groups, but three kinds of data militate against

this view; First, the groups traditionally described as races are
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not at all homogeneous.

Africans and Europeans,

for instance, are each a

collection of biologicaOy

diverse populations. An-

thropologists of the 1920s

widely recognized three

European races: Nordic,

Alpine, and Mediter-

ranean. This implied that

races could exist within

races. American anthro-

pologist Carleton Coon
identified ten European

races in 1939. With such

protean use, the term race

came to have Uttle value in

describing actual biologi-

cal entities within Homo
sapiens. The scholars

were not only grappling

with a broad north-south

gradient in human appear-

ance across Europe, they

were trying to bring the

data into line with their be-

lief in profound and fun-

damental constitutional

differences between

groups of people.

But there simply isn't

one European race to con-

trast with an African race,

nor three, nor ten: the question (as scientists long posed it) fails

to recognize the actual patteming of diversity in the human spe-

cies. Fieldwork revealed, and genetics later quantified, the exis-

tence of far more biological diversity within any group than be-

tween groups. Fatter and thinner people exist everywhere, as do

people with type and type A blood. What generally varies

from one population to the next is the proportion of people in

these groups expressing the trait or gene. Hair color varies strik-

ingly among Europeans and native Australians, but little among

other peoples. To focus on discovering differences between pre-

sumptive races, when the vast majority of detectable variants do

not help differentiate them, was thus to define a very narrow—if

not largely illusory—problem in human biology. (The fact that

Africans are biologically more diverse than Europeans, but have

rarely been split into so many races, attests to the cultural basis

of these categorizations.)

Second, differences between human groups are only evident

when contrasting geographical extremes. Noting these extremes,

biologists of an earlier era sought to identify representatives
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of "pure," primordial

races—presumably lo-

cated in Norway, Senegal,

and Thailand. At no time,

however, was our species

composed of a few popu-

lations within which

everyone looked pretty

much the same. Ever since

some of our ancestors left

Africa to spread out

through the Old World, we

humans have always lived

in the "in-between"

places. And human popu-

lations have also always

been in genetic contact

with one another. Indeed,

for tens of thousands of

years, humans have had

trade networks; and where

goods flow, so do genes.

Consequently, we have no

basis for considering ex-

treme human forms the

most pure, or most repre-

sentative, of some ancient

primordial populations.

Instead, they represent

populations adapted to the

most disparate environ-

ments.

And third, between

each presumptive "major" race are unclassifiable populations

and people. Some populations of India, for example, are darkly

pigmented (or "black"), have Europeanlike ("Caucasoid") facial

features, but inhabit the continent of Asia (which should make

them "Asian"). Americans might tend to ignore these "excep-

tions" to the racial categories, since immigrants to the United

States from West Africa, Southeast Asia, and northwest Europe

far outnumber those from India. The very existence of unclassi-

fiable peoples undermines the idea that there are just three

human biological groups in the Old World. Yet acknowledging

the biological distinctiveness of such groups leads to a rapid pro-

liferation of categories. What about Australians? Polynesians?

The Ainu of Japan?

Categorizing people is important to any society. It is, at some

basic psychological level, probably necessary to have group

identity about who and what you are, in contrast to who and what

you are not. The concept of race, however, specifically involves

the recruitment of biology to validate those categories of self-

identity.
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Mice don't have to

worry about that the way

humans do. Consequently,

classifying them into sub-

species entails less of a re-

sponsibility for a scientist

than classifying humans

into subspecies does. And
by the 1960s, most anthro-

pologists realized they

could not defend any clas-

sification ofHomo sapiens

into biological subspecies

or races that could be con-

sidered reasonably objec-

tive. They therefore

stopped doing it, and

stopped identifying the en-

deavor as a central goal of

the field. It was a biologi-

cally intractable prob-

lem—the old square-

peg-in-a-round-hole enter-

prise; and people's lives,

or welfares, could well de-

pend on the ostensibly sci-

entific pronouncement.

Reflecting on the social

history of the twentieth

century, that was a burden

anthropologists would no

longer bear.

This conceptual divorce

in anthropology—of cultural from biological phenomena—was

one of the most fundamental scientific revolutions of our time.

And since it affected assumptions so rooted in our everyday ex-

perience, and resulted in conclusions so counterintuitive—like

the idea that the earth goes around the sun, and not vice-versa

—

it has been widely underappreciated.

Kurt Vonnegut, in Slaughterhouse Five, describes what he re-

membered being taught about human variation: "At that time,

they were teaching that there was absolutely no difference be-

tween anybody. They may be teaching that still." Of course there

are biological differences between people, and between popula-

tions. The question is: How are those differences patterned? And

the answer seems to be: Not racially. Populations are the only

readily identifiable units of humans, and even they are fairly

fluid, biologically similar to populations nearby, and biologically

different from populations far away.

In other words, the message of contemporar)' anthropology is:

You may group humans into a small number of races if you want

to, but you are denied biology as a support for it. D
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Near Cocos Island, off the Pacific coast ofCosta

Rica, a green turtle and schooling creole-fish are

silhouetted against the sun.
Marty Snyderman

Tracking Turtles

Through Time
Genetic testing confirms that these ancient mariners return to nest at

their natal beaches, no matter how distant

by Brian W. Bowen and John C. Avise

In the early hours of a tropical January

morning in 1989, we were sprawled on the

sandy beach of Ascension Island, peering

toward the dark ocean, waiting for the next

nesting green turtle to arrive. A volcanic

rock five miles in diameter, Ascension

rises from an undersea ridge in the middle

of the Atlantic Ocean, about 1,400 miles

from Brazil to the west and 1,900 miles

from Angola to the east. The island may
seem an unlikely breeding site for hun-

dreds of creatures that spend most of their

lives feeding on seaweed off the coast of

South America. But at about 2:00 a.m.,

our first egg layer appeared, emerging

slowly from the surf like some prehistoric

monster We remained still as she hauled

her bulk ashore, passing within feet of us.

Breathing heavily and showering us with

sand from her thrusting flippers, the turtle

set to the task of digging her nest.

Within an hour, the quarter-ton creature

had excavated a pit about three and a half

feet deep and six feet in diameter; at the

bottom she carved out a rounded chamber

with her hind feet. Next, she deposited

more than 100 eggs, which resembled

Ping-Pong balls. At first wary and skittish,

she became oblivious to any disturbance

once she began to lay. We took a single

egg for genetic analysis and left her alone.

Within two hours, the turtle had buried her

eggs and retumed to the sea, where she

would remain for about two weeks until

she was ready to lay another clutch.

From December to March each year,

hundreds of female green turtles nest on

Ascension, and their excavations crater

the beaches. This tiny island is the only

port of call in a remarkable journey. Some

weeks earlier, the females left the rich sea-

weed feeding pastures along the coast of

Brazil to embark on a 2,800-mile round

trip to this solitary speck of land in the

midst of open ocean. Once here, they de-

posit eggs on flie beach every two weeks

for a two-month period. Then, without

benefit of their usual diet during the entire

odyssey, they return to the Brazilian coast.

Each female that nests on Ascension re-

peats this migratory circuit every few

years during her reproductive life span of

perhaps half a century or more.

We had made the long journey to As-

cension Island, via a U. S. Air Force cargo

jet, as part of our global study of green tur-

tle behavior and evolution. Among other

questions, we wanted to determine the

evolutionary age of the Ascension Island

rookery by comparing its breeding popu-

lation's DNA with that of other nesting

colonies. The late biologist Archie Carr,

the father of marine turtle research, had

stood on these same beaches some thirty

years earher and wondered why Ascen-

sion's green turtles had established such an

improbable and arduous migratory circuit.

Why not nest on convenient, sandy

beaches along the South American coast-

line, where others of their species have

found suitable nesting areas near feeding

grounds?

Carr, like other naturalists of his day,

was stymied in his study of green turtles.

They range over vast areas of ocean, have

generation lengths measured in decades,

and seem to disappear entirely at certain

times in their life cycle. New methods.
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however, are beginning to reveal their nat-

ural history. Barnacles attached to turtle

shells can be used to help map the reptile's

migration routes. Age and growth rates

can be read from annual layers of bone de-

posits, and telemetric pressure gauges can

transmit individuals' diving depths back

to researchers.

Our studies of the turtle's molecular ge-

netics are providing another part of the

story. To test various theories about turtle

nesting behavior and population dynam-

ics, we have been sampling mitochondrial

DNA (mtDNA), a genetic marker trans-

mitted only through the female line. We
collect our mtDNA directly from freshly

laid eggs in the wild.

Carr hypothesized that when Africa and

South America were separated by a nar-

row channel some 60 to 80 million years

ago, the ancestors of the present-day As-

cension turtles may have colonized a

proto-Ascension Island lying between the

two continents. Over the ensuing tens of

millions of years, the island, driven by

continental drift, crept seaward by an inch

or two each year, while the turtles re-

sponded by extending their migratory cir-

cuit just slightly each generation. Carr as-

sumed that green turtles instinctively

return to their natal beach, and that this

population gradually followed the island's

movement to its present position.

His bold hypothesis could not be tested

at the time, but today we can bring molec-

ular genetics to bear on the problem. If

true, Carr's idea would imply, first, that fe-

male green turtles possess an instinctual

drive (as well as the navigational capacity)

to return to their natal site. Second, suit-

able nesting habitat would have to have

been present continuously throughout the

65 million years of the Cenozoic era in an

unbroken series of proto-Ascension Is-

lands. Third, an Ascension population

separated for 60 million years or more

should exhibit large, measurable differ-

ences in its mtDNA from populations that

nest elsewhere in the Atlantic. At our mo-

lecular genetics laboratory at the Univer-

sity of Georgia, and in collaboration with

Anne Meylan of the Florida Marine Re-

search Institute, we put the last proposition

to a critical test.

MtDNA, a molecule that evolves

rapidly, has been extremely useful as a ge-

netic marker for defining female lineages

within species {see "Nature's Family

Archives," Natural History, March 1989).

Our genetic assays of the green turtles'
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Green turtles near the Great Barrier Reefmate on the seafloor, left, about

fiftyfeet underwater. Such pairs are often active near the surface as well.

Map: Hundreds offemale green turtles navigate 1,400 milesfrom Brazil to

lay their eggs on Ascension Island, an isolated speck ofland in the Atlantic

Ocean. They stay near the island's beachesfor weeks, deposit several

clutches of eggs, then return to South America.
Joe LeMonnier

mtDNA produced clear results. Although

there was a demonstrable genetic differ-

ence between the Ascension Island colony

and most other Atlantic Ocean nesting

populations, such as those in Suriname,

Costa Rica, Venezuela, and Florida, the di-

vergence was small. Based on the genetic

differences between local populations, we
found that Ascension must have been col-

onized within the last million years or,

possibly, even much more recently. We
believe, therefore, that continental drift

was not a relevant factor. Nevertheless,

Carr's imaginative scenario provided the

stimulus for our genetic work and contin-

uing investigations into green turtle be-

havior and evolution.

Green turtles are observed most easily

when the females come ashore to nest and

when the hatchlings first enter the sea.

Young turtles emerge from the nest after

an incubation period of eight weeks and

—

after running the gauntlet of gulls and

other predators—immediately scramble

into the ocean. No one knows precisely

where they go for the next several years,

but most scientists suspect that they drift

in surface currents and ocean gyres. Dur-

ing this phase, their shells are bluish black

on top and ivory white underneath—a col-

oration that makes them difficult to spot

from both below and above the ocean's

surface. Perhaps they traverse entire

oceanic basins amid rafts of floating sar-

gassum, feeding on the small animals and

plants that live among these clumps of

vegetation. Eventually, the juveniles begin

to forage near the coast and switch to a pri-

marily herbivorous adult diet. They do not

become sexually mature until they are per-

haps about thirty years old.

Since only females routinely ascend the

nesting beaches, much of what is known

about the green turtle's life cycle has come

from tagged adult females. Based on re-

coveries of metal or plastic tags clamped

on the turtles' flippers, the migration

routes for several rookery populations

have been traced. Typical females, like

those in the Ascension population, mi-

grate hundreds or even one or two thou-

sand miles between nesting and feeding

areas. Yet remarkably, each adult female

returns faithfully to the same nesting

beach season after season. Of the more

than 28,000 nesting females tagged over

the last thirty years at a large rookery in

Tortuguero, Costa Rica, not one has ever

been recovered nesting at another site.

However, because no method was avail-

able to mark baby turtles with a physical

tag that could survive the decades-long

growth to maturity, researchers couldn't

determine whether the adult females were

returning to the site of their own hatching.

Many scientists suspect that female tur-

tles become "imprinted" on their natal site

and return to it as adults, as salmon and

some other animals are known to do. But

other explanations have also been pro-

posed. Females may choose their first

nesting site for some physical attribute it

possesses and then, if egg laying is suc-

cessful, fix upon that beach for all subse-

quent nesting. Another possibility is that

inexperienced females may follow an ex-

perienced nester to a rookery and then re-

turn to that location throughout adult life.

If either of these scenarios is true, there

should be a good deal of genetic exchange

(and therefore similaiity) between popula-

tions of nesting females, particularly those
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On a Galapagos island, afemale green turtle digs her nest on a sandy beach,

below, afeat usually accomplished in the middle of the night. A clutch ofround and

leathery turtle eggs, right,from Turtle Island. Borneo, are covered with sand and

left to hatch in the sun's warmth with nofurther maternal attention. Baby turtles,

far right, emergefrom eggs afterforty-five to sixty days. These hatchlings have

been removedfivm the nest but not harmed; if undisturbed, they would have dug

their way out of the sand.
Frans Laming; Minden Pictures
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that share feeding grounds or migration

routes.

If turtles returned only to the beaches of

their birth, however, the mtDNA differ-

ences between breeding populations

should be well marked. Our mtDNA tests

support this idea. Gene pools of many tur-

tle rookeries around the world proved to

be easily distinguishable from one an-

other, which indicates considerable geo-

graphical isolation of female lineages. For

example, when they are not nesting, turtles

from the Ascension Island and Suriname

rookeries mingle freely as they graze on

algal seaweed "pastures" along the Brazil-

ian coast. Yet eggs from fifty nests showed

that no mtDNA genotypes were shared by

these two colonies. Such findings lend

support to the natal-homing hypothesis

and are inconsistent with the idea that

young females may leam the migration

route by following older females.

While our genetic evidence supports

the natal-homing hypothesis, the evolu-

tionary divergence between nesting popu-

lations is quite small. If female lineages

are exclusively attached to particular natal

beaches over long periods of time, why

aren't the genetic separations between

populations much greater? One possibility

is that some females occasionally switch
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nesting sites, thereby providing a trickle of

genetic exchange between rookeries. In-

deed the presence of rare, "vagabond" fe-

males that nest at more than one site has

been documented in studies of marked in-

dividuals. One female tagged at a Vene-

zuelan rookery (Aves Island), for instance,

was later sighted nesting in Puerto Rico,

some 400 miles distant, and another

marked on Tromelin Island in the Indian

Ocean was subsequently observed nesting

on Europa Island, 1,300 miles away.

Another explanation for the shallow

evolutionary separation between green

turtle populations is the ephemeral nature

of rookeries over geologic time. Even be-

fore they were decimated by humans,

many rookeries may have been destroyed

by natural processes, including intense

predation of young or eggs, disease, cli-

matic shifts, and destruction of beaches by

hurricanes or changes in sea level. Much
of present-day Ascension Island is now
less than 300 feet above ocean level. Be-

cause the island slopes steeply and nar-

rowly to a sharp central peak, a rise of a

few hundred feet in sea level would sub-

merge all the island's nesting beaches and

result either in extinction of the colony or

perhaps a mass exodus of turtles to other

nesting sites. Since appropriate nesting

areas emerge and disappear across geo-

logic time, perfect natal homing by all tur-

des would lead to extinction, for the crea-

tures would be putting all their eggs in too

few geologic baskets. Through the long-

term turnover of rookeries, however, all

green turtles within an ocean basin might

still exchange enough genetic material to

evolve in concert, notwithstanding the ac-

cumulation of shallow genetic differences

among nesting colonies.

When Columbus navigated the Carib-

bean five centuries ago, green turtles were

abundant, with perhaps millions of adults

in that area alone, compared with a few

hundred thousand today. By the end of the

seventeenth century, the largest rookery

(at Cayman Island) had been exterminated

by overharvesting of eggs and adults, and

turtles have never returned to nest there.

Several other rookeries suffered a similar

fate at human hands and have not been re-

colonized, presumably because of the

strong propensity for natal homing. Thus,

direct experience with extirpated colonies

is consistent with the natal-homing sce-

nario for green turtles. On the other hand,

some of the islands where turtles nested in

pre-Columbian times are suspected of

being only a few thousand years old, so

they must have been colonized by the tur-

tles fairly recently. Most likely, green tur-

tie nesting colonies become isolated in the

short run—decades or centuries—^because

females return to their natal rookeries, yet

remain connected over tens of thousands

of years by periodic tumover and occa-

sional genetic exchange between colonies.

The navigational signals that guide the

great migrations of green turtles remain a

mystery. Their sense of smell may play a

role, since marine turtles are known to

possess fine discrimination for soluble

chemicals. Ken and Catherine Lohmann,

of the University of North Carolina, have

recently demonstrated a geomagnetic

sense, perhaps related to a magnetite

pocket in the brain, that could provide tur-

tles with an internal compass. Celestial

cues, inertial guidance, and sensitivity to

other environmental markers may also be

involved. Whatever the mechanism, the

small genetic separations between rook-

eries suggest that migratory routes to spe-

cific destinations such as Ascension Island

may not be genetically fixed, or "instinc-

hial." More likely, all green turtles share a

capacity to rapidly learn cues to the loca-

tion of their nesting beach during a critical

period of early development, llius im-

printed, the individuals retain the informa-

tion into adulthood, when they can use it
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Douglas Perrine

Pocked with many nests, a beach on Chichi, one ofJapan 's Ogasawara Islands,

serves as a rookeryfor green turtles, below. Hundreds ofnewly hatched babies

scramblefor the comparative safety of the ocean. Right: A young adult turtle,

swimming in a tank at a Florida research station, shows its characteristic brown

colors. Pigmented by a herbivorous diet, the turtle 's internalfatty tissues are

usually greenish yellow; it received the common name ofgreen turtlefrom sailors

who dined on its meat.
Yusuke Yoshino; Nature Production

to guide themselves home. Early learning,

rather than "hard-wired" genetic behavior,

would allow a more flexible response to

altered nesting conditions, so that new mi-

grational pathways could be established in

even a single generation.

Since DNA from turtle cells' mitochon-

dria is transmitted only in the maternal

hne, our mtDNA studies shed some light

on the migrations of female turtles but

have left unanswered similar questions

about males. Although most spend their

entire lives at sea, some males do accom-

pany females to nesting areas, and a num-

ber of males tagged at breeding sites have

returned to the same locations in subse-

quent years.

To learn more about the role of males in

green turtle populations, our colleague

Stephen Karl, now at the University of

South Florida, studied genes transmitted

through both parents. Using DNA from

cell nuclei, which include the male's con-

tribution, he found that samples from most

nesting colonies share the same alleles

(variants of genes), but in significantiy dif-

ferent frequencies. (An analogy in humans

would be to compare the appearance of

blue eyes in England and Scandinavia.

Both populations have the allele for blue

eye color, but it appears much more often

in the Scandinavian population.) In short,

Karl's data show a moderate level of ge-

netic exchange between rookeries. Since

the rookeries appear to be isolated with re-

spect to female (mtDNA) Uneages, most

genetic interchange must be mediated by

males. Apparently, males occasionally

mate with females from sites other than

their own natal beach, allowing some ex-

change of genes between colonies that are

relatively distinct on the maternal side.

What bearing do these genetic studies

have on conservation plans for this endan-

gered species? Despite our discovery of

some intercolony gene flow through the

males, green turtles should not be man-

aged as if fliey were a single, homoge-

neous population. The independent female

lineages at each nesting beach are a key

feature of turtle demographics. Because

females generally lay eggs in flie vicinity

of die beach where they were bom, any

extirpated rookery would not become nat-

urally replenished over the short-term

time scale of a few human generations.

Each rookery, therefore, is a distinct nat-

ural treasure. D
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The largest of the damselfishes, a garibaldi can deliver a

painful bite in defense of its nest.

Honey, I Ate the Kids
For garibaldifish, devouring their offspring is not always a bad thing

by Paul C. Sikkel

After a ten-minute excursion, tlie fe-

male fish reversed course and headed baclc

to her territory, navigating through a shal-

low forest of kelp anchored to the rocky

reef below. The calm, clear water of Big

Fisherman Cove, on the leeward side of

California's Santa Catalina Island, enabled

me to spy on her from fifty feet away. Her

abdomen was swollen with eggs, and she

swam in a rapid, rather uncoordinated

manner. Upon arriving at her territory, she

quickly expelled the surfiperch and other

fish inhTiders that had accumulated in her

absence. She then retired to a crevice,

emerging occasionally to pick small inver-

tebrates from the boulders and clumps of

iridescent bottom algae.

After a five-minute rest, she left her ter-

ritory again. As she swam past a male, he

performed three quick, vertical loops

while making loud, thumping noises with

his pharyngeal teeth. Each loop brought

him closer to his nest, a mat of algae an-

chored to a boulder. Abruptly reversing

her course, the female followed him to the

nest, only to leave seconds later.

I had been tracking the female for more

than two hours, and the air supply in my
scuba tank had nearly expired. I won-

dered, "What's it going to take for her to

spawn?" She had akeady traveled more

than 100 yards along the perimeter of the

cove and had visited a dozen males. Fi-

nally, she bellied up to the nest of Split-fin,

a male marked by a narrow escape from a

seal's jaws, and spawned. As she de-

posited thousands of tiny, bright yellow,

elliptical eggs, the chosen male hovered

excitedly in front of his nest, passing over

it occasionally to shed his spermatozoa.

The female completed her spawn in about

fifteen minutes and left the male to resume

his parental duties.

For a month, Split-fin had performed

his courtship ritual every day without suc-

cess, but recently he had become the most

popular male in the cove. The color of the

other eggs in his algal nest indicated that

for the last four days, he had spawned each

day. The newest eggs in his nest were

bright yellow, but older ones were increas-

ingly gray as dark pigments accumulated

around the yolk sac. He worked as if he

had just downed a double espresso, fan-

ning the nest and chasing away small gob-

ies and wrasses, which await any opportu-

nity to pluck eggs from the nest. His

parental devotion seemed complete. Then,

he maneuvered toward the oldest clutch of

eggs, which was four days old, and with

several well-considered bites, each re-

moving a ckcular patch of about 200 eggs,

he devoured it!

The cannibal was a garibaldi fish {Hyp-

sypops rubicundus), named after the Ital-

ian patriot who commanded a rebel army

known as the Red Shirts. At about a foot

long, the garibaldi is the largest of all the

damselfishes and one of only two species

of the predominantly tropical family that

has invaded the temperate waters of

coastal southern California.

My interest in garibaldis began years

before, on a warm July aftemoon. As a ju-

nior high school student, I was snorkeling

in the clear waters off Santa Catalina Is-

land, a tranquil refuge just a two-hour boat

ride from Los Angeles. From the surface, I

noticed a bright yellow patch of eggs

nested in a carpet of algae. As I ap-

proached for a closer look, a bright orange

fish about a foot long intercepted me and

clamped onto my cheek, leaving a circular

wound. In a case of love at first bite, I was

instantly intrigued by the fish that de-

fended its territory witiii such ferocity.
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Years later, as a graduate student at Ore-

gon State University, I returned to

Catalina, and for seven years, I investi-

gated tiie reproductive behavior of this

belligerent orange fish. I was particularly

curious about how the females selected

their mates (they choose several mates

each spawning season) and how their be-

havior affected parental care in males. The

clear water surrounding Catalina and the

abundance of nesting garibaldis provided

ideal conditions for my study.

Male and female garibaldis defend their

exclusive feeding and shelter spaces year-

round. In spring and summer, the male

prepares a nest, usually on a vertical rock

face, and begins courting spawning fe-

males. After females deposit eggs, he de-

fends and cares for them until they hatch

two to three weeks later. The tiny larvae

then enter the sea of plankton and are

swept away in the currents, probably

never to be seen again by the parent.

For most damselfish males, creating a

nest simply means cleaning off a piece of

rock or coral, but male garibaldis spend

about a month culturing a mat of filamen-

tous red algae. By removing debris and

unwanted algae species with their mouths

or by vigorous fanning with their fins, the

males insure that only red algae will grow

on the rock. The mats can range in size

from a square foot to almost a square yard.

During their reproductive lives, the males

tend to the nests in the same location, year

after year for a decade or more. When a

male dies or is displaced, the nest site will

be used by a successor. Why garibaldis

need the red algae to spawn remains a

mystery, but one thing is certain: female

garibaldis rarely spawn in nests sparsely

covered with algae, and males with such

deficient nests are often reluctant to court.

Although Split-fin had worked for

weeks to get his eggs, his devouring some

of them was, in itself, not surprising. Par-

ents in many animal species, from am-

phibians to mammals, will kill, abandon,

or even cannibalize their young. Behav-

ioral ecologist Sievert Rohwer, at the Uni-

versity of Washington, has coined the term
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filial cannibalism to specifically describe

the eating of viable offspring by parental

fishes. Such behavior was once thought to

be maladaptive; only "sick" animals killed

or abandoned their offspring. But, as Roh-

wer and other contemporary ecologists

have suggested, this behavior may, in the

long run, enable parents to rear more off-

spring than they would otherwise.

What was so surprising was that Split-

fin ate only the older eggs. Shouldn't par-

ents guarding offspring of different ages

be more likely to kill or abandon their

youngest offspring and preserve the em-

bryos that are closer to independence? In-

deed, this is what many other fishes do.

I reviewed the field records I had accu-

A male garibaldi, left, guards his red

algae nest. The bright yellow color of the

eggs indicates that they were laid

recently. The yolks of the eggs, visible

below, turnfrom yellow to gray afterfour

orfive days.
Andrew N. Drake

mulated over several years and found that

filial cannibalism was fairly common in

garibaldis, occurring in about 15 percent

of the broods that had eggs of different

ages. I also found that when the males ate

their eggs, the older ones were much more

likely to be sacrificed. How did this odd

behavior benefit the males? I suspected

that it was somehow linked to the female

garibaldi's finicky behavior in choosing a

male's nest.

Female garibaldis usually spend hours

visiting different males that have seem-

ingly suitable nests without spawning, but

I found that they are about five times more

likely to approach a nest if it has young,

yellow eggs than if it has no eggs. A nest

with mostly young eggs is about twice as

likely to attract a female as a nest with

mostly older, gray eggs. More impor-

tantly, once a female enters a nest, the

chance she will spawn is about twenty

times higher if it has mostly or only yeUow

eggs than if it has no eggs. Females virtu-

ally never spawn in nests with mostly or

only older, gray eggs.

Such female choosiness means that a

male may have to spend weeks courting

before he receives a single clutch of eggs.

Once he receives one clutch, however, he

can expect to receive more eggs in rapid

succession, as long as he retains some

eggs that are young enough to attract fe-

males. To test the value of young eggs in

improving male spawning success, I re-

moved all young eggs from the nests of

some male garbaldis and removed only

some of them from the nests of others.

Males that retained some young eggs had

received more eggs by the following day.

Of the males that had lost all their young

eggs, however, more than a third failed to

receive any more eggs during that spawn-

ing season, and those that did waited an

average of five days to get additional eggs.

So, for males seeking to fill their nests, the

younger eggs are precious.

Although their attractiveness to females

explains why males tended to avoid eating

young eggs, I still wondered why males

occasionally ate the older ones. One pos-

sible explanation is that these males

needed additional energy to help them

continue with the nesting cycle. But nest-

ing males are surrounded by food in their

territories. A closer look at female spawn-

ing patterns provided an altemative expla-

nation. As it turns out, female garibaldis

show the same bias toward young eggs

within a nest as they do when choosing be-

tween nests, ff a nest contains eggs in dif-

ferent stages of development, females will

always deposit their eggs adjacent to the

youngest eggs and will not lay next to

eggs older than about two days. The

amount of space available elsewhere in

the nest seems to be irrelevant. Thus, the

arrangement of eggs within the nest is cru-

cial; if there is empty nest space around

both older and younger eggs, additional

eggs will accumulate only at the younger

end—a waste of valuable nest space at the

older end. A male, therefore, can maxi-

mize the number of eggs in his nest by

cannibalizing older eggs that are in the

"wrong" place, that is, those that are sur-

rounded by empty nest space.

ff males were eating older eggs for their

nutritional value or for other reasons, posi-

tion in the nest would make no difference.

Split-fin, for instance, cannibalized an
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A juvenile garibaldi, below, is decorated with iridescent blue

spots that disappear after aboutfive years, when the fish matures.

An adult male, light, moves a sea urchin that was about to

intrude on his algal nest.

Andrew N. Drake

older clutch bordered by empty nest space.

But he did not eat eggs of any age if only

younger eggs were next to vacant areas.

My field records revealed that this was in-

deed a general pattern among garibaldis in

the cove. And when I experimentally al-

tered the position of the eggs in the nest,

the same pattern asserted itself.

Males always cannibalized these older

clutches when the eggs were three or four

days old—about the age when eggs are no

longer attractive to females. This made

sense to me in terms of energy expendi-

ture. If males waited longer to eat the

clutch, they would waste precious time

and energy caring for a clutch that would

eventually be eaten. By cannibalizing ex-

posed older eggs, they create a space in

which younger eggs will be deposited.

More eggs will continue to accumulate

until the nest is filled to, or near, capacity.

I calculated that, on average, males that

cannibalized exposed older clutches

gained six times that number of younger

eggs in the available nest space. The few

males that failed to cannibalize exposed

older clutches filled a smaller proportion

of their nest than males that did.

So, what appeared at first to be an enig-

matic sacrifice of valuable older offspring

is really an ingenious long-term manage-

ment strategy for males. (Some males end

up with as many as twenty clutches.) Why
female garibaldis prefer nests with young

eggs remains a mystery. Studies of other

species have shown that males may invest

more effort in the care of larger broods. In

garibaldis, I have found evidence that

males are indeed more attentive to larger

broods and that eggs in larger broods may
benefit from a safety-in-numbers effect. A
female's clutch remains with other eggs

for a longer period if it is placed among

eggs of the same developmental stage.

Whatever the reason, females in some

other fish species also have an affinity for

nests that already contain eggs, and males

of these species have become equally

adept at taking advantage of this. Male

sticklebacks, for example, have been re-

ported to steal eggs from the nests of

neighboring males, and males of other fish

species will take over nests that contain

eggs fertilized by another male, increasing

their own chances of spawning. Males of

some darter fishes have gone one step fur-

ther by evolving structures on their dorsal

fins that resemble eggs. In a scenario fit for

the tabloids, paternal males and choosy fe-

males appear to be locked in a sexual

merry-go-round that revolves around the

vulnerability of their offspring. D
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A game-farm cougar strides through a

snowy meadow in Montana's northern

Rocky Mountains.
Joe McDonald

Lions in \\^ter
Unlike most mammals in temperate climates, the elusive cougar breeds all year round

by Ian Ross

High on the north-facing slope of

Mount Hoffman, overlooking the Sheep

River in southwestern Alberta, is a steep-

sided canyon cloaked in Engelmann
spruce. When I explored it on January 9,

1990, the canyon was partly filled with

snow. The day was still and cloudless, but

a dense ice fog blocked my vision, even

across this narrow valley. Direct sunhght

hadn't reached the valley's far slope for

four months, and wouldn't again until

May. At noon the canyon's air temperature

registered -36° F.

I was following the tracks of a cougar

known to us as Luna, whose radio collar

signals had led me to this frigid canyon.

Her tracks in the fresh snow led out of the

valley; by backtracking, I was guided di-

rectly to her nest, a shallow depression

roughed out of tamped-down vegetation.

Located beneath the low-hanging

branches of a small spruce tree, where it

was hidden from overhead view and pro-

tected from snowfall, the nest contained

two kittens about nine days old. The tiny

cougars, weighing about a pound each,

Camera-shy Cougars

Cougars are so adept at conceal-

ment that they are almost impossible

to photograph in the wUd; and sharp,

well-composed pictures of the ani-

mals are extremely hard to come by.

When stalking their prey, the big cats

hide behind screens of vegetation and

rarely venture into open spaces near

humans. This article is accompanied

by some rare, authentic images of

wild mountain lions, along with others

of game-farm animals. In each case,

the provenance of the image is clearly

labeled.

—

The editors

could barely support themselves on their

short legs and pushed themselves about on

their bellies. Their eyes were open but

probably had still been closed the day be-

fore. On my approach they mewed sofdy

and squirmed about.

Luna had left her kittens at least four

hours before, and the directional signal

from her radio collar told me she was on a

south-facing slope about three miles away,

probably hunting mule deer and elk. In

this weather, deer and elk feed in the open

all day, and stalking one from cover would

be difficult for the mother cougar. Before

this morning, Luna had not left her kittens

since they were bom, so she was probably

hungry and eager to make a kill.

About a week earlier, when Luna's

radio signal had indicated that she had not

moved from one spot for some time, I be-

came worried about her. However, when I

investigated and found an aggressive and

apparently healthy cat, I surmised that she

had stayed in one place because she had

just given birth. Now, having found her

nest, I was happy to see the second litter

Luna had produced during the three years

she had been radio coUared.

The key to our thirteen-year investiga-

tion of cougar ecology in Alberta has been

the ability to find and follow the animals'

tracks. No North American mammal is

more seclusive than the cougar; the big

cat's propensity to move only under dense

cover makes it difficult to observe. In re-

cent years, however, radio-telemetry has

made locating collared individuals routine

and has provided good data on their move-

ments. But there has been very Uttle direct

observation of their day-to-day behavior.

Once the radio beeps lead us to fresh

tracks, however, we can follow the foot-

prints forward or backward to discover

what the cougars have been doing. This

work is easier in winter, when snow cov-

ers most of the Rocky Mountain foothills.

Despite intense persecution over the

past century, the cougar, also known as the

puma, mountain lion, or panther, is the

most widely distributed wild land mam-
mal in the Western Hemisphere. Over its

vast range, which extends from central Al-

berta and British Columbia to the southern

tip of Patagonia, the cougar Uves in many
kinds of habitats, from sea-level swamps

to high alpine slopes. In many cougar

habitats, seasonal variations in climate are

extreme, but the tawny cats can survive

even where winter is severe. Their adapt-

ability and resilience are especially evi-

dent in their reproductive ecology.

Most mammals that live in the temper-

ate zone give birth to their young in

spring. Zoologists believe this widespread

pattem has evolved to enable newborns to

benefit from the abundant food and warm
temperatures of the season. Indeed, spe-

cies diat continue to give birth in summer

and fall often lose offspring from the later

Utters. Cougars do not follow this general

pattem. At Sheep River, where winter

weather can be severe, we have docu-

mented cougar litters bom in every month

of the year. One-quarter of the litters we
found were bom in winter, between Octo-

ber and March.

Some newborn kittens, like Luna's, im-

mediately face numbing cold, particularly

when their mother has to leave them to

hunt. For a solitary predator like the

cougar, several days of intermittent hunt-

ing may be required to secure an elk or

deer, and we have recorded absences from

newbom kittens of up to thirty hours. The

birth site chosen by Luna was typical. We
found most litters in surface nests

screened by vegetation; rarely were they

in burrows or caves. Such open-air nests
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offer little protection against the cold, and

probably function mainly to hide the kit-

tens from predators.

How do such small, helpless newborns

survive the intense cold? Cougar kittens

are covered with thick fur at birth, and

their ears, tails, and legs are short relative

to adult proportions. These features con-

serve heat and minimize surface area ex-

posure. The two or three littermates hud-

dle close together. Survival, however, still

seems to be a matter of some luck. If their

mother fails to bring back game during

prolonged periods of extreme cold, the kit-

tens will perish. Some endure close calls.

Many cougars that we captured had

bobbed tails or shortened ears, probably

the result of early cases of frostbite. Over-

all, however, winter-bom litters are as

likely to survive as those that are bom in

other seasons.

There may be advantages to giving

birth during winter. Some predators in

southwestem Alberta, such as black bears

and grizzlies, are still fast asleep in their

winter dens when the cougar kittens are

most vuhierable. Golden eagles, another

threat in springtime, are usually absent

during winter. Winter may also be a better

time for the mother cougar to hunt. Many

deer, elk, and moose are often half-starved

by January and may be weaker and slower

than at other times. Also, deep, cmsted

snow can cause them to flounder under the

weight of an attacking cougar. Dense

conifer stands that serve as warm cover for

resting ungulates in winter may also work

to the cats' advantage by providing them

with hiding places from which to attack

stationary prey.

Just how the female cougar's physiol-

ogy or hormonal system functions to

allow year-round breeding is unknown.

Most big cats irom tropical regions, in-
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Cougars often stalk deer and elkfivm behind a cover oftrees and shrubs

but sometimes venture onto bare slopes when hunting mountain goats. In

Glacier National Park, Montana, a wild cougar locks itsjaws around a

goat's throat (left, top and bottom), then looks up and snarls, guarding its

kill (below). The cat had separated the goatfivm a herd of thirty, leaped on

its back, and tumbled with it into a ravine.

Jim Mepham
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A mother pumafrom a northwestern

Montana gamefarm tends her kittens. In

the wild, a mother may have to leave

newborns alonefor a day or two while

she huntsfor deer or elk.

Erwjn and Peggy Bauer

eluding tigers, lions, and leopards, are ca-

pable of breeding throughout the year.

Perhaps cougars evolved in warm cli-

mates and retained a tropical reproductive

physiology as they expanded their ranges

to the north and south.

Our field studies in Alberta, along with

those of researchers in other areas, have

contributed to a general picture of the

cougar's behavioral ecology. Males and

females lead very separate and different

lives, both in their hunting pattems and in

their use of territory. Females maintain a

home range that is probably the smallest

size possible to provide for her food re-

quirements and those of her offspring.

Cougars are intensely solitary and, al-

though females' home ranges may overlap

considerably, the animals usually avoid

each other. When unrelated adult females

do meet, they often fight or threaten each

other, although serious injuries from such

encounters appear to be rare.

Cougars hunt alone, even when they

have to share the kill with their offspring.

When a new mother brings down a deer or

elk, she eats a portion of the meat, then

covers the carcass to protect it from scav-

engers and returns to her kittens to nurse

them. She will revisit the kill several times

over a week or two. When the kittens be-

come more mobile, she carries or escorts

them to the kill site. Cougars appear to

wean the kittens when they are two

months old, although the youngsters will

probably try their first meat at a few weeks

of age. By four months their energy de-

mands are considerable, and their mother

increases her efforts to obtain meat for

them. Sometimes the kittens accompany

her as she searches her home range for

prey, but their boisterous antics are likely

to hinder her in the hunt, rather than help.

Frequently, the mother will hide the kit-

tens and proceed alone, returning to col-

lect them after she has procured meat.

Regardless of her reproductive status, a

female cougar's activities are focused

around her supply of fresh meat. Except

when nursing newborn kittens at a distant

site, a female usually sleeps within a few

yards of the latest kill. Her proximity pro-

vides additional security against most

scavengers and conserves her own energy.

An adult deer carcass can feed a lone fe-

male cougar for seven to ten days. But

with two or three fast-growing kittens, that

deer disappears quickly. When the juve-

niles are fifteen to eighteen months old

and nearing the time that they will hunt on

their own, they eat more than their mother

does. Large families can eat a small deer in

one sitting.

Male cougars defend their home
ranges, or territories, against other males.

These areas are several times larger than

those of females, and the males travel

greater daily distances in their wander-

ings. While territorial boundaries among
neighboring males rarely overlap, each

male's range may cross the undefended

home ranges of up to eight adult females.

Since male cougars are larger and more

powerful than females, they would not

seem to require a larger home range to in-

sure adequate food resources. I think the

males' large home ranges maximize their

opportunities for contact with females.

Males, too, are almost exclusively solitary.

They often encounter females that are un-

receptive to their advances and quickly

move on. When they find a receptive

breeding partner, however, the pair may
consort closely for four or five days.

Male cougars also hunt large prey. At

Sheep River, males feed primarily on

young moose, which may provide more

than 300 pounds of food—a larder than

can last three weeks. Since a female

cougar's estrus lasts about seven days, a

male that stayed near a large carcass until

he finished eating it would risk missing the

reproductive peak of one of his neighbor-

hood females. If she is not impregnated,

the female will come into estrus again in

about a month, but if she mates success-

fully, she will not be receptive again for up

to two years. Young, sexually mature

males that have not yet staked out their

own territories by defending them against

other males may also wander through the
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Encounters with a Silent Predator

area. If a mature male with an established

territory does not seize a breeding oppor-

tunity, one of the younger, transient males

may quickly take advantage of the situa-

tion. In such northern mammals as elk,

deer, or bears, whose males mate with

multiple partners, the females all come

into estrus at about the same time. Males

of these species must suspend their normal

survival routine only briefly to insure their

breeding opportunities. But because estrus

in cougars can occur at any time of year,

resident males must constantly be on the

lookout for receptive females and ready to

drive off trespassing upstart males.

I believe that their mating system

causes male cougars to consume their prey

in a different pattern than females. Rather

than risk becoming tied down to a kill site,

males frequently gorge themselves for a

day or two, then diligently cover the car-

cass and leave it for up to two weeks. Dur-

ing that time they patrol their home ranges

to hunt and possibly encounter receptive

females. They may make another kill in a

by Howard B. Quigley

The cougar is the most adaptable and

widely distributed native mammal in the

Western Hemisphere. Cougars thrive not

only in the desert southwest of the United

States and Mexico but also in the Rocky

Mountains, the Amazon rain forest, and

the Argentine pampas. But the tawny

cat's greatest adaptive challenge has been

in the United States, where it has lost

nearly two-thirds of its previous range,

most of it in the eastern forests.

Early American settlers systematically

eliminated the cougar, a practice ac-

cepted as necessary not only by farmers

and ranchers but also by zoologists and

conservationists. In 1913, William T.

Homaday, the director of the New York

Zoological Society, told forestry students

at Yale that "the eradication of the puma

from certain districts that it now infests

to a deplorable extent is a task of imme-

diate urgency.... At this moment pumas

are a curse to the deer, elk, and other

game." But despite this effort at eradica-

tion, the mountain lion persisted in the

western United States and Canada be-

cause of its elusive nature and the vast-

ness of westem wildlands.

Scientific studies of cougars over the

past thirty years, pioneered by Maurice

Homocker during the 1960s in central

Idaho, have brought new understanding

of this stalking, silent predator. In many

ways, prior to these studies, our approach

toward this animal was driven by a fear

of the unknown and an unease about hav-

ing a powerful but unseen hunter in the

forest. Many thought cougar populations

were denser than they were, and even zo-

ologists had no understanding of the cat's

territorial and hunting patterns.

Sound management is replacing fear

and indiscriminate hunting, although in

some places the shift in human attitude

came too late. While only a handful of

cougars survive in the eastern United

States and Canada, the westem popula-

tions have risen steadily over the past

decade. There are now an estimated

5,000 in California; 2,000 in Idaho;

2,500 in British Columbia; and 700 in

Alberta.

The recent increase in cougar numbers

in the United States began with the elim-

ination of their status as "vermin" with

bounties on their heads. In Califomia,

cougars are a fully protected species, and

in the Rockies, regulated hunting, to-

gether with an increase in the elk popula-

tion, has helped promote their resur-

gence. With the cat population growing

and with more and more people using

wilderness areas for recreation,

human-animal encounters are on the

rise. Some people believe that the cats

are becoming less shy.

Two mnners were killed by mountain

lions in the past five years, one in Cali-

fomia and one in Colorado. In the state of

Washington, a cyclist glanced over to see

A wild cougar treed by dogs

a cougar loping alongside him on a fire

road. The cyclist stopped and held the bi-

cycle out between him and the cat, but

the lion was still reluctant to leave. Al-

though cougars are normally known for

their secretive, crepuscular activity, one

strode through a Califomia campground

in full daylight with a coyote in its

mouth. In Montana, a female puma tried

to set up winter residence beneath the

floorboards of a cabin in a compound

that was occupied by humans.

Although sightings have increased

dramatically, mountain hons are able to

watch humans a great deal more easily

than we can observe them. Are they

changing their shy ways and becoming

more aggressive toward people? Or are

these young, inexperienced lions testing

new marginal habitats? If so, how do we

humanely deter the animals from then-

experimental forays? Field studies can

answer some of these questions. But a re-

newed fear of cougars seems to me un-

warranted. Even with increased contact,

dangerous incidents involving lions and

humans are stUl relatively rare. During

the past cenmry, there have been fewer

than sixty documented attacks by

cougars on people.

Howard B. Quigley is president of the

Hornocker Wildlife Research Institute in

Moscow, Idaho.
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The extreme temperatures of the

northern Rockies present no problem

for this game-farm puma. The species

can produce young in any season,

even during severe winters.

Joe McDonald

different part of their large range and re-

peat the pattern. Eventually, they do return

to the first kill and feed from it again if it

has been relatively undisturbed.

Sometimes the male sacrifices his meat

stores in order to protect his breeding op-

portunities. In warm weather, a cached

carcass will spoil and be lost to the cougar.

Coyotes, wolves, bears, and a host of other

scavengers will make short work of any

unguarded cougar kills they may discover.

The relationship with other carnivores is

one way; cougars rarely scavenge.

Cougars, nearly alone among solitary

predators, consistently seek prey larger

than themselves. African lions, wild dogs,

and wolves all practice cooperative hunt-

ing of large prey. Most solitary hunters,

such as weasels or foxes, generally prey

on creatures smaller than themselves.

Among the cats, leopards, cheetahs,

jaguars, and lynxes usually follow this

pattern. Attacking large prey can some-

times prove fatal for the hunter. Among

Alberta cougars, we have documented

some dramatic examples of what can go

wrong in these violent struggles, which

are the chief cause of death, aside from

human hunters, in our study area. One

young aduh female suffered a broken back

when the mule deer she was riding down a

steep slope slammed into a pine tree. An-

other was speared by a sharp branch when

the elk that she eventually killed tried to

shake her loose from its throat. An adult

male cougar that attacked a bighorn sheep

lost his footing in the struggle, and both

fell to their death over a ninety-foot cliff.

When cougars lose carcasses to scav-

engers, they must hunt again, thus increas-

ing their own risk. But male cougars are

apparently willing to face additional dan-

gers to further their chances of mating.

The low temperatures and short days of

the long winters in the Alberta Rockies

create a world of severe hardship. Some

animals migrate, some hibernate, others

barely pull through until spring arrives.

We are just beginning to understand how

the cougar manages to thrive in these sub-

zero mountain winters. D
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Thailand's Good Mound
Twenty generations ofburials provide an intimate portrait ofa Stone Age village

by Charles Higham and Rachanie Thosarat

About 650 feet wide and 40 feet high, Khok
Phanom Di, "the good mound," stands out on the

flat flood plain of Thailand's Bang Pakong River.

Unoccupied in hving memory except for a Buddhist

temple, the site passed as a natural hill until a



Illustrations by Salvatore Catalano

The prehistoric village ofKhok Phanom Di is depicted as it

may have looked about 3,800 years ago, before a changing

coastline reduced access to the sea and a nearby river In

the village center, oval shelters contain the burials

belonging to the various kin groups. Smoke rises near the

edge of the mound where pottery is being fired.



The inhabitants ofancient Khok Phanom Di, map below,

exploited many resources, including rice, which was originally

cultivated in China's Yangtze Valley. Right: Women became the

preeminent potters in the village, and their products, probably

mainly ceremonial wares, were important itemsfor trade.

Joe LeMonnier
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bulldozer, cutting a new path to the top, re-

vealed a deep sequence of archeological

deposits. These contained abundant re-

mains of shellfish adapted to coastal mud
flats, although nowadays the sea lies four-

teen miles to the west. Damrongkiadt

Noksakul, a staff member of the local

teachers' college, excavated a small test

square, which we visited in 1981. Peering

into the inky gloom, we saw layer upon

layer of hearths, ash, and discarded shell-

fish remains stretching down twenty-eight

feet. This preliminary excavation had

yielded eleven human burials, numerous

pottery shards, abundant remains of rice,

and shells from species of mollusks and

crustaceans adapted to life in an estuary

and along the seashore.

The site intrigued us because little was

known of prehistoric settlements in Thai-

land so close to the sea. Most archeologi-

cal work on early groups had been done

along small tributary streams in the inte-

rior. Yet the wealth of resources on the

coast or along major rivers probably

played an important role in the spread of

rice cultivation and in making mainland

Southeast Asia the home of some of the

world's great early civiUzations. The best

known of these civilizations had as its

court center Angkor (in present-day Cam-

bodia), a site that represented heaven in

stone and incorporated vast temple mau-

soleums for its deified lords.

Toward the end of 1984, we retumed to

Khok Phanom Di with an archeological

team to excavate a square measuring one

hundred square meters, or about 1,075

square feet. We had no illusions about the

ease of our undertaking, which eventually

involved the removal of 28,000 cubic feet

of prehistoric material. We chose this sin-

gle large square, however, in hopes of dis-

covering the spatial arrangement of an-

cient life—^perhaps house plans, the layout

of a cemetery, or distinct areas for differ-

ent activities. Our research was designed

to find out about the way of life of the oc-

cupants and how their environment may
have changed over the generations.

We erected a steel roof to shelter the

square from rain and sun and arranged for

electrical wiring. Water was piped in to

allow us to clean the finds before sorting

and packing them. Jill Thompson, a mem-
ber of the team, set up a large metal tank to

float plant remains out of the archeological

deposits. Brian Vincent processed much

of the pottery as it was recovered, and

Bernard Maloney was on hand to analyze

the remains of pollen, a key to understand-

ing the changing environment in the vicin-

ity of the site. After seven months of dig-

ging, we reached a compacted, sandy

layer at a depth of about twenty-one feet.

At last, we were able to stand on the river

flood plain that was first occupied in antiq-

uity. The Thai workers who were helping

us—and who had shown as much interest

in our discoveries as we did—were

equaUy relieved to reach bottom.

In our square—still only a fraction of

the total mound—we encountered part of

a cemetery. We also observed that nearer

the edge of the mound, the road-cut ex-

posed layers of debris where prehistoric

pots had been fired. The remains of houses

probably lay elsewhere. In the earhest lay-

ers of the excavated material, we found

extensive spreads of ash and much char-

coal, along with pottery shards and

blunted, well-used stone adz heads. Some

of the pottery shards were encrusted with

marine barnacles; judging from the spe-

cies of ostracods and foraminifers, the ear-

liest inhabitants established their settle-

ment on a sheltered estuary of a major

river near its entrance to the open sea. Dat-

ing of the charcoal showed that these early

deposits were about 4,000 years old.

To determine the environment prior to

the site's occupation, Bemard Maloney re-

moved a series of cores from the natural

sediments that surround the site (the base

of the site itself was too hard for our equip-

ment to penetrate). Beneath the present-

day rice fields he found about eighteen

feet of stiff, blue clay fliat had been laid
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down under a shallow sea. The clay con-

tained microscopic fragments of charcoal

and the remains of poUen. By dating sam-

ples of the charcoal taken at different lev-

els in the cores, he was able to estimate

that the clay was deposited between 8,000

and 4,000 years ago. And by identifying

and counting the pollen grains in samples

taken at intervals throughout the deposit,

Maloney was also able to get a picture of

the vegetation.

Mangrove pollen dominated, reinforc-

ing other evidence that the area was near

the seashore. At times, however, the quan-

tity of charcoal rose spectacularly and the

pollen of grasses and some plants that

flourish in rice fields today became more

prominent. Such episodes occurred spo-

radically beginning 7,800 years ago. Sev-

eral explanations are possible: natural for-

est fires, bum-offs by local hunters and

gatherers, and the clearing of land by rice

cultivators. Possibly, people frequented

the area long before they settled at Khok

Phanom Di itself, about 4,000 years ago.

A modem fish pond dug into the marine

clay near the site revealed a deep layer of

ash and pottery that may belong to this

earlier time (we didn't venture to date this

material, since it was not covered by our

research permit).

Toward the top of the sediment cores,

Maloney found evidence for a major

episode of buming and the proUferation of

grass pollen. This stratum was dated to the

early period when Khok Phanom Di was

occupied and surely reflects the activities

of its inhabitants. They probably were cut-

ting the coastal forests for fuel, including

that needed to fire clay vessels, which they

shaped from the rich local source of clay.

They may also have been buming off dry-

season plant growth in order to make way

for their rice.

Because their estuary provided a wide

range of renewable food resources, the in-

habitants of Khok Phanom Di were prob-

ably rarely, if ever, short of food. At low

tide they collected the abundant shellfish

that lived on the mud flats. The clay net

weights we have found teU us that they set

nets in the estuary for the many species of

passing fish. They also took their boats out

to coastal waters to fish by line, using

barbed fishhooks made of bone, and culti-

vated rice in the freshwater swamps be-

hind the coastal mangrove belt. These

ideal conditions favored permanent settle-

ment, and during the ensuing years, from

4,000 until 3,500 years ago, twenty-one

feet of cultural debris built up.

The inhabitants of Khok Phanom Di

were in a good position to trade upriver

with people inhabiting the interior and

along the coast with other maritime settle-

ments. A sedentary way of life means that

trading partners know where to find one

another. It permits the accumulation of

weighty personal possessions and makes
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Archeological excavation ofone opulent burial suggests it

belonged to an outstanding potter who died in her midthirties.

Over the generations, afamily'sfortunes rose orfell according

to such individual achievement, rather than inherited status.

the construction of buildings worthwhile.

And not least, it opens up the possibiUty of

an expanding population. Where mobihty

is the rule, births need to be widely spaced,

or there will be too many young children

to carry. Permanence removes this con-

straint, and women can reduce the interval

between pregnancies. The need to feed

more mouths within such sedentary com-

munities may help explain the rapid

spread of agriculture that took place in

many different parts of the world begin-

ning 12,000 years ago.

Long-term occupation also allows for

the maintenance of a cemetery as a resting

place for dead ancestors. Such was the

custom at Khok Phanom Di, where we
found about twenty generations of burials

(assuming an average interval of twenty-

five years between generations). In prelit-

erate times, the continuing presence of the

ancestors may have helped signify the

ownership of local land and resources.

Covered in red ocher and wrapped in

shrouds fashioned from beaten bark cloth

or sheets of asbestos fiber, the dead were

interred face-up with their heads to the

east. The oldest level of burials in the ex-

cavated part of the cemetery included only

six interments, and they were very simple.

Only one contained a durable grave offer-

ing—a necklace of twelve shell beads.

Thereafter, burials accumulated steadily,

and the accompanying grave goods be-

came more elaborate, until the cemetery

was abandoned.

The cemetery was arranged in a grid of

at least six separate clusters. With time,

new burials were placed over preceding

ones, continuing the same pattern of clus-

ters. We noted many post holes, the

residue of building foundations. Their dis-

tribution is irregular, but some alignments

hint that each of the grave clusters was

housed within a wooden structure, form-

ing, in effect, a collective tomb. Doubtless

the wood decayed with time, and the

structures had to be refurbished or re-

placed.

The space between the burials con-

tained the remains of much activity. We
found middens (refuse heaps), circular pits

containing the remains of unopened—and

therefore uneaten—shellfish, and thin lay-

ers of ash. Very likely burial was an occa-

sion for funerary ritual, including grave-

side feasting and, perhaps, the placing of

food in pits to provision the ancestors. At

inland sites of comparable age, archeolo-

gists find bones from the legs of cattle or

pigs, with no sign of cut marks from

butchering. The animals were probably

slaughtered for a mortuary feast and a

limb placed with the dead. These practices

seem to have disappeared with the intro-

duction of Buddhism and cremation.

When one of our Thai colleagues,

Praphid Choosiri, examined the human re-

mains, she sometimes found rare or un-

usual bone structures thought to be geneti-

cally determined. Two examples of these,

with the technical names metopic suture

and OS inca, concem the presence of extra

sutures between bones in the skull. She

noted that successive interments in the

grave clusters sometimes exhibit the same

rare characteristic, suggesting that each of

the burial areas was devoted to a particular

lineage. Based on this assumption, we set

out to reconstruct prehistoric family trees

and consider their ups and downs.

We found that two lineages were espe-

cially stable, in that they continued for the

full complement of generations for the life

of the cemetery. For one reason or another,

however, some Uneages failed to maintain

themselves. In general, we observed that

infant mortality was high for the first eight

or so generations, so perhaps these fami-

lies died out. An alternative explanation is

that, as the number of inhabitants grew, the

leaders of some lineages left with their rel-

atives to found new settlements elsewhere.

In studying the two stable lineages, we
found that the quantity of grave goods var-

ied considerably between burials: some

had nothing, while others were very rich.

They included lustrously burnished and

decorated pots, iridescent shell beads,

translucent shell disks, and stone adz

heads. Small clay anvils used in making

pots were found only with the remains of

women, children, and infants. (Such an

anvil would have been held inside the ves-

sel as it was shaped with a wooden pad-

dle.) On the other hand, twelve-inch-wide

plaques fashioned from sea turtle cara-

paces, apparently worn as chest orna-

ments, were found only with the skeletons

of men. Both men and women were in-

terred with the stones used to burnish pot-

tery vessels until they shone.

Neither of the two stable lineages ap-

peared consistently wealthier than the

other. Fortunes rose or fell after a genera-

tion or two, or at most three. This suggests

that esteem and status—assuming these

translated into mortuary wealth—^had to

be attained through personal achievement.

They were not inherited by right, except to

the extent that when infants died, wealthy

parents were able to endow them with rare

and beautiful grave goods. (Interestingly,

infants less than a month or two old were

not accorded such attention; perhaps they

were still too young to be regarded as offi-

cial members of society.)

Evidence of important changes at Khok
Phanom Di emerged after the actual exca-

vation, as our team of specialists com-

pleted their analyses of various kinds of

data. Up to the ninth or tenth generation,

the inhabitants of the vUlage continued to

exploit both the river and seacoast. Men
had strong muscular development in their

upper bodies, and men and women appar-

ently had somewhat different diets

—

women had more caries and tooth loss,

while men kept their teeth longer and

therefore showed more tooth wear. People

were interred with beautifully decorated

pots, and many wore shell jewelry. Infant

mortality was high.

Then, about the tenth generation, some-

thing happened to the maritime connec-

tion. Marine and coastal shellfish gave

way to species from freshwater or back-

water mangrove stands. Mangrove wood
became less common in the charcoal.

From this time on, men appeared less

muscular. Shell jewelry practically disap-

peared, and even pottery vessels became

less common and lacked omate decora-

tion. Men and women shared a new diet

pattern, probably including fewer shell-

fish. And infant mortality rates dropped.
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We think these changes were a reaction

to a swift alteration in the environment,

probably a major flood followed by a shift

in the river channel away from Khok
Phanom Di. A gradual deposition of sedi-

ment also left the site farther from the sea.

Men, whose previous strength probably

reflected habitual paddling of boats, now
embarked on fewer coastal voyages. The

local source of high-quality shell for orna-

ments also suffered as the sediments killed

off preferred species. And the change in

habitat or dietmay have reduced the dan-

ger of certain diseases, improving infant

survival.

After three or four generations of rela-

tive poverty, yet another partem emerged.

We encountered a very large grave be-

longing to one of the two main clusters. It

contained the remains of a woman in her

midthirties. Her body was covered with a

pile of clay cylinders, which may repre-

sent clay destined for conversion into pots,

and the broken pieces of five ornately dec-

orated vessels. Her personal jewelry in-

cluded 120,000 shell beads, two shell

disks, a headdress, and on her left wrist, a

bangle made of an exotic shell. In life, this

woman must have been dazzling in her

finery. Beside her right ankle lay a shell

containing two burnishing pebbles next to

a clay anvil. We think that she must have

been an outstanding potter. She had well-

developed wrist muscles, consistent with

preparing and molding clay.

Beside her was a matching grave con-

taining the remains of a fifteen-month-old

infant. Again, we encountered a pile of

clay cylinders, the body festooned with

12,000 shell beads, a bangle placed over

the left wrist, beautiful pots, and a minia-

ture clay anvil beside the right ankle.

Despite the opulence of these two buri-

als, the succeeding generation in what we
believe was the same lineage displayed

very little wealth. In contrast, the other

main lineage now attained greater status

within the community. We found the re-

mains of two women and a nine-year-old

child buried beneath the two-foot-high

raised floor of a rectangular mortuary

building. Both women were buried with

clay anvils, and one was buried with

11,000 shell beads. The child was accom-

panied by a thick shell disk and at least

18,000 beads.

Our interpretation is that tiie commu-
nity adapted to its now more inland habitat

by expanding its ceramic industry, already

established owing to the settlement's rich

resources and favorable location. This

craft, apparently the province of women.

might have provided a valuable commod-
ity for trade. Perhaps more than ever, a

potter's skill became a source of individ-

ual prestige and a route to wealth. Jewelry

came to include new styles of heavy

bracelets and disks made of tridacna and

trochus shell. These species of mollusks

are adapted to a clean, coralline habitat

and so must have been obtained by ex-

change from some distance away.

As before, while individuals might at-

tain the prestige evident in a rich burial,

they do not seem to have been able to con-

vert this into inherited status and rank.

Rather, one family might be successful in

one generation, only to be foUowed by less

able or less fortunate descendants in the

next. This might have reflected success or

failure in craftsmanship and in exchange

dealings with other communities, depend-

ing on individual skill or charisma. Only

when a mortuary tradition in a single com-

munity can be followed over so many gen-

erations can we gain such an intimate

glimpse into its operating principles. No
similar site exists elsewhere in Southeast

Asia, and very few in the rest of the pre-

historic world.

Any community that relies on female

potters for making vessels for mortuary

ritual and exchange would be reluctant to

lose them to other communities through

marriage. We believe that the custom at

Khok Phanom Di, at least for this later pe-

riod, was for women to remain at their

place of birth. In such a "matrilocal" com-

munity, failure to produce a female heir

would have spelled the end of the lineage.

This may explain the attention given to the

details of child or infant burials, some of

whom, presumably the young girls, were

interred with clay anvils.

We also noted that proportionately

fewer men were buried in the cemetery

during the later phase, although at least

one was well provided with grave goods.

A possibility is that men were now using

sailing craft to engage in long-distance

trade, taking pots and returning with

shells. The present-day seafaring people

of southem Thailand have a tradition of

such voyaging, which is usually the work

of men. When they die at sea, their bodies'

are interred in caves remote from their

home base.

Despite its renewed prosperity, Khok
Phanom Di was eventually abandoned,

about 3,500 years ago. Perhaps the inhab-

itants chose to move closer to the coast.

While we cannot say what happened to

them, we have subsequently excavated an-

other cemetery about eight miles to the

south, at Nong Nor. This cemetery was in

use from about 500 to 800 years after

Khok Phanom Di was abandoned. In some

ways it shows a similar mortuary ritual,

with the bodies oriented with the head to

the east and clusters containing men,

women, and children (but there is no

buildup of successive graves that would

enable us to trace individual family groups

through time). At Nong Nor, the men were

buried with the potter's anvils and usuaUy

had the richest grave goods. The artifacts

include omaments cast in bronze and tin

as well as jewelry of serpentine, talc, car-

nelian, and jade, indicating wider trade

contacts.

Khok Phanom Di is one in a series of

sites that mark the origins and expansion

of rice-growing agriculturists in the hot,

densely forested lands of Southeast Asia.

The spread of agriculturists can be recon-

structed by identifying similarities be-

tween many languages spoken in southem

China and Southeast Asia today and by

tracing them back to a common origin.

According to this linguistic and associated

radiocarbon evidence, there was a transi-

tion to rice farming in the Yangtze Valley

of China about 8,500 years ago. The an-

cestors of the Vietnamese and Khmer, as

well as the Munda speakers of eastem

India, apparently moved down the major

rivers, bringing their farming economy

along with them.

Recent evidence suggests that the first

farmers reached Thailand about 4,500

years ago. Occupied between 4,000 and

3,500 years ago, Khok Phanom Di has

provided us with the clearest available ev-

idence for their way of life. At the time the

site was abandoned. Southeast Asia was

entering the Bronze Age, as copper and tin

began to be cast separately or alloyed to

create omaments, weapons, and tools. The

later site of Nong Nor already includes

some of these artifacts.

In terms of social organization, how-

ever, little changed in Southeast Asia until

about 2,500 years ago, when the smelting

of iron ores was discovered or introduced.

Regional leaders began to control metal-

working specialists, who cast a new range

of luxury bronzes, including drinking ves-

sels and dmms. Over the next 500 years.

Southeast Asia joined ever widening trade

networks, and powerful regional chief-

doms arose as the rivalry and competition

over luxury goods grew. The later chiefs

forged the first states in Southeast Asia, a

heritage that culminated 1,000 years ago

in the founding of flie great holy city of

Angkor. D
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TECHNOLOGY OTDATE

900 MHz breakthrough!

New technology launches

wireless speaker revolution. .

.

Recoton develops breakthrough technology which transmits

stereo sound through walls, ceilings and floors up to 150 feet.

>^
By Charles Anton

If
you had to name just

one new product "the

most innovative of the

year," what would you

choose? Well, at the recent International

Consumer Electronics Shaw, critics gave Recoton's

new wireless stereo speaker system the Design

and Engineering Award

for being the "most in-

novative and outstand-

ing new product."

Recoton was able to

introduce this whole

new generation of

powerful wireless

speakers due to the ad-

vent of 900 MHz tech-

nology. This newly

approved breakthrough

enables Recoton's wire-

less speakers to rival the

sound of expensive

wired speakers.

Recently approved
technology. In June

of 1989, the Federal

Communications Com-

mission allocated a

band of radio frequen-

cies stretching from 902

to 928 MHz for wireless,

in-home product ap-

plications. Recoton, one

of the world's leading wireless speaker man-

ufacturers, took advantage of the FCC ruling

by creating and introducing a new speaker

system that utilizes the recently approved fre-

quency band to transmit clearer, stronger

stereo signals throughout your home.

150 foot range through walls!

Recoton gives you the freedom to lis-

ten to music wherever you want. Your

music is no longer limited to the room your

stereo is in. With the wireless headphones

you can listen to your TV, stereo or CD
player while you move freely between

rooms, exercise or do other activities. And

unlike infrared headphones, you don't have

to be in a line-of-sight with the transmit-

ter, giving you a full 150 foot range.

The headphones and speakers have

their own built-in receiver, so no wires are

needed between you and your stereo. One

transmitter operates an unlimited number

of speakers and headphones.

i
A

Recoton's transmitter sends music through walls

to wireless speakers over a 75,000 square foot area

Crisp sound throughout your

home. Just imagine being able to

listen to your stereo, TV, VCR or CD
player in any room of your home with-

out having to run miles of speaker wire.

Plus, you'll never have to worry about range

because the new 900 MHz technology allows

stereo signals to travel

over distances of 150 feet

or more through walls,

ceilings and floors with-

out losing sound quality.

One transmitter, un-

limited receivers. The

powerful transmitter

plugs into a headphone,

audio-out or tape-out jack

on your stereo or TV com-

ponent, transmitting mu-
sic wirelessly to your

speakers or headphones.

The speakers plug into an

outlet. The one transmit-

ter can broadcast to an un-

Umited number of stereo

speakers and headphones.

And since each speaker

contains its own built in

receiver/amplifier, there

are no wares nmning from

the stereo to the speakers.

Full dynamic range.

The speaker, mounted in

a bookshelf-sized acoustically constructed cab-

inet, provides a two-way bass reflex design

for individual bass boost control. Full dynamic

range is achieved by the use of a 2" tweeter

and 4" woofer. Plus, automatic digital lock-in

^^T^
; A i

AWARD WINNING WIRELESS SPEAKER

Tuned ports

2 " tweeter

4" woofer

Individual left, right

& mono switch and

Individual tmss Ijoost

control (on back)

Size: 9"H X 6"W X 5.5-L

to-noisc ratio: 60 dB

liiumcl Separation: 30 dB

Two-waij bass reflex design

to wattslchannd RMS amps

Frequency Response:

50HZ-15KHZ

Don't take our word for it. Try it yourself.

We're so sure you'll love the new award-winning

Recoton wireless speaker system that we offer

you the Dare to Compare Speaker Challenge.

Compare Recoton's rich sound quality to that of

any $200 wired speaker. If you're not completely

convinced that these wireless speakers offer the

same outstanding

sound quality as wired

speakers, simply return

them within 90 days for

a full "No Questions

Asked" refund.

Recoton's Design and

Engineering Award

Breakthrough wireless speaker design

blankets your home with music.

tuning guarantees optimum reception and

eliminates drift. The new technology provides

static-free, interference-free sound in virtual-

ly any environment. These speakers are also

self-amplified; they can't be blown out no mat-

ter what your stereo's wattage.

Stereo or hi-fi, you decide. These speak-

ers have the option of either stereo or hi-fi

sound. You can use two speakers, one set on

right channel and the other on left, for full

stereo separation. Or, if you just want an ex-

tra speaker in another room, set it on mono and

listen to both channels

on one speaker. Mono
combines both left and

right channels for hi-fi

sound. This option lets

you put a pair of speak-

ers in the den and get

full stereo separation or

put one speaker in the
j-,,ps^ wireless stereo

kitchen and get com- headphones have a

plete hi-fi sound. built-in receiver.

Factory direct savings. Because of our com-

mitment to quality and our factory direct pric-

ing, we sell more wireless speakers than

anyone! For this reason, you can get these

speakers far below retail with our 90 day "Dare

to Compare" money-back guarantee and full

manufacturer's warranty. Through this limit-

ed time offer, the Recoton transmitter is only

$69. It will operate an unlimited number of

wireless speakers priced at only $89 and wire-

less headphones at $59 each. So take advan-

tage of this special offer to fill your home with

music. Your order will be processed in 72 hours.

Recoton Transmitter $69 S4S&H

Wireless products compatible with the Recoton transmitter:

Recoton Wireless Speaker $89 S6 s&h

Recoton Wireless Headphones $59 S4 s&h

Please mention promotional code 161-NH1106 .

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966
L^^Al SHKl ffUH^i ^egic^
^^^ j^^lj^ ^^H f

^^^s

To order by mail send check or money order for the total

amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% sales tax).

Or charge it to your credit card by enclosing your account

number and exp. date. Send to:

~ INDUSTRiis
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106

Midlothian, Virginia 23113



Science Lite

Dannebrogopolis
Fred and Myrtle need a lesson in geography .

by Roger L. Welsch

A pair of East Coast geographers, pro-

fessors Fred and Myrtle Dinkumpoofer (I

am using fictitious names to protect the

guilty—who, incidentally, are almost al-

ways in far more need of protection than

the innocent), are suggesting in public fo-

rums across the nation that the entire mid-

dle of the continent should be evacuated

and turned back to the wild beasts, prairie

fires, and locust storms. The argument of

these urban planners seems to be that since

this vast inland has so few people—fewer

than two per square mile for its immense

area—it obviously must be less productive

than, say, Boston or Philadelphia. And
since it is unproductive, it should be left to

buffaloes, rattlesnakes, and gophers. (But,

curiously, not to the Lakotas, Omahas, and

Pawnees, who, one would think, do have

some genuine claim to the region.)

Anyway, Fred and Myrtle have gar-

nered a full measure of attention on their

speaking tours and media appearances

plumping their scheme, and more than

their share of confusion and indignation

here on the Plains. Plains folks just don't

find it seemly or logical for

1. professors

2. who are urban planners

3. from the East Coast

to make plans for the disposition of

1

.

farmers and ranchers

2. who work for a living

3. on the Plains.

The situation is, in fact, a little like me de-

ciding that since I am
1. not ahorse

2. not female

3. not pregnant

maybe I should just go ahead and have a

foal tomorrow, right after breakfast, espe-

cially if we have oatmeal.

Problem is, it is hard for people who
know and love the Plains to think of them

as unproductive, lacking the thousand or

so miles distance that gives the Dinkum-

poofers such unclouded vision. Ne-

braskans think not simply of our agricul-

ture but also of products like Visegrip pU-

ers, the strobe light, Triple-Crown winner

Omaha, Marlon Brando, Willa Cather,

Loren Eiseley, Robert Henri, Darryl

Zanuck, Sandy Dennis, Dick Cavett,

Johnny Carson, Hoot Gibson, Buffalo

Bill, Crazy Horse, Red Cloud, John Nei-

hardt, and thousands of others. Not to

mention me.

Every one of the rectangular states ar-

rayed like concrete blocks in the center of

the nation can come up with its own list of

notables, who may, after all, have become

notable because of their origins on the

Plains, rather than in spite of them. The

world would be quite different without

those people and products molded by a

landscape consisting almost exactly of

half sky and half earth.

When I think of the East Coast, I think

of... well, nothing comes to mind at the

moment except Bill Geist, and he's from

Illinois. But that's just a reflection of my
ignorance of the East Coast. Unlike the

Dinkumpoofers, however, I understand

and acknowledge my ignorance and

would never for a moment think of sug-

gesting that the East Coast be paved over

and turned into a parking lot for New York

City.

The most troubling part of the

Dinkumpoofer thesis is that it is dead

wrong geographically. Their idea seems to

be that small towns on the Plains are dying

and big cities elsewhere are burgeoning,

so we should abandon small, dying towns

and follow the yellow brick road to the

big, booming cities.

Well, wake up and smell the statistics,

Academic Ones! In the past six years

my town of Dannebrog, Nebraska, popu-

lation 350, has added (by my casual esti-

mate) 28 citizens, a growth factor of 8 per-

cent. If you project that rate of growth.

apply standard actuarial tables, carry your

six, and take a stab, you can see plain as

day that Dannebrog may soon be hosting

the Olympics and maybe even getting a

traffic light and parking meter before long.

Presuming that what is always will be is

dangerous business in the social sciences

(maybe everywhere). Four hundred years

ago Edo, Japan, was a quiet fishing village

of httle note. Now, it's Tokyo. Two hun-

dred years ago there was no Chicago to

speak of. One hundred years ago, who had

heard of Taiwan? Or Bullhead City?

My family took a trip to Canciin last

year, and I thought I would use the occa-

sion to give a geography lesson to our ten-

year-old daughter, Antonia. I dug out our

world atlas—a very good edition only a

few years old—and turned to the page

showing the Yucatan Peninsula. I couldn't

find Canciin. I thought maybe I had found

a mistake in what was supposed to be a re-

liable reference work. But no, thing is, ten

years ago Canciin was not sufficiently

large to be included on even fairly detailed

maps. What is now a bustling city was

then. . .well, Uke Dannebrog.

Not even the factors that determine

community growth or collapse remain sta-

ble, which is why social projection is right

up there with phrenology and weather

forecasting when it comes to reUabihty.

New York became New York and Boston

became Boston because of the preeminent

importance of sea traffic. Sea traffic needs

ports, and ports necessarily appear where

land meets water.

In an electronic and air traffic complex

like modem America, it is not the edges of

political, social, and commercial entities

that offer advantage but the middle

ground. As a result, centrally located

"hubs" have become the "ports" of com-

merce. Moreover, in a system of synchro-

nous, rather than serial, communica-

tions—telephone calls rather than mail.
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that is—^being on the fringes of a body of

time is as disadvantageous as being on the

edge of a geographical land mass.

Someone trying to make phone calls

from New York to Seattle loses three

hours in the morning, when the Seattle of-

fice has not yet opened, and then another

three hours in the afternoon, when New
York has closed down but Seattle is in

midaftemoon hustle. The reverse is also

true: Seattle loses hours in the morning,

when New York is bubbling but it is not,

and then again in the afternoon, when

Seattle is just calming down from its

moming coffee and New Yorkers are al-

ready back home, kicking back, and mix-

ing evening cocktails. Half the workday of

national businesses are presumed lost to

the inevitable cross-continental telephone

tag.

The obvious, logical, scientific, geo-

graphical projection is not that the Great

Plains should be abandoned but that my
town of Dannebrog, population 350, has a

far better chance of being a center of com-

merce and culture in 2094 than, say,

Newark, New Jersey.

So, if the Dinkumpoofers care at all

about their descendants, they should learn

a lesson we all know out here on the

Plains: "Buy low, sell high." They should

sell their home on the East Coast, replace

it with a few residential lots in Dannebrog,

Nebraska, or Junction City, Kansas, or

Clarinda, Iowa, or Wessington Springs,

South Dakota, and brace themselves for

the boom.

But they probably shouldn't identify

themselves as geographers. Dakotans, Ne-

braskans, lowans, and Kansans are on the

lookout for geographers much as they

used to send out posses for rustlers—with

a looped length of rope.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.

A REAL-LIFE JURASSIC PARK FOR
EVERYONE WHO LOVES DINOSAURS

t-.hunting
Dinosaurs
LOUIE PSIHOYOS
WITH JOHN KNOEBBER

From a world-class

photojournalist, ^the best,

most vivid account of bone
sleuths, past and present,

since Chapman and Bamett a

half century ago.. .a splendid

mix of scientific photo-

journalism and first-

hand adventure."

Bob Bakker, Ph.D.

More than

200 breathtaking

full-color photos

RANDOM^ HOUSE

HO Tornadoes on Video and

ISO Pages in Guidebooks.
Immediate Shipment, Great Gift!

ToraadoVideo ClassicsI&II
THE TORNADO VIDEO TEXTBOOK
Tornado Video Classics I SB Tornado Video Classics II

is internationally acclaimed as the finest and most

complete tornado video program in existence. It

combines tlie 68 most famous and spectacular tor-

nadoes witli a dozen research experiments and a

3,600-word narration. You'll see merging tornadoes,

tornado families, a cockpit view of rockets

being fired at tornadoes, model tornadoes

compared with close-ups from a helicopter.
^^»i

'atr/j'iyj
multiple vortex tomadoes, successful chases

with portable Doppler radar and TOTO,

telephone poles on rocket sleds to simu-

late tornado missiles, and more. Each scene is num-

bered on screen and keyed to the 50-page, 14,000-

word guide.

uses 42 new close-encounter tomadoes including

an F-5 monster outside the living room window. A
man is hit by lightning while filming

a tornado, but doesn't stop until he is

hit by debris from his own house.

Visit the world of "Mr. Tornado,"

Professor T.T. Fujita, with spectacu-

lar tree-snapping, roof-flying foot-

age in hurricanes and dowra-

bursts. The 100-page video

guide is a treasury of severe

storm information. It includes details

on all scenes in the video and adds a 200-

term glossary of tornado spotter/chaser terminology.

Order Today and Ask for Book & Roster InformAXIO^-

The Tornado Project, Box 302N
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819, or call

802 748-2505
N MC/Vlsa/AmEx accepted.

Tornado Video Classics I (2-hour video, 50-page guide) $35

Tornado Video Classics II (2-hour video, 100-page guide) $39

Both tapes and guides $65

Prices include priority rate postage. Add $12 for overseas or PAL format.
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At the Amee^can Museum of Natural History

Folklore of World Celebrations

A Senegambian lantern ritual, a Carib-

bean carnival, and other festivals from

around the wortd will be the subjects of il-

lustrated talks, lecUire-demonstrations, and

films on the first three weekends in Decem-

ber at the People Center in the Chai'les A.

Dana Education Wing. On Wednesday, De-

cember 28, the Museum will observe the

African American holiday Kwanzaa (Swa-

hili for "first fruits of the hai-vest"). Custom-

arily marked by week-long feasting and ex-

change of gifts from December 26 thi-ough

Januai7 1, Kwanzaa festivities will include

performances, demonstrations and sales of

African crafts, and the re-creation of a tradi-

tional African village market in the Mu-

seum's Hall of Ocean Life and Hall of In-

vertebrates. The programs are free with

admission to the Museum. For information

and abrochure, call (212) 769-5315.

Chilean Arts and Issues

In conjunction with the Mission of Chile

to the United Nations, the Museum's De-

partment of Education will present a series

of performances and film programs high-

lighting Chilean culture. The Grupo Con-

gresso will open the festival on Tuesday,

November 29, at 8:00 p.m. with a repertoire

of Latin American folklore, jazz, and con-

temporary music. On Friday, December 9,

at 8:00 p.m., Los Ties will present a musical

program that fuses folk, jazz, and rock and

incorporates Chilean social issues. Films

will be shown on Friday, December 2, at

7:00 P.M. and on Saturday and Sunday, De-

cember 3 and 4, from 12:00 to 5:00 rm. The

films include Amnesia, Julio Comienza en

Julio, Archipielago, La Luna en el Espejo,

and La Frontera. Tickets are $5 per pro-

gram ($4 each for two or more programs).

For information and a brochure, call (212)

769-5315.

At the Planetarium
On Monday, December 5, at 7:30 p.m.,

Michio Kaku, professor of theoretical

physics at the City University ofNew York,

will present a sUde-illustrated talk, "Parallel

Universes, Time Warps, and the Tenth Di-

mension." The lecture is part of the "Fron-

tiers in Astronomy and Astrophysics" se-

ries. Tickets ai-e $8 ($6 for members).

A Hubble image records giant bubbles ofgas blowing out ofthe star Eta

Carinae at about two million miles per hour.

Space Telescope Science Institute
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The Ensemble for Early Music will give

its eleventh annual concert of medieval

music in the Sky Theater on Wednesday and

Thursday, December 14 and 15, at 7:30 rm.

Tickets are $20 ($18 for members).

Photographs of recent discoveries made

by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) are

on display at the Planetarium in the exhibi-

tion "The Universe Revealed: Recent Im-

ages from the Hubble Space Telescope."

Additional items on display include a

seven-foot-long model of the Space Shuttle

Orbiter deploying the HST, a five-foot-long

model of the Optical Telescope Assembly

of the HST, and a forty-five-minute video of

the Hubble repair mission of December

1993. The exhibition will continue through

September 4, 1995.

The holiday Sky Show, "Star of Christ-

mas," will be shown through Sunday, Janu-

ary 1, with the ongoing Sky Show, "Update:

The Universe." Call (212) 769-5900 for in-

formation, ticket prices, and show sched-

ules.

World Tour 2: Global Expeditions

On two Saturdays, December 17 and Jan-

uary 7, two special Museum tours will high-

light the historic and scientific achieve-

ments of the Museum's research and

collecting expeditions around the world.

They begin at 6:30 rm. at the second-floor

Roosevelt Rotunda. The tours are free with

admission to the Museum but limited to

thirty-five people. Call (212) 769-5566 to

register in advance.

Geology of the Planets

Much new information about the solar

system has been collected since the first

space probe, Mariner //, was launched to

explore Venus on August 27, 1962. Geolo-

gist Sidney Horenstein, the Museum's coor-

dinator of environmental pubUc programs,

will give slide-illustrated lectures on con-

secutive Thursdays, December 8 and 15, at

7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. He will

highlight discoveries made during the past

three decades, with special focus on the ge-

ologic features of our solar system. Call

(212) 769-5606 for tickets.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Sti'eet in New York City. The

Kaufmann Theater is located in the Charles

A. Dana Education Wing. The Museum has

a pay-what-you-wish admission pohcy. For

more information about the Museum, call

(212)769-5100.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MEMBERS CHOICE COLLECTION
Books and gift items chosen especially for

friends of the American Museum of Natural History

by the Good Catalog Company

Peony Wreath

Display this splendid wreath

with all the color and richness of nature

A fuschia peony, deep lavender roses,

and a golden pine cone are vivid

contrast to the traditional greenery.

An extravagant chiffon bow completes

the wreath. 15" in diameter.

Harbinger Wreath

iS334C Retail $65.50

Members' Choice $58.95

Requires additional $S air shipping.

Pilgrim Weatherglass

This is an authentic reproduction

of a weatherglass, a Dutch inven-

tion brought to the New World by

the Pilgrims in the 1620s.

Barometric pressure will cause the

water to rise and fall in the stem

of the hand-blown glass container.

The 12" tall weather station is hung

from a brass and copper stand built to

catch any overflow during

heavy weather.

Pilgriftt Weatherglass

#5S33G Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Four Million Years In Five Volumes

Journey through the epic history of human

evolution in this widely acclaimed landmark five-

volume series. Each volume brings to life ovr

shared history with more than 300

full-color photographs and pictorial

spreads and dozens of vivid illustra-

tions. Whether you collect them

separately or buy the set, these won-

derful books are a must for any home

library. Each book is 12'/2" x 9'/t" and

contains approximately 240 pages.

The First Humans #5998A

People of the Stone Age #59988

Old World Civilizations #5998C

New World and Pacific Civilizations #5998D

Traditional Peoples Today #5998E

Retail $40 per volume

Members' Choice $36 per volume

G(3DD CATALOG COMPANY"

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870
Tranquilitv Fountain

The soft rush of water over stones is naturally restful and soothing to

the human ear. And now you can enjoy your very own babbling brook

indoors or out. Brings the tranquil sound of moving water to any room

in your home, entryway or patio. The 16" diameter waterfall fountain

is completely self-contained and sets up instantly. Complete with a hid-

den recirculating pump and polished black pebbles for

the basin. Plugs into any AC outlet.

Waterfall Fountain

#5282G Retail $275.50

Members' Choice $247.50
Rctjiiircs additional S5 shipping. Sony, air express delivay not available.
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Heirloom Glass Wreath

Hung in a window, this stained glass wreath welcomes

friends and family. Entirely handcrafted in the USA using

traditional materials and techniques. It is 13" in diameter,

and is composed of 49 individual pieces of glass. The

"leaves" overlap for e-rtra dimension and color richness.

Includes suction cups for hanging.

Stained Glass Wreath

#5456G Retail $53.50

Members' Choice $47.95

MiniatureTurtle Box

This whimsical new col-

lectible is inspired by the

artistry ofJapanese net-

sukes. Crafted of crushed

marble and resin, these

snuggling turtles have the

appearance of real ivory.

Remove top to reveal a

small storage space. Imported

from England. 2 'A" high.

Miniature Turtle Box

#5S20B Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

MEMBERS

CHOICE
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I AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

^^^-*^^i
Root-Vue Farm™

See how your garden grows. Watch vegetables

grow before yoiu: eyes—roots and all! Simply

plant the seeds, then see carrots, radishes, and

onions grow! And all in plain sight. Not since the

ant farm have we see such a fun, fascinating and

educational item. Includes everything you need to

sow, grow, and watch your garden go!

Root-Vue Farm

#5733B Retail $27
Members' Choice $23.95

Natural Birch Bark Baskets

Since ancient times, artisans have

crafted useful and beautifiil

objects from birch bark. Peeled in

sheets from green logs, the

fibrous bark becomes strong yet

light when dried. Handmade with

laced seams, bound edges and

handles formed from peeled and

bent branches.

Large Basket (16'/2" x 18"Dia.)

#5345L Retail $76

Members' Choice $68

Medium Basket (14"xl5")

#5345M Retail $43

Members' Choice $38.50

Small Basket (U"xl2")

#5345P Retail $20.50

Members' Choice $18

K

Frog Horn

Sonata

A turtle lis-

tens happily as

a frog plays a

horn solo on his

shell. Lift up the

frog and you have a deco-

rative holder for soap, potpourri, paperclips, etc.

This delightful sculpture is cast of solid brass,

rubbed by hand to achieve a soft verdigris pati-

na. An amusing collectible to start conversations

on a high note. 6" high.

Brass Prog on Turtle

#52202 Retail $43.25

Members' Choice $38.95

Star Hurricane

Star light, star bright—^keep this sparkling hur-

ricane candle aglow. Hollowed out and dipped

in pure beeswax, the candle is pressed with

golden stars for a translucent twinkling effect.

Tea candle (included), bums inside. 5'/2" high.

Candle Hurricane

#5700B Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

I
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Beaver Boot Scraper

No home should be without a

boot scraper—especially in

slushy weather. This boot-

scraping beaver keeps the mud

out and makes a charming

welcomer too. Made of heavy

cast iron that won't slide

about, with durable

polypropylene brush. 14'/2" L

x7" Wx6V2"H.
Beaver Boot Scraper

ifS299T Retail $65.50

Members' Choice $58.95

Sit On A Leopard

This is guaranteed to be a favorite spot for sit-

ting, stepping or resting your feet. Our charm-

ing stool is hand made of poplar wood and

hand-painted with bright, non-toxic paints by

artists at Tatutina in Attleboro, Massachusetts.

Measures 16'U' L x 10" W x 9" H.

Leopard Stool

#5997A Retail $130

Members' Choice $117

G<3DD CATALOG COMPANY"

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870

Fishing for Towels

Our hand-carved fish grips

your towel or robe while it surprises your

friends. Made in the USA of^appropriately

—

basswood, and individually hand-painted, each is

signed and numbered by the artist. Mounts easily

to your wall. Extends out 4'/2".

Fish Towel Holder

«5080F Retail $32.25

Members Choice $28.95

Bird Nest Cachepot

Our imaginative and unusual earthenware cachepots celebrate nest

building. The handpainted glazed earthenware is ornamented with

forest leaves and a curving handle that encloses a delicate ceramic

nest. Inside is a trio of deep blue eggs. Individually handmade by

artisans; no two are identical.

Bird Nest Cachepot

Large (10" x 41/2") #5422G Retail $21

Members' Choice $23.95

Small (6'/2" X 4'/2") #5422F Retail $21.25

Members' Choice $18.95

Antiqued Tri-panel Fireplace Screen

This grand jardiniere fireplace screen combines decorative elements

from classical, medieval, and Arts and Crafts periods. The sinuous leaf

pattern embellishes your fireplace and casts flickering arabesques on

your walls, adding drama and intimacy to a fire. Crafted in the USA of

cast aluminum. The handpainted bronze finish gives it the appearance

of a rare antique. 28'/2" H x 40" L.

Fireplace Screen

#5191 Retail $220

Members' Choice $198
Requires additimat $5 shippingfee.Sorry air express delivery not available.
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Embroidered Sunflower Sweatshirt

Warm up the winter in this

sweatshirt embroidered with

a sunflower to remind you

that summer is not too far

away. It also makes a fitting

gift: for the gardener, who

will appreciate the inclu-

sion of its botanical name.

Made of a heavyweight

cotton blend, it comes in

hunter green L or XL.

Sunflower Sweatshirt

#^39SC Retail $64.50

Members' Choice $57.95

Specify size.

Fall Asleep with Gentle Floppv Bunny

Floppy Bimny is like a lullaby in soft, soft fur. One

look at those sleepy eyes, nodding head, and

floppy limbs is enough to set you yawning.

Warm and cuddly, they're immediately

calming to hug. Soon eyes close, and buimy

and friend are both slumbering peacefully.

Floppy Bumiy

Large (21") #5115] Retail $32.25

Members' Choice $28.95

Medium (15") #5115H Retail $21.25

Members' Choice $18.95

Akua'ba Pin

Based upon the tradi-

tional "fertility doll"

carvings by the Ashanti

people of Ghana, this

gold-finished pin is an

authorized reproduction

of an original sculpture

in the Museum. 2 'A" tall.

Akua'Ba Pin

#5999A Retail $iO

Members' Choice $27

Expedition Hat

This double shrunk 100%

cotton canvas legendary explor-

^ hat features a wide brim for sun

and rain protection and a leather chinstrap

that can be tucked away. Crushable and

machine washable.

Expedition Hat

#5996A Retails $29

Members' Choice $26.10

Specify size: M, L, or XL.

Please use the toll-firee number below to order, or if you prefer, cut out this order form

and mail to: Good Catalog Co?itpany, 5456 SE hrtemational Way, Portland, OR 97222

LS.fr'w AAA =:

Ordered By; Phase make sure youmame ajid address Ship Gift "A" to This Address

are printed clearly

Name

Name

Address
City

City State Zip

State Zip

Please supply daytime telephone number ( )

tritrAinfr ,iniir nr/ier

Items Ordered Ship Gift "B" to This Address

Name
Page ITE.V1 (Jit See Send Gift

to: (A orB)
Total

Address

State Zip

Handling and Shipping Charges

Total Amount of Order Add;

UptoJ25 S4.9S

$25.01 to $40.00 $6.95

$40.01 to $50.00 $7.95

$50.01 to $75.00 $8.95

$75.01 to $100 $10.50

Over $100 $11.50

Payment Method

Check or Money Orders: A,viount Enclosed S

1 1

Master Card
|

[Visa
1

[American Express

C.vRD Account Number

Sub-Total

Delivery

(See chart)

Total

1 1

Add $4.75 FOR E.\CH ADOmONAL
SHIP TO ADDRESS

Month Year Exp Date
For 2nd Day Air deliveries add

$4.95 for e,vch ship to ,vddress.
Customer Signature

For o\-ernight DELaTRV, please

ou,l for additional inforaution.

4f^
GGDD catalog COMPANY"

TOLL-FREE 1-800-225-3870

Dashing

Dinosaur Tie

For the man who

loves the unique,

here's a tie that's

truly out of the

ordinary. Made of

100% silk exclu-

sively for the

American Museum

of Natural History.

Dinosaur Tie

#5995A
Retail $27.50

Members' Choice $24.75
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Celestial Events

The Solstice and a

Star in the East
by Gail S. Cleere

One of the most popular of the ancient

Roman celebrations was the winter sol-

stice, the birthday of the unconquered sun.

This year the winter solstice occurs on De-

cember 2 1 at 9:23 p.m., EST, and from then

on, until the summer solstice in June, the

sun climbs higher in the sky each day,

eventually bringing warmth and life back

to the Northern Hemisphere. The Romans

celebrated the solstice on

December 25, following

the week-long Saturnalia, a

raucous festival of merry-

making and social reveh^.

The early Christians

adopted this date for the

birth of Christ, possibly to

turn an existing celebration

to their own uses. It suc-

cessfully amalgamated an-

cient tradition with new re-

ligious practices.

Yet there is more astron-

omy to the Christian

Christmas story than sim-

ply the date of the winter

solstice. For centuries, as-

tronomers have pondered,

puzzled, deliberated, and

just plain mused over a few

lines in Matthew's Gospel:

There came wise men from

the east to Jerusalem, Say-

ing, Where is he that is bom
King of the Jews? For we
have seen his star in the

east, and are come to wor-

ship him.... Then Herod
...inquired of them dili-

gently what time the star ap-

peared.... lo, the star

...went before them, till it

came and stood over where

the young child was.

(Matthew 2:1-9)

The exact nature of this "star" is still de-

bated. What possible celestial object or

phenomenon could have lured "wise" men
to an obscure village in Israel, yet gone un-

noticed by everyone else? The mysterious

reference to a star seen in the east on or

about the date of the birth of Jesus Christ is

ambiguous, but be it myth, astrology, or

the absolute truth, someone claimed to

have seen something unusual in the sky,

and that is what interests scientists.

Jesus Christ was probably bom a few

years (possibly as many as twelve) before

the date set down by a Scythian abbot-

tumed-scholar, Dionysius Exiguus (Denis

the Slight), in the sixth century. The

Gospel of Luke tells us that Mary and

Joseph went to Bethlehem, Joseph's home
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Finely Detailed

Pins or Pendants

Silver or GokJ from $29.95

Can overnight thru Dec. 23

Satstaction Guaranteed

FREE BROCHURE

Tom's Jewelry
2810 Sharer Road ~ Tallahassee, FL 32312

1-800-252-7117

1 -800-234-5252
Call this toll free number now
to give the gift of Natural

History mogazir^e and
Membership in the American
Museum of Natural History.

GHEAT

FOrt

All gentlemen shipwrights and able

bodied modelists who have a mind to

provide for themselves amusement and

satisfachon through the traditional craft

of ship modeling, an opportunity now
offers to acquire, through the minimal

cost of one Colonial Dollar ($1.00), a

catalog of fine and unique ship model

kits, plans, books and fittings from the

renowned company of Model Expo

_ located in Mt. Pocono in the State of

^^- - Pennsylvania.

Send $1.00 for a cntalo>;^ to:

MODEL EXPO. <l

Dept. MHC4, PO Box 1000, Mt. Pocono, PA 18344

Name

Address-

City

State- Zip

—

town, in accordance with Augustus's de-

cree for taxation, which was probably is-

sued in 8 B.C. In 4 B.C., Herod died, al-

though the Gospels of Matthew and Luke

indicate that he was alive at the time of the

Nativity.

The timing of the celestial apparition is

further complicated by uncertainties over

the time of year that it was seen. Accord-

ing to Luke, shepherds in the fields at the

time of the Nativity listened as angels told

them where and how to find the newbom
babe. Spring is the season when shepherds

stay in the fields to watch for newbom
lambs, although they might also go out

into the fields in late summer to allow the

sheep to eat the crop stubble and fertilize

the fields. Neither possibility matches a

wintertime date for the birth of Jesus.

Over the years, explanations of what

the Wise Men might have seen have in-

cluded a variety of conjunctions, or plane-

tary "close encounters"; comets (one may
have been visible in 5 B.C. and another in 4

B.C.); a fireball; and a nova or supernova

explosion of a dying star, which would

have flared up where no significant star

may have been seen before.

Many biblical scholars, including Jim

Fleming, who lectures on historical geog-

raphy and archeology at Hebrew Univer-

sity in Jerusalem, believe the "star" was

none other than Halley's Comet. Calcula-

tions by NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory confirm that Halley's Comet could

have been visible in the fall of 12 B.C., and

the star's appearing twice to the Magi cor-

responds with the comet's appearance be-

fore and after perihelion. Heming theo-

rizes that the Wise Men's impression that

the star helped "point" the way may have

come from an appearance of the tail of the

comet. The chief argument against Flem-

ing's theory is that comets were usually

considered to be omens of evil; they were

thought to be the finger of a god pointing

downward, warning of some famine,

flood, or epidemic. The word disaster

means "bad star."

Other explanations of Matthew's star

include a possible and very significant

sighting of Jupiter near the star Regulus in

the constellation Leo in 3 B.C. Jupiter was

known to the learned men and skilled as-

trologers of Persia and Babylonia as the

"king" planet, and Regulus means "king."

Regulus is in the constellation Leo, the as-

trological "sign" of the ancient tribe of

Judah in Israel. To the Wise Men, this

could have meant that a king would be

bom among the Jews, and they duly went

to pay homage. Later, Jupiter would move

into the constellation of Virgo, the Virgin.

According to the great early-seven-

teenth-century astronomer Johann Kepler,

another significant conjunction might

have occurred in 7 B.C., when Jupiter

aligned with Satum, the ruling planet of

Judah, in the constellation Pisces (the

"House of the Hebrews") three times.

Mars overtook them both the next year, in

6 B.C. According to asfi-onomer Guy Ot-

tewell, although Jupiter and Satum might

come together three times in one year

every 125 years or more, a grouping of

Jupiter and Satum with Mars occurs only

once eveiy 800 years. As it happens, such

a rare conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, and

Satum will take place in April of the year

2000.

Most astronomers, meanwhile, agree

on one thing: that a "Christmas star" can

be delivered at almost any time, since

there are always interesting things going

on in the sky. This year, at the end of the

month, watch for a beautiful scene just be-

fore dawn: Venus, Jupiter, and the crescent

moon coming together in the east.
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The Planets in December

Mercury is not visible this month. It

passes behind the sun in mid-December.

Venus blazes across the morning sky

this month, reaching greatest brilliancy on

December 9 (^.7 magnitude). Watch the

waning crescent moon pass Venus, then

Jupiter, during the early morning hours of

the 29th and 30th.

Mars rises in the east in the constella-

tion Leo late in the evening. On the 8th,

watch as the ruddy planet passes just

above bright Regulus in the heart of Leo.

On the 23d, the waning moon passes 9°

(about the width of your hand held against

the sky) below the planet.

Jupiter rises with Venus this month,

having left the environs of the constella-

tion Libra and moved into Scorpius. At the

beginning of the month, Jupiter is low in

the southeast as dawn's light overtakes it.

As the month progresses, the planet gets

higher and higher in the southeast before

sunrise.

Saturn remains our only early evening

planet and can be seen among the faint

stars of the water constellation Aquarius.

Look for Saturn just after sunset high in

the southern sky surrounded by the faint

stars of this region. On the 9th, the first-

quarter moon sails high above the planet.

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, which

are difficult to spot under the best of con-

ditions, are all lost to solar glare in De-

cember.

The Moon is new on the 2d at 6:54 p.m.,

EST, and reaches first quarter on the 9th at

4:06 P.M., EST. Full moon occurs on the

17th at 9:17 p.m., EST, and is at last quar-

ter on Christmas Day, the 25th, at 2:06

p.m., est.

The Geminid meteors, the year's most

spectacular shower of falling stars, peak

on the night of December 13-14. The

Geminids generally bring us forty to

eighty meteors per hour. These meteors

are beheved to be the remnants of an ex-

tinct comet, whose core is now the aster-

oid Phaethon, orbiting between Mars and

Jupiter. The Geminid shower appears to

emanate from the constellation Gemini,

seen just above Orion's right shoulder.

This shower is best observed before sun-

rise, when the waxing moon is low in the

west. Generally, meteor showers are best

observed after midnight, when your loca-

tion on the earth is turning most directly

toward the shower.

Gail S. Cleere lives in Washington, D.C.,

and writes on popular astronomy.

I American Museum of Natural History i

FAMILY ADVE^JTURES

-^ '

; Voyage to Lands of

Gods and Heroes
June 30 - July 11, 1995

The Mediterranean, steeped in history, culture and mythology, is one

of the world's great treasure-troves of ancient sites and matjnificent
i

pities. The Ame;i^an MuseiinS^ias designed a special family cruise ^
lot this coriiing summer -fa program suited to parents, grandparents;^

-..
.

' '""

'f
and children. Ac,companied by Museulfl/":

lecturer^, parti^ajits will visit historic

places in Italy, ([|j-eece an^'jurfce'y such as

spectacular Santorini,- Crete's famous^

Minoan town of Knossos, the acropdlis at

Lindos on Rhodes and the ancient sites of

Ephesus and Olympia, as well as Istaijbul

and Athens. 1

Waterways of Russia

July 15-26, 1995

Russia's two greatest cities, magnificent St. Petersburg and the capi-

tal city of Moscow, are linked by some of the most fascinating water-

ways in the world. This summer, a team of lecturers from the

American Museum will lead a special cruise for families that want to

immerse themselves in the culture of Russia. Along these waterways,

participants will fmd a land of quaint

villages, churches with onion-shaped

^copulas, palaces and spectacular

I scenery. And at either end are Russia's

^mpst important cities - centers for the

artj. afchitecture and culture for which

- this country are known.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192

Tbll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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HieMarl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-

let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
Lexington Avenue., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AUDUBON PRINTS — Originals and reproductions.

All editions.Catalog $3. 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vi-

enna, VA (703)759-5567

BRAZILIAN FOLK & TRIBAL ART Ex-Votos, Can-
domble altar irons. Tribe 196 7th Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11215.(718)499-8200.

GRAND CANYON 1899 — Photographic portfolio.

Printed from large' format glass negatives.' 1 views.

Matted, boxed. Beautiful gift! $295. Moneyback guar-

antee. Call for information. Rodgers Photography,

802 West 190th, NYC 10040 (212) 781-9321

MASKS FROM PAPUA NEW GUINEA. Tribal Masks,
figures, and more from New Guinea. Large selection

of top quality pieces. Write tor free stocklist. Blackwa-
ter Gallery, 4753 Summer Set, Rapid City, SD 57702.
FAX 605-342-6249

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry — sandpaint-

ings, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

sures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

DISCOVER ANOTHER DIMENSION! Send $2.00
(refundable!) for our catalog of 3-D publications.

Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461 -N, Phoenix, AZ 85064.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente,
CA 92674-3253 (714)492-2976

African Wildlife Mystery Series

Deadly Safari

Elephants'Gravevard
The Cheetah Chase

by Karin McQuillan

"Thrilling" - New York Times
"Hard to Put Down" -UPI

1-800-722-0726 o„icr24H,.s.

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-

2786.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

Bargain Books
I

Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks,
|

I

remainders. Thousands of books, from
yesterday's best sellers to rarely seen titles. I

birds & Animals. Nature, Gardening,

I Cooking, Fiction. Hlstorv—over 40 subject I

areas Write for FREE CATALOG. '

IHamllton Box 15-992, Fails village CTO6O31
|

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attrac-

tive books, publicity, advertising, quality service, cover-

ing 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-filled

booklet and Free manuscript report. Carlton Press,

Dept. NHL, 1 1 W. 32nd St., New York, NY 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 46 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY 10022.

AUTHORS WAMTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, juve-

nile and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed.

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82
Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St., New York, NY 10001

Education

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 lan-

guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-

log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394.

Alive a Language - the Gift fof

a LlietUne! Audio-Forum'sself-teacHIng

audio-cassette/book courses can put
some real excitement Into someone's life!

Our free 56-p. catalog offers courses in 91

languages. Call 1-800-345-8501, or write:

^Audio-Forum, Dept. 165, Guilford, CT 06437^

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Outdoors/Ecology Ca-
reers. Home Study Free Literature.RC.D.I., Atlanta,

Georgia. (800) 362-7070 Dept. NNP124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly bul-

letin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details. EOV RO. Box 788, Walpole, NH
03608 (603)756-4553.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-
671), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT

Financial

LET THE GOVERF^MENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600. (LAI)

IVIerchandise/Gifts

A MUG OF COFFEE. Gourmet coffees + American
crafts -I- sweets + Unique gift assortments. Free
brochure. 1-800-761-2100

BUTTERFLY AND MOTH REARER'S STARTER KIT
Fascinating potential for discovery! Available all year.

$14.95. Nature Discoveries, 389 Rock Beach Road,
Rochester, NY 146174

CALL FOR FREE Realistic Plush Animal catalog. Al-

most 90 to choose from. 1 -800-63-RELMS

FULL COLOR POSTER 16"X26" of remaining four

Hudson River Lighthouses. Send check or M.O. for

$15.00 + $2.50 S&H. To: Lights, RO. Box 1802,
Kingston, NY 12401.

nUTO PLPQUE
$H.95

onRUJin

$1.50 s&ti

Send Cfik to:

FOB Z98 mESILLQ. nm SSOHB

METEORITES - RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525.

MUSEUM QUALITY CAST REPRODUCTIONS of Ar-

tifacts and Fossils, Stone Tools, Atlatls, Dinosaur
Claws, books and posters. Send $2.00 for catalog:

Taylor Studios, RO. Box 1063, Mahomet, IL 61853,

BUFFALORANCHING makes good ecological
sense for the American prairie. Please writeorcall for

tree catalog ofa full range ofbuffalo products to:

Sjilic^Js. ThunderingHerd
Buffalo Products
POBoxl051,Dept,NH12
Reno,NV89504
1-800-525-9730

(217)586-2047.

RAPTOR CLAW-TYRANNOSAURUS TOOTH Life-

size fossil replicas. Tyrannosaurus skull-1/15 scale
$6.00 plus $2.00 postage each. Dinosaur Brigade
PO Box 274 Howell, NJ 07731

"SAVE-A-TREE" NEST BOXES for chickadees,
wrens, nuthatches. Made of 100% used, recycled
cedar. Send $25 each (check/money order) to: Birch-

Woods Workshop, RO. Box 110957, Anchorage,
Alaska 9951 1-0957.

l\/1iscellaneous

DOG HOT SPOTS, skin lesions cures Top (Tincture Of
Propolis). 2fl.oz., postage, handling $20.00 I.M.I. 1117
SE Umatilla, Portland, OR 97202

iVIusic

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin Amer-
ica, Native American Music, and more. Our new cata-

log of traditional and modern CDs and cassettes is

yours for the asking. Write: Music of the World, P.O.

Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or call (919) 932-

9600.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192(518)731-2610.

Rentals

LA PAZ, BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR. LaConcha Beach
Resort and Condominiums located on the beautiful

Sea of Cortez. Touch whales, packages available.

Free brochure (800) 999-BAJA.

Resorts

BELIZE-PELICAN BEACH RESORT Nature-based
full service resort near jaguar reserve, manatees and
reef. Cottages on island atop the barrier reef. Individu-

als and groups welcome. Contact: Rath, Box 14, Dan-
griga, Belize. Tel: 501-5-22044; Fax: 501-5-22570.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel Danwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800)
525-6772.

LAOS* BUfZCTlA

QaLeier- jk^ CallForTra\etCalah^

Ac/ver^rur-e* ^ 800-642-2742
Nariiral Hixioiy, Wildlife. Culture. Adventure
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GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our lie

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan

Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

A JOYOUS, EXCITING EXPERIENCE! Spend a

week abroad the "MA/ Dream Too" Swim, Dive,

Snorkel with Wild Dolphin; lectures, slides, video.

Brochure 1-800-741-5335

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES. How will you

plan your Alaska vacation? Our informative 24-page
brochure describes how you can experience Alaska's

most beautiful wilderness regions, see its famed wild-

life, and stay in unique, comfortable backcountry lodge

accommodations. Why just sightsee Alaska when you

can experience it? Call for free brochure: (800) 334-

8730.

Costa Rica-Belize-Africa-Galapagos
NATURAL HISTORY TRIPS WORLDWIDE SINCE 1 982

Pint Class Yarhr Cruises. Tented Safaris, Naturalist Guides

800351-5041 EXPEDITIONS
P.O. Box 3656-012

Sonora, CA 95370

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. 'Tfie Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking, 1-4 weeks,
Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trail Tours, 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZON/ANDES! Explore Ecuador's lush Amazon
Basin rainforest at exciting La Selva Lodge. Plus An-

dean markets and volcanoes. An excellent value. Voy-

agers, Box 915-NA, Ithaca, NY 14851. 1-800-633-

0299

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981 . Individual

attention. Regional references available. 1-800-262-

9669

AUSTRALIA: Natural History scientific and educa-

tional tours to wilderness and world heritage areas

across Australia. Ecotour Travel, G.P.O. Box 4915,

Sydney 2001 Australia. Phone: 61.2.2232811, Fax:

61.2.2232260

^LASKAr

BELIZE, TIKAL, COPAN, Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
- exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips

(800) 552-3419,(218)847-4441.

COSTA RICA & Central America. National Parks,

wildlife birdwatching, rafting, beaches. Weekly depar-

tures. Free brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15

Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375. (800) 53-TERRA

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1 140 for free newsletter

DENAM NATIONAL PARK
.
Camp-dbnali/north face lodge
Small, respected wilderness lodges in heart of

park. Mount McKinley view. Natural history,

guided hiking emphasis. Since 1951.

.Siiinnur 907-6S3-22'J(l Wiiilir 603-675-2248
PO Box 67 Denali Natl. Park, AK 99755

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BAJA/SEA OF CORTEZ. Join our annual 12-Day
whale watching/natural history cruise in February,

1995. Galapagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan
Bautista, CA 95045. (800)969-9014.

^'Whales of Mexico'^
Gray whale watching in a Baja basecamp

DOnS ^''"" *^ migration! January - March

CALL 1-800-346-6277

EVERGLADES/KEY LARGO Guided Houseboat
Cruises. Birdwatching, fishing, snorkeling. 2 hours - 3

days. Chic Charney (305) 852-4553.

EXPLORING JAMAICA? Personalised tours to re-

mote locations seeing flowers, birds, history. .Ian

Robinson (809) 997-5798.

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON. Best choice of cruises: Lux-

ury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800) 53-TERRA

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21 1 33 (41 0) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San
Juan Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

GREEK ISLES, TURKEY, COSTA RICA, Guatemala,

Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,

Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,

Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group

holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.

Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

HAWAII ECO-VACATIONS. 6-10 day noncamping hik-

ing, sailing, whalewatching tours. Eye of the Whale,

Inc. Free Brochure: 1-800-659-3544.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM, Cam-
bodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife, over-

land adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates.

Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect

St., Stamford, CT 06901. (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!
In-dcplh travel advcniurcs. Small groups, ExccUcni value.wis
Voyagers, PO Box 91'i-NH,lihaca, .NY 14851 l-800-633-fl299

INEXPENSIVE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL. Escorting

time-sensitive business documents. 600 international

flights weekly Air Courier Association 1-303-278-

8810

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Oueen. Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration: superb bird

photography. 8/10 day expeditions December-April.

Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison

Street, San Diego, California 92106 (619) 726-2228:

(619)224-4965

MACHU PICCHU & South America. Trekking the Inca

Trail. Amazon. Patagonia. Guaranteed
departures/customized itineraries. Free brochures.

Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800) 53-TERRA

NEW! GALAPAGOS, ECUADOR, MACHUPICCHU.
Seven Classic or unusual nature discoveries. Best

yachts. Guides, Prices. Also: Costa Rica, Patagonia,

Belize, and more. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.

FAX:(510) 671-2993.

SMALL GROUP (maximum 6) Ecotours of the parks

and Preserves of Costa Rica. Michael Snow,
Apartado 73, Siquirres, Costa Rica. FAX Oil 506
768-8229.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel 1-800-225-2380.

WILD AND BEAUTIFUL INDONESIA! Nature and

Cultures of the Indonesian Archipelago. Comfortable

Sea Safaris, Discovery Ecotours, Adventures. Bi-

weekly departures. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.

FAX:(51 0)946-1500.

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is

$440 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. Rates

are not structured for agency or cash discounts. Adver-

tisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S dis-

cretion. Send check/money order to: The Market/NAT-

URAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries

to Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please include

your personal address and telephone number, issue

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline—1st of

the month, two months prior to cover date.
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Selling legumes in Katmandu
Tim Laman
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Reviews

By Diversity Possessed
by David G. Campbell

"My truths," writes Edward O. Wilson

in Naturalist, "...are the following: first,

humanity is ultimately the product of bio-

logical evolution; second, the diversity of

life is the cradle and greatest natural her-

itage of the human species; and third, phi-

losophy and religion make little sense

without taking into account the first two

conceptions."

Wilson is, by any measure, one of the

great biologists of this centiuy: a synthe-

sizer who brings disparate facts and diver-

gent fields into unity, the cocreator of

sociobiology, and a global voice in con-

servation. His autobiography is destined to

be greeted with abounding interest. But

Naturalist is more than the chronicling of

a life. It is a frank appraisal of dogma and

revelation, and the relationship between

science and society. Moreover, it is a dec-

laration of biophilia (a word Wilson

coined), the epiphanic wonder of living on

this life-mantled planet.

What are the wellsprings of scientific

creativity? What nucleated this interesting

mind? Wilson grew up in the 1930s and

1940s in the South, ostensibly a child of

middle-class convention: the Baptist

Church, the Boy Scouts, a year at the Gulf

Coast Mihtary Academy. The son of an

itinerant govemment accountant, an alco-

holic who meandered every year or so to a

new town and eventually committed sui-

cide, Wilson grew up in twelve cities,

none farther north than the District of Co-

lumbia. By necessity, he adapted to a "per-

petual role as new kid on the block," ac-

quiring the outsider's perspective that

decades later may have endowed his sci-

ence with its startling originality. "I was a

normal boy," he writes, "within reason."

But curiosity and reason, of course, were

his exceptional strengths. Small of stature

and introverted, Wilson took solace in na-

ture "as a sanctuary and a realm of bound-

less adventure," wandering in back lots,

turning over stones, peering into rotten

logs, noticing the panoply of species. "A
lifetime," he writes, "can be spent in a

Magellanic voyage around the trunk of a

single tree."

Two accidents punctuated this lonely

childhood, and these events, as much as

the boy's innate characteristics, fated him

to be a scientist. Both occurred in his sev-

enth year, when he spent the summer with

a foster family in Pensacola while his par-

ents underwent a divorce. The boy made

daily, solitary pilgrimages to the ragged

shore of Perdido Bay, enchanted by the

peculiar life forms tossed up by the waves.

Now, in retrospect, he writes that "loneli-

ness in a beautiful environment might be a

good if risky way to create a scientist." But

beachcombing, I submit, is also a way.

Here, while wading in the warm, shallow

Gulf of Mexico, Wilson had a vision that

transformed him into a passionate biolo-

gist. A sea nettle, an opalescent pink jelly-

fish of complex gelatinous architecture,

fretted with stringy red gonads and innu-

merable soft tentacles, drifted past in the

still water. Wilson was mesmerized. "It

came to my world abruptiy, from I knew
not where, radiated what I cannot put into

words except

—

alien purpose and dark

happenings in the kingdom of deep

water." Fifty-nine years later, he writes,

"the scyphozoan still embodies, when I

summon its image, all the mystery and

tensed malignity of the sea."

That same summer, while fishing in

Perdido Bay, Wilson tugged a little too

hard on the line and flicked a minnow-

sized pinfish, dorsal spines erect, into his

right eye. Within weeks, he was partly

blind. However, the vision in his left eye

was more acute than average at close

range, and thus ideally suited for the ex-

amination of minute detail. "So inevitably,

and given that I was looking at the world

The three-year-old Wilson, in 1932.
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with only one visually acute eye, I became

an entomologist." More specifically, Wil-

son became a myrmecologist, a specialist

who studies the ubiquitous ants. "To put

the matter as simply as possible: most

children have a bug period, and I never

grew out of mine."

The boy also had a gift of expression,

certainly not an accident in his environ-

ment. His fifth-grade teacher wrote in a

letter to Wilson's parents, "Ed has genuine

writing ability, and when he combines this

with his great knowledge of insects, he

produces fine results." Such prescience!

Fifty years later, Wilson won his second

Puhtzer Prize (with coauthor Bert Holl-

dobler) for the monumental treatise The

Ants.

As a teenager, Wilson showed inklings

of the great synthesizer he would become.

He "was exhilarated by the power and

mystery of nuclear energy" and regarded

physicist Robert Oppenheimer, whom he

later met at Harvard, as a "master of ar-

cane knowledge that had tamed for human

use the most powerful force in nature."

Wilson was also fascinated by the work of

Erwin Schrodinger, who "argued not only

that life was entirely a physical process,

but that biology could be explained by the

principles of physics and chemistry." He
dreamed of "biology transformed by the

same mental effort that split the atom"

and, anticipating sociobiolgy, "of the grail,

and the revelation of purest ray serene that

gives wholeness and meaning to life.

There must be a scientific explanation for

religion, moral precepts, the rites of pas-

sage, and the craving for immortality....

Religion had to be explained as a material

process, from the bottom up, atoms to

genes to the human spirit."

For a time, he did not believe in his own
genetic determinism. While a student at

the University of Alabama, convinced that

he could break the four-minute mile with

sheer discipline and grit, Wilson bought a

pair of clunky surplus Army boots and for

an hour or two every evening trained in

solitude, figuring that the added burden of

the boots would bestow the winner's edge

when he finally donned lightweight track

shoes. "Do it alone, avoid the drag of

teams, have no one wimess your trials and

faUures, untU you can accomplish some

exceptional feat." But when he finally

tried out, he ran the mile without distinc-

tion in just over five minutes. His career in

track was over. "This result impressed me

Naturalist, by Edward O. Wilson. Island

Press. $24.95; 367pp., illits.

deeply. It seemed to show that heredity is

destiny, at least in one important sense:

taken to the limit of human capacity, per-

formance follows a predetermined trajec-

tory."

In 1952, leaving the South with a de-

gree from the University of Alabama, the

neophyte entered the yeasty intellectual

environment of Harvard as a graduate stu-

dent. He never left. Wilson was no longer

satisfied with his comfy rambles in the

boondocks and adopted the advice of his

mentor and fellow graduate student

William Brown: "to select large, important

projects and to aim for publishable re-

sults.... Take a global view; don't sell

yourself short with local studies and lim-

ited goals." Wilson's rise was inexorable.

In 1953, at age twenty-four, he was ap-

pointed to the Harvard Society of Fellows,

"a happy indigent admitted to the com-

pany of lords," and like Darwin 122 years

before, was given virtual laissez-passer to

roam the world. Wilson collected ants—in

Cuba, Mexico, New Caledonia, New
Guinea, Australia, and Ceylon—taking

samples of every kind. All of these desti-

nations were islands, except Mexico,

where Wilson climbed Pico de Orizaba, a

virtual island of forest, tundra, and scree

surrounded by denuded lowlands. He
began to notice the disharmonies of island

biotas: that certain species always seemed

to displace others, that the number of spe-

cies was a function of island size and dis-

tance from the mainland. These were the

germinal concepts of the theory of island

biogeography, which wouldn't be formal-

ized for another decade. Also on this long

voyage, the first inklings of Wilson the

conservationist appeared. In New Caledo-

nia he used "the universal formula for

gaining access to tropical forest: crawl

through a barbed wire fence, walk across a

cow pasture, wade a shallow part of the

river... and climb a hillside into the for-

est."

After graduation, Wilson was invited to

join the faculty of the Department of Biol-

ogy at Harvard, a place of "the ampheta-

mine of ambition," of revelation. . .and in-

fighting. Wilson's opponents were as

obdurate and sparkling as diamonds.

"Without a trace of irony," he writes, "I

can say I have been blessed with brilliant

enemies.... I owe them a great debt, be-

cause they redoubled my energies and

drove me in new directions." The most

formidable, perhaps, was James Watson,

who, flush from characterizing the struc-

ture of DNA, was the ultimate reduction-

ist. A newly minted assistant professor of

biology at Harvard, Watson perceived

molecular genetics as the grail of biology

and regarded ecologists and taxonomists

as old-fashioned "stamp collectors";

worse, they were impediments to the new

and exciting domain that he invented. But

Watson's campaign was hardly gentle. It

was a revolution so acerbic that it eventu-

ally led to the fissioning of the Department

of Biology. Watson, writes Wilson, was

"the most unpleasant human bemg I had

ever met. . .the Caligula of biology." For a

decade, the term ecology became "a dirty

word" at Harvard, according to Elso
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Barghoom, the esteemed paleobotanist at

the Museum of Comparative Zoology.

In 1956, evolutionary biology and ecol-

ogy were little more than descriptive nat-

ural history. They lacked the synthesis, the

reductionism, of molecular genetics.

These shortcomings troubled Wilson. "If

heredity can be reduced to a chain of four

molecular letters," he reasoned, ".. .would

it not also be possible to reduce and accel-

erate the analysis of ecosystems and com-

plex animal behavior?" Over the next

three decades, determined to reform or-

ganismal biology, Wilson began a series of

brilliant syntheses: the theory of island

biogeography, the taxon cycle of island bi-

otic evolution, the concept of character

displacement, chemical signaling in ants,

the comparative social behavior of ants,

and eventually, sociobiology—the com-

parative behavior of animals.

"I began to worry... about the broader

canvasses of ecology and evolution.... I

felt certain that the future principles of

evolutionary biology would be written in

equations, with the deepest insights ex-

pressed by quantitative models." But he

could not do it alone. "Mathematically

semiliterate...unable to get digits in the

right order while reading and copying

numbers," Wilson entered a series of part-

nerships with gifted quantitative biolo-

gists: Robert MacArthur, William Bossert,

Daniel Simberloff, George Oster, and

Charles Lumsden. In these mutualisms

Wilson provided the arcane bits of natural

history and the synthesis; his colleagues

provided the models. "They were my in-

tellectual prosthesis," he recalls, "and I

theirs."

At Harvard in 1953, after hearing lec-

tures on the new science of ethology by

Niko Tinbergen and Konrad Lorenz, Wil-

son began to craft the controversial field of

sociobiology. The goal of sociobiology

was as reductionist as that of molecular

genetics: "A systematic study of the adap-

tive significance of animal—and

human—behavior." Wilson's massive

treatise, Sociobiology, published in 1975,

had twenty-six chapters devoted to non-

human animals and a twenty-seventh de-

voted to humans; the final chapter made

all the difference. Wilson focused his gift

for synthesis on the common behavioral

characteristics shared by humans. "The

Manhattanite and New Guinea highlander

have been separated by 50,000 years of

history, but still understand each other, for

the elementary reason that their common
humanity is preserved in the genes they

share from their common ancestry."

Inevitably, sociobiology ran against the

political and religious doctrine of free will.

The Marxists, who believed that human
behavior could be modified by its social

context, were particularly threatened. "I

conjectured," recalls Wilson, "that there

might be single, still unidentified genes af-

fecting aggression, altruism, and other be-

haviors," and that at least a component of

these behaviors, therefore, were beyond

the reach of nurture. Yet, Wilson argues,

determinism is not necessarily ignoble. "I

have a special regard for altruism and de-

votion to duty, believing them virtues that

exist independent of approval and valida-

tion. . . . The sight of the Iwo Jima and Viet-

nam Memorials pierces for the witness

they bear of men who gave so much. . .and

the strength ordinary people possess that

held civilization together in dangerous

times."

Regardless, sociobiology evoked a

furor, and Wilson felt that the criticism

was often ad hominem and vicious.

Shortly after the book's publication, a

Boston-based group of academics formed

the Sociobiology Study Group, dominated

by Harvard's Marxist and New Left schol-

ars Richard Lewontin and Stephen Jay

Gould. The group published a critique of

sociobiology in the letters section of the

New Yoric Review ofBoolcs, decrying so-

ciobiology as politically dangerous and

declaring that it tended to "provide a ge-

netic justification of the status quo and of

existing privileges for certain groups ac-

cording to class, race, or sex." Lewontin

was the eminent population geneticist of

his time and, like Watson, was "the kind of

adversary most to be cherished, in retro-

spect, after time has drained away the

emotion to leave the hard inner matrix of

intellect." He was also chair of the Depart-

ment of Biology, and in Harvard Yard, few

rose to Wilson's defense, although, as he

learned later, many admired his stance.

Wilson felt alienated, "like an atheist in a

monastery," and even considered accept-

ing jobs elsewhere.

The furor spread into other academic

forums and metastasized into the popular

culture. At a particularly McCarthyesque

annual meeting in 1976, the American

Anthropological Association formally de-

bated whether to ban scholarly symposia

devoted to the subject of sociobiology.

Margaret Mead, who herself had once

postulated a genetic ability that some

people possess for particular skills,

quelled the inquisition, condemning it as

"book burning." Two years later, the

screechy, poUtically correct members of
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the International Committee Against

Racism assaulted a packed symposium on

sociobiology organized by the American

Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, where Wilson was to speak. They hi-

jacked the microphone and shouted slo-

gans at the disquieted (in some cases,

nearly panicked) audience. Wilson, in a

cast with a fractured ankle, was drenched

with a pitcher of ice water and verbally

pilloried as being "all wet."

According to Wilson, "the greater prob-

lems of history are not solved, they are

merely forgotten." So far, academia seems

unlikely to forget sociobiology. Still con-

troversial, it continues to influence the

study of evolution, religion, art, and even

legal theory. Today more than two hun-

dred books and four scholarly journals—

a

small ivory tower—are devoted to socio-

biology, and in 1989, Wilson's pioneering

text was deemed by the fellows and offi-

cers of the Animal Behavior Society to be

the most important book ever written on

ethology.

"Science is modem civilization's high-

est achievement, but it has few heroes," he

writes. Maybe so, but Wilson's journey is

heroic, and it is beautifully depicted here.

Wilson's autobiography, like his life, is a

rich and nuanced odyssey, a reminiscence

on discovery, society, science, intellectual

fortitude, and on memory itself. I particu-

larly commend it to young biologists, for it

describes not only the passion and beauty

of science, but an inspired scientist's sur-

vival strategies in academia, a society that

is, alas, only human. "What happened,

what we think happened in distant mem-
ory," he writes, "is built around a small

collection of dominating images." Wil-

son's images happen to be some of the

great events in a century of dramatic sci-

ence, revolutions that transformed our re-

lationship to the natural world.

However, to the end, Wilson is the

humble naturalist, the beachcomber-child

neotonous in wonder. "Like my fellow

field biologists who waded with me into

swamps and climbed forested hillocks, we
were civilized hunters searching for some-

thing new that might be captured, some-

thing valuable enough to take back home

and display at the tribal campfire."

David G. Campbell is Henry R. Luce Pro-

fessor ofNations and Global Environment

at Grinnell College in Iowa. His book, The

Crystal Desert: Summers in Antarctica,

won the 1994 John Burroughs Medal. He
is currently working on a book about

Amazonian biodiversity.
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Hidden Assets
Photographs by Michael Quinton

Birds that tough out the winter in the mountains of Idaho

need to be on the lookout for unlikely packages that may
contain a meal. For year-round residents such as mountain

chickadees, hairy woodpeckers, and Clark's nutcrackers, a

wasp nest can prove to be a veritable pifiata.

Like their cousins the jays and crows, nutcrackers are a

boisterous and opportunistic lot. One hungry nutcracker, having

discovered a yellow jacket nest in a dead aspen (inset), attacked

it with such zeal that the nest plummeted to the snowy ground.

Vigorously shaking its head and using its long, stout beak to

hammer through the layered paper walls, the nutcracker

expertly ripped apart the nest. According to photographer

Michael Quinton, the bird acted as if it "knew exactly what it

was doing." It then employed its beak as a probe, extracting

inert adult yellow jackets and any dead larvae still ensconced in

the small, hexagonal, silk-covered chambers. Thanks to a

stretchy pouch under its tongue, the nutcracker was able to

collect whole throatfuls of the insects.

Typically, nutcrackers use their beaks to pry open pine cones,

particularly those of piiion pines, and to pluck out the seeds.

Those not consumed on the spot can be carried away in the

pouch, which holds some ninety piiion seeds at a time, and then

buried, to be retrieved in leaner times. This nutcracker applied

its caching skills to the bonanza at hand, removing larvae-laden

sections of the nest and stashing them under the snow on tree

boughs, perhaps for a late-winter snack.—7. R.
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New York-bom Jonathan Marks
(page 32) has spent most of his adult life

"vacillating between the natural and so-

cial sciences." After earning an under-

graduate degree in natural science at

Johns Hopkins, he went on to study in the

genetics department at the University of

Arizona but "failed to derive adequate in-

spiration from fruit flies and bacteria."

While finishing his master's degree, he

began to play softball with anthropolo-

gists, "and the rest is history." (Well, al-

most. After getting his Ph.D. in anthro-

pology, Marks did a post-doc in genetics

at the University of California at Davis.)

Now an associate professor of anthropol-

ogy at Yale University, Marks remains in-

terested in "the place of humans in the

natural order of things" and is studying

the changes in chromosome structure that

have accompanied our evolutionary di-

vergence from the African apes. He is the

coauthor, with Edward Staski, of the in-

troductory textbook Evolutionaij

Anthropology (San Diego: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1992). His new book.

Human Biodiversity: Genes, Race, and

Histoiy, is being pubUshed in January

1995 by Aldine de Gruyter.

Brian W. Bowen (page 36), shown

here with a baby sea turtle in his pocket,

is director of the Conservations Genetics

Laboratory at the University of Florida,

where his

work has fo-

cused on the

genetics of

sea bass, stur-

geon, Florida

scrub lizards,

manatees,

and rattle-

snakes. His

special inter-

est in marine

creatures

began at the

age of seven,

when his parents gave him a mask and

snorkel to dive in Cape Cod Bay. He be-

came interested in Ascension Island's tur-

tle migration "because it is a classic

enigma" and collaborated on the study

with his former professor, John C. Avise.

Avise, a geneticist, has applied molecular

techniques to the study of kinship and

evolution in a variety of animals. A pro-

fessor of genetics at the University of

Georgia at Athens, where he runs the

molecular research laboratory, Avise has

diverse interests reflected in his contribu-

tions to Natural Histoiy, ranging from

coral clones (December 1984) to the uses

of mitochondrial DNA in tracing evolu-

tionary relationships (March 1989). For

further reading about Chelonians, Bowen
recommends Archie Carr's The Sea

Turtle: So Excellent a Fishe (Austin:

University of Texas Press, 1986) as a

starting point. For an introduction to bio-

chemical

techniques

for studying

evolution,

see John

Avise 's

Molecular

Markers,

Natural

Histoiy and

Evolution

(New York:

Chapman
and Hall,

1993).
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Paul C. Sikkel (page 46) first studied

fish behavior in the field at the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography, where he

worked for A. P. Klimley, who was study-

ing the social dynamics of hammerhead

sharks in the Gulf of California. "That

hooked me for good, but I wanted to

study something smaller that was easier

to observe, so I began focusing on reef

fishes." The garibaldis nesting on rocky

reefs around Catalina filled the bill. His

study of their reproductive behavior was

the focus of his doctoral dissertation, as

well as his article in this issue. Sikkel

continues to study mate selection in reef

fishes and is trying to solve the mystery

of why garibaldis need elaborate red

algae nests for their eggs. He is also in-

volved with efforts to protect garibaldis

from overexploitation by the aquarium

industry. For reading on why animals oc-

casionally devour their young, the author

recommends Cannibalism: Ecology and

Evolution Among Diverse Taxa, edited by

M. Elgar and B. Crespi (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1 992).
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Ian Ross (page 52) is a field biologist

who studied grizzly bears, black bears,

moose, bighorn sheep, and mountain

goats in the wild before tracking North

America's most elusive large mammal,

the cougar. Bom in Goderich, Ontario, in

1958, he has spent his life since the age of

twenty in the Canadian wilderness. After

earning a bachelor of science degree in

wildlife biology from Guelph University

in 1982, Ross says, he pursued "higher

education in the

foothills of the

Rocky

Mountains." As a

senior wildlife bi-

ologist for Arc

Wildlife Services,

Ltd., in Calgary, he

studies the popula-

tion and habitat

ecology of cougars

and their responses

to human distur-

bances. He hopes

his basic research

will ultimately

contribute to the

protection and con-

servation of large

predators, both in

North America and

abroad. When not at work, what does

Ross do for recreation? Why, he takes

canoe trips through the Canadian wilder-

ness, of course. For further reading on the

ecology of large North American carni-

vores, he recommends Kevin Hansen's

Cougar The American Lion (Flagstaff:

Northland, 1992) and Wayne Lynch 's

Bears: Monarchs ofthe Northern

Wilderness (Vancouver: Douglas and

Mclntyre, 1993).

Michael Quinton (page 84) finds win-

ter an especially rewarding time for wild-

life photography. For more than fifteen

years, he has been documenting the be-

havior of the animals that survive the

long winters in the mountains of south-

eastern Idaho, neai- his home at the edge

of Yellowstone National Park. He shot

this month's "Natural Moment"—

a

Clark's nutcracker plundering a yellow

jacket nest on a February day—using a

Nikon F3 camera and a 400mm lens. His

previous "Natural Moment," a winter

scene of a pine marten and its prey, ap-

peared in February of this year. At that

time, Quinton and his wife and two

young children were thinking of moving

to Alaska to escape the growing human
population of Idaho. Now they are about

to do just that, having purchased a place

in the Alaskan wilderness. There Quinton

will have plenty of land, plenty of winter,

and plenty of subjects. In particular, he

looks forward to photographing tundra

birds and, with the pristine fish runs in the

state, to indulging a new interest, under-

water fish photography. Quinton 's photos

have appeared in several books, including

The Ghost of the Forest: The Great Gray

Owl (Flagstaff: Northland Publishing,

1988). For more information on Clark's

nutcrackers, readers can turn to

"Remembrance of Seeds Stashed," by

Stephen Vander Wall and Russell P.

Balda, in the September 1983 issue of

Natural History.

After earning his Ph.D. in archeology

from Cambridge, Charles Higham (page

60) left England in 1968 to teach at the

University of Otago in New Zealand and

to make Southeast Asian prehistory his

research specialty. He met Rachanie

Thosarat, who was still an undergraduate

at Bangkok's Silpakon University, at an

excavation site in Thailand in 1975. She

went on to the universities of Penn-

sylvania and Otago for advanced degrees

but has collaborated with Higham on

field research ever since their first meet-

ing. A huge, moated settlement and

cemetery in northeast Thailand will prob-

ably be their next project, which they

hope will yield information about the pre-

historic cultures that led to the estabhsh-

ment of the state of Angkor. What do

archeologists do in their spare time?

Higham builds brick walls and runs a

small commercial herb garden at his hoh-

day cottage overlooking Lake Hawea in

central Otago. Thosarat tends a garden

full of roses, honeysuckle, and jasmine in

the Thai countryside. For fiirther reading,

they suggest Prehistory of the Indo-

Malaysian Archipelago, by P. Bellwood

(New York: Academic Press, 1986) and

The Cambridge History ofSoutheast

Asia, edited by N. Tarling (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1992).
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wide-angle to telephoto (28-110mm)

zoom lens, you've got heavyweight

clout in bantam-weight size (just

21.7 ounces). So instead of lugging

around extra lenses, the Olympus IS-10

lets you lug around really important

things — like the family photo album.
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